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The International Bureau of Fiscal Documen- 
tation was founded in 1938. For reasons of 
organizing character this Bureau is established 
as a separate foundation according to Nether- 
lands law. The Bureau is a scientific, indepen- 
dent, non-profit making, non-political foundation 
of which the purpose is defined in the articles 
as follows: A . 

(art. 2) The Object of the International Bureau 
of Fiscal Documentationjs the foundation and 
maintenancgpf an_ inter'national documentation 
bureau, in order to supply information in 'fiscal 
legislation and the application of fiscal law, and 
to stimulatelhe study of fiscal science. 
(art. 3 )a The International Bureau of Fiscal Do- 
cumentation shall endeavour to realise this ob- 
ject by: 
a. founding a library on fiscal legislation, books, 

p'etibdicalé and other publications; 
b. supplying information;

_ 

q. giving any one the opportunity to study all 
material available in its library; 

(1. issuing a. periodical; 
6. any other appropriate measures. 
In close cooperation with- the LEA, and with 
the" aid of expert corresponaents throughout the 
World, the Bureau acquires as much information 
as possible in the field of international and 
comparative law. The Bureau‘is thus able to 
supply‘data‘ ~("but not advice) on spécific tax 
problems. A fee, necessary for the maintenance 
and extension of the Bureau, is charged on a 
time/cost basis. The Bureau has published two 
s'eries of monographs: “Publications of the Inter- 
national Bureau of Fiscal Documentation" and 
"Studies on Taxation and Economic Develop- 
ment". ‘ . 

.The Bureau also publishes European Taxation,
. 

now a monthly journal’ on the tax systems of 
Eurdpe."Tax‘New: Service, published twice per 
month, provides rapid information on world- 
wide tax developments. Supplementary Service 
to European Taxation is a loose—leaf refdrence 
work. ' 

'i

E 

The loose-leaf series, Guides to European Tax- 
ation comprises "The Taxation of Pategt Royal- 
ties, Dividends, Interest, in Europe”, “Ihc Tax— 
ation of Companies in Europe”, “The Taxation 
of Private Investment Income” and “Value Add- 
ed Taxation in Europe". 
The looSe-leaf series, Tax Treaty Guide: com- 
prises “Handbook on the U.S.-German Tax Cone 
vention” and “Handbook on the Dutch-German 
Tax Convention” (in German). The Bureau has 
also published two loose-leaf reference works, 
Corporate Taxation in LazinAmerica and African 
Ta‘x S yxtemx. - 

II 

Le Bureau International de Documentation Fis- 
cale fut fondé en 1938. Pour cles raisons de 
caractére organisatoire, ce Bureau est établi 
comme une fondation séparée conformément au 
droit civil néerlandais. Le Bureau est une insti- 
tution scientifique, indépendante, sans but lucra- 
tif et sans objet politique, dont 1e but ‘est défini 
dans les statuts comme suit: 
(art. 2) Le but du Bureau International de Do- 
cumentation Fiscale est d’établir et de maintenir 
un bureau international de documentation ten- 
dant 2‘1 foumir des informations concernant la 
Iégislation fiscale et I’application du droit fiscal, 
ainsi qu’z‘i stimuler l'étude de la science fiscale. 
(art. 3) 0651: .par les moyens suivants que le 
Bureau se propose d’atteinclre ce but: 
a; en établissant une bibliothéque fiscale d’ou- 

vrages, revues et autres publications; 
13. en fournissant des informations; 
c. en procurant :21 tons ceux qui s’y intéressent 

l’occasion' de consulter ces ouvrages; 
d. en publiant un périodique; 
6. en recourant é. tout autre moyen adéquat. 
Par une coopération étroite avec l’IFA et avec 
l’aide de correspondants 2‘1 travers le monde, 1e 
Bureau rassemble toutes lés données possibles 
en matiére de droit international et comparé. 
De cette fagon, 1e Bureau est a méme de fournir 
des renseignements concernant des problémes 
fiscaux spéciaux mais sans dormer d’avis. Des 
honoraires, nécessaires pour le maintien et l’ex— 
pansion du Bureau, sont demandés sur base du 
temps nécessaire et du cofit. Le Bureau a publié 
deux séries de monographies: "Publications du 
Bureau International de Documentation Fiscale” 
et "Studies on Taxation and Economic Develop- 
ment”. » 

Le Bureau public aussi European Taxdtion, qui 
est devenu une revue mensuelle sur les systémes 
fiscaux europé‘ens. Tax News Sen/ire, publié 
deux fois par mois, donne une information 
rapide, 2‘1 l’échelle mondiale, detout ce qui touche

, 

5. la fiscalité. Supplementary Service to European 
Taxation est un ouvrage de référence présentée 
sous feuilles mobiles. 
Guide; to Europemz Taxation, également une 
publication sous feuilles mobiles, comprefld 
“L'irnposition de Redevances, Dividendes et 
Intéréts en Europe”, "L’imposition des Sociétés 
de capitaux en Europe”, "L’imposition de revenu 
des investiSsements privés” et' “La Taxe sur la 
Valeur Ajoutée en Europe”. 
Tax Treaty Guidex, une autre publication sous 
feuilles mobiles, comprend 1e “Manuel :eIatif 
51 la Convention fiscale Allemagne - Etats Unis” 
et le “Manuel relatif A la Convention fiscale 
Pays-Bas - Allemagne” (En Iangue allemande). 
Le Bureau a également publié, Corporate Tax- 
ation in Latin America et African Tax S y-Jlemx, 
deux ouvrages d’information sous feuilles mo- 
biles.
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ARTICLES ea 4 

NIZAR RAFEI *: 

THE TAX SYSTEM IN SAUDI ARABIA 
1. The tax system in Saudi Arabia is 

both unique and simple. There is no tax at 
all on wages or salagies Whether the em- 
ployee concerned is a Saudi national or a 
foreigner. Only commercial and industrial 
gains are taxed. The nature, base and no- 
menclature of the tax differ according to 
the nationality of the taxpayger 'and whether 
he is an‘ individual or a legal entity. If he 
is a Saudi, his gains are subject to Zakat 
(an Islamic tax which is levied on gains 
and invested capital) whereas the foreigner 
pays income tax on his realised profits

' 

only. 
Of Prime importance for a foreign indivi- 
dual or compar‘ly planning to carry on busi- 
ness activities in Saudi Arabia is a know- 
ledge of the tax structure of that country; 
that is, theréfofe, the subject of this ana- 
lysis. 

2. Saudi Arabia is one of the few de— 
veloping countries in the world which do 
not need foreign capital; being an oil ex— 
Porting nation it ‘earns a tremendous 
amount of foreign exchange which main- 
tains a cash reserve fuhd considered as one 
of the three largest in the world (the other 
two are Western Germany and the United 
States of America, respectively)._ 
As a result of this, Saudi Arabia has re- 

serVEd many business activities for Saudis, 
particularly those types of business of a 
purely commercial nature; non-Saudis are, 
however, Welcome to invest in the fields of 
industry or agriculture. This policy was 
adopted not bECause of the need' for for- 
eign capital but 'reither for ‘the purpose of 

getting-foreign skill, experience and tech- 
nology. In order to encourage foreign in— 
vestment and enterpfis'e, and subject to the 
codes of Islamic Sharia,1 the Saudi Gov- 
ernment has offered the following bene— 
fits to every resident in the country: 

(i) Comple'te freedom to transfer money 
to and from the country. 

(ii)' Political stability in the absence of 
economic or financial set—backs. 

(iii) Complete security, considered as uni— 
que in the world;2 

In addition‘to these features which repre- 
sent the basic structure of any real develop- 
ment the Government has given the fol- 

lowing incentives to the foreign investor: 

(i) Agricultural investment is totally 
and permanently exempted from 
taxes both direct and indirect” 
In order to' give the opportunity to 
Saudis to acquaint themselves with 
'Western know-how, the foreign in— 
vestment regulations grant the for- 
eign‘ investor an exemption of in- 
come tax due on indusi'rial profits 

(ii) 

* Member of the Middle East Society of Asso- 
ciated Accountants (FAA), 
1. The Islamic Sharia commands the legal in- 

capacitation of the offender, i.e. execute the kill—' 
er and cut off the hand of the thief.

_ 

2. Here, unbelievably, one can drive alone in 
the desert wit-bout any fear of being robbed or 
killed even if one is carrying one million US. 
Dollars. 
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' realised during the first five years if 
at least 25 percent of the ‘total‘ 

amount of industrial investment is 

contributed by a Saudi. 
The Go‘vemment makes available to 
the industrial investor sufficient 
areas of land required for industrial 
projects in return for payment of“ a 
nominal rent;vthis privilege will con- 
tinue as long as the investor con- 
siders the land fit for his require- 
ments. 

(iii) 

(iv) The permanent exemption of indivi- 
dual' income from tax on salaries and 
wages. . 

(V) ExtensiVe‘ banking facilities includ— 
ing medium and long term interest 
free loans are available from the In- 
dustrial Development Fund. 
Machinery, eqxfipment and raw ma- 
terials imported from abroad for the 
'use of industrial projects are exempt— 
‘ed‘ from custom; du‘ty'. 

(vi) 

(vii) Provision, of iéheap electrical Power. 
to industrial projects (1.4 US. Cents 
per unit). 

In addition to these facilities which are 
considered.to:be sufficient incentives to at- 
tract foreign investment, particularly in in- 
dustry, the. Government is ready to} discuss 
ariy additional facility which may be hen)! 
ful in, that respect. 

The profits derived. By aforeién' in- 
vestor from industrial activities or 'from' 

contracts signed with the Saudi. Govern- 
ment for certain projects are subject to in~ 
come tax at the following rates: 
23% on profits not eXceéding SR. 100,000 

per annum (U.S. $ is'equivalen't'tzo. 
SR. 3.50). . 
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35% on profits between"SR.-r100,000 and 
SR. 500,000 per annum. 

40% on profits between SR. 500,000 and 
SR. 1,000,000 ,per annum. 

45% on profits exceeding SR. 1,000,000 
per annum. ’ 

4. Note that the actual Saudi system 
does not allow any foreigner, whether an 
individual pérson or a legal, entity, to run a 
business in Saudi Arabia. Two exceptions 
to this rule exist: 

(a) When a foreign investor wins a ten— 
der and enters into a' contract with a 
Saudi Ministry or a' public sector, , 

body. 
In this case, the foreign Cpnttactor cah 
establish a branch or_ subsidiary in 
Saudi Arabia acting in his Own name 
and having a temporary registration- 
at the Commercial Register for the 
strict vpieose 'of his contract. He has 
no right to do busineés in the private 
sector. 

(b) When the foreign investor is granted 
a license from the Ministry of Indus- 
try (0: AgriCulture) to do business 
under the provisions of Fozeign In; 
Vestment Regulation to establish .any 
developing project that the cOuntry 
needs for its progress. 
In this case, the investor is not limit~~ 
ed to any :sec'tor, public or .private, 
and can act through a branch, or cre- 
ate a new Saudi Arabian subsidiary 
or corporation, or join a Saudi party 
if he wishes. He can obtain a' perma— 
nent ‘commercialfiegistmt‘ion as well. 

5. Some of the more important cha- 
racteristics of the Saudi income tax system 
are shown 'below:



SAUDI ARABIA: THE TAX SYSTEM 

(i). Freedom to abooxe the financial year: 
Tax legislation .in most countries of the 
world usually stipulates that the financial 
year shoulci Cover a specifigd period of 
time and in many cases’suggests the adop- 

_ 
tion of the solar year. 
In Saudi Arabia it is left for the person 
concerned to determine the beginning and 
the end of the financial year. The tradi- 
tional procedure, with respect to capital in- 
vestment, is to start the financial year con- 
currently with the beginning of operations. 
The first financial year may cover less than 
one calendar year provided it is adjusted to 
an annual basis later on. 
The taxpayer must hOWever, 'always notify 
the tax authorities in advance of the finan- 
cial year he has chosen. 

(ii) N a carry forward of 105395: 
Many tax systems iri the world allow losses 
to be carried forward and subtracted from 
_the realised profits of the next year so as 
to spread the losses between the taxpayer 
and the treasury. Other systems specify a 
number of years during which the taxpayer 
may carry his losses forward. This Princi— 
pleisv not applied in Saudi Arabia. The 
taxpayer is not permitted to carry his losses 
forward and they are considered as the lia- 
bility of the taxpayer in the year in which 
they were incurred. 

(iii) Account; aécepted if audited by an 
international legal azzditor: ' 

The Saudi Arabian tax system considers as 
valid all accounts audited by' an internatio- 
nal legal auditor. ‘_ 

I 

Saudi Arabia, by approving auditing acti- 
vities, has gone fat in supporting'intema- 
tional auditing firms and has in fact sut- 
passed many advanced western countries 
which are still reluctant to accept this pro- 
cedure. The Saudi tax system has, as a re- 

sult, been able to overcome three prob- 
lems: 

(a) The shorfage in qualified and ex— 
perienced auditors within its [financial 
institutions. Legal auditors were 
therefore encouraged to assume part 
of the responsibility. 

(b) ‘Thé system held the legal auditors 
responsible for the accounts they ap- 
prove. This attitude had a great im- 
pact on the progress of the auditing 
profession in as much as it increased 
the responsibility of the auditing 
firms. 

(c) It promoted and spread interest 'in 

taxation and accountancy principles 
*among taxpayers who started to ask 
auditors to organize their accounts 
and to verify their financial position. 

(iv) Principle of territoriality: 
Only income realised in the Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia is subject to tax. It makes no 
difference to the Saudi Authorities wheth- 
er or not such income would be Subject to 
tax in the investor’s own country. 

(v) Net profiti which conflitzzte tbe tax 
lame,‘ are determined through normal 
accounting procedurex: 

Although Saudi tax regulations are con- 
sistent with general rules of accountancy, 
it is agreed that appropriation reserves are 
considered as distributed Profits and not 
debit‘ed to the profits account: .they are 
hence subject to taxation. On the other 
hand, provision reserves to cover liabilities 
no matter what the net Profits or losses 
are, are still a subject of dispute between 
the taxpayer and the tax authorities of the 
Government. Some of these reserves such 
as end of service indemnity reserves are ac- 
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cepted' and agreed to while others such as 
bad debt reserves are still dispfiuted because 
their approval depends on 't'he vtax author— 
ities’ belief in their legitimacy. . 

As for depreciation of fixed" assets, the 
Sa'udi Authorities have published a list of 
the‘ fixed assets 3 together with the rate’ of 
depreciation approved for each. 

6. Saudi Arabia his now. Become a 
, ‘very attractive place‘ for those international 
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entrepreneurs who are eager to do busi- 
mess. The whole country is like a big busy 
workshop and .develdpment Work is going 
‘c‘m so fast that few countries of the free 
world can. compete with it. The industrial‘ 
progress of Saudi Arabia is being facilitat- 
ed by huge income from oil revenues, and 
the'aim of the Government is to ensure ah 
accelerated pace of development and mo- 
demisation in all domains ——-f industrial,

I 

agricultural and technological. 

3, See Appendix on page 7:. '



SAUDI ARABIA: THE TAX SYSTEM
' 

APPENDIX 
RATES OF DEPRECIATION ACCEPTABLE BY THE SAUDI TAX AUTHORITIES 

FIXED ASSETS 
1,7 S/fiowroomx and affirm: 
Furniture and fixtfire 
Office equipment

~ 

Electrical equipment; refrigerator, 
t'v, fans 
Cold storage for food 
Airconditioning 
Desert cooler 
Computer machines 
Steel' Safe 

2.” Mean: of tramport: 
Airplanes 
Ships 
Steam boats 
Passenger car 
Pick-up car 
Pick-up car Carrier 
Scooter and bicycle 

3. Building, road; and barbozm: 
Buildings 
Equipment and machinery for road 
and buildings 
Heavy duty digging equipment 
Surveying equipment 
Compressor for diggirig 
Tents 
Block and brick making equipment 
Machinery and tools for harbour 

'-construction 
Machinery for ship repair 

4. Electricity and namml gm: 
Diesel generating 
Gas turbine generating 
Overhead network 
Underground network 

'6

I 

Rate % 

10, 
15 

10 
7.50 

25 
20 
12.50 
2.50 

15 

20 
25 
25 
15 
25 

12.50 
7.50 

10 
20 
20 
7.50 

10 
10 

\llUKJIk/I 

FIXED ASSETS Rate‘% 

Machinery for manufacturing and 
filling natural gas 7.50 
Gas warehouse ‘ 5

‘ 

'5‘. Mistellaneow 'factorz'éi.’ 

Fixed machinery 
- 

7.50 
Mobile machinery 10 
Pumps 20 
Gas station pumps ' 10 
Boilers 10 
Tools for car wash and lubrication 10 
Electric oven 12.50 
Small electric generators 20 
Welding machinery 7.50 
Small tools 20 

6. Specialized factoriex: 

Spinning and weaving machinery 12.50 
Cement making machinery 7.50 
Grain grinding machinery 7.50 
Oil mill machinery 7.50 
Tanning and hides treatment 
equipment 10 
Glass making equipment and 
accessories 7.50 
Empty can production machinery 10 
Timber cutting and furniture 
manufacturing 12.50 
Carpéntry equipment (for doors, 
windOws etc.) 12.50 
Metal furniture manufad‘uring 
machinery and equipment 10 . 

Soap making machinery 10 
Ice making machinery and 
equipment _ 

7.50 
Machinery for filling soda. water, 
dairy products, and all types of 
fruit juices and refreshments 10 
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FIXED AéSETs 
I 

- Rm % FIXED ASSETS Rate %‘ 

Chemical industriés equipment 10 Barber shop gquipment 10 
Metal pressing machinery 10 

' 

' 

Bakeries machinery 7.50 
Plasticmaking ‘equipment 10 Fishing equipment and tools 7.50 
Rubber making machinery 7.50 Neon-light fittings 1.2.50 

7'. Priniihg homey ' ’ 9' Medical “rm-5e": 
.. 

. 
.-. 

_ 
‘ ' 

- ‘ ' ‘ 

Printing machinery . 
_ 10 PM?” CImISSVEqulént -- 

. . Medlcal testmg laboratory Paper cuttmg and shapmg , . _ . 

. 
I 

_, 
. 

cqulpment 10 
maChmety'" ' 

-‘ 5 I 

' "Operation rooms at hosPit‘a'ls" 15 Book binding machinery 19 
Prlnfmg'ktters' 

'. 

= 

.' ' ' 
20 

IO. Letbing and Wbéttiz‘z'g; Engmeenng office equlpment' 10 , j - 

Lething machinery ‘6 

~8'. ‘Geflérdl‘xerw'cex: -Whetm}g “FE”? . . 

'6 

- v - Measurmg equlpment 6 
v Clothes wash, cleaning and Water scales 12.50 

ironing machinery ' 
' ' 10 Measuring tapes . 20

' 

N ote.‘ (these depreciation ‘rates; will be calculated annually on the basis of fixed "flat rate.) ‘ 
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PHILIPPE DEROUIN *: 

LOCAL TAXATION IN FRANCE - II - 

The replacement 'of the bzm'neu licem'e tax ( contribution de: patente;) by Z'fiew 51,55,235; 
tax (taxe’ profexsionfl'elle) 1 — n . 

' 

1. It tdok about one and a half ye'ars of 
discussion and drafting, a revised Bill 2 
and‘ a decision of the Constitutional Coun- 
éiI 3 but the law replacing the business 1i- 
céjnce tax by a‘ new business tax has finally 
been enacted 4 and will Come into force as 

7 

from lst January 1976:5 
As compared with the first Bill, the law is 
both shorter (17 clauSes instead of” 24) 
and mare comprehensive since it (fevers a 
number of miscellaneous additic’mal taxes 
which Were levied together with, the “pa- 
tente" and which will follow thé same 
rules as the new business ‘tax.‘6 

2. More specifically, the amended Bill 
and the Law have made two major changes 
.to the business tax scheme previously Con- 
templated: 

(a) the first one is a further simplification 
of the rules defining the basis of assess- 
ment of the tax. One of the elements of 
that basis was thé net profit of the 'taxable 
person. All the mechanisms considered fér 
Allocating that profit among the various 
f‘comgmnés" where the taxpaye'; might 
can-y on its business prOved too unsatis—' 

factory and also too‘ complex to allow this 
Component of the basis of assessment to be 
retained.7 

(b) The s'écond major change c'onsiSts of 
a. further shifting of the bases of aSSeSS- 
ment .— and accordingly of the tax load, 
since the tax rate' Will ‘be a flat rate —-.- 

from smaller businesses to larger ones. 
This transfer of tax léad .be'twéen cate- 

gories‘ of taxpiyers was estimated to

r 

, 
‘8’ 

amount to approximately. frs 2 billion,8 the 
expected proceeds from the business tax 
being frs 19 billion for 1976. 

3. The detailed features of the new busi- 
ness tax Will be Examified ‘be‘low accOrding 
to the same plan as followed. in dur review 
of the first: BiIl.9 

' ‘ 
‘

‘ 

SECTION I: SCOPE OF THE BUSINESS TAX 
A. Taxable and exempt pelrmm and . 

attim‘tie; 
‘ ‘ 

a) Perxom liable 

4. (substantially unchanged) 10 

* Member of (the Paris Bar. 
1. This article supplements and updates the in— 
formation contained in a. pre'vious artiéle by the 
author and Christian Bouckaert which ’was pu- 
blished in the September 1974 issue: of this 
Bulletin pp. 364-372. 
2. Bill n° 1634 diséblitinuifig the business Iiv 

cenge tax ar'xd creating the busiziess tax — here- 
inafter referred to as “the amended Bill", the 
Bill n° 951 examined in out previbus article 
being quoted as “the first Bill”. 
5. Decision of 23rd. July 1975 - 10 24th. July 
1975 p. 7534. 

I I 

4. La‘w n° 75-678 of 29th July 1975 - JO 31'st. 
july 1975, pp. 7763 “ma fbll. — hereinafter re- 
ferred to as “the 
5. Art. 1 6f the Law. 
6. Art. 1._II and 13 of the La'w. 
7. § II 1° of the Preamble to the amended ‘Bill. 
8. § II 2° of the Preamble to the émén‘ded Bill. 
9. See note (1) above. 
10. Art. 2 I Of the Law. 
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b) Exemption 

5}" (Substatif‘iallf' unchanged)‘.'11 How- 
éver, the special exemption provided for 
vetyv'small taxpayer‘s has been" abolished 
sir'xce the nevggséheme contains othet '— 
and more substantial ——— provisions which 
will havc the effect: of reducing the burden 
on small taxpayers. ' 

B. Territorial Hope of tbé tax. 

a) “General domestic files 

6:. (Un¢hanged) 1‘2 

b) Special dbmé‘xtig: rule: 

7. (spatial scheme fc‘Jr international 
transport Companies unchéfiged) 13 
Harbour‘ authorities, except for. pleasure 
harbours, ‘Will be deemed to, Carry on no 
activities- in‘ France.»14 ' 

c) .1222: treaties 

8. (Unchangedv).l
I 

SECTION II: BASIS OF ASSESSMENT OF ' 

THE BUSINESS TAX .' - ‘ 
‘

' 

A. Defiflition' 

9. As me'ntioned above (n° 2 (21)), the 
formula for calculating .the’ basis of as‘sess- 
ment of the “taxe Profes‘sionnelle” Will be 
rediiced to the total of two amounts: .

' 

——.—- a portion of the ~—: actual or 2155q 
~— amount of_wa‘ges and salaries ('as-“de- 

fined -in C. he'reund'e’r);
_ 

—— the rental value: of fixcd aséets de- 
fined’ in D. he:eunde_t),.-15 

10. (Substantially uhchanged)-.1e The 
one half reduction of the basis of assess- 
ment is also granted to farming cooperaa 
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tives,1.7 

B. Detérmz'nation of net profit 

11.. (not applicable since {he neg profit is
‘ 

no longer an element of the basis of assess- 
ment).' 

C. Determination of wage: aim’ {diaries 

12. (substantially unchanged). Howev‘er 
” 
Wages and salarie§ will include the com- 
pensatic'm paid to managers and, managing 
directors which Was included in the net 
profit item in the first Bill.18

I 

A major change in thg new scheme-is :the 
reduction of the ,portiOn of 'wagésl and 
salaries included inuthe‘ bgsis‘ of assessment 
from one half —.—‘in the' first Bill to 
One fifth —-— in the Iaw.19 . 

_

“ 

12 bis'. An entirely new ptovi'siOn of the. " 

law relates to self-employed profes’sional 

persons liable 'to personal1 income tax on 
'their non-commercial income (Le. mem- 
bars-of~ the liberal professipns such a's phy; 
siciansjden'tists, lawyéts, a‘ccOuntants, étc.) 
gnd to self-empldyed'_ business intermedi- 
arias (such as brokers", agents, estate agents, 
étc.): provided they employ _Iess‘ ‘thah five 
exdployees, an ampunt equal go one eighth. 
of“ their' grass gec'eipts instéad'of one 
fifth of the wages and éalatiés they-pay to 
their. em'plOygcs, .— yin be includédgin 
their basis of assé'ssifiént to the business 
~tax.§0 

.11. . Art-2 II of .the Law.»
> 

12_._ Preamble t6 Art, 5 of the amended Bill. 
13'. Art. 5 I of the Law. 
14. Art. 5 II of the Law. 
15. Art. 3 I_of'the Law. 
16; Art. 3 II of .the 'Law. _ 

1.7;. Jbid. '_
_ 

18." Art. 3 I third Subparagréph (if the law, 
19. Art. 3 I in fine of theAL'a‘w. 
20. Art. 3 .I‘sge‘cond subpa‘ragraph of the Law.



FRANCE: LOCAL TAXATION 
B.‘ Determiflation of the rental value bf 

fixed 45m: 
9.) Determination of amenable fixed amen 
13.‘ to 15. (Substantially unchangéd).21

I 

1)) Determination of rental value of fixed 
duet: . - 

16. (Unchanged) 

(1') Rental value of assets liable, to proper— 
ty tax (“'taxe'fonciére”). 

'
' 

17. (Substantially unchanged).22 How- 
ever the valuation rules are- chariged on 
some minor points relating. to buildings.23 
This change, of l'course, applies to both 
business and property tax. 

17 bis. Although not qualifying as assess- 
able property for Property tax purposes, 
items of equipment and of movable pro- 
perty which are depreciable over thirty 
years or more aré to be included in the 
basis of assessment of the business tax ac- 
cording to the same rules as buildings 
forming part of an industrial establish- 
ment.24 This means that their rental value 
.Will be.de_‘emed to amount to 12% of their 
cost possibly revalued or partly Written 
down iii" accordance with the rules appli— 

, ,cable to prép‘erty tax. 

(ii) Rental value of other fixed assets. 

18'. O") Generélly, the rental value of 
fixed assets oWned by the enterprise —— Or 
rented’ by it under a lease-back agreement 
—~ is fixéd at anlamOunt equal to 16% of 
their cost“, whatever the nature' of those 
assets.25 ,

~ 

(The revaluation provision and the Fr. 
150,000 alloWance included in thq first 
Bill have been reméve‘d fro'r’n the {amended 
Bill arid theLaw).._ r 

' 

,

- 

(**) Rented aésets (except f0; aséet‘s rent- 

10 

ed under a lease back agreement?) will be 
assessed according to .the amount of rent 
actually paid. This amount may not be 
more than 20% higher —' or lower —— 
than the rental value computed as under 
(*) above.26 

(iii) Spécial reductions and oVerall alldw- 
ancé. 

18 bis. In order to alleviate the' tax im— 
posed on small busines§e§, taxpayers 
whose turnover does not exceed a cer’tain‘ 

amount — Fr. 400,000 if their A activity 
consists of supplying servicé‘s or if they 
carry on a liberal profession, Fr. '1 million 
otherwiSe -— will be liable to busineSs tax 
on the rental value of assets liable'to P170— 
perty tax ohly.27

_ 

And in order not to make too sharp a dis- 
tinction between these privileged taxpayers 
"and those subject to normal treatment, all 
other taxpayers will be allowed to deduct 
Fr. 25,000 from the assessed rental value 
of their fixed assets.28 

y 

'

. 

It should also be noted, that a special fe- 
duction applies-to nuclear plants, airports 
and anti-pollution installations; only two 
thirds of their gental value will be includ- 
ed in the basis of assessment.29 

19. (SubStantially unchanged) .30 

21. Althotigh the content of these paragraphs is 
substantially unchanged, reference shbuld be 
made -to-Art. 4 of the Law in which Arts. 8 and 
9 of the first Bill have been incorporated. 
22. Art. 4 I of the Law. ' 

23'. Art. 16 of the Law. 
24. Art. 4 II git-he Law.

‘ 

25. Art. 4 HI first subparz'igraph of the Law. 
26. Art. 4 III Secénd subparagraph of the LAW. 
27. Art. 4 IV of the Lawn. - 

28. Iid. 
29. Art. 4 V of the 13W. 
30. Art. 8 of the Law. 
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Territbrial :zz'llomtizm of the» elémenm 
of the bani; of. auenment 

'
’ 

20: As: 'a‘ basic! principle, each taxpayer 
will be liable to the tax in the “com- 
mune(s‘)i” whqgg he carriesvon‘ *busrifirimass.31 ' 

More specificgily, businesses which Caiq 
on their'ac'tivities in Several “commiihes” 
will be taxed in each “commune” where 
they haVe Premises and land fifth-cit divs" 
1205211532 

The basis~0f assessment will be aLlloCated 
be’t’wegn -tho'se ““com’muneS” a¢cordirig to 
thegfollowing rule‘s: ‘ '

’ 

1(a) A}; far a} ée’ntal value‘f‘ldfi ton‘céfized 
The rental value of 21556t liable" to pro— 

perty tax will obviously be allocat'ed' ‘td the 
“communes” "which '16e that tax '——‘ "Or 

which would be ch’tit’l’éd tQ ‘lev-y it were, it 
not for 501116 speciai exemption; 

The rental value of other fixed assets 
will be allocated -to the “Communes’” Where 
those assets: are :l‘ocated (if the taxpayer 
also has Premises of 'land at its disposal 
there): or to which they can be attributed.33 
This implicitly refers to the case law pre— 
viously applicable to the “patente” relating 
to e.g. automp‘tive <3c£uijprnet1tg etc,34‘ — The standard Fr. 23,000 allowmce. 
mentioned abdve (11° 18) Will be 'all'oc'ated 
.to the i‘tdmmunég” where the taxpayer has 
,its majbr establishment.35 

'(b) A: fm‘ a: wage: and salariés are fan'— 
temed 

This element 'o‘f the basis of asSéSsment 
will bé alloCa'tEci‘ in ‘prciportion .to the wages 
and salaries Paid to th¢ personnel: who 
usually work in each “commune” cencern— 
ed.36.' The practical allocation fules used 
for “pat¢hte”_ purposes should be maihtaia- 
ed as” far as Itfavel~1ing (emglo‘yees ana em; 
,ployees Working at home are conCemed;37 
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21'. 

. 

(Substantially gnchangedDfié 1' 

D‘, Conclusion.
I 

22. (a) As Compageci' with the scheme. 
resulting, from the first Bill‘, the above, 
rules provide a further simplification. of 
the process of determining the basis -o‘f- 

.aSSESSment..and allocating it among the Va~ 
rious “communes” ‘concctned‘39 

(b) 
' As compared with the' pgéSenf.”,pa- 

tame”, the reform should bring 3:51.115- 

stantiaf'transfer of the bases; of assesémcn'tg 
from smaller Itaxpgyexs to high-OMS; ~ 

— Craftsmen and _,ret_ail busil 7 

ness‘és' employihg 31655 than thrée 
p‘ezsc‘ms and ifiembérs "of liberal “

' 

prdfessions with 'a turnover not 
Exceeding Fr. 5350;000 39“ ; 60% 

small-Iifidustria‘lconcernscm; 
4 

' ' 

p10ying betWeen three and ten 
persons; " ‘ 

30%. . 

—: industrial and transporfgtion 
businesses employing, more thaxi / 

‘ten‘ Persons; ‘ +05% 
—' members of liberal .profes- 

’
' 

'sions with a 'tumo’vet eitcceding, . 

Fr. 350,000 39b + 35%, 
—‘ aggregate variation ' 

‘ nil 

31.. Preamble, to Art; 6 9f the amended; Bill; 
32. Art. 6 I‘pf the Law?“ 3 7 

33'. Art; 6 I First Subparag‘raph Of the ni 
34. CE. 22nd Jamiar'y 1951 f‘Rot-Ig' and-QB. 
30th, Octdb‘er‘ 1944‘ “Soumia’f. V_ 

35. Art. 6 I second subparagréph ofi the Lawn 
36‘.- Art.‘ 6 I first subpataggaph- df'~fhe Law. 
37. Instr. 30th. May 1955 § 104‘. 
38. Art. 6'11 of thé‘Lawr , 

v * 

39. § II 2‘? ‘of the preamble 'to the amended 
Bill. . 

3921. Figures used in the amended Bill‘ind mist 
ed to FL {100,000 in the Law (seefln° 18 bi‘s)‘— 
no adj'usted‘ staHStics.zhave been published: - 

39b. See note 392, above! 
:

’

ll



FRANCE: LOCAL TAXATION 

SECTION. m: RATE .OF THE BUSINESS 
TAX ‘ 

A. General 

'23." (General principle of léacal author- 
ities’ freedom maintained)“; 
However a law to be decided upon-prior 
to‘ lst July 1977 will determine a method 
of fixing the tax rates actbrding to the fol- 
lowing objectives: 

(i) the business tax rates applied by the 
various “communes” in de ‘samé “départe- 
ment" shall be harmonized and' 

(ii) the variation pf the business tax gate 
applied by each local ahthbrit‘y shall bé- 
harmonized with the rates applicable to 
the other direct 10ml taxes (Le. peerty 
taxes and tax on household occupétiOn) .41 

B. Tmmitiondl prayix’iom 

(a) Determination of Ibe tax rate for 
1976 and 1977

I 

24. For the 'next two fiscal years the local 
tax authorities will still - decide the full 
amount of tax they wish ‘to raise on the 
basis of “fictitious principals" subject to 
some amendments and the tax rates will be 
drawn fiom that ar‘miumt.42 

HdWev'er, the busingg fax load will be a1- 
located betWeen taxiaayers in the sémé 
"commune" or‘ “.d'é'partemént” in pmpdr- 
tion to the newbas'cs bf as'sgssment. 

(b) ‘Hdrmo'niégtiofl (if local tax rdtéi 

25. (To be deleted) 

C. Tax ificerz‘tig/gx 

26. (Substantially ugchanged but 'np ré- 

ference is made‘ t0 the EEC rules).43 

12 

SECTION‘IV: MISCELLANEOUS 
PROVISIONS 

A. Tax r‘etam: 

27. (Substantially unchanged).44 
The treasury claim-back period is fixed at 
thre'e years following the year. whén the 
tax is due.45 

B. Paymémf of taxé: - Payment 072 atom; 
28. (Substantially unchanged).46- -

- 

As compared with the first Bill, the pay- 
ment on Account is reduced to 50% of the 
tax (Tue f0): thé prev‘ic‘ms year and is not 
piayable if that téx amounts to lg‘ss‘ than 
Fr. 10,000.47

i 

The balaricéfiannot be claimed ptio; to 1'st 
DgCember of each year,48 
In 1976, however, a first payment on ac— 
count .Will be payable' prior to 15th. ‘June, 
a second one being payable prior to 50th. 
NOVCmber. Each of theSe payments on ac- 
count will amOunt to 40% of the “patente” 
paid in 1975.49 

40. Art. 12 firét subp'aragraph of the Law. 
41. Art. 12 seéond subpafagraph of the Law. 
42. Art. 11 of the Law. It should be recalled 
that fictitious principals (“principaux fittifs") 
are the assumed ptoc'egds 01’ the "old fbur” taxes 
which Were the majbr source of income Of the 
state until 1917 and are still the basis of deter— 
minagién Of the bail tax rate‘s if: the present 
Frehch loyal tax system ~—- see Our previous 
article (11° 1a).

‘ 

43." S'H‘ifi fitie of the Law. 
44. Art. 7 of the Law. 
45. Art. 7 fimrth subp'ar‘agraph of the 
46. Art. 9' I first ‘subpgragmph of the Law. 
47. Art. 9 I secc‘md subpar'afgra‘ph 6f, the Law, 
48. Art. 9 I fifth Subparagrap'h of the Law; 
49. Art. 9 II of the Law. 4

. 
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CONCLUSION 
29. As pointed out in our previous agri- 
cle, this reform Prpvides a valuable mo- 
dernization of the French loCal‘ 'tax system. 
The amended Bill and the Law have 
further provided a considerable simplifica- 
tion of the business tax scheme. 

This reform should enable most businesses 
and particularly fbreign businesses in‘vest- 
ing (it wishing to invest in a'nce to deter- 
mine their potential business -tax liability 

much more ‘easily‘ —- to say the least —:— 
than under the present system. 

Last, but not least, the adoption of fairer 
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bases of assessment of the. tax and the 
transfer of a substantial ttion of the 
overall basis from numerous —— and poli» 
’tically Sensitive --— miner taxpayers to a 
smaller number of major'busincsses should 
engble local authorities to coliect ‘a Jagger. 

agfiount of tax through the channel of the 
bfisihess «tax. Despite the principle of pa- 
rallel‘variation of the various direct local 
tax rates set forth in the present law ‘(see' 
11° 23 (ii) above) ——. a principle W‘hi'ch 

might .be abandénéd in the anticipated law 
~— a siz‘eab'le increase in the business tax 
load should, accordingly, b'e expectgd‘ in 
the future. - 

' 

r 

'
-
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ELIZABETH A. DE BRAUW—HAY *: 

THE “NIGERIAN BUD'GET‘1975-76**- 

The Budget proposals for the year 1975- 
76, outlihed by the former Head of the 
Federal Military - Government, General 
Yakubu Gowon, in a speech on March 31, 
1975, are mainly concerned with measures 
be reduce the pace of inflation affecting 
the l'evel 9f prices of both imports and lo- 
cally produced goods. It is proposed to 
achieve this aim mainly by making a num- 
ber of changes in customs and excise 
duties, changes which will, it is hoped, 
facilitate importation of consumer goods 
in short supply, stabilise the cost of local 
products and create an incentive for new 
local production. Local industry will also 
be assisted by certain changes in the tax- 
ation of companies. The details of these 
and other changes contained in the budget 
are outlined below. 

1. RELIEF FROM INDIRECT TAXES 

21. Import duty 

Import duties on building materials in 
short supply have been reduced from 50 to 
20 Per ’cent and on most basic good items 
to 10 per cent;'import duty on milk has 
been abolished altogether. 

On other general consumer goods the rates 
of duty have been reduced to levels be- 
tween, 5 and 40 per cent. These include 
electronic and photographic equipment and 
beer. ‘Import dgfty relief is also given for 
the soap and détéggenf, confectionery and 
candle manufacturing industries. 

14 s 

b. Excige duty 

Excise duty has been_ abolished on a wide 
variety of everyday products. These include 
textiles, motor tyres, butter, matches, fur- 
niture. and per-fumery and toilet prepara- 
tions. ‘ . 

2. RELIEFS EROM DIRECT TAXATION 
f" C om pan 3! profitx tax- 
Prior to the Budget companies were liable 
to tax at the rate of 40 per cent on the first 
10,000 Ngira of taxable profits and at the 
rate of 45 per cent on the excess. Small 
companies whose profits did not exceed 
6,000 Naira were not liable at all to com- 
pany profits tax in the first six years. The 
Budget proposes that the first 6,000 Naira 
of profits made by any company should be 
free of tax and that any profit in excess of 
that amount should be taxed at a flat rate 
of 40' per cent. 

* LLB Senior associate at the International Bu- 
reau of Fiscal Documentation. " 

** The material in this note is taken from the 
1975-76 Budget Speech and the Pzess Statement 
on the 1975-76 Budget published in Recurrent 
and Capital Estimates of the Government of the 
Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1975-76 by the 
Federal Ministry of Information, Printing Divi- 
sion, Lagos.
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b. Taxition bf diéxz'dendx 

The present sysltem of taxation of divi— 

dends was introduced by the 1972—73 Bud- 
get. Priqr to ihat companies paid dividends 
net to their shareholders Who, when the 
dividends became taxable as perSonal in- 

come, were then able to claim 1:61i in 
respect of the tax already paid by the com- 
pany. After that Budget however, profits 
fzom investment in shares were taxed in 
the. hands of shareholders who received 
dividends gross. In order to avoid ’the 

double incidence of taxation and encour- 
age investment in shares, it has been de- 
cided to revert to the prel972-73 system 
whereby dividends were Paid net. 

c: Capital allqwzmce: 

An initial qualifying building expenditure 
allowance for other than industrial build- 
ings of 5 per cent will now be given and 
the existing annual building expenditure 
allqwance will be: raised from S to 10 per 
c695; 

/

' 

3. OTHER FISCAL MEASURES 

az C¢pital gain; tax 

The new Budget extends the capital gains 
tax to individuals in all states of the Fede- 
ration and also to non-residents. 
The present law on capital ’gains tax only 
applies to individuals in Lagos State and 
Mid-Western State and only to the extent 
that taxpayers are resident in Nigeria; Ca- 
pital gains tax payable by non-residenfs 
will be collected by the Federal Board of

\ 
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Inland Revenue and by the various State 
Governments in the case of residents. 

b. 
' 

Cattle tax (Iangali) 

The Budget proposes tO' abolish this tax 
thfioughout the country. 

4. OTHER MISCELLANEOUS ASPECTS OF 
THE BUDGET 

a, Proceeds of indigem'mtion 

Proceeds from sales of businesses subject 
to indigenisation finder the Nigerian En.- 
terprises Promotion Decree; 197-2 may now- 
be freely-repatriated. This represents a cer- 
tain liberalisation of the rePatriatio‘n Pro-i 
‘cedure laid doWn in the 1974-75 Budget. - 

. ‘ 

b. AM‘anement and technical fee: and 
royalty payment; - 

The 1975-76 Budget reiterates the policy 
laid down in the previous \budget as- re; 
gards management and technical fees and 
royzilty payments, namely that a‘ fixed fee 
only will be payable in the first five years 
of the establishment of a. company and- 

thercafter a percentage of gross profit not 
exceeding five per Cent maybe considered 
in deserving cases. Turnover or net sales 
will only ‘be used as a. criterion in excepér 

tional- cases. Applications for technical fees 1 

and royalty payments are related-to the 
state of techndlogy of the industry concegn- 
ed as well as to the existence or otherwise 
of a; centrally directed research and devel- 
opment effort in the particular industry 
involved. ' 

‘

‘
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* DOCUMENTS * * 

Unofficial Translation of the Resolution Adopted by the VII Latin Amgrican 
Meeting on Tax Law on Subject I: Tax Treaties between Developed Countries and 
Countries in the Process of Development: Regime of Interest, Dividends, Royalties, 

Technical Assistancc Fees and Other Income 
‘

' 

Cénsidering: 

'1. That the subject has been submitted 
to this Meeting as a consequence of where- 
as no. 10 and paragraph no. 4 of Resolu- 
tion no. 2 on Subject II, discussed in the 
VI Latin-American Meeting on Tax Law, 
held at Punta del Este in 1970, for the 
purpose of rendering more precise the ap— 
plication of said :resolution to the specific 
problems of inferest, dividends, royalties, 
technical assistance fees and other similar 
inCome paid by an enterprise, generally 
located in a developed country. 

2. That, consequently, it is advantageous 
to ratify formally the general principles ap-. 
proved by the IV Meeting (Buenos Aires, 
1964), Subject I, Resolution no. 1 and by; 
the VI Meeting (Pun-ta del Este, 1970) 
Subject II, Resolution 110. 2, in the sense 
that the principlepf the source must be the 
fundamental and prioritary principle in 
force for applying tax internationally not» 
withstanding the subsidiary application of 
other principles in order to take into ac- 

count the economic reality in matters of in— 
teinational transfers of capital and techno- 
logy, the need to implement a fiscal policy 
that attracts foreign. investments and tech- 
nology, and does not create incentives for 
the export of national capital to other 
countries. 

3. That this meeting should precise the 
manner in which these principle should be 
applied specifically in the case of divi- 

1’6 

dends, interest, royalties and technical as~ 
sistance fees. 

4. That for this purpose the deliberations 
have shown the 'need to establish clearly 
the distinction behiveen royalties and tech- 
nical assistance, having reached the con- 
clusion that' royalties Comprise the cession 
of the use, not only of trade marks and 
patent proper, but also of all technical‘ 
knowledge previously 6btained by. the 
owner, even if they have not 0: could not 
be patented, and all accessory services, such 
as the information necessary for the appli- 
cation of the patents and other similar 
technical knowledge, whereas the technical 
assistance covers the services of indus'trial, 
technological or similar advice, but not the 
professional services proper, which were 
excluded from the agenda of this meeting. 

5. That the amount subject to tax, should 
be the net income, Le. the amount obtain- 
ed after deduction of the expense necessary 
to obtain, maintain or preserve the income. 

6. That in practice it may be difficult to 
present evidence that the expense is real,‘ 

nec'essary and reasonable, Especially in the 
ca'se of payments made betWeefl related 
enterprises, and for reaSon alternative 
methods of deduction of expenses may —be 
recommendable. 

7. That the indicated results can only be 
reached through international treaties en— 
tered into with the country capable of fur- 
nishing the desired capital and technology. 
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.8; That when referring to‘ “related enter- 
prises” the meeting understands by such 
expression those enterprises comprised in 
the definition given by article 9 of the 
OECD model. 
9. That notwithstanding the possibility 
of considering the payment for in'terest, 

royalties and technical assistance as part of 
the total income of local source for all "non- 
fiscal purposes and also for the purpose of 
establishing the rate of tax, it is necesSary 
that the taxation be by way of withholding 
from the foreign _enterprise, in order to 
allow the latter to obtain the tax credit in 
its-country, thus encouraging the invest- 
ment, and 

10. That it is advantageous to bring these 
conclusions to the knowledge of the Per- 
tinent international entities. 

The VII Latin American Meeting on Tax 
Law -recommends: 
1° to ratify previous recommendations 
0n the adoption of the principle of terri- 
torial taxation in the country wherge the 
taxable profits aré Originated (principle of 
the sources or of the territory) disregard- 
ing the nationality; domicile and residence 
of the beneficiary, as the prioritary basis for 
taxation, not only because of its intrinsical 
virtues but also because it is the most ap- 
propriate .to obtain the international en- 
couragement of the transfers of capital and 
technology for the purpose of economical 
and social development. 
2° to declare that the source of the in- 
come studied in this Meeting must be 
Placed on the basis of the following speci- 
fic criteria based on the common character- 
istic of the relations between the tax payer 
and the place Where the income is’ obtain- 
ed: 
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a. Dividendx: in the place where the com- 
pany paying such dividends operates; 

b. Interact: in the country Where the lend- 
er places its capital. In View .0f the 
well-known difficulties that establishing 
this place presents, it is acceptable to 
adopt simple presumptions based on 
the domicile of the debtor (Mexico 
agreement) or on the place from which 
the payment is made (Andean Pact); 

c. Royaltiex: for the cession 'of use of 
trade marks, patents and similar, and 
their accessories, in the country where 
these are used or exploited as a conse- 
quence of the agreement; 

d. Tea/mica] ambiance feex: in the place 
where the person giving the assistaglce 
carries out its activity; nevertheless Con- 
sidering the practical difficulties to] 
determine the nature and’ effective 
placement of the assistance activities, it 
is admissible to adopt simple presump- 
tions on the basis of the place where 
the assistance isrused or from which the 
payment is made; 

3° to declare that the preceding types of 
income must be taxed after deduction of 
the expenses necessary to obtain and pre- 
sent the productive source, in accordance 
with the ordinary rules in force for income 
of similar nature obtained in the country. 
In case where this is not possible, there 
should be established, by way of presump- 
tion, percentage deductions in accordance 
with the characteristics of the activity that 
produces the income or reductions in the 
rate of tax that produce an equivalent ef- 
fect. 

This general Principle is subject in practice 
to the need of proving that the expenses 
were actually incurred and that their 
amount was reasonable. '

17



RESOLUTION VII LATIN AMERICAN MEETING 

4° to recommend that international tax 
treaties be negotiated with developed coun— 
tries, inspired in the principle of the sourc'e 
‘and having as their main purpose to. co- 

ordinate the tax administration in both 
countries for the purposes of: 
a. helping the above mentioned transfers 

to the developing countries, through 
the granting of incentives, equitably 
shared between the contracting parties, 
limited to the needs of development 

I 
and subject to real reduction in prices; 

b. fighting against tax evasion, through 
the Interchange of information and the 
answering of consultations, procedure 
which it wOuld be desirable the colla- 
boration of the specialized internatio- 

nal bodies, governmental and scienti- 

fic; 

c. organizing a legal procedure, for solving 
conflicts, arising out of insufficiency or 
lack of clarity in the treaties. 

5° to declare that the policy of incentives 
mfist be established by the developing 
countries in accordance with their discre— 

tionary valuation of their needs and ad~ 
Vantages. 

6° to declare that the tax treatment of fe- 
lated enterprises mist follow the general' 

18 

rules applicable for independent enter- 
prises but nevertheless recommending: 
a. that special regimes 'be established for 

' 

the control, .both unilaterally by each 
interested country and jointly by both, 
to avoid the distortions which the prac- 
tice has allowed to establish. 

b. that legal limitations and requirements 
be established to prevent. the abuses 
which may not be evidenced by the 
controls of the administration; 

7° to establish, for ‘the case of payment 
of interest, royalties arid technical assist- 

ancé, authorized by the country of source 
because they are cansidered necessary for 
its technological development, that the tax 
Shoui always "be established in the form 
of a ‘tax Withheld from the enterprise re- 
ceiving such payments. 

8° to transmit the conclusions approved 
to the XIX Conference of the Inter Ame- 
rican Bar Association to be held in Carta— 
gene. the 26th of this month; fo the XXIX 
Congress of the International Fiscal Asso- 
ciation to be held in London the lt of 
September; to the Latin American Free 
Trade_Association (LAFTA) and to the 
Commission for the Cartagena Agreement 
(Andean Pact). 
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“ INDIA 
‘ Decision of the Madras High Court of January 10, 1975 1- 

Commz'uimzer of Income-tax, Madm: germ: ]. fenéz‘n Thoma: 472d Giben 

SUBSISTENCE ALLOWANCE PAID .TO FOREIGN TECHNICIAN LINKED 
WITH PROVISION OF FURNISHED ACCOMMODATION ETC. 

T/ae 455315225, w/ao wei'e foreign techni- 
(2412:, were employed by PDTS in Nejyvelz' 
Lignz'te Corporation and their mlarz'e: were 
‘payabze by #99 Corpémtz'mz. The}: were 
4110 [mid a Jubyz'ktence allowance of Rs. 30 
per‘day from t/ae date on which fumi'xbed 
quarter} were provided by the Co'rpomzfz'on 
aim! R5. 45 per day till Mat date if they 
lived in the atbommodation fztmz'J/aed by 
PDTS but they bad to mwma’ei’ R1. 15 per' 
day to PDTS toward: the cost of providing 
mob accommodation. The claim of the 
ameueex that 1792': bxz'xten'ce- allowancé 
was exempt and not liable to tax by virtue 
of section 4(3) (122') of 'Me Indim Income- 
tax Act, 1922, wax negatived by t/ae‘In- 
tame-tax Officer and'tbe Appellate AJ- 
Iz'xtcmt Commimioner, Tlae Appellate Tri- 
bunal, however, 13914 Jim! t/ae employe’r of 
the wsemee: wax PDTS‘ and no; the Cor- 
poration, that when the employees Mme 
over to India for carrying out the Jpecific 
work at 2719 mine of t/oe Corfwmtz’cm there 
would be extra expenses over and 450% 
what would normally be 5179721? by them at 
their rexpective waive place! and web ex- 
penditure way incurred by the dIJeJJeéI in 
the performance of their dutie: and Jaeme 
the? subsidence allay/ante would be éxempt 
under :ectz'on 48%”) and dame (ii) of 
Explanation 2 to motion 7(1) did not 4p- 
ply. On a reference to the High Court at 
_tbe z'mtzmce of the department: 

Held, (1) there were no fact: to slaow that 
the amount wax actzmlly a kind of reimbur- 
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semen; fbr any ex'pmdz'tzlre 132621e in the 
performance of #99 dufié: of their office, 
bat an the fact: the amount rear/grad the 
amenee: by w'fiue of. their empioyment 
and in accordance with Me appointment 
letter and lyeme t/ae amount of wbxiiz‘erice 
allowance way part of #191? salary or 
wagey; 

( 2 ) in order t/a‘azf 4 person may claim the: 
exemption zmder Jection 4(3)(1/i), lbe bay 
to Mow that t/ae amount wax received 729; 
for‘ lair own benefit but for the purpoye of 
meeting t/ae exfiemej 107901191 and nec‘esmri- 
1y incurred or to be incurred in the wane 
of or during the performance of hi; dutiem 
of the office; and . 

( 3 ). the Jubxijtence alléwczme paid 27? the 
z'mtczm‘ mm 104: no} related to tbe duties 4'; 
5215/9 but 1114: linked with the provision of 
fwm'med quarten and the mine wax not 
exempt under section 4 ( 3 ) (vi). 

JUDGMENT 
The judgment of the court was deliVered' 
by 
Sethuraman J.——This is a common refer- 
ence relating :to the assessment of three 
persons, viz., Messrs. J. J. Themas', E. 
Lewis and R. Dow. On 9th May, 1957, the 

‘Neyveli Lignitcj Corporation entered into 

1. Reported in Income Tax Reports, Madras 
(1975) 101 I.T.R. at 511.
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FOREIGN TECHNICIANS 

an agreement with Messrs. Powell Duffryn 
Technical Services Ltd. ificorporated in 
UK. doing the work of consultants. This 
company will hereafter be referred to for 
convenience as “P.D.T.S.” It had prepared 
a scheme for development of a lignite 
mine and a ground water control system at 
Neyveli. As from 10th May, 1957, it was 
employed by the Neyveli Lignite Corpora- 
tion, hereinafter referred to as “N.L.C.”, 
for a period of 3 years and 6 months. The 
term of employment of the consultants was 
liable to be extended for such further pe- 
riod and on such terms as might be agreed 
fipon between the parties. P.D.T.S. had to 
appoint in consultation with and approval 
of N.L.C. from overseas and maintain at 

the mine, starting not later than three 
months from 10th May, 1957, the follow- 
ing among other staff, one directing engin- 
eer, one mechanical engineer and one min— 
ing engineer. The P.D.T.S. had to make 
available to N.L.C. as and when necessary 
the services of their whéle organiéation in 
UK. and had to arrange for additional 
engineer to visit India when necessary. In 
clause 8, it was provided that P.D.T.S. had 
to ensure that their staff at the mine was 
available when required to attend meetings 
with or convened by N.L.C. Under clause 
9, N.L.C. had to take all necessary steps to 
ensure that its employees at the mine co- 
operated with the consultants and their 
staff 'to the extent necessary and to enable 
the consultants to carry out their duties. 

N.L.C. undertook under clause 11 to pro- 
vide free of charge to the consultants, i.e., 

P.D.T.S. office accommodation at Neyveli 
and ,under clause 12, free residential ac- 

commodation, suitable for Europeans for 
each member of the site staff of the cod- 
sultants, With ba’sic furnine and free 
‘power for lights and fahs and free supply 
of water. The site staff were to be given_ 

20 

the neces§ary transport facilities as contem- 
plated by clause 13. The remuneration of 
the consultants was fixed under clause 14 
on a consolidated fee of £200,000 payable 
in quarterly instalments of £14,250 each 
in Sterling in London as shown by clause 
15. In clause 23(a) it was provided that 
the following officers, who are the asses- 
sees herein, were to be posted as site staff 
against the posts shown below, viz.: 

(1) Director Engineer: E. B. Lewis. 
(2) Mechanical Engineer: Thomas. 
(3) Mining Engineer and Surveyor: R. 

Dow. 
Clause 23 (b) stated that: the individual 
salaries of the site staff were payable by 
N.L.C. as notified in writing by.P.D.T.S. 
before the. arrival of the relative individual 
at the site and that the sum total of the 
rates per annum of the salaries of the nine 
members of the site staff as shown in 
clauses 6 and 23 (a) was not 'to exceed 
£27,500. The salary was payable for the 
period actually spent on duty on‘the work 
-of N.L.C. in India in Indian currency. The 
staff was eligible for leave and the salary 
for the leave period was to be paid in In— 
dian currency. Then followed the follow- 
ing paragraph in clause 23 (c): 
“Each member of the site staff shall be 
eligiblev‘for a subsistence allowance of Rs. 
30 per day from the date on which furnish- 
ed quarters are provided by the Corpora-_ 
‘tion under. clause 12 above and Rs. 45 per 
day until then, if he lives in accommoda- 
tion found by the consultants themselves. 
The subsistence allowance shall be payable 
for the period actually spent on Corpo'ra: 
tion duty including travel on Corporation 
duty but shall not be admissible for any 
o'ne who is on leave, for the period of such 
leave.” 

It is necessary to- refer to the other Clauses 
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of the said agreement between P.D.T.S. 
and N.L.C. 
On 17th. June, 1957, an appointment order 
was issued to Mr. R. Dow by P.D.T.S. His 
U.K. salary Was £1,200 per annum, but 
duririg the period of his appointment, he 
would receive remuneration in India it} 

rupees equivalent -to £2,000 per annum. 
Such remuneration would be Paid in 
monthly instalments, at the rate of ex- 
change in force‘ on the last day of the. 
working month being adopted. Paragraph 
4 of the letter of appointment stated that 
he would be paid a subsistence allowance 
of Rs. 30 per day, which would be in- 
cgeased to Rs. 45 if accommodation was 
provided by P.D.T.S. but out of the said 
sum of Rs. 45 he (the employee) would be 
expected to surren‘der Rs. 15 per day to the 
company towards the cost of providing 
such accommodation. The appointment let- 
ters in the case of the two other employees 
are not annexed to the statement of the 
case. The 'case proceeded, however, on the 
basis that the appointment letters in the 
other two cases were identical except for 
any variation in the salary as such. 
Under section 4(3) (xiv) of the Indian In- 
come-tax Act of 1922, exemption - was 
available to the income chargeable under 
the head “Salaries” for a period of 36 
months in the case of. “foreign téchni- 
cians”, the contracts with whom were ap- 
proved by the Government of India. In 
the present case the period of exemption 
with reference to these technicians came to 
be closed on 23rd June, 1960. The salary 
became thereafter taxable. 
We are concerned in the present case with 
the assessment year 1961-62. During the 
preceding financial year, Mr. J. J. Thomas 
rendered services up to 9th November, 
1960, and the other two technicians 
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throughout the relevant previous year. The 
‘ 
question that arose in the respective assess- 
ments was whether the subsistence allow- 
ance payable under clause 23.(c) of the 
agreement between P.D.T.S; and N.L;C;- 
and paragraph 4 of the appointment letter 
was liable to be taxed. Before the Income~ 
tax Officer, the respective assessees c1aim~ 
ed that the relative amounts received in 
each case Would not be brought to, tax as‘ it 
was exempt under section 4(3)(Vi) of the 
Indian Income-tax Act, 1922. The Income- 
tax Officer did not accept this contehtion 
and on appeal the Appellate Assistant 
Commissioner also rejected it. When the 
matter was taken on appeal to "the Tri- 
bunal, the contentions appeared to have 
been on a slightly Wider basis. Before the 
Tribunal 21 reference was made to section 7 
and also to section 4(3) (vi) of the Act. 

The Tribur‘lai held that the employer of 
the respective assessees was P.D.T.S. and 
not N.L.C., that when the employees came 
over to India for carrying out the specific 
work at the mine'of the N.L.C. there 
would, necessarily, be extra expenses over 
'and above what would normally be spent 
by them at their respective native places 
and that such expenditure was incurred by 
the respective employees in the, perform- 
ance of 'their duties. The Tribunal con- 
sidered that clause (ii) of Explanation 2 to 
section 7(1) did not apply herein and that 
the subsistence allowance would fall under 
section 4(3)'(vi) of the Act of 1-922. 
At the instance of the Commissioner of 
Income-tax, this reference has been’ made 
raising the following two questions: 
“1. Whether, on the facts and in the Cir-‘ 
cumstances of the case, the subsistence a1- 
lowance constirtutes ‘profits in lieu of sala- 
ry’ as referred -to in clause (ii) of Explana-. 
tion 2 to sub-section (1) of section 7 of
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the Indian Income-tax Act, 1922, and, 
therefore, falls under the head ‘Salaries’ 

within the meaning of that term under sec— 
tion 7(1) of ’the Indian Income-tax Act, 
1922? 
2. Whéther; 2):: the facts and in the cir- 

cumstajlce's 6f:'thé'case, this was an allow- 
ance specifically granted to meet the ex- 
penses-Wholly and necessarily ‘incurred in 
the Performance of the duty of an office or 
employment of profit and, therefore, not 
includible in the total income of the asses- 
see in terms of section 4(3) (Vi) of the In- 
dian Income-tax Act, 1922 P”

' 

At the time of the hearing of the reference 
Mr. Ramgopal, the junior counsel for the 
‘assessee, took a preliminary objection say- 
ing that the answer to the first question 
was self-Evident as clause (ii) of Explana- 
tion 2 to section 7(1) could not have any 
application to the facts herein. In his sub- 
mission this reference was confined only to 
question No. 2. Mr. Jayaraman, the learn- 
ed counsel for the Commissioner of In- 
come-tax, submitted that even on the first 
question as framed, the argument that the 
subsistence allowance was assessable under 
section 7(1) was open to him and that, in 
any event, the question could be reframed 
so as to bring out the real issues between 
the parties, as the Tribunal could not have 
intended to place before the court'a mere 
academic question or a question the answer 
to which was self-evident. 

After carefully considering the respective 
submissions, we think it proper to reframe 
the question No. 1 as follows: 

"Whether, on the facts and the circum- 
‘stances of the case, the subsistence allow- 
ance falls under the head ‘Salaries’ Within 
the meaning of section 7(1) of the Indian 
Income-tax Act, 1922?” 
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We have reframed the question_ substan- 
tially on the language used by the Tribunal 
‘itself. We have only omitted the reference 
to Explanation 2. Both for purposes of ap- 
Preciating the reasons for" reframing the 
questidn as above and for considering the 
issues'involved in this case, it is necessary 
to make_a brief reference to the provisions 
of sections 7 and 4(3) (Vi) of the Act. Un- 
der section 7(1), the tax is payable by the 
as_sessee under the head ‘Salaries’ in respect 
of any salary or wages, perquisites or pro— 
fits in lieu of, or in addition to, any salary 
'or wages. Explanation 1 to section 7(1) 
expands the content of the term “perqui- 
site” by giving an inclusive definition. 
Similarly, Explanation 2 expands the ambit 
of “profits in'lieu of salary” by providing 
another_ inclusive definition. The fact that 
these two expressions have not been actual- 
ly defined, their meaning being extended 
by an inclusive definition goes to show 
that in each case WE have to find out 
whethe'r’ any particular receipt would be 
“perquisite” or “profits in lieu of salary” 
in their primary sense. If the particular re- 
ceipt could be brought Within the primary 
sense of the respective terms, then there is 
no need to go to the Explanation. If, how- 
ever, the receipt does not come Within the 
scope‘of the primary meaning of the terms, 
then we have to see whether they come 
Within the scope of the Explanations which 
expand the meaning of these terms. 
Section 7(2) provides for Certain deduc- 
ti‘ons. Clause (iii) thereof allows the de- 
duction of any amount actually expended 
by the‘assessee, which he, by the conditions 
of his service, is‘ required to spend out of 
192‘: remzmemtz'on, Wholly, necessarily and 
exclusively in the performance of his 
duties. Section 4(3) is a provision ,design- 
ed for the purpose of not including in the 
total income of the person receiving the 
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amount, particular .categories specified 
therein. We may set out section 4(3) (vi) 
of the Act to the extent necessary herein as 
follows: _

‘ 

“4. '(3) Any income, profits or gains fall- 
ing Within the following classes shall not 
be included in the total income of the per- 
son r'eceiving them : ...... 

(vi) Any §pecia1 allowance or benefit, got 
being in the nature of an entertainment al- 
lowance or other perquisite within the 
meaning of subsection (1) of section 7, 
specifically granted to meet expenses whol- 
ly and necessarily incurred in the perform- 
ance of the duties of an office or employ- 
ment of profit, to the extent to which such 
expenses are actually incurred for that 
Purpose.” ‘ 

The distinction between section 7(2) (iii) 
and §ection 4(3)(vi) has to be borne in 
mind. The Gujarat High Court in ]. C. 
Man/éad'v. Coinmim'oner of Income-234962 
has brought out the distinction between the 
two proviSions as fOIIOWs at page 454: 

* “Where a special allowance is specifically 
granted to meet expenses Wholly and ne- 
cessarily incurred in the performance'of 
the duties of an office or employment of 
profit, such allowance, to the extent .to 

‘ 

which it is actually spent, is covered by 
Section 4(3) (vi): If on the other hand no 
special allowangg is granted, but the asses- 
see is "required By the Conditions of his ser- 
vice tO meet'such expenses out of his IC- 
muneration, .the sum so expended is de- 
ductible frOm his' assessable income under 
section 7(2) (iii). But in both cases .the ex- 
penses must be expenses which are wholly 
and necessarily incurred in the performan- 
ce of the duties of the office.” 

Bearing in mind the! distinction pointed 
out above we should approach the problem 
before us. 
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As indicated earlier, the primary investiga- 
tion has to be Whether any particular re— ‘ 

ceipt has to be brought within the scope- 
of section 7(1) of the Act. If the receipt 
is 'found as not satisfying the primary 
meaning of the expressions “perquisites” 
or ,,profits in lieu of salary”, then alone 
we have to go to the Explanations. Both 
sides are, however, agreed before us that in 
the present case Explanation 2 to which 
reference has been made by the Tribunal 
has no application. We have, ther_efore,I 
reftamed ’the‘ question as to ‘find out 
Whether these receipts cquld come within 
the scope of the main provisions of section 
7(1) itself.

. 

We may now examine the decisions rele- 
vant to this point. In C. Lam/anti Rafi/am 
v. Commiuz'oner of Income-tax 3 .the point 
for consideration was Whether certain pay- 
ment received by an actress from ohe of 
the partners of a firm by which she Was 
employed under a document executed in 
her favour was liable to be taxed. The 
actress had acted in a film called Stimu- 
mm. One Ranganatha Das and his brother- 
in-law constituted a firm which produced

‘ 

the said Picture. The actress played the " 

leadingrole in the said picture and it was 
successful "beyond expectation. Ranganatha 
Das executed a document in her favour 
about 18 months after .the release of the 
picture agreeing to pay her a fOurth share 
of the realisations from the picture in con- 
sideration of her wholehearted help, co- 

operation and valuable services rendered 
by her and by way of special remuneration 
in addition to the fixed remuneratiOn Paid 
to her. She, accordingly, received two 
amounts, which were brought to tax .for 
the assessment years 1952-55 and 1955-54. 

2. [1965] 55 I'm 448 (Guj). 
3. [1960] 40 ITR 54o (Mad).
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The question before the court related to 
the taxability of these amounts. :At Page 
351, after considering the several decisions 
cited before it, this court observed as fol- 
lows: 
“It has, therefore, to be seen wfie'thér, 
from the point of view of the assessee, the 
amount received accrued to him by virtue 
of his employment.” 
Earlier at page 349 the contention that the 
amount not having been received from the 
employer was not liable to be taxed in the 
hands of the assessee was noticed and it 

was observed as follows:
u 
...... the mere fact that a gift or Payment 

was made by a person other than an em- 
ployer will not be decisive of the question 
whether it was intended as a remuneration 
or Present.” 

For this proposition, the learned judges 
have referred to the decision in Bridge: v. 
Beanleyfl In the said case it was decided 
by the Court of Appeal in UK. that the 
assessee had served long and had expected 
some shares in the company to be trans- 
ferred to him; but the major shareholder 
had died without transferring the shares 
either inter vivos or by a will which he 
left. The owner of the major shareholder 
transferred the shares to the assessee. It 
was held that a benefit Provided for the 
holder of an office or employment under a 
company may be a profit of that office or 
employment, although provided by the 
shareholders and not by the company it- 

self, which was the natural paymaster. 
A slighty different note appears to have 
been struck by a decision of the Calcutta 

‘ High Court in Da’w'd Mitt/sell v. Commz'J- 
:z'oner of Income-taxfi In that case the as— 
sessee was a chartered accountant by pro 
fession and he was a partner in a leading 
firm of chartered accountants. The promo- 
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ters of the company engaged the services 
of the chartered accountant firm to assist 
them in the floatation of the company. The 
assessee attended to this work as partner of 
the firm. As a token of appreciation for 

‘thé""§i§Si§tance rendered by him, he was 
given 2,500 shares in the company which 
was an unsolicited gift in his favour. The 
point for consideration was whether .the 
value of these shares was liable to be tax- 
ed. At page 714, the learned judges ob- 
served as follows: 6

’ 

"The contract of employment in connec~ 
tiop with which he had rendered serviées 
to the promoters was a contract between 
them and Messrs. Lovelock and Lewes. 
The assessee was not an employee of the 
promoters under that con-tract as an indivi- 
dual, nor could he claim any salary or 
wages as such. The contract of employ- 
ment could neither be enforced against 
him personally and individually nor could 
he, acting as an individual, enforce it 

against the promoters ...... Personally, he 
was not entitled to claim any salary or 
wages ...... It seems to me to be beyond 
argument that whether or not the value of 
the shares was taxable in the hands of the 
assessee as his income, it was not taxable 
under section 7(1).” 
In that case there was no contract of em- 
ployment so as to attract section 7. The 
learned judges sustained the assessment 
under the head "Other sources” in that 
case.

. 

Assuming that N.L.C. is not the employer 
(on this point, we have our own doubts 
about the corrgctness of the Tribunal’s 
findings) even then as pointed out in the 

4. [1958] 531m 653 (Ch D). 
5. [1956] 30 ITR 701, 714 (Cal). 
6. [1956] 30 ITR 701 (Cal). 
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decision of this’court in C. Laéxlami Raj)!- 
am v. Commissioner of Income-taxfl which 
is binding on us, the source from which 
the amount was received is not material. 
The real point to'be examined is whether 
the amount reached the employee by virtue 
of his employment. If it did not,_then the 
amount would not come Within the scope 
of section 7(1) of the Act.’If it did, then, 
subject to any other contention, it would 
be primarily assessable under sectioh 7(1) 
of the'Afzt. 
This. is not a case where the amount was 
given as salary as such. It was called Isub- 
sistence allowance, which would be a per- 
quisite or profit in lieu of salary. We may 
at this stage consider some of the decisions 
relevant to this aspect of additional receipts 
of an employee. In Fergunon v. Noble 8 

the assessee was a detective sergeant in the 
employment of the Corporation of Glas- 
gow. A sum of £ 11-14-3 was paid to him 
in cash as allowance for clothing. Detective 
officers for the purpose of their work had 
.to wear plain clothes. In order to avoid 
uniformity each off-ice: received an allow- 
ance in cash and out of it he supplied his 
own requirements. The allowance was fix~ 
ed by reference to the corresponding free 
issue of clothing made to uniformed mem- 
bers of the force. The clothing which the 
employee purchased was specified and was 
subject to the apprqval of a superior offi— 
cer. The question was whether this allow- 
ance was liable to be taxed. At page 180, 
Lord Salvesen of the Court of Session 
(Scotland) observed as follows: 9 

"It seems to me to be a payment accruing 
to the respondent by reason of his office... 
it seems to me that once we have reached 
the conclusion that this money allowance 
is part of the salary or wages, perquisites, 
profits or other emoluments which are de- 
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rived from his office, we must hold that it 
is assessable to income-tax ...... ” 

The question as to Whether the assessee 
could get deductic‘m for the purchases ac- 

tually made was left for consideration of 
the taxing authorities. 

In Cowy v. Robinson 1'0 the facts were as 
follows: The as‘sesse‘e, a civil servant; was 
the deputy cashier of the naval base at 

Singapdre working for the British com- 
pany: He received the salary appropriate to 
his rank and in addition a' “colonial a’llow- 
anCe” to meet the in'creased cost of living 
abroad. The question was whether the 
“colonial allowance” was liable to be tax- 
ed. Finlay J. held that the amount paid for 
extra cost of living was asseSsable to tax. 
The-case went up to the Court of Appeal. 
But the «question of assessability was dis- 
puted on other grounds, which are not ma- 
terial for our present Purpose. 

Recently the House of ‘Lords had to go 
into this point in Owe/2 v. Pooé (Impactor 
0f Taxex ).11 The assessée in this Case was 
a medical practitioner. He had two part- 
time appointments as obstetrician azlld 

anaesthetist at a hospital 15 miles away 
from his residence. Under the appoint- 
ments he'was dn'Stand-by duty at certain 
specified times, to deal with emergency 
cases at the hospital. At such times he was 
required to be accessible by‘telephone. On 
receipt of the telephoxie call from the hos- 
pital he gave instructions to the hospital 
staff, and then either advised and awaited 
a further report or set out immediately for 
the hospital. His responsibility for a pa- 
tient began as soon as he received a tele- 

7. [1960] 40 ITR 34o (Mad). 
8. [.1919] 7 TC 176. 
9. [1919] 7 TC 176. ‘ 

10. [193-3] 18 TC 411 (CA). 
11. [1969] 74 I-TR_ 147 (HL).-
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phone call. The hospital authorities paid 
him travelling expenses at a rate Per mile 
for j Gurneys between 'the residence and the 
hospital up to a single journey of 10 miles. 
He .bore the cost of the additional five 
miles. Two questions arose ifi his assess- 
meant2 viz., (1) Whether, the travelling ex- 
penses, received by him from his employers 
weré emoluments from his office or em- 
ployment, and (2) Whether such travelling 
expenses qualifi¢d as admissible deductions 
under rule 7. We shall go into the ques- 
tion of deductibility of the expenses 21 little 
later and, therefore, at this stage it is ne- 
cessary to refer only to the discussion in 
the House of Lords regarding the assess- 
ability of the amount as the emoluments 
from the office. The discussion discloses a 
divergence of opinion on this point. At 
page 153 Lord Guest pointed out as fol- 
lows: 12 

“If the allowance was, asin Fergzzuon V. 
Noble 13 a‘ clothing allowance payable 
Whether it was expended or not, I can see 
the argument that it was an emolument in 
the sense of a profit or gain and I do not 
wish to question the authority of that case; 
but if the payment was merely a ,reim- 
burSCment for actual expenditure, diffegent 
considerations arise ...... ” 

At page 154 he observed. as follows: 
“The allowances were: used "to fill a hole 
in his emoluments his expenditure on 
travel. The allowances were made for the 
convenience of the employee to allowihirn 
'to do his: work at the hospital from a suit- 
‘ably adjacent area. In my View, the travel- 
ling allowances were not emoluments.” 
Lord Pearce stated at page 158 as follows: 
“The reimbursements of actual expenses are 
clearly not intended :by ‘salaries’, ‘fees’, 

‘wiges’ or ‘profits’. It is contended that 
they are ‘perquisites’. The normal meaning 

26 

of the word denotes' something that bene- 
fits a man by going ‘into his own pocket. 
He held that i-t was not an income. ' 

Lord Donovan observed at page 160 as 
follows: ' 

_ . 

“On the footing that the travelling expen- 
ses paid to Dr. Owen simply reimbursed 
What he had spent (or part of what he had 
spent) on travelling in performance of his 
duties, I do not think they should be re- 
garded as emoluments of his employment 
Within the meaning of Schedule E. I think 
.the case is distinguishable from Fergzmon 
v. Noble,13 Where a cash allowance was 
paid to the employee which, although he 
may have been required to spend it on buy- 
ing a civilian suit, yielded a benefit or ad— 
vantage _to him.” 
Lord .Wilberforce did not specifically de- 
cide this issue except saying at page 164 as 
follows: 
“ 
...... I should have difficulty in seeing 

how the appellaht could succeed, on his 
alternative point, in establishing that reim- 
bursement of a non-deductible expense is 

something other than an emolument.” 
Lord‘ Pearson took the view' that the 
amount received as travelling allbwance 
'was an emolument. 
Applying the majority View of the House 
of Lords,‘ we would have to examine the 
character of the amount received by the 
assessee as and by way of reimbursement 
of any actual expenditure; While on duty. 
'We _do not find any facts to show that the 
amount was, actually a kind of reimburse- 
ment for any expenditure incurfed in the 
performance of the duties of his office. 
One has to subsist Whether in office or 
otherwise. The amount is not received to 

'12. [1969] 74 ITR 147 (HL). 
13. [1919] 7 TC 176. 
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meet any part (if the duties of ‘the office or 
in. the actual performance of the duties. It 
is different from What the UK. doctor re- 
ceived as travelling expenses, while on 
duty, so as to enable him to reach the hos- 
pital to treat tHé patient urgently. 

On the facts herein, as the amount reached 
the assessee by‘ virtue of his employment 
and in accordance with the‘ appointment 
letter, it follows that the amount of sub- 
sistence Allowance is part of *the salary or 
wages. The name given to a particular pay- 
ment is not conclusive. So long as it was 
intended to be paid to the employee under 
the contract of service, it would have the 
character of income from the employment 
just as the clothing allowance and colonial 
allowance were in Fergmyon v. Noble 14 
and Carry v. Robimon 15 respectively. 
Mr. Swaminathan, the learned counsel for 
the assessee, drew our attention to several 
decisions wherein the question of deduc— 
tion of expenditure has been examined. In 
the presefit case the assessee never put for- 
ward the contention that there was any ex- 
penditure which he made out of the salary 
and which was deductible. If one had to 
go into this contention, one would 'have to 
find out the facts as to whether' the‘ asses- 
see did inéur any expenditure and if so'the 
quantum thereof. This would involve in"- 

vestigation of facts. On the record, as it is 
before us‘, We do not'find any fact which 
can in this connection be taken into ac- 

count to‘fi-nd out whether_ the respective 
assessees have ' 

incurred any expenditure 
which could be alloWed as deduction un- 
der section 7(2) (iii) of the Act. We do 
not, therefore, think it possible to go into 
this.aspect on the materials before us. As 
the question of deduction .is not material 
forjhis refercnpe, we are not also consider: 
ing the decisions that were cited before us 
on this point. 
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W6 now go into the second question. We 
have already extracted section 4(3) (vi) of 
the Act. That provision would come in for 
application if it satisfies the following re- 
quisites:

. 

(1) there must be‘ a special allowance or 
benefit; 

(2‘) it must not be in the nature of enter- 
tainment allowance or other pérquisite 

within the meaning of sub-section (1) of 
section 7; and 

(3) it must haVe been specifically granted 
to meet expenses Wholly and necessarily in-

' 

curred-in the performance of -the duties of 
an office or employment of Profit. 
If all these three conditions are satisfied, 

then the exemption is available to the ex- 
tent to Which-such expenses were actually 
incurred* for that purpose. The exemption 
was restricted to the actual expenditure in- 
curred by an amendment made by the Fi- 
nanCe Act of 1955. Before this amendment 
the Bombay High Court had taken the 
View in Tejzzjz' Fararmm Kbm'awalla V. 

Commiuioner of Income-tax 16 that once 
it was established that the grant was‘ for‘a 
particular purpose it Was no longer ne- 

cessary for the asseséee to 'prove that in 

fact he expended the grant for' the Purpose 
for which it was given. If was also held 
that the assessee might have spent more or 
less, but qua that grant, he was enfitled t9 
the exemption. The vélidity of 'this View of 
the Bombay High Court was Carivassed be- 
fore the Supreme Court in‘Commz'Jsioner 
of Income-tax v. Tejajz' Farmmm-K‘lmm- 
walla Lid:17 In that .case the assesseé'was a 

distributor of dyes and dye stuffs manu- 

14. [1919] 7TC 176. , . 

15. [19331 18 TC 411 (CA). 
16. [1948] 16 ITR 260 (Born). 
17. '[1968] 67 1T3 95 (SC).
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fac’tured by Ciba. Ciba agreed to pay ’a 

commission at the rate of 12% of which 
71/2% was treated as, selling commission 
and 5% as compensation in lieu of the 

’ 

contingency expenses, which the selling 
agent had to meet, such as commission to 
dyeing-masters, agents, etc. The question 
before the Supreme~Court was whether this 

‘ 5% was liable to be taxed at all or not. At 
page 99 it was observed as follows: 
“An allowance, though made to a person 
holding an office or employment of profit, 
intended for appropriation towards ex- 
penditure incurred or to be incurred in the 
discharge of the duties, does not constitute 
any real income of the grantee. It is in 
truth expenditure incurred by the employer 
through the agency of the grantee. The in- 
tention of the framers of the Act was to 
grant exemption in respect of amounts re- 
ceived by the assessee, not for 112'; own 
benefit but for the specific purpose of 
meeting the expenses wholly and necessari- 
ly incurred or to be incurred in the per- 
formance of his duties as an agent. It 
would, therefore, be reasonable to hold 
that the allowance granted to meet the ex- 
penses wholly and necessarily incurred or 
to be incurred in the performance of the 
dutiesof the office or employment of the 
grantee alone qualifies for exemption un- 
de‘r the Act, and any surplus remaining, in 
the hands 'of_ the grantee after meeting the 
expenses does not bear the character of the 
allowance for meeting expenses but for 
performing the dutiés ‘of the office or em- 
ployment ....... the surplus remaining in the 
hands of the grantee acquires for the Pur- 
pose of the Income-tax Act the character of 
additional remuneration”. - 

From the above passage it Would be clear 
that in order that a; person may claim the 
exemption und’cr section 4(3) (vi) of the 
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Act the has to show that the amount was 
received not for his own benefit, but :for 
the purpose of meeting the expenses whol- 
ly and necessarily incurred or to be incur- 
red In the performance of his duties. In 
the present case the submission was that 
but for this engagement to do the work in 
Neyveli the respective assessees would not 
have left Britain and would not haVe. put 
themselves to the additional expenditure 
that arose because of their having to be 
away from their home. It was, therefore, 
submitted that the amount was feceived 
only for meeting the expenses wholly and 
necessarily incurred or to be incurred in 
the performance of the duties. 
The words “in the performance” have 
come in for consideration in Nolder v. 
W41terL18 That was a case of an aeroplane 
pilot who was employed by a limited c'om— 
pany and Who claimed deduction of ex- 
penses on telephone, etc., in the assess- 
ment of his remuneration to‘ income-tax 
under Schedule E0)? the UK. Act. At page 
387 Rowlatt J. said as follows: 
“ ‘In the performance of the duties’ means 
in doing the work of the office, in doing 
the things which itjs his duty to do while 
doing the work of the office. A man who 
holds an office or employment has, equally 
necessarily, to do other things incidentally, 
and spend' money incidentally because he 
has the office. He has to get to the place 
of employment, for one thing ...... but it 
is not in doing the wbrk of the office, 
which begins when he arriVes, and sets to 
work to perform his duties.” 
Similarly, in f. G. Man/€441 v. Commim'mz~ 
er of Income-tax 19 the Gujarat High Court 
had to deal with a case where a charter. 

13.' [1930] ’15 TC 380 (KB). 
19. [1965] 55 ITR 448 (Guj). 
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ed accountant Practising in Ahmedabad 
was employed as a part-time professor of 
accountancy in Bhavnagar on a salary of 
Rs.: 400 per month including travelling 
allowances and all other allowances. He 
claimed exemption under section 4(3) (vi) 
of the Indian Income-tax Act, 1922, or de— 
duction of the travelling expensés under 
section 7(2) (iii) of the Act. It was held 
that he did not receive any special allow- 
ance $0,215 to come Within the scope of 
section 4(3) (vi) of the Act. We have al- 
ready extracted a passage earlier in this 

judgment where the distinction between 
section 4(3) (vi) and section 7(2) (iii) was 
set out. After pointing out this distinction 
and while dealing with the scope of the 
expression “in the performance of his 
duties” occurring in both these provisions! 
it was pointed out at Page 454 as follows: 
“But in both cases the expenses must be 
expenses which are Wholly and necessarily 
incurred in the performance of the duties 
of the office ...... The expenses must also 
be expenses which the assess-ea is required 
by the conditions of his service to incur 
out of his remuneration ...... the expenses 
of travelling between Ahmedabad and 
Bhavnagar could not be said to be expenses 
incurred by the assessee wholly and ne- 
cessarily in the performance of the duties 
of the office of Part-time professor of ac- 
countancy held by the assessee, for they 
were incurred partly before the assessee 
commenced to perform such duties and‘ 
partly after he concluded them.” 

Under section 4(3)'(vi) the special allow- 
ance must relate to expenses incurred or to 
be incurred in the course of the perform- 
ance of the duti_es of the office or during 
the performance of the duties of the office. 

For instance, a person after he reaches his 
office has to go on duty to various parts of 
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a city for which Purpose he receives certain 
allowances. That would come within the 
scope of section 4(5) (vi) of the Act. The 
subsistence allowance in the present case is 
not related to the duties as such. We have 
alieady extracted the relevant paragraph 
fgom the agreement. It is linked with the 
provision of furnished quarters. If N.I..C. 
provided the furnished quarters then he 
wOuld receive Rs. 30 per day. If P;D.T,.S. 
Provided the furnished quarters, he would 
receive from N.L.C. Rs. 45 out of which 
he would Part with Rs. 15 to P.D.T.S. In 
either event he would have in his hands 
only Rs. 30. This is called the subsistence 
allowance. The meaning of the word “sub- 
sistence” Is so clear that it cannot have any- 
thing to do with the duties of an office as 
such. The circumstance that the assessee 
would have to incur extra expenditure be- 
cause of his posting in India has really no 
effect on the problem under consideratioxi. 

As Pointed out in Corry v. Robinson 20 in 
the case of a person engaging in for work 
at Singapore and receiving a “colonial a1- 
lowance” the amount received is liable to 
be taxed as income. The claim for exemp- 
tion could be sustained only if it is proved 
that the subsistence allowance was received 
specifically for meeting the expenses Whol- 
ly and necessarily incurred in the perform- 
ance of the duties. There is no evidence on 
this Point. Merely because a person is em— 
ployed and, therefore, he receives the 
amount the exemption does not follow. 

The fact of his employment coupled with 
the receipt would render the amount tax— 
able as observed earlier. The exemption 
can be claimed only if the conditions of 
section 4(3) (vi) of the Act are satisfied. 

20. [1933] 18 Tc 411 (CA).
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Though the amount is described .as the 
subsistence allowance and can in that sense 
be considered to be a special allowance, it 
would not be eligible for exemption, be- 
ca_use it is not shown to have been granted 

~to meet the expenses wholly‘and‘necessaria 
1y incurred' in the performance of the 
duties. The learned counsel for the Com- 
missioner of Income-tax submitted that if a 
particular amount was liable to be treated 
as a perquisite under section 7(1) of the 
Act, then it would not come Within the 
meaning 'o-f section 4(3) (vi) of the Act at 
all. We do not think it necessary to decide 
this point. The claim for exemption has to 
be made outby the assessee by showing 
that the amount was granted 'to meet the 
expenses Wholly and necessarily incurred 
in the performance of the duties. The fact 
that it is called a subsistence allowance and 
the circumstance that it is related to the 
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“provision of residence clearly go to show 
that it is an amount received by the asses- 
see for his own benefit and not for meet- 
ing the expén_ses incuged in the perform- 
ance of the duties .at all. The duties had 
ended in the office. The assessee would 
have to stay and subsist somewhere, wheth- 
er employed in Inciia or in his o’wn coun— 
try. Any receipt for meeting such expenses 
would not come within the ambit of sec- 
tion 4(3) (vi) of the Act as such expenses 
are not shown to be incurred in the per-_ 
formance of duties. The assessee has failed 
to make out a claim under section 4(3) (vi) 
of the Act. 

I_n the result, the first question as refr'amed 
by us is answered in the affirmative and 
against the assessee. The second que_sfion 
is answered in the negative and against the 
assessee. The Commissioner of Income-tax' 
will have his costs. CounSel’s fee Rs. 250. 
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"'FA NEWS 7 a? 

THE 2‘9TH CONGRESS, LONDON 1975 
RESOLUTIONS 

SUBJECT I: 
The treatment of the importation’ and ex- 
poxtatz'on .of Iecbnology — know-190w, pa- 
tentx, other intangibles and technical as- 

:z'mmce. 

(Qtigina‘l’ version). 

C omz'dering; 
1. the desirability of free transfer of tach- 
nology in our modern world ’to promote 
edonomic and social development; 

2, thatAthe Itax treatment of payments for 
technology in the importing and exporting 
country should not impede but should en- 
copfr'age such transfer} and in particular 
dogble taxation should be avoided; 

5. that high taxation of payments for 
technolOgy may be to the detriment of eco- 
nomic development; 

4. that income taxes are imposed on net 
income after deduction of expenses; 

5. 'that there is no general agreement as 
to Whether the importing or the exporting 
country has the prior right ’to tax payments 
for technology; 

the XXIXth Congress of the International 
Fiscal Association recommend: that 
a. all payments for technology should be 
deductible in calculating the taxable profits 
of the payer; 

b. wherever possible the importing coun- 

' 

fry should consider exempting payments 
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for technology from taxation in its coun- 
try; 

c.' in the absence of such exemptibn taxi 
ation in the importing cOuntry should be 
charged on net income. For practical rea; 
sons the tax charge may be determingd. by 
allowing a. standard deduction for exéensés 
or alternatively by charging tax on the 
gross income at a reduced rate; 
d. the taxation of payments, for technolov 

gy between feljated corporations should fol- 
low the general rules‘ applicable to pay- 
ments between independent Parties in so 
far as‘ the payment is at the arm’s length 
rate; -

i 

e. the exporting country. 's‘hould» take 
measures -to avoid double taxation of pay.- 
ments for technology Either by exemptidn 
or by giving, credit for taxes paid in the 
importing country; 

.

' 

f.. where the above recommendation; afie_ 
not already contained in national law im- 
porting and exporting countries should en- 
deavour to include these recommendations 
in their tax treaties; 

g._ where developing cougfries grant Spe- 
c'ial tax incentives or exemptionlin accord- 
ance with paragraph b. in order to attract 
technology such measures should be matchf 
ed if possible by tax sparing measures 
either through' treaty or unilateral provi— 
sions in the exporting country; a 

h'. importing and exporting cbuntries may 
depart from the above recommendations, 
wholly or Partly, to avoid abuse.
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RESOLUTIONS ‘IFA-CONGRESS 1975 

SUBJECT 11: 
Allocation of expeme: in infernatz'onal 
arm’; length immactiom of related com- 
panies 

(original version) 

Considering: 

that in international tax matters States 
should on the basis of the principle of in— 
ternatiOnal comity take account of the tax 
claims. of other States where those claims 
conflict with their own tax claims, and 
should avoid anything that could give in- 
ternational tax affairs the appearance of 
unresolved confrontations of national in-' 

terests that hinder international trade and 
economic progress to the detriment of all 
States; 
that in the absence of any tax evasion the 
division of the conduct of operations 
among related enterprises should be ac- 

cepted by'the tax authorities; ‘ 

that it is important to establish objective 
criteria to allocate expenses in relations be- 
tween international related enterprises; 
that any allocation or charge which is in 
itself justifiable should not be rejected 
only because the companies concerned are 
related; 
the XXIXth Congress of the International 
Fiscal Association rerommend: that 

1. In determining. the deductible charges 
résulting from transactions that occur be- 
tween international related enterpri_ses 
States should make every effort to avoid 
any double taxation as far as possible by 
the application of their national tax law. 

2. In the allocation for‘ tax Purposes of 
certain classes of expenditure the following 
principles should be followed: 

a. The charges and expenses arising from 
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the control by the parent company as 
shareholder of its foreign interest 
should be deductible by the parent 
company. 

13. When a parent company or another re- 
lated company provides a foreign sub- 
sidiary with spécial services such as 
commercial services, Publicity, or the

_ 

right to use rights or patents etc. the 
charge for these services should be de- 
ductible by the subsidiary insofar as the 

‘ 

services are undertaken in order to 
benefit the operations of thé subsidiary 
company. The amount deductible by 
the subsidiary should generally corres— 
pond to the cost to the parent or‘other 
related company. This principle should 
not Preclude the possibility that in ap- 
Propriate cases the proper amount to 
be deducted can be established by re- 
ference to the market price for similar 
servxces. 

c. In the case of expenses of centralised 
functions —— e.g. research; group plan- 
ning in the [fields of finance, invest- 
ment, production or marketing; general 
public relations ——— it is recognised that 
parent companies may follow either the 
approach of allocating the expenses 
among the group Or of making charges 
only when subsidiaries utilise specific 
services, provided that the basis adopt- 
ed is followed consistently. In view of 
this established commercial practice the 
tax authorities of the countries concern- 
ed should refrain from imposing con- 
ditions which would result in double 
taxation. 

3. While recognising that Ithe enterprises 
concerned may be required to submit evi- 
dence in support of their claim to deduct 
the‘ expenditure, the evidence required 
should not exceed what is sufficient to 
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establish the position objétfixiiely'Indr What 
is reasonable in the .c'irCLimstanc'e's. 

:4; Whété‘ \heyegfthéleSé. State's disallow ex— 
pe'n‘s'es' infill-red ixi the'caSé's'rdeSCribed abOv'é 

they Iéhould laficefrt'minliwhethéi' the' fli‘shllow‘ 
ancc of the cxPe'nsescaus'eS do’u'ble taxation 
and in s‘lich 2i c‘é‘s’é ShOuld‘ eht'ér‘jnto bila- 
‘fé‘ral' "diséiiss'idfis: Iri‘ éuth rdisdissions the 
[Statés'fcbncétfiéél ‘shé‘uld Attempt to ‘elimi- 
'mite‘ doubléxtaxalt'ion eithér:~by flékiblc apo 
plic‘éfidd of; fhéif: om‘ nazibfialx'"?law or 
fihtbug’h.‘bilitétal.agtéémefitr’ 

‘ ' 

_ 5: .Thé impé’s'lifiéfi: off “xi'v'fthlidlding that by. 
fibenébtifitry -6f the‘ éubs’idi'aty company on 
payi'fiénts' ma félétéd companyvéhould taker 

» \ 

-.-1"3unetin vat: 'xxx; Jaduaxj'v/fanvief :no. 1; 1975
4

~ 
IFA- 

account of “the fact that the related ‘com’ 
pz'm'y' has incurred expen-se'sT‘in ‘pr‘ovidin‘g' 

thé'sérvices'itdthe subsidiary: - 

6. In addition to implementing “ at the 
(level of 'hétionalazla'w thé ptincifilés . set out 

1 ,abo’vie', if is Viacom’me‘nded' that. they "be' con- 
firfiiéd' in ‘droubl'e taxation agreém'eut‘s. 

The Internati'oual Fiscal, Assbdhtibfi asks 
the Organisati-bn' f‘ot .Ec‘amic' cooper; 
:tion‘ ‘and‘ Development find: the nifted Nat, 
{ions Organi‘sétiéd ‘tb t'aké..thé§e principles 
into accdunt in the f'ormul'ation'bf guide; 
lines fbs. cbhventibh'S' for thdhvdfdgncfie' of 
dodblé‘taxéfibn;-:. ‘ '

‘



IFA NEWS 

AUSTRALIAN.BR.A'NC'H- 
'At the Annual-General Meeting :of 

- the. Australian 'Branch hadron-~25 
August 1975, the following officers 
waste-elected: ' 

'
- 

~ Chairman: Mr. Graeme L. Herring 

_ (iii) 
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Secretary: Mr; .zCharles J. :Berg, 
. 

.‘- 
I 

: 

' 

:. 

Treasurer: Mr. William J. Mulligan 

Paper‘s. given £0 Meetings. of rthe 
Australian Branch during the past 
'12 months haVe included; -

k 

“Australian. Exchange Gontrél’? .-by 

Mr. Graham Leighton ofiihe‘ Reserve 
Bank of Australia. 
and 

“IRS Operations in Foreign Coun- 
tries" by Mr. James Barnett, IRS 
Representative. 

The Australian Branch has issued an 
invitation to host the 1978 I-FA 
Congress at the Ope'ra Hou'se in Syd— 
ney. Preliminary planning is well in 
hand. 

(iv) The Australian Branch hgs ldoubled 
-its:mem:bership~-OVep-rthe past 12 

4 .. months -'-to -.a present. :total: of 190; 
' 

. Recruitment ' of ."suitable new mem- 
-.' hers is continuing: .-_ -\ 

In April 1975 the Australian Branch 
= of IEA- co-operatedzwith, the Tax- 

».-. atiofi Iristitute of Australia-at their‘ 
National Convention. held at Ho—‘ 
bart’s' Wrestm-Pgint Casino, .IFA 
sponsored speakers Messrs. Walter 
O’Connor and. Sidney Roberts; 'both 
:of~ the US. Branch presented a joint 

(vi) 

(vii) 

‘ paper -' entitled :"~'U'ni.ted .States "Fag: 
Law and Practice”. 

The Australian Branch is seeking to 
increase IFA membership in the 
Asian and Pacific Islands areas, and 
there has already been an e'nCourag- 
ing response in this regard. 

The Australian Branch has establish— 
ed .a very cordial relationship with 
the domestic taxation body, The 
Taxation Institute of Australia. 
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REPUBL10.' 
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‘Refe‘rcnce to ash law, literature :ind passibIé so- 

- lqtiOns ape reckoned with. The material is hp- 
dated'a‘s‘ of thé en'd 0f April 1975 and coni- 
parafive" aspects with the ‘laws' in France and~the 
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GESCHENKAUFWENDUNGEN. 
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_ 

Bewirtungskosten. ABC-Darstellq. 2. Auflage. 
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DAS‘NEU—E LOHNSTEUERRECHT- 
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‘ 

1975* Nebengesetze und ErlaSse. Diisseldorf, 
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' Entitled th‘e neW'wage {a'x law? 1975' this book 
containsvconsolidatéd‘ text of .fhe wage tag: law, 
regulations thereto and oth'er statute in connec- 
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HONG KONG‘ 
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I 
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Hém'g Kong, Government Printer, 1975. 2 Vol‘ 
umes. 86 +27 pp. ' 

Printed' versiOn'of the budget sineéC-h fér the 
fiscal year 1975-1976. (B 50.164/50.165) _l 
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London, Her Majésfy's Stationery Office, 1975. 
‘1 P. ‘(B 50.143), , 

-. 
, ~. 

.H ,U N G A R Y 
ENTERPRISE "INCOME REGULATION. 
{Systems of managerial motivation). By Ré- 
vé'sz. Budz‘ipest', Iqstitute .of Economics; Hungaz 
Lian Academy of Sciegces, 1974. 99 pp. Studies 
No. 10. . 

'_ 

A éOncise‘ version of ‘jPrb'blems of Inéorr'le Regu— 
lation and' Iniplémentétibfi relating 'tO the Col— 
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MIXED COMPANIES IN HUNGARY. 
Notes; on a lecture given by Mr. Lészlé Akar. 
London, East Elirbpean Trade Council, 1974. 40 w-. . 

. 
,

, 

Booklet cdntaining a lgctute On _.financiug of 
mixed companies in Hungaryjn which th¢"lég_al 
C0nstri1ction and the determination bf profits (if 
such companies "are- 21150 di's‘cusEed."-Un0fficial 
English tranélatic‘ms- of a law and a decree in this 
respect and t'wo articlés in English on the tax— 
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INDIA 
THE COMEANIES ~(AMENDMENT) ACT, 1974. 
By A. N. Aiyar, Madras, Company Law Institute 
of India Private Ltd., 1975. 122 pp., Rs. 15.00. 
Summary explaining the main provisions of the 
companies (amendment) act, 1974. Full'text of 
the amendment act and connected rules 'are api 
pended. (B 59.160) ~ INTERNATIONAL 
TREATY SERIES. 
Treaties and international agreements registered 
or filed and recorded with the Secretariat of the 
United Nations. Vol. 791, I. Nos. 11235-11245. 
New York, United Nations, 1975. 392 PP-: 
$ 7.50. 
This volume contains inter alia the text of the 
estate and inheritance tax treaty between the 
Unife'd States= of America and tlie Netherlands 
signed July 15, 1969. (B 9545) 
TREAT? SERIES. 
Treaties and international agreements registered 
or filed and recorded with the Secretariat of the 
United Nations. Vol. 790, 1971, I. Nos. 11232- 
11234. New York, United Nations,‘ 1975. 409 
131)., $ 7.50. '7 

This volume containsm‘inter alia, the text‘of the 
income tax treaty betwéen Finland and the Neth-j 
erlands signed March 13, 1970 and the agree- 
ments of mutual assistance between Belgium, 
Luxembourg and the Netherlands in respect of 
the collection of the turnover tax, the purchase 
tax and other similar taxes, signed May 25, 
1964. (B 9345) 
TREATY SERIES. 
Treaties and international agreements .registered 
or filed and recorded with the Secretariat of the 
United Nations. Vol. 798, 1971, I. Nos. 11368- 
11384. New York, United Nations, 1975. 363 
pp., $ 7.50. 
This volume contains, inter alia, the ~text of the 
income tax treaty between France and Ireland 
signed March 21, 1968 and the agreement for 
the avoidance of double taxation in the field of 
air and sea transport between France and {the 
Soviet Union signed March 4, 1970. (B 9347) 
TREATY SERIES. 
Treaties and international agreements registered 
oi“ filed and recorded with the Secretariat of 'the' 
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United Nations. Vol. 301, 1971, I. Nos. 11406- 
11417. New York, United Nations, 1975. 469 
912., $ 7.50. . 

This volume contains the text of the income tax 
treaty between the Netherlands and Singapore 
signed February 19, 1971 and the Income tax 
treaty. between Derimark and Trinidad, and To- 
bago signed June 20, 1969. (B 9348) 

TREATY SERIES. 
Treaties and international agreements registered 
or filed and recorded with the Secretariat‘ of the 
United Nations. Vol. 821, 1972, I. Nos. 11728- 
11767. New York, United Nations, 1975. 475 
PP., $ 735.0. 
This volume contains the English translated text 
of the double taxation treaty On‘ income and; 
death duties between France and Algeria signed 
October 2, 1968‘. (B 9349) 
WHO‘S WHO IN' WORLD BANKING 1975-76. 
Lon-don, Financial Times Ltd., 197:5. 350 131)., 

£ 12.00. 
First issue of a. new publication listing major 
bénks and perséns in the world—wide business 
community. (B 9516) 

IRELAND - 

FINANCE (No. 2) ACT, 1975. 
No. 19 of 197?. Dublin, Stationery Office, 
1975. 4 pp. 
Act imposing a temporary sfitchapge on indivi-. 
dual income tax rates and extending thé VAT 
zero rate to clothing, footwear and fuels; (B 
9298) 
WEALTH TAX ACT, 1975.

_ 

N0. 25 of 1975. Dublin, Stationery Office,- 
1975. 27131:. 
Act to impose an annual wealth tax on indivi- 
dual taxpayers, as of April 5, 1975. (B 9299) 

JAPAN 
DE INVOERKANALEN IN JAPAN. - 

Bfussels, Belgische Dierist voor de Buiten‘landse 
Handel, 1975. 83'pp. 
Study prepared by Mr. D. Chekiere on' the im— 
port channels into japan with detailed examples 
in- film" field of food and textile products. (B 
50.159)
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LATIN AMERICA 
FISCAL HARMONIZATION‘ IN‘ THE ANDEAN 
COUNTRIES. 
By A. Atchabahian, R. Valdessta, R. E. Pie- 
dr‘abuena, F. ‘Gendre, J. S. Hausman, P.' Sibille. 
Ainsterdam, Idterhationail‘ Bureau of [FisCaI Do— 
cumentation, 1975. 118 pp. International Fiscal 
Harmonizatién - No. 3. ' ' ’

1 

Collection of articles originally presented at an 
Andean Pact Seminar held as part of the Inter- 
national Fis‘cal Association Congress of‘ 1974. 
The essays express current attitudes of both de- 
v‘eloping' and developed countries in respect to 
double taxation agreements. Included ar'e' An— 
dean Group Decisions Nos. 24, 40 and 46 in 
their unofficial English versions. (B 9340)

I 

NETHERLANDS 
HOOFDLIJNEN'VAN DE LEER DER OPENBARE 
FINANCIEN.

I 

By C. Goadhart. 3rd edition. Leyden, H. E. 
Stenfert Kroese, 1975. 472 pp. 
Third revised and updated, edition of. textbook 
on public finance. (B 9317) ‘ 

.
- 

AUTOMATISERING EN BELASTINGHEFFING. 
Inleidingen door: Prof. G. G. M. Bak en A. A“ 
Thie. Deventer, Kluwer, 1975. 43 pp. Geschrif— 
ten van de Vereni-ging voor Belastingweten— 
sqhap, No. 139. 

I 

.
. 

Printed text of introductory speeches on the sulp- 
ject automation and taxation and follbwing dej 
bates convened by the V'ereni‘ging voor Belas— 
tingwetenschap on June 7, 1975 at Utrecht. (3 
93,56)

“ 

MOTORRIJTUIGENBELASTING EN KENTEKEN- 
REGELING. ' 

By N. I. J. Schregardus-Dominicus arid H. Ver— 
meulen‘. Deventer,, Kluwer, 1975. 165 pp., Dfl. 
27.50. 

_ 

' ‘ ' 

Guide to provide information 611 the motor ve- 
hicle tax and connected regulations to motor ve- 
hicle administration. (B 9342) 
VIJPTIG JAAR BELASTINGWETENSCHAP IN 
NEDERLAND. - -- 

By H. Schuttevéer. Deventer, Kluwer, 19-75. _30 
pp, Geschtiften van de Vereniging voor Belas- 
tingwetenschap, No. 140. 
Printed text of speech on 50 years practising tax 
science in the Netherlands held in commemora- 
tion of 50 years existence of the Vereniging 
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voor ‘Belastingwetenschap on October 24, I975 
at The Hague. (B 9337) 
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THE INCOME TAX (WITHHOLDING PAY— 
MENTS) REGULATIONS 1915. 
Wellington, Government Printer, ‘1975. 14 pp._ 
(B9166) 

REPORT OF THE INLAND REVENUE DEPART- MENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 1975. 
Presented to the House of Representatives Par-- 
Isuantrto Section 17 of the Inland Revenue-De- 
partment Act 1952.- Wellington, 'Government 
Printer; 1975. 12 pp. (B 9164‘) 
TAXATION TABLE'S' 1975-76. . 

(32nd edition). Incorporating: income tax tables 
for individuals, income.tax tables for companigs, 
depreciation allowances, estate and gift duties, 
land tax tables. Wellington, Sweet‘s: Maxwgll 
‘(N.Z.) Ltd., 1975. 311 pp. (B 953.3) " 

BUERTORICO 'I, 
ASPECTOS MAS IMPORTANTES DEL SISTEMA 
TRIBUTARIO DE PUERTO RICO. 

_

- 

San Juan, Departhmento de Hacienda, 1975. 118 
PP. ‘ 

~

‘ 

Headlines of the Puerto Rico tax systems. (B 
15.501) ' 

ROMANIA 
ROMANIAN FOREIGN TRADE LAW. 
Bucharest, Publicom, Fogeign Trade. Publicity 
Agency, 1975. 48 .pp. ' 

Booklet éontaining unofficial English ‘transla- 
tions of several Romanian laws on corporate and 
individual income taxes, excise duties, foreign 
trade and economic cooperation. (B 9290) 

S P A I N 
ERWERB VON GRUNDSTUCKEN UND FERIEN- 
HAUSERN IN SPANIEN. 
7. neubearbeitete Auflage. Madrid, Deutsche- 
Handelskammer fiir Spanien, 1975. 29 pp. 
Seventh revised edition of monograph dgscribing' 
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the Iega’l and tax aspects. arising from the acqui- 
sition of real estate and the renting of“ surfimer 
cottages in‘ Spain. (B9308) 
DIE SOZIALVERSICHERUNG IN SP-A'NIEN.‘ 
1. Auflage. Barcelona, Deutsche Handelskammer 
fiir Spanien, 1975. 28 pp., DM 30.00; 
Monograph describing the social security law in 
Spain with reference to German empldyees in 
Spain. The material is as of October 1975. (B 
93I8)

' 

5 w I T 2 E R L A N D 
LE TRAITEMENT FISCAL DES FUSIONS DE 80- 
CIETES ANONYMES. 
By J-A. Reymond, Geneva, Li-brairié de l’Univers 
sité Georg & Cie., 1975. 285 pp. ' 

Monograph study on legal and tax aspects aris- 

ing from corporate merger. The tax treatment of' 
corporate merger is considered under the tax 
system- of 'the following countries: Belgium, 
France, Federal German Republic, the Nether- 
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ARTICLES
j 

NIZAR JETHA *: 

THE STRUCTURE OF MAJOR TAXES IN GUYANA 

This paper describes the salient features of 
major taxes in Guyana. The taxes to be 
discussed accounted for about 90 percent 
of the tax revenues in 1973. Thus, the 
paper has a fairly comprehensive scope. 
However, the legislation concerning capital 
gains taxation 1 and fiscal incentives 2 will 
not be discussed here. ~ ~ 

~~ ~~ 
“5‘;- 

.ts; = 

tyana s- part1c1pat10n 1n the econormc 1d- 
tegration movement in the Caribbean has 
affected her tax structure in a number of 
W'ays. In this connection, two developments 
afe Particularly important for placing many 
recent chah'ges in the tax structure in'their 
proper perspective. First, import duties on 
most goods originating from other member 
countries were eliminated on May 1, 1968, 
when the country became a member of the 
Caribbean Free Trade Association (CA- 
RIFTA), with the remaining duties phased 
out over the‘following five years.3 Second, 
on August 1, 1973, Guyana, together with 
Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago and Barba- 
dos, became a member of the Caribbean 
Community —~ which provides for the 
establishment'bf the' Caribbean Common 
Market (CARICOM), common' services 
and cq-operation in a wide range of- fields 
—— and adopted CARICOM’s com'mon ex- 
ternal tariff (CET).4' ' 

PERSONAL INCOME TAX 
C/mrgeable‘ Inrome. Chargeable income is 
defined .as. aggr¢gate,income minus appli-_ 
cable personal,allowances and deductions. 
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All persons Whose chargeable incomes. are 
less than G$500 are;exempt.5 

Personal Allowanceyamd Deduction: for 
Rexidents 

(a) Personal allowance —— G$1,000. 

(b) Wife allowance — G$1,ooo. 
(c) Earned income allowance '— Deduc- 

tion of 5 percent of income~ from em- 
ployment; and pensions, with a maxie 
mum of G$500. 

*‘ International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development; Washington, DC. The author is, 
glgeatly indebted to a'number of Guyanese offi- . 

cials, and in particular to Messrs. French and 
Odiri of the Inland Revenue, and Messrs. White 
and Abrahams of the Customs and Excise for 
their assistance. Special thanks are due to Victor 
Gangadin for discussions and critical comments. 
1. 

. 

Capital gains tak_b;ings negligible reVenues. 
2. See Victor J. “Gangadiii, “Fiscal Incéntives in 
Guyana”, Bulletin for Ifltematibml Fiscal Da- 
cumentation, June- 1975, pp. 221—2230; and 
Agreement 072 the Harmonization of Final. In- 
centive: to Industry (CARICOM Secretariat, 
Georgetown, Guyana). ' 

3. The other members of CARIFTA were Ja- 
maica, Trinidad an_d Tbbago, Barbados, Grena- 
da,.St. Vincent, Dominica, St. Lucia, St. Kitts, 
Antigua; Mo‘ntserrat and Belize. ' 

4. All femaining members of CARIFTA- have 
joined the Caribbean Community since May 15 

2.974.
' 

5. The exchange rate is pegged to the £2 sterling 
a'tG$'5.'21 :51. - 

' '
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Gui’ANA: STRUCTURE OF MAJOR TAXES 

(d) ‘Wife’s earned income allowance ——- 

(6) 

(0 

kg) 

Deduction of the Wife’s income from 
employment up -to a maximum of 
G$4oo. 

Child allowance —— Deduction of 
(Fr-$400 in respect of each unmarried 
child under the age of 16 years, or a 
child receiving full-time education at 
any school, college, university or other 
educational establishment. The tax- 

payer is also entitled to an allowance 
for a child who is not his child but 
who is in his custody and is wholly 
maintained by him. 

Dependent allowance —~ Deduction 
of G$3OO for each dependent relative 

’- maintained by the taxpayer; “Depend- 
ent relativé” is defined as: (i) a tax- 
payer’s or his wife’s relative who is 

incapacitated by old age (it infirmity; 
or (ii) the taxpayer’s or his wife’s 
widowed mother Whose income does 
not exceed G$300 per year. The tax— 
payer’s claims in respect of dependent 
relatives, including children who are 
not his children but are in his custody, 
are limited to four persons. 

Allowance. for interest on housing 
loans —— Deduction of the interest 

_ 
payable on a loan for the purpose of 

(h) 

48 

financing the construction or purchase 
of a new building to be used by the 
taxpayer as his .residence.6 ‘ 

Deductions for life insurance pre- 
miums, contributions to superannua- 
tion sbhemes and investment in pre- 
scribed Government securities —— Pre— 
miums for life insurance on the life 
of the taxpayer or his Wife paid to an 
approved company and cqntributions 
to approved: supegannuatiqr; funds are 
deductible; subject to a maximum of 

one-fifth of income. Premiums in ex- 
cess of 10 Percent of the capital sum 
of each policy are not allowable. 
Amounts invested in prescribed Gov- 
ernment securities ‘in the year preced- 
ing the year of assessment are allowed 
as a deduction, subject to aggregation 
with the premiums and contributions 
and the one—fifth limit. 

(i) Deduction for contributions to the 
National Insurance Scheme —— Con- 
tributions to the scheme are deduct- 
iblef ' 

(j) Deduction for medical expenses —— 
; Allowance of “up to 635150 for salary 
and’ wage earners iri receipt of in— 
comes below G$4,800 per annum, and 
of up to G$100 to those with incomes 
of between G$4,800 to G$7,200 per 
annum for hospitalization expenses, 
medical consultant fees and dental 
fees for themselves and their families. 

(k) Deduction for school expenses — 
Salary and wage earners in receipt of 
incomes below G$4,800 per annum 
who have more than three children at— 
tending school, are granted a school 
allowance of G$100 for each child in 
excess of three between the ages of 6 
and 18 years attending school in Gu— 
yana. 

(I) Allowance ‘for rented dwellings —~ A 
tax credit of ‘percent of the annual 
rent, with a minimum of 6.152 and a 
maximum of G$10, is available to a 
taxpayer who lives in a rented house., 

6. The imputed income of owner-occupied' 
housing is, however, not taxable. 
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Mkzi'ginal Rate: of Tax 
Charg'eable Income Tax; rate 

(G35) (Cents in the G$) 
First 1,000 

‘

5 
Next 1,000 - 10 

,, 1,000 15 
n 1,500 25 
,, 1,500 35 
,, 2,500 '40 

- 

,, 3,000. 50 
,, 3,000 60 

Above 14,500 70 

National Development Swtax. The budget 
for 1974, introduced on December 10, 
1973,‘ proposed a surtax of 5 percent 011 

the chargeable income of all individualsj 
including unincorporated enterprises. The 
*surtax is levied on the chargeable income 
in excess of G$500. 

COMPANY TAXATION 

Cbargeable Income. All expenses wholly 
and- exclusively incurred in the production 
of income are allowed ih the computation 
of taxable income, subject to cértain limi- 
tations. The major restrjctions are as fol- 
lows: 

(a) “Expenses in exces's of the amount 
which the Commissioner considers 
reasonable and necessary having re- 

gard to the requirement of the trade 
‘and business” are not deductible. 

No. deduction is allowed f6}: head of- 
fice expenses 7 in eXcess of 11/2 per- 
cent of sales or gross income in the 

~ case of a. commercial company ‘_8 and 
1 percent in the case of a company 

.‘other than a commercial campany. 

(b) 

(c); Pfoperty tax payable cannot be de- 
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ducted. 

Annual Depreciation Allowancex. The an- 
nual wear and tear deducticns vary accord- ' 

ing to the type of asset. Unless otherwise 
indicated, the depreciation allowances are 
calculated with reference to the written- 
down value (Le. cost of as$et minim the 
annual deductions already made).. Some 
representative rates of depreciation are 
given below. 

Percentage 
allowed" 

Bauxite Industry 
Buildings 

Industrial - Steel 3
A 

:Wooden 5 
~

. 

Workers’ HOuses 5 
Drilling Equipment 20 
Drag Lines 15 
Plant and Machinery 10 

Sugar Industry 
Ploughs, tractOrs, etc. 20 
Barges, boilers, distilling 
plant 

' 

30 
Drainage and irrigation Plant, 
factory plant and machinery 
Storage tanks ~

- 

321/2 
321/2 

7; The definition includes charges made by 
non-resident parent companies, associatg compa- 
nie.sy and head. offices In respect of administra- 
ti§le, technical, professibnal or‘ other-similar ser~ 
vices of an essentially managerial hature, 
8. Defined as a company at least 75 percent‘o’f 
the gross income of which is derived from trad- 
ing in goods not manufactured by it, and in- 

cludes any body carrying on banking or insurab- 
ge Business', other than long-term insurance bu- 
siness. “Long-term insugance" includes life in- 

Surance, non-cancellable sickness_ and accident 
insurance and bond investment business; 
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GUYANA: STRUCTURE OF MAJOR TAXES 

Percentage 
‘ 

allowed 
Timber Industry

. 

Bau'ah'oos 331/s* 
Bpudozas 

_ 

10 ' 

Logging equipment _ 20 
Log hauling Plant . 33%? 

Agricultural-machinery (tractors, 
'Ploughs, harvesters, etc.) 20 

Boats ‘ 10 
.Boilers‘ 7 
Buildings (for housing 
machinery) 

Brick, stone, concrete 2* 
Wooden 3* 

Concrete Mixers 10 
Gerierators 10 
Lorries, motor cars 25 
Office equipment 10 
Agriéultural plant (dips, 

pans, spray pumps, 
irrigation plant) 10 

Brickmaking plant ' 10 
BreWery plant ~ 10 - 

Distilléry plant 30 
BisCuit-making Plan}: 10 
* On cost. 

Valuation of Stocks.» The legislation does 
fiot‘ specify ‘the method to be used for the 
Valuation of stock in hand. The normal 
practice is to value stqcké" 'at cost or net 
redl‘isable value, Whichever is the lower. 
However, stock at the beginning and .end 
of anaccounting period must -be valued on 
the same basis. ' 

Tfeatment of Lanes. Losses can be~carried . 

fogv‘vhrd‘for as many years as required to 
absorb them agai'nSt futuré profits, subject 
to two restrictions; : ; 

50 

(21) Losses from a particular source of in- 
. come can only be set-off against Pro- 
fits from the same or a similar. sour- 
ce.9 ' 

(b) In any year, the set-off is only allow- 
ed to the extent that the tax payable 
for any year is not reduced by more 
than one-half of the tax that would 
have been payable had there been no 
claim for the Previous years’ losses. 

Tax Ratex. Companies are taxed ‘ partly 
through an income tax and partly through 
a. Cbrporation tax.10 The crucial difference 
between a company income tax and a cor- 
poration tax is that the' shareholders re- 

ceiving dividends can claim credit against 
their-income tax liability for the former, 
but not the latter.11 The tax rates are as 
follows: 12 

9. The tax return specifies eleven different 
sources of income. A major implication is that 
losses' suffered in agricultural activities cannot 
be set-off against profits in non-agricultural 
activities, and vice 11am. 
10. A‘ major difference 'in the tax bases f0; cor- 
poration tax and income tax as far as companies 
are concerned is that dividends received in re- 
spect of preference shares are treated as taxable 
income for the former but not the latter. 
11. Resident individuals must include dividends 
gross of income tax degucted at source in their 
return; income tax deducted by the company is 
then allowed as a set-off against the total tax 
liability. 
12. Special provisions apply to investment 
companies. For the definition and tax treatment 
of such companies, see Victor J. Gangadin, 
“Guyana: A Brief Outline of the Imposition in 
Guyana .of Income Tax, Corporation Tax, Capi- 
tal Gains Tax, Withholding Tax and Property 
Taii with Special Reference to Foreign CorpOra- 
tionSVOperating in Guyana, Through .a Branch 
Establishment or an Agency”, Balletin for Inter- 
national Final Documentation, November 1973, 
pp, 455—-465. 

'
' 
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Income Corporation 
Tax Tax 

Cdmmercial 
Companies 20% 35% 
N on-Commercial 
Companies 20% 25% 
Long-term Insurance 
Business 45% nil 

Special Provisions Concerning .Cloxe Com- 
paniex. A close company is defined as a 
company controlled by not more than five 
persons. In the case of such companies, 
where it appears to the Commissioner that 
further distributions of dividends could be 
made “without detriment to the company’s 
existing business”, the Commissioner has 

' powers to treat any such undistributed Pro- 
fits as distributed. Additionally, there are 
restrictions on the deductibility of the fees 
paid to directors. Fees paid to a director 
other than a Whole-time service director 
are only deductible to the extent of 10 per- 
cent of chargeable profits or G$3,000, 
whichever is the_lesser. For fees paid to a 
director who is required to devote substan- 
tially the whole of his time to the service 
of the company in a managerial or techni- 
cal capacity, the maximum deduction per- 
missible is G$12,000 in the case of the 
highest paid director and G$9,600 in other 
cases. However, where any such director 
receives remuneration by way of a salary as 
a'full-time employee of the company, the 
deduction in respect of the fees paid is 

limited to G$6,000. ' 

WITHHOLDING TAX 
Tax Baxe. A withholding tax is imposed 
on all “distributions” made to non-resident 
individuals and all companies, resident as 
well as non-residentlb‘ It is also imposed 
on “payments”, which constitute income 
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arising in Guyana, made t6 non-resident 
individuals and companies. The recipient 
of such income is liable for the tax, but the 
person (including a company) making 
“payments” and “distributions” is required 
to collect the amount of tax due. In addi- 
tion, certain insurance transactions are also 
subject to the withholding tax.14 

Definition of {‘Dixtrz'bution”, The defini- 
tion includes any dividend paid by a com- 
pany (including a capital dividend). Any 
remittance made or deemed to have been 
made 15 by an office, branch or agency of 
a non-resident company carrying on busi- 
ness in Guyana is also treated as a distri- 
bution. 

Definition of “Payment”. Payment is de- 
fined as a payment without any deductions 
whatsoever, other than a; distribution, in- 

cluding interest, rentals, royalties, and 
management charges or charges for the 
provision of personal services and technical 
and managerial skills. 

“Grom'ng—up” of Dividends and Set-Off: 
agaimt Withholding Tax Liability. In the 
case of dividends; a hypothetical tax base 
is used for computing the tax. The liability 
to Withholding tax is computed with refer- 
ence to dividends actually distributed 
grossed-up by certain percentages; set-offs 
amounting to certain percentages of the 
dividends actually distributed are then 211-

‘ 

13. Dividends received by a resident company 
from another resident company are not subject to 
furthgr income and corporation taxes in the 
hands of the recipient company. 
14. See Gangadin, Bulletin fo‘r Internatibnal 
Final Documentation, November, 1973, op. cit, 
pp. 460—461. 
15. Profits are deemed to have been remitted, 
except to the extent they have been reinvested in 
Guyana to the satisfaction of the‘ Commissioner, 
other than in the replacement of fixed assets.
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lowed against this liability. The withhold- 
ing tax to be paid is arrived at by deduct- 
ing set-offs from the withholding tax lia- 
bility (before taking account of set-offs). 

The percentages for grossing-up and set- 

offs, which depend on the nature of the 
company and the source of its income; are 
given below: 

Dividends distributed to non~resident Withholding tax Rates 
Applied to Dividends 
Actually Distributed 

Grossed-up by 

individuals and resident and non- 
resident companies by 3. 

Amount of Set-off 
arrived at by applying 
to Dividends Actually- 

Distributed \the 
following Percentages 

Commercial company, from income 
received as a distribution'for a 
resident company 

Commercial company, from intome 
other than a distribution received 
from a resident company 
“Company (other than a commercial 
company), from income received as a . 

distribution from a resident company 

Company (other than a commercial 
company), from income other than a 
distribution from a resident company 

66.7% ‘166.7-% 

144.5% 44.5% 

154.9% 
I' 

53.9% 

136.4% 36.4% 

Withholding Tax Ratex. Withholding tax 
gates for distributions, which in the case (if 
dividends are applied to the grossed-up 
amounts, va-ry according to the nature of 

the paying company and according to 
Whether the recipient is an individual or a 
company. The tax rates applicable to dis- 
tributions and payments are as follows: 16 

16. A numerical example might clarify the 
operation of the tax. 

‘ 
(a) Case of resident commarcial company (Com- 
pany A) distributing all its net profits to a 
resident or a non-resident company (Company 
B). 
~ 100 Gross-of—tax profits of Company A 
—— 20 Income tax payable by Company A 

' —~ 35 Corporation tax payable by Company A 
45, Net-of-tax profits of Company A avail- 

able for distribution to Company B. 
45 grossed at 144.5% 
Withholding tax liability (before set- 

off) at 40% on 65.025 
Set-off (44.5% of 45) 
Withholding tax- paya'ble after the setw 

65.025 
26.010 

20.025 
5.985 

52 

off (26.010 minus 20.025) 1 

39.015 Amount distributed to Company B af- 
ter the deduction of withholding tax 
payable (45 minus 5.985) 

(i) Total income, corporation and withholding 
taxes payable - 60.985 (20 + 55 —I— 5.985) 
(ii) Wifhhblding tax payable (5.985) as % of I 

the distribution (4'5) - 13.3% - 

(b). Case of a resident non-commercial company 
distributing all its net profits to a resident or a 
non-resident company. A similar exercise will 
show that: _ 

(i) Total income, corporation and withholding 
taxes payable - 51.237 (20 + 25 + 6.237) 
(ii) Withholding tax payable (6.237) as-% of 
the distribution (55) -, 11.34% 
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Distributions to: 
Non-resident individuals: 
Dividend under G$10,000 
Dividend over G$10,000 
Dividend under G35 8,000 
Dividend over‘ G33 8,090 year 

Resident and non-resident companies 

Per share- 
holdenper 

Payments to non—residents 

Where Paying Company is 
Commezcial VNon- Long-term 

commercial Insurance 

3 1% 
40% 

27 % ‘ 

45% 
. 

35% ‘ 

40% 3 5% 
, 

‘ 2 5 % 2 5% 25% 

PROPERTY TAX 
Tax Bme. The ‘giefinition of property in- 
cludes immovable and movable property 
situated in Guyana or elsewhere. The prop- 
erty tax is imposed on net @roperty, which 
is defined as the aggregate value of the 
property minus the aggregate value of the 
allowable debts. In the Case of an indivi- 
dua’l, debts in excess of 50 Percent of the 
value of the property are not taken into 
account, whereas companies can only de- 
duct debts up to 20 percent of the value of 
the propertyl‘7 These limitations do not 
apply -to the deposit liabilities of banks and. 
the liabilities of insurance companies in 
respect of life assurance policies. 

Exemptions. Specified individuals, corpo- 
rations and institutions (including eccle- 

siastical and educational) are exempt from 
the scope of the tax. Ami Company granted 
a tax holiday under the Income Tax (In 
Aid of Industry) Ordinance is also exempt 
during the tax holiday period in respect of 
property employed in business, income 
from which is exempt from inCome tax. 

Property excluded from Net Property. The 
following are excluded from the definition 
of net property of an individual: 
(a) right or interest in a life insurance 

policy before it becomes payable; 
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(b) fight to receive a pensioner annuity; 
(c) tools arid instruments (but not plant 

and machinery) neCESsary 'to catty on 
IL profession or vocation, subject to a 
maximum of G$5,000; 

(d) works of art and books, subject to a 
maximum of G$5:OOO; 

(e) household furniture and vequipment,‘ 
subject to a maximum of ($552,000; 

(f) jewelry, subject to a; maximum of 
G$2,000; 

(g) the amount to an emplOyee’s ciedit in 
any provident fund; 

_(h) property donated to the taxpayer sub- 
ject to a life interest in the donor, as 
long as the life interest'subsists; and 

(i) investment in prescribed Government 
securities.” 

Valuatiofl of Property. Where any property 
was acquired before January 1, 1956, its 

value is taken to be its estimated price in 
open market as .at January 1, 1956, to- 

gether with :the cost of improvements and 
additions made ’to it after thfitrdate. F0: 

17. The 1974 budget proposed the removal of 
the restrictions on the extent to which debts 
could be deducted {mm the aggregate value of 
the property, but the proposals have ‘nOt been 
implemented so far.

i 

18. _Prescribed securities are also excludefi from 
net property of companies.
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’property acquired 911 on after January 1, 
1956, ‘ther’value is defined. as the cost of 
purchase and the coét of improvements and 
additions made to it s‘ifice the Purchase. 
Ear those assets fgr which 'wear and tear 
allowances are available under the Income 
Tax Ordinance, the value for the property 
tax pdrPOSes is subject to deductions for 
wear and tear allowances (but not initial 

A allowances) received since the acquisition 
of the property .01; January! 1, 1956, Which- 
ever is the later. : 

Set—off ,Prow'yz‘on. The legislation provides 
for set-off of property tax paid by a. com- 
pany against the tax Payable by a share- 
holder where the stocks and shares of the 
COmpany which has paid or is liable to Pay 
the taxya‘re included in the net property of' 

r 
,. the shareholder; Set-off is‘ alloWed .at the 
\company rate of one-half Percent but is 
limited to the amount of property tax payev 
able by the shargholder, if any. 

‘ 

Liability to Tax. Resident-s possessing net 
lprop‘er‘ty ’in' excess of G$50,000, ribn-resi- 
dents possessing net property in- Guyana in 
excess of G$50,000, and all companies that 
are registered in or carry on business in 
Guyana are subject to the tax. 
TzsateJ 

. Rate % 
(a) For a person other ihan a 
' 

cdmpany: ' ' 

I 
on the first G$50,ooo of net 
Iblqoperty 

‘ 

7 N11. 
on “the next G$150,000 of net 

. pr'operty ‘ 1/2. 

on the next. G$300,0,00 of 'net 
Property 3%; 
on .the next G$500_,00'0 of nefi 
property 

‘ 

‘ . 
. ‘ 1 

on the remainder 11/2 

’ 
:(b) ‘For a company: .19, 1/2 

S4 

IMPORT DUTIES 
The import tariff - applies to all imports 
other than those originating, from CARI; 
COM. A product is considered (to be of 
regional “origin” if matcrials impdrted 
frOm outside the region do not exceed 50 
percent of the expoft price of «the product. 

. However, a wide range. of raw materials 
and semi-manufactured goods, designated 
as “basic materials”, are regarded as being 

~ of local origin even, when imported :fgorn 
outside the region. 

Apart from a few exceptiOns, Guyana 
adopted CET. on joining the Caribbean 
Community. The exceptions relate primari- 
ly to cgmmodities such as wood and Wood 
products including furniture, paper and 
paper productsand clothing where Pros 
tective considerations necessitated. a transi- 
tional period. All differences between the 
current tariff and GET are to -_be eliminated ‘ 

at .the rate of 1/3 per annum over the period 
August 1, 1974 to August 1,, 1976.20 
Under CET,‘ yaw materials and capital 
goods beaf rather low rates of tax. Some- 
what higher rates. are imposed 9n seni‘i; 

manufactured goods. The highest rates ap- 
ply to finished goods. Foodstuffs,~ how 
ever, enter duty-free except .whgre protect- 
ive considerations are involved. The tariff 
is divided, into preferential and general 
rates. The farmer an: Confined to goods 

19. The 1974 budget proposed a. higher rate of 
3%; percent for net property valued it over 
G$500,000, but this .change has not yet been 
implemented. 
20. The differences betWeen the tariff adopted 
in August, 1973‘ and CET were substantially 
narrowed on March 14, 1974 in line with this 
requirement. The tariff changes were accompa- 
nied by adjustments in the rates of consumption 

‘taxes. - 

'

7 
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originating in' and censigned from the 
- British Commonwealth; the general rates 
apply -to imports from all‘ other countries. 
Guyana’s current rates of import duties on 
selected commodities will be found. after 
the description of the éqnsumption tax. 

CONSUMPTION ‘TAX 

Consumption duties were introduced in 

1969 to counteract the revenue loss result-- 
ing frém the removal of import duties on 
goods originating from the other members 
of CARIFTA. Their scope, .as well as the 
range of tax rates, was widened substan— 
tially in August 1973, when CET, which 
is geherally much lower than ‘Guyana’s 
then prevailing tariff, was adopted. 

'Scope. Specified goods, Whether imported 
01: locally-manufactured, except goods util— 
ized as materials by a registéred manufac- 
turer, are taxable. Exports are exempt from 
the tax. 

Regixtmtz‘on. The following enterprises are 

‘NIZ'AR JETHA 

required ‘to be registeréd; 
(2.) every manufacturer whose business in— 

clfides the disPOsa‘l of taxable goods 
manufactured by him; and 

. (:b) every manufacturer who uses taxable 
geods manufactured .by him. in his 
business. 

HoweVer, a manufacturer who is not re 
quired' ‘to 'be registered may be’ permitted 
to, register if he uses taxable goods in'tsub- 
stantial quantities as materials; Business 
with at turnover of less than G$10,000 have: 
been exempted from registration; for ‘the 
furniture and gold anéi silver jewelléry 
businessss the exemption limit is G$50,000. 

Tax Base. For imports, the consumption 
tax is levied on the c.i'.f. import valué plus 
the import duty payable2 whereas the price. 
realized by the manufacturer inwthe “open 
market” constitutes the tax base for do- 
mestically-produced goods. 

Rate: of Tax of Import 4m? Comizmptio‘n 
Dutieq. Import duties on selected goods, 
together with the corresponding Consump- 
tion duties, are as follows; 

Rate of 
Rate of Import Duty Conmmption Tax 

_ 
_ 

General Preferential
' 

Foodxtuffx . 

Cheese 10% 5% 12% I 

Potatoes « 30% 
Garlic G$0;81 per 100 lbs. G$0.54 per 100 lbs. . 5% 
Onions ‘ 20% 
Split ,peas G$OAS per 100 lbs. G$O.33 per 100 lbs. 5% . 

Wheat flour . 10% 5% 'G$O~.85 per 11001133. 
Tea G$0.27 per lb. G$0.16 per lb. 20% 
Confectionery 45% 35% 30% ' 

Grapefruit and - 

orange juices 45% 35% 10%A
. 

Aerated waters 30% 20% G$0.02_ Per bottle 
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Rate of Import Duty 
General 

Also/901i: Beverage! and Tobacco 
Brandy 
Rum 
Whisky 
Gin »

' 

Vodka 
Beer 
Wine 
Cigarettes 

Petrolezzm and Produm 
Gasoline 
Diesel oil 

Fabric: and Clatbiflg 
Woven fabrics of : 

Man-made fibres 
Wool 
Cotton-printed 

or dyed 
Cotton-other 
(White) 

Under garments 
Outer garments 

Consumer Durable Good: 
Motor cars: 

under 1,800 c. 
over 1,800 cc. ' 

Refrigerators 
Airconditioners 

_ 
Stoves (electric) 
Water heaters 
Washing machines 
Radios 
Radiograms 
Gramophone records 
Jewelry 
Cameras 
Wa’tc‘he's 

Furhiture 
Carpets 

56 

6356.47 per gal. 
G$64.07 per gal. 
63559.73 per gal. 
G$60.82 per gal. 
G$70.59 per gal. 
G$ 5.97 per gal. 
61513.03 per gal. 
G$20.05 per‘ 1b. 

6150.54 per gal. 
G$0.33 per gal. 

35% 
30% 

34% 

27% 
45% 
63% 

45% 
45 %' 

35% 
30% 
30% 
30% 
30% 
45% 
45% 
35% 
60% 
30% 
50% 
65% 
45% 
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Preferential 

G$5430 per gal. 
G$56.47 per gal. 
61557.56 per gal. 
87558.64 per gal. 
.G$67.33 per gal. 
G$ 5.54 per gal. 
G$ 9.77 per gal. 
G$19.83 per lib. 

G$0.43 per gal. 
G$O.22 per gal. 

25% 
20% 

24% 

21% 
35% 
47% 

35% 
35% 
25% 
20% 
20% 
20% 
20% 
35% 
35% 
25% 
50% 
20% 
40% 
49% 
35% 

Rate of 
Camump'tz'on Tax 

G$12.00 per gal. 
G33 6.12 per gal. 
G$12.oo per gal. 
G1? 6.12 per gal. 
G$ 6.18 per gal. 

G512 6.23 per lb. 

76% 
5% 

10% 
20%. 

15% 
25% 
25% 
15% 
35%. 
25% 
18% 
18% 
45%. 
30% 
25% 
30% 
15% 
20%
7%
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Rate of 
Rate of Import Duty Consumption Tax 

General Preferential 

Other 
Travel goods 57% 40% 13% ' 

PhotOgraphic films 30% 20% 15% 
Razor blades 30% 20% 10% 
Nitrogenous ‘ 

fertilizers G$16.29 per ton G$10.86 per ton 2'1/2%‘ 
'

_ 

Cement G$10.26 per ton G$ 7.60 per ‘ton G$Q.12 per 100‘ lbs,. 
Paints and enamels 

' 

_ 
25% ‘ 15% 2% 

Wide range of 
machinery 71/2% 5 % 3% 
Shampoo, toothpaste 35% 25% 7% 
Perfumes and 
cosmetics 5 5 % 45 % 1 5% 
Toilet soap 30% 20% 15% 
Polishes and creams 25% 15% 18% 
Glassware 

4 

' 25% , 18% 15% 
‘ Office equipment 25% 15% 15% 
Footwear 2 5 % 1 5 % -— 

EXCISE DUTIES ' rates of excise duties. Thus, in effect, 10- 

cally-produced goods and goods Originat- 
ing from CARI-COM can be regarded as 

Excise duties are levied on specified d0 constituting the tax base for excise duties. 
mestically-produced goods. However, simi- No excise duties are payable in respect of 
lat goods imponted from CARICOM bear exports. The current excisable goods and 
import duties at rates equivalent -to the tax rates are as follows: 

Commodity 
‘ 

Tax Rate 
.. 

Rum or other spirits G$14.40 per proof gallon 
Spirituous liquors, including: 
Gin G$14.40 per proof gallon 
Vodka 

' 

G$14.40 per proof gallon 
Whiskey G$23.00 Per proof gallon

I 

Brandy G$26.00 per proof gallon 
Liqueurs 

Creme de Menthe G$14.60 per proof gallon 
Cherry Brandy G$3550 per proof gallon 
Creme de Cacao , G$53f70 per Proof gallon 

Methylatéd spirits 
‘ 

G$ 0.05 per liquid gallon 
Sweets (Wine made from fruit) G$ 0.50 per liquid gained 
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Commodity 
Bay rum, lime turn or other toilet 

preparations (incl. Iimacol, vitrex) 
Perfumed spirits 

‘ 

Spirituous‘medicinal Compounds 
(for use as' medicines or in ~ 

compounding medicines, including 
tinctures) 

Spirituous medicinal compounds 
(medicines, including Ferrel 
and Livogen) 

A11 othercompounds 
Matches 

Malt liquor 
(e.g. beep, stout) 

Tax Rate 

G3?» 3.00 per liqéid gallon 

(335 6.00 per liquid gallon 

G$ 1.20 Per liquid gallon 

G$ 3.90 per proof. gallon 
G$14.40 per proof gallon 
G3; 0.50 per gross boxes 
each: not more than 60 matches 
G$ 3.16 Per liquid gallon 

EXPORT‘DUTIES 

Export duties are, in general; confined to 
specified commodities exported to non- 
CARICOM .countries. :The Community 
Treaty Prohibits the imposition of export 
duties on-goods exported by _one member 

state to another. However, for a transitio- 
inal .period of five years, export duties may 
be levied on certain commodities (includ- 
ing bauxite and sugar) exported to other 
member states at rates not exceeding those 
that prevailed before the coming into force 
of the Treaty.21 The current -expo:t duty 
rates are :as follows; '

~ 

Commodity 
Precious stones other than cut and 
pblished Precious stones 
Bauxite 
Unrefined cane sugar 

7 
. E1 1H? dste, '. 

G$5.00 per carat - 

G$O.45 per ton 
G$1.00 per ton 

Greenheart, round piligg and hewn 6350.08 Per cubic ft. 
Gr‘eenheart, sawn' G$l.20 per 100 b. ft. 
Aquarium fish 5% 
Shrimp G$O.191/2 per 1b. 
Molasses G$4.45 per 100 gal. 

21. Article 18 of the Common Market Annex 
of the Treaty Extabliibiizg the Caribbean Com- . 

mum'ly. - 
' 

- 
" 

‘

‘ 
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Export Levy on 511n Export: 
An export levy on sugar exports was intro- 
duced in 1974. The rates vary with the 
f.o:b. expert price, as follows:‘ 

13.0.12. export price per ton 
Under £70 
£70—£100 

£100—£120 

' Above £120 

bnzuuajEluiA 

Tax payable perwn 
G$2650

_ 

G$2650 pl”: 55% of the excess above
> 

‘ 

h 

_ 
£70 

G$43.00 plus 70% of the excess above 
' 

‘ 

£100 
G$57.00 plus 85% of the excess above 

£120 
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fl * * * 1 
To meet the future information needs of the international businessman and 
his financial and legal advisers, the International Bureau of Fiscal Docu- 
mentation announces the MAJOR e-x-p-a-n-s-i-oLn of its key loose—leaf 
management information service —— 

ETHE TAXATEUN OF COMPANIES m EUROPE—E 
‘Vol. 2 of ‘Guides to European Taxation’

~~~ 
' each chapter follows a common outline '° loose-leaf in‘ 4 binders 
° updated quarterly by air 

\ A practical information guide, in clear management terms, to the practical 
aspects of ALL taxes encountered at the different stages in the life of a 
Company — in the NINE Member States of the EEC; and now being 
e-x-‘p-a-n-d-e-d to cover also MAJOR non-EEC Countries: 

AUSTRIA — in early 1976 SPAIN . — ready NOW 
GREECE —— in 1976 SWEDEN — in early 1976 
NORWAY — in 1976 SWITZERLAND -—- ready NOW 

THE TAXATION OF COMPANIES IN EUROPE: -— provides you with reliable up-to-date background data at a fraction of 
the normal cost of gathering the information yourself — although the continued importance of seeking local professional advice 
before making major corporate decisions is emphasized, it enables you 
to reduce the cost of those “first steps”, AND HELPS YOU TO ASK THE 
RIGHT QUESTIONS! 

Further details freely available upon request. 

Dfl. 850 including up-to-date basic volume in four binders PLUS AN AIR- 
MAIL SUBSCRIPTION TO THE QUARTERLY UPDATING SUP- 
PLEMENTS FROM NOW THROUGH THE END OF 1976. 

INTRODUCTORY 10% DISCOUNT —— NEW orders sent direct to the 
Bureau by April 30, 1976 will be entered at 10% less than the normal 

initial price.
~~ 

For residehts of The Netherlands: prices are exclusive of VAT (BTW) 

INTERNATIONAL BUREAU OF FISCAL DOCUMENTATION 
Mui'derpoort — Sarphatistraat 124 -- Amsterdam-C —— Holland 
Telex: 13217 — Tel.: (0)20-23.57.23 —— Amro Bank N.V. Account No. 4113 90 600. 
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INDEXA‘TION: SOME FISCAL ASPECTS 
I. Introduction 

There is nothing like double-digit inflation 
to concentrate .the‘ thoughts of Finance 
Ministries 0n the problems of equating 
revenue with expenditure. 

2. Indexation', n0wadays 211111651: a cult 
Word as far as salaries and pensions are 
contemed, has important fiscal implica- 
tions, some obvious, some less so, and‘ no_ 
Finance Minister can afford to neglect any 
of them. 

5. In the fiscal field “indexation” in- 
cludes the process of reviewing all charges, 
taxes, dutiés, and dues of‘ all kinds, 'Which 
are expressed in termy of money, so as t6 
vary them at regular intervals in accordan- 
ce with variations in the value of money, 
in order to maintain the value in real terms 
of such revenue. 

4. Without systematic reviews a Gov- 
Emment may overlook certain more ob— 
scure items of ‘revenue. It is usually in no 
danger of missing items of expenditure 
Which ought to be indexed since it can ex- 
pect _to be réminded by those ccémed. 

5. A government’s main indexation in- 
terest is in the revenue from Customs and 
Excise duties, specific St'amp duties, a 
Wide spectrum of licenses, fees and dues 
and in charges for services of all kinds 
provided by Government. The relevance of 
indexation to non-specific taxes such as in- 
dome tax and death duties will be examin— 
ed below. 

521. “Indexation” strictly relates to the 
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variation of charges by some formula con- 
nected (to an index such as a cost-of-li‘ving 
index, or retail price index. 

6. Equity 

Although increases in taxes and Charges of 
any kind are never pular, cuiusly 
enough it is in the general interest of tax- 
payers that 421’ such items should be care- 
fully reviewed, since equity cannot be fully 
Served, if variations are allowed to occur so 
that, for example, some: charges are fully 
indexed and other services supplied below 
Cost. In such a case some taxpayers are like? 
1y to receive an unwarranted benefit. Even 
Where it is policy for certain services to be 
subsidised, some indexation adjustment 
should be made (see “Subsidies” below) 
so that at least a reasonably Precise quanti- 
fication of the Subsidy is possible. 

7. Government Expenditme 
: Salaries and Wages 

Although automatic indexation is some- ' 

times applied to salaries and wages (par- 
ticularly those payable by Government) it 
may become Ta somewhat dangerous device 
if workers come to look upon indexed cost- 
ofLIiVing (COL) adjustments as rOutine 
and still expect other wage increa'ses from 
time to time. Accordingly employers, in- 
cluding Governments, do better to allow 
arguments in Wage negotiations to be based 
partly on cost of living without building in 
a specific C.'O.L. factor in wage structures. 

:Pem'z'om and S acid} Benefit: 

Social Security pensions and benefits "are 
items which in Principle obviously Ought
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‘to be indexed. In practice Governments 
understandably often. exclude them from 
automatéc index‘ation so that 'they may<de- 
rive political credit when they grant, and 
can be seen. t6 grant, increases to those 
(voters!) who receive such pensions and 
benefits. 

8. Government Revenue 

A Government’s power to control the 
quantum of ozztgoz‘ng: is more or less re- 
stricted to its bargaining potential in re- 

spect of its own employees' Wages and pen- 
sions, since it has to pay the going price 
for materials, contract work and so on 
(subject to anything it can do in the 
realms of general Price Control). On the 
reVenue Jside, however, there are many 
more items where it has some scope for 
action. 

9. General Policy 

A good practical political policy fora Gov- 
ernment to adopt is in fact to “index” all 
taXes, charges etc, (Le. revenue items) 
which are expressed in specific terms so 
that people become used to small increases 
being made yearly or regularly from time 
to time, but to avoid too specific 3 com- 
mitment regarding outgoings which might 
reasonably qualify for indexation. In prac- 
tice a Government 'should preferably not 
index even its revenue items in a, formal, 
automatic way (e.g. to be triggered by re- 
ference to a rise of so many points in the 
cost of living index) but do so by ad hoc 
adjustments, ~e.g., at the time of the annual 
Budgets. 

10. The reason for this is partly ad- 
ministrative. Some specific charges are 
small and it would be troublesome to make 
2i series of small increases which would 
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produce odd-looking amounts. Forms used 
in the administration of Charges and taxes 
are often printed in bulk and it would be 
relatively expensive to have numerous re- 
prints or overprints. 

1,1. Adminiytmtive Prqcedure 
Moreover if GoVernment proceeds by way 
of ad hoc adjustments, it has greater flex- 
ibility to modify charges etc. by reference 
to special circumstances or quirks of the 
economy, and to “round of ” variations in 
existing rates. The only caveat necessary, if 
Government adopts the more empiric ap- 
proach, is that a schedule or Indexation 
File should He compiled and maintained of 
all revenue items which are expressed in 
specific monetary terms and which, there— 
fore ought to be rewiewed annually, with- 
out failure or omission, even if no adjust- 
ment is made in a particular year, to partic- 
ular items. 

12. Even trade unions often prcfer pay 
negotiations at annual or other intervals to 
automatic indexation increases since a 
union has to justify, and be seen to justify, 
its existence. More publicity and more 
credit is likely to accrue from the process 
of negotiation with employers and/or Gov- 
ernment when: leaders are interviewed on 
television and radio about the progress 
made and so on, than from the quiet un- 
publicised clicking of any mechanism by 
which wages etc, are automatically geared 
to a price or other index. 

13. tmm and Excire Dutie: 
Most customs duties are expressed as per- 
centage ad valorem levies, the main excep- 
tiOns being the “Big Three” of Alcohol, 
Hydrocarbon Oils, and Tobacco, which are 
customarily subjectcgd to specific monetary 
levies per uqit of value or weight. 
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1-4. It is usual in any event to adjust ag 
least annually the duties on thiszmajor 
dutiable group of commodities because it; 
forms such an important source of revenue. 
Over an inflationary period a Government 
can hardly go wrong if it increases the 
duties in this sector roughly in accordance 
with movements in the (3.0.1.. index. (In 
times of increasing affluence the duties 
may be incgeased at a somewhat higher 
rate than the indexation factor because at 
such times there is a greater demand for 
luxuries). 

15. Other items subjected to specific 
duties are those 'Where valuation may pre- 
sent problems, or Where there is a “coun- 
tervailing ” factor. For example, if there is 
a duty on imported matches and a cigarette 
lighter, however cheap the model, will last 
as long as 110,000 matches, it may be de- 
sirable to ensure that ’there is a specific 
duty on lighters at least equal to the duty 
on 10,000 mafches. The duty on matches 
is also often specific because of the diffi- 
culty of comparing one type With-another 
and arriving at an equitable method of 
evaluation. Sometimes an ad valorem duty 
is coupled with a mihimum specific duty, 
the latter being varied according to circum- 
étances. All such items should of course be 
subject to indexation reviews but no such 
review is necessary for the great body of 
ad valorem duties the yield from which 
accurately reflects variations in price and 
value. ' 

16. Canxzz7nption and $4195 1'4e intimi- 
z'ng V.A.T.. 

Although consumption; taxes of all 

kinds are normally expressed as a percent- 
age levy ad valorem (exceptions are spe- 
cific taxes on room occupancy in hotels. or 
table occupancy in night clubs and caba- 
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rets) there are usually “exemption” or “ex- 
‘clusion” limits expressed in money terms. 
For example a small trader-might be “ex,- 
cluded” from a tax without being exgmpt: 
ed from it if his annual sales wgre belowa 
certain limit. In such a case heuwould not 
be troubled with the administrative work. 
of complying the salegtax law but 
Would'have to buy‘hisiggbdis on a tax-paid 
basis. 

’
‘ 

17. In the' case of a multi-stage turn- 
over or cagcade taxes, or of value-added 
tax, a small trader is often exempted from 
tax on his own safes although one or more 
“layers” of tax may already be embedded 
in the price he pays for his supplies. 

18. In all these cases the annual sales 
limits below which exemption or exclusion 
applies have to be reviewed from year to 
year, and the review may conveniently be 
made on an indexation basis; in order-V to 
raise the limits appropriately to avoid over- 
burdening the administrative machinery 
with many small trader-taxpayers. Where 
taxation is a specific levy. per unit, such as 
a hotel bed, or.a table in a cabaret, it is of 
course desirable to “index” these levies So 
that they move upwards consonant with 
the increases in yield from percentage 
goods and service 'taxes. ~ 

19. Income Tax 
' Income tax' is invariably a percentage levy 
upon income but some countries employ an 
élement of “poll tax” (see paragraphs 26‘.- 

31 on Payroll and P011 Taxes) by institut- 
ing a minimum payment from all taxpay- 
ers except the very poor. The minimum 
payment, usually a fairly 

J 

nominal sum 
should of course be subject to indexation 
though the writer hesitates to stress this 
point because such tax featuxes, are a “colo—
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nial” relic and a regressive form of tax- 
ation Which has little Place in modem tax 
system, Where, in fact, there is instead a 
trend toWards “negative taxation” for low- 

‘ 

e1: income groups. 

20. .' Relief; 

Monetary values do, however, have two 
points of incidence upon income tax codes. 
The income level (or, “exemption limit”) 
above which income tax is payable, and 
the reliefs or abatements customarily al- 

lowed according to the extent of a tax- 
payer’s dependants and other personal 
commitments are all expressed in terms of 
money. 

21. .' Fiscal Drag 
If reliefs are left unchanged in monetary 
terms so that they become less valuable in 
real‘ terms while monetary incomes increase, 
the incidence of income tax becomes auto- 
matically heavier in real terms, a process 
known as “fiscal drag”; A few countries 
now index income tax reliefs so that there 
is a virtually automatic annual increase. Re- 
lief's' can, indeed, only be amended annual— 
ly since income tax has to be geared to the 
income of a Whole year. 

22. It is probably better “politics” for 
a Government not to have automatic in- 

dexation since it is usually able to obtain 
some public credit for a “give away pro- 
gramme”, often under some such news- 
paper headline as “Finance Minister gives 
31‘, millions relief to taxpayers”, where 
such relief is introduced as a budgetary 
measure. 

23. .' Graduated Tax Rate: 

The other point of incidence of monetary 
values is=the taxable income levels in the 
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graduated scale of rates. If, for example, 
taxable income in excess of $10,000 is 

chargeable at 40% and there is a subse- 
quent fall in the value of money to the 
tune of 20%, fiscal “justice” is only 
restored if the income level above which 
.the 40% rate applies is increased to 
35 12,500 (since the value of $ 12,500 is ‘ 

only $ 10,000 in the old‘ currency if one 
deducts 20% for currency depreciation). 
Adjustments to the scale of tax rates to 
amend the income levels at which rates are 
successively increased should also thus be 
subject to indexation and should also be 
included in annual budgetary reviews. 

24. Gift and Begum? Taxes 

Taxes on Gifts and transfers inter ’vivos 
and on bequests (known, inter alia, as 
death duties, estate, inheritance, or succes— 
sion taxes) are broadly similar to income 
tax in that there are fiormally exemption 
limits, reliefs, and graduated rates of tax, 
although of course such taxes relate to 
capital rather than income. 

25. Exactly similar needs for index- 
ation adjustments arise as those described 
above for income tax in respect of the level 
of capital transfer or inheritance to be 
exempted from payment of tax and as re- 
gards the incidence of the scale of tax 
rates. 

26. Paymll and P011 Taxe: : Social 
S ecm'ity Contribution: 

Payroll taxation is most usually in the form 
of percentage levies on pay, which may be- 
charged‘ upon the employer or upon both 
the employer and the employee, and occa— 
siOnally upon the employee only. In the 
last case the tax is usually in the nature of 
a: crude income tax upon the employee 
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which‘may be a “schedular tax” (i.e., one 
of a series of separate taxes, each levied on 
a separate type of income, such as remuner- 
ation, profits, interest, rents, royalties) or 
a kind of “graduated poll tax”. This type 
of taxation is commonly used to finance 
Social Services and State Pensions. 

27. A payroll ’tax which was purely a 
percentage levy would not, of course, re-

3 
’ quire indexation adjustments. 

28. .' Relevance of Inde‘xmfion 

It is fairly common, however, fer a payroll 
tax to have a cut-off point so that it does 
not apply to that :part of an employee’s pay 
which exceeds a certain monetary value. In 
a (diminishing) number of countries also, 
the “Beveridge” system of fixed specific 
levies in respect of each employee still 

operates, the levies varying only between 
males and females, adults. and juveniles, 
and so on, but otherwise being a fixed 
charge, producing fixed benefits in certain 
eventualities such as sickness, unemploy- 
mént, maternity, and death. 

29. Indexation adjustments will be ap— 
propriate both fo the “Cut-off” point in a 
percentag: levy, and to the specific levies 
in a “Beveridge” type scheme. In both 
cases in fact such changes may be enforced 
by actuarial reviews of revised funding re- 
quirements when the benefits themselves 
have been subjected to indexation or other 
increases. Actuarial reviews are sometimes 
done only at intervals of a few years and 
there is a strong case in the interim for 
making at least annual indexation adjust- 
ments as a minimum contribution towards 
keeping the scheme solvent in all 'cases 

Where the Payroll taxation is levied to fund 
social security benefits. 
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30. .' Pall dex 
The term Poll tax‘is here used to mean ‘a 
fixed personal or “head” ,tax,‘sorne_times 
levied as a charge on adults only, or on 
male adults only, and sometimes as a “hut” 
or “hearth” tax upon heads of households 
only. Specific” social service contributions 
which are in the same amount, say, for all 
male adult employées, are a type of poll 
tax and so .are minimum income tax pay- 
ments (such that everyone has to Pay, a 
small minimum sum of perhaps 2 or 3 
dollars, hoWever low his inCome). 

51. Such fixed levies are against the 
modern trend in taxation because they are 
regressive, but, Where they exist, should be 
subject to indexation if it is desired .to 

maintain the revenue from them in real 
terms. Where it is desired to phase out 
such levies the amount in mOney terms may 
be allowed to remain fixed, until, with the 
erosion in the value of money, the revenue 
yield i5“ attenuated and they may be- finally 
taken off the statute book. 

32. Property Taxation “Reflex” ‘to pay 
for “local” Jewicex " 

Certain governmental Services are tradi- 

tionally paid for by taxing real property, 
either by a series of separate charges to 
cover Such items as street lighting and 
cleaning, police and fire-fighting services, 
refuse and sewage dispOsaI, supplies of 
fresh water and so, On. The traditional 
manner of‘ charging such rates or taxes is 

to value all the real property in the area 
for which the services are supplied and 
divide the total cost of providing the ser- 
vices by the total value of the property. 
The quotient, usually' expressed as a per- 
centage, or as so many cents in the dollar 
(or other unit of currency). Some C01_1r1-
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tries; hOWever, adopt fixed "tax Percentages 
and do not, thereforex precisely equate 
revenué and expenditure. 

‘
'

‘ 

_1 
3'3. .': Re-vgzlmztz'oh 

Re—valfiations' of property ate usually made 
at Siyearly' or other regular‘Iinterv‘a‘Is. If a 
feévaluation had' been made in 1971, all 

new properties COmpléted' in 1972,1975, 
1974,: or 1975' would be 'valued not at 

éurrent co’ét but at" 'What an. _e_quiv'alent 

property Would have been Worth' in 1971. 
Thus for the 5-year pe‘r‘iod 'until the next 
revaluation the total tax base diminishes in 
Value to the- 'e'xfent of ‘monetary devalu- 
Aation‘. If the tax mite is‘ fixed by the quo- 
tiént fheth'od described above, this cénst‘i— 
tu‘teé‘an “automatic” indexation adjustment 
which copes with-- the diet-increasing cost 
of providing thé Services. - 

34. If no suqh'system operates it is r_1'e- 

cessary to ingreasg’; by'reference to same 
relevant inci'eX the fixed or statutory raté of 
tax from year -to yéar if proPer provision 
is "to‘be made for the cast of services. In 
the type of case quoted abqve, a revalu- 
ation would be made in I976, bringing, the 
values of all existing Property up to cut- 
zent levels and ‘the- gate; of rtax would then 
be Wedzgced' to the: level which produced 
adequate creVenue‘r The process of valuing 

7 

QQW property (at ,1976'va1ugs for the time 
being) and of successively- increasing the 
tax tat‘e again yea): by yea];- until the, next 
revaluation ~1'rr 1981L -W'ould‘ then‘ begin

‘ 

‘again. ‘ ‘ 

35; The above "is :.not affected 
' 

by 
whether the'taic is charged by r'cfereh‘ce to 
Capital’valu‘es, annual or rental values, site 
valuesi of a mixture of all three methods 
since all: saith values rtend'i’co move together. 
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‘36. Export Dutié: and ‘bt/aer A gricztlmml 
' 

and Mineral L‘ew'ex‘ :
' 

Although commodity prices often move er- 
ratically in the short rum they do in the 
‘longe: run generally reflect any inflation- 
ary trenél in the prices of manufactured 
goods and of Services. ' 

Thezefofe levies on .these basic 
commodities, cxported or‘ produced, which 
are expressed in money terms, or 'which use 
‘monetaryi limits for 'the operation of a 
sliding scale’ of percentage levies, require; 

fiscal review at regular intervals. 

38. .' Sliding-scale rate .rtructuref
' 

Nowadays; it is usual to prefer a sliding 
.scale type of rlevy upon commodities so 
that if prices suddenly ,r-ise sharply at higher 
Proportionate lcvy will immediately cgeam 
off some of the Windfall, gains, While a 
lower rate (perhaps tapering down to a 
NIL rate) will apply when pficesfi suddenly 
collapse. Sometimes a non-revenue ,levy or 
cess will be imposed in the' higher Price 
ranges as a price-stabilisatidn measure the 
proceeds going into a «fund which will be 
used to subsidise producers *when, commo- 
dity prices are abnormally low, i.¢., below 
a fixed minimum-price~level.

' 

39. Where tax rate scales of this kind 
are employed it ‘is-of course vital to. keep 
the price levels "Band limits, at which the 
rates vary, constantly under review so that 
they can be revised as monetary values 
change. 

40. For example, if c'ommodity IX 
(Whether agricultural or mineral produte). 
can be exported at ‘a reasonablepr‘ofit .to 

the producer at say $100 per unit 1but the 
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price varies from $50 (at which price pro~ 
fit disappears for less-efficient producers) 
to $250 (at which level a handsome profit 

H. W. T; PEPPER 

is made by all producers), the levy might 
be scaled as follows—

_ 

Prite Range Over $250 peg unit 
$200 to $250 
$150 to $200 
$100 to $150 
$ 75 to $100 

, 
_ 

$ 50 to $ 75 
Under $ 50‘ 

30% of gross selling price 
25% 
15% 
8%, (With suitable marginal, 
4% adjustments at ,the

' 

1% change-over points) 
NIL 

If after such a. table has been in operation 
for say' 2 yea‘rs and the value of money has 
decreased by 20% (and the value of com- 

modities genexal has thus increased by‘ 

25%) it would be necessary to increase the 
limits to the following —— 

$250 to $312 
$187.50 to $250 
$125 t9 $187 

' 

$ 93.75 to $125 
$ 62.50 to $ 93 

Under $ "62.50 

.50 8% ( 

Over $312.50 per unit 30% of gross‘sell‘ing price 
:50 25% 

.1 5 % ' 

With marginal 
4% adjustments) 

.75 1% 
NIL 

41. Stamp Duties 
:Jpécz'fz'c 

Many stamp duties are small, specific, (and 
often archaic!) charges, traditionally paid 
by buying Postage stamps (or other special 
stamps) and sticking them to documents 
relating -to dutiable transactions. 

42. Annual reviews of stamp duties 
for indekation purposes may provide op- 
pogtunities for abolishing some minor fees 
that have lost revenue significance and are 
an irritant, slowing down commerical‘ 
transactions. Any revenue thus given up 
may usually be easily replaced by increases 
in more meaningful duties. ' 
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43. : percentage dut'ie: 

No routine review is necessary of percent- 
age stamp duties, which are sometimes 
levied on such trahsactions ‘as transfers of » 

real and other property. There may, how- 
ever, be an application of indexation where 
exemptions or 'abatements are fixed by re- 
ferencé to monetary lévels. " 

:_ 

44. For example, some countries ex~ - 

empt small dwelling houses up to ’a certain 
value from. stamp duty on transr, and 
abate the duty Where the price falls be- 
tween that value and some higher figure 
For example, it might be decided to ex- 
empt from duty houses upto a Value of
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$ULS. 10;000, so as to encourage home 
oWnership by the lower income groups, 
and abate the duty Where the value is be- 
tween $U.S. 10,000 and $U.s. 15,000. 
Clearly it would be necessary to amend 
those values from time to time, either by 
reference to a general cost of living index 
or by referénce to a “building costs index” 
where such data is obtainable. 

45 . Public U tilitz'e: 
Some countries provide the services of Pub- 
lic utilities, gaither because they have always 
done so from the time development began, 
or because utilities, previously ih the pri- 
vate Sector, have been “nationalised” or 
put into public ownership. Even in thei 
USA, where private enterprise is general— 
ly responsible for utilities, the Government 
has its T.V.A. (Tennessee Valley Author- 
ity) to provide water, irrigation, and hy- 
dro-electricity, 2. scheme which goes back 
to “New Deal” days, and more recently 
AMTRAK representing a take-over by the 
Government of a part of the railway sys- 
term. 

46. Public Utilities include water, 
electricity, motorways, railways, telephones, 
cable and ‘telex services, refuse and sewage 
disposal, and postal services. Where pro- 
vided by Government, the :charges for 
these services have to be kept constantly. 
under review, because of the constant fluc- 
tuation in the cost of providing ‘the ser- 

vices. 

47. Ideally all such services, when pro- 
vided by Government, should pay their 

way, i.é., be self-balancing as to revenue 
and expenditure after making full pro- 
visions 'for depreciation and amortisation, 
and 'for the notional rental value of any 

' 

’68. 

Government property occupied by the un- 
dertaking, and cost of any services provid— 
ed free by Govgmme‘nt. 

48. : Variation of charges: “Commer- 
cial” Accounting 

The other important practical point is that 
reviews of charges should be made not less 
than annually and charges made whenever 
necessary so that consumers become used to 
such charges being variable. Where “com- 
mercial” accounting is Practised so that the 
total cost of a service is charged out fully 
to consumers there is no case for a separate' 
indexation neview since this element is 

fully covered in the ordinary accounting 
procedures adopted in preparing balance 
sheets and Profit and loss accounts. 

49. .' Payment by Pmperty Taxex/ 
"Rattan 

'
V 

Sometimes services provided by govern- 
ments are not specifically charged out to 
the consumef but paid for partly by “local” 
taxation, including “rates” or taxes on real 
property (see paras. 32-35) and partly by 
general taxation raised by the Central Gov_- 
ernment (see also “Subventions” and “Sub— 
sidies” below) (paras. 60-63). In such 
cases, where, for example, it is usual to 
provide 50% of the cost from lgcal tax- 
ation, the usual “indexation” points will 
arise in connection with ensuring that the 
locally-raised tax keeps pace with rising 
costs since exactly the same problems arise 
with.av 50%, as with a 100% contribution. 

: P031311, Cable, Radio, TV. and 
ether international Jerw'ce: 

50. 

To a material extent the charges imposed 
by" a government for Postal, cable, telex, 
and international telephone services, as 
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well as radio and. T.V. where these services 
are provided, are imposed from outside. 
All such services depend upon the co- 

operation and services of other G0vem- 
ments, the charges sometimes being inter- 
nationally quantified, e.g., by 'the U.P.U. 
(Universal Postal Union), in Bern, Swit- 
zerland in the case of postage rates on 
letters and parcels. 

51. International conjespondenc‘e and 
parcels have to be carried part of the way 
by the ships, aircraft, trains or road vehicles 
of other countries and delivered by the 
postal Worker's .6f the country of destina- 
tion. International telephone calls, cables, 

and telex messages have to be carried part- 
- 1y over. foreign Wires. Some radio and T.V. 
programmes may be hired or rented from 
foreign radio arid T.V. systems, either on 
tapes or records or “directly” by satellite 
transmissions. 

52. : Cost increase: .' Subsidiex 

Increases in overseas costs have naturally to 
be Passed on. Local costs may or may not 
rise as fast as overseas costs but have to be 
taken into account Particularly with regard 
to internal postage, telephone etc, charges. 
While indexation factors will give a rough 
guide it is Clear that Other factors, includ- 
ing both-way payments f0: mutual hand— 
ling by Countries of eath others’ mail, 
radio and Wire-borne communications; have 
to be taken into account in computing eco- 
nomic charges. Some charges may be abat- 
ed‘ for “social” reasons, e.g., mail etc. seg- 
vices to remote and not too affluent areas 
a long way ffom population centres. In 
such cases abatements should come as sub 
sidies from general taxation, rather than by 
increased charges upon other users of the 
same sen/mes. 
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53. Company Registration Few: Licence 
Fee: 

Company registration fees and licence fees 
should normally yield appreciably more 
than the cost of administration and the 
need for indexation springs from the re- 

quirement to maintain the value in real 
- terms of revenue in general. Registration 
fees are often expres‘Sed as a fraction or ' 

percentage'of capital in which case no in- 
dexation adjustments are needed. Trade, li-‘ 

quot, gambling, -entertairiment, restaurant, 

hotel and other licences are usually in spe- 
cific terms and subject to changé from time 
to time, often in the light of 'th¢ prosper- 

ity or otherwise of the particular economic 
activity. Where changes are. not being mad‘e 
for other reasOns, however, indexation ad- 
justments should be more or less routine 
for specific licences. 

54. Lewes- of Government Land and
I 

Property 

Although it is in a Government’s interests 
to obtain rents at .the- full economic level 
for its lands, buildings and other property 
it sometimes is prepared to rent property 
for sub-economic tents for an initial period 
as a form of incentive to new enterprises. 

55. . A usual form of lease nowadays 
would contain provisions for reviews at 

not less than 5 to 7 years intervals. The 
total length. of a lease, at one time tradi- 
tionally 99 years, may now be no more 
than from 35 to 60 yéars dapending on ’the 
situation of the property. Inwl‘onger leases, 
and particularly Where a full 99-year lease 
is granted it is now usual to‘ make provi- 
sién for the site to be redeveloped at 

intervals when it is expected that the whole 
area. may need “renewal” or re-deVelop- 
ment in accordance with Current needs.
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56. ' For example, a city centre may at 
Hr‘esenfi be planned to allow the flow of 
vehicular traffic apd the presence of shop5, 
‘fices; and residentigl apagtrnents. In 25 
years’ time; howevef, it may be that the 
us'ual- city ;c;enff‘e' will be a pedestrian pr:- 
"cihct and there may be different “mixes” 
of Offices, shops). and apartments; a_nd 

I 

l—ic amenities su'chlas sma11_ gardens '61- bth‘er 
havéns in city‘ Centres, from'what are cus- 
tomary today. ; 

57. If Iéases are granted for too_ brig 
periods. withofit suitable .conditions- a part- 
icular lesseé. may 'be in a position to hold 
up development in an area where land in 
general is ieased by Government and can 6q be properly planned as a .cgmplete 
egtity- 

' 
~ I 

58. For the parpose of these notes, 
however, attention will be focussed on the 
level: of lease rents. The points muét be 
made that where ,the initial rentis' a sub- 
e‘cOnbmic one, ‘there is no, purpose in pro- 
viding an automatic review clause in the 
lease 'by which the original rent is adjusted 
by {reference to at price index since this 
merely preserVES 'the difference betWe‘en' 
the-economic and actual rent for the, term 
of the lease. Although the point seems an 
o‘bviOus One, 'the' Writer has encountered 
cases in prac'tice where the point has been 
missed. Where the sub-economic rent ‘is to 
be enjoyed for, say, the first 5. or 7 years, 
e.g.; of a pioneer industry, the first rent 
review ’—— 211: the/end of the 5 01:7 years ‘—— 
must be such as ‘t0'1put the rent on a full 
‘eConbmic féoting, by-comparison with cur- 
rent arm?s_»lef1gth [tents for comparable 
property. 

'59}. “IOnCe rents, initially, or after an 
“iric'entive”‘ period, are put On to an ‘eco- 

7o= 

nomic footing it may be Simplest for re- 
vieW‘ purposes (say, at 5-year, or 7-year in- 
tervals) to link 'the rent to some appro‘ 

‘ priate-index. There are several possibilities. 
Apart from the index' indicating variations 
(nowadays normally dbwnward!) in the 
value onbuying power of the currency in 

‘ 
terms of Which the fent- ‘is eXpressed, the 
cost~of-living index, or the retail price in- 
dex, some countries maintain statistics re- 
cordinggthe movement of average rents, 
particulafly of business premises but this 
degree 9f sophistication is not generally 
available imsmaller countries. Where there 
is no suitablg index to which to link.rent 
revisions,'however, it will be necessary in- 
stead to have a. revaluation exercise at the 
review dates. 

60. Sflbventz‘om and Szzbyidz'ex: Centml 
' and Local Government! 

Subventions, usually from Central to Local 
or Regional Government *bodies are often 
fixed in cash terms. There are exceptions, 
for example, in Britain the Central Gov- 
ernment traditionally pays 50% of the cost 
of certain important services provided by 
local authorities: in such cases no index- 
ation point afises. 

61.. : Temporary sbsz'die: 

Sometimes a subvention or's'ubsidy i's grant- 
ed as .a temporary measure with the ulti- 
mate idea that eventually the service will 
be self-supporting. For example, mail/con- 
tracts at subsidised prices Were at one time 
granted in some countries to infant air- 
lines to help them become established. — 
the subsidies could; later be stopped when 
airservices became economically viaBle, 

62. In the event that a‘ Subvention or 
subsidy fixed in cash terms is intended to 
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.be phased1 out over a period of year'si th‘e' 
eroSion‘ of its ‘mongtary' Value operates as 

an automatic dowinw‘ar‘d‘ phasifig‘ fasten" 
although the erosion will ne‘wfe'r completely 
extinguish the value of the payments. At 
any ra‘te, since subsidies often have to be 
maintained in practice longer than was ex- 
pected in theory; the erosion' of Value by 

' 

monetary d'evzilxia’tibn exercises a Certain 

taCit pressu'ze ‘on the management “of-"the 

s‘u’bs‘idised' se‘f‘vi‘cezto beCome ‘mdfé‘efficieh't 
Without ov'ef't‘aétion by the peiyef-Qf the» 

Subsidy; a generally desirable ‘dbvel‘opinent. 

63. .' Permment Subgidz'ex 

Sometimes it is recognised that a subsidy 
will be requiged‘mOre or less Permanently 
as a social measure which 'is unlikely ever 
to generate .propbrtionate economic {bene- 
fits. For-'e‘x'at'1r1p1e-a it may be decided 'té 

Subsidis'e ’5‘raiIWay or air 'service to lpoor 
and remote parts of the country, to main- 
tain communications with all-the citizens 
of, that country. Inn‘such a case,- as an alter- 
natiV¢ -to complex computations of the 
estimated, cost of Providing a particular 
service, which is of-‘tgn-Part' of-wide: ser- 
vices supplied, by the Same operator (fhé 
remainder of .whose operations may 'be 

Viable) it‘may‘ be’ decicl’éd to index thé sub~ 

gidy: and either dispense. with full. ‘costing 
reviéws or (preferably) hold these at ioné 
get intervals, such as every 5 or 6 years. 
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64; Charges fiofGovemm’enf {ervipex 
'V 

.Apart from major “ut111ty”',ar'1d‘ other .ser- 
vices. referred to in paxas. 45:62, ‘govem? 

- .ments often» provide a miscellany of minor- 
services. Such services may range from we- 
pairs done in government Workshops, Con: 
tractpl‘oughing spxayipg, and, other agri=

K 

cultural qeratiOns‘, and.‘r0adébuilding done
‘ 

for ‘private' developers rtO 3the ’supply of" 
Planting materials “for ‘5eConomic” crops :01' 
ornaménta‘l Ebushes etc. from_-'govérnmegt 
plant riu-rSeries. Ifi‘ small d'evqslopifi'g' coun- 

‘ tries, particularly -thos"e which have :ecehtly 
achieved indeperid‘ence, there may We’ll- be 
a Very wide sp'ggtrum o'f SexviC¢s_-’c_radit‘io-3 

nally provided by Government;(which may 
be taken over by private enterpgiSe- as the 
country develops).- 

65,. The usual practice is for the 
istr‘y of Finance to, write to 2111' Heads. of 
Departments and: of "Governmental: .or-

' 

quasi-'Gévernmental bodies: and orgagis‘ai 

tiOflS that provide services, or' 5611‘ goods 'of 
any kind to the public at large orwto‘ coma 
cer'ns in the priVate- sector, 7fo supply in- 
formation on .all' these with schedules of 
the prides charged. The annual “process: 
ing” 'of such chérges- should, as a mini: 
mum, involVe indexation .adjustmentsr‘pre: 
ferably in' multiples of 5% Or 10% when 
the relevant index has moved at least that 
numbe_r_. of _._ 

points since the previous re-_
' 

View - 

'
I 

~7u1v



A. NOOTEBOOM *: 

INTERNATIONAL TAX TREATMENT OF 
ROYALTIES** 

The tax treatment of payment for supplies 
of technical assistance and know-how in 
international trade has been a subject of 
discussiOn for many years. 

. Without lookihg back too far, discussibns 
as early as 1928 led to ‘the Model Conven— 

‘ tion of the Lcague of Nations. 

In Latin America there has been extensive 
discussion on this subject. The 1970 Con- 
gress of the Latin American Tax Institute 

' was of particular importance in this re- 
spect; it influenced also the present An- 
d‘ean Pact. 

During 1972, the OECD Published the re- 
vised text‘ of certain articles of the 1965 
Draft Convention and also issued additio- 
nal commentary 0n the taxatic'm of royal- 
ties (Article 12); in the same year an Ad- 
Hoc group of Experts on Tax Treaties be- 
tWeen developed and developing countries, 
set up by the. United Nations, issued its 
third report which contains copious com— 
ments on the taxation of royalties. 
In September 1975, detailed reports on 
this subject Were submitted to the IFA 
Congress held in London, While in 1969 a 
relatéd topic was the subject of the Rotter- 
dam IFA Congress. 
[These are just a few reminders of recent 
even-ts which suggest that we shOuld be 
aware that miny before us have examined 
this difficult subject. 

In looking at the a-bovementioned discuS‘ 
‘si’ons the conclusion is evident that a. Per-- 
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son’s thinking on the legal norms of tax- 
ation is materially influenced by the cultu— 
ral and social environment of the country 
or continent in which he has ggown up and 
to which he still belongs. Therefore cer- 
tain clear lines should be drawn from the 
outset. 

In order to enable them to stay in busifiess, 
business enterprises must recover in the 
selling price of their Product the expenses 
incurred 'by that business and a profit mar- 
gin. The profit is then subject to profits 
tax. To arrive at taxable Profit, expenses of 
e.g. raw materials, wages, depreciation of 
fixed assets and financial interest are then 
deducted. 

In determining the amount of taxable pro~ 
fit no divination wbanoever should be 
made between Whether the price for raw 
materials has been paid to domestic or for- 
eign suppliers; similarly, in the determina- 
tion of profit, expenses incurred in respect 
of foreign-made machinery should .be treat- 
ed as deductible in the same way as those 
incurred in respect of domestic machinery. 

* Partner of loyens 8: Volkmaars, tax lawyers, 
Rotterdam. 
** Speech held at the IFA Conference, London, 
on September 22, 1975. See also A. Nooteboom 
8: Dr. I. H. Th. Sohipper, The Tax Treatment 
of Royaltie: mid Lump Sum; paid by Enterprixe: 
in’ Developing C ozmtriex far Tetlmiml Axis-Mme 
and Licence; under Patentx, International Bureau 
of Fiscal Documentation, Amsterdam. 
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Consequently, in the determination of pro- 
fit no distinction should. be made between 
royalties paid to domestic and fozeign sup- 
pliers; royalties would thefe’fore always be 
deductible in the computation of gtaXable 
Profit. This approach is not followed by 
some Latin American countries and, in the 
View of the author, incorrectly. 
Perhaps the Latin American viewpoint has 
been influenced by the example of interna— 
tionally operating companies who charged 
their Latin American subsidiaries very high 
amounts of royalties which may have creat- 
ed the impression that amounts deducted 
as royalties thus are merely distributions of 
profit and not deductible from profits. The 
point under discussion then is not whether 
royalties are deductible or not, but whether 
payments made to affiliated companies un~ 
der the name of royalties are really royal— 
ties and not Wholly or partly distributions 
of Profit. This 2': the problem of arm’s 
length pricing. which is decisive in deter- 
mining the level of royalties. 
Once this level has been established, such 
expenses are incurred in respect of techni— 
calr know-how and should be deductible 
from profit, regardless of whether they 
were incurred in relation to domestic of 
foreign suppliers of such know-how. 

The first question is obviously whether any 
research and development (R & D) should 
be allocated to royalty income at all._ It is 
often argued that R & D is so basic to the 
business of manufacturing and selling the 
main product that royalties received are 
actual-1y a bonus marginal income to :WhiCh 
no costs are attributable. 
This statement is too generalized and there- 
fore incorrect. In present-day busineSs, 
manufacturing and selling operations are 
usually distributed over a number of sub- 
sidiaries in any countries. It follows that 
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each of them will benefit from; and even 
need, the R 8: D support. Therefore, the 
royalty flow to the: company engaged in R 
& D is a structural part of its, earning capa- 
city which should bear its fair share of R & 
D expense. 
A secfmd important tax question is: what 
country has the right to tax royalty re- 

ceiptsr?: The country whens the user of the 
technical know-how is located, or the cou‘n» 
try where the supplier of the know-how is 
located? ‘ 

In phrasing this question, care should be 
taken to. avoid implying an answer. 
For example, a dis-tinctiOn is often made — in the author’s View, incorrectly — be" 
tween the “source country” and the “recie 
pient’s country of domicile”. In fact, the 
wane of the know—how is the country 
Where the person producing the know-how 
is operating, and the knowledge fIOWs from 
that source to the country of the user. 
That is Why it is better perhaps to avoid- 
the term source country and rather use the 
terms country of the user and country of 
the supplier. 

In the country of the supplier, cos-ts will 
have been incurred in developing \the 

know-how. It is Widely recognized that R 
& D expénses are a relatively rapidly es- 

calating category of expenses. In the busi- 
ness world internationally operating com- 
panies are often the ones which incur very 
substantial R & D expenses and they wish, 
quite correctly, to recover these expenses 
with a profit margin in their sales of Pro- 
ducts and/or in earning royalties. 

7' 

Having determined that 'R & D should be 
allocated to royalty revenue on the one 
hand and sales revenue on the other, the 
next question is what is the basis for such 
allocation?

'
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INTERNATIONAL TAX TREATMENT OF ROYALTIES 

It ShOUId be emphasized that a Pragmatic 
approach can Provide a sound basis for a 
gene‘ral approach to the allocation of R 8: 
D expenses among sales proceeds 'and 
royalty revenue. 

It would be a serious mistake to base such 
allocation on the proportion of gross rev- 
enue from sales versus gross revenue from 
royalties. The variable costs of a product 
must obviously be allocated to the‘ sales 
prbceeds therefrom, and it is, therefOre, 
.fair .to eliminate at least these expenses 
from the allocation basis; variable expenses 
(other than withholding taxes) are rarely 
attributable to royalty income; Perhaps a 
fair method of allocating R 8: D expenses 
between sales revenue and royalty revenue 
is on the basis of value added, thus elimi~ 
mating not only the variable expenses but 
also the directly attributable fixed‘expenses'. 

The view that R & D'exp‘enses should be 
deducted only from the Profits of the sup~ 
plier while the country of the user has the 
right. -to levy tax on the gross rOyalties paid 
appears incorrect. 
If is stated in the general report paragraph 
IV, at (ii) that: “a' royalty article in the 
OECD model convention would result in 
giving up by the uSer’s country of substan- 
tial taxes with very little return ;‘ moreover, 
the benefit wOuld not accrue to the licensor 
but accrues to his gover'n-ment”.1 

This statement cannot be a criticism of the 
government of the supplier because the ex-‘ 
perises in developing know-how have been 
deducted from taxable profits in that coun- 
try and haye thus reduced tax revenue. It 
appears fair that the expenses recovered 
shbuld be added to taxable profits in that 
country, 

' ' 

, Forhclarity’s sake it should be emphasized 
that the author does not take the View that 
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the right to- tax the nef profit element of 
royalties should in all circumstances belong 
exclusively to the country where the pro- 
ducer of the know-how is located. 
However, several substantial arguments 
support that position and particularly in 
View of the desirable free exchange of 
know—how the author would plead in fa- 
vour of that system Which is also that of 
the great majority of the ‘OECD Member 
States. 

In trying still to find a solution to the dif- 
ferences of opinion existing in different 
countries —-— notably that of the developing 
versus the developed countries —— one 
might have some difficulty in finding a 
legal basis for granting the user countries 
the right'to tax part of the royalt‘y‘income. 
Several arguments have been put forward 
none of which, in the author’s View can be 
decisive since: 

' — the developing countrigs habitually are 
debtors when it comes to exchange" of 
know-how; 

—- they need enormous public revenues to 
improve their social structure. 

If these arguments are accepted, the devel- 
oped countries should see their giving up 
of taxing rights as development aid Within 
the framework of the recommended 0.7% 
contribution objective set by the United 
Nations. 

A legal ground for granting the right to 
tax royalties to uSEr countrigs 7—' which are 
often developing countries :— may be 
fbund in an adaptation of the concept of 

.1 

See Tax Treatment of the importation and 
exportation of technology — know-how patents, 
other intangibles and technical assisténée, Studies 
on international fiscal law, Vol. LX a (IFA 
Congress London 1975'). . 
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' permanent establishment or +— fer Anglo- 
Saxon countriés — carrying on a trade 
Within a country. A compromise might be 
found in meeting the desires of the devel- 
oping world by accepting that the continu- 
ous use of know-how leads -to such a strong 
and durable participation in the user coun-

A 

tries’ economies that Part of the profit ele- 
ment centained in royalty payments should 
be taxed by them. 

The conclusion may be that: 
1. Royalties must always, be expenses de- 

ductible by the user of the know-how, 
regardless of whether they are paid to 
domestic or foreign suppliers of the 
know-how. 

2. In order to determine Whether some; 
thing which is called a royalty is in- 

deed a reasonable reimbursement for 
know-how and not a disguished' divi- 
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dend, thcarm’s length principle should 
be applied. 

. F91: the great majority of OECD mem- 
ber countries the basic rule that royal; 
tie's should only be taxed in the sup- 
plier country 'is well-founded and 
should be maintained. However, it 

should 'be recognized that the position 
. 
of the developing countries is fairly 
valid in that part of the profit element 
inherent in royalty payments may 'be 
taxed in those countries. In that Case‘ 

the position of an enterprise in the, 

supplier country as regards expenses 
charged against its 

' 

(taxable profits 
should be considered carefully, Conse- 
quently, as a principle, a Withholding 
tax should embody only a tax on that 
pm't of :the Profit element contaified in 
royalty payments. As a result the 
amount of tax expressed as a percent- 
age of gross royalties would appear de- 
ceptively low“ 
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S. AMBALAVANER AND MANO SARAVANAMUTTU *:
I 

SRI LANKA BUD-GET FOR 1976 

1. The Budget for 1976 was presented 
on 5th November 1975 by the Minister of 
Finance and Minister of Justice Mr. Felix 
R. Dias Bandaranaike, MP. The Budget 
for 1975 was presented on the 6th Novem- 
ber 1974 by the then Minister of Finance 
Dr. N. M. Perera. Many of the proposals 
in the; 1975‘ Budget have not been imple- 
mented and will now not be implemented. 
2. Foreign Bank: 
There has been since 1933 restriction on 
the establishment of new Banks (Foreign 
as we_ll as Local Private Sponsored) in Sri 
Lanka. The activities of the foreign com- 
mercial banks were also restricted. How- 
ever, under the policy outlined by the Min- 
ister of Finance the Foreign Banks will 
now be permitted to establish branches and 
to operate in Sri Lanka subject to certain 
conditions. The policy is set out as fol- 
lows:— 
“What is required is not merely the modernisw 
tion of Domestic Reserves and the channelling 
out to “traditional forms of investment, but the 
inclusion of new external capital for new enter- 
prises in Sri Lanka, to provide new employment, 
to teach new skills, to de‘velop new projects, to 
provide Management Consultancy Services, to 
provide a catalyst service to bring talents and 
skills, technical competence and knowhow - for 
this purpose apart from existing commercial 
banks, new foreign :banks interested in coming 
to this country would be welcome and invita- 
tions will be extended to them to participate in 
the development efforts on the basis of mutually 

I satisfactory terms to :be negotiated." 

3. Foréz'gn 17279513722972! Law 
The Gc‘wemment has set out in general 
terms the area in which and the conditions 
subject to which foreign colloboratipn will 
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be permitted. There is however at present 
no legal guarantee on repatriation of for- 
eign capital invested in the country. An- 
nouncing the proposal to provide such 
legal guarantee the Minister of Finance 
said “A foreign investment law will be 
enacted which will provide for guarantees 
and built-in controls”. This will give legal 
form to the policy set out in the White 
Paper on Foreign Investment. The institu- 
tion of a Foreign Investment Authority 
will also be established under the Law. An 
export oriented approach to foreign invest- 
ment would be promoted under which the 
foreign investor “fades-out” once he has 
performed his catalytic function. The pe» 
riod of “fade-out” and other terms and 
conditions will be clearly specified in ad- 
vance. 

4. Excixe 'Dutz'e: 

(a) Tobacco Tax increased. 
(b) Locally manufactured liquor duty in- 

creased. 

5. Cmtom: Duty 
Imported liquor Whisky, Brandy, Gin, 
Rum, duties increased by Rs.60/- a gallon. 
6. Import Duties 
Duties on pharmaceutical products and 
two—wheeled tractors completely removed. 
Import duty rate on synthetic yarn reduced 
by 10%. 

* Law Office S. Ambalavaner, Colombo, Sri 
Lanka. 
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7. TumoTi/er Tae 
Rates of taxes are reduced?— 

(a) Hand-loom sarees from 5% to 1% 
(19)» Cotton sarees and cotton cloth by 5% 
(c) Sports goods to 5% 
(d) Sewing machines from 25% to 10% . 

Rate of Tax on Tourist Hotels turnover in- 
creased from: 1% to 10%. 
‘8. Expo’rt Development and Promotion 
(a) Complete abolition of export duties 

‘ on copra, Coconut oil and desiccated 
coconut. 

(-b) The Convertible Rupee Account 
Scheme. Under this Scheme exporters 
are entitled -to foreign exchange (for 
specified purposes) the rates varying 
up to 15% of the value of the ex- 
ports. The rate for Gem Exports will 
remain at 20%. 

9. Dividend; fmm Companiex enjoying 
Tax Holidays 

Dividends from such companies were 63:- 

Empt» from tax. Now onlyhdividends up to 
10% bf the equity capital subscribed be- 
fore 6.11.74 will be exempted in respect 
of companies incorporated before $11.75. 

10. The Ceiling 072 Income 5 Compulwry 
Sawing: - 

This Scheme is abolished. Contributions 
made for previous years will be refunded 
over a period. 

11. Weak/9 Tax 
Approved investments will also be taxed; 
PreviOusly they were exempt. The rates of 
tax Progressing to [8% proposed in the 
1975 Budget of 6.11.74 will not be imple- 
mehted. . 
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12. Gift: Tax and Estate Dzzty 
ReviSed rates 6f tax pfopos'ed the 19757 
Budget will“ not be implemented. 

13., Capital Gains ' 

\ Capital Gains arising on gifts or death will 
remain taxable; The 1975 Budget propo- 
sals exempting from tax- such Gains on 
gifts or death will not be implemented. . 

I 

14;. Lump Sum { Accelerated ) Dgprecia- 
Zion 6} Development Rebate 

These deductions will continue to be al- 

'lowed. 
' ' 

The 1975 Budget propoSals withdrawing 
these allowances will not be implemented, ' 

15. Witlabolding Tax on Interext
I 

The 1975 proposals for withholding tax of 
331/3% or; Interest paid to residents will 
not be implemented. The Withholding tax 
(adVance collection) on interest payments 
to non-residents will remain. 

16. Calendar Year Asxeumen; 
The 1975 Budget Proposals to tax income 
from January 1976 on a current calendar 
year basis will not be implemented. The 
Assessment Year will remain as lst April 
to 315t March and the basis year will con? 
tinue to be the preceding accounting year. 
This applies to residents and non-residents. 
However, income from employment will 
continue to be assessed on the Current year 
basis. 

' 

17. Taxation —Pemm41 Income 
(21) Exemption limit for salaried employ“- 

ees raised from Rs.6000 -to Rsi9000. 
Only those earning over R3750 per 
month will be taxed. 

(b)‘Agg-regation of husbahd and wife’s 
employment income for taxation
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abolished upto certain limits. 
(C) Aggregation of employment income 

With other sources of income also 
r abolished upto certain limits. 
(d) Maximum rate of taxation on perso- 

nal income reduced from 65 to 50 
percent. It was proposed in the last 
Budget to increase the maximum rate 
to 75%. 

(e) If a resident of Sri Lanka goes abroad 
on short assignments of employment 
on professional work his earnings not 
to be subject ‘to Sri Lanka Income 
Tax, if, foreign exchange earnings are 
brought back. 
Compulsory Savings abolished; funds 
already deposited to be credited to 
controlled Bank Accounts with facili- 
ties .for withdrawal. 

(f) 

18. Rate: of Income Tax — 1975/76 
' 

The' rates of income tax announced in the 
1975 Budget (maximum rate of tax -— 
75%) will apply for the year of assess- 
ment 1975/76. 
Resident I ndz'w'dual: 

On the 
first Rs.1800 of taxable income 71/2'% 
next 1800 ,, 10% 

2400 > 

,, 121/2% 
,, 2400 ,, 15% 
,, 2400 

V 

,, 171/2% 
‘ 

,, 2400 ,, 20% 
,, 3600 ,, 25% 
,, 4800 ,, 30% 
,, 7200 ,, 40% 

7200 ,, 50% 
,, 7200‘ ,, 60% 
,, 7200 ,, 70% 
,, Balancé ,, 75% 

Note: Each of the first two slabs of Rs‘. 

1800 is increased by 
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(a) Rs.600 in respect of the wife ’ 

(b) Rs.600 in respect of one child or de- 
pendant/two children or dependants 

(c) Rs.1200 in respect of three children or 
dependants/four children or depend- 
ants. 

For instance where a family consists of a 
husband, wife and four children, the first 
two slabs will be — Rs.1800 plus Rs.600 
plus Rs.1200 = Rs.3600 at 71/2% and 
Rs.3600 at 10%. 

N oz’z-Ren'dent I ndz'w'dzzal: 
Taxable Rate per

_ 

Income cent Tax 
First 15000 15% 2250 
Next 6000 20% 1200 

,, 6000 25% 1500 
,, 6000 30% 1800 
,, 6000 40% 24004 
,, 6000 50% 3000 
,, 10000 60% 6090 

.Balance 65% 
Rate: of Income Tax 1976/77 
The 1975/76 Rate schedule will apply sub~ 
ject to the maximum rate being 50%. 

19. Aggregation of Family. Income, 
Wealth 

Income and wealth of children under 21 
only will be aggregated. Employment in— 
come of the spouse and children will not 
be aggregated subject to certain limits. 

20. Nan-Rgsident: —— Shipping and Air- 
craft 

The taxable profits of non-residents will 
be 6% of the freight and the passenger 
fare earnings from Sri Lanka. This will not 
apply to profits of Air lines, Aircraft pro- 
fits will continue to be assessed on a 
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“Ratio Certificate” basis' or on a “Fair 
Percentage” basis as iri the past. 

21. Incentiwx to Workers 

(3.) Pensions to State employees restored. 

(b) Gratuity Scheme to provide terminal 
' 

benefits will be formulated. 
(c), Legislation for profit sharing will be 

enacted. 

.22. Production Incentive: 

Specificrrelief will Be made available in the 
form of discOunts on tax on the following 
categories of enterprises :— ' 

(a) IthOSC which increase the units of pro- 
‘ ductive ‘labOur employed during the 

__ 

course of 1976 on prescribed propo— 
sal's;'

' 

(15) those whiéh negotiate and receive for- 
eign exchange for their ventures with- 
out drawing on our national resoure 
ces; 

‘
‘ 

(c) .those which increase the volume and 
value of their exports compared to 

1975 on a presqribed formula; 
(d) those which will increase (their Pro- 

ductive capacity during the course of 
. 1976, e.g. by working extra shifts or 
in the case of {agriculture register in- 
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creases in production through crop di- 
versificatidn;

A 

(e) enterprises and persons who under- 
take investment in housing stock .and 
urban development projects. 

25. Expenditure Tax 
This will be re-introduced. Proposals in: 

tended to curb excessive consumption ex- 
penditure. ,

- 

- 24. Interact Rate; 

This will be kept under review to maxi- 
mize domestic savings. , 

Cbmpany _T¢e‘ 
The present rate, of tax of. 60%. will con- 
tinue but a 10% rebate will be given for 
approved specific investments. Broadbased 
(shareholding) companies will however 
have a tax rate of 40%. 'The’tax rate of 
non-resident companies will be 771/9%, 
including tax on remittance: 

When the legislation giving effect to the 
proposals is .passed by the National State 
Assembly, it' will be! possible to- state more 
Precisely the changes in taxation ‘t‘hat will 
be implemented. It is advisable to await“ 

the legislation before the above are con- 
sidered final.
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INDIA 
Decision of the Gujaratigh (butt of September 23, 1974 1 

‘Commiw'onekaf Income-fax, Gujarat versus 
Saz/raybtm'Cement and Chemical Indmtrz‘e; Ltd. 

INTEREST PAYABLE BY‘ RESIDENT COMPANY TO NON-RESIDENT_ 
COMPANY ON AMOUNTS OF BILLS 0F EXCHANGE ETC. 

Tb'evauenee-company um: doing i129 5145i- 
nelr: of manzq‘acture of ce'm‘ent. In order to 
imporf certain plant and machinery, the 
aneflee-company entered into am agree- 

. 

ment with a foreign company A of Gama, 
Italy. 'Uflde/ the term; of the agreement, 
tbe plant and makinerj; were to be deliver- 
ed by A at one of flae Ezzropezm ports. One 
of the tefim about the payment of price 
was that 30‘per cent. of the price am to be 
jmid by tbe 41:91:99 agaimi three’ bills of 
“exchange to be dmwn 173/ the non-resident 
company A 072 the amefiee and id be 46'- 

cepted by the amassee. Tbe‘auemee wax 1‘0 
pay: fix 7761‘ cent, interest on, the three bill: 
of ext/yang? on the expiry of .rz'x mom/9: 
#0771 119a ddie of mm of the" bill: till their 
maturity and the ihterext was to be paid by 
memo“ of other bill: accepted 42 ilae’ Jame 
time and falling due at 547729 maturities a: 

' 

t/ae correxponding main bill: of exchange. 
‘12 was provided that the price was to be 
paid in term; of pound: :terlz'ng and the 
rate of poufid xterlz'ng with reference to 
Italian lira wax. fixed in tlze agreemmt. 

- 'T-lae ézxsexxee showed the amount outxtamd- 
J'ng in in book: of account ézml tbe intereyt 

' 
.wbiéb' wax .rtz'pzzlated a: payable on zf/ae 

=zm’wz‘mt. T199 nap-regidént company um: 
drawn a: a creditor t0 t/ae extent of the 
am‘ozmt receivable by‘z'zt in the book: of the 
aflgnée-rampany. T/ae Income-tax Officer 

§o 

held that in rexpect of interext‘ payable on 
the bill: of exchange, tbeaueueermmpany 
would be liable under .rectz‘on 9(1)(i) of 

‘ the Income-fax. Act, 1961, 4:, agent: of the 
non-rexz'dent company and lae [75153847 amen- 
memf oniér accordingly. On-appeal, the 
Appellate Amistant Commim'oner bald 
that union ‘9(1)(i) did npt apply to fix 
awe and «tbazt the aneuee way nofllz'qble to 
[my my tax (an #99 item: of ‘z'iztereitjn if: 
capacity a; an 4gént of ‘tbe 720n7fexident 
company. The Appellate Tribunal agreed 
wit/a that view. 0n 4 reférénce.' ~‘ 

Held, float the ’mrrect 236?n _i0 'be afiplied, 
accbrding ta'tb’e deéixi‘mz of the Supreme 
607177 [in Delhi Cloth and‘ General”'MilIs 
Co. ltd. 11. Harnain Singh (AIR 1955 SC 
590'), '2“! the“ law of tbe comm! in which 
the element: of the contract were man“ 
demely grouped and wit/a wbz'rb fattually 
the contract 11/4: 772t cloudy tonnerted. In' 
uiew of the term: of the mafia; in Mi: 
case, it way obvious that :0 far 45 the 72072— 
7'eyz'dent company A was concerned, all that 
t/ae company did wax to send 4 reprexenm- 
tive' w/aeh tbe contract 1041‘ signed in Imlia. 

1_. Reported in Income Tax Reports, Gujarati 
(1974) 101 1:11;}. at 502. 
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Barring #24; action, :0 far as tine perform- 
awe of Me contract was concerned, the 
non-rexz'dent company nowhere came near 
the #70791 of India or territoriex of India. 
It put the goods on board the ship 6072- 

cemed a; a‘port in Europe. It,recez'1/ed all 
the pw'ce in‘ Europe and that too in term: 
of foreign currency..Tbe plant wax not to 
be erected or pair up by 25/99 non-resident 
company but the axxeuee-company way to 
Jet up tbe plant in India. Even the instal- 
ment: were to be paid ifi'foreign curren’cy. 
So far 4: the unpaid price wax contemed, 
the amount wax to be paid by bill: of ex- 
change drawn in 4 foreign country and cza- 
cepted by the aueuee in India. TIMI, maxi 
of the element; of t/az'q tantra” are foam! 
to be most demely grouped wit/9 the £02m- 
try, namely, Italy, wbei'e-zf/ae non-resident 
company A way carrying on it: bminess of 
supplying plant and macbz'nery and heme 
the debt which the mama-company owed 
to the non-reiz'dem‘ company way not an 
duet held by the non-rexz'dent company in 
India; Therefore, t/ae interact which was 
payable in reeczf of [MI debt was not in: 
come arising from or t/arazn any duet 
lyeld by the non-rexident company in India. 
Since '27]? non-rexidemf company had no in- 
come accruing or mixing in India, it (:02d 
not be mid that there was any liability of 
the non-rexz‘dent company to pay income- 
tax on the amount of intereyt of the threg 

‘ 

instalment: and, comequently, Mere could 
not be mid to be any liability of the am:- 
Jee-company a: the agent'of the flan-resi- 
dent compmy so far on this mpect of in- 
come accruing of Mixing tbroug/axor from 
any duet belt? by the non—rexz'dent company 
in India was concerned. 
A; regard: the alternative argument on be— 
half of the revenue regczrdz'ng income ac- 
crzzz'ng or “mixing through or from any 
maize}! [am on interact and broag/at z'mfo 
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India in 645/: or in kind, in view of the 
decixion of the Supreme Calm“ in Bombay 
Steam Navigation Co. (1953) Ltd. v. 
Commissioner of Income-tax ([1965] 56 
ITR 52), obviomly t/ae amount of unpaid 
price coald never be said to be 4 1mm ad- 
wmced by t/ae non-rexz'dent company to tbe 
axing-company. Siizcee non-rexiéent 
company could not be said to leave lem‘gf/aie 
amount of the unpaid purchase price to the 
aJJeJJee-compmy either in 643/? or 2'72 kind, 
there was no qzzextz'm of 25/99 intereyz pay- 
alale by the lameJJee-campcmy to the 71077- 

MJz'dent company being deemed to be “in- 
come” accruing or driving from any money 
lent at interext and, bro’znt into India; 2'72 

kind. -
- 

Therefore, the amozmt payable by the 
asseuee to companyA by way of interm‘ 
on the Zlflpflid pure/mm puke 50 far a; the 
amount reprexented by Me bill: of ex- 
change wax? comemeti wax not taxable in 
tbe band: of the 511595596 4: agent of the 
non-reyz'dent company under Jection 9(1) 
(2') of the-Act. - 

. r ‘ 

JUDGMENT 
The judgment of the‘count was delivered 
by - 

Divan C. J. — In-this case at the instance 
of the revenue the following question has 
been referred to “us for our opinion:

. 

“Whether, on the facts and in the circum- 
stances of the case, interest on the amount 
payable by the assessee to M/s. Ansaldo 
under the contract in the asseSsment years 
1962-63, 1965—64 and 1964-65 was taxable 
in the hands of the assessee as the agent of 
the non-resident-company under_ sectign 
9(1) (i) of the Income-tax Act, 1961 ?” 
The assessment-years 'With which we are 
concerned in the present case are assess- 
ment years 1962—63 to 1964-65, The

§L
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assessee is a limited company incorporated 
in 1956. The business of the assessee is to 
manufacture cement. In order to import 
certain plant and machinery, the assessee— 
company antered into an agreement on De- 
cember 12, 1956, with a foreign company 
known as Messrs. Ansaldo, S.P.A. (Ansal- 
do Joint Stock Company") of Genoa, Italy, 
The agreement provided for various mat- 
ters including the payment of price for the 
entire plant and equipment aggregating to 
Rs. 7,53,345. Under the terms of the agree- 
ment plant and machinery were to be de- 

_ 
livered by Messrs. Ansaldo at one of the 
European Ports. 35 per cent. of the price 
Was to be paid on the date of the agree- 
ment; 15 per cent. on supply of certain 
machinery and the remaining 50 per cent. 
of the price was to be Paid in five annual 
instalments of 10 per cent. each. 30 per 
.cent. of the price was to be paid by the 
aésessee' against three :bills of exchange to 
be drawn by the non-resident company on 
the assesses: and to be accepted by the 
assessee. The assessee was to pay six per 
cent. interest on the three bills of exchange 
on the expiry of six months from 'the date 
of issue of the above bills till their maturity 
and the interest was to be paid by means 
of other bills accepted at the same time 
and falling due at same maturities as the 
corresponding main bills of exchange. The 
assessee was to be entitled to pay the bills 
of exchange even before their maturity but 
if that was done, the payment of the in- 
terest was to be waived by the non-resident 
company. There were clauses in the agree- 
fnent as to? what should be done if the 
deliveriés were delayed and there were 
clauses with regard to tests and performan- 
ce guarantee. The other clauses are in usual 

‘terms to be found in ‘such contracts. One 
of the clauses in the agreement provided 
that the price was to be paid in terms of 
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pound Sterling and the rate of pound vSterfi 
ling with reference to Italian Lira was fix- 
ed in clause 10A. 
The main dispute in the present reference 
is With regard to the payment of interest 
on the three bills of exchange. The assessee 
.showed the amount outstanding in its 

books of account and the interest which 
was stipulated was payable on the amount. 
The non-resident company was shown as a 
creditor to the extent of the amount re- 

ceivable by it in the books of the assesses- 
company. The Income-tax Officer held 
that in respect of interest payable on these 
bills of exchange, the assessee-company 
would be liable under section 9(1)(i) of 
the Income-tax Act, 1961, as agent of the 
non-resident company and he passed the 
assessment order accordingly. When the 
matter was carried in appeal before the 
Appellate Assistant Commissioner by the 
assessee; that officer held that the condi- 
tions laid down in section 9(1) did not 
apply to the present case and, therefore, 
the non-resident company was not liable, 

in respect of interest payable by the assessee 
and, consequently, the assessee-company 
was not liable to pay any tax on these 
items of interest in its capacity as any agent 
of the non-resident company. He, accord- 
ingly, allowed the appeal. The matter was 
carried in appeal by the revenue to the Ap- 
pellate Tribunal and it was contended that 
the interest payable to the non-resident 
company was income arising through or 
from any asset in India and hence it fell 

within section 9(1)(i) of the Income-tax 
Act, 1961. The Tribunal held that there 
was no business connection 'in India inas- 
much as the non-resident company belong- 
ed to a foreign nation and had no branch 
or place of business in India. It was merely 
a supplier of goods and the assessee had 
purchased goods from the non-resident 
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company. The Tribunal, after’ examining 
the question In the 'light of the general 
principles and relying on the decision of 
the Supreme Court in Delhi Cloth 6: Gen- 
eral Mill-5 _Co. Ltd, v. Harmm Singb,1 
held that the true test was as to which was 
'the country in which the elemEnts of the 
Contract were most densely grouped and 
with which factually the contract was most 
closely connected. Applying this test the 
Tribunal found that according to the terms 
of the contract payments were made .in 
foreign country; the nonhresident company 
was not a usual supplier of plant and 
equipment; it had no séles office or any re- 
presentative in India; and that being a 
non—resident company it agreed to sell ‘the 
goods on Payment in foreign currency. It 

was not a case of the non-resident com: 
pany coming into India 'to erect the plant 
and the delivery was also. effected f.o.b. 
European Port. The non-resident company 
was nQWhere near the territories of Inc‘iia 
in relation -to the supply of plant and 
equipment except for the purpose of sign- 
ing the agreement and no representative of 
the non-resident company was posted in 
India; the bills were drawn by the non- 
resident company in a foreign territory and 
were 5t to the assessee for being accept- 
ed; and that the assessee having accepted 
the bills paid the moneys in foreign cur— 
rency again. On 'facts, the Tribunal held 
that most of the elsments in the contract 
were closely connected with the country in 
which the non-resident company was func- 
tioning and it, therefore, held that the 
amount payable under the contract was not 
an asset held by the non-residént company 
in India. The appeals for the three years 
filed by the revenue before the Tribunal 
were, therefore, dismissed by the Tribunal. 
Thereafter, at the instance of the revenue, 
the question hereinabove set out has been 
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reférred to us for our opinion. 
Under section 9(1) provision is made for 
certain types of income which are deemed. 
to accrue or arise in India and under sec- 
tion 9(1) (i) all income accruing o: arising, 
whether directly or indirectly, thzough of 
from any business connection in India, or 
through or‘ from any property in-Indja, or 
through or from any asset or soce .of in- 
come in India, 01: through or 'from any 
money lent at interest and brought into 
India in cash or in kind or through the 
transfer of a capital asset situate in India, 
is deemed to accrue or arise in India. Un-

‘ 

der.the charging se‘cfidn income-tax has to 
be cha'rged’in respect of the income which

‘ 

arises or accrues in India or under the 
deeming provisions of the Act is deemed 
to accrue or arise in India. ’On- behalf of 
the revenue, Mr. Kaji urged before us that 
the interest on the amount payable by the 
assessee to Messrs. Ansaldo was income ac- 
cruing or arising through or from an asset 
held by a non-resident company in India 
and, in the alternative, he contended, that 
this interest Was income accruing or arising 
through or from. money lent at interest and 
brought into India in cash or in kind. 
Though the second alternativeris not cover— 
ed by the question referred to us, we have ' 

heard counsel ‘on the point ‘b’ecause the 
question directly arose under section 9(1) 
(i). If we had been inclined ‘to accept the 
alternative contention of Mr. Kaji, we 
would have amended the question accord- 
ingly in order to bring out the real contro- 
versy between the parties. 
Mr. Kaji referred us to the principles of 
private international law and the relevant 
passages frOm Cbeslaz're’: Private Interna- 
tional Law and Dicey’x Conflict of Lawy. 
However, we find that the question is com- 

1. AIR 1955 SC 590. 
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pletely covered by 'the decision of the Su- 
preme Court inlDel/yz' Clot/2‘ <9 General 
Milly: Company’x- case,2 and hence it is not 
necessary forms to refer .to these princi- 
ples of private international law or of con- 
flict of laws. The Supreme Court there was 
conce'r'ned with a. question of a debt owed 
to a foreigner and it held 'that a debt is 

property. It-is a chose-in-action and is herit- 
able and assignable and it is treated as 
property under the Transfen of Property 
Act which calls it an “actionable claim”, 
Chases—inaction arising out of contract 
have two aspects: (1) as property, and (2) 
as involving a contractual Obligation for 
performance. The Propegty aspect is rele— 

vant for purposes of assignment, adminis- 
tration, taxation-and the like; the contrac- 
tual aspect for performance. It further held 
that debt, being intangiblé, cannot have 
location- except notionally and in order to 
give it notional' position rules have to be 
framed along arbitrarylines. Determina- 
tion of the legal. liabilities which arise out 
of the facts relating to. a debt raises com- 
Plex question's of private international. law. 
Two distintt lines of thought emerge. One 
is that applied-by theEnglish courts, name- 
ly, the lex situs: ‘the‘other is the one f'a- 

voured by Cheshire in his book on Private 
International 11.4w, namely,'_ the “proper 
law of “the contract”. Bose ].,- delivering 
the judgment of the Supreme Cou'rt, has 
pointed out that the English approach is to 
tfeat the debt as property:and'determine its 
“situs” and then, in general, .to apply the 
law that obtains there at the date when 
payment is due. But the difficulty of the 
English view is that they have different 
sets of rules for ascertaining the “situs”, 

with the result- that- the “situs” shifts from 
place “to place for different'purpqses, alsq 
that it is determined by intention. Thus, 
the situs can be in one place-fer Purposes 
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of jurisdiction and in others for those ‘of 
banking, insurance, death duties and pro— 
bate. "The *“situs” also varies .in the case of 
simple contract debts and those of spe- 
ciality. After examining the several author~ 
ities on the point, the Supreme Cougt ob- 
served in Paragraph 48; 
“But when all is said and done, we find 
that in- every one of these cases the proper 
law of the contract was applied, that is to 
say, the law of the country in which its ele- 
ments were most densely grouped and with 
which factually the contract was most close- 
ly connected. It is true the judges purport- 
ed to apply the ‘Iex 'situs’ but in defermin- 
ing the ‘situs’ they apply rules (and modify 
them where necessary to suit changing mo- 
dern donditions) which in fact are the very 
rules which in practice would be used to 
determine the proper law of the contract. 
The English judges say that when the in- 
tention is not express, one must ‘be'inferred 
and the rules they have made come ‘to this, 
that as reasonable men they must be taken 
to have intended that the proper law of the 
contract should obtain. The other view is 
thaf the intention does not govern even 
when express and that the proper law must 
bé applied objectively. But either way, the - 

result is the same when there is no express 
term. - 

‘

' 

The ‘i‘aroper law’ is in fact applied and fof 
present purposes it does not matter wheth- 
er that is done for the reasons given by 
Cheshirewof because the fluid English rules 
that centfe‘round the ‘lex situs’ lead to the 
same conclusion i_n this‘class of Case." 
Therefore, the correct test, according to the 
Supreme Court, to be applied is the-law of 
the country in which the elements were 
most densely grouped and with Which fac- 
tually the‘ contra'ct was most closely Con- 

-2.‘ TAIR-E'195S SC 590. 
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necfed. That is the test to apply, whether 
dne applies' thg test of “lex situs” as done 
by.” the English judges or whether one ap- 
plieszthe. proper law of the contract. In 
view of the terms of‘ the contract which we 
have set out in‘this case, it is obvious, that 
so far as thennon-resident company, Messrs. 
Ansaldo' of Genoa was concerned, all~ that 
the company 'did' was to send a repre- 
sentative when' the contract was signed in 
India. Barring that action, so far 215. the 
performance of the contract Was concerned," 
the' no'n-resident company nowhere came 
near the shores of India or territories of 
India. It puts- the goods on board the; ship 
coricemed at a port in Europe, It received 
all the'price in- Europe and that too in 
terms of foreign currency. The plarit wa§ 
not to be erected or put up 'by the non- 
resident company -but the assessee-company 
was to set up the plant in India. Even the; 
instalments were to be paid in foreign cur— 
rency. So far as .the unpaid Price was con- 
cerned, the amognt was to 'be Paid by bills 
of exchange 'drawn in a foreign country 
and accéptedby the assessee-company in 
Igldia. Thus, most Of the elements of this 
cohtract _ 

‘are found to be most densely 
grouped with the country, namely, Italy, 
where the nonrgesident company, Messrs. 
Ansaldg, is carfyihg oh its business of sup: 
plying plant and machinery and, héiice the 
debt which the assessee-compdhy owed to 
the non-resident compgmy was.not an asset 
held by the non-resident company in India. 
Therefore, the interest which was payable 
in respect of this debt was ndt income 
arising from or through any asse't held by 
the non-resident company in India. Since 
the non-resident company had no income 
accruing or arising in India, it cannot be 
said that there was any liability of the 
non-resident company to pay income-tax on 
the amount of. interest of the three instal- 
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ments and; consequently, there cannot be 
“said to be any liability of the assessee~corn~ 
pany as the agent of the non-resident com- 
pany so far as this aspect of income accru— 
ing or arising through or from any asset 
held by the non-resident company in India 
was concerned. 
As regards the alternative argument urged 
by Mr. Kaji regarding income accruing or 
arising through or from any money 1t on 
interest-and brought into India in cash or in 
kind, in view of the decision-of the Su- 
pfeme Court in Bombay Steam Navigation 
C04 (1953) (Pia) Ltd. v. Commissioner of 
Income-Mac,3 it is obvious that this amount 
of unpaid price can never be said to be a 
loan 'advanced by the non-resident com-. 
pany to the assessee-company. In the B0572- 
bay Steam Navigation Company’: case 3 the 
facts before the Supreme Court were that 
pursuant to a scheme of amalgamation be- 
tween; two shipping companies, the asses- 
see—cOmpany before the Supreme Court was 
incOrporated ‘to take over certain passenger 
and ferry services carried on by one of the; 
amalgamating companies. The assesses- 

company .took over assets, which were fie 
nally valued at Rs. 81,55,000, and agreed 
that the price was to be satisfied partly by 
allotment of.29,900 fully paid up shares of 
Rs, 100 'each and the balance was to be 
treated as a loan and secured by a promis- 
sory note and hypothec'ation of all movable 
properties of the assessee-company. The 
balance remaining unpaid from time to 
time was to carry simple interest at six per 
cent. The question was whether the amount 
of interest could be considered to be in- 
terest on capital Within the meaning of 
section 10(2) (iii) of the Indian Income- 
tax Act, 1922. The Supreme Court held 
that the expression “capital” used in Sec- 

3. [1965] 561TR 52 (SC).
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tion 10(2) (iii), in the context in which it 
occurred, meant money and not any other 
asset and it was held on the facts that there 
was in truth no capital borrowed by the 
assessee in this case. Shah J., as he then 
was, delivering the majority judgment, ob- 

. 

served at Page 57: 

“The parties had agreed that assets of the 
value of Rs. 81,55,000 be taken over by 
the assessee—company from the Scindias. 
Out of that consideration Rs. 29,99,000 
were paid by the assessee—company and the 
balance remained unpaid. For- agreeing to 
def-erred Payment of a part of the consider- 
ation, the Scindias were to be paid interest. 
An agreement to pay the balance of con- 
sideration due by the purchaser does not in 
truth give rise to a loan. A loan of money 
undoubtedly results in a debt, but every 
debt does not involve a loan. Liability to 
pay a debt may arise from diverse sources, 
and a loan is only one of such sources. 
Every creditor who is entitled to receive a 
debt cannot be regarded as a lender." 
In View of this clear-cut pronouncement of 
the Supreme Court, it is obvious that the 
amount of the unpaid price cannot be said 
to be a loan advanced by the non-resident 
company to‘the assessee-cornpany nor can 
the 'nOn-resident company be said to be a 
lender to ‘the assessee-company so far as 
that amount was concerned. Since the‘non- 
resident company cannot be said to have 
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lent the amount of the unpaid purchase 
Price to the assesses-company either in cash 
or in kind, there is no question of the in« 
terest payable by the-assessee-company to 
the non-resident company being deemed to 
be “incOme” accruing or arising from any 
money lent at interest and brought into 
India in kind. Hence, the alternative argu— 
ment urged on behalf of the revenue must 
be rejected since there was no money lent 
by the non-resident company to the asses- 
see-company though the amount of the un- 
Paid Price was undoubtedly a liability 

which the assessee—cornpany owed to the 
non-resident company. Since the alternative 
contemion on behalf of the revenue is be- 
ing rejected, we have not thought it proper 
to frame an additional question to cover 
that aspect. 

Under these circumstances it must be held 
that the amount payable by the assesses 'to 
Messrs. Ansaldo by way of} interest on the 
unpaid purchase price so far as the amounts 
represented ‘by the bills of exchange were 
concerned, was not taxable in the hands of 
the assessee as agent of the non-resident 
company under section 9(1)(i) of the In- 
come-tax Act, 1961. We, therefore, answer 
the question referred to us in the negative 
and in favour of the assessee. The Com- 
missioner will pay the costs of this refer— 
ence to the assessee. 

Quem'on answered in the negaztz'zze. 
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ARTICLES 
f 

* 
*» 

SYLVAIN R. F. PLASSCHAERT *: 

FIRST PRINCIPLES ABOUT SGHEDULAR AND 
GLOBAL FRAMES OF INCOME TAXATIONM 

BASIC CONCEPTS 
1.1. From a morphological viewpoint, 
income taxes can be distinguished into 
schedular, global and mixed or composite 
ones. As a first approximation, and in their 
bare essentials, the three alternative systems 
can be described in thes'e terms: 

(a) In a schedular income tax system, each 
of the various income: -— such as salaries, 
dividends or busineSs profits —, that flow 
to the same taxpayer, is subjected to a se- 
parate tax. In other words, the schedular 
system of income taxation consists of a co- 
ordinated set of separate taxes on various 
types. of imome. . 

(b) In a global income tax, all (partial) 
incomex, from whatevelg source derived, 
that accrue t6 the same taxpayer, are taxed 
jointly, as a single mass of income. 
(6) A mixed or composite system consists 
merely of the juxtaposition of a set of 
schedul‘ar taxes and of r a global-type tax, 
that both apply to the same income. Thus, 
a mixed frame of income taxation, is not 
original, structurally speaking. As the 
‘schedular taxes are generally more import- 
ant, both in terms of coverage and yield, 
it may be more accurate to state that in a 
mixed system, a global tax is superimposed 
on a schedular system. The global tax com- 
ponent frequently carries the label “com- 
plementary tax", indeed. 

As the present paper deals mainly with the 
basic morphological differences —— and si- 
milarities —— of resp. the schedular and 
global-type income tax systems, the com- 
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posite system, can for the time being, 'be 
disregarded. 

THE SCHEDULAR UNbERPINNINGS ‘OF A 
GLOBAL INCOME TAX SYSTEM 
2.1. The definitions, given above, al- 

ready Suggest that there is at least one basic 
difference between scheflular and global 
systems. Yet, when looking at actual global- 
type income taxes, one discovers at once 
that, paradoxically, the tax returns distin- 
guish various heads 0: categories. In the 
United Kingdom and in the United States, 
these subdivisiOns are evenpalled “sched- 
ules”. In each of ‘them, the taxpayer is ge- 
quested to state the amOunt of @1555 re- 

ceipts, derived from a given source of in, 
come,. such as salaries, dividends or rang; 
each schedule, generally, also provides 
space where allowable deductions have to 
be listed. The aggregate taxable basis, to

X 

which a progressive rate scale is applied, 

* The author is Professor and Director of the 
Center for Development Studigs at the University 
of Antwerp, St. Ignatius Faculties. He also teach- 
es at the University of Leuven. Valuable Com- 
ments are acknowledged from M. Tharakan and 
J. Borremans but they are not accbuntable for 
remaining errors. 
** This paper contains the first part of a larger 
research project on “Schedular, Global and Mix- 
ed Systems of Income Taxation, with Particular 
Referenc‘e to Developing Countries", which is 
presently being carried out by the author, assiéted 
by Drs. Ian Borremans, at the "Center for Devel- 
opment Studies” of the St. Ignatius Faculties, Uni- 
versity of Antwerp. The tax design and tax 

. policyhaspects of the subject matter will be cover- 
ed in‘ subsequent papers. 
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cohéisfs'of the "siir'h'of thé various net in~— 
comes in each schedule, afte; some! further

I 

deductions from this sum tbtallhgive been 
effected. Thus, a schedular rubritation 
clearly emerges as a necessary ingredient 
and as the foundation of a global type of 
meome taxation. 

2.2. The statutory definition of taxable 
(gross) income in several global-type coun- 
tries Proceeds by way of itemization of the 
various types of income. A systematic ex- 
ample is provided by the Dutch statute, 

where the definition of taxable income 
reads as follows: 

“Aggregate Incomé consists of the total sum of; 
1. Net. incorrie from enterprise and labor, viz:

' 

a) profit from agricultural enterprise, _ t 

b) profit from non-agricultural business, 
c) prbfit from independent professions, 
d) net yield from employment, 
e) other net income from labor, 

2. Net income from property, viz. 
a.) net income from real estate, 
-b) net income from movable capital, 

3. Net incomes, in the form of periodic pay.- 
ments, inasfar as they are 'not mentibned 
under 1 and 2".1 

2.3. In glancing through the tax statut- 
es, one will also notice that, the global aim 
gotwithstanding, for each schedule, or type 
lbf incbme,‘ specific rules are prescribed. 
This again confirms, that a global Pattern 
of income taxation rests -on schedular un- 

' defpinfiings — an important finding which 
requires explanation, and deserves closer 
attention. 

2.4. A first explanation could'be infer- 
red from the need t'o‘cléarly and precisely 
spell. out the obligations 'of the taxpayers. 

Certainty has been a time — honored canon 
of taxation Since the days‘of Adam Smith. 
While an orderly lay-out of tax rules is 
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obviously féquired, thié‘ arguxfient fails to 
explain why a great many legal regulations 
tend to be organized per type of income. 
If legal craft‘mariship were the,0verriding 
consideration, why not list and discuss, for 
example, the deductions in a single chap- 
ter, instead of having most of them linked 
to specific categories of income?

~ 

2.5; Alternatively,‘ an explanation may 
be adstgued- in terms- of “administrative 
convenience”. Each category of income has 
its own characteristics, as regards the op 
portunities and/or difficulties 'in accurately 
assessing the gross and net amounts of in- 
come. Taxation at the source, for example, 
can be applied'to 'wages and salaries, and 
to dividends and interest payments, as well. 
Other categories of income are “hard to 
tax”; a récenf paper 'on Colombia lists agri- 
cultural incomes and those accruing to self- 
employed pfofessibnals as particularly stub- 
born cases 2 —— a state of affairs which is 
no monopoly of Colombia, but can be no- 
ticed, to a greater or lesser degree, in all 
countries. Given» these congenital discre- 

pancies in the degree, to which different 
categories of income are amenable to “wa- 

1. Author’s translation. Some terms cannot be 
quite accurately translated into English. Thus, 
what We have called aggregate income, as an 
equivalent for “onzuiVer inkomen”, stands for 
the sum of net incomes in the various categories, 
befoge some deductiops are allowed against that 
sum total. We havelalso translated “opbrengst” 
by “income”, although, as discussed in the post- 
script on Semantics, the term "opbrengst" carries 
a slightly different connotation. ' 

2. Federico ]. Hembel “Taxation of Agricul- 
ture and Hard-to-Tax Groups" in “Fiscal Reform 
for Colombia”, Final Report and Staff Papers of- 
the Colombian Commission on Tax Reform, Ri- 
chard A. Musgrave, President; edited by Mal- 
colm Gillis Harvard Law School, 1971, p.‘ 301-" 
330. -- ~ -

' 
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tertight” assessment, the need to spell out 
specific assessment rules, per category, ap- 
Pears unavoidable. such rules are intended 
either to stfengthen the powers of the tax 
authorities, or to defirie 'more indulgent 
methods of reaching some types of in- 
comes. In many countries for example, 
small businesses are assessed not according 
to their actual, and accurately declared .in- 
comes, but by way of presumptix're methods, 
such gs the forfczz‘ts, which‘ infers a notional 
or average amount oflincomg-from some 
incomplete» information given by the tax- 
payer or'from rudimentary economic and 
financial indicators. The “administrative 
convenience” thesis,- however, while rightly 
emphasizing the need for adapting the as- 
§esément methods to the characteristics of 
each category of income,’ is not entirely 
Convincing. As a matter of fact, in some 
highly developed, -eponomies with rather 
comparatively stringent stanflatds of tax 
discipline, as in the United States and the 
Netherlands, the assessinentmethods with 
respect to agriculture and self-employed 
Professionals have become largely similar. 
Furthermore, more lenient assessment 
methods,‘;such as the forfaif procedures, 
tend -to‘-be restricted to taxpayers of modest 
means, 'while taxpayers exceeding a given 
amount of income, within the same sched- 
ule, are usually sqepted ‘to tighter Idis- ' 

closure and assessment standards. 

2.6.-, 
_ 

The fundamental reasons why the 
global-tax system coristitutes, so to say, a 
“superstructure” of an initially given séhed- 
ular “infrastructure” transcend the admi- 
histrativ'e aspect'éVof tax'atio'n. THey relate 
to the basic-economic fact that the inputs; 
that are combinéd in the production pro- 
cess, belongjo diffcfept persons and that 
income taxation or_11y makes sense when 
predicated on a net income concept. 
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2.7. 'The combination of ifiputs that 
belong to different people, has become ah 
all-pervasive feature of modern production, 
Only in primitive societies can Production 
processes -be visualized, that are entirely 
sustained by inputs of labor and-real capie 
tal, supplied by the producers’ family itself. 
But such units, say, in subsistence agricul- 
ture, are doomed to remain at very,low 
levels of productivity. Income taxes hit in- 
come, but are due by taxpayers. Hence, tax 
assessment requires'not only the segré'ga— 
tion of the various inputs that concur in a 
given production process -— i.e. the func- 
tional distribution viewpoint — but also 
the identification of those -to whom the 
factor services belong — i.e. the personal 
distribution angle. The gross receip_ts that 
originate within an enterprise mfist Be ap- 
portioned amongst the persons, that hav’e‘ 
supplied the inputs. Contractual determini: 
tion of the prices of the inputs greatly fa- 
cilitates this imputation. ' 

2.8. Each' taxpayer is ‘also entitled to 
deduct from his gross receipts, the outlays 
incurred in order to earn such income. If 
the income tax were not based on a' net 
cOncept, the same income would be taxéd 
twice, both with the payer and- the Payee 
of the income, although the production 
costs Paid' by one taxpayer constitute re- 

ceipts for another person. For example, 'the 
gross receipts that accrue to a big 'Com-' 
pany, are predominantly used up for pay- 
merifs to the suppliers of‘ inputs, such as 
labor-services, raw materials, financial ca- 
pital. Corporate net income, Le. the profits 
(before 'tzixes) typically appear as a Com: 
paratively'small portion of the gross re- 

ceipts. Basing income taxation on a gross 
concept, would violate the essence of the 
income tax'. A netted-out taxable “base as 
also a prerequisite :to achieve an equitable 
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distribution of the income tax burden. 
Only net income represents purchasing 
power to the taxpayer, indeed. Besides, as 
the ratio of Production costs. to gross in- 
come differs among taxpayers, such costs 
should be deductible, in order to avoid 
inter-personal inequities. 

2.9. It follows that the 'scheduIar speci- 
fication of net taxable income cannot be 
avoided within a global income tax system. 
The remunerations for the inputs supplied 
in the Production process to the economic 
agents, 

‘ 

are the original building stones, 
that are required to systematiZe an income 
tax system. Each of thOse incomes derives 
from a distinct source of income. Besides, 
it presents specific possibilities and/or con- 
straints with respect to its assessment. 

2.1.0. Hence, there exists a fart-stage 
cancam’afice between schedul'ar and global 
income tax systems, in the sense that both 

“require the “analysis” or identification of 
(partial) incomes, that may accrue to a 
given taxpayer. Once those partial incomes 
have been identified, however, the two in- 
come tax systems part ways and display a 
.recomZ-ne dim'mz'larz'ty. According to 
What we might call the “schedular princi- 
ple” — or, at thé cost of’ a neologism, ‘the 
“cdmpartimentalization principle” -—- each 
of 'the various types of income is assessed 
Sepagately and subjected‘ to the rate set in. 

the corresponding schedule. When the 
“global”. —— On “aggregation Principle” ——. 
prevails, the assessment proceeds with 5. 

“synthesis” of the Primary schedular ins 

cemes and subjects their sum total to a 
single progressive rate scheme. As noticed 
by Neumark, “In contrast to. the (partial) 
incomes (German: “Ertr'alge”) of which it 
‘is composed, (total) income has no objec- 
tive but only an accounting existence” (our 
translation) .3 
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RATIONAL ARCHETYPES AND EMPIRICAL 
PHENOTYPES 
3.1. The quest-ion arises immediately 
whether the compartimentalization or the 
aggregative principle implies that different 
fiscal techniques be used when organizing 
the main segments of the income tax law, 
such as the defining the taxpaying unit, 
fixing the applicable rates, or allowing de~ 
ductions. 
A casual look at actual tax statutes, of 
sched‘ular or global make, reveal that such 
differences do exist, indeed. For that mat- 
ter, they are also discernible when the 
technical features of two “floors” of a mix- 
ed system are compared. 
Without, at this stage’ of the research, delv-j 
ing into a detailed analysis of the tax de- 
sign implications of the schedular or global 
Principles, two well-known logical conse- 
quences are worth mentioning, by way of 
example. .

‘ 

. The progressivity principle has been ex- 
tolled in public finance theory as the suit- 
able means to distribute income tax burdens 
according to the “ability to pay” (taxes) of 
the various taxpaying units.4 Now, all in- 
comes, fxom whatever source derived, con- 
stitute purchasing power. It follows that a 
set of progressive rates can only be applied 
in a rational way i.e. without entailing 
built-in inconsistencies, within a global- 

type income tax. Conversely, in a schedular 
system, progressive rates are inappropriate. 
9 Global-type systems also typically allow 
the deduction of expenses that are not in- 

3. Author’s translation. Fritz Neumaré‘ “Theorie 
Lind Praxis der modernen Einkommensbesteue— 
rung”, Bern, 1947, p. 55. 
4. In the View of most scholars, the “ability-t0- 
pay" only makes sense for individuals, not for 
corporations. - 
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curred with a View to obtaining income. 
The rationale underlying the deductibility 
of thOse non-business expenses is that some 
subgroups of taxpayers may be saddled 
with compelling outlays that reduce their 
well-being and their ability-to-pay. Tax re~ 
ductions for dependents are a ca‘se in Point. 
Tying such‘ don-business deductions to a 
category of partial income Contain a sched- 
ular system, however, is not appropriate. 

3.2. F6: purposes of analysis, it may be 
enlightening to distinguish between ratio- 
nal archetypés or prototypes of income tax- 
ation and empirical Phenotypes. A rational 
income tax system couldbe defined as one 
on,which the various technical features are 
consistent with each other and do not 
transgress the canons, that derive frofii 
either the basic schedular or global pri'nci; 
Ple- - 

' 

- j . 

This does not necessarily mfeah that twd 
actual tax systems, even if , they basically 
belong to the same, schedxilar oi- .global 

family, are identical. As a matter of fact, 
many technical features found in two cofiné 
tries with, say, a global system, may be 
quite different. Besides; historical or em- 
pirical phenotypes also diverge, sometimes 
often substantially, from their theoretical 
prototypes, in the sense that techniques 
may be used that conflict with strict tax- 
design rationality. Both Propositions de-' 

serve some comment. 

3.3. Variety of tax parameters between 
countries that havé adoptgd the same frame ~ 

of income taxation, is, of course, unavoid- 
able as each tax jurisdiction has its own 
pféféféncel scaleuwitvh~ iéépééf to lsfic'h xii-af- 

terS‘as the degree-of steepness of a s'et of 
progressive rates, or the cut-off point be- 
low which incomes fife left untfixed. Be- 
sides, the variety of empirical tax systems is 
also due to the fact that frequently the. im- 
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plementatic’m of a giVen tax canon, such as 
the “ability to pay' pfinciple‘" through, for 
example, the granting of non-business de- 
ductions, can be achieved by Way of alter- 
native techniques, none of which conflicts 
With the ability to pay criterion. For a 
given taxpayer, it is nbt indifferent wheth- 
er the alleviation of tax liabilities on ac- 
count of dependénts is given iri the form 
of (a) “splitting” the globiil tax base by 
factor 2, or in other words taxing some- 
body with a net income of 735 1000 twice On 
31? 500 ‘—~ a practice used in France‘and in 
some African countries; (b) the removal 
(deduction) of an given ‘sum (“allow- 
ance”) from the income tax base (c) the 
so-called credit-against—tax mechanism, 
whereby the benefit. is granted by way of 
deducting a given percentage from the taxi 
liability. The precise impact on the (tax.- 

payer’s liability between *the three methods 
depends, of course, Cén the actual average 
and_marginal tax "rate curves. None of 
these three methodsl however transgreSses 
the basic cahon of global-type income tax- 
ation. They can be Practiced without caus: 
mg structural inconsistencies. 
3.4. There are, however, numerous 
cases Where techniques used ‘in empirical 
Phenbtypes do conflict with precepts that 
follow organically from the basic princi~ 
ples embodied in schedular or global sysi 
tems.‘ _

. 

Thus, in most schedular systems,:'lab0'r 'in- 
comes, .both from Wage-earners and self- 

employed persons, tend. to benefit from 
non-business deductions whereas, accord- 
ing to strictly schedulatlogic, such deduc— 
tions should only be applied once all‘ in- 

comes are subsumed within a single, global 
tax base. 

'

. 

Also, in several Latin American countries, 
as in Panama, cerporate profits are subject 
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to‘ a Set of progressive rates, although it 

can easily be demonstrated that, both in a 
fational schedular and global system, a pro- 
portional rate should prevail. 
Furthermore, in almost all empirical global 
systems one notices a great many instances 
Yvhepeby Particular types of income, such as 
interest on government bonds, are exempt- 
§d or are taxed separately from the global 
tax base, and at lower rates. In actual fact, 
those lapses from the intended comprehen- 
siveness.of the taxable base, insert §ched- 
ular. elements in the global -,—‘ty.pe tax. 
The comprehensive reach of the global tax 
is further usually weakened by numerous 
exemptions or tax rebates that are granted 
for particular uses of income, such as in- 
centives accorded to specified channels of 
savings or investments. 
As a curiosity, one may also mention that 
in India, owing to the“ constitutional ap-, 

portionment of taxing powers Within a 
federal state, taxes on agricultural incomes 
belong to the domain of the states. This 
feature introduces a distinctly schedular 
element in .the income tax system. As a 
matter of fact, incomes from agricultural 
activities are separately. assessed in each 
state, whereas Other incomes are subjected 
f0 an- all-Indi’a. global téx, enacted by 'the 
Central Government5 

3.5. Thus, empirical syrstems display a 
large degree of variety and many instances 
of structural “impurities’f. A comparison 
with architectural styles comes to mind, 
almost spontaneously. ‘ 

Anybody, somewhat acquainted with archi- 
tecture, ‘is.abl‘e' to recogniie a. gothic cathe- 
dral from a romanesque one. The pointed 
arch; which is the‘ main characteristic of the 
Gothic frame, largely determines other 
general features of Gothic éathedrals, such , 

as the shape of thgwindows, the use of 
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“flying buttresses” to reduce the pressure 
on the nave vaults etc. Only conformity 
with the standards of the gothic architec- 
ture allows esthetic “purity” and excellen- 
ce.- tYet, none of the famous cathedrals in 
Northern France is identical. Each of them 
has its specific details and displays its own 
individuality._ Spanish Gothic will also 
show its particularities as compared with 
French Gothic, were it only because en- 
viropmental factors, such .as the. intensity 
of outside light, (iiffer in Spain and in the 
North of France. There are also cases 
where the original stylistic purity' of a 
cathedral” has been“ impaired by later ad- 
ditions or transformations, theft were cast 
in another architectural style; the Abbey 
Church of the Mont Saint Michel, in Nor- 
mandy, may serve as 'an example.-Thi§ 
composite style, while not pure, may be 
acceptable from an esthetic viewpoint, pro- 
vided in each of the coristituent parts the 
canons bf their respective styles are respect- 
ed. ‘ 

3.6. Like cathedrals, tax systems are 
evolving over decades. New. tax canons are 
emerging; Once they have gained accept— 
ance, they give rise to modifications of the 
existing-tax system; thus, the recognition 
of the “ability to Pay”, Principle in the 
second half éf'the ,19th century, has given 
strong impetus to. the adoption of the 
global-type system. Ina-several countries, 
the existing schedular system has been 
wholly substituted by. a global one; in other 
cases, however, remnants of the old systems 

5. The 1973-1974 Budget; following recom- 
mendations of a Committée headed -by- K; N. Raj, 
has-enacted a partial integration.Thé agricultural 
i‘ncomes at the State level are henceforth added. 
to the federal income tax base, for pfirpqses of 
computing tax liabilities onrt-he latter. - 
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have remained- in place,’ even at the cost- of 
some structural “impuritieé” in the newly; 
a'dopted systems. Tax reforms seldom'in- 
volve a- complete break with the previous 
systems, indeed; they tend _to be evolution- 
ary, A rather than revolutionary. 

RATE DISCRIMINATIONS'AND OTHER 
DIFFERENTIATIONS' OF INCOME TAX 
BURDENS LIABILITIES 
4.1. 

' The schedular and global Prof-o: 

types of income taxatiog‘ diverge funda- 
mentally inasfar the originally. given (par- 
tial) incomes are subjected to'separate tax 
rates in the former, but are "aggregated and 
Subjected atO a single tax rate in the global 
tax system. In the publig finance literature, 
the rate differentiation within the sched- 
ular systems is Predicated on the doctrine 
of the “qualitative Vdiscf'rimination”, towards 
which Italian writers have probably contri- 
but'ed most. This doctrine holds, in essence, 
that ne't income from capital should be 
taxed" mbre severely than income from 
labor, of equal amount. An intgrmediate 
position is asgigned to mixed incomes, i.e. 

those that derive from the joint input of 
labog and capital. In other words,’accor‘d- 
ing to 'the “qualitative discrimination” 
theory, the .nat‘ure or “source” of income, 
not its size, is the main deteriniriant of tax 
rate differentiatior}. 

'
' 

4.2.. ..However, in actual fact, apart 
from overt rate discrimination, ‘there are 
other factors that may vary the tax burden 
on different categories of income of same 
amount. As the various types of income co- 
incide to a large extent With distinct socio- 
economic sectors, in any realistic analysis 
of income tax burdens, such concealed; 
no’n-‘rate differ'entiations should also be 
heeded, although they may not be_ easily 
amenable to quantification.- ‘ 
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4.3. Income tax burdens wbuld be 
equitably and rationally distributed among; 
taxpaying-units and sdcio—economic groups, 
if the tax base, intended bylaw, were also 
effectively subjected to income taxation, at 
the statutory rates. This however, is, not 
the_ case as empirical tax.systems are fre- 
quently affected by ‘a-large degree of un- 
derassessment, i.e. by a large shortfall of 
the effectively taxed .base as compared ,to 
the statutory tax base. Besides, one should 
specify what- is _meant by “intended by 
law”: 

4.4. As‘ a matter of fact, various" fac- 

tors narrow down the tax base. They can 
be properly systematized as follows: 

(a) _The most comprehensive definition of 
income may- be called the economic income. 
In macro-economic terms, it is‘tantamOunt 
to national income. As applied to the in- 
dividual taxpayer, the income which, theo- 
retically can be considered as taxable, con; 
sists of (i) amounts of income received 
from other persons, (ii) the imputed value 
of consumption, enjoyed by the taxpayer 
and (iii) the appreciation in the value of 
capital: assets — reduced -to a net basis! Le. 
the, expenses incurred to obtain these com- 
ponents of .gross income having been duly 
dedupted. . _ 

(b) The above description of _taxable.-in- 
dividual income con-forms to the well- 
known :“accretion theory”, already pro- 
pounded by ."G. van Schanz-in 1891- and 
later revisited by H. Simonsfi However; 
taxable or Itdtutory income, as we may call 
the reach of income which the tax law re: 

6. Amongst the'theoreticalr literature on {shade- 
finition of taxable income, which is of enormous 
§ize5 Hem}! Signom, "Personal Income Taxation.

" 

The Definifioh‘ (if Income_ as a Problem of Fiscal 
Policy”, Chiéago, 1959, still holds a-high-grade. 
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cogniZes as subject to taxation, falls con- 
siderably short of the economic income, 
defined above. Four sources of “leakage” 
can be identified: 
—— First, even the staunchest supporters of 
the ac’cretion‘theory, have been forced to 
recognize that comprehensive, effective 
taxation of the various ingredients of in- 
come, according to that theory, cannot pos- 
sibly be achieved. Amongst the obstacles in v 

the realm of capital gains, imposition ‘of 
purely nominal appreciation is not recom- 
mendable, on practical grounds. Besides, 
attempts at specifying imputed income, 
run into conceptual difficulties, as the 
borderline between gainful activities and 
leisure is often quite tenuous.

I 

——- Some items of income or classes of in- 
come earners may be altogether exempted 
from taxation. In a great many countries 
interésf from government bonds is sta-‘ 

stutorily exempt. Exemptions of persons 
Whose net income does not exceed a speci- 
fied, low level, are also a familar feature 
of incOme taxation. This ekemption how- 
ever, rests on solid equity and administra- 
tive considerations. 
—- One series of deductions account for 
outlays which are unavoidable for given 
taxpayers and which reduce their disposablé 
income and accordingly, their ability to 
Pay. 
-—'—- Another category of deductions or ex- 
emptions aims at directing the spending of 
income towards privileged channels. The 
lavish “incentive laws” which many coun-' 
‘tries have enacted in order to attract for- 
eign and domestic investment, are the most 
conspicuous examples. They mainly cater 
to ‘big companies; But, tax statutes also he 
quently provide tax reductions for sped-I 
fied investments in financial assets or for 
charitable distributions. One‘ should notice 
that this category of deductions or exgmp- 
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tions does not predicate upon equity ‘con- 
siderations, 'but inténds to bring about some 
preferred allocation of resources. 
(c) The effectively taxed income, which is 
in fact the only yardstick that is appro- 
priate in analyzing the actual impact of in- 
come taxes, in most countries, is consider- 
ably narrower than the statutory-01: taxable 
income norm. This gap is attribptable to 
two main factors:

‘ 

-—- In view of the administrative difficul- 
ties which a watertight assessment would 
encounter and the deggee of irritating and 
costly controls' that would be involved, the 
tax authorities may be content with apply- 
ing a more simple method of assessment, 
such as the forfait procedures, e‘Gen if the 
latter imply some degree of deliberate 
underassessment of taxable income. 
—— A second source of the shortfall against 
stafutory income consists in unchecked un- 
derreporting and tax evasion by the tax- 
payers. In principle, ‘and abstracting from 
the case of tax avoidance, which is pursued 
througd legal means, tax evasiqn can only 
be succesfully practiced to the extent the 
Fist is unable to thwart evasion and is to 
be blamed for its inefficient tax adminis- 
tration. Needless to say, however, the ex- 
tent of evasion and underreportirig, as 
some analyses have indicated, is inter- 
woven with more subtle factors such ,as 
public attitudes towards taxation or the 
quality of tax administration, that differ 
greatly among countries. 

4.5. Some (if the deductions-or exemp- 
tions, that Scale down the effective reach 
of income taxation, are benefitting well- 
defined types of income and/or socio-eco; 
nomic groups and can be ascertained 'in.a 
clear-cut way. From the widespread statu- 
tory under-assessment of the agricultural 
sector (by way of forfait systems, or.:out- 
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right exemptions on large subsectors) one 
cafi infer that the all‘oCation of taxpayer’s 
resourCes will be somewhat biased, other 
things being equal, towards agriculture. 
Other tax benefits, such as. charitable con- 
tributions, are not unequivocally linked to 
a. single socio-economic group. 

4.6. In our View, the analysis of dif- 
ferentiations in tax burdens among indivi- 

_ 

duals and among. Social groups, that derive 
from the factors, just mentioned, .is of 
paramount importance in any endeavour to 
assess the comparative merits and draw- 
backs of Schedular, global‘ and composite 
systems of income taxation. In schedular- 
type systems, to the extent the tax sched- 
ules correspond to well-defined grofips, 
such dififerentiation is openly aimed at and 
is clearly visible. In global taxes, on the 
other hand, with their emphasis on the 
“vertical” distribution of tax burdens along 
the income pyramid, the “horizontal distri- 
bution” ar‘nong socio-economic groups may, 
at first glance, appear to be of no relevan- 
c‘e. This Opinion, however, is not warrant- 
ed. To the extent the underreporting and 
the various deductions have a differential 
impact on socio-economic groups, the wide- 
ly acclaimed equitable distribution of tax 
burdens; which is attributed to the global 
systems, on account of the use of progres- 
sive ratES on net statutory income, may be— 
come illusory or grossly distorted, at least, 

A SYMBOLIC PRESENTATION 'OF THE 
SCHEDULA-R AND GLOBAL INCOME TAX 
FUNCTION 
5.1. A symbolic Presentation of the 
topics, analyzed so far, may facilitate un- 
derstanding. It may also afford some build- 
ing stoxiesA'toWards a formal model, £11- 

. though no such exercise is attempted in 
this paper. Two sets of equations are given 
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here, viz, the :tax functions of schedular 
and global income taxes and equations that 
allow to- specify (and, theoretically, in em- 
pirical exercises, to measure) the impact of 
various leakages that effectively narrow 
down the reach of the incOme tax.‘ We 
thereby assume that thgre are three types 
of' incomé and that a. distinct socio-econo- 
mic group can, by and large, be identified 
with each of tho’Se sources of income. 

5.2. The following :yméol: are used: M L, P, R : partial net incomes, ariéing 
from three sources of in- 
come, t-hat accrue to the 
same taxpaying unit; say 
labor income, profits and 
rent.

_ 

: the sum total of those in- 
comes, or S = L+P+R. 

: the nominal flat-rate para- 
meters, applied in each of 
the categories in a sched- 
ular system, 

: accordingly, this symbol 
represents the average tax 
rate on total income. This 
rate derives either from 
the impact of progressiw 
ity in a. global system; out 
of the differentiated rates 
in a schedular system, a 
Weighted average rate can 
also be derived.= 

: the m and a superscripts 
.to the tax rate parameters, 
indicate resp. the marginal 
and average tax on .taxable 
income, used according to 
the circumstances, in a 
schedular or a‘ global 
frame. Subscripts indicate 
the schedule or global 
base, on which the. average 

—-S 
_‘ tL’ tP: tR 

, 

‘3 
ts 

—— ,tm f."a 
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or marginal tank is applied. 4 TL,'T15, T3: the tax liability in: each of 
‘ ’ the schedules of a sthed- 

ular system: 
I' 

' 
I " ‘ 

: the tax liability on total 
income; either in a sched- 
filar or a global frame. 

53‘: In 'a J‘C/Jéfliilldr system, the tax 
function can be written: as:' ‘ 

TL + TP.+ TR ,= 1:33. 
I 

tLL + tPP + {RR 
and‘ ta:—— 

L + P +R 
whereby, {61: each of the s’chedules, tin = ta, 
indicating .the use of flat rates. 

I. 
- 

In a global syé'tem, the tax .ffinc- 
don-becomes: . 1 

TS ~:--'-t 2.3 or 1:5 ;— t§(A+B+VC) 
' 

vii/hereby t > ‘t 3; indicating the u_§e of 

progressivg rates.
I 

5.5. 
A -The above functions or defini- 

tions, however, do not specify which de- 
finitions of income are used. Does S, and 
hence its Components L, P and R stand for 
economic, statutory or effectively taxed in- 
come? This depends on the viewpoint 
adopted. For purposes of assessing the 
actual impact of iricome taxation on indi- 

r‘vidual‘s-iand rs'ocial groups, only the effec- 
tively taxed base yields realistic results. In 
ofder 'to devise tax policy, however, a not.— 
rhative reference frame is generally neces- 
ls’azy. The tax ‘baSe, and' hence, the tax rev- 
enue lost. on account of inefficient tax ad- 
ministration and underreporting is a major 
concern of taxauthonitics. They may also 
deem-‘that' statutory exemptions and deduc- 
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tions are being grantéd t00 genqrously. 
The above functions allow, by way of spe- 
cifying more clearly the meahing of the S 
.(‘L, P, TR) symbols and through the insert- 
ion of coefficients, .to'picture the leakages,

’ 

i.e. the gaps between the actually 'taxed 
base (or actual revenue) and the base (or 
yield) that should have been reached. It is 
important, how'ever, when looking norma- 
tively at income tax’ performances, to ex‘- 

plicity 'state. Which criteria are being adopt- 
ed. In our View, it is clearly inappropriate 
to evaluate performance with reference to 
the “economié income” standard; as, for 
Various reasons, the theoretically maximum 
reach of income taxation cannot be achiev- 
ed in‘przic'tice. Statutory income, therefore, 
appears, generally speaking, as a. more ap- 
pmpriate yardstick, although some of the 
statutory exemptions, deductiOns etc. grant- 
ed may not stand up well On theif oWn 
merits.

‘ 

5.6. By 'way of example, let us incor- 
porate two coefficients a and which ex- 
press t'he impact of deliberate underassess- 
.ment~~(.by the Fisc) and Of underreportirig 
(by the taxpayers). As ‘SUggested above, S 
.(L, P, R) represent‘statutorfly taxable in- 
qome. We "can then rewrite the éffective 
s‘chedulari 5inéome tax functio'n as follows: 

Ts (1'—_ 0L) (1'4 flL)Ti. (,1 ,(IP) 

>41 ‘— flP)TP '+ (1 -— aR)'(1 -—-,BR) TR 
Othgr- variations can, of- course; be ad- 
strued: One should also notice that the 
above furictions can be used, either aste- 
gaxds a single taxpayer, or for the 'v'vhole 
income 'tax paying pqpllllationf - 

1 
A - -

a 

GEOGRAPHICAI; SPREAD: AN OVERVIEW 
6.1.“ How are the threetypes. of 1ncorne 
taxa'tion "distribuged 'across the'- globe? The 
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'folloxivin‘g overview summarizes the actual 
situation and recent trends as well. No 
attempt is made, however, to exhaustively 
list the.countries; those mentioned merely 
serve. as examples. Centrally-planned eco- 
nomiés are thereby disregarded, as the in- 
come tax in such countries is of limited 
importance and is essentially restricted to a 
wage tax. 

6.2. As a first generalization, .it should 
be mentioned that schedular income taxes, 
as such, exist almost nowhere. Only a few 
examples could! 'be mentioned, such 'as 
Zaire, Ruanda and Burundi. Usually, the 
set of schedular taxes is cappedby a com- 
Plementary, global-type tax, although, as 

already mentioned, the schedula'r layer is 

generally 'by far the predominant element 
of the composite income tax. The comple- 
mentary tax,’ in many instances, has been 
added,'at a later stage. - — In most high-income, developed coun- 
tries, the income tax is ’at present molded 

, in a global cast. In those countries there 
has definitely been an tendency to substi- 
tute, Wherever relevant, a. global income 
tax frame for a mixed system. Thus, in 
France (1962) and in Belgium (1963), 
although in both countries, the architecture 
of the new system cannot be labeled as an 
unqualified global sy'stem. In Italy,‘an offi- 
cial' commission recommended the shift 

from a mixed towards a global tax, already 
in the early 1960’s,.but that change was 
implemented only in 1974. The so-called 
Neumark Report (1962) commissioned by 
the EEC, did recommend the use of global 
systems in all EEC-countries, and apparent- 
ly strengthened the case for a global sys- 
tem, although the Commission did not. 

{enact formal directives on this score.'An- 
other Southern} European cogntry, at an in- 
termediate level of development, viz. Spain 
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also substituted a global tax. system for a. 

rather primitive mixed system (1964). — The long-standing dichotomy between 
European countries with a mixed and those 
with a global" income tax, that Was only re- 
solved in recent years, suggests a linkwith 
distinct cultural patterns: Whereas Ger- 
manic countries (Prussia in 1891, and the 
Netherlands in 1914). and Great Britain 
(already in 1802) introduced income tax- 
ation directly in global form, the mixed 
systems (usually preceded by a more or 
less complete set of schedular systems) 
have been typical. of Latin countries (Frame 
cc, Italy, Spain) and Belgium — where, 
despite ethnic duality, French influence has 
been rampant. 
In low-income, developing countries, how- 
ever, mixed-type systems are widespread; 
They are typically found in Latin America 
and in French-speaking Africa. In Africa, 
the mixed system, introduced by the metro- 

” politan powers in their colonies Were gen- 
erally maintained after independence. In 
Latin‘America, the link has been less di- 

rectly of a political nature, but " feflects 
strong cultural influences, emanating. from 
either the French or the Spanish legisla- 
tions. In some countries of the Middle 
East- or of South East Asia that were open 
to strdng French political Or cultural in- 

fluences, mixed—type income taxes are 3159 
still in fise. _The prevalenée of “cultural 

style” {1 in tax matters is the more striking 
if one considers that global-type incOme 
taxes prevail in pountries that 'wére once 
British colonies. Hence, countries, as dis- 

similar as Ghana and India have global 

7. “Harley H; Hinric/JI. ‘in his “A General 
Theory of Tax Structure Change during Eco- 
nomic Development”, Harvafd Law School? 1966 
recognizes cultural' style as a determinant of ‘tax 
structure _change. 
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types of income taxation, whereas countries 
like Brazil and Senegal are both adhering 
to the mixed frame. 
-— In recent years, the shift from. mixed to 
global-type systems appears to have gained 
some momentum in the developing world, 
as exemplified by legislative changes in the 
Congo-Brazaville, and in Peru, whereas to 
our knowledge no reverse sequence, from a 
global to a schedular or mixed frame, can 
be mentioned. It is difficult to foresee 
whether the change-over to a global system 
will develop into a more general trend. 
The moves that have occurred may be due 
to rather random factors, such as the pre- 
valence of tax advisers of Anglosaxon 
background; amongst the latter, the su- 

Periority of global over mixed or schedular 
systems, in terms of their suitability as an 
instrument of tax policy, has generally 
been taken for granted. 

A POSTSCRIPT ON SEMANTICS 
7.1. Semantics: the expressions "sched- 
ular” and “global” (income taxes) are not 
familiar in Anglosaxon public finance lite- 
rature, although several well-known scho- 
lars occasionally use these terms.8 
In Western Europe, and more Particularly 
in countries where schedular taxes have 
been in use, the pair of terms “schedular 
and global”, naturally, have been trade- 
mark jargon in the tax literature. Several 
authors, especially in Italy and the Nether- 
lands, however, have adopted the expres- 
sions “analytical” and “synthetic” as equi} 
valents to “schedular” and “global” (in- 
come taxes) .9 

7.2. One further semantic is’sue is 

worth mentioning. There has been in Ger- 
many a fairly consistent tradition to con- 
trast the “income tax” (“Einkommensteu— 
er”) with “‘Ertragsteuem”. The latter ex- 
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pression can, at best, be translated into 
“taxes on produce”. Ertragsteuem are then 
stylized as a set of taxes on (Partial) in- 
comes, that originate from the social pro- 
duction process, and whereby, in designing 
those taxes, no features are inserted that 
“personalize” the tax liabilities according 
to the “ability to pay” canon. In other 
words, “Ertragsteuem” are strictly “ob- 
jective” taxes, that are contrasted with the 
“Personalized” income tax, in which not 
only the taxable object but also the eco- 
nomic circumstances of the taxable subject 
are of great importance. In that scholarly 
tradition, schedular taxes refer to the em- 
pirical phenotypes of Ertrags‘teuern, which 
have become tainted by personalizing fea- 
tures and hence, are morphologically im— 
pure. It is worthwhile to note that in the 
landmark 1946 study of Prof. F. Neumark 
on incOme taxation, already mentioned, 
and in the 1962 Report of EEC-Experts, 
headed by the same scholar, only global 
taxes appear to deserve the qualification of 
“income taxes".10 ' 

7.3. Such conception, however; in our 
View, appears unjustified. A schedular tax, 
even if it would display the strictly objec- 
tive features, postulated by the prototype 

8. Examples are found with Albert G. Hart 
“Fiscal Policy in Latin America”, Journal of 
Political Economy, 1970, who writes the word 
as “cedular” and with Carl S. Sboup in “Public 
Finance”, Chicago 1969, p. 291-292, However; 
we do not share. the rather confusing interpre- 
tation given by Shoup to "schedular and quasi- 
schedular” which is based more on coverage than 
on structural characteristics, 
9. Such as P. j. A. Adriani, in the Netherlands‘ 
and Cesare Coxtz'am‘, in Italy Luigi Eimmdi 
spoke about "imposizione reale” and “imposi- 
zione personale". 

' 

10. “Rapport du Comité Fiscal e; Financier”, 
1962. 
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of “Ertragsteuem” is a. tax on a given type 
of income, deriving from a specified sour- 
ce.11 Besides, the co-ordinated juxtaposi- 

, 
tion of various schedular taxes, each on a 
particular type of income, results in a sys-- 
tem, whereby all major types of income are 
effectively subjected to taxation, albeit as 
separate objects. Finally, as stressed abdve, 
the taxable basis of a global income tax is, 
of necessity, composed of the various ori- 

ginal incomei, 

11. The systematization of two contrasting pro- 
totypes, the (global) personalized income tax 
and the impersonal “Ertragsteuern” in the Ger- 
man tax literature, may be linked to the avail- 
ability in Germanic languages, of words that 
allow to express both the impersonal and the 
partial character of income, arising from a. speci- 
fied source. The word “Einkunft”, in German 
(and “inkomst” in Dutch) carries those conno- 
tations. No such full-fledged equivalents exist in 
English and in Latin languages and only para- 
phrases as "partial" income or “income:” convey ( 

the same meaning. 
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The March 1975 issue of this Bulletin gave 
a. detailed description of the taxe c_o_njonc- 
turelle and its legal provisional Other 
publications have also discussed this new 
levy, yet, no discussion on. ifs impact on 
inflation has thus. far been presented.2 It 

is the purpose of this paper to discuss sev- 
eral 70f the channels thr0ugh' which- this' 
lévy‘ may influence the rate of inflation; 
The novelty of this levy, that is neithér a 
’value added tax nor a profit tax, wa'rranté 
such an inquiry. The fact that the implee 
'mentation' of this levy was postponed for 
‘the first six months _o£ 1975 and;méy bé 
rerhov‘ed altogether from the fisca'l- appa— 
ratus available to' the French authorities, 
does not lessen its appeal as an instrument 
in the fight against inflation.3

' 

1. THE TAXE CONJONC’I'URELLE IN 
BRIEF -

' 

Thle‘ taxe conjoncturelle was initially pre: 
seated as a measure that would gradually= 
replace other, more global anti-inflation 
policiesifi'but Was later discussed as a fiscal- 

- instrument that would support these other 
anti-inflation policies. A brief reminder of 
the_essentia1 aspects of the taxe conjonctu-I 
.rellé is given below. F or details we 'refer to. 
the Berg and Tron article in this Bulletin! 
March-.1975. The base of the taXe conjonc— 
turelle (or margin) for a business is deter-' 
mined by the. leyel by which the value add-- 
ed of an entérpriée exceeds last year’s value: 
added! by.m0re than a permitted percentage 
01; "‘horm‘"; As' value added includes labor. 
and capital costs, an adjustment is made 
for the différence in labor and capital“ 

assets utilizéd in both year$§ Exports are ex- 
cluded frOm the base. The “norm” ex- 
émpts. from taxation an increase =in the,; 

11-2' 
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THE TAXE CONIONCTURELLE: CAN 1T WORK? 
value added 'that is attributable to an averi 
age level of productivity gain and an‘unl 
avoidable increase in the price level. 
Beyond an average productivity gain that is 
assumed to prevail in all sectors of the eco- 
nomy, the’ firm is permitted to adjust for 
above-the-“norm” productiirity gains, and 
for wage and salary increases that are be- 
yond the employer’s control. This “norm” 
is established annually, and for 1975 is set 
as 14.3 Per cent (9.7 per cent “built-in” 
inflation combined with a 4.2 Per cent 
productivity gain). 
To compute the base for the calculation of 
the levy for any given year, the firm must 
.calculate the difference between the value 
added of that year, and the value added in 
the Previous year to which 5 per cent of 
the wages paid to workers Who earn less 
than 120 per cent of the minimum wage, 
is added. The rate retained for the levy is 
331/3 per cent. The revenue of the préléve- 
ment remains the property of the firms, 
and must be reimbursed when the applica- 
tion of the law is discontinued. These 

* Fiscal Affairs Department, International Mo- 
netary Fund. The author is an official of the 
International Monetary Fund. However, the 
views expressed in this article are entirely his: 

own and do .not necessarily reflect those of the 
IMF. ' 

This paper was submitted on October 29, 19.75. 
1. Roger E._ Berg and jean-Michel Trait, 
“France: The Taxe Conjoncturelle”, Bulletin 7‘01 
International Final Documentdtion Vol. 29 
(March 1975): 105-116. Although a reimbursa- 
ble l'evy, this “prélévement cohjoncturel" is, for 
expositional purposes, often referred to as a tax. 
2.11To be fair I- should mention a very brief 
discussion in R.‘ Torrel, “La Téxe Conjonctu- 
relle,” Revue dz; Science Financiére, 67 (Janu- 
ary-March 1975): 226-32. 

'
‘ 

3. The 1976 Budget proposes its reintroductipn. 
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funds must, however, be invested in the 
firm within a two-year period after reim- 
bursement. The repeal of the prélévement 
conjoncturel is automatic when the quarter- 
ly increase of the price index for industrial 
products falls below 1.5 per cent. The new 
tax liability must be paid in quarterly in- 
stalments and is not deductible in com- 
puting the corporation profit tax. 

' The prélévement conjoncturel applies to
V 

(a) commercial enterprises with a furnover 
in excess of FF 30 million, or in excess of 
FF 10 million if employing more than 150 
People; (vb) other firms with a tumbver in 
excess of FF 8 million, or in excess of FF 3 
million if employing more than 150' 
people; and (c) firms that engage in both 
commercial and non-commercial activities 
for which special limits are set. This tax 
also applies to the banking sector and other 
financial institutions. However, due to 
their special nature, a separate set of tax 
Provisions applies to ‘them. These Provi- 
sions will not be discussed in this paper. It 
is estimated that only about 14,600 firms 
out of a total of 1.7 million will be affect- 
ed by the new tax: 

‘ 

2. ITS EFFECT ON INFLATION 
An investigation into the price effects of 
the prélévement should consider whether 
this levy is-likely to bring down prices be- 

‘ 

low the level they would have reached in 
its absence. Therefore, one would ideally 
like to isolate the effects of the anti-infla- 
tion tax from other effects on the price 
level. Such an analysis supposes a. general 
equilibrium model covaring all the factors 
influencing the price level. In the absence 

‘ 

of such a model, we will presént some ten- 
‘tative conclusions by using a partial ana- 
lysis and drawing on the existing incidence 
theory and its relevance to the prélévement 
conjoncturel. 
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For the purpose of this analysis, the pré- 
lévement will, despite its reimbqable na- 
ture, be considered to have the features of 
a regular tax; As the revenues .of the prélé- 
vement are only reimbursable in some un- 
certain future when their purchasing value 
may be considerably eroded by inflation, 
and must be reinvested within a ,twovyear 
period, such a simplification seems wat- 
ranted and does not alter its basic features}: 
The analysis also ignores exports.5 Al- 
though useful, these adjustments do not 
appear essential in underétanding how the 
levy functions. A further simplification in- 
troduced here is that the base is assumed 
to‘be composed solely of profits and wages, 
While depreciation charges, also part of the 
tax bases, are ignored. These charges have 
been omitted from the analysis as they do 
not seem to be affected by the presently in- 
stituted prélévement conjoncturel. This ob- 
servation follows from the fact that firms 
would hot reduce these charges below their 
legally permitted maximum as any such re- 
duction would‘ increase the corporate tax 
liability (at a rate of 50 per cent) without 
reducing the firm’s tax liability under the 
prélévernent conjonct’urel. 
A priori knowledge, of the forces that 
determine prices indicates that the price 
_effects of the new tax will depend on the 
kind of market structure within which the 
firm operates. Therefore} attention must be 
Paid to these different market structures. 
As textbooks tell us, the two extreme 

4. The present value of the 'amountsr levied 
away could, in theory, be ascertained 'by dis- 
counting the expected reimbursement. The data 
for such an exercise are hypothetical and the 
present analysis would not gain much by it; 
5. This measure does not purport to stimulate 
exports, but regsognizes the fact that export prices 
are determined on the international market, and 
that a. firm should not be penalized for selling 
at these prices. ‘ 
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market structures are pure monopoly and 
perfect competition. The monopolist sets 

his output so as to equate his marginal cost 
and revenue, and in the prOcess obtains the 
Profit maximizing price. The perfect com- 
Petitor, one among many producers that 
selll identical products and face a perfectly 
elastic demand curve, is a price taker, and 
in the long-run realizes only a normal pro- 
fit on his own inputs. A detailed analysis 
of the price behavior of these two produ- 
cers could be made, but would tend to be a 
purely academic exercise with little beating 
on the probable price effects of the new 
tax Within the French context. Only about 
14,600 out of 1.7 million firms will fall 
within the scope of the tax; these firms 
account for about 45 per cent of the wage 
employment and most of them are neither 
the pure competitors nor the textbook mo- 
nopolists, but rather suppliers of different- 

' iated products that are sold under imper- 
fect competitive conditions. The implica- 
tions of the oligopolistic price formation 
models are, therefore, likely to be more in- 
formative than the others. 
The introduction of the levy is likely to af- 
fect the output price of the firm that is 

liable to it, in two ways. First, in wage dis- 
cussions with labor unions management 
will talie into account the eventual payment 
of-the levy. This may keep the wag¢ in- 
crease belgw what it would have been in 
the absence of the leVy. 
Second, the liability due under the levy will 
tend to be included in costs and will exer- 
cise an upward pressure on prices (forward 
shifting of the tax). 
The net effect of these ‘two factors, one of 
which would increase the-price level, while 

' the other would decrease it, will depend on 
several factors, the more important among 
which are .the norm of the levy, and levy 
liability, the elasticity of demand for the 
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Product, the labor intensity of the produc- 
tion process, and the Particular business 
outlook at the moment the labor negotia- 
tions are undertaken. ‘ 

a. Inflztence of the levy on wage settle- 
ment: 

To organize our ideas on the effects of the 
taxe conjoncturelle on wage settlements it 

may be useful to have before us a simplil 
fied model of wage determination. In that 
model we Will determine the general wage 
level as the point of intersection between 
(a) the wage settlement supply curve, and 
(b) the wage settlement demand curve. In ‘ 

graph .1, we Plotted the employer’s wage 
settlement supply Curve as SS. The positive 
slope of this curve follows from the fact 
.that the employer will agree to grant rela- 
tively higher wage‘ increases only when the 
costs that he expects to result from work 
stoppage (threatened or used as a bargain- 
ing tool by unions) increase. The work 
stoppage is measured on the horizontal 
axis.6 

Graph I - Wage Determination Model 

wage 

Expected or threatened time of work stoppage in the 
absence of a. settlement 

6. This model is similar to the one used by 
H. Wallic/a and S. Weimmub, “A Tax Based 
Incomes Policy", The journal of Economic 
sues, Vol. 5 (June 1971), pp. 1-19. 
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The DD curve represents the demand curve 
for wage settlements by the labor unions. 
Its slope depends on the trade-off between 
the cost of strikes and the acceptance of 
lower wage increases for the union mem- 
bers. The rate_of substitution between these 
two variables is basically a function of the 
goals of the union and the constraints it 

must take into account. The demand 
elasticity facing the firm and the prevailing 
level of unemployment are two constraints 
that are often considered important. With- 
out a more in depth analysis of the be- 
havior of the union that faces the employ- 
er, there is not'much'that can be said about 
the slope of the DD curve, other than the 
fact that it is negative. The wage rate 1a is 
obtained at the intersection of the DD and 
the SS curves, and (ionstitutes the wage rate 
that would prevail in the absence of the 
prélévement conjoncturel. ' 

The. introduction of the anti-inflation levy 
affects both the 'DD and SS curve]? When 
wage rates reach a certain level, and the 
entrepreneur realizes that the firm will in- 
cur a liability under the new levy,8 his re- 
sistance to further wage increases will stif- 
fen. Using the wage determination model 
given in Graph I this can be represented by 
a shift of the SS curve for all wage rates 
above the level 1i; the magnitude of the 
shift increases with the tax rate that comes 
with, the prélévement conjoncturel. One 
may want to Pursue the question as to 

' whether something more specific can be 
said about the li wage level which depends 
very much on' the employer—entrepreneur 
behavioral reactions. Two bréad categories 
of such possible reactions can be outlined 
and are likely to embrace real world situa- 
tions. As shown their implications are not 
necessarily very different. 
Pint, there is the entrepreneur who, faced 
with a certain wage demand, attempts to 
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hold‘ constant the share of profits in value 
added. When wages increase "by x per cent, 
he attempts to increase his profits by an 
identical rate. This would result in the new 
levy liability aCcruing as soon as wage set- 
tlements yield a wage in excess of last 
year’s wage times the “norm” or 111. When 
the entrepreneur succeeds in keeping his 
profits at constant share of total value .add- 
ed, we. obtain 11 = 111.9 The incentive for 
profits to increase beyond the “norm” even 
when wages do so, will be effectively eli- 
minated only when the rate of the préléve- 
ment conjoncturel is 100 Per cent (as was 
originally proposed). In this case, any in- 
crease of profits byond the “norm” would 
be confiscated and the net of tax profits 
cannot be increased beyond the “norm”. 
With rates of less than 100 per cent, any 
increase in profits that the firm can realize 
will improve its net-of-tax—profits position 
even when the rate of incrgase of the be-r 
fore-tax-profits exceeds the “norm”. The 
confiscatory rates, however, are unable to 
check the wage increases in a similar man- 
net. 
The .recond possible reaction of the em- 
ployer who is faced with demands for 

7. If the new levy is expected to be effective in 
checking wage increases, one would have ex- 
pected some announcement effect in the sense 
that both unions and employees would _have 
settled on more generOus' wage settlements be- 
fore the enactment of the new legislation, 
8. The level of the wages that will be viewed 
in this way depends also on the labor produc- 
tivity gains realized in the firm. 
9. The stability of the relative shares of value 
aaded that goes to employment remuneration and 
to profits has been well documented for several 
industrial countries; and hints to the fact that 
over longer periods wage increases are often fol- 
lowed by increases in profits (or vice versa, of 
course). ‘ 
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higher wages cofild stem from his attempts 
to keep constant the rate of return on in- 
vgsted capital. Wage rates beyond the 
“norm” would not, in this case, necessarily 
lead to the accrual of liability and to a 
stiffening of the employer’s resistance to 
such wage increases, because a higher rate 
of wage increase could be combined with a 
lower rate of increase of profits. The wage 
increases Permitted beyond the "norm" 
would depend on the relative share of 
wages and profits in value added. The low- 

A 
er the wage share in value added, the 
larger the permissible wage increase would 
be. This can be expressed as 

VA 
ii = (n x —) + 1 where VA is valueW 
added and W the wage bill. If, for instance, 
VA I — = 2 and n = 15%, 1i would be 1.30; W , 

thus permitting wages to increase by 30 
per_ cent over the previous year’s level be- 
fofe any‘shift in the SS curve would occur. 
However, the employer may attempt to 

keep his real profits constant and thus at- 
tempt to increase his Profits at the antici- 
pated rate of inflation. The smaller the 
difference between the rate of inflation 
anticipated by the employer and the norm 
set by the government, the closer the li 

- level will get to 1,1. Where this difference; 
is zero, (ii 2111) it can be seen that the 
employer’s behavior ‘Would be identical to 
the one discussed in the previous para- 
graph. ‘ 

The DD curve also can be expected to shift 
somewhat as a result of the introduction of 
the prélévement conjoncturel. This shift is 
more difficult to interpret as it depends on 
the degree to which the wage stance of the 
union is affected by the pgobability that 

the liability of the levy will increase when 
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wa'g‘e settlements reach a certain level. If 
they do, theif DDoD curve will shift 
downward at all wage levels exceeding that 
level. Whether this level is Ii or higher Will 
depend on whether and with what in- 

tensity, the unions View the- level of: profits 
as just right or excessive. The léVel of 
wages at which the union Will shift its de— 
mand for a wage settlement curve will be 
flatter in the former case than in the latter, 
since in the first case the uniOn could in- 
sist that wage increases can easily be af- 
forded by the firm if it only reduces its 
profits. A more specific model of union 
behavior is needed before more specific 
comments can be made with respect to this 
shift of the DD curve, but if it moves at 
all one can assume that it will be down— 
wards. For expositional purposes the shift 
of the DD curve in Graph I was drawn so 
as to shift at the level 11. 

The intersection of de DDoD’ and 8808’ 
curves determines a new Wage level 1*. At 
this level of wage la > 1* > 1i. The de- 
gree of these differences can only be spe- 
culated upon, and depends on all the fac- 
tors that determine the relative shifts of 
both the SS and the DD curves. The im- 
portant conclusion drawn from the analysis 
abové is Athat the introduction of the new 
levy will tend to lead to a wage increase 
that is somewhat below the level it would 
have reached in its absence.10 As seen in 
Graph I, the time of work stoppage 
(threatened or actual) required to reach 
the new wage agreement can increase, de— 
crease, or remain unchanged, depending'on 
the relative shifts of the two curves. 

10. If la < 1i then la 2 1* would result be- 
cause the new tax would not have affected that 
portion of theDD and SS curves that are‘re1e~ 
vant for the wage determination. 
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b. Forward .r/yz'ftz'ng of the levy 
Some fir-ms will incur a. tax liability result- 
ing from the taxe conjoncturelle. To gauge 
the impact of this extra cost on the prices 
charged by the business, we will take a 
closer look at the several Price formulation 
mechanisms that may be typical for the 
type of firms that fall undér the scope of 
the new levy. These firms tend to operate 
in an oligopolistic market, i.e., a market_ 
with few pakticipant- sellers who supply 
very similar goods and whose pricing de- 
cisions are interdependent. No generally 
valid theory of the oligopoly exists because 
the reactions of .the competitors are'so im- 
portant in each firm’s pricing strategy. The 
several-models most frequently used in the 
study of oligopoly are based on different 
assumptions with respect to the competi— 
tors’ reactions to the Price and output de- 
cisions of the firm studied. Reference will 
be made here to the oligopoly models that 
come to be associated with the kinked de- 
mand curve, and with price leadership; 
finally there will be a comment on markup 
pricing. 

The find oligopoly model is referred to as 
the “kinked demand curve”. It analyzes 
the reaction of the demand curve to price 
changes of the product concerned. Starting 
from an equilibrium Point where the pro— 
ducer supplies a share of the total market 
for that type of products we can visualize 
the reaction of the demand curve to a price 
change. An individual Price increase would 
not automatically be followed by the com- 
petitors and would lead to a loss of custom- 
ers who, at- the new Price would buy from 
the competitor. A price decrease Would not 
attract many new customers, because the 
competitors would tend to Protect their 
market share and would also lower their 
prices. Prices will be rather sticky at their 
present level as a result of this asymmetri- 
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cal response of the competitors to a rise or 
fall in the price of the Products of the 
firm. The demand curve facing the Pro- 
ducer will be kinked at that level, with 
greater demand elasticity at Prices above 
the original price level than for prices be- 
low it. ‘

‘ 

Small changes in the margihal cost curve 
of one firm will, in this model, not lead to 
Price changes, but only ‘result in higher or 
lower profits for the firm. But if the mar- 
ginal cost curves of all the firms are shift- 
ed upwards, the situation becomes differ- 
ent, and rather than accepting lower pro- 
fits they may all charge higher prices. Such 
a reaction to a cost increase would be re- 
flected in an upward shift of the kink of 
the demand curve, with each Producer sup- 
plying a slightly smaller output (because 
the demand curve facing the industry has, 
a negative slope), while keeping its relatiVe 
share of thé market unchanged. The -es- 

sential fact in ensuring such a price adjust- 
ment is that all rivals understand their 

interdependence, and realize that all are 
faced with this increase in costs. 
Some price leadership may be needed to 
initiate this price adjustment, but basically 
all rivals are anxious to retain their eroded 
profit position by rising prices, a fact that 
reduces the risk involved by rising prices 
in the model considered here. Such be- 
haviour is encouraged by an inflationary 
environment in Which consumers Put forth 
less resistance to price increases. 
Wages are cost elements in the firms’ ope- 
ration accounts, and cost increases exercise ‘ 

pressures to increase prices. If the wage 
Pressures are uniform for all competitors, 
which is the case Where Wages are settled 
industrywide, price increases are likely to 
follow. Now consider the impact of the 
prélévement conjoncturel. The base of this 
levy consists of increases beyond the norm 
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of Wages and profits.11 The oligopolists, 
( given .a wage increase beyond the “norm” - 

can thus either lower their profits, and 
avoid the new liability, or can accept it and 
attempt to protect their profit position by 
increasing the price of their output to re- 
flect both the increased wage costs and the 
impact of the Prélévement. Given their 
profit maximizing goal, they will attempt 
to pursue the latter alternative. As all oli- 
gopolistic competitors are basically in a 
similar position, and know it, prices will 
increase. The degree of this. increase will 
be less than the per unit liability of the 
levy because the demand curve facing the 
industry is not a perfectly inelastic one; the 
forward shifted part of the levy will be 
larger the smaller this demand elasticity. 

This price increase will also depend on the 
rate of the prélévement conjoncturel. Tha-t 
portion of its liability not reflected in 
higher prices will reduce the firm’s profits. 
.A different oligopoly model can be based 
on ‘price leadership which assumes that a 
price “leader”, the one with the lowest 
marginal cost, sets the price so as to maxi— 
mize his profits, forcing, so to speak, the 
other rivals to adjust their pricing to his 
behavior. As these rivals still make econo- 
mic .profits at that price level, they con- 
tinue" Producing. The introduction of the 
prélév’einent, and the ensuing tax liability 
will be seen by the leader as an increase in 
the 7cost of production. He will increase 
his price to reflect this new cost situation. 
The followers will adjust to this new price, 
even in a situation where they themselves 
are not liable to the levy as this brings 
them closer to their profit maximizing 
prim, But; the elasticity of demand facing 
the industry is negative so that only smaller 
quantities can be sold at higher prices. The 
greater the demand elasticity, the less for- 
ward shifting of the liability of the levy 
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will occur; but, because the demand curve 
facing the oligopolist is not infinitely 
elastic, some forward shifting will occur. 
The oligopolist will thus earn somewhat, 
lower profits than in the absence of the 
new-levy. The profits of the followers will 
be similarly affected to the extent that they 
also incur additional liability. 

A third pricing approach that has relevancy 
within the framework of oligopolistic 
pricing is the “markup” pricing model. 
The typical firm in this. model‘ is assumed 
not to know its marginal cost curves, and 
Prices its output at average cost plus a 
“markup”. This “markup” is obtained 
from an informed guess of the market 
response to price changes; a guess that pre- 
supposes some knowledge of the elasticity 
of the demand curve facing the firm, and 
yields pricing and output policies that are 
very similar to those obtained by the use of 
marginal cost principles. 
The application of “markup” to a new and 
higher average cost, that now includes the 
new levy, will lead to output prices that 
exceed the prices that would have been 
chosen in the absence of the prélévemen‘t 
by more than the levy. However, the pro- 
ducer realizes that .at higher prices he will 
sell less of this product, and may have to 
reduce his “markup” somewhat so, as to 
limit the fall in his profits. In this model 
the levy may thus reduce Profits, but cer- u 

tainly it leads to higher prices. 
The several oligopolistic models seem to 
indicate that the sectors that incur some 
liability under the Prélévement conjonctu- 
rel will increase their prices, but that their 

11. -Plus depreciation charges, the variation of 
which does not offset the amounts due under the 
“prélévement” but can only increase the corpora- 
tion‘ tax liability if these depreciation charges 
fall below the legal maximum. 
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profits may be reduced in the process. The 
magnitude of these results depends largely 
on the elasticity of the demand curve. The 
more elastic the demand curve, the lesser 
the amount of forward shifted tax, and the 
more the profits will be reduced below the 
level they would have reached in the ab- 
sence of the levy. 

c. The net effect 072 like price level 
According ‘to the analysis presented above 
two definite“ influences on the price level 
of the products sold by firms affected by 
the Prélévement conjoncturel were identi- 
fied. The moderation in the increase in 
labor costs will tend to be reflected in low- 
er price increases, while the new tax liabili- 
ty will create pressures for further price in- 
creases of the products sold by those firms 
that incur the levy. Given the complexity of 
the factors that influence both these ten- 
dencies, it is hard to offer more than gen- 
eralizations with respect to their net effect 
on the price level. 
Tightening up the provisions of the new 
levy, such as lowering the “norm” or in- 
creasing the levy, can be expected to affect 
the above-mentioned tendencies in opposite 
directions. A stiffer Prélévement will de- 
crease wage settlements but will also in- 

crease the liability as soon as the firm be- 
comes liable to this levy. But the impact of 
changes in the. provisions of the levy 9n 
Wage settlements is not necessarily Conti- 

nuous, as the shift in the demand for settle- 
ment curve may only occur once a certain 
threshold of liability is reached. In this 

case, prices may rise with a moderate levy, 
but their increase may be slowed down 
with a mere rigorous one. 
The effect of the new levy on the price 
level is not expected to be identical for all 
firms that fall within its scope because the 
elasticity of demand facing the different 
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industries varies. Industries that faée an'in- 

elastic demand curve will put up less resist- 
ance to wage increases, and thus havé a 
steeper SS curve for wage settlements. This 
would reduce the levy’s dampening effect 
on wage increases and ease its fOrward 
shifting. 

With inelastic demand curves for a product 
it can be hypothesized that the demand for 
wage settlements will shift downward to a 
~lesser degree, contributing to the small im- 
pact of the prélévement conjoncturel on the 
new wage settlement. Industries that face 
an elastic demand curve, on the othez 
hand, will be less inclined to accede to 
above-the~“norrn" wage increases and have 
less of a possibility to shift the liability of 
the levy forward. Therefore, it can tenta- 
tively be said that the prélévement conjonc- 
turel may be successful in moderating prices 
in those industries that face an elastic de- 
mand curve, but that in the other industries 
price increases will be harder to check. 
The analysis of the effect of the préléve- 
ment conjoncturél on the price level indi; 
cates that the outcome depends largely on 
lowering wage increases and on shifting 
the ensuing liability of the levy. As iri— 

dustries differ in the degree to which they 
are labor intensive, it follows that they will 
be affected to varying degrees by the new 
fiscal measure, whether it leads to acccle- 
rating or decelerating price increases. 
As indicated above, the introduction of the 
Prélévement conjoncturel tends 'to reduce 
the wage increases in the affected sectors. 
In France, only large firms fall within the 
scope of the levy; yet, they are the more 
advanced and most dynamic ones of the 
economy, so that one may expect that the 
wage settlements agreed upon in that sec- 
tor will influence wage settlements in the 
othe‘r sectors of the economy. A lower 
growth rate of wages in the affected sector 
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may thus lead 50 a nationwide slowdown 
of the wage increases, a spillover effect 
that should certainly be taken into account 
when the contriBution of the new tax to 
the slowing down of inflation is evaluated. 

3. FURTHER COMMENTS AND 
CONCLUSIONS ’ 

It thus appears that the success of the pré- 
lévement conjoncturel depends on slowing 
down the growth rate of wages. While the 
new fisCal measure avoids singling out 
wages as being responsible for the infla- 
tionary trends .presently experienced, in 
France, its success nevertheless depends on 
an adjustment to be made with respect to 
wage increases. This conclusion did not 
escape the attention of opponents to the 
new levy, who, during the debate on the 
levy in the National Assembly, argued that 
the prélévement conjoncturel is one more 
argument that may be used by the employ- 
ers £0 oppose wage demands.12 Although 
such pronouncements do not imply that the 
new measures will be succesful, they at least 
state the necessary conditions for its success. 
The prélévemefit may, under certain as- 

sumptions, slow down somewhat the in- 
crease in profits. Yet, such a reduction 
would only moderate the extra price in- 

crease, and would do nothing to bring the 
price increase below the level it would have 
reached in the absence of the new levy. Any 
fiscal measure *that stops short of confiScat— 
ing the increase in- profits will not eliminate 
that increase, because such a levy still per- 
mits a firm to improve its net profit posi- 
tion by increasing profits beyond the 
“norm”.

_ 

The provisions for the new levy different- 
iate between firms with higher than aver- 
age productivity gains and thoée for which 
these gains are, for tax purposes, assumed 
to have reached the national average. Such 
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a provision is consistent with the approach 
that productivity gains should benefit the 
factors of production directly engaged in 
the sector Where these gains are realized. 
Yet, under Present circumstances, it could 
have been expected that more attention 
would be paid to the position that produc- 
tivity gains should lead to lower prices, 
thus benefitting the consumers.13 
Any final evaluation of the anti-inflétion- 
any impact of the prélévement conjoncturel 
will have to face the common economic 
Problem of isolating the effects of an in- 
strument that operates within a constantly 
changing environment. At the time of 

. writing this paper, the rate of inflation in 
France is already slowing down somewhat. 
The arresting of price increases for crude 
oil, the absorption of previous oil price in- 
creases, and a general slack in the econo- 
mies of the western world, are only some 
of the factors contributing to this trend. 
The operation of the prélévement conjonc- 
turel will be influenced by this economic 
environment. Its impact on Wage settle- 

ments and on the firm’s possibilities for 
forward shifting will probably affect the 
impact of the new levy on the price level. 
Some administrative problems that will 
need to be solved in the process of ad- 
ministering the. new leyy also deserve some 
attention. As these problems are obvious, 
they will only be dealt with briefly. The 
statutes of the levy permit firms to request 
an exemption for increases in their value- 
added that exceeds the combination of the 

12. AGEFI, “Le Débat 3:; l’Assemblée Nationale 
'sur le Prélévement Conjoncturql, December 5, 
1974, p. 2. . 

13. The original proposal would have granted 
a uniform productivity adjustment factor to all 
sectors, reflecting the option that the public at 
large should share some of the benefits of these 
produCtivity .gains. 
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average productivity gains arid the accept- 
ed price increase if they can prove that such 
increases are ‘not the result of inflationary 
behaviour. While this seems a. reasonablé 
provision, it will give cause for serious dis- 
putes. It may well be that some index of 
productivity gains has been accepted for 
statistical purposes. However, it is one 
thing to prepare statistics for research and 
planning purposes, but quite another for 
firms to report on their productivity gains 
knowing that any response they give will 
affect their liability under the levy.14 
Furthermore, some guidelines will have to 
be issued on how to deal equitably with 
increases in value-added that result from 
an upward adjustment in wages that had 
remained unchanged for a longer period. 
Such guidelines are needed as, for instance, 
an increase of value-added that follows a 
20 per cent increase in wages after a‘ two- 
year interval, is clearly less objectionable 
than one that follows a similar wage in- 
crease after a one-year interval. 
The new law provides that the base of the 
levy may be adjusted for increases in em- 
Ployment and for shifts in the skill compo- 
sition of the labor force. While this last 
adjustment prevents the firm from reducing 
it liability by hiring lower skilled workers, 
(who in France are often non-nationals), 
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it still» allows the firm to reclassify job re- 
quirements and job déscriptions in such a 
way as to achieve the same aim. Adminis- 
trative attempts to eliminate this practice 
may turn out to be very cumbersome. An 
adjustment to exclude increases in value 
added that are due to an ifictease in the 
numbeg of shifts may also be desirable be- 
cause this may involve changes in amounts 
of premium pay for night work. While in» 
creases in labor costs due to. these factors 
may be inflationary, they differ in kind 
from increases .due to successful uniOn de- 
mands .for higher wage rates. 
Perhaps it‘ may be tempting to overlook ' 

these sources of potential inequity if the 
cost-push problem is recognized as a dam 
gerous one. However, :the Popular support 
needed for the introduction and application 
of‘ such a. levy will quickly fade away if 
these inequities .are‘ too numerous. Income; 
and price policies can rely on broad guide- 
lines and anyWay rely largely on public 
opinion and voluntary compliance. They 
are flexible enough to be adjusted for un- 
usual circumstanées and can 'thus avoid 
hardship. Much higher standards of ob— 
jectivity and Precision 'have traditionally 
been demanded of tax legislation. The re- 
sulting administrative burden should, there- 

"fore, come as no surprise. 

14. The existence of such indices was referred 
to by Mr. Libnel Staleru in his article in Le 
Monde (July 6, 1974), p. 25. 
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' DoMENTS 
CL E. E. 

L’harmonisation de l’imposi'tion des dividendcs 

Réyolution de la Conférence Permanente de: 'Cbambre: de Commerce et d’Indmtrz'e de la 

Commumuté Européenne du 21 nove’mlzre 1975

¢ 

LA CONFERENCE PERMANENTE DES 
CHAMBRES DE COMMERCE ET 
D’INDUSTRIE DE LA COMMUNAUTE 
ECONOMIQUE EUROPEENNE 
a. examiné de fagon approfondie la Propo- 
sition de directive concernant l'harmonisa- 
tion des systémes d’impét des sociétés et 

des régimes de retenue 51 1a source sur ‘les 
dividendes. 

Sc référant 2‘1 ses résolutions antérieures et 
(:11 particulier celles: 
:—- sur l’harmonisation de l’imposition des 
mouvements de capitaux, adoptée 5. Paris le 
3 mai 1968, 

sur les objectifs et conditions du rap- 
prochement des impéts directs dans les 

pays de la. C.E.E., notamment en matiére 
de mouvements de capitaux, de fusions et 
de prises de participations adoptée é. Istan- 
bul 1e 29 mai 1969, 
-— sur un Programme d’harmonisation des 
impéts directs, propre‘ 2‘1 assure: 1e déVe- 
loppement et l’intégriation des marchés des 
capitaux dang la C.E.E., adoptée é Bruxel- 
les Ie‘27 novembre 1970, 

et également :21 la. lettre du 13 décembre 
1972 sur le régime fiscal des dividendes et 
des revenus d’obligations adressée 5 M. 
Haferkamp, Vice—Président de la Commis- 
sion des \Communautés européennes, et 2‘1 la 
lettre du 21 avril 1975 sur le rapproche- 
ment des iégislationé fiscales é” Ortoli, 
Président de la Commission des -Commu-. 
nautés européennes, 

122 

SE FELICITE DE CET'I'E ETAPE DECISIVE 
D'HARMONISATION DES LEGISLATIONS 
FISCALES NATIONALES, 

RAPPBLLE EN 'EFFET 
que les différences actuelles de taxation des 
dividendes 
a) affectent les décisions d’implantation 
des investissements et de placement, 
b) entrainent des phénoménes de doubles 
ou multiples _,,taXations.internationales”, 
c) créent des discriminations selon 12. na- 
tionalité des actionnaires, 
d) favorisent en infraction avec l’esprit 

communautaire le ,,bi1atéral.isme” dans les 
conventions fiscales internationales, 
e) constituent une entrave é I’adoption 
d’une position commune 2‘2. l’égard des pays 
tiers, 

f) au total, aboutissent 5. Cloisonner les 

marchés financiers, 

SOUSCRIT PLEINEMENT AU PRINCIPE 
D’UNIFICATION DU TRAITEMENT FISCAL 
DES DIVIDENDES, 
sans lequel il ne peut y avoir de développe- 
ment et d’intégration des marchés des ca- 
pitaux, 

REAFFIRME OUTRE 
que le systéme commun d’imposition doit 
aboutir 2‘1 121 suppression de la double impo- 
sition économique de fagon 5.: 

a) rétablir une certaine égalité dans le cofit 
fiscal des dilfférentes sources de finance- 
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ment de l’entteprise, la ré‘munération- du 
capital étant actuellement pénalisée par le 
mécani‘sme de ‘1’imposition successive dans 
le chef de la société (au titre de l’impét sur 
les sociétés) et ‘dans le chef de l’actionnaire 
(-au titre de l’impét sur le revenu), 
b) ,,neutta1iser” les préoccupations fiscales 
dans le choix de la forme juridique des 
entreprises, les sociétés de personnes béné¥ 
ficiant d’une transparence fiscale qui les 

met a l’abri de la ,,double imposition éco- 
nomique”, 
c) encourage]: l’épargne i s’investir a long 
terme clans Vles entreprises, dont les besoins 
de financement ne cessent de croitr'e, 
d) élargir I’actionnariat grace a une rémue 
nération plus équitable des capitaux ,,ris- 

qués”, 

APPROUVE LE CHOIX EN FAVEUR DU 
MECANISME L’IMPUTATION 
de préférence au systéme classique qui, cer- 
tes, présente l’avantage de Ia,simplicité et 
se heurte é moins de difficultés pratiques 
Pour les :non résidents mais ne peut pas 
étre retenu dans la mesure of; i1' ‘mainfient 
intégralement Ia double imposition écono- 
mlque, 

ESTIME TOUTEFOIS QUE LE TEXTE DE 
LA COMMISSION APPELLE 
D’IMPORTANTES RESERVES, 
les unes ayant trait 2‘1 certaines caractéristi- 
ques es'sentiell’es du systéme proposé, les 

autres étant relatives 51 certaines modalités 
techniques. 

I. OBSERVATIONS GENERALES 

1; Taux ale l’impé‘t mr [ex so‘cz'été: 
a) Le rapprochement des taux d’impét sur 
les sociétés Pratiqués par les pays membres 
est éminemment souhaitable dans une per- 
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spective dl’harmonisat'ion communautaire. 
Toutefois, 1a fourchette proposée se ‘situe 2: 

un niveau trop élevé. Le Max maximum ne 
doit p4: étre .rupérieur d 50%, seu‘il au- 
delé- duquel 1e prélévement, par SOfl' poids 
excessif, prive les associés d’une rémunéra- 
tion équitabl'e,‘ limite les possibilités d’auto: 
financement par mise en réser‘v'e des‘ béné- 
fices, compromet ainsi 1e renforcemeng des 
capitaux ~propres et en définitive démob'ili- 
se :psycholbgiquement les chefs, d’entrépri- 
ses souciéux d’améliorer 1a vrentabilit‘é et la 
productivité de leur firms et de promo'um 
Voir son développement ——-— effets quir ne 
peuvent étte que préjudiciables au‘ 'bon 

fonctionnement d’une économie d‘e marché 
et 5. 1a pOursuite de la croissance économi- 
que de la Communauté européenne. 

b)_ En‘ second lieu, l’harmonisat’ion db Ia 
charge fiscale grevant les .bénéfices des 50- 
ciétés ne saurait étre assurée Pat 1e seul 
rapprochement des taux. Un effort paral- 
léle doit étre déployé pour adopter des ré- 
gles uniformes de déte'rmination dé‘ l’as- 

siette de 'l’impét sur les sociétés. A cet 

égard, i1 serait illusoire de fixer un taux 
maximum de taxation si‘ dans le mér‘ne 

temps, des modifications de législation :ten- 
daient é élargir la base d’impdsition et 

aboutissaient ainsi é aggraver 1e poids de 
I’impét. 

2. L’z‘mpzztatz‘on
r 

En fixant que le ,,crédit d’itnpét attaché au‘ 
dividende ne peut étre ni in-férieur £1 45% 
mi supérieur 2‘1 55% du montant de l’impéf 
sur- les sociétés au taux nogmal calculé sur 
le dividende mis en distribution augmenté 
de cet impét”, la Commission des Commu- 
nautés se prononce pour une imputation 
partielle qui laisse ainsi subsister pour moi- 
tié environ 1e Phénoméne de double impo- 
sition économique. Ainsi, ce seuil maxi- 
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mum dénature fondamentalement un des 
objectifs essentiels d’unification du systémé 
d’imputation des dividendes. 
C’est pourquoi, 1e principe de Z’z'mpzzmtz'on 
intégmle doit ézfre payé, étant entendu que 
son application effective pourmit étre réali- 
sée progressivement pour tenir compte des 
contraintes budgétaires des Etats. Le taux 
de crédz't d’z'mpo‘t 72a (lei/mi: p4: — dam 
zme premie‘re étape —— éZre infériezzr (2 50% 
et devrait tendre 2‘1 l’unification au cours 
des étapes suivantés. 

3. La retenue a 14 Jozm'e mr leJ dividende: 
La. Preposition ‘de directive établit 1e prin- 
cipe d’unev retenue 5. la- source de 25% sur 
les dividendes distribués mais autorise les 
Etats membres qui peuvent identifier les 
bénéficiaires'é déroger a cette régle. 
La retenue 5. la source, en réduisant d’au- 
tarit le dividende au moment de sa distri-r 

bution 'fait supporter, en raison du délai 
de sa restitution, un cofit de trésoreri‘e non 
négligeable ‘aux‘ associés. En outre, facteur 
supplémenta’ire de complexité, e‘lle rend 
peu intelligible pour l’actionnaire 1e mon- 
tant réel‘ du bénéfice ‘qu’il pergoit ce qui 
n’est pas de nature £1 favoriser 1e dévelop- 
pement de cetfie forme d’épargne auprés 
d’un public qui risque ainsi -d’étre rebuté 
par les ,,subtilités” de la fiscalité des va- 
leurs mobiliéreé. 
C’ést pourquoi, dans la mesure 01‘1 la re- 
te‘nueé 19. source n’a Pour objet que de 
prévenit tout phénoméne de fraude fiscale, 

. 5072 imtz'tzztion ne deumit pa: étre érigée 
en principe mais n’étre prév'ue que dans les 
seuls pays 01‘1 I’administration fiscale n’a 
pas les moyens d’avoir communication des 
bénéficiaires des dividendes distribués. 

4. Le: relation: ave: 1e: pay: tier: 

Sous- peine de maintenir des distrimina-

\ 
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tions entre assoc-iés 'd’une mérne soc'iété ré- 
sidente d’un Etat membre et de “compro- 
mettre ainsi 1a fluidité des mouvemehts in- 
ternationaux de l’épargne 'et le dédoisonne- 
ment des marchés de capitaux, i1 importe 
que le -bénéfice du crédit d’impfit‘ aftaché 
aux dividendes puisse étre étendu aux rési- 
dents dés pays tiers. Dans un'souci d’har- 
monisation, 1e! convention: bilatémle: [74:- 
J'éé’! a cat effet devmz'ent étre établiex 5217' 14 
have d’zm accord type de’fz'm' 4% 7213/2421 
communazzmire. 

5. - S oriéte’: mobilie‘rw'd’investissementx oz; 
de fond: de placement 

Compte tenu du réle déterminant de ces 
organismes sur le marché des valeurs mo- 
biliéres, il est essentiel que la directive 
tcchnique les régissant soit adoptée con- 
jointeme‘nt avec la- présente directive. 

II. OBSERVATIONS TECHNIQUES 
1. Aprés avoir Posé 1e principe de l’insti- 
tution d’un systém commun d’imputation 
et d’un régime commun de :etenue :‘1 la 
source, la Proposition de directive stipule: 
,,Les Etats membres ne peuvent maintenir 
ou introduire d’autres dispositions visant é 
réduire d’une maniére générale l’imposition 
des seuls dividendes”. Cette précaution ne 
devrait Pas étre :‘1 sens unique mais viser 
également les majorations d’imposition 
(article premier —- paragraphe 2). 

2. a) Pour 1a définition des notions: ,,so- 
ciété d’un Etat membre”, ,,société mére”, 
,,société filiale”, ,,établissement stable” (ar- 
ticle 2 —— paragraphe 1), il est fait réfé- 
rence a des directives qui n’ont pas encore 
été adoptées. Cette dépendance risque de 
retarder la mise en oeuvre de la présente 
directive. C’est pourquoi, i1 serait souhaita~ 
ble que les définitions soient expressément 
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données en prévoyant, pour les- sociétés 
'méres et filiales’, de lesfadapter dams lexsens 
d’une unification ou, du moins, d’un‘rap- 
prochement des taux. 

b) La définition des vbénéfices distribués 
(article 2 — paragraphe 1), en excluant 
notamment les bonis :de liquidation et les 
actions gratuites, est tmp restrictive. En 
raison de la di'versité des traitements juri- 
diques et fiscaux de ces catégor’ies particu- 
liéres de‘distribution n’entrantpas dans la 
définition retenue des dividendes, i1 con- 
viendrait, pour le moins, dc laisser aux 
Etats membres 1a liberté de leur accordet 1e 
bénéfice du crédit d’impét. Au reste, cette 
faculté qui 'n’entrainerait pas de distorsions 
sensibles est expressément prévue dans le 
document de commentaires de la proposi- 
tion de directive, établi par la Commission 
des Communautés et devrait donc figurer 
dans le texte méme de la Proposition de 
directive. 

3. En prévoyant la possibilité de déroger 
dans des cas Particuliers 2‘1 l’application'du 
taux normal d’impét des sociétés pour des 
liaisons Vde politique écOnomique, régiona— 
1e ou sociale bien déterminées (article 3 —- 
paragraphe 2), 1a proposition de directive 
risque, par les bréches ainsi ouvertes, de 
contrarier l’ef-fort d’harmonisation. Ainsi, 
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serait-i'l 'souhaitable dé limiter les déroga- 
tions aux seufes circonstance's économiqués 
ou sociales justifiant un taux inférieur au 
taux‘ normal ou une exonération compléte. 
Ces dérogations ne sont tolérables quiv si 

elles n’introduisent pas des distorsions dc 
concurrence. 

4. Les dividendes provenant de bén‘éfices 
soumis é l’impét des soci'étés mais mis en 
rés'erve depuis plus de cinq ans’ pourraient 
donne’r lieu (article 9‘—‘ paragraphe 2') au 
paiement Par la société distributrice de 
,,l’imp6t compensatoire”. Une régle com- 
parable (article 10 —~ ,paragraphe ,1) et 

encore plus rigoureuse dans la mesure 01‘1 

elle est d’application obligatoire, régit la 

distribution par la société mér’e des divi- 

dendes regus d’une filia‘le. ,,L’imp6t com- 
pensatoire”,_dan's la mesure oi‘i il 'a Pout 
objet de neutraliser 1e crédii: d’impét ac- 

‘cordé 2‘1. des .bénéfices qui, n’ayant pas sup- ’ 

porté l’impét des Sociétés n’ont pas subi la 
double imposition économique, n’a pas 51' 

s’appliquer a des bénéfices qui ont été sou- 
mis é l’impét des sociétés. Une telle régle, 
en surta-xant les dividendes provenant d‘e 

bénéfices mis en réserve depu‘is plus de 
cinq ans, introduit une rigidité daris Ia .po- 
litique de distribution des bénéfices qui 
pent étre préjudiciable é. la bonne gestion. 
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Harmonisation of the Taxation of Dividends 

Rewlulian of the Permanent Conference of the Chamber: of Commerce and Indlutry of t/ae European 

Economic Community of N (member 21 , 1975 (unoffitial tramlaiion) 
The Permanent Conference of the Chambers of 
Commerce and Industry of the EurOpean Eco- 
nomic Community 
has made a thorough study of the draft Directive 
on the harmonisation of systems of corporation 
tax and of withholding taxes on dividends. 
Recalling, its earlier resolutions and in particular 
those:— 
—— on the harmonisation of the taxation of the 
movement of capital, adopted at Paris on 3 May 
1968, 
-— on the objectives and cOnditions for the ap- 
proximatibn of dirgct taxes in the Member 
States, especially in the matter of movements of 
capital, mergers and participations, adopted at 
Istanbul on 29 May 1969, 
-.— on a. programme for the harmonisation of 
direct taxes designed to ensure the development 
and integration of capital markets in the Com- 
munity, adopted at Brussels on 27 November 
1970,

' 

am} also the letter to M. Haferkamp; dated 13 
December 1972, on the taxation of dividends 
and ‘the interest on bonds, and the letter to M. 
Ortoli, President ‘of the Commission, dated 21 
April 1972, on the approximation of tax laws, 
the Permanent Conference welcomes this decisive 
stage in the harmonisation of national tax laws, 
points out that the existing differences in the 
taxation of dividends:—~ 

a) affect investment decisions both in the loca- 
tion of projects and holdings, 

b) involve the phenomena of double or multiple 
“international taxation”, 

c) cause discrimination according to the natio- 
nality of shareholders, 

d) favour ‘A‘bilateralism” in international tax 
conventions in breach of the Community ethos, 

e) are an obstacle to the adoption of a. common 
approach to third Countries, 

. 
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f) all in all, effectually erect barriers betweeri 
financial markets, 

fully supports the principle of the unification of 
the fiscal treatment of dividends, without which 
there can be no development and integration of 
capital markets, ‘ 

re-assetts additionally that the common system 
of taxation should be such as to result in the 
elimination of double taxation in order to:— 

a) re-establis'h some equality in the cost in tax 
terms of different sources of finance for the 
company, return on investment being at present 
penalised by the mechanism of the successive 
levy on the company's funds (as corporation 
tax) and on the shareholder’s funds (incOme 
tax), 

b) “neutralise” tax considerations in the choice 
of the legal form of companies, so that they can 
benefit from a tax transparency which will pro- 
tect them from double taxation, 

c) encourage the public to invest long term in 
Companies, Where financial needs are" always 
growing, 

d) increase the number _of shareholders because 
of a. fairer reward for risk capital, 
welcomes the decision in favour of a system of. 
imputation in preference to the classic system, 
Which while it certainly offers the advantage of 
simpliciiy and raises fewer difficulties for non- 
residents, cannot be retained since it inherently 
preserves double taxation, 

considers nevertheless that the Commission’s 
draft gives rise to significant reservationstsome 
in respect of some of the basic characteristics of 
the proposed systems, some in respect of tech— 
nical aspects. 

I. GENERAL DOCUMENTS 
1. Rate of Compensatory Tax 
21) the progressive reduction of the difference 
between the rates of corporation tax levied by 
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Member States is eminently desirable with a. 

View to Community harmonisation. However, 
the level of the bracket proposed is too high. 
The maximum rate Mould never exceed 50%, 
beyond which point the exceSsive burden .de- 

prives the shareholders of a fair return, restricts 
the possibilities of‘ self-financing by ’cartying 
profits to reSerVes, thus preventing the building- 
up of own capital, and finally is a psychological 
detergent to a chief executive anxious to im- 
prove the profitability and productivity of his 
company and to develop it — effects which can 
only prejudice the working of the market eco~ 
nomy and the ec’onomic.growth of the European, 
Community. 

b) Secondly, the v harmonisation of the tax 
burden on compariy profits will not be achieved 
solely by the approximation of rates. A parallel 
effort must be made to adopt common rules for 

Athe determination of the basis of corporation 
tax. For it would be illusory to fix a maxixnum 
rate of tax if, at the same time, changes in legis- 
lation tended to expand the tax base, thus in- 
creasing the burden of the tax. 

2. I mpulation 

By ruling that “the tax cr'edit shall be neither 
lower than 45% nor :higher than 55% of the 
amount of corporation tax at the normal rate on 
a sum representing the distributed dividend in- 
créased by such tax”, the Commission pronoun- 
ces itself in favour of partial imputation, thus 
allowing the phenomenon of double taxation to 
.remain for approximately 'half. By this ceiling 
the nature of oge of the essential aims of a 
unification of the imputation system is fu'dda- 

mentally destroyed. 

For this reason the principle of full imputation 
should be establixlaed, it being understood that 
its actual application could be progressively 
achieved to allow for the States’ budgetaxy con- 
straints. The rate of tax credit 1'); t/ae fin; stage 
should 729: be 12:: tban 50%, and should incline 
towards unification in the course of subsequent 
stages. 

3. Withholding tde' 072 dividend: 

The draft Directive establishes the principle of 
a 25% withholding tax on distributed dividends 
but authorises Member States who can identify 
the beneficiaries not to ap'ply this rule. 
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By reducing 'the dividend at the momér’xt of its 
distribution; and by the delay in its, recovery, 
the withholding tax puts a not inconsidérable 
harden on: the‘ financial resources of the share- 
holders. A further complication is that it makes/I 
it very difficult 'for the Shareholder to under- 
stand the actual amount of the profit he recegves 
which fact is not likely to promote the gxtg‘n'sion 
of this kind of investment by a public in danger - 

of being discduraged by the “subtleties” -of the 
taxation of stocks and shares. 

For this reason, in so far as the Withholding tax 
has for its sole object the prevention of tax 
evasion, it should not be adopled a: a principle; 
but should be introduced only in those countries 
Where the revenue «has not the means of identi- 
fying the beneficiarie$ of the dividends distri- 

buted. ,

— 

‘4. Relation: with-Third C'ouzzirie: 

To avoid the continuation of di‘scrimiaationl be- 
tween s-hareholders of 'the‘ same Company domi- 
ciled in pne Member State, and thus to obstruct 
the free flow of international investment and‘ the 
freeing of, capital markets, it is importanrto 
extend the benefit of tax credits to residents in 
third countries. In the interests of harmonisa- 
tion, bilateral agreement: concluded to this ef- 
fett would be drawn up 072 tbe Innis of 4 Com- 
munity model. 

5. Findmial and Investment Trust: 

In view of the very important influence of these 
institutions on the stock market, it is essential 
that the technical directive which controls them 
should be adopted simultaneously with this di- 
rective. 

II. TECHNICAL OBSERVATIONS 
1. After having established the principle of- the 
introduction of common imputation and With- 
holding tax systems, the draft directive stipu; 
lates: "Member States may not maintain or in- 
troduce other regulations aimed at reducing the 
taxation of dividends only in a general sense”. 
This restriction should not be only a‘ one-way 
business, but should cover also the increase of

‘ 

taxation (Art. 1, paragraph 2). 

2(a) Reference is made (Art. 2, paragraph 1) 
to directives not yet adopted for the definition 
of: a “Member State” company, parént company, 
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subsidiary company, permanent establishment. 
This dependence carries the risk that the imple- 
mentation of this directive will ‘be delayed. It 
wonld therefore 'be desirable that these defini- 
tions should be specifically given, adopting them 
in the case of parent and subsidiary to suit a 
unification, or at least a move towards a unifi- 
cation, of rates. 

(13) The definition of distributed profits (Art. 
2, paragraph 1), excluding 'as it does in parti- 
cular surpluses on liquidation arid free share 
issues, is too restrjctive. It would be proper, at 
least, to allow Member States freedom to grant 
the advantage of tax credit to these particular 
categories, which are not covered by the defini- 
tion of dividends, because of the diversity of 
their legal and fiscal treatment. In fact, this 
facility which would not lead to serious discre~ 
pancies is specifically covered in the Commis- 
sion’s commentary on the draft directive, and it 
Should therefore figure in the text. 

'3. By allowing for‘the possibility of not apply- 
ing the normal rate of corporation tax for eco- 
nomic, regional and social policy reasons (Art. 
‘3, paragraph 2), the draft threatens to obstruct 
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the effort towards harmonisation, by opening 
such breaches. It would therefore be desirable to 
limit the departures from the rule only to eco- 
nomic or social circumstances which would 
justify a rate lower than the normal, or total 
exemption. These departures are only tolefable 
if they do not distort competition. 

4. Dividends derived from profits subject to 
corporation tax but placed to reserve for more 
than 5 years (Art. 9, paragraph 2) could give 
rise to the payment by the company of “com- 
pensatory tax”. A similar rule (Art. 10, para- 
graph 1), even more stringent in so far ‘as its 
application is obligatory, governs the distribu- 
tion by a parent company of dividends received 
from a subsidiary. To the extent that its purpose 
is to offset the tax credit granted to profits 
which, not having been assessed to corporation 
tax, have not been subject to dOuble taxation, 
the “Compensatory Tax” should not be applied, 
to profits which have paid corporation tax. Such 
a rule, which overtaxes dividends paid out of 
profits placed to reserve for more than 5 years, 
introduces a rigidity in the policy of profit dis- 
tribution which could be prejudicial to good 
management. 
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CANADA 
Decision of the Federal Court of Canada, Trial Division, April 30', 1975 

DOMIN_ION BRIDGE COMPANY Ltd. 
11am: 

HER MAIESTY THE QUEEN * 

TAX HAVEN SUBSIDIARY 
I.‘ THE ISSUE 
The issue is to determine if the operations 
of a wholly-oWned‘ subsidiary of {he Ap- 
pellant, Span International Limited, hae- 
inafter called Span, formed with the pura 
ported object of acting as a supplier of off- 
shore steel, Were, in fact, those of Span or 
those of the Appellant during the years 
1967, 1968 and 1969. 

II. THE FACTS 
Span was incorpprated 'in the Bahama Is~ 
lands.oh'the 22nd of April 1966; 
the capitalization of the company was three 
hundred and fifty (350) pounds sterling, 

into one thousand shares of the Par value 
of seven shillings each; the issued capital 
stack was five shares and the paid up ca- 
pital stock was thirty five (35) shillings; 
there being no employee of Span with any 
background in steel Purchasing, the work 
was managed by officers of a trust com- 
pany in Nassau after instruction from em- 
ployees of the Appellant under the close 
scrutiny of ’the'vice-president; the said vice- 
president of the Appellant was either a- di— 
rector, an alternate director or present at 

' 

‘the meetings of directors; that vice-presi- 
dent was the ever present link between the 
Appellant and Span; that vice-president 
saw to the minutest details of the opera- 
tions of Span; the Contacts with the mills 
throughout the world were made by em- 
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ployees of the Appellant under .the super- 
vision of the said vice-President; 
In the taxation years 1968 and 1969, start- 
ing on November lst, 1967, the facts were 
as follows: the president of Spam was re- 
placed by a retired officer of the- Appel- 
lant; a- junior executive of the Appellant, 
who used t6 be an officer of .its purchasing 
depaxqtmenr, was sent to Nassau to look 
after, to a. certain extent, part of the busi- 
ness of Span and that with the title of 
manager; money-wise the transfer; was be- 
neficial to 'the junior executive «but his 
functions were not of a policy-making na- 
‘ture; 
According to the plan set up by the vice- 
president, once Span knew of the require- 
ments of the Appellant for off-shore stéel 
Span would start negotiating but could not 
commit itself without the approval of the 
vice-president who would quote the price 
the Appellant would pay Span for the off- 
shore steel;

' 

Span paid the off-shore price for the off- 
shore steel but the Appellant paid Span up 
to 95% of the domestic steel price far that 
same off-shore steel; the off-shore steel 

purchases by Span were delivered directly, 
to the Appellant and only certain docu- 
ments were sent to Span, at Nassau; the 

* Extract from 1975 DOMINION TAX CASES 
5150 (75 DTC 5150). 
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paper work of Span was quite easy and 
simple as drafts of all documents were 
written' at the Appellant’s head office un- 
der the direct control of and ultimate de- 
cision of the vice-president; the said .vice- 
president of the Appellant was also by that 
time a director of Span; the role of Span 
through its manager was to get and keep 
contacts with off-shore suppliers, in order 
to assure proper supply to its only custom- 
er, the Appellant; .the manager of Span 
considered his functions and duties quite 
similar to those he had had in the pur- 
chasing department of thge Appellant; the 
off-shore steel‘ purchasing department of 
the Appellant; was in fact transferred off~ 
shore and incorporated off-shogé but its 

supervision and control remained the same 
as if there had been no other legal entity; 
the difference between the fair market 
value of off-shore steel Le. the cost to 
Span, and 95% of the domestic steel price 
paid Span permitted Span to make during 
the years under review a profit of about 
18% or of about $1,100,000 in 1968, 
$1,400,000 in 1969 and $225,000 for' the 
last two months of 1969 and permitted the 
Appellant to make greater the expenses by 
the same amounts except thos'e relating to 
interest and dividends. 

III. THE PLAINTIFF 'S ARGUMENTS 
The Appellant lodged a. Notice of Objec- 
tion against these assessments giving, inter 
4122:, as reasons: ‘ 

Span is a. validly constituted legal entity 
separate in law and in fact from the Tax- 
payer. '

. 

Span is and was at all times during the 
relevant years a non-resident of Canada 
and a resident of the Bahamas. 
Span is not“ and has never been an agent of 
the Taxpayer.‘ 
The allegation made in Form T7W—C ac- 
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companying the Notices of Assessment that 
the Taxpayer has overstated its cost of 53.165 
is wrong. The Prices paid by the Taxpayer 
for raw steel which it purchased from Span 
or from anyone“ else are not in excess of 
‘the prices paid to North American mills 
for simifar items in similar quantities meet- 
ing similar specifications and sold under 
si‘milag: terms and conditions. 

IV. THE MINISTER’S CONTENTION 
The assessments as levied indicate that the 
Minister :took the stand that the Appellant 
was in point of fact carrying on its own 
business under the guise of Span and that 
the latterrlegal entity did not have any 
bomz fide operations pertaining to the off- 
shore steel. Span was an entity that was a 
puppet. -

' 

V. THE JUDGMENT 
To incorporate a subsidiary company 
Wherever it might be, in a tax or a tax-free 
country is immaterial. The intent prompt- 
ing such an incorporation, the way the ob- 
ject is implemented and the uses to which 
the subsidiary is put are pivotal for decid- 
ing if the subsidiary acted on its own or if 
the Appéllant used that stratagem to ca- 

mouflage and hide its own operations. 
In causing Span to be incorporated the Ap- 
pellant was in fact going to Put aside Part 
of its profits in the hands of Span'for safe- 
keeping in a tax-free country; 
The fa'ct that the Appellant always con- 
trolled every step of" the operations of Span 
from the purchase price to the selling price 
of off-shore steel, that the Appellant paid 
Sp'anzthe‘Pfice‘of domestic steel for off- 
shore steel, the ‘latter -steel having a lower 
fair market value, ahdbthe power’the Ap- 
péllant had’ to control the Board Show that 
the purpose of the incorporation of Span 
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was“ a sham and that its 'operations were 
also a sham because, in poifitof fact, these 
operations were those of the Appellant and 
consequently the expenses and disburse- 
ments of the Appellant pertaining to the 
creation and the operatibns of Span and 
the income of Span from intérest and divi- 
dends are as feigned as the creation and 
operations of Span. 
The relationship between the Appellant 
and Span is so close as to be in fact that of 
a single entity. Span was used 501'e as a 
vehicle to obtain steel at a profitable price; 
it was a mere agent, a puppet in the hands 
of the Appellant. 

7 7 

The conditions in. the present instance per- 
mit to say that Span was a puppet of the 
Appellant; that the Appellant was “the 
directing mind and will” of Span. The bu- 
siness of Span was in fact the business of 
the Appellant. 
In the present case it is impossible to con- 
clude that the Appellant restricted its acti- 
vities with Span to the holding of shares: 
hardly anything could be done by Span 
Without the approval of the Appellant as is 

‘ disclosed by the evidence.
7 

Six tests formulated in case law are applied 
concerning the determination of the ques- 
tion: “Who is really carrying on the busi- 

‘ mess?” 
The first test is Whether or not the profits 
were treated as Profits of the Appellant or 
as profits of Span. The Appellant treated 
the profits as being those of Span but the 
Appellant, by inCurring expenses paid to 

' 

Span, was diverting to' Span income which 
was its own and Span being its Wholly- 
owned subsidiary, the Appellant still indi- 
rectly owned that income. In a legalistic 
and forma‘listic view the profits were those 
of Span, in a legal and substantive View 
the profits were those of the Appellant. 
The second criterion concerns the appoint- 

‘ 
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ment of the persons cdnducting the busi- 
ness of Span. The persons conducting the 
business of the Appellant were all appoint- 
ed directly by the Appellant or at least 

with the-final authority of the Appellant 
The third standard pertains {to the identity

‘ 

of “the head and thé brain” of Span. “The 
head and the brain” of Span was the vice- 
president of the Appellant who engineered 
the plan and saw to it that it was imple- 
mented in itsminutest details. 
As to the fourth question, determining 
whether or not the Appellant “govern the 
adventure, decide what should be done and 
what capital should be embarked in the 
venture”, the answer is definitely' yes. 
Every single step (if the inception and of 
the operations was governed and decided 
by the vice-president Of the Appellafit. The 
thin capitalization of the Appellant is, in 
this instance, an indication of how Span 
was intended to be used. 
The fifth point raises the question of skill 
and direction through which the profits \ 
were made. Were it not for the skill and 
direction of the Appellant it is‘ not to be 
cenceived how Profits could have been 
made. Introducing Span to suppliers, get- 
ting off-shore steel from Span, being the 
sole client of Span, fixing the price Span 
would charge the Appel-lént, these are all 
steps made by the Appellant and the Pro- 
fits originated through the skill’and direc- 
tion of the Appellant. 
Finally, considering the effectual and con- 
stant control of Span one cannot but Con- 
clude from the evidence that the Appellant 
was in full effectual and constant control 
of Span. The Articles of Association allows 
ed a director to have the full powers of the 
Board and the vice-president of the Appel- 
lant could, if he has not done so, avail 
himself of these provisions. In any event, 
the possibility of exercising such a power 
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has to ‘be taken into account just as if it 
had been exercised. What counts is the 
posseSSion of' power, not its Exercise". - 

In the case at hand it is impossible not to 
entertain the conviction that there was an 
arrangement or scheme. The overall and 
everpresent control of the Appellant in the 
operations of Span and the e’xc'essive Price 
it paid Span are indicative of an arrange- 

lment or scheme. Furthermore, the fiscal‘ 

motive pervades the Whole structure of 
Span and its ways and means of operations. 
If the Appellant had been content with 
paying the fair market value of off-shore 
stccl plus a customary commission to Span 
for services rendered, if they had been 
rendered, the result might have been dif- 
ferent. 
Therefore, the Appellant and Span in the 
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present instance may have. had between 
themselves dealings that for them were 
genuine but these dealings for third parties 
were not genuine. The Defendant as a 
third Party is not Precluded from looking 
beyond the appearance of the relationship 
between the Appellant and Spam to get to 
the nature and substance of that relation- 
ship. It is not because the Appellant pre- 
tends that Span was a steel supplier that 
277s facto Span was a steel supplier when 
in substance and in fact Span was nothing 
but a disguised steel supplier tied by blind 
obedience to the wishes of the. Appellant. 
The contracts between the Appellant and 
Span may be valid between themselves bilt 
they are not valid towards the Defendant 
because their nature and substance is not as 
it appears to be. 
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JACOBUS T. SEVERIENS *: 

THE IMPUTATION TAX SYSTEM: A RE-APPRAISAL 
The European Economic Committee has 
recently urged all member nations -to adopt 
the imputation tax system.1 Among the 
reasons advanced is the need for greater 
capital formation. By grafiting shareholder 
credit, for taxes paid on dividends, an im- 
putation tax system boos-ts investments by 
Offering savers a higher yield on equity 
shares. 
The equity, administrative, and internatio- 
nal consequences of the imputation tax 
have been dealt with at length in a pre—- 
vious special issue of this [carnal and else- 
where.2 Up till now, however, little con- 
sideration has been given to whether such 
a system accomplishes its aims in practice. 
It is the purpose of this article to examine 
the experience of two member nations 
which have already adopted dividend tax 
Credit measures. The lessons learned sug- 
gest that a re—appraisal of the imputation 
tax as a fiscal stimulus for capital forma- 
ti‘Ons is in order. 
This article first discusses briefly the world- 
wide capital shortage. From there followé a 
detailed description of the imputation tax 
and, the economic and financial effects 
that should ensue upon its implementation. 
The empirical section looks at the impact 
such measures have actually had upc‘m ca- 
pital formation and corporate financial de- 
cisions in France and United Kingdom. 
A capital crisis is sweeping the world — 
from the industrialized-West to the State- 
run economies of' Eastern Europe and 
the Soviet‘ Union. Even the oil-rich nations 
are not immune. They are running through 
capital at a prodigious rate and are begin— 
ning to borrow to meet their investment- 
goals. 
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Equity markets are drying up everywhere. 
Debt markets in London, Paris, Tokyo, and 
New York are closed to all but the com- 
panies with the best credit ratings. Debt- 
equity ratios for most companies are at an 
all—time high. 
Profits are taking a beating everywhere. 
Once a major source of risk capital, retain- 
ed eamings have withered under the com- 
bined forces of inflation and a growing tax 
load to fund increasingly voracious social 
programs. The profitability of the huge 
stock of capital throughout the industrial- 
ized world has been virtually wiped out by 
the quadrupling in the price of oil and 
rapid increases in other raw material prices. ' 

Thus industry faces a capital gap. Outright 
government subsidies are no sure solution 
to the crisis. All too frequently funds are 
directed toward favored industries or used 
to buoy up inefficient and faltering com- 
Panies. Moreover, much of this capital is 

money that governments themselves bor- 
row, thereby contributing to tightness in 
securities markets.3 
It is in :this atmosphere that fhe European 
community is turning to the imputation tax 
system. A dividend tax credit makes good 
sense if it encourages more external Equity 
financing. Yet, will it actually raise the 
level of total capital formation? By making 

* Associate Professor at the Cleveland Universi- 
ty, Ohio, U.S.A. 
1. Wall Street journal, August 5, 1975, p. 16. 
2. For an excelfent summary of the many a'rgu- 
ments for and against this system see a special 
issue of European Taxation, Vol; 12, Nos. 5 and 
6, May-June, 1972. 
3. “The Crisis Crosses National Boundaries”, 
Busineu Week, September 22, 1975, pp. 92-95. 
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shares more attractive than bond issues, 
may it n61: as well lead only to a shift in 
corporate means of finance? In fact, neither 
case may occur. As will be shown, the re- 
cord so far finds' the dividend tax credit of 
marginal value in boosting private invest- 
ment in shares. 

The Imputazfz'on Tax: 
H 010 Should it Work? 
The imputation tax system is basically de- 
signed to reduce or eliminate double tax- 
ation of dividends. If implemented to the 
full extent it integrates corporate and per- 
sonal income taxes on distributed earnings. 
In its pure form all adjustments are made 
on individual returns rather than at the 
corporate end. Typically, each shareholder 
grosses! up his dividend receipts to include 
any separate tax already paid on them by 
the corporation. In other words, an amount 
equal to the tax is “imputed” to his in- 

come. The shareholder adds the grossed-up 
amount to his other taxable income. He 
then computes his income tax thereon and 
deducts the corporate levy as a credit. 
A recent American publication explains 
the madw opemndz’ with an example. A 
$52 dividend is grossed-up to $100 to in— 
clude the $48 corporate tax. If the share- 
holder’s marginal tax rate is 55 percent, he 
will have $13 ($48‘minus $35) to deduct 
from any taxes .due on his other income. A 
shareholder in the 48 percent bracket 
comes out even. An investor in the 70 Per- 
cent range will owe only $22 on the divi- 
dend payment,4 In effect, the dividend tax 
credit reduces the personal income tax by 
some significant percentage or to a zero 
liability. It thus raises the after—tax yield on 
individually-held investments. Corporate 
stock issues should then carry greater in- 
vestor. appeal and share Prices should rise. 
Stapleton and Burke have recently pointed 
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to another dimension of the dividend tax 
credit ~—~ its impact upon corporate finan- 
cial policy. The double taxation system on 
corporate and personal income discourages 
dividend payments. It rewards retained 
earnings. Owners stand to behefit more 
from Capital gains distributions assqciated 
with sales, since such returns are often tax- 
ed at more favorable rates. It also fosters 
debt over external equity in financing ad- 
ditional capital expenditures. Hence, such 
tax rules give preference to‘ established 
companies with large existing profits and 
discriminate against smaller ones with 
meagre earnings and large; funds require- 
ments. 
The imputation tax system can eliminate 
fiscal considerations in dividend payout de- 
cisions. It can be neutral as far as distribu- 
tions policy is concerned, Provided the 
right Jével of credit is chosen. It.aIso re- 
duces the comparative advantage of debt 
financing if corporate and personal tax 
rates are at similar levels. Any corporate 
tax benefits from interest charge deduc- 
tions are offset by personal taxes still ap- 
plicable on returns from fixed-income se- 
curities, if not from dividends.5 
Taking the above factors into considera- 
tion, it becomes apparent that the adoption 
of an imputation tax should have signifi- 
cant economic and financial consequences. 
Ceterz': paribw, the following specific de- 
velopments should be in evidence upon im- 
plementation : 

—- an increase in investments as a percent- 

4. Break, George F, and [019'i A. Pet/77mm, 
Federal Tax Reform: The Impossible Dream? 
Brookings Institution, Washington D.C. 1975. 
‘5. For a detailed explanation of these points 
see Stapletafl, R. C. and C, Burke, “Financing 
Policy under the Classical and Imputation Sys- 
tems", Bedrijfxéunde, November, 1974. 
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age of GNP; . 

' — a. rise in share Prices as investors are at- 
' tracted to the stOck market; 

——= an increase in dividend payments since 
traditional policies favoring eamings 
retention are no longer fiscally justi- 

fied; 
_

~ 

—' a. shift in corporate financial structures 
toward a higher proportion of stock. 

The Imputation- Tax S ystem: 
H ow Has it Worked? 
Havé the enforce-mentioned developments 
occurred ,‘in those nations Which have 
adopted the tax credit system? Let’s look at 
the record. 
The Frehch imputation tax has been in ef- 
fect for more than a decade —— since July 
12, 1965, to be precise. Prior to the reform 
the tax code provided for a corporate levy 
-of 50 percent Plus a 24 Percent withhold- 
ing tax on dividends distributed to share- 
holders. The new sjrste’m retained the 50 
percent. rate of corporate income tax, 
abolished the withholding ‘tax for resident‘ 
shareholders, increased its rate to 25 Fe:- 
cent for non-resident shareholders and pro-_ 
vided for a 50 percent credit on the 
amounts distributed ,to resident sharehold‘: 
ers. , 

- In enacting the new tax law, legislators 
voiced their hopes of avoiding the draw- 
back they saw in the old code. They ex- 
pressed é‘éncem that the double taxation of 
dividends had greatly reduced returns to 
stockholders, and so discouraged invest- 
ment in shares. Enterprises had had: little 
incentive to distribute profits, and there- 

, 
fore incurred difficulty in finding investors 
willing to subscribe to increases in share 
capital. The new rules would enable in- 
vestors‘ willing to accept business hazards 
and invest savings to obtain an increased 
yield on themfi. 
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In Examining the record, it is difficult .to 
make conCrete observations or c0nclusi0ns 
about the efficacy of the new French tax 
system. Its effects have been closely min- 
gled with those of other forces at work in 
the French capital market and in~ the 
French economy in general. Nevertheless, 
available data provide some interesting im- 
pli‘ca‘tions. 

Table l presents the stock price index at 
the Paris Stack Exchange for the periods 
immediately preceding and following the 
adoption of the imputation tax. On the 
face of it, the trend indicates that the stock 
market was largely uninfluenced by higher 
yield expectations; The small rise aftgr July 
1965 may well have reflected only a sea- 
sonal pattern. In fact, prices throughout 
most of the sixties had generally declined 
from a peak of 535 in 1962. Net until the 
apprOach of the franc devaluation in 1969‘ 
was a bull market again in evidence. At 
best, the imputation tax may have had a 
cushioning effect. The market did not re- 
flect to any excessive degree the recession- 
cxperienc‘ed in 1967 or the Political crisis 

of 1968. 
The number of average-or—middle intbme 
shareholders has not risen significantly 
since the introduction of the tax benefit. 
Holders of investment company sharés did 
increase slightly. The latter phenomenon, 
hoxivevef, reportedly stemmed from the 
novelty a'ssociated with the introduction of

' 

mutual funds to the French public in the 
sixties.7 
With respect to [economic variables, Table 
2 shows that private investment in France 
has increased at a rapid pace over the years. 
Capital formation has risen stgadily as a 
percent of GNP. Yet, this trend was well 

6. OECD, Company Tax System: in OECD 
Member Countries, Paris, 1973, pp. 48-50. 
7. OECD, 74. 
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underWay' Prior to the adoption of the divi- 
dend tax credit. Mere significantly, Per- 
haps, the tax benefit had no apparent ef— 
fect on the mode of investment. New stock 
issues as a percent of private investment 
continually declined during the period 
1962-68. Even in the economic recovery 
that followed, new issues Percentages neVer 
retuined to the high levels of the early 
sixties. .

' 

Results age mixed with respect to changes 
in the new stock/new bond issues ratio. 
Share capital as a percent of new issues 
actually fell during the period 1964-67. 
Dividends as a percent of gross profits 
were also lower following implementation 
of the tax benefit. 

H 
The British case follows suit. In his Budget 
Statement of March 12, 1972, the Chancel- 
lor of the Exchequer expressed his inten- 
tion 'Ito: * 

remove this (double taxation of dividends) 
discrimination against distributed profits 
Which distorts the capital market, tends to 
misallocate scarce investment resources, im- 
pedes companies that need to raise equity 
capital, and lessens the pressure for efficien- 
€18 

He subsequently urged the adaption of an 
imputation tax system. The new rules wént 
into effect April 6, 1973. The main fea- 
tures can be summariied as follows: 

1. A company pays corporation tax at a singlc; 
rate (50 percent) on all its profits, whether 
distributed or not. 

2. A company distributing profits in the form 
of dividends is required to make an advance 
payment of the corporation tax at a rate of 
3/7 9 of the dividend paid to the stodgholder. 
This amount is set against the corporation 
tax assessed on its profits so as to reduce the 
amount of the tax payable. 

3. The recipient of a distribution in réspect of 
which advance corporate tax is payable is' 

entitled to a tax credit. - 
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Thus, instead of receiving a net payment 
representing a gross dividend from which 
income tax has been dedUCted, the share- 
holder receives a stated amount which car- 
ries a tax credit. The credit must be in- 
cluded in his income for tax purposes. But 
since it corresponds in amount to 3/7 10 of 
the dividend it serves to satisfy the basic 
tax rate charge at 30 11 percent of 'the total 
dividend plus credit. The basic rate taxpay- 
er is therefore not asked to remit any tax 
on the dividend.

1 

Given the comparatively recent date of in- 
troduction of the British» dividend tax cre- 
dit, lasting effects cannot as yet be ascer- 
tained. Nevertheless, some preliminary ana- 
lysis can be made and tentative conclusions 
drawn. 
But first a word of caution. Any attempt 
to discern the impact of any tax reform in 
the United Kingdom must be viewed 
against the background of the serious eco- 
nomic problems Ibefalling that nation. 
Labor strife and management problems 
have left British industry behind its for- 
eign Competition. Government economic 
policy has fluctuated Widely over recent 
years ——? from expansion to contraction (to 
outright bewilderment -— making it about 
impossible for businessmen to plan from 
one year to the next. The high cost of gov- 
ernment social welfare Programs has 
dumped a staggering tax burden on busi- 
ness and consumer alike. The effective tax 
rate on British industries climbed from 47 
percent in 1968 to 64 percent in 1974. 
That nation is enduring one of the highest 
rates of inflation in the developed world. 
These_price rises have brought about'high 

8.‘ Lbid., pp. 89—92. 
9. Curxently 35/65th. 
10. Id.‘ 

11. Currently 35 percent. 
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interekt yields ahd forced stockholders to 
reconsider what returns to expect from 
shares. ' ' 

The combined impact of all these forces has 
all. but destroyed British industry’s ability 
to generate capital. Return on investment 
plunged from 14.5 percent in 1955 to 6.3 
percent in 1971, and became negative in 
1974.12 ‘ 

‘ 
' 

t. 

The UK. dividend credit allowance was 
thus-launched at a very Critical and unfor- 
tunate moment. The odds against its suc- 
céss Préved formidable. . 

As Shown in Table 3,‘ stock prices, did go 
up slightly following the. introduction of 
the dividend credit, but the "increase was 
neVer'sustained. Market response at. that 
time may also have been the result of all; 
too-rare good trade news. 
Most of the growth in GNP in the seven— 
ties has been hominal as inflation has 
slashed economic gains. But capital forma- 
tion has kept pace over this period. Fihan- 
cing via new securities issues, hoWever, has 
actually slackened. It fell from a high of

' 

24 percent of investment in the early six- 
ties 'to six percent in 1973.

I 

New stock issues as -a percent of total se- 

curities flotations have been erratic over .the 
years, with no discernible developing trend. 
A _detailed monthly analysis of securities 
issuéd prior to and. just after. the fax bene- 
fit énactment provides no support for any 
shift. toward equity financing. _. A bull 
market in London opened .up .the- equity 
markets early in 1975, and British Compa- 
nies..were able to raise about $1.75 billioh. 
But ,the rally soon faltered and the motley 
that was obtained was used primag'fly Ito 
retir'g debt, not to fund new investments: 
Dividends as a percent of after-tax profits 
have‘de‘clined in'recent years, contrary to 
expectations under the dividend Credit al- 

lowance. The same fate has 'befallen shares 
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as a‘ percent of Corporate financial struc- 
ture.

' 

Summarizing both countries’ experienées, 
it is apparent that the statistical evidence so 
far is by no means encouraging. The tax 
benefits have not measured up to expec- 
tations. At best, any PoSitive impaét has 
been overshadowed by other events. 
But figures can tell only part of the story. 
More important is ascertaining why neither 
shareholders nor corporations responded to 
the tax reduction stimulus. To obtain an 
answer to this question, surveys were made 
of two dozen multinational firms and inl 
vestment groups having financial interests 
in the United Kingdom and France. 
The responseé from both portfolio mam 
agers and corporate planners haVe beep 
unanimous — neither group has taken the 
dividend tax credit into consideration‘in its 
im'nastment decisions. Shareholders, for 
their Part maintain a wary eye oh the eco- 
nomic barometef. The readings of late have 
not beenki source of efiCofiragement. Tax 
reductions are of little comfort when pro- 
spective declines br losses in prices, earn- 
ings, and dividends are at stake. 
Second, it became immediately evident that 
the dividend tax credit was of marginal 
benefit t6 the average British and French 
inve'stor.‘The benefits w‘ere set: to free only 
the standard rate taipayer of liability. Most 
foreign individual shareholélers were in 
higher" income ‘bra'ckets. :Mdre- important, 
capital gains tax rates had been left intact, 
af '30 percent in the United Kingddm and 
in certain cases .15 percent in France. It re- 
mained financially worthwhile to continue 
to play the game of. stock price apprecia- 

' tion’. 

12. “The Search fpg‘Capital in Some Key Na- 
tions", Basin?“ Week, September 22, 1975, pp. 
96—98. 

' 

.
- 
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T0 corporations, the tax break made no than reliance upon stockholder initiative. 

inroad intg the capital budgeting process In Britain, however, not even the ability to 
and gIOOmy profit expectations. The eco- writeoff new investments in a. single year’s 
no‘mic reverses of recent years have under.- time ‘has been enough .to get firms to re- 
mined business confidence in the ability of place their antiquated and worn equip— 
industrial nations to maintain stable prices. ment. 
Many major companies haVe feared a 6011- The message to European. officials should 
tinned boom—and-bust cycle, and thus have be clear. An imputation tax system may be 
held back on long-terminVestments. desirable for purposes of tax harmoniza- 
With respect to financing methods, it tion and equity considerations. But it

' 

should be recalled that any corporate :bene- should not be relied upon as a Panacea for 
fits from the dividend tax credit were in- an ailing capital market. In the long-run 
direct. Firms responded only to pressures national or concerted European-Wide ef- 

for change from stockholders. Costs of forts directed at creating betterggonditions 
'StOCk financing could be lowered only by for business confidence may préve to be 
an increase in the market price for shares the most viable choice. Real economic 
or via a reduction in dividends. The former growth remains the Prime stimulus for in- 
depended upon stockholder expectations, .creaSing savings flows into Production in- 
while the latter was contrary to the in- vestment 

‘ tentions of the credit allowance. In addi-

~ 
tion, extra flotation costs connected with Table 1.._ French Stock price Index, 
new stock issues could not be assumed I 6 -1 70 1'94 2 100 
away. The same case held for leverage and 9 4 9 ( 9 ) 

its continued significance for raising earn- Time Period Index 
ings Per share figures. ——-’-—"—

, 

July 1964 330 The. experience so far indicates that strong 
constraints exist upon'the dividend tax cre- December 1964 355 

dit ‘as an instrument of fiscal management July 1965 320 

and a fillup for capital formation. The December 1965 345 

benefits are a drop in the economic bucket; July 1966 ' 
320 

the’y are ‘impotent‘against the major forces D ecem her 1966 290 
shaping business confidence. Centinued July 1967 ‘ 27o 

availability of alternative tax preferences December 1967 
saps shareholder incentive to alter invest— May 1968 
ment programs. filly 1968 

32(5) 

The. European Community may better di- Exam 1b 6; 1968 :00 
red: its time and efforts to meeting the {in Z 

9 
370 

capital formation problem head-on rather Jay 19 9 
December 1969 400 than to apply a small bandage to a com A .370 

tinuailly festering sore. Drastic tax law ugUSt 1970 
December 1970 360 

surgery may be needed — such as the abo— 
lition of the capital gains taxes in member Source: OECD, Company Tax System: in 
nations. Another approach, direct benefits OECD Member Countries, Paris 1973, p. 
Ito corporations, may be. a better alternative 50. 
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Table 2: -—— France; Selected Economic and Financial Data 
1960-1974 . 

Year Stock Price Private New Stock New Stock Dividends Shares 

Index InVeStment Private New Stock Gross Profit Capital 

1961 ='~1'00 GNP Investment & Bonds Structuré 

1960 80 .13 .05 .53 
1961 100 .14 .06 .59 
1962 104 . .14 .06 . 

‘1963 95 .14 .06 
' 

.67 

19,64 ‘82 .15 .05 .74 
1965 75 .16 

‘ 

.05 .72 .08 

1966 72 .16 .03 .66 
V 

.07 

1.967 66 
. 

.16 .02 .60 .07 

1968‘ 71 .16 ' .03 .66 .06 

1969 88 .17 .05 .72
' 

1970 91 
‘ 

.18 .05 
' .63 .13 

1971 89 .18 .04 , .46 -12 

1972 ’ 99 .18 .04 .58 .11 

1973 102 .13, .07 .34 .10 

I974 104 .17 n.a. n.a. 

S ourcex: Statim'que Anmmz're, 1973, OECD, Financial Stpzt'z'xtz'm, Vol. 8, 1975. 

Table 3: -— United Kingdom; Selected Economic and Pz'mmial Data 
1970-1974 

Investment New Issues New Stocks Div 
_ 
Shares 

GNP Investment New Bond's Profits Capital 
& Stocks After Tax Structure 

1970 .10 .09 .24 .22
' 

1971 .09 .18 .33 .21 .11 

1972 .09 .24 .64 .17 .10. 

1975 .10 .06 .38 .11 .09 

1974 .35 

Stock Price Index (1970 :2 100) 
Quarters 

I 

1 2, 3 4 

1972 214 206 199 216 
1973 190 193 176 181 
1974 161 120‘ 89 69 
1915 127 

Sourcex: OECD, Financial Statim’u, Volume 8, 1975 Bank of England Quarterly, 1972- 
1975. 
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MELVYN B. KKAUSS AND GOODMAN GARRY*: " 
. , HOW TO SAVE THE“‘TOKYO ROUND”: BORDER TAX ADJUSTMENTS FOR THE CORPORATION INCOME TAX 

The multilateral trade negotiations have 
been going slowly on many fronts. One 
area of particular concern is the future 
status of border tax adjustments. The Inter- 
national Herald-Tribune of October 4-5th 
featured, “Tradé Conflict Feared by EEC, 
US. Officials”, While the Econbmm of 
September 27th warned, “Europe Steels 
Itself for Transatlantic Battle”. 
The specific issue at handlwafs the com- 
plaint filed- 'by U.S. Steel with the U.S. 
Trgasury on September 18th against seven 
Common Market steel-producing countries 
.— West Ger-many, France, Belgium, Italy, 
Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Britain. 
It contended that the system which exempts 
Common Market steel exporters from pay-. 
ing value added tax on steel sold in the 
United States, but requires U.S. producgrs 
to pay the tax when selling steel in Europe, 
is an “unfair trading practice”. To. counter 
this alleged “unféir trading practice”, U.S. 
Steel asked Treasury to impose counter- 
vailing duties on imports of EEC steel pro- 
ducts. ‘On October 20th, the Treasury rej‘ect- 
ed ’U;S. Steél’s petition, thus temporarily 
defusing the issue. U.S. Steel may now take 
the question to the courts. The issue is 
broader than the treatment of steel products 
alone. The value added tax is remitted on 
exports of ‘all EEC products; if the U.S. 
Steel pe't'ition eventually proves successful,

' 

other American industries can be expected 
to follow suit. No wonder the EEC Com- 
mission is upset! 
Coming on the heels of protest by the 
American .dairy- industry against all'e‘ged. 

European subsidizafion of cheese exports, 
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of Protest by American canners against 
alleged European subsidization of experts 
of canned hams; and the complaint by_ the 
United Automobile Workers Union that a 
number of European cars‘ were being 
“dumped” oh the U.S. market, the U.S. 
Steel complaint cast a considerable shadow 
over the prospects for a SUCcessful com-I 
pletion to the' Tokyo Round of trade and" 
taxi-ff negotiations in Geneva. One EEC 
official was quoted in the Herald-Triéufle’ 

'as saying, “What’s the point_ of the multi- 
lateral trade negotiations to rewrite trade 
rules when the United States won’t honor 
“the existing ones?” The anonymous ofificiaf 
has a point: the rebate of value agldediax 
on exports and the imposition of a com- 
pensatory duty- on imports equal to the rate 
of_ value added tax paid by domestically- 
produced and -consumed products is fully 
consistent with GATT rules. But what the 
official misses is that one Of the precise 
reasons for having the multilateral trade 
negotiations is to change those rules that. 
one or more of the trading partners feels 
unable to live with. The GATT rule“ on; 
border tax adjustments is obviously some 
such rule. ' - 

* M. B. Krauss is Visiting Research Professor of 
Edonomics, Institute for International Economic 
Studies, University of Stockholm, Stockholm, 
Sweden. The opinions expressed 'here do not 
reflect the _Iviews of the Institute for International 
Economic Studies." Gooiman Garry is a'firivéte 
economic consultant in Washington. 
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NO SURPRISE 
That the United States has not been happy 
with the GATT rule on border tax adjust- 
ments for .some time should come as no 
surprise. Section 121 (a)(5) of the Trade 
Act of 1974 entitled “Steps To Be Taken 
Toward GATT Revision”, calls upon the 
President to 

“take such action as may be necessity to bring 
trade agreements heretofore entered into, and 
the application thereof, into conformity with. 
principles promoting the devélopment of an 
open, nondiscriminatory, and fair world eco- 
nomic system. The action and principles re- 

ferred to in the preceding sentence include, 
Ibut are not limited to, the fol-lowing — 
(5) The revision of GATT axticles with re- 
spect to the treatment of border adjustments- 
for internal taxes to redress the disadvantage 
to countries relying primarily on direct rather 
than indirect taxes for revenue needs.” 

Since the United States is one of those 
countries that relies more heavily on cor- 
porate income taxes by comparison with in.- 
direct taxes to finance its public sector (see 

. Table 1), the»GATT border tax adjust- 
ment rules are considered by the US. Con- 
gress to be prejudicial to U.S. interests. 

This section of the Trade Act of 1974 
raises three questions: 
(.1) What are border adjustments or, more 
precisely, border tax adjustments? 
(2) What are the GATT provisions per- 
taining to border'tax adjustments P; and 
(3) In What sense, if any, do the GATT 
provisions place countries such as the 
United States at a disadvantage’ 

WHAT ARE 'BORDER TAX 
ADJUSTMENTS? 

Consider- the case of a country that 'wishes, 
to impose an indirect tax at a given ad 
valorem rate. If this country trades with 
other countries, the question arises as to the 
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proper tax treatment ‘of. internationally 
traded :goods. In other words, how should 
exports be treated taxwise and how should 
imports be treated .taxwise? The answer to 
this question depends on which principle — location of consumption or location of 
ptoduction - .the country desires to im- 
plement. According to the location of con- 
sumption principle, all goods consumed 
within the taxing jurisdiction are taxed at. 

the same Irate regardless of Where they are 
produced. 'The location of production prin- 
ciple dictates that all gqods Produced with; 
in the taxing jurisdiction bear the same 
rate of tax regardless of where they are 
consumed. 

Table 1. 
Tax Revenue from Goods and Services1 and 
Corporate Income as a Percent of Total Tax 
Revenugas,2 Principal Industrial Countries, 1972‘. 

Goodmmd Corporate 
Country S erw'ce: Income Tax 
Australia 26 16 
Austria 36 4 
Belgium 31 7 
Canada 2 9 1 1 
Denmark 35 .2 

France 35 6 
Germany 27 5 
Italy 33 7‘ 

Japan ' 20 18 
Netherlands 25 7 
Sweden ‘ 29 4 
Switzerland 24 8 
United Kingdom 26 7 
United States 17 ‘11 

Notes: 
1. Includes general sales, value added; and spe- 
cific excise taxes. 
2. Totals do not add to 100 percent because 
other taxes, for example, personal income taxes, 
‘are not listed. 
Source: OECD, Revenue Sfatixtic: of OECD 

Member Countriex, 1965-1972. 

To implement the Iocébtion of consumption 
principle, imports must be taxed at the 
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,. 
same gate as domestically—produced goods 
while exports must leave the taxing juris- 
diction tax free. This requires that a com- 
pensatory tax be placed on imports and a. 

tax rebate be given on exports. The com- 
bined imposition of compensatory import 
taxes and export tax rebates to implement 
the Country of consumption principle is 
known its destination principle border tax 
adjustments (BTAs). 
To implement the location of production 
principle, exports must be taxed at the same 
rate as domestically-consumed goods, While 
imports must ente; the taxing jurisdiction 
tax-free since they fire not produced domes- 
tically. The origin principle, as it is known, ’ 

does not require explicit border tax adjust- 
ments. No attempt is made to relieve ex- 
ports of the tax they carry, nor is there an 
attempt -to impose compensating impqrt 
taxes. The producing country .taxesvexpotts 
in the same manner as goods produced for 
the local market, ibut imposes no additi‘dnal 
tax on imports, since it is only in this’ way 
that all goods producec‘l within the taxing 
jurisdiction can be equally burdened regard- 
less of the destination of consumption. 
There are thus; two systems of bofder tax 
adjustment: one to implement the location 
of consumption principle (destination prin- 
ciple BTAs); the other to implement the 
location of production principle (origin 
pifinciple BT45). Destination principle 
BTAs c'onsist iii the combined imposition 
of export subsidies and import taxes at an 
equal ad valorem rate, Destination principle 
BTAs are explicit in that something hap— 

. pgns at the border. Conceptually, though 
not necessarily in practice, the export re- 

, bate and import compensatory tax can be 
thought of as paid at the (border. Origin 
principle BTAs are implicit in that nothing 
happens as goods cross the political ‘bound- 
ary. 

1'52' 

ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE 
BORDER TAX ADJUSTMENT SYSTEMS 

A sovereign country clearly has the right to 
choose which system of taxes it wishes to 
employ in financing government expendi- 
ture. Among these choises are domestic pro- 
duction and domestic consumption taxes. 
Doés it make any rea'l difference to the 
country if the ‘form of the indirect tax is‘ 

a domestic consumption tax or a domestic 
production tax? This question has been the 
subject of considerable academic debate and 
the results of that debate can be summa- 
rized [and interpreted as‘ follows. 
If -the tax in question is a truly gene'ral tax, 
that is, one that "applies proportionately 
either to all goods and services Produced in 
the economy, or to all factor incomes earn- 
ed in the economy, .the choice makes no 
difference. If the consumption tax is the 
preferred form, the incomes of the factors 
of production stay the same but the prices 
of goods and services rise in proportion to 
the tax (assuming that the money supply is 
increased in proportion to the tax in order 
to sustain the higher Prices of goods-and 
services). In this case, each factor of pro- 
duction bears the burden of the tax in pro- 
portion to its contribution to national in- 
come, since all goods and services purchased 
with factor earnings are uniformly X per- 
cent higher in price. On the other hand, if 
the production tax is the preferred form, 
the Prices of goods and services remain the 
same, [but net factor incomes fall in propor- 
tion to the .tax. Again, each factor-owner 
bears the burden of 1the tax in proportion 
to ,its contribution to national income. With 
either form of taxation, the result is the 
same. Switching from a. truly general con- 
sumption tax to a truly general production 
tax has no effect on the distribution of in— 
come. Furthermore, because a general tax 
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“affects only absolute price levels, and rela— 
tive prices — the prices‘ at which 'goods 
exchange for one another — are the critical 
determinant of the allocation of resources 
in the economy, the choice between a truly 
general production and consumption tax 
also is irrelevant from the standpoint of 
efficient allocation of resources. 
The analysis of a general tax proves Ia con- 
venient Point of departure for the analysis 
of taxes in the real world. The real world 
counterpart of ‘a truly general tax does not 
exist. All taxes are to some degree specific. 
When a tax is specific, it does make a con- 
siderable economic difference whether the 
tax appears as a domestic consumption tax 
or a domestic production tax. It is a deci- 
sion of some consequencewhether a coun- 
try uses domestic production or domestic 
consumption taxes. 

The economic Consequences do not concern 
the balance of trade or the overall level of 
production, 'but rather the composition of 
trade and production. 
The present “energy, crisis” Provides a 
dramatic example. If the object of national 
policy is to reduce the domestic consump- 
tion of oil products, clearly a domestic con- 
sumption tax is superior to a domestic pro- 
duction tax. To achieve a domestic con- 
sumption tax in an open economy, destina. 
tion principle BTAs are necessary. Imports 
must be taxed at the same rate as domes- 
tically-produced goods and exports must 
be Exempted from the tax; otherwise, 
domestic consumers could avoid the tax by 
buying on foreign markets while foreign 
consiimers of US. oil would have to pay 
the US. tax. In that case, a tax intended to 
restrict domestic consumption would have 
the unintcnded effect of restricting domes- 
tic prodi‘lction. On the other hand, if the 
tax is iritended to restrict domestic pro- 
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duction, while leaving consumption un- 
affected, origin principle BTAs are re-

‘ 

quired. 
In summation, different countries have dif— ‘ 

ferent national or domestic policy objectives 
that they Wish to achieve with different 
taxes. Each country should enjoy maximum 
fl¢xibility in its use of fiscal instruments. 
Specifically, a country should have the 
choice of employing either domestic con- 
sumption taxes or domestic production 
taxes, according to its domestic policy re- 
quirements. No one denies that a sovereign 
nation can choose, for example, between 
taxing the income earned on the production 
of oil and the purchase of oil by consumers. 
But today, with the vast international ex- 
change of goods and the tendency towards 
price equalization for internationally tra’ded 
products, the nominal choice between pro- 
duction and consumption taxes cannot be 
implemented without appropriate iborder 
tax adjustments. Moreover, a country might 
want to alter the economic burden "of a 
particular tax without altering its legal or 
administrative form. Again, a change in the 
system ,of border tax adjustments can 
achieve the desired result without disturb- 
ing the underlying tax structure. A domes- 
tic consumption tax requires destination 
principle BTAs, while a domestic produc-. 
'tion tax téquires origin principle BTAs. 

THE GATT RULES AND 
WHAT’S WRONG WITH THEM 
The GATT rules pertaining to border tax 
adjustments are fairly precisg. All members 
have the right to apply either destination 
principle {or origin principle BTAs to their 
indirect taxes, but destination principle 
BTAs cannot be applied to a member’s 
direct taxes. Hence, direct taxes must be 
levied under the origin principle. Put in 
somewhat different words, the GATT rules 
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provide that member states can apply their 
indirect taxes either as production or con- 
sumption taxes, 'but they must apply their 
direct taxes as production taxes., 
The Trade Act of 1974 did not precisely 
specify the alleged prejudicial nature of 
the GATT border tax adjustment prov-i- 
sions. The principal complaint, however, 
is sufficiently well-known .to allow it to be 
paraphrased as such: destination Principle 
BTAs are allegedly equivalent to export 
subsidies, and the GATT rule permits those 
countries with high indirect taxes to sub- 
sidize their exports more generously than 
countries with high direct taxes. Further- 
more, countries that use indirect taxes can 
tax imports while other countries cannqt. 
The result of both these effects is to give 
European countries which rely more heavily 
on indirect .taxes an unfair trade adVantage 
over the United States. Stated in this way, 
the complaint has a mercantilistic ring 
about it: the Europeans are able to promote 
a. balance of trade surplus through destina- 
tion border tax adjustments. Mercantilistic 
principles have taken a deep hold on the 
Congressional mind, and economists have 
spilled much ink trying to overturn the 
concepts of Johann Joachim Becher. Suffice 

. 

it to Point out that neither the destination 
principle, no: the origin Principle, nor any 
other principle of border tax adjustments 
can permanently alter a nation’s balance of 
trade for the simple reason that both ex- 
change rate movements and internal price 
changes will ultimately offset any initial 
impact. . 

In a sensé, of course, all taxes affect trade, 
since they alter the .compoxz'tz'an of domestic 
production and consumption, and therefore 
the industrial composition of trade flows. 
But the key question is whether .the tax dis—- 
criminates between domestic and foreign 
sectors of the economy. This should be the 
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criterion for establishing whether or not a- 
given measure is offensive to the rules of 
the international economic order. Since a 
domestic consumption tax applies to all 
domestic consumption regardless of wheth- 
er the domestically-consumed goods are 
Produced at home or abroad, the tax does 
not discriminate between the domestic and 
foreign sectors of the economy. In, this 
sense, -a domestic consumption tax, and the 
corresponding destination principle BTA, 
is neutral with respect to international 
trade. The argument which equates desti- 
nation principle BTAs with export subsi- 
dies overlooks the effect of combining an 
export rebate and an import tax with the 
internal tax. 
A similar argument can be made for do- 
mestic production taxes and origin prin- 
ciple BTAs. As already noted, origin prin- 
ciple BTAs are required for the application 
of a domestic production tax in an open 
economy. Since a domestic production tax 
applies to all domestic production regard- 
less of Whether the domestically-produced 
goods are consumed at home or abroad, the 
tax does not discriminate between produc- 
tion for home or export use. In this sense, 
a domestic production tax is also neutral 
with respect to international trade. 
The argument that destination principle; 
BTAs do not discriminate depends upon 
the assumption that both the import com- 
pensatory duty and export tax rebate at the 
border are equal to the tax carried by do- 
mestically-consumed goods. But the desti-, 
nation principle BTA mechanism can be 
misused for protectionist purposes if there 
is overpayment of export rebates and im- 
port taxes at the border. Overpayment oc- 
curs- when the export rebate or the import 
tax is greater than the amount of tax carried 
by domestically—produced goods. Such over- 
Payment can be a conscious act of economic 
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policy or can be due to error. The latter is 
more likely to happen when the tax carried 
by a domestically-consumed good is not 
readily identifiable. This was a serious 
problem with the cascade-type sales tax 
previously employed by most of the Euro- 
pean Common Market countries. The EEC 
changeover to the value added tax (VAT) 
solved this particular problem since the 
amount of tax .With VAT is easily identi— 
fied. Hence, rather than intensify any trade 
distortion due to European use of desti- 
nation principle BTAs (through over- 
compensation), the switchover to VAT 
actually served to reduce the potential for 
trade distortions by making internal taxes in 
Europe more readily identifiable. 
With the exception of possible over: 
compensation, destination principle BTAs 
do not discriminate, or, in the language of 
practical people, do not constitute'an “un- 
fair trade advantage” for those. countries 
that employ such» adjustments. To the ex- 
tent that the GATT rules allow destination 
principle BTAs for indirect taxes, they are 
not prejudicial to US. interests. But this 
should not be taken to mean that, in toto, 
the GATT border tax adjustment rules are 
not prejudicial to the United States. 
GATT border tax adjustment rules are 
deficient to both United States and world 
interests from the point of view of fiscal 
sovereignty. While GATT members have 
the maximum amount of freedom to apply 
their indirect taxes as domestic production 
or domestic consumption taxes, this is not 
the case with respect to direct taxes such 
as the corporation income tax. Under pre- 
sent GATT rules, destination principle 
BTAs are allowed only for indirect taxes. 
Direct taxes must be applied under the 
origin principle. This constitutes a serious 
constraint on the fiscal sovereignty of those 
countries, .such as the United States, that 
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rely heavily on direct taxes to finance .the 
public sector. By constraining such coun- 
tries to apply their direct taxes under the 
origin principle, the direct taxes must have 
the economic effect of domestic production 
taxes. The restriction of destination Prin- 
ciple BTAs to indirect taxes constitutes a 
serious anomaly in the present GAT'I 
rules. '

' 

The asymmetrical treatment afforded direct 
and indirect taxes iby GATT can be traced 
both to underlying assumptions Concerning 
.the relationship between taxes .and the 
prices, and to considerations of adminis~ 
trative convenience. The Agreement as- 
sumes that indirect taxes are reflected in 
the Price of goods while direct taxes are ~ 

not. Given this assumption, the issue of 
consumption tax versus production tax only 
se'ems relevant with respect to indirect 
taxes. But it is common knowledge that a 
direct tax, particulafly the corporation in- 
come tax, is somehow reflected either in 
the price of corporate goods, or in the re- 
turns to corporate capital, or 'both. The 
issue of consumption tax versus production 
tax is, therefore, just as relevant for direct 
.taXES as (for indirect taxes. 
It is obviously easier to calculate the ap- 
propriate border tax adjustment when the 
underlying tax is.an indirect tax, closely 
connected with the Particular good. But 
Without excessive administrative com- 
plexity, it would be possible to make destin- 
ation BTAs for the corporate income tax 
on the basis of average sectoral relations 
between taxes paid and sales. 

IT’S UP TO CONGRESS 

It is well known that recession breeds pro- 
tectionist pressures, and the United States, 
like other western countries, has not shovem 
itself immune during the recent world 
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recession. It is quite clear, for example, that 
the American labor m0vement has become 
significantly more protectionist, as have 
many industries. But the EEC Commission 
displayed a certain ignorance of .the process 
of American Policymaking when it recently 
lectured the Ford Administration “to re- 

spect its international obligations and to 
exercise its general responsibility with other 
members of the international community, 
to control the forces of protectionism”. For 
What is known of .the Ford Administration, 
it would very much like to honor its “inter- 
national obligations” as Concerns the U.S. 
Steel protest. Indeed, the petition was 
turned down. But the problem is not so 
simple. Besides international agreements, 
the US. Government is bound by its own 
domestic legislation, which takes preced~ 
ence over in executive agreement, like 

The problem is that the past judi- 
cial determination of a major piece of trade 
legislation -— the Tariff Act of 1950 -— is 
in direct conflict with GATT as to the 
border tax adjustment problem. The im- 
plication of this embarrassifig fact is that 
unless Congress changes this law, U .8. Steel 
may Win its case in the courts, regardless 
of what the Ford Administration wants. 
Should this happen, the general thrust of 
the Western trading nations towards a more 
liberal and 0pm international economy, a 
thrust that started ‘with the Kennedy Round 
and hopefully will continue through the 
Tokyo Round, could be prematurely short- 
circuited. 

LEGAL COMPLICATIONS 
The relevant section of thelTariff Act of 
1930, essentially repeated in the Trade Act 
of 1974,. is Section 303(a) (1). It states: 

“whenever any country . . . shall pay or bestow, 
directly or indirectly, any bounty or grant upon 
the manufadture or production or export 0f

7 
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any article or merchandise- manufactured or 
produced in such country . .. then upon the 

I 

importation of such article or merchandise into 
‘ 

the United States . . . there shall be levied and 
paid, in all such cases, in addition to any 
Iduties otherwise imposed, a. duty equal to the 
net amount of such bounty or grant, however 
the same be paid or bestowed.” 

A major problem with this language lies in 
the proper definition of What constitutes a 
bounty or grant. Specifically, with respect 
to destination principle BTAs, the issue is 
whether the rebate of an excise or sales tax 
upon the export of merchandise from for- 
eign countries constitutes a bOunty or grant 
under the Act, and is thus countervailable 
by the Treasury. 
The Courts have ruled on this issue, and 
the consistent judicial determination has 
been that the rebaté of an excise or sales 
tax upon .the export of merchandise does 
indeed constitute a bounty or grant. The 
principle was first laid down in Dowm v. 
United State: (1903) when the courts sus- 
tained the imposition of a countervailing 
duty by the Secretary of .the Treasury under 
Section 5 of the Tariff Act of 1897 on 
sugar exported from Russia on which excise 
taxes (imposed on all sugar produced in 
Russia) had been remitted. The courts 
that these practices encouraged the expor- 
tation of sugar from Russia and resulted in 
.the payment of bounties. 
In affirming the decision of the Circuit 
Court of Appeals, the Supreme Court of 
the United States said, among other things: 
“When a tax is imposed upon all sugar pro- 
duced, but is remitted upon all sugar exported, 
then, by whatever name it is disguised, it is a 
bounty upon exportation." 

It is clear from the language in the Downs’ 
case that the Supreme Court regarded .tax 
remission associated with the exportation 
of merchandise as a bounty. In two sub 
sequent cases, F. W. Meyem and Co. 1}. 
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United State: (1903), and Nichola: and 
Co. v. United State: (1919), the Supreme 
Court also held that tax remission con- 
stitutes a form of bounty. These are old 
cases, and While lower courts have been 
bound by them, the Supreme Court might 
reconsider its position if the issue arose 
.today. Nevertheless, the precedents are 
clear. 

Compare the legal situation in the United 
States with our obligations under GATT. 
Article IV (4) of the GATT reads: 
“No product of the territory of any contracting 
party imported into the territory of any other 
contracting party shall be subject to anti- 
dumping o: countervailing duty by reason of 
the exemption of such product from duties or 
taxes borne by the like product when destined 
for consumption in the country; of origin or 
exportation, or by reason of the refund of such 
duties or taxes.” 

The conflict between judicial determination 
of the Tariff Act of 1930 and its pre- 
decessors on the one hand, and the US. 
obligation under the GATT trade agree— 
ment on .the other, could not be sharper. 
For several decades, the US Treasury has 
averted this latent conflict by interpreting 
the countervailing duty statute more nan- 
rowly than judicial doctrine might permit. 
The Treasury has .taken the position that 
cofintervailing duties should not be applied 
against the remission of indirect taxes 
borne by the product. Prior to the Trade 
Act of 1974, US. firms that objected to 
Treasury’s position were effectively pre- 
cluded from seeking redress in the courts. 
But the Trade Act radically .changed the 
rules by opening the way for judicial review 
of Treasury decisions. 

SAVING THE TOKYO ROUND 
If US. Steel carries its petition to the 
courts, there is at least the possibility that 
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countervailing duties will be judicially im- 
posed. Such action would be considered by 
Europe as an unacceptable attack on long 
established Practices. A court victory for 
U.S. Steel could spell defeat for the Tokyo 
Reund. The obvious solution is Congres- 
sional modification of the countervailing 
duty statute so as to exclude destination 
principle BTAs from the definition of 
bounty or grant. Congress is likely to_ do 
this only if it is encouraged by a change 
in GATT’s border tax adjustment rule§ 
that pemoves the perceived discrimination 
against U.S. interests. Hence, reform of 
GATT is both a consequence of a success- 
‘ful conclusion [to the Tokyo Round and a 
precondition for it. Perhaps the best way 
to ehcourage Congress to modify present 
domestic legislation would be for the 
GATT border tax adjustment provision to 
be changed to allow destination principle 
BTAs for selected direct taxes as well as 

for indirect taxes. 
Two othe: approaches to the border tax 
adjustment problem should be mentioned. 
The first, which has been considered by 
the House Ways and Means Committee, 
would be to disallow destinatibn principle 
BTAs for all taxes, indirect and direct. 
'This would guarantee that all domestic 
taxes would be imposed as production' 
taxes. From the point of View of fiscal 

sovereignty, this hardly ‘can be‘ considered‘ 
a reform of the GATT border 'tax adjust- 
ment rules, at least if reform is meant to 
imply progress. It is safe to predict that the 
Europeans would consider such a move an 
intolerable encroachment on their fiscal 

sovereignty. Just because the United States 
has accepted a foolish restriction on its 

fiscal options is no reason for the Euro- 
peans to endure a similar restraint. 
A second approach is for the United States 
to follow 'the European example and adopt 
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a riational value added tax. This proposal, 
which has been supported by such eminent 
economists as" A. C. Harberger, can hardly 

A be called a reform of GATT, since it asks 
GATT members to adjust to the existing 
(and. anomalous) GATT rules rather than 
for an adjustment of the GATT rules to 
the legitimate needs of member states. 
Adoption of the value added tax for border 
tax adjustment reasons can hardly be justi- 

. fied. Such a fundamental change in the tax 
System must be principally defended for its 
domestic, not its international conse- 
quences. If greater fiscal sovereignty is 

possessed By those nations that employ in- 
direct taxes, the sensible decision is to 
change the artificial and asymmetrical rule. 

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
\ 

Increasing fiscal sovereignty and avoiding 
‘a potential transatlantic trade dispute are 
two real advantages of allowing desti- 
nation principle BTAs for the corporation 
income tax. After full consideration of the 
Welfare, price, and sectoral implications, 
Congress might not choose to adopt border 
tax adjustments for the corporate income 
tax. But the choice would be up to Con- 
gress. No longer would there be legitimate 
grounds for complaint over unequal GATT 
rules. If Congress‘ did ~choo‘se to provide 
destiriation BTAs for the corporation in- 
come tax, that decision would pave the way 
for repeal of the DOmestic International 
Sales Corporation. The DISC enables de- 
ferral of a part of the corporate tax which 
Would otherwise -be collected on export 
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Profits. In a. sense, the DISC is a partial 
one-sided boxder-tax adjustment plan. Be- 
cause it is one-sided, it is also expensive; 
the projected revenue cost is some $1,500 
million in 1976. By contrast, a complete 
border tax adjustment plan would probably 
cost less than $100 million. The revenue 
savings could be used to reduce the cor- 
poration income tax rate or some other 
useful purpose. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The US. Steel complaint against European 
use of destination principle BTAs has 
brought the 'Tokyo Round -to a critical 
point. The imposition of countervailing 
duties against European steel could damage 
hopes for a more liberal world economic 
order. Congress should not wait for at P05— 
sible couzt victory by US. Steel and the 
consequent creation of vested interests. 
While the outcome is still in doubt, Con- 
gress should redefine domestic legislation 
to conform with present economic realities 
and sound economic analysis. The Euro- 
peans, on their part, must agree to changes 
of the present GATT rule on border tax 
adjustments. The change that should be 
sought by the United States and agreed to 
by the Western trading nations is that 
destination principle border tax adjust- 
ments can be applied to a Wider range of 
taxes, regardless Whether ancient usage de- 
fines them as direct or indirect. This, of 
course, is not a sufficient condition for a 
successful conclusion to the Tokyo Round, 
but it may turn out to be a necessary one. 
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TAX INCENTIVES IN CYPRUS* 
To encodrage economic re-acfivation and 
growth and, more particularly, capital in- 

Vest-ment, exports, and the inflow of for- 
eign capital, the tax incentives in force 
have been strengthened and new incentives 
have been introduced by a recent amend- 
ment of the Income Tax Law (No. 37 of 
1975). The tax incentives now in force are 
the following: 

Capital Allowances: Allowances are given 
for capital expenditure incurred on the 
acquisition of plant and machinery used in 
trade or business or in scientific research. 
Allowances are also given on existing build- 
ings or on the construction, reconstruction, 
_extension or adaptation of buildings, used 
in trade or business or in scientific research 
or let out for any purpose. The capital 
allowances granted are: 

(a) Invextnient Allowmzce: Granted at the 
following rates in respect of new Plant and 
Machinery, used Plant and machinery im- 
ported from abroad, or new, Buildings in 
the “'basis year” in which the asset is first 
used and employed in the trade or business 
or in scientific research. The investment 
allowance is granted in addition to the an- 
nual wear and tear allowance. 
(1) Plant and Machinery: 30% on the 

capital expenditure incurred in acquir- 
ing the asset. 

(ii) Hotel Buildiflgx: 25% on the capital 
expenditure incurred on their con— 
struction. 

(iii) Indmtrz'al Buildings: 20% on the 
capital expenditure incurred on their 
construction. 
Non-inalmm'azl Bzzz’ldz'ngy: 10% on 
the capital expenditure incurred on 
their construction. 

(iv) 
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(b) Aflflfldl Allowance: (wear and tear): 
Granted annually beginning with the “basis 
year” in which the property 'is first used 
and calculated on'the “straight line” meth- 
od of depreciation of the capital expegdi- 
ture incurred on the acquisition or con- 
struction of the property. The rates vary 
depending on the life and type of asset. 

Accelerated depreciation: For a period of 
.three years beginning January 1, 1975, in 
all cases in which firms undertake expendi- 
ture on the acquisition of fixed capital as- 
sets composed of new plant and machinery 
or on the construction, reconstruction, ex- 
tension or adaptation of buildings, instead 
of the usual depreciation allowances stzited 
above, the Whole expenditure will be allow- 
ed as a deduction from. income in the first 
year of acquisition; the investment allow- 
ance stated above will continue to be grant- 
ed. In cases where, the Commissioner of 
Income Tax is satisfied that such acquisi- 
tion or construction or reconstruction start- 
ed within three years from the lst January 
1975, but it was not found .possible to be 
completed within this period, such expendi- 
ture will be allowed if it is incurred Within 
5 years from 151: January 1975. 

Mergers: When firms operating in. Cyprus 
mergg, on the used Plant and machinery 
belonging to these firms an additional iti- 

vestmgent allowance of 15% of the capital 
expenditure is granted, provided that the 
Minister of Finance is satisfied that-the 
interests of the Republic are best served by 
suc‘h merger.

‘ 

* This paperhas been prepared by ‘t_he Ministry 
of Finance, Nicosia — Cyprus, and is reproduced 
with the permission of the Director-General of 
the Ministry of Finance. 
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CYPRUS: TAX INCENTIVES 

‘Mz'neJ: Capital allowances are granted in 
respect of all capital expenditure, including 
expenditure on searching for or on dis- 
covering and testing mineral deposits or 
winning access thereto or on development, 
and on general administration and manage— 
ment Prior to the commencement of pro- 
duction, as well as expenditure on .the 

acquisition of the site of the source or of 
rights in or over- the deposits. In the first 
year the initial allowance is at the rate of 
25% on the capital expenditure incurred 
on the provision of plant and machinery 
and 10% on any other capital expenditure. 
The balance of expenditure is depreciated 
annually, the allowance depending on the 
output from the source during a year. 
The initial and annual allowances stated 
above are now granted to any person who 
incurs expenditure on searching for or on 
discovering and testing mineral deposits, 
or winning access thereto (and not only to 
a Person carrying on the trade of mining 
as the Law provided Prior to its amend- 
ment). As a more attractive incentive for 
prospecting for and discovering and testing 
mineral déposits it is further provided that 
in cases of abortive expenditure on explora— 
tion for minerals an amount equal to 130% 
of the expenditure so incurred is allowed. 

Expenditure on Scientific Research: Any 
expenditure incurred on scientific research, 
for which no capital allowance is normally 
granted, is allowed as a deduction from 
chargeable income and spread equally over 
the year of acquisition and the five sub- 
sequent y‘ears. ' 

Expenditzzre on Patent and Patent Rz'glaz‘s:l 
Any exPenditure incurred on the acquisi- 
tion of patent and patent rights is allowed 
as a deduction from chargeable income and 
spread equally over the life of the patent 
Or patent «rights. 
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Royaltiex, Fees, eta: The gross amount of 
royalties, premiums or compensation derived 
from the Republic by non-resident persons 
is taxed at .the rate of 10% instead of the 
standard company rate of 42.5%. More- 
over, if such income is receivable by a 
resident of a country with which there is 
in force an agreement for the Avoidance 
of Double Taxation, this is totally exempted 
from income tax. 

Balanping Addition: or Deductions: When 
buildings or plant. and machinery on which 
capital eXpenditure has been incurred are 
sold or otherwise disposed of, or permi- 
nehtly cease to the used for the Purpose of 
the trade, etc; or the trade, etc. is perma- 
nently discontinued but the property has 
not ceased to belong to the person carrying 
on .the trade, etc., if the balance of the un- 
exhausted cost of the asset exceeds the‘ 
amount (if any) realised from its sale or 
obtained by way of insurance, salvage or 
COmpgnsation, the excess is allowed as a 
deduction from the profits of the “basis 
year” in which the event occurred. If, on 
the other hand, the proceeds from sale or 
the amount obtained by Way of insurance, 
salvage or compensation exceeds the :bal- 
ance of the unexhausted cost of the asset, 
the excess is added to the income of the 
“:basis year" in which the event occurred. 
The limit of the addition is the aggregate 
of the allowances made in respect of the 
asset. 

In total, a trade: is given tax allowances 
equal to the cost of an asset plus the invest- 
ment allowance. 
In the case of mines, balancing additions 
or deductions are not made except where 
the whole or part of the source is sold as a 
gomg concern. 
Foreign income." The foreign income of 
persons who are not citizens of the Republic 
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of Cyprus and of Cypriots who in the Past 
were permanently living abroad, which is 

temitted to Cyprus is taxed at a. maximum 
rate of 5%. 
Foi'ez'gn capital: The tax exempt period 
during which the income of an individual 
derived from interest on foreign money 
capital imported into the Republic and’ de- 
posited with any bank operating in Cyprus 
or earned by lending it for the purpose of 
financing approved investments has been 
increased from 3 to 5 years. 

Foreign Companiex: The profits and divi- 
dends of foreign companies and partner- 
ships established in Cypms are tax exempt, 
provided they are derived from activities 
carried out $01e outside the Republic of 
Cyprus. 

Tax Amnesty: A tax amnesty is granted in 
respect of all assets which on the 20th July, 
1974, were abroad and which are trans- 
ferred -to Cyprus in the form of money 
capital not later than the Slst December, 
1976. Besides the amnesty granted, the in; 
terest earned from the deposit of such 

' money capital with any bank operating in 
the Republic is ,exempt from tax for the 
first five years, as in the case of any foreign 
money capital which is imported into the 
Republic and deposited withgany bank 
operating in the Republic, or earned by 
lending for the purpose of financing 
approved investments. 

Tax Exempt Income: 
(4) The amount of the tax exempt income 
of an individual derived from Cyprus Gov- 
ernment securities and from shares or stocks 
of public companies incorporated in the 
Republic has been increased from £100 to 
£300 per arm-um. Also the tax exempt in- 
come of an individual derived from interest 
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has been increased from £100 to £300 per- 
annum. 
(5) F01; an initial period of ffve years 
starting from the 11th July, 1975, and for 
an additional period as may ‘be determined 
by the Council of Ministers, 3% of the ‘ 

foreign exchange imported into the Repub- 
lic, derived from the export of. locally pro? 
duced or manufactured goods is tax ‘ 

exempt, Le. it is deduéted from the charge- 
able income. An amount equal to 30% of 
the foreign exchange imported into the

‘ 

Republic derived from the rendering of 
professional services abroad, and 90% of 
the foreign eXchange imported into the 
Republic derived from the rendering of 
labour services to private firms abroad is 

also tax exempt, 
(c), In the case of any business carried out 
outside the Republic by any :person having 
an interest 7202:1e than 15% in that busi- 
ness, which in the opinion of the Council 
of Ministers, promotes the economic,,‘finan- 
cial, industrial, or other interests of the 
Republic, 90% of {he gains or dividends 
imported into the Republic is exempt from 
income tax. 
(51) Donations or contributions made for 
educational, cultural or other charitable 
purposes to the Republic or to any chari- 
table institution approved as such by the 
Council. of Ministers up to the amount of 
twenty thousand pounds and 50% of any 
amouflt exceeding twenty thousand pounds, 
are tax exempt. Voluntary contributions to- 
the Special Fund for the Relief of the Dis- 
placed Persons, which is under the control 
of the ACCOuntant-General, are ‘tax exempt . 

without any limit. 
(e) Any insurance premiums paid on the 
taxpayer’s or his wife’s life, securing the 
payment of a fixed or determinable capital 
sum on death, and the annual contgibutions 
paid by an employee or an employer 'to a 
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CY PRUS: TAX INCENTIVES 

Pensions or Provident Fund,~approved by 
the Commissioner of Income Tax are tax 
exempt. ’ 

(f) The Minister of Finance may, With the 
approval of the Council of Ministers, de- 
clare that the interest payable on any loans 
contracted by the Government shall be tax 
exempt. 
(g) The income of any body of persons 
formed exclusively for the purpose of 
promoting art, science, or sport is tax 
exempt, subject to any conditions which 
the Council of Ministers may impose. 

CORPORATE INCOME TAX 
The chargeable, income is arrived at by— 

taking the gross receipts and deducting 
therefrom all expenditure of a revenue 
nature Wholly and exclusively incurred in 
the production of the income, including ex- 
penses for repairs, bad debts, contributions 
to approved Provident and Pension Funds, 
donations, or contributions for educational, 
cultural or other charitable Purposes. 
The rate of tax payable by companies or 
other bodies corporate or unincorporaté is 

£0425 mils per pound or 42.5%. How- 
ever, if the income of a campany incor- 
porated or registered in Cyprus does not 
exceed £7,000 in a year and that company 
sets aside to its reserve a sum of up to 
£5,000, that amount put into- the reserve is 
taxable at the rate of £0250 mils per 
pound. 

PUBLIC COMPANIES: 
Public companies established and registered, 
in the Republic after the lst of January, 

1 1975, including private companies which 
are by“ merging or otherwise turned public, 
are taxed during the first seven years £10m 
thg date when they start their operations or 
fromthe date when they are turned public, 
at the reduced rate of £0250 mils Per 
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Pound, instead of the standard Company 
rate of £0425 mils per pound. 
For the Purposes of the above tax incentive, 
a “public company” means a company 
whose number of shareholders is not less 
than‘ 200 and of which no shareholder 
either alone or with his Wife and mine; 
children holds more than 40% of the 
issued and Paid up capital, and the paid up 
capital of Which is not less .than £100,000. 

Company Dividends: Companies are re- 

quired to deduct from the amount of any 
dividend payable -to any shareholder, rtax 

at the rate paid or payable by them and to 
issue certificates to the shareholders, stating 
the amount of the dividend paid as well as 
the amount of .tax which was deducted in 
respect of that dividend. The individual 
shareholder has to declare in his return of 
income the gross amount of a dividend and 
when his personal income tax liability is 

calculated he is entitled to set off the tax 
which the company has already deducted 
from such dividend and be refunded any 
excess over his personal tax liability. Thus, 
double taxation of corporate income is 

avoided. 

Head Office Expemes: Among allowable 
deductions from tax are a reasonable 
amount of head office expenses of an over- 
seas company, provided such expenditure 
can be justified as having been incurred in 
the production of the profits chargeable to 
tax. 

Lone; com be carried forward: Losses in- 
curred in the “basis year” ‘by any person 
carrying on any trade or business or con- 
trolled from Cyprus are in the first instance 
set off 'against' the income from other 
sources in the “basis year”, and any balance 
left is carried forward and set off against 
the income of subsequent years. 
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Double Taxation Relief and Unilateral 
Relief: Arrangements for relief from 
‘double taxation exist between Cyprus and 
the United Kingdom, Denmark, Sweden, 
Eire, Norway and Greece. Agreements with 
the USA, Italy and the Federal Republic 
of Germany await ratification. 
Under these arrangements at credit is allow- 
ed in respect of tax levied by the country 
in which the taxpayer resides. Thus, if a 
company controlled in the United Kingdom 
trades in Cyprus through “a permanent- 
establishment” situated in Cyprus, it will 
pay tax on its \trading profits both in the 
United Kingdom and in Cyprus, but a tax 
credit in respect of the Cyprus tax will be 
allowed against the United Kingdom tax, 
so that the company will not pay more than 
the higher of the two taxes. 
Income tax paid in a country with which 
no double taxation agreement has been en- 
tered into on inCome arising there, which 
is also liable to Cyprus tax, is allowed as a 
deduction from the Cyprus tax. 

TARIFFS: 
The Cyprus Customs Tariff is based on 
the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature. The rates 
of Customs duties are of four categories, 
as follows: 
(a) The United Kingdom and Republic of 
Ireland rate of dflty, applicable to dutiable 
goods which by means of an approved 
certificate of origin are shown to have been 
consigned to Cyprus from, and grown, pro: 
duced or- manufactured in the United King- 
dom, or the Republic of Ireland. 
( 19 ) The European Economic Community 
rate of duty, applicable to dutiable goods 
which by means of an approved certificate 
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of origin are shown to have been consigned 
to Cyprus from, and grown, produced or 
manufactured in the European EcOnomic 
Community.

> 

(c) The Commonwealth rate of duty, ap- 
plicable to dutiable goods which by means 
of an approved certificate of origin are 
shown to have been consigned to Cyprus 
from, and grown, produced or manufactur- 
ed in any country of the Commonwealth. 
(d) General Rate of duty, applicable to 
dutiable goods consigned to Cyprus from 
and grown, produced or manufactured in 
any country other than those mentiOned‘ in 
(4—5) above. 

Import Duty Relief: 
Under the Customs Tariff, practically all 

plant and machinery are duty free. Simi- 
larly, raw materials, components and other 
goods used in manufacture are usually ad- 
mitted duty-free or at reduced rates of duty. 
This concession does not apply to materials 
which are available locally. In addition, 
drawback of import duty on certain raw 
materials and components used in manu- 
facture, on which outright exemption can- 
not be granted, is allowed on the exporta- 
tion of the goods incorporating the im-“ 
ported materials. ' 

Protective tariffx: 
It is the policy of the Government to afford 
protection to local industries which have

‘ 

prospects of developing into viable con- 
cerns, but which require a period of pro-_ 
tection before they can undertake to meet 
foreign competition. The Cyprus Customs 
Tariff is revised from time to time with a) 
view to affording such protection to local 
industries. 
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DOCUMENTS 3!: ’3 :3: 

US A. 
Decision of the U.S. District Court of California * 

[Code Sear. 901 and 904] Foreign tax 
credit: Exempt income: Carryovers and 
ga'rrybacks. 

“[Code Sea. 6532 and 7405] Suits by U.S.: 
Recovery of erroneous refund: Date deter- 
mined. 

MEMORANDUM QF OPINION AND ORDER 
RENFREW, District Judge: This is a civil 
action brought by the United States of 
America pursuant to Section 7405, Int. Rev. 
Code of 1954, to recover erroneous refunds 
of income taxes Paid to W. Keith and 
Teresa Woodmansee (“taxpayers”). Fed- 
eral jurisdiction over the subject matter 
arises under 28 U. S. C. §§1340, 1345. 
Taxpayers filed a motion to dismiss the 
complaint for failure to state a claim en- 
titling the Government to relief. Subse— 
_quently plaintiff filed a motion for sum- 
~mary judgment. Pursuant to Rule 12(b) of 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the 
Court has treated taxpayers’ motion as one 
for summary judgment. ’ 

[German Rexideme] 
Defendant W.Keith Woodmansee ( “Wood- 
mansee”) was a flight engineer for Pan 
American Airlines whose duties resulted in 
service on Pan American’s foreign air 
routes.1 With the exception of a period 
from late. 1960‘ until early 1964, Wood- 
mansee resided in and was based in the 

VUnited States. During the 1961-1963 
period he resided abroad and claims he 
flew as a flight engineer entirely within 
German air space. During 1961, 1§62 and ' 
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1963 he paid German income taxes on his. 
wages and apparently Was exempted from 
United States income taxes. 2 

In 1960 and 1964 taxpayers elected to take 
the benefits of Section 901 of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1954 and took a foreign 
tax credit against their United States in- 

come tax for those years on the basis of the 
German income tax which they paid. On 
their 1965 income tax return taxpayers took 
an additional foreign tax credit of $56 re- 
‘presenting German income tax withheld by 
.Pan American for income earned by Wood- 
mansee during the 1960—1964 period. 3 

[Amended Realm Filed] 
In 1971 taxpayers elected to utilize the 
foreign tax credit carryover provisions of 

‘4" U.S. v. Woodmamee, U.S. District Court, 
Dist. Calif., No. C-74-1346-CBR, 1/15/75 (388 
F. Supp. 56). 
1. Woodmansee flew solely on routes between 
a point in the United States and a point in a 
foreign country or between two points, both of 
which were in foreign countries. Pan American 
Airlines has no domestic flights (i.e., flights be- 
tween two points both of which are in the 
United States). The mere fact that Woodman- 
see flew solely on foreign air routes does not by 
itself render all of his income from services 
rendered on those flights foreign source income. 
See note 24, infra. 
2. The Court‘ does not have before it nor does 
it rule on the. propriety of this exemption from, 
the United States income tax. It does note that 
taxpayers allege the exemption arose pursuant 
to Section 911, Int. Rev. Code of 1954. 
5. Taxpayers have not specifically attributed 
this $56 of German income tax to any one year 
in the 1960-1964 period because of the failure 
of Pan American to provide them with this in- 
formation. 
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Section 90401), Int. Re‘v. Code of 1954. 
Accordingly, they filed amended United 
States income tax returns for 1964, 1965, 
1966, and 1967.4 In effect, taxpayers took 
against United States income taxes for 
1964-1967 a direct credit for all- of the 
German ’income taxes which were paid' 

during the 1961-1963 Period. Because tax- 
payers paid no United States income tax for 
the 1961-1963 period, this dollar-for—dollar 
reduction gesulted in a windfall tax shelter 
in excess of $8,100. Subsequently, the In- 
ternal Revenue Service Paid the claims for 
refund after auditing the amended return 
and making minor adjustments. 

[Refunds Made] 
The Internal Revenue Service issued four 
separate refund checks. In its complaint the 
Government alleges that the refund check 
for the 1966 amended return was issued on 
or about June~ 26, 1972. Woodmansee, 
however, alleges that 'he received the refund 
check on June 24, 1972. It appears from 
an‘ affidavit that the check in question was 
dated June 23, 1972, and was inscribed ‘by 
taxpayers’ bank with the date June 26, 
1972.5 The complaint in this action was 
filed on June 26, 1974. 
The Government contends that as a matter 
of law the refunds in question were er— 

roneous because the amended returns were 
filed after the statutory deadline Prescribed 
by §6511(a), Int. Rev. Code of 1954:.6 
Taxpayers, however, Contend that the ap- 
plicable statutory limitation is prescribed by 
§ 6511(d) (5) (A) and therefore that their 
claim is not barred by the statute of limi— 
tations. Additionally, they contend that 
§6532(b) bars the Internal Revenue Ser- 
vice suit as~ to the 1966 refund payment; 
The Court agrees with this last contention 
and grants summary judgment for taxpayers 
as to the 1966 refund. However, the Court 
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finds that as a matter of law taxpayers are 
not entitled to utilize the benefits of the 
foreign tax credit provisions under the 
circumstances of this Case and hence grants 
the Government’s motion for summary 
judgment as to the 1964, 1965, and 1967 
refunds. 

4. Additional 
Foreign 

Amended Tax 
Tax Tax Return Credit Refund 
Year Paid Filed Cl‘aimed Paid. 
1964 1703 10/21/71 1614 1583.95 
1965 2176 10/21/71 1980 2734492 
1966 2554.26 10/21/71 2407 3153.01 
1967 1593 2/25/72 57' 689.51 

5. A phdtostatic copy of the deposit slip used 
by taxpayers to deposit the check in question is 
both rubber stamped and inscribed‘ with the date 
June 26, 1972. However, taxpayer's allege in an 
affidavit that they deposited the check on June 
24? 1972, and the deposit slip was so dated. See 
Affidavit in Support of Response to Plaintiff’s 
Motion for Summary Judgment, dated Septem- 
ber 6, 1974. The Court finds highly credible the 
handwritten date on the deposit slip. It is highly 
unlikely that taxpayers considered the statute of 
limitations ramifications .at the time of the depo— 
sit of the check. 
6. During ‘oral‘ argument the Government did 
not address itself to the question of the applica- 
bility of the foreign tax credit provisions to the 
present factual situation. In fact, Government

‘ 

counsel conceded that absent prohibition by 
§ 6511(a), taxpayers were entitled to utilize the

’ 

foreign tax credit provisions. Upon questioning 
by the Court, Woodmansee addressed his argu— 
ment to this issue. Because a. careful review of 
the case law‘ and legislative ’history led the C(mrt 
to the tentative view that the provisions were 
inapplicable to the instant case, the Court ad- 
vised the parties, to file supplementary briefs on 
this issue. Subsequent to the filing of these 
briefs, the Court heard further oral argument on 
this issue on December 5, 1974. At this hearing 
Woodmansee requested leave to file an addia 
tional brigef ten days subsequent to the hearing. 
This request was granted by the Court. The 
Government filed a responsive brief on Decem- 
ber 12, 1974. 
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FOREIGN TAX CREDIT 

[Times] 
The issues before the Court are the folléw- 
ing; 
1. Are taxpayers entitled to the benefits 
of §901 even if the 10-year limitation 
period is applicable? 
2. Does § 6532(b) bar the Government 
from bringing suit to collect the 1966 me- 
fund? 
Section 901 provides that a taxpayer may 
eleet, subject to the limitations of § 904, to 
take a tax credit against his United States 
income tax for the amount of any income 
taxes paid or accrued during the taxable 

year to any foreign Country.7 Section 904 
(:1) establishes two alternate limitations on 
the size of the foreign tax credit.8 The 
overall limitation elected by taxpayers in 
the instant case provides that the foreign 
tax Credit shall not exceed that same pro- 
portion of taxpayers’ United States tax 
which taxpayers’ foreign source taxable in- 
céme bears to their entire taxable income 
for the same taxable year. Section 904(d) 
establishes a carryback and carryover provi- 
sion for that part of the foreign tax credit 
which taxpayers are unable to utilize due to 
the limitations prescribed in §9O4(a).9 

7. Section 901 provides in pertinent part: 
“(3.) Allowance of credit. .— ‘If the taxpayer 
chooses to have the benefits of this subpart, the 
tax imposed by this chapter shall, subject to the 
applicable limitation of section 904, be credited 
witlg the amounts provided in the applicable 
paragraph of subsection (b) plus, in the case of 
a corporation, the taxes deemed to have been 
paid under sections 902 and 960. Such choice 
for any taxable year may be made or changed at 
any time before the expiration of the period 
prescribed for making a. claim for credit or re- 
fund of the tax imposed by this chapter for such 
taxable year. The credit shall not be allowed 
"against the tax imposed iby section 56 (relating 
to minimum tax for tax preferences), against the 
tax imposed by section 531 (relating to the tax 
on accumulated earnings), against the additional 
tax imposed for the taxable year under section 
1333 (relating -to war loss recoveries) or under 
section 1551 (relating to recoveries of foreign 
expropriation losses), or against the personal 
holding company tax imposed by section 541. 
“(.b) Amount allowed. —- Subject to the applica- 
ble limitation of section 904, the following 
amounts shall be allowed as rthe credit under 
subsection (a): 
“(1) Citizens and domestic corporations. —— In 
the case of a Citizen of the United States and of 
a domestic corporation, the amount of any in- 
come, war profits, and excess profits taxes paid 
or accrued during the taxable year to any foreign 
country or to any possession of the United 
States * * *.” 
8. Section 904(a) provides in pertinent part: 
“(1) Per-country limitation. — In the case of 
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any taxpayer who does not elect the limitation 
provided by paragraph (2), the amount of the 
credit in respect of the tax paid or accrued to 
any foreign country or possession of the United 
States shall not exceed the same proportion of 
the tax against which such credit is taken which 
the taxpayer’s taxable income from sources within 
such country or possassion (but not in excess of 
the taxpayer’s entire taxable income) bears to 
his entire taxable income for the same taxable 
year. 
“(2) Overall limitation. —— In the case of any 
taxpayer who elects the limitation provided by 
this paragraph, the total amount of the credit 
in respect of taxes paid or accrued to all foreign 
countries and possessions of the United States 
shall not exceed the same proportion of the tax 
against which such credit is taken which the 
taxpayer’s taxable income from sources within 
the United States (but not in excess of the tax- 
payer’s entire taxable income) bears to his entire 
taxable income for the entire taxable year.” 
9. Section 904(d) provides: 
“(:0 Carzyback and carryover of excess tax paid. 
—— Any amount by which any suéh tax paid or 
accrued to any foreign country or possession of 
the United States for any taxable year beginning 
after December 31, 1957, for which the tax- 
payer chooses to have the benefits of this sub- 
part exceeds the applicable limitation under sub- 
section (a) shall be deemed tax paid or accrued 
to such foreign country or possession of the 
United States in the second preceding taxable 
year, in the first preceding taxable year, and in 
the first, second, third, fourth, or fifth succeeding 
taxable years, in that order and to the extent not 
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Section 275(a) provides that a taxpayer 
cannot take a deduction for any foreign 
taxes as to which he has taken a foreign 
tax credit. 1° - 

1. Applicability of the Foreign Tax Credit 
A literal reading of the foreign tax credit 
provisions of the Code and the regulations 
promulgated thereunder would in the ab- 
sence of any other considerations result in 
the applicability of the credit in the instant 
case. However, it is the duty of the Court 
to interpret Code provisions consonant with 
Congress’ legislative purpose. See generally 
Gregwy 1/. H elverz'ng [35-1 USTC 119043], 
293 U. S. 465, 469-470 (1935). It is mani- 
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festly clear from; both the legislative history 
and the subsequent case history that the Pri- 

‘ mary Purpose of the foreign tax credit pro- 
visions was to prevent double taxation of 
the income of taxpayers Whose business 
activities were subject to taxation by both 
foreign countries and the United States. 

The predecessor to Section 901 first ap- 

peared in the Revenue Act of 1918. At that 
time Congress recognized that if a tax- 

Payer’s income was subject to both the 
United States income tax and a foreign in; 
come tax, he would be subject to such a 
severe tax burden that the effective rate 
would approach a confiscatory level. 11 Cen- 
gress also realized that the resulting double 

deemed tax paid‘ or accrued in a prior taxable 
year, in the amount by which the applicable 
limitation under subsection (a) for such pre- 
ceding or succeeding taxable year exceeds the 
sum of the tax paid or accrued to such foreign 
country or possession for such preceding or suc- 
ceeding taxable year and the amount of the tax 
for any taxable- year earlier than the current 
taxable year which shall -be deemed to have been 
paid or accrued in such preceding or subsequent 
taxable year (whether or not the taxpayer chooses 
to have the benefits of this subpart with respect 
to such earlier taxable year). Stich amount deem- 
ed paid or accrued in any year may be availed 
of only as a tax credit and not as deduction and 
only if taxpayer for such year chooses to have 
the benefits of this subpart as to taxes paid or 
accrued for that year to foreign countries 0: pos- 
sessions. For purposes of -this subsection, the 
terms ‘second preceding taxable year’ and ‘first 

preceding taxable year’ do not include any tax— 
able year beginning before January 1, 1958." 
10. Section 275(a) provides: 
“(a) General rule. — No deduction shall be al- 
lowed for the following taxes: 

at: an is 

“(4) Income, war profits, and excess profits 
taxes imposed by the authority of any foreign 
country or possession of the United States, if the 
taxpayer chooses to take to any extent the bene- 
fits of section 901 (relating to- the foreign tax 
credit).” 
11. The House of Representatives in its report. 
on the Revenue Act of 1918 said: 
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“Under existing law a citizen of the United 
States can only deduct income, war or excess 
profits taxes paid to a foreign country from gross 
income in computing net income. With the cor- 
responding high rates imposed by certain foreign 
countries the taxes levied in such countries in 
addition to the taxes levied in the United States 
upon citizens of the United States place a very 
severe burden upon such citizens. The bill 

provides that a credit against the income tax im- 
posed in the United States- be allowed a citizen 
of the United States subject to income and war 
or excess profits taxes in a foreign country of an 
amount equal to the tax paid in SilCh country 
upon income that is received from sources within 
such country.” H. R. Rep. No. 767, 65th Cong, 
2d 8655., p. 11. 
12. The following statement was made in a re- 
port of the House of Representatives in relation 
to the Revenue Act of 1921‘:

' 

“Under existing law an Amgrican citizen or 
domestic corporation is taxed upon his or its 

entire income even though all of it is derived 
from business transacted, without the United 
States. This results in double taxation, places 
American business concerns at a serious disad- 
vantage in the competitive struggle for foreign 
trade, and encourages American corporations do- 
ing business in foreign countries to surrender 
their American charters and incorporate under 
the laws of foreign countries." H. R. Rep. No. 
350, 67th Cong, lst Sess., p. 8. 
The provisions which this statement accompanied 
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taxation would place United States tax- 
payers at a competitive disadvantage and 
would tend to constrain American trade 
abroad.12 When the Internal Revenue Code 
of 1954 was enacted, Congtess reiterated 
that the foreign tax credit Provisions were 
designed to prevent double taxation of 
foreign source taxable income by treating 
taxes imposed by a foreign country as if 
they were imposed by the United States. 13 

[Elimination of Abwe] 
Congress found it immediately necessary 
to correct an abuse which arose out of the 
predecessor foreign tax credit provision. 
Utilization of the' foreign tax credit by a 
taxpayer where the foreign tax rate was 
higher than the United States rate resulted 
in the credit sheltering United States source 
income from the United States tax properly

\ 

attributable to it. In order to eliminate this 
abuse, Congress enacted the predecessor 
provision to the overall and per-country 
limitations found in Section 904(21).14 
These provisions limited the credit to the 
United States tax attributable to the tax- 
payers’ -foreign source income. Congressdid 
not intend to mitigate high foreign tax 
rates but_rather intended only to shield tax- 
payers from foreign taxes to the extent that 
they duplicated the United States income 
tax burden. 15 
It was not until 1958 -that Congress en- 
acted the foreign tax credit carryback and 
carryover provisions. 1“ The purpose of 
most carryback and carryover provisions in 
the Internal Revenue Code is to,mitigate 
the effect of taxing on an annual basis as 
opposed to some other time frame. 1" Yet 
that rationale is inapposite in the case of 

did not deal with foreign tax credits, but rather 
excluded from taxable income certain foreign 
source income of certain taxpayers engaged in 
foreign business. However, both that provision 
and the foreign tax credit are means by which 
the above-stated policy could be implemented 
and hence it is immaterial that the statement did 
not accompany a foreign tax credit provision. 

. 15. The House Report acCompanying the bill 
stated: ’ 

“Credit is allowed under existing law against 
United States tax liability for income taxes paid 
abroad. This provision gives foreign countries a 
prior tax claim on the income of United States 
enterprises operating abroad, and in effect treats 
the taxes imposea by the foreign country as if 
they were imposed by the United States. The 
provision was originally designed to produce 
uniformity of tax burden among United States 
taxpayers, irrespective of whether they were en- 
gaged in rbusinegs in the United States or engaged 
in "business abroad.” H. R. Rep. No. 1357, 83d 
Cong, 2d Sess., p. 76. 
14.: The House of RepreSentatives eXplained the 
rationale behind the limitation provisions stating: 
“The income tax law allows a credit, dollar for 
dolllar, against our tax for any income or profits 
taxes paid to any foreign céuntty or to any 
possession of the United States, with certain 
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modifications in the case of alien residents of 
the United States. Where foreign income or 
profits taxes are imposed at rates higher than 
those carried .by the similar taxes in this country, 
this credit may wipe out part of our tax pr0per- 
ly attributable to income derived from sources 
within the United States. To prevent this abuse, 
section 228 provides that in no case shall the 
amount of this credit exceed the same proportion 
of our tax which the taxpayer’s net income from 
sources within the United States bears to ‘this 

entire net income.” H. R. Rep. No. 550, 67th 
Cong, lst Sess., p. 13. 
15. H. R.,Rep. No. 855 which accompanied the 
Internal Revenue Code of 1939 stated: 
“Thé limitations on the allowance of a credit 
for taxes paid to foreign countries were placed 
in the law to make it certain that the Federal 
Government would receive its full tax on the 
income from United States sources. It was not 
intended for the American tax to apply against 
the income from foreign sources unless the for- 
eign tax rate was less than the tax rate imposed 
by the United States." H. R. Rep. No. 855, 76th 
Cong., lst 5655., p. S. 
16. Int. Rev. code of 1954, § 904(d). 
17. See, e.g., Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 172, 
§§ 381 et .req., § 1212, §§ 1301 e! .req. 
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a foreign tax credit, because the. time period 
over which: taxable income is computed has 
no impact on double taxation. Double tax- 
ation is concerned solely with whether a 
particular dollar of taxable income is being 
taxed by :both the United States and for- 
eign entities, and this question is completely 
independent of any subsequent or prior 
events. 18 Congress did. not intend to shield 
taxpayers from higher foreign tax rates and 
thus vitiate the effect of the limitations 
provisions found in § 904 (a). See footnotes 
14 and 15, .mpm. If Congress had wanted 
to foster that purpose, it could have re- 
pealed those limitation provisions.19 The 
legislative reports accompanying the 1958 
Amendment to the Internal Revenue Code 
show that § 904(d) was intended .to apply 
to one particular set of circumstances. Con— 
gress realized that double taxation was pos- 

. DOCUMENTS 

éible notwithstanding the foreign tax credit 
provisions because of differences in report- 
ing income in the United States and certain 
foreign countries. If in a. given period for- 
eign source income was reportable in the 
foreign cduntry but not in the United 
States, double taxation could result. In 
period one although a foreign tax credit 
would arise from the payment of foreign 
income taxes, the §904(a) limitation pro~ 
visions would preclude the utilization of 
the credit in that period because for United 
States tax purposes there would be no tax- 
able foreign source income. In period two 
when the limitation would allow a large 
credit, because there would be no payment 
of a foreign tax, no credit would arise. Sec- 
tion 904(d) represents an attempt by Co‘n- 
gress to eliminate double taxation in such 
a case. 2" Allowance of a Windfall tax sav- 

18. The operating loss carryback and carryover 
provisions are necessary because of the way in 
which our tax system defings income (viz. in- 
come equals economic gain r'ninus economic loss 
for the taxable period). Undpr this definition, 
income cannot be determined by the considera- 
tion of a single economic transaction but rather 
is dependent upon all prior and subsequent trans- 
actions in the taxable period. Administrative and 
governmental revenue needs require collection of 
taxes on an annual basis. These carryback and 
carryover provisions merely recognize the fact 
that an equitable tax system necessitates a longer 
taxable period than one year. - 

19. It could conceivably be argued that rathe 
than repealing the limitation provisions found in 
§ 904(a), Congress wanted to require the tax- 
payer to spread over several years that part of 
the tax credit arising from higher foreign tax 
rates. Yet this argument must fall under careful 
analysis. It would border on the nonsensical to 
shield taxpayers from higher foreign tax rates 
only when they had foreign source income in the -. 

carry years which was not subject to foreign tax. 
It would be patently absurd' to attribute such an 
intent to Congress. 
20. Tha't Congress enacted §904(d) with this 
intent is‘ clearly demonstrated by the House 
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Report for the Technical Amendments Act‘ of 
1957 which stated: 
“Dou‘ble taxation can occur at present because 
of the manner in which this country-by-country 
limitation works where the methods of reporting 
income are different in the United States and the 
foreign country. These differences may result 
in the same income being reported in one year 
in the United 'States and in another year in thé 
foreign country. When this occurs the foreign 
tax credit available will tend to be less than 
the taxes paid or accrued to the foreign country 
in the year the income is reported in that coun- 
try :but not in the United States. In anotherryear 
when this income is reported in the United States 
but not the foreign country, the credit which 
would be available under the limitation will tend 
to exceed the foreign taxes paid or accrued. 
Illustrations of the factors which may result in 
a difference in the timing or feporting of income 
and allowance of deductions are:

_ 

"(1) Reporting of taxable income from sales 
on the installment basis in the United States 
without being permitted to report in a similar 
manner in a foreign country (or possession of 
the United States); 
"(2) Differences under the laws of the United 
States and those of the foreign country in the 
pricing of inVentories (this may result in the . 
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ing by a taxpayer Because of Congressional 
imprecision in drafting would emasculate 
the legislative Purpose underlying the for- 
eign tax credit Prgvisions. 

[Primmy Design] 
The cases construing the foreign tax credit 
provisions do not support a contrary inter- 
pretation. Many courts have found that 
“the primary design of the [foreign tax 
credit] provision was to mitigate the evil 

‘ of double taxation.” Burnet 1/. Chicago Por- 
rmz'zr Co. [3 USTC ‘fl882], 285 U. S. 1, 7-8 
(1931); Rifle/amt 1/. United Statex [70-1 
USTC 119051], 429 F. 2d 1286, 1288 
(10th Cir. 1970); Anotiated Telephone 
(‘3 Telegraph C0. 1/. United Statei [62-2 
USTC 119659], 306 F. 2d 824, 852 (2d 
Cir. 1962); Federated Mutual Implement 
(‘3 Hard. 1m. Co. 11. Commim'oner [59-1 
USTC W435], 266 F. 2d 66, 69 (8th Cir. 
1959); 601221071 Duke [CCH Dec. 24,299], 
34 T. C. 772, 775 (1960); Mary A. Man- 
man [-CCH Dec. 18,880], 18 T. C. 1, 12 
(1952), modified [53-1 USTC e{[9431}, 
205 F. 2d 555 (4th Cir. 1953). Further- 
more, it was not the Purpose of the foreign 
tax credit provisions to relieve taxpayers 
from bearing the full United States tax 
burden attributable to income arising from 
sources within 'this country. Amocz'ated 
Telephone (9 Telegmpb Co. v. United 
States, supra, 306 F. 2d at 832. In deciding 

- Whether a final liquidating distribution by 
a foreign subsidiary to a domestic corpora~ 
tion constituted a “dividend” for the pur- 
Poses of § 902(a), the court has stated that 
“[t]o allow the credit here would facilitate 
a convenient scheme for avoiding the 
United States income tax * * *. No Conr 
gress from 1913 to the presentrever ‘in- 

tended’ such a result.” Amocz'ated Tele- 
p/aone 6r Telegraph C0. 1/. United States, 
mpm, 306 F. 2d at.853,

‘ 
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Although a literal reading of the statutory 
provisions would support taxpayers’ con- 
tention as to the applicability of the foreign 
tax credit in the instant case, the courts 
have held that they will follow the clearly 
stated purpose underlying the legislation 
where a literal construction would produce 
absurd or futile results or Where it would 
produce unreasonable results plainly at 
valiance with the policy of the legislation 
as a Whole. United Statey v. Ameriam 

reporting of income from'fhe ultimate sale of 
such articles in a. different year in the United 
States than in the foreign country); 
“(3) Differences in reporting foreign ex- 
change profit or loss (such profit or loss may 
be reported on the accrual basis in the United 
States but only on the cash basis in some for- 
eign countries); 
"(4) Differences in depreciation methods in 
the United States and in the foreign country; 
“(5) The requirement of some countries that 
income taxes be determined only on a fiscal- 
year basis; and 
"(6) The use of an averaging device in the 
computation of taxable income in certain for- 
eign countries covering more than 1 taxable 
year. 

“To eliminate the double taxation existing under 
present law, this section adds a new subsection 
to section 904 of the code to permit foreign taxes 
which cannot be claimed currently as a tax 
credit as a. result of the country-'by-country 
limitation to be carried back successively to the 
2 prior years and then forward to the 5 'suc- 

ceeding years and used in these years to the ex- 
tent the foreign taxes for such years are less 
than the amount ‘all'owable under the country-by- 
country limitation.” 
H. R. Rep, No. 775, 85th Cong, lst Sess., 
pp. 27-38. The provision was originally enacted 
by the House And then deleted in the Senate 
version of the bill. S. Rep. No. 1983, 85th 
Cong, 2d Sess., pp. 117-118 (1958). Sub- 
sequently, the Conference Committee restored the 
provision Without any comment as to‘ statutory 
purpose. See Conference Report No. 2632, 85th 
Cong, 2d 8655., p. 51 (1958). The Congressional 
intent could not have been more clearly and ex- 
plicitly stated. 
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Trucking Allocations, 310 U. S. 534, 543- 
544 (1940); MM); A. Mamman, $247171, 18 
T. 'C. at 12.21 ' 

[Concluiz'om] 
The Court holds that the foreign tax credit 
prescribed in §901 cannot arise out of 
foreign taxes paid or accrued on income 
which is exempt from the United States in- 
'come tax. 22 It is further held that the 
foreign tax credit carryback and carryover 
provisions found in § 904(d) are applicable 
only as to income which is reportable in 
different time periods in the United States 
and the foreign country in question. 23 Ac- 
cordingly, the Government’s motion for 
summary judgment is granted with respect 
to the 1964, 1965, and 1967 refund 
checks. 24 

{:Rzzlz'ngJ~ Disapproved} 
The Court notes that the Internal Revenue 
Service has issued three apparently contra,- 
dictory revenue rulings. See Rev. Rul‘. 72- 
126, 1972-1 Cum. Bull. 217; Rev. Rul. 
68-622, 1968-2 Cum. Bull. 298; Rev. Rul. 
54-15, 1954-1 Cum. Bull. 129. In Rev. Rul. 
72-126 the Internal Revenue Service held 
that a tax credit arose out of a foreign tax 
attributable to income exempt from the 
United States income tax pursuant to § 911 
and that the credit so arising could be car- 
ried back and forward in accordance with 
Treas. Reg. § 1904-2 (13) (2) (i). This hold— 
ing was based on the authority of Rev. Rul. 
54—15 which held that a foreign tax credit 
allowed under the predecessor section to 
§901 was limited in application only as 
provided by the predecessor to §904(a). 
Finally, Rev. Rul. 68-622 held that in 
determining the foreign tax credit, the for- 
eign income tax paid by the domestic com- 
pany to the foreign country is not reduced 
by the tax attributable to income taxed in 
the foreign cduntry but not taxed in the 
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21. In Associated Telepbofle ‘6} Telegraph Co. v. 
United States, supra, 306 F. 2d at 833, the court 
said that on those occasions when circumstances 
arise in which the statutory scheme falls 'to 

Operate in accOrdance with the policies which 
Created it, there is no excuse for failing to .effec- 
tuate those policies. 
22. In Rinebart 11. United States, :upm, 429 F. 
2d at 1288, the taxpayer paid Puerto Rican in- 
come taxes attributable to prior years when no 
United States tax liability existed. The court held 
that since the taxpayer had no taxable foreign 
source income, the § 904(‘a) (1) limitation barred 
utilization of the foreign tax credit. The court 
also stated: “Again the design of such provision 
is to‘ mitigate the evil of double taxation. 
[citations omitted] Here appellants fail to show 
that the Puerto Rican earnings weze subject to 
federal income taxation. Thus the credit sought 
under § 901 is got available." Rinelmrt 11. Uniled 
States, supra, 429 F. 2d at 1288. 
23. It should ’be noted that either‘holding will 
independently dispose of the present factual 
situation on the merits. 
24. It is important to note that even without 
the above holdings the Government would par- 
tially prevail on its motion for summary judg- 
ment. The reasons for this are twofold. First 
§ 904(d) could be read tp require that the un— 
used foreign tax credits from 1961-1964 be car- 
ried back to 1959 and 1960 regardless of whether 
the taxpayers can presently assert the right to a 
refund for those early years. Thus, in the instant 
case, taxpayers may, because of the statute of 
limitations, have lost that part of the credit to 
which they werevearlier entitled. Second, a proper 
judicial construction of “taxable income from 
sources outside the United States” may impose :1 
§ 904(a) limitation which will redace the 
amount of the credit which taxpayers were 
initially allowed for 1964-1967. Woodmansee's 
assertion that 87% of his income during the 
1964-1967 period was foreign source income is, 

not clearly supported in the record, See his 
affidavit filed December 23, 1974. The teét to 
determine What constitutes foreign source income 
is based on where the taxpayer rendered his serv- 
ices. See Tipz‘on é Kalmlmc/a, Inc. 11. Uniied 
Statex [73-2 USTC fl 9541], 480 F. 2d 1118, 
1120-1121 (10th Cir. 1973); 26. U. S. C. §§ 861 
at 564.; Treas. Reg. § 1.901-2(d), § 1.861-4, 
§ 1.862-1. However, these issues are not now be- 
fore the Court and We leave their resolution for 
a later day. 
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United States. This ruling was also based 
solely on Rev. Rul. 54-15. However, at the 
time Rev. Rul. 54-15 was issued, the carry- 
back and carryover provisions had not yet 
been enacted. 2'5 Furthermore, the reasoning 
and holdings in the instant case are dis- 

Pbsitive of 'the issues present in the rulings 
and hence the rulings aré disapproved and 
overruled to the extent they are contra- 
dict01:y.~26 

Finally, in Helwrz‘ng 0. Campbell [44-1 
USTC “[[9152], 139 F. 2d 365, 870 (4th 
Cir. 1944), the court held that the tax- 

payer was entitled to deduct the entire 
amount of the Philippine income tax he 
paid notwithstanding the fact that certain 
items excluded in computing the taxable in- 
come of the tax-payer under federal law were 
not so eXcluded under Philippine law. How- 
ever, the instant case is at least partially 
distinguishable on its facts from Campbell. 
There the court merely found that Where 
there was only one income generating acti- 
vity, it would be irrelevant that the foreign 
country’s definition of the tax base was 
larger. The court could have felt that de- ' 

fining a larger tax base was an indirect 
method of imposing a higher rate structure. 
Thus, as long as the same revenues and in- 
come generating activities were being taxed, 
the § 904(a) limitation would prevent any 
abuses. It should be noted that the carry- 
back. and carryover provisions Were not in 
effect during the years in question and 
hence the question of the construction of 
§904(d) was not before the court in 
Campbell. Nevertheless, to the extent that 
Campbell contradicts this opinion, it is dis- 
approved and not followed. 2" 

II. The § 6532(5) Limitation 

Section 6532(1)) of the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1954 provides that a. suit for the 
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recovery of an erroneous refund Pursuant 
to § 7405 must be brought within two years 
after the making of such a refund. 28 It is 
clear that the two-year period in § 65 32(1)) 
runs from the making’of the payment and 

25. Clearly Rev.‘Ru1. 54-15 is not determinative 
of the instant case. Since Rev. Rul. 68-622 and 
Rev. Rul. 72-126 are based solely on Rev. Rul. 
54—15, they are also not dispositive of this case. 
26. This Court is not bound by administrative 
regulations or rulings constming the foreign tax 
credit provisions where they are not supported 
by valid reasons and are contrary to the legis- 
lative purpose. Burnet 1). Chicago Pormzit Co., 
supra, 285 U. S. at 16, 21. 
27. The Government contends that the refunds 
in question were erroneously made as a matter 
of law because they were made after the expira- 
tion of the applicable period of limitation. See 
Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 6514. Whether this 
contention is correct depends on whether the 
limitation in § 6511(a) or that in § 6511(d)(3) 
(A) is applicable. Were this question before the 
Court, it would conclude that taxpayers are cor- 
rect when they contend that § 6511(d) (3)(A) is 
the applicable limitation. 
Where a taxpayer seeks a refund of an over- 
payment of taxes attributable to a recalculation 
of a foreign tax credit, the applicable limitation 
period is the ten-year period found in § 6511(d) 
(SKA). Morrison-Kizudseiz C0,, Inc. 12. United 
Statex, 22 A. F. T. R. 2d 5757, 5758 (N. D. Cal., 
September 20, 1968); Rev. Rul. 68-150, 1968-1 
Cum. Bull. 564, 565. Here the taxpayers’ ap- 
plication for a refund might .be construed as “the 
discovery of creditable taxes which were not 
repozted on the income tax return when filed.” 
Rev. Rul. 68-150, 1968-1 Cum. Bull. 564, 565. 
Thus, had the merits'of this case been decided 
differently, the Government would have lost on 
its limitations argument. 
28. Section 6532(b) provides: 
“Recovery of an erroneous refund by suit under- 
section‘ 7405 shall be allowed only if such suit 
is 'begun within 2 years after the making of such 
refund, except that such suit may be brought at 
any time Within 5 years from the making of the 
refund if it appears that any part of the refund 
was induced 'by fraud or misrepresentation of a 
material fact.” 
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not from the allowance of 'the refund. 
United States 1). WW; [38-1 USTC 
1191-83], 303‘ U. S. 414, 418 (1938); 
United State: 11. Pairbanlz; [38-1 USTC 
19250], 95 F. 2d 794, 795 (9th Cir. 

1938); affd [39-1 USTC $410], 306 
U. S. 436 (1939).. The real issue before 
this court is what constitutes “the making 
of the payment.” The Government contends 
that payment is made when all events‘have . 

been f-iXed which will permit the taxpayer 
to obtain the cash equiValent 0f the refund 
check, While taxpayers ‘contend that pay- 
ment is made when they receive the refund 
check. The Court agrees With taxpayeré and 
hence grants their rriotion for summary 
judgment as to the 1966 refund. 
At a" minimum, payment is deemed made 
upon the ripening of a legal obligatiqn on 
the part of the Internal Revenue Service 
to the taxpayer. S ee United Statey 11. Warts, 
wpm, 303 U. S. at 417-418. Such a legal 
obligation would arise at that moment when 
an account stated arises. United Statex 1). 

Warm, mpm, at 417-418. Since the receipt 
of the refund check gave rise to‘ an account 
stated, the date of receipt (June 24, 1972) 
is the date of the making of payment. See 
Daube 11. United State; [3 USTC $099], 
289 U. S. 367, 570-372 (1933). Accept- 
ance of the account balance did not require 
the taxpayer to obtain the cash equivalent 
of the check. 29 Acceptance was manifested 
by taxpayers’ request for a refund. The re- 
ceipt of the Iefuhd check constituted accepta 
ance at least as to the amount of the check. 
Cf. United States 11. A. S. Krieder Co. [41- 
1 USTC 119486], 313 U. S. 443, 449 
(1941). 
The courts have held that “the making of 
such refund” should be construed in ac- 

cordance with the common understanding 
of those words. United State; v. Warn, 
supra, 303 U. S. 'at 417; Paulkon v. United 
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State: {35-2 USTC $451}, '78 2d 97, 
99 (10th Cir. 1935). Since refund means 
to pay back, return, restdre, anti/or make 
restitution, then such a return or restoration 
is made when the check in payment of the 
obligatiofi is delivered. Paulxon 12. United" 
State:, supra, 78- F. 2d at 99. 

[Reml‘t Mandated} 
Furthermore, basic policy cofisiderations 
mandate this result. A construction 'bas'ed 
upon final payment as defined in the Uni? 
fOrm Commercial Code §4~213 would re- 
sult in a nonuniform date of pa'yment. 
There would be a differenf date depending 
upOn Whether the taxpayer cashed the re- 
fund check in a curfency exchange, de- 
posited it in his checking or savings ac- 

count, or merely stored it in a shoebox. 
Also, a difference in banking laws would 
result in different payment dates. AccOrd- 
ingly, the Court holds that the §65‘52(b)‘ 
limitations period rugs from the date of 
delivery of the refund Check. 
The foregoing constitutés the Court’s Find- 
ings of Factrand Conclusions of Law as 
required by Rule 52(a), Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure. 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, 
ADJUDGED AND DECREED 
that the Government’s motion for summary 
judgment is granted as to thé 1964, 1965 
and 1967‘ refunds. 

IT IS HEREBY, FURTHER ORDERED, 
ADJUDGED AND DECREED 
that taxpayer’s motion for summary judg- 
mEnt is granted as to the 1966 refund. 

29. Certainly the Internal Revenue Service 
would Owe no obligation to a taxpayer who upon 
receipt of a refund check placed it in a shoebox 
and never deposited it in a bank for collection. 
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IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED 
that plaintiff prepare a form of judgment 
in accordance with this Memorandum of 
Opinion. 

JUDGMENT 

This action came on fOr due hearing before 
the, Court, Honorable Charles B. Renfrew 
presiding, and the issues having been duly 
heard and a decision having been duly 
rendered on January 15, 1975, by the 
Court’s Memorandum of Opinion and 01": 
die: it is hereby 
ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED 
that the plaintiff, United States of America, 
recover of the defendants, W. Keith Wood- 
mansee’, and his wife, Teresa Woodmansee, 
as follows: 
1. The sum _of $1,583.95, plus interest as 
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prbvided by law at the rate of 6 Percent per 
annum from January 10, 1972, to date of 
payment with respect to defendants’ 1964 
taxable year; 
2. The sum of $2,734.92, plus interest as 
provided by law at the rate of 6 percent 
per annum from September 25, 1972, to 
date of payment with respect to defendants’ 
1965 taxable year; and 
3. The sum of $689.31, Plus interest as 
provided by law at the rate of 6 percent 
(per annum frOm July 17, 1972, to date of 
payment with respect to defendants’ 1967 
taxable year. It is further hereby

2 

ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DEéREED 
that the plaintiff take nothing with respect 
to defendants’ 1966 taxable year. It is 

further hereby
' 

ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED 
that each party is to bear its own costs. 
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ASIA
I 

ASIAN CONTRACT LAW' . 

A survey of current problems. General Editor 
David E. Allan. A research project of ‘the Law 
Association for Asia and the Western Pacific. 

Carlton, AMelboume University Press, Victoria 
3053, 1969. 237 pp., $ 9460. 
Comparative study of the major problems. being 
encountered by eleven countries in Asia and 
Western Pacific in synthesizidg the introduced 
alien European legal concepts and traditional 
local customary law and attitudes to serve pre- 
sent Asian conditions. Contributions by legal 
scholars from the following countries are in- 

cluded: Australia, India, Indonesia, Iran, Japan, 
South Korea, Malaysia, New Zealand, the Philip- 
pines, Singapore and Thailand. '(‘B 50.2281) 

TAX LAW AND TAX POLICY IN INDUSTRIAL- 
IZED AND LESS INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES 
Report Seminar for directors and senior officers 
from Asia in the Federal Republic of Germany 
from 19 May to 8 June; 1974‘. Published by the 
German Foundation fbr Intérnational Devel'qp- 
ment. Public Administration Promotion Centrg, 
Berlin, in cooperation with the National Tax 
Reseaxchfientre, National Economic and Devel- 
opment Authority. Manila, OCtober 1974, 420 pp. 
The Report has been prepared by the National 
Tax Research Centre, Manila on the basis of the 
country reports submitted by the delegations of 
16 Asian countries and supplemented by infor- 
mation from other sources where informatidn 
from the {firmer was inadequate. The seminar 
sponsored by the German Foundation for Inter- 
national Development was attended by delega— 
tions from the following countries: Bangladesh, 
Burma, India, Indonesia, Iran, Republic of Korea, 
Laos, Singapére, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Yemen. 
The appexided' Summary Report on the Seminar 
Proceedings and Comparative Analysis of Coun- 
try Reports were prepared by A. J. Ridler and 
K. ESSer. (B50227) ' 
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AUSTRALIA 
TAXATION INSTITUTE OF AUSTRALIA 
Papers and Commentaries presented at the Sec- 
ond National Convention of the Taxation Insti- 
tute of Australia, Adelaide, S.‘A., 14th-17th 
April; i972._ Sydney, The Taxation Institute of 
Australia,,1972. i.- 90 Pp. 
Papers, commentaries and discussion group notes 
of’ the second‘ national convention printed; 

(B 9553) 
TAXATION NOW AND IN THE FUTURE 
Papers and Commentaries presented at the First 
National Conventicn of the‘ Taxation Institute of 
Australia, Canberra; A.CLT., 23rd1 to 26th May, 
1969. Sydney, The Taxation Institute, of Austra- 
lia, 1969. 174‘ pp. 
Papers and Commentary thereon presented at the 
First National Convention primed. (B 9554) 

BELGIUM 
LES SOCIETES ANONYMES ;' GUIDE PRATIQUE" 
By J. ’t Kim and R.‘Gyse1inck.vBrussels, Maison 
Férdinand Larcier, SA, 39, rue. des Minimes, 
1975. 304 pp,, Bits. 1,990.-—~.

I 

Handbook explaining the Belgian corporation 
(société anonyme). Text of statute in connection 
thereto is appended. (B 9565)

‘ 

FINANCIELE ASPECTEN VAN DE REGIONALI- 
SATIE - 

Ori'e'ntaties voor een rationeel systeem van mid? 
delenvoogzienihg van de gewesten in Belgié. By 
S. Plasschaert. Brugge, Gewestelijke‘ Ec’onomische 
Raad voor Vlaanderen, 1975. 87 pp. \ 

The author evaluates the possible system for a 
local finance in Belgium. ('3 9564) 

LES TRANSFERTS INDIRECTS DE BENEFICES 
ENTIRE SOCIETIES INTERDEPENDANTES i 

Droit fiscal Belge et comparé, perspectives inter- 
nationales et Communautaires Européennes. By 
P. Jams. Brussels-1000, Btablissements Emile 
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Bruylant, rue de la. Régence 67, 1976. 355 pp. 
Thesis on the tax treatment of international 
transactions as an instrument of indirect profit 
distribution between affiliated corporations. With 
emphasis on Belgian tax law, but comparison to 
tax law in member and nonmember countries of 
the European Community is reckoned with. This 
work received the Mitchell B. Carroll prize de- 
cided during the 1975 congress organized by the 
International Fiscal Association in London. 
(B 9562) 

CANADA 
TAX TIPS FOR CANADIAN FARMERS FOR THE 
‘1975 TAX YEAR 
By A. B. McKie'. Toronto, The Cherry Tree 
Pges's, 196 Adelaide St.W., 1976. 142 pp., $ 4.95. 
Monograph on taxation for Canadian farmers for 
the 1975 tax year with emphasis on income tax. 
(B 9469) 

DENMARK 
SKATTETABELLER 1976 
32. Argang. By V. Spang-Thomsen. Copenhagen, 
A/S 'Skattekarfoteket Informationskontof, Palea— 
gade 4, 1975. 104 pp. 
Income and net Wealth tax tables for 1976 with 
annqtation. (B 9429) 

EUROPE 
ECONOMIC SURVEY OF EUROPE IN 1974 
Part II; post-war~demographic trends in Europe 
and the outlook until the yearVZOOO. New York, 
United Natic'ms, 1975. 252 pp, $ 11.—. (B 9467) 

EVUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITIES 
HET ALGEMENE PREFERENTIESTELSEL VAN DB 
EEG 
Een evaluatie van de ‘betekenis zowel in het alge- 
meen 2115 ten aanzien van Latijns Amerika. By 
C. W. M. den Boer. Cedla Incidentele Publi- 
caties, N9. 5, 1975. AmSterdam-C., Center for 
Latin American Research and Documentation, 
Nieuwe Doelenstraat 16, 1975. 176 pp., 
DH. 10.—. 
Thesis on the generalized system of preferences 
of the European Economic Community. An 
evaluation of its significance with emphasis for 
Latin America. (B 9449) 
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MEDEZEGGBNSCHAP VAN WBRKNEMERS EN’ 
STRUCTUUR VAN DE VENNOOTSCHAP IN DE 
EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAP 
COM(75) 570 final. Luxembourg, Commiséie 
van de Europese Gemeenschappen, 1975. 188 pp. 
Dutch version of report concerning company 
structure and employees participation in work 
councils of companiés in the countries of the 
European Communities. (B 9442) 
LA TAXE SUR LA VALEUR AJOUTEE DANS LA COMMUNAUTE EUROPBENNE 
By P. Derouin. Paris-II, Université de Droit, 
d’Economie et de Sciences Sociales de Paris, 
1975. 500 pp. . \ 

Thesis on the 'value added tax system'in the 
member countries of the enlarged European 
Economic Community. (B 9542') 

.F‘RANCE 
PRINCIPES ET PRATIQUES DU DROIT DES 
SOCIETES 
6e Edition. By F. Lemeunier. Paris-VI, Editions 
J. Delmas et Cie., 13, rue de l’Odéon, 1973. 
296 pp. 
Sixth edition of monograph describing all kinds 
of entity provided by French company law. The 
material is updated as of Novgmber 15, 1973. 
Taxation is appended in a. supplement, the mate- 
rial is as of July 1, 1975. (B 9446) 
DROIT FISCAL 
2e Edition. By L. Trotabas and J—M Cotteret. 
Paris, Dalloz Jurisprudence .Générale, 11, rue 
Soufflot, 75240, Paris-Cede}: 05, 1975. 474 pp., 
Firs. 34.—.

_ 

Second edition of introductory textbook on fiscal 
law with emphasis on French tax system in con- 
nection with the taxation in the member coun- 
Itries of the European Economic Community. 
(B 9443) 
LE CONTROLE FISCAL 
Conseils aux chefs d’entreprise. By C. Marguet. 
75005 Paris, Librairie Générale dc Droit et de 
Jurisprudence, 20-24, rue Soufflot, 1975. 513 
pp., Ffrs. 90.—.

' 

Monograph on the fiscal control by the' tax ad- 
ministration :of professions and enterprises. The 
author aims to provide such information for 
purposes of enterprise managers. (B 9433)‘ 
DROIT FISCAL 
By G. Tixier and G. Gest. Paris, Librairie Géné- 
male de Droit et dc Jurisprudence, 1976. 517 pp., 
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Ffrs. 70.—. 
Textbook On fiscal law with emphasis on the 
French tax system, (‘B 9464) 

GERMAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC 
BETRIEBSTXTTE ODER TOCHTERGESELLSCHAFT 
IM AUSLAND? 
By H-J. Telkamp. Schriftenteihe Besteuerung der 
Unternehmung, Band 7. D-6200 Wiesbaden, 
Verlag Dr. Th. Gabler, Taunuéstg. 54, PO. Box 
11, 1975. 469 pp., DM 62.50. 
Study on the question whether a German multi- 
national should establish a pérmahent establish- 
ment or a subsidiary abroad in connection with 
German tax law and double taxation treaties 
concluded. (B 9474) 
ANLEITUNG ZUM LOHNSTEUER-JAHRESAUS- 
GLEICH 197; 
By SchrOPP, Braun, Langeneck and Nigele. 
Stuttgart, Fachverlag fiir Wirtschafts- und 
Steuerrecht Schéiffer 8: Co., 1976. 70 1313., DM 
7.50. 
Guide explaining employees their balancing 
claims for 1975 wage tax payments. (B 9435) 
DOKUMENTATIQN STEUERBEGU‘NSTIGTE KA- 
'PITALANLAGEN 1975/76 
Cologne, Verlag Peter Deubner GmbH., PO. 
Box 410268, 1975; 48 pp. 
Source booklet of tax privilege capital invest- 
ments with references to case law; regulations 
and literature. (B9546) 
ERLKUTERUNGEN‘ ZUR BEWERTUNG VON AN- 
TEILEN UND WERTPAPIEREN 
By' Jllig, Neufang ‘ and Schumacher. D-7000 
Stuttgart 1, Fachverlag fiir Wirtschafts- und 
Steuerrecht Schiffer 8! Co.-, Hackléinderstr. 33, 
1976. 43 pp, DM 12.——~. ' 

Booklet explaining the valuation of stocks and 
securities for taxation purposes with illustrations 
and reference to case law and statutes. (B 9434) 
77 FKLLE ZU DEN ERTRAGSTEUERLICHEN BE- 
STIMMUNGEN DER BESCHRANKTEN STEUER- 
PFLICHT DES AUSSENSTEUERGESETZES DES 
DOPPELBE$TEUERUNGSABKOMMENS SCHWEIZ 
By F. Lammsfuss and K: Mielke. 4690 Heme-1, 
Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe, PO. Box 1620, 
1976. 96 pp., DM 19.80. ' 

Exercises on income tax liability under German 
tax law with emphasis on foreign tax laW' and 
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the double taxation treaty between Germany and
‘ 

Switzerland. (B 9452)! 
FUNDHEFT FUR STEUERRECHT 
Leitséitze‘ der Entscheidungen-Literatgrfibersicht. 
Nachweis der Verwaltungsvorschriften; Band 
XXII: 1974. By7'H._Ziémer, H. Kalbhenn and 
G. Felix: D-8000 Munich, C. H'. Beck'sche Ver- 
lagsbuchhandlung, Wilhelmstr. 9, 1975. 528 pp. 
Annual- soufce béok for tax law for the year 
1974 of tax publications, case law, administrative 
regulations, thesis and so forth dealing maihl‘y 
with German taxation. (B 9471) 
LOHNSTEUER-TABELLE FUR TAGESLOHN BIS 
DM 200,—, WOCHENLOHN BIS'DM 1.000,— MIT 
KIRCHENSTEUERSKTZEN 8% UND 9% UND 
ERLAUTERUNGEN 
Gfiltig ab 1.1.1976. Beck’sche Steuer-Tabellcn —— 
Tag/Wache. Munich, Verlag C. H. Beck, 1976. 
164 pp., DM 22.—. 
Wage tax fate table for daily wage up to DM 
200.—— and weekly wage up to DM 1,000.'— ex- 
planation and church tax rates of 8 and '9‘ per- 
cent append‘ed. Applicable rates 'as of January 1, 
1976; (B 9461) 

_ 
_‘ 

LOHNSTEUER—TABELLE. FUR MONATSBEZUGE 
BIS DM 4.000,-——- MIT SOZIALVERSICHERUNGSL 
BEITRKGEN, KIRCHENSTEUERSATZEN 8% UND 
9% UND ERLAUTERUNGEN ' ' 

Gfiltig ab 1.1.1976. Beck’sche Steuet-Tabellen -— 
Kombinationstabelle. Munich, Verlag C. H. Beck, 
1976. 164 pp., DM 22.80. 
Wage tai'c rate table for monthly income' up ‘to DM 4,000.— including social insurance con- 
tributions, church tax rates of 8 and 9 percent 
and explanation as of Januaryal, 1976‘. (B 9456) 
LOHNSTEUER-TABELLE FUR MONATSBEZUGE 
VON' DM‘ '4.ooo,—— BIS DM 14.000:— MIT‘- 
KIRCHENSTEUERSATZEN 8% UND 9% _UND 
ERLKUTERUNGEN .» 

Giiltig ab 1.1.1976. Beck’sche Steuer—Tabellen — 
Monat II.- Munich, Verlag-C. H. Beck, 1976. 
168 pp., DM 28.80. 
Wage tax rate table for monthly income from. DM 4,000.—- up to DM '14,000.—, explanation 
and church tax rates of 8 and 9 percent ape 
pended. Applicable rates as of January 1, .1976. 
(B 9460) 
LOHNSTEUER-TABELLE .FU’R; MONATSBEZU‘GE 
BIS DM 4.000,—- MIT KIRCHENSTEUERSKTZEN 
8% UND 9% UND ERLKUTERUNGEN 
Giiltig.ab 14.1976. Beck’sche Steuer-Tabellen — 
Monat I. Munich, Verlag C. H. Beck, 1976. 
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80-q DM '17.——. ‘

' 

Wage tax rate table for monthly income up to 
DM. 4,000.—, explanation and church tax rates 
of 8 and 9 percent appended. Applicable rates 
as~o'f January 1, ‘1976. (B 9459) 
LOHNSTEUER-TABELLE FUR JAHRESBEZUGE 'BIS DM 60.000,— MIT KIRCHENSTEUERSKTZEN 8% UND 9% UND ERLKUTERUNGEN 
Giiltig ab 1.1.1976. Beck'sche Steuer-Tabellen -— 
'Jahr I. Munich, Verlag C. H. Beck, 1976. 80 
pp., DM 17.—. - 

Wage tax rate table for annual income up to DM 60,900.—'——, explapatiog and church tax rates- 
of 8 and 9 percentappendéd. Applicablq rates 
as of_ Jahuary 1, 1976. (B 9457) '.

. 

LOHNSTEUER-TABELLE FUR 'JAHRESBEZUGE 
VON" DEM 60.000,—‘ BIS DM 140.000,— MIT 
KIRCHENSTEUERSKTZEN 8% UND 9% UND ERLKUTERUNGEN 
Giiltig ab 1.1.1976. Beqk’sche.Steuer-Tabellen — 
Jahr II. Munich, Verlag C. H. Beck, 1976. 122 
pp., DM 24.80. . 

Wage tax rate table for annual income from 
DM 603000.-— up to DM 140,000;-—,, explana- 
tion and‘ church. tax rates of 84nd 9 perqent ap- 
pended. Applicable rates as of January 1, 1976. 
(B 9458) ‘ 

EINKOMMENSTEUER—TABELLE ( GRUND-/SPLIT- 
TINGTABELLE) ' FUR BINKOMMEN BIS DM 500.000;——~ MIT KIRCIENSTEUERSKTZEN 8% UND 9% UND ERLKUTERUNGEN 
Giiltig fiir 1975/1976. Beck’sche Steuer-Tabellen — Ei'nkornmen, Munich, Verlag C. 'H. Beck, 
1976. 160 pp., DM 28.—~—.. 
Individual income tax rate table for single and 
married persons having taxablc income up to DM 500‘,000.—‘. In addition church tax rates of . 

8 and-9 percent are appended and short-,ekplaria» 
tion. The rates apply to 1975/1976 income. 
(B 9462) ' - -

' 

PRAXIS DES IRANISCHEN GESELLSCHAFTS- UND STEUERRECHTS 
Einffihrung und Dokumentatiop. By R-R. Hoepp- 
ner. Hamburg, Deutsches Ogient—Iglstitut, 197.5. 
83 PP- - - 

, . .. 
Summary' of the important provisions in thg Iran 
company law and tax law for purposes of pro- 
spective 'German' investors; "Double taxation 
treaty betwéen I'rah and Getma‘ny is dealt with. 
Extract translation of the Iran company law'and 
commercial code'and oth'er relevaqt statutes" is 
appended. (B 9454) -

' 
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INDIA 
GUIDELINES FOR INDUSTMEé 
Handbook of industrial policy anfl procedures 
and annual guidelines for industries 1975-76. 
Published by Indian Investment Center, New 
Delhi on behalf of Government of India, 'Minis- 
try of Industry and Civil Supplies, 1975. 284 pp., 
Rs. 20.——-. 
Guide to inform on industrial approval proce- 
dures as well‘ as the scope for settihg up new 
industrial undertakings and relevant provisions 
of the Foreign Exchange Regulations Act, 1975, 
(B 50.257) ~ - 

SUPPLEMEN'i' TO GUIDELINES FOR INDUSTRIES 
1975-76 A

' 

Rublished by Indian Investment ggnter, New 
Delhi on behalf of Government of India, Minis- 
try of It‘ldustryygnd Civil Supplies, 1975. 2291)., 
Rs, 3.—. ‘ 

Reprint, of documents affecting industrial policy. 
(13 50.257) 

I N D Q N E s 1 A
_ 

INDONESIA: BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES IN A 
RESOURCE-RICH ECONOMY 
H‘ong Kong, Buéinbss‘ International Asia/Pacific 
Ltd., Asian House, One Hennessy Road,_ 1975. 

‘ 

189 pp. 
This research report prepared by Business Inter- 
national is the third report 'concerhing Indonesia 
as an business or investment site. It provides 
information compiled by a team of Business 
International 'reseagchers, who, in some cases, 
have had experience with Indonesia extending 
over 10 years. A chapter on taxation is included. 
Besides the-central government taxes a host of 
other local and {egiongl taxes imposed, some of- 
them illggally, are‘referred i0. (350.255) 
INVESTMENTIN INDONESIA ' 

Jakarta; Investment Coordinating 'Board, Foreign 
Capital Investment Bureau for Promotion &' 
Information; June‘ '1975. Taman- Cut Mutiah, 
No.7, 26pp. 

I 

" ' 

Booklet t9 providg an putline of theIestablish- 
ment of the Investmezit "Coordinating Board. 
designed to 'center' the‘ activities of' investmént 
administration-and 'of the processing of appli-' 
cations dealing with investment matters. English 
translatibn» of the Presidential Decrees in connec-" 
tioh hereto is appended. (B 50252) , 
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INTERNATIONAL 
CORPORATE TAX RATES OF THE WORLD AT 
A GLANCE 
London-WI, In's'tittite for International Research 
Ltd., Chesham House, 150 Regent Street, 1976. 
13 pp. 
Chart of corporate ‘tax fate, tax on branches, tax 
on dividends and remittance tax in various coun- 
tries of the world. Essay concerning tax relief on 
intercokporéte dividends and starting a 'Swiss 
corporation is appetided.’ (B 9472) 
EMERGING ARRANGEMENTS IN INTER- 
NATIONAL PAYMENTS -— IPUBLIC AND PRI- 
VATE -— , . 

Washington, D.C., The Per Jacobsson Founda- 
tion, International Monetary Fund Building, 
August 31, 1975. 46 pp. 
Proceedings and text of papers followed by 
questiops and answers on meeting held on 
August 31,1975, sponsored by the Pei.- Jacobsson 
Foundation on the subject Emerging Arrange- 
ments in International Payments. (B 9455) 
INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON OF TAX DE- 
PRECIATION. PRACTICES 
Compataison internationale desméthodes d’arnor- 
tissement fiscal. By G. Kopits. Paris, O.E.C.D., 
1975. 540 pp., Ffrs. 42.—. 
English and French texts of report prepared by 
Mr. George Kopits 9f the United States Treasury 
Department congeming international comparison 
of tax depreciation practices based on question- 
naires send to member coimtries of the Organ- 
ization for Echnomic Co-operation and'Develop- 
ment sponsored by the OECD Committee on 
Fiscal Affairs. All provisions are stated 'as of 
January 1, 1972 with some exceptions. Appended 
are the questionnaire on depreciation practices 
and tax depreciation survey by country. (B 9561) 
PERSONAL"TAX RATES OF THE WéRLD AT 
A GLANCE . . . . V 

London, Institute 'for International Résearch, 
1976. 12 pp. 

‘ 

-

' 

Comparative chart of personal tax rates, éllow—_ 
able deductions, personal exemptions and taxable 
income in various' countries of the world. An 
essay on compensation for qverseas (executives is 
appended. (B 9475) 

_ ~ ' 

' ' 

'IRELAND. 
CORPORATION TAX BILL. 1975 
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Dublin, Stationery Office, G.P.O. Arcade, 1975. 
257 pp., £ 1.--. ' ' 

Corporation Tax Bill and explanatory memo- 
randum containing the Government’s propqsals 
regarding the, imputation system of corporate 
taxation to replace income tax and corporation 
profits tax, (B 9425) 

ITALY 
OBCD ECONOMIC SURVEYS: ITALY 
Pagi's-Cedex 16, Organization for Economié Co- 
operation and Development, 2, rue André Pascal, 
1976. 66 pp. (B 9567) 

NETHERLANDS 
DE BELASIINGALMANAK 1976‘IVAN ELSEVIERS 
WEEKBLAD - 

By J. Viérsen__and E.,N. Jonker. "Am'Ster'dam', 

Annoventura_ (Elseyief), PO. Box 152, 1976. 
256 pp., Dfl. 11.90. 
Annual guide to file individual income tax re- 
turn for 1975 income and net wealth tax return 
1976. (B 9493) - -. - 

BEVOORRECHTE VORDERINGEN 
Preferenties naar geldendi en wordend recht. By’ 
W’. P. Erasmus. Studiepockets privaatrecht No. 9, 
Zwolle, Tjeenk Willink, Koestraat 8, 1976. 
169 pp. - - - 

Monograph study on the preferential debt-claims 
in present and future Dutch law, including the 
right of collecting taxes. .(B 9444) 
CYNS EN'DYNS

_ 

Opstellen aangeboden aan‘Prof. Mr. H. J. Hof- 
stra.‘ Deventer, Kluwer, PO. Box 23, 1975. 273' 
pp., Dfl. 65.—. ' ' 

.- 

Compilation oftessays on taxation contributed 13 . 

various persons in honour of -the retiring profes- 
sor in tax law H. J. 'Hofstta. A bibliography list 
of publications by} H. J. Hofstra has been 'ap'- 
pended. Contributors are: W. H.‘ van den Berge, 
J, H. Christiaanse, J..E. A. Msvan‘Dijck, j. F. 
M. Giele, H. J. Hellema, J. Hoogendoom,.I-I. Jr 
W..Klein-Wassink, H. Mo‘bach, J. Reugebrink,‘ 
J.‘ P. Scheltens, H. Schuttevaér, J. van Soest, 
A. J. van den' ,Témpel, J. Verbufg, P. Vinke. 
(B 9545) 
INLBIDING TOT HET NEDERLANDS BELAS- 
TINQRECHT ' 

, - 

3e druk. By H. 'J..H'ofstra.' Deventer, Kluwer, ' 

1974. 382 pp. - 
. .- 

, 

- - 

Third updated edition of textbook des'ign‘ed as 
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an introduction to the Netherlands, tax law. The 
material has been stated as of July 1,‘ 1974. 
(B 9568) 
RECHT EN WET 
Rede uitgesproken bij :het aanvaarden van 'het 

ambt van gewoon hoogleraar in he: ‘Belasting- 
recht aan de Universiteit van Amsterdam op 
maandag 8 december 1975. By D. Briill. Daven- 
ter, FED, Polstraat 10, 1975. 40 pp. 
Text of speech entitled “Justice and Law" held 
on December 8, 1975 at the. accession to office 
as Professor in tax law at the University of 
Amsterdam. (B9547) 

NORWAY 
NQKKELEN TIL SELVANGIVELSEN EOR L975 
By 0. Saastad. In: Skatt 0g Budsjett, published 
by Norsk -Skattebetaleiforening, Huitfeldtgt 16, 
P0,. Box 2497, Solli, Oslo. Release No. 8, 1975. 
Page 1-105. Key to income tax return for 1975. 

aman 
STATISTIQUES DE RECETTES PUBLIQUES DES 
PAYS MEMBRES DE L’OCDE 
Revenue statistics of OECD member countries 
1965-1972; une Classification normaliséey a 
standardized classification. Paris, O.E.C.D., 1975. 
260 pp., His. 33.—. 
Third of an annual series of publications provid— 
ing data- in respect of general government tax 
revenues, including compulsory social security 
contributions for member countries of the OECD 
during 1965-1972 arranged according to a 
standardized classification. (B 9417) 
STATISTIQUES DE RECETTES PUBLIQUES DES 
PAYS MEMBRES DE L’OCDE 
Revenue statistics of OECD member countries 
1965-1973; une classification normalisée; a 
standardized classification. Paris, O.E.C.D:, 1975. 
230 pp., Ffrs. 53.——-. 
Fourth of an annual series of publications pro. 
viding data in respect of general government tax 
revenues, including compulsory social security 
contributions far member countries of the OECD ' 

during. 1965-1973 arranged according to a 
standardized c‘la‘ssificétion. (B 9418) 

SWITZERLAND 
DAS BBZUGSRECHT 

‘Ei'ne steuerwirtschaftliche.Betrachtung. By H. S. 
von 'Schfinenberg. Zofingen-CH 4800, Ringier 6: 
Co AG; Florastr., 1974. 144 p. . 
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Thesis on stock purchase warrant under'Swiss -r 

law based on a tax and economic approach. 
(B 9560)' 
DOPPELBESTEUBRUNGSABKOMMEN DEUTSCH- 
LAND—SCHWEIZ 
By H. J. Meyer-Marsilius and D. Hangarter. 
CH-8001 Ziirich, Hgndelskammer Deutschland- 
Schweiz, Talacker 41, 1976. Band 3. 
First supplement of December 1975 to the loose- 
leaf publication‘designed to provide an updated 
work in which text and comment to the 1971 
double taxation treaty in respect of income and 
capital arranged by‘ treaty article is extended by 
a third volume. The material contains relevant 
text to the treaty issued both by German and by 
Swiss tax administration. (B 9441) 

UNITED KINGDOM 
TAXATION OF COMPANIES 
By R. Bramwell. Based on Corporation Tax by 
John E. Talbot and G. S. A. Wheatcroft. Third 
cumulative supplement. Up to date to October 1, 
1975. London, Sweet 8: Maxwell, 11 New Fetter 
Lane, 1975. 28 pp., £ 0.75. ' 

Third cumulative supplement bringing the "basic 
volume on company tax up to date as of October 
1, 1975. (B9448) 

U. S. A. 
CORPORATION — PARTNERSHIP 
Fiduciary filled-in tax return forms.. 1976 Edi- 
tion. Chicago, Illinois-60646, Commerce Clearing 
House, Inc., 4025 W. Peterson Ave., 1976. 104. 
pp., $ 3.—. (B 9571)

‘ 

INDIVIDUALS’ FILLED-IN TAX RETURN FORMS 
1976 Edition. Chicago, Commerce Clearing 
House, Inc., 1975.96 1313., $ 2.50. 
This booklet includes sample filled-in forms, rate 
tables, work sheets and check lists. (B 9570) 
PROPERTY TAX INCENTIVES FOR PRESER- 
VATION: USE-VALUE ASSESSMENT AND THE 
PRESERVATION OF FARMLAND, OPEN SPACE. 
AND HISTORIC SITES. 
Proceedings of the 1975 Property Tax Forum 
International Association of Assessing Officers 
Research and Technical Services' Department. 
Chicago, International Association of Assessing 
Officers, 1975. 135 pp., $ 8.—. 
Text of papers presented at the 1975 Property 
Tax Forum followed by discussions on the differ- 
ential tax assessment of farmland, open space 
land. (B 9539) ‘

- 
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STOCK VALUES AND ‘DIVJDENDS‘ -FOR‘: 1976 TAX PURPOSES 
Market values, par‘values and dividends, of listed 
of regularly quoted stocksfor {1976 Federal, State 
and Local tax purposes. Chi'cago, Commerce 
Clearigg House, Inc, 1976. 166 pp., $ 5'.—-—. 

(B 9572)‘ 
REVENUE ADMINISTRATION, 1971 
Proceedings of the Thirty-ninth Annual Con- 
ference National Association of Tax Adminis- 

LOO'SE-fiEAF SERVICES 
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ttators, ChiCago, Federation 9f Tax Adminisy‘ 
trators, 1971. 204 pp. (B 9534) 

VENEZUELA 
INF ORME ECONOMICO 1974 
Caracas, Banco Central- de‘ Venezuela, 1975‘, 
328 pp. 
A‘ survey of important financial and economic- 
activiticjs taking place in Venezuela in 1974. 
Various statistical charts are included- (B 15.522) 

.‘l 
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DOORLOPENDE DOCUMENTATIE 5INZAKE ’ 

BTW/LE DOSSIER PERMANENT DE LA TVA 
release 70‘ 
Editions Service, Brussels. 

FISCALE DOCUMENTATIE VANDEWINCKELE, BOEK DER BAREMA’S 
Tome III reledse 29 
Tome IV release 35 
Tome V release 26 
Tome XIV releases 83 and 84 
C.E.D. Samsom, Brussels. 
GUIDE FISCAL PERMANENT 
release 2369 
Editions Service; Brussels. 

HANDLEIDING DER INKOMSTENBEL‘ASTING- 
release 64 
C.E.D. Samsom, Brussels. 

CANADA 
ONTARIO TAXATION SERVICE RELEASE 
release 44 
Richard de Boo,.Ltd., Toronto. 
QUEBEC TAXATION SERVICE 
release 14 
Richard de Boo, Ltd., Toronto. 

DENMARK 
SKATTEBESTEMMELSER : — DbbbEltbeskatningsoverenskomster 

release 5 
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— Skattenyt' 
release 92

4 AS. Skattekagtoteket Informationskontor, CQpen- 
hagen. 

EUROPEANECONOMIC ” 

C 0 M M U N I T I E S 
DROITS DES AFFAIRES‘ DANS LES PAYS DU‘ 
MARCH}. COMMUN - 

release 87 
Edition Jupiter, Paris. 

HANDBOEK VOOR DE EUROPESE :GEMEEN- 
SCHAPPEN: — Kommentaar op het E.E.G., Euratom en 

EGKS verdrag. Ver-dragteksten en aanver- 
wante stukken ' 

release 167 
Kluwer, Deventer. 

GERMAN FEDERAL 
R E P U B L I C

> 

DEUTSCHE STEUERPRAXIS. NACHSCHLAGWERK 
PRAKTISCHER STEUERFKLLE 
release 47 
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. 
'KOMMENTAR ZUR EINKOMMENSTEUER EIN- 
SCHL. LOHNSTEUER UND KORPERSCHAET- 
STEUER 
release 115 
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. 
RWP. RECHTS- 
STEUERRECHT 
release 19?: 
Forkel Verlag, Stuttgart. 

UND WIRTSCHAFTS PRAXIS 
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‘ LOOSE-LEAF SERVICES 

STEUERERLASSE IN KARTEIFORM 
release 1'75 
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne. 
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KAILASH C. KHANNA*: 
_ 

INDIA: 
THE FINANCE BILL, 1976 

The Finance Bill for .the financial year 
1976 (lst April, 1976, to‘ Slst March, 
1977) was Presented to Parliament by the 
Finance Ministe); on 15th March, 1976. 
This Finance Bill has been generally well 
received because, to quote a report in ‘The 
Economic Times’, “for the first time in the 
last two decades, .the budget proposals have 
given relief all along the line to the’corpo- 
rate sector and fo the upper income group.” 
Moreover, the Finance Minister’s Budget 
Speech is commendable for its frank and 
candid observations. For instance, speaking 
in Parliament about the high tax rates, the 
Finance Minister stated: “these high rates 
have not led to any significant reduction of 
inequality of income and wealth. On the - 

contrary, they have resulted in large tax 
evasion, generation of black money and 
conversion of visible assets into invisible 
ones. It is essential to remove these dis- 

tortions in the economy.” 

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED CHANGES IN 
CORPORATE TAXATION 
1. It is proposed to continue the existing 
rates of corporate income-tax and the sur- 
éhargc thereon. However, ,a company may, 
in lieu of payment of surcharge, make a 
deposit with the Industrial Development 
Bank of India and if it does so, the amount 
‘of surcharge payable shall be reduced 

‘ by the amount of ‘the deposit. Thus, if a 
company makes a deposit during thé finan- 
cial year 1976/77, the surcharge on income- 

‘ 

tax payable by it for :the assessment year 
1977/78 will be reduced "by the amount of 
the deposit so made. A scheme will be 
framed by the Central Governmcnt for the 
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purpose of' making a deposit 'with .the 

IDBI. 
2. It is proposed to replace the existing 
scheme of initial depreciation .allowanc'e 

' 3by a scheme. of invéstment allowance.. 
The new scheme will be broadly on the 
lines of the development rebate. Its, main 
features are 

(a) The investment allowance will be al- 
lowed at the rate of 25 percent_ of the cost 
of 
(-i) new ships or new aircraft acquired 

after Blst March, 1976, by taxPayers 
engaged in the business of operation 
of ships or aircraft; 

(ii) new machiriery or plant installed 
after Slst March, 1976, for the pur- 
poses of generation or distribution of 
electricity or any other form of 
power; 

(iii) new machinery or plant installed 
after 515t March, 1976, in specified 
industries as listed in a Schedule; and 
new machinery 0r plan-t installed 
after 315t March, 1976, in small- 
scale industrial undertakings for the 
manufacture or production of any 

.Zarticles or things. 

The investment allowance will also ~be 

available; on second-hand ships, aircraft 

and machinery or plant imported from 
abroad, subject to “specified conditions. 

(b) An amount equal to 75 per dent of 
thé investment allowance (in the case of 
ships 50 pér cent) to be actually alIOwed 

(iv) 

* Kailash C. Khanna 8: Co., Chartercd Account- 
ants, Calcutta, India.

' 
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shall be creditcd to an investment allow- 
ance reserve. 

(c) The investment allowance will be 
withdrawn and‘ will become liable to ‘tax if 
the investment allowance reserve is not 
utilised for the purpose of acquiring new 
machinery or Plant within a period of 10 
years. Until the vuisition of new plant, 
machinery, etc, the reserve may be utilised 
for other purposes of the business but no 
part of the reserve shall be available for 
distribution as profits or for remittance 
abroad; The allowance shall also stand 
forfeited if'rthe asset in respect of which it 
was granted is sold or otherwise transferred 
before the expiry of 8 years from the end 
of- the year in which the asset was acquired 
Or installed. 
The Central Government shall give a notice 
of three years before Withdrawing the in- 
vestment alloWance in respect of any ship, 
aircraft or machinery. or plant. 
These changes will apply from the assess- 
ment year 1976/77. 
3. At present an initial depreciation a1- 

lowance at 20 per cent of the actual cost is 
given- in respect of buildings newly erected 
for employees whose income under the 
head salaries does not exceed Rs. 7,500 per 
annum. It is proposed to raise the aforesaid 
monetary limid: ‘to Rs. 10,000. 
4. It is proposed -to reduce the rates of 
tax on long-term capital gains. Long-term 
capital gains relating -to buildings or lands 
or any rights therein will be charged to tax 
at the rate of 40 per cent (as against 47 
pm? cent‘at present) in the case of Widgly- 
held companies having total income not 
exceeding Rs. 1 lakh and at the rate of 50 
per cent (as against 55 per cent, at present) 
in the case of other companies. Long-term 
capital gains relating to other assets will be 
charged to‘ tax at the rate of 40 per cent 
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(as against 45 per cent, at present) in the 
case of all classes of companieS. 
These amendments will take effect from 
131: April, 1977, and will accordingly apply 
in relation -to the assessment year 1977/78 
and subsequent years. 

5. It is proposed to exempt interest Pay- 
able on any monies borrowed by a company 
in foreign currency fxom sources outside 
India; The exemption will be available 
only if the loan agreement is approved by 
the Central Government and will be limit- 
ed ~to so much of the interest as does not 
exceed the interest paid at .the rate approv- 
ed by the Government. 
The Proposed amendment will take effect 
from lst June, 1976, and will apply for the 
assessment year 1977/78. 

6. The existing basis of taxation of divi- 
dend income in the case of fareign com- 
panies is proposed to be modified. Under 
the proposed basis of taxation, no deduc- 
tion will be allowed from the dividend in- 
come and the gross amount of dividends 
Payable to foreign companies shall be 
charged to tax at the flat rate of 25 per 
cent. 

7. It is proposed to previde that no de- 
duction will be admissible in computing 
income by way of royalties and fees for 
technical services received by foreign com- 
panies under agreements entered into with 
Indian concerns af-ter Slst March, 1976. 

as 

If the agreements are approved by the ‘ 

Central Government, lump sum payments 
received .by foreign companies for supply 
of industrial know-how outside India are 
proposed to be taxed at the rate of 20 .per 
cent of the gross amount of such payments; 
other payments by way of royalties and? fees 
for technical services will be charged to tax 
at the flat rate of 40 per cent of :the gross 
amount. 
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INDIA: FINANCE BILL 1976 

As regards royal-ties and technical‘ service 
fees received by foreign companies under 
approved agreements made with Indian 
concerns before lst April, 1976, the exist- 
ing rate of taxatioh, 52.5 per cent will 
continue but a deduction in re'spect of ex- 
penses, limited to a maximum of '20 per 
cent of the gross income, shall be allowed. 
The amendments PIOPOSCd in paragraphs 6 
and 7 will apply from asseSsment year 
1977/78. - 

8. Héad office expenSes allowable as de- 
duction in respect of Indian branches of 
foreign companies will be subject to speci— 
fied ceiling limits, the broad upper limit 
being 5 per cent of the Indian income. 
9. It is proposed to amend, :the relevant 
Provision of the Income Tax Act to permit 
deduction for entertainment expenses with- 
in specified limits. The maximum deduc~ 
tion will be limited to Rs. 30,000 per an— 
num. 
10. A suggested amendment debars do~ 
nations in kind from income-tax relief even 
if such donations are made to approved 
charities. The proposed amendment will 
take effect from assessment year 1976/77. 

Companier (ProfitJ) Surtax Art, 1964 

1. It is proposed -to raise the statutory de- 
duction under the Companies (Profits) Sur- 
ggx Act from 10 Per cent to ‘15 per cent of 
{be Capital of the company. No changé is, 
BoweVer, prOposed in the monetary limit of 
Rs. 2 lakhs. The propoSed statutory deduc; 
tion will be calc‘ulated with reference to the 
capital and reServes of the company and 
long—term borrowing and debentures will 
be [excluded from the Capital base. How- 
ever, interest paid on long—term borrowings 
and debentures will not be added-back in 
computing the chargeable profits as is done 
under_;the existing provisions. The amend- 
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ment will take effect ‘frOm lst April, 1977, 
that is assessment year 1977/78. 
2. A proposed change authpgises the In- 
come-tax Officer, if he is of the opinion 
that the amounts credited -to accounts such 
as provision for Proposed dividend, pro- 
vision for ta-Xation, etc. fall short of the 
required sums, to reduce the capital base of 
the company by the amount of the short- 
fall. The proposed amendment will have 
retrospective effect from the assessment 
year 1975/76. 

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED CHANGES IN 
PERSONAL TAXATION 
lfitomq-tax

‘ 

1. It is prdpose’d to reduce the rates of in: 
come.tax at all levels of personal incomes; 
The maximum marginal rate, including 10 
per cent surcharge, will be reduced from 
77 per cent to 66 per cent and will be ap- 
plicable on the slab of income qve‘r Rs. 
1,00,000 as against the existing slab of Rs.

V 

70,000.
’ 

2. At present, contribufion‘s by an em- 
ployee to a recégnised provident fund are 
limited to one-fifth of his salary or Rs;‘ 

8,000 whichever is less. It is proposed .to 
raise the monetary limit from Rs. 8,000 to 
Rs. 10,000. 
3. It is prop05ed to exempt from tax ca- 
pital gains arising on the transfer of works 
of art, such as art collections, books, manu- 
scripts, paintings, photographs, etc. in case 
the ass'et is transferred to the Government, 
a recogniSed University, a National Ma'- 
seum or any other public institution as may 
be notified by the Central Government in 
this behalf. » - 

4. The existing exemption from tax on 
capital gains arising from the transfer of 
personal jéwellery under specified condi- 
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tion’s. is proposed to be. Withdrawn with ef- 
fect from the assessment year 1976/77. 
5. It 'is proposed -to withdraw certain, con- 
cessi'ons at present enjoyed by Hindu Un- 
di‘vided Families having at least one mem- 
ber with‘independent income excceding Rs. 
8,000. The intended Withdrawal covers the 
limited tax exemption at Present available 
in regard to incomefrom dividends, bank 
deposits, Unit Trust, etc. 

T2)? Cgmpuliory Deposit Scheme 
The Compulsory Deposit Scheme ending 
in July—.1976 is prpposed to. be continued 
for another year with-increased rates .of de- 
posit on the _slabs bf income above Rs. 
25,000. The maximum suggested'fate is 12 
per cent instead of the existing 8 per cent 
applicable on .the slab over Rs. 70,000. The 
amendment will take effect from '1st April, 
1976. 

Wealth-tax
. 

1. It is proposed to reduce the rates of 
wealth-tax applicable to individuals and 
Hindu Undivided Families (other. than 
Hiddu Undivided Families having one or 
more members with independent net 
wealth exceeding Rs. 1,00,5000) with effect 
from the asses_$me;1t'y¢ar 1977/78. .The 
suggested rates of wealth-tax are 
(21)- where ‘the net wealth does not exceed 
Rs. 5,00,000 - 

1/2' per cent of the net wealth; 
(1b) where the net wealth -exceeds Rs. 

4 5,00,000 but does not exceed Rs. 10,00,000 
. Rs. 2,500 plus 11/2 per cent of the amount 
by which the net .Wea'lth exceeds Rs. 
5,00,000; - 

' 
-

- 

(c) where the net wealth exceeds Rs. 
10,00,000 but does not exceed Rs. 
15,00,000 .- - 

Rs. 10,000 plus 2 per cent of the amount 
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by which the net- wealth exceeds Rs. 
10,00,000;~

‘ 

(d) where‘ the. net‘ wealth 
15,00,000 -

. 

Rs. 20,000 plus 21/2. percent of the amount 
by Which the nef wealth exceeds Rs. 
15,00,000. : - 

The higher exemption limit of Rs. 2,00,000 
in .the case of Hindu Undivided Families 
is proposed to be reduced to Rs. 1,00,000. 
2. The levy_ of adilitional wealth-tax on 
land and buildings situated in .urb'ah areas 
is Proposed to be discontinued. 

exceeds . Rs. 

3., Small dwelling units, the construction 
of 'Which has begun on or after lst April, 
1976, with plinth' area not exceeding 80‘ 
sq. metres are proposed -to be exempt from 
wealth-tax for a periéd of five successive 
assessment years from date of compl‘etibn 
(if construction. 

I 

‘ ' 

4. It is‘ proposed to freeze the value of 
one self-occupied house property for pur- 
poses "of wealth-tax at the value adopted 
for 'the Year in which the property is" con-

, 

st'ructed or acquired by the -ta'xpayer or ft): 
the assessment year 1971/72, Whichever is 
later. 

5. It is proposed to exempt for a period 
of seven assessment years the monies and 
value of assets brought into India by per- 
sons of ‘Indian origin who return to India 
with the intention of permanently residing 
in the country. . - 

6. Investment by non-resident Indian 
citizens in equity shares of companies en.- 

gaged in specified industries will be ex- 
empt from wealth-tax provided such shares 
form part of the initial issue~of equity ca~ 
pital made after 3lst March, -1976, or of 
an issue which is certified by the prescribed 
authority to have been made for the pur-

_ 

pose of expansion or diversification of the 
company’s industrial undertaking. 
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H. W. T. PEPPER: 

“THE FISCAL TREATMENT OF OIL REFINERIES 
_~ AND OIL BONDS ' 

General 
1. Fof the purposes of these notes an oil 
refinefyi-Wfll‘ be regarded as an installation 
which refines crude oil or senfi-prOcessed 
oils into ‘finished'products such as] gasoline V 

(petrol), diesel fuel, 'and kerosene or into 
other semi-finished products such as feed- 

I stocks for chemical or fertiliser factories. 
Sometimes a refinery may be associated 
with oil-fields from which it will draw 
directly its supplies of crude oil; more 

‘ 

rarely the refinery may be integrated with 
a :factory, such as a fertiliser works, as well' 
as producing fuels for general use. 
2.’ Wherever there is an association with 
an oil-well or a factory the refinery must be 

V 

regarded as an entirely separate entity 211161 

the input and output of the refinery care- 
fully measured. The mason for the Sepa- 
ration is of course that the method 'of taxa- 
tion for an oil-well and a refinery are 

‘ Widely different. Moreover the output of 
an oil. refinery is usually subject to excise 
duty and/or Consumption taxes (which may 
include V.A.T.»). The input of refined 
hydro‘carbon oils and other feedstocks to, 
say, a. fertiliser works or ‘a factory making 
synthetic raw materials, é.g., for the pro- 
duction of plastics of various kinds, would 
normally be taxed lightly, if at all, and 
under: -a V.A‘.T. system any tax on inputs 
would :be offset against any consumption 
taxation on Outputs. 
3. In most cases, however, we are dealing 
with the simpler‘c'ase of an oil refinery to 
which crude oil is brought by ocean tanker, 
or by pipeline, sometimes 'a long distance, 
over‘ land, or-from the sea-bed, the refinery 
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(with speciél reference to developing countries) 

producing fuels for customers who iholude 
electricity generating works ahd‘ distributors 
of motor fuels~and fuels for Cooking, heat- 
ing, and PropeH-ing machinery.- 

Taxation of an 027 Refinery
' 

4; There are two fields of taxation rele! 
vant to an oil refinery, consumption rtaXa- 
tion on its produc-Lr and taxation of the 
profit: of the refining pracesses; It is the 
former With which we shall be mainly con- 
cerned. 

' 

'

, 

5. All taxation on the product; of a ge; 
finery represent consumption taxes on the 
consumer which means, normally, the 
“home” consumer, i.e., the user of hydro- 
carbon products Within the countfy within 
which the refinery .is situated. If the re- 

finery is reasonably efficient and able to 
obtain its feedstocks at faVOura‘b'le prices it 
may be possible for a Government to put a 
small lévy on exported products including 
bunker fuels without hafming the general 
exportability of its products. A gobd deal 
will depend on the proximity of the re- 
finery to neighbouring ternitories withOut 
refineries; and on Whether the refinery 
country is a .membér of a free trade area, 
with only a limited power to “tax” its" 

neighbours. '
' 

Birdie Dutiei and alt/per Coniumption 
Taxej .

7 

6. Excise Duties are a historical relic of 
other, less sophisticated times when taXes 
on'consumptiomfell‘mainly into the two 
groups, customs' duties on imports and ex- 
cise duties on godds produced'wit-hin the 
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country; 
,7. Nowdays consumption taxation on 
hOme-produced goods goes under a variety 
of names including excise duty and excise 

' 

tax, commodity tax, manufacturers’ tax, 
[purchase tax, sales tax, :and value added 
tax. Whatever the label given to the tax or 
duty 'it is customary to make it Wholly or 
partly a specific levy expressed as so much 
money per unit of volume (e.g., cents per 
gallon or litre) in the case of fuel oils. 
8. Where a country has a general sales 
.tax or a value added tax‘ :egime, however, 
the general tax is often applied in addition 
to a specific levy (which may be’ modified 
to take account of the “double” taxation) 
—— such a general sales tax or V.A.T. will 
of course be a percentage levy based on 
value. 
9.. The advantage of a V.A.T. is that it 

can be applied to the whole output for 
local consumption without actually burden- 
ing any activity or industry which'it is de- 
sired should' be exempt from fuel tax (such 
as the generation of electricity) because of 
the Precision of the tax offset arrange- 
ments which are a feature of the tax. 
10. On the other hand the fundamental 
tax Principle of Collecting indirect taxation 
at the earliest Possible stage of distribution 
is best achieved by an “exoisa” or Pro- 
ducer’s tax levied at the actual refinery. 

.' Crudé Oil 
11. In the fairly common cas'e of' 9. re- 

finery using imported Crude oil there is, bf 
course, an even earlier stage at which tax 
«could be, applied, ‘i.e., customs duty could 
be levied on the imported crude oil. This 
course is not usually followéd. As a matter 
of practice there is not much danger of un- 
customed (non-duty paid) crude oil falling 
into .the wrong hands, mainly because (2'1) 

crude oil has st-zic’tly limited uses outside an 
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oil refinery so that thege -is no demancl for 
it on local (thieves’ markets and (b) crude 
oil is usually stored in large tanks and sent 
by pipe-line or tank-wagons to refineries so 
that Petty pilfering is ruled out. 

: Storage Tank: 
12. It is usual to have storage tanks :both 
for the raw material and the finished or 
semi-finished products of an oil" refinery. 
Where crude oil is delivered intermittently 
sby ocean-going telnkers it is obviously 
necessary to have substantial storage capa- 
city so that a steady inflow .of crude oil 

feedstock to the refinery may be maintained 
despite irregular deéliveries. 
13. That the amounts of feedstock in 
store may Vary Widely is another reason 
why it Would be onerous to levy tax on 
crude oil imports thus imposing .‘a sub- 
stantial and fluctuating demand upon the 
refinery operator for “locked-up" working 
capital. (see, however, “Deposits and 
Bonds"). 
14. Obviously there may be an appreciable 
time-lag between receipt of crude oil and 
sale of refined oils during which ‘the pro- 
duct will be kept 'in storage tanks, so that 
payment of tax/duty on consumption 
should be related more closely to the time 
of delivery for consumption. 

:fl “Open-Refinery” S ystem 
15. Where storage tanks are within the. 
physical boundaries of the refinery it is 

u'sual to regard the whole area as With-in a 
“ring fence” for tax purposes. Indeed the 
area'will probably be enclosed within sub- 
stantial walls or fencing as a'practical 
matter for security reason's. Individual tanks 
may also be separately ringed by fencing] 
walling and/or dry moats as a combined 
fire and Security precaution. 
16. Under What is sometimes called the 
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“elven refinery” system, all movements of 
feedstocks and Products Within the outer 
“ring fence" may be made Without duty or 
tax arising. 
17. A minor point is that some of the 
(taxable) product may be used within the 
“tax-free” area, e.g., to fuel engines con- 
nected with pumps or vehicles used entirely 
within the area, but it .is quite usual to 
provide such modest duty-free use with the 
minimum of administrative formality. 
18. An alternative arrangement is to have 
the storage (delivery) tanks, which are 
filled with products from the refinery, 
separate from the refinery itself. The “re- 
finery” would then comprise thé storage 
(reception) tanks which house the crude 
oil and/or other inputs, the refinery plant 
itself and the outlet pipes (controlled by 
‘flow meters) which take the products to a 
bonded area consisting of fenced-in‘tanks 
containing the refinery Products. This area 
would also contain facilities for delivering 
products to customers either in vessels of 
va1ious sizes, by tank-wagon, or by 
(metered) pipe-line. 

:Bondz’ng 
19. The confines of the refinery or its 

separate storage area may, in effect, be 
extended by the use of oil bonds, the mech- 
anics of which will be further considered 
below. It may be convenient, for example, 
to have supplies of the finished products, 
e.g., gasoline, diesel, or kerosene, available 
in some bulk in other Parts of the country, 
some distance from the refinery. Where 
such additional storage belongs to the ‘re- 

finery itself deliveries theréto whether :by 
pipe-line or tank-wagon would normally :be 
made on a duty-free and tax-free basis 
under Proper controls. 
20. The “externa ” storage will thus be- 
come-an extension of the refinery and the 
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application of duty/tax will :be made upon 
delivery from the refinery itself, or the 
established storage areas, to customers. 

: Major Diytributor: 
21. Where external storage capacity bee 
longs to separate concerns, not associated 
with the refinery, but carrying on the 
business of distributing oil products, the 
main storage depots may be bonded so that 
these tanks‘also may be filled On, a duty: 
and tax-free basis, tax revenue being col- 
lected when distribution to consumers takes 
place. 

:Délivérz'es to Trader: 
22. On the other hand road-tanker de- 
liveries of gasoline (petrol), and DERV to 
filling stations, or of kerosehe to hardwaxe 
stores would be taxable upon delivery to 
the trader’s own tanks. 

.' Deliverie; to Tradery’ Owiz 
Tank-Wagons 

23. Where a trader takes deliveries in his 
own road (of rail) tankers direct from the 
refinery or from the refinety’s own “ex- 
ternal” storage depots, duty/tax will nor- 
mally Ibecome payable upon delivery into 
the tanker at, the moment that the vehicle 
crosses the boundaries of the refinery or 
depot, i.e., goes outside the rig fence 
within which duty/tax i5 not payable. The 
duty/tax will thus be included in the price 
charged for the supplies to the trader who 
is taking delivery. Accounting :for the duty/ 
tax by the refinery, is considered ibelow un- 
der the heading “Collection of Revenue”. 

“Oil-in-Procejx”, “Baxé Stock”, 
“Pipeline Stock” or “Dead Steak”

7 

24. It is necessary to mention a minor 
lpractical point, before summarising the 
position regarding the application of taxa- 
tion to the products of a refinery. 
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25. Not even one gallon or litre of output 
can be produced by a refinery until all the 
pipes” leading into and out of the plant are 
filled. with fluid, i.e., either feedstock, oil 
in process or the finished product. Even in 
the case of storage tanks it is not usually 
desirable to allow the level to fall so low 
that some Pipes may be emptied so that air 
locks may be created which will interfere 
with the accurate working of flow meters. 
Of course tanks have ,sometimes to be emp- 
tied and cleaned, probably involving the 
use of solvents or cleaning fluids to “wash 
out" residual amounts of the product. (In 
such cases there may :be a subsequent re- 
covery of some of the product in saleable 
or usable amounts —— if the recovery is done 
outside the “ring-fence” it will be necessary 
to establish a special taxing procedure, a 
matter which Will'not be detailed in these 
ndtes.) 
26. The oil etc. forming part of this fun- 
damental “pump-priming" volume of “oil- 
in-pfocess” 1 or “base stock” 1 can normally 
be quantified by the manufacturers and 
erectors of the refinery, storage tanks, etc, 

27. No great Problem is created where all‘ 
the machinery, piping, and stock is con- 
tained within the ring-fence of the refinery, 
since duty/tax is in any event only appli- 
cable to the products that leave the refinery 
or‘its external tank depots on delivery to 
traders and consumers. 
28. The quantities involved «have, how- 
ever, to be borne in mind, for example, 
when making chemical conversion ratio 
comparisons (see separate heading below 
“Physical and Chemical COntroIs”), partic- 
ularly in the early days of operation of a 
refiriery. 

Summary of Poxz'tion of Incidence of 
Ditty/Tax 
29. It may be desirable at this Point to 
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summarise. - 

(1) Duty/tax is not normally imposed on 
feedstocks such as Crude oil supplied to a 
refinery. 

(2) Duty/tax is not normally imposed 
on ~— 
(21) operations or movements of raw, or 
semi-processed, or finished products within 
the ring-fence of a refinery; or 
(b) on movements of refined Products 
from the refinery to storage depots main- 
tained by the refinery in other parts of the 
country and supplied under controlled (or 
bonded) conditions. 
(c) on movements of refined iproducts to 
major distributors, being separate concerns 
which maintain substantial bonded storage 
facilities in other locations, where move- 
ments between refinery and bonded stores 
are also controlled (and/or bonded). 
(3) Duty/tax 2': normally imposed on —7 
(a) deliveries to traders in their own tank- 
Wagons (at refinery gate), i.e., when the 
product leaves the ring-fence area; 
(b) deliveries by the refinery of products 
in drums or other containers, or by the 
refinery’-s own tank-wagons on delivery to 
the trader or consumer (except as in 2 
(c).). 
(4) Details of arrangements for taking 
deposits, bonds, or other security in respect

_ 

of stored, dutiable, products on which duty/ 
tax has not been paid are diSCussed below. 

Deposits, Bonds, etc. 
: Seczm‘ty

r 

30.. There are two aspects, “security” and 
“cash flow”, involved in considering what 

1. These basic quantitieslaxe also sometimes 
known as "pipeline stock" or especially in the 
case of the layer in the base of a storage tank, 
as “dead stock”. 
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is the best procedure for bonding dutiable 
hydrocarbons. One should commence with 
the tanks of refined products produced in 
the refinery but not yet sold to customers. 
31. If security arrangements are adequate 
and the Customs and Excise Department 
has physical contrbl of the outlets, e.g., by 
locks or seals, it might seem at first sight 
that it is unnecessary to insist also on any 
kind of deposit or bond in respect of the 
stocks of dutiable :fuel. In' practice it is 

usual, as an additional safeguard, to require 
I 

the refinery operator to put up a bond to 
cover anything from 100% to 200% of the 

‘ 

duty and‘ tax embodied in the maximum 
volume of oil products WhiCh could :be 
accommodated in the smaller storage areas: 
to a much lower percentage in the case of 
the largest bonded installations. Clearly also 
there must be a minimum size for a bonded. 
store, since, to permit storage on a duty/ 
taxrfree basis is to accord a pgivilege which 
entails extra administrative cost. In Britain 
the minimum bond would be £10,000 re- 
presenting 1‘00% duty, but the percentage 
tapers as the installation becomes largex, 
and the maximum sum currently bonded is 
around £200,000. ' 

32. The fact that a stock of dutiable pro-r 
ducts is covered by a bond (or bank guar— 

‘ 

antee) has of course no relevance to a coun- 
try’s current revenue position, sihce nothing 
is payable to Government. It is mainly in 
the event of malfeasance by the operating 
company itself that the bonding would be- 

‘ come important. The c-irc‘ums‘tances in 
which the operating company would be 
willing to put its whole enterprise in jeop- 
ardy, and also be able to overcome the 
physical problems of deceiving the Customs 
and Excisé Dept, and the practical problem 
of supplying matefial amounts of dutyvfree 
oils to selected members of the commercial 
community Without this being noticed, are 
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however, not likely to occur frequently. A 
country is not likely to entrust the estab- 
lishment of an oil refinery other than to 
operators of some substance. 

.' Defalmgfz'om by Employee: 
33. The greater risk and 'one which calls 
Ifor sustained vigilance is that of pilfferage 
by the company’s own employees, which, 
Where What is pilfered has not already been 
taxed, the operator and the Customs and 
Excise Dept. have an equal interest in 
stamping out. Such Pilferagc. tends, tq be 
opportunist. For example, an employee 
might notice that a flow-meter had ceased 
to function and manage to extract and dis- 
pose of some unrecorded oil before the 
defect had been noticed. A thief might take 
advantage of the fracture of a pipe or leak 
from a tank caused either accidentally or- 

deliberately, to collect the leaking liquid 
and dispose of it for his personal gain. 
34. A common thieving device in coun- 
tries where motor -fuels are'heavily-taxed is 
that known as “short-dropping”. A feloni- 
ous tanker driver will deliver, or “drop; 
less than the invoiced quantity of fuel at, 

say, a filling station where he has observed 
that employees do not properly check the 
quantity delivered :by reference (before and 
after) to the tanker’s own flow-meter and/ 
or by dipping .the receiving tanks. The 
amount of the short-fall the driver will 
then deliver and sell ‘for his own gain to an 
“unofficial” customer, who, if he knows 
the product to be stolen or misappropriated, 
compounds the offence by accepting fuel, 
no doubt at a cut-price. In any of the, cir- 
cumstances referred to in this or the pre- 
vious paragraph, the employee is, basically, 
stealing from his own employer or a cus- 
tomer, and the colléction of duty/tax ‘by 
the tax authority would not normally be 
affected, though the Department would 
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nevertheless want to see the PraCtices 
stamped out. 
35. The most serious case would be that 
of defalcation by the local manager, a rare 
case no doubt, but one which is not incon- 
ceivable. For example, if a manager got 
himself into financial difficulties and de- 
cided to steal all’ he could before abscond- 
ing —- he might be able, by abusing his 
managerial position, to ‘falsify records or 
teimper with apparatus so as to defraud bot-h 
the operating company and the EXCise 
revenue before making a “getaway”. 

: Vdriatz‘on of Bond: v 

36. A point to remember is that when- 
éver ‘the duty or_ tax or both are varied to 

A any extent it is necessary to make an im— 
mediate c'ohsequential amendment to the 
sum bonded. The variation is a simple one 
being merely, a matter of arithmetic, e.g., 
a- 10% increase in duty/tax would entail a 
10% increase in the bond. 

: Deposit: by Operating Company 
37. As far as‘ the Revenue security is con- 
cerned, a satisfactory bond. or bank guar- 
antee is as good as a deposit of cash. 
38., If a cash deposit is insisted on this 
will have to be financed by the operating 
Company and add slightly to the cost of 
supplying hydrocarbon fuels. (of course 
even a bond is not cost-free since a bank 
or bond broker will probably charge not 
less than 1/2'% of the sum covgred by the 
bond for the service of providing it). On 
the other hand an interest-free loan in the 
shape. of a. security deposit may be useful 
£0 a Government in helping to finance 
capital projects. 

39. Such a deposit is unlikely ever to have 
to be refunded (at least until the world’s 
fossil fuels are exhausted) since even if the 

' particular operator of a refinery or oil bond 
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gives up, .214 similar deposit reqfiirement 
would clearly be sought from his successor. 
Moreover the“ monetary quantum of the 
deposit is not likely to decrease since the 
only reasonable foreseeable trend of fuel 
prices is upwards! 
40. A further justification for seeking a 
deposit rather than a :bond is that a refinery 
in a developing country may often |be in a 
more or less monopolistic Position -e i.e.’, 

its profitability is guaranteed, although the 
Government will normally be able to con- 
ad the pricing policies fairly closely. 

.' mtzzm 
41. Apart from the justification for im- 
posing a deposit scheme on security 
grounds, there may ’be good reason also on 
cash flow grounds, e.g., Where duty/tax is 
settled monthly, but deliveries to consumers 
are made daily, (see paras. 82-88 on Col- 
lection). The amount to be required as 
deposit should be related to the amount of 
duty/tax represented by the actual stocks 
held or the capacity of the bonded storage 
and to the frequency of deliveries. What- 
ever sum is taken as deposit, a similar de- 
duction should be made from the bonding 
requirement. 1 ‘ 

Pbyxz‘ml and Chemical Controlx: 
Metering, Dipping etc. 

:Refinerie: 
42. Where a dutiable commodity is pra 
duced by chemical or organic processes it 

is traditional in Customs & Excise proce- 
dures to run a check on what is actually 

1. If no interest is paid on the deposit, the 
impost may be regarded as a “licence” charge if 
the operator has been granted something of a 
monopoly position for the supply of oil products — though licence charges are not a wholly Satis- 
factory form of taxation. 
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produced compared with what should 
scientifically be -eXpected. Long before oil 
refineries were “invented” it was usual to 
pay particular attention to the inputs of 
brewing and distilling operations, and in 
the case of products such as beer, ale, and 
lager, it is still not uncommon to fiild that 
duty/tax is levied on the input material 
(based on 'the amount of alcohol it is ex- 
pected to produce) rather than the product. 
43. The modern tendency, however, is to 
levy duty/tax on measured-output, retaining 
calculations of putative yields of .beer, 
spirits, and hydrocarbons as an additional 
check against possible irregularities. 
44. In the case of oil refineries, emphasis 
is placed upon controlling and ta’xing out- 
puts, but it still makes sense to make 
checks of outputs against input by requir~ 
ing the operator to provide the chemical 
formulae and calculations of expected out- 
put when one substance (usually crude oil) 
is converted into others. A reasonably high 
degree of accuracy should be obtainable in 
estimating the product's; of chemical re. 
actions. It should in any event be of interest 
to the operator to ascertain whether his 
plant is producing efficiently What is ex- 
pected of it so that, once again, operator 
and tax department have a common interest m accuracy. 
44A. The modern tendency, however, is 

towards the “open-warehouse” system 
whereby the trader is made responsible for 
the physical security of stores of dutiable 
commodities and the duty thereon, subject 
to general Customs & Excise supervision. 
This supervision will take the form of 
examining the trader’s security arrange- 
ments and requiring them to be tightened 
up where necessary, e. g., [by additional seals, 
locks, checking routines and so on, and 
then making random and selective exami- 
nations from time to time. 
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: Pbyfical Control: 
45. One may summarise the “chain” of 
physical controls as follows -— ~ 

(21) Calibration of storage, reception, and 
delivery tanks and other vessels so that a 
reading of the sight-glass (whene a; tank is 
so equipped) or of'the xelevant dip-rod or 
dip-tape establishes the volume of hydro- 
carbon oil currently contained therein. 
(b) Input of crude oil delivered by tanker: 
(i) Dipping of recepfion tanks before and 
after delivery and (ii) dipping of delivery 
tanks on the tanker before and after de- 
livery as a check on (i); alternatively, read- 
ing flow meters (if provided) and checking 
by dipping; 
(c) Measurement of output of refinery by 

‘ flow-meters and check on inflow into pro- 
duct stoza'ge tanks by dipping; 
(d) Calculation of estimated product of 
chemical changes in the inputs during the 
refinement process; 
(e) Measurement of outflow of dutiable/ 
taxable product from storage tanks by flow 
meters with check by Periodical dipping of 
the storage tanks, and further check of in- 
put 'by dipping where the product is pump— 
ed into a road or rail tank-wagon; 
(f) a road tank~wagon will normally be 
equipped with» a flow-meter and its deliv- 
eries will be recorded on the meter and 
checked by dipping its tanks. Such a wagon 
will often have its capacity divided into two 
or three separate tanks so that a variety 'of 
different products may be carried at the 
same time and delivered through separate 
meters; 

(g) a further check is possible .by weighing 
with a weighbridge or other weighing 
machinery. A tank-wagon may be weighed. 
before and after it is .filled with oil pro- 
ducts. This may be particularly useful 
where the wagons belong to other traders 
or customers and so are not undér the 
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direct control of the refinery operator. An 
outgoing cargo of drums or other contain- 
ers may also be checked by weighing — the 
weight of the empty containers being nor- 
mally a matter of recogd. 
(h) all seals and locks on oil stores, in- 
stallations, tanks, and delivery pipes should 
be inspected daily. Most of this work will 
ordinarily be done by the operator, al- 

though procedures will be laid down, and 
periodical and spot checks made by the 
Customs and Excise Dept. As noted above, 
the operator normally has a common inter- 
est With the Department in avoiding fraud 
and theft within his bonded field of oper- 
ation. 

1' Dipping 
Dipping of tanks may be done by cali- 

brated rods of wood or metal or by steel 
tapes which are weighted 'by metal plumb 
weights, the Whole length of the tape in- 
cluding the weight at the end (which serves 
to keep the tape both straight and vertical) 
being Carefully calibrated. 

.' Sig/9t Gauges 
Apart from the dipping device itself being 
calibrated — usually in units of length 
(e.g1, metric or British linear measure) 
which can be converted to volumes :by 
reference to calibration tables compiled for 

- the particular vessel concerned, there may 
be a sight-glass or sight gauge from which 
the approximate content of the vessel may 
be‘read at a glance. These devices are most 
useful for quick reference by both operator 
and Customs & Excise Dept. but are not 
generally used‘ as exact measures of the 
quantities present, which are determined 
where necessary by dipping. In the case of 
tanker-wagons it is usual to have a built-in, 
sealed, level marker inside the entry at the 
top of each tank. When the oil pumped 
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into the tanker reaches that level the exact 
volume of oil in the tank will bé'known 
since the capacity of the tank will already 
have been measured and Ithe'flow-meter 
registering deliveries from each tank will 
provide a regular cross-check. 

: Electronic Gauging 
In very modem and sophisticated refineries 
and oil storage complexes all measuring is 
done by enclosed systems which produces 
readings of stocks, deliveries etc. elec- 
tronically. It is not proposed to discuss 
those in detail in these notes. 

' 

: Check of Meterx etc. 
It is normal practice to check flow-meters 
at regular intervals, (e.g., every 3 or 6 
months) as well as at any time it is suse 
pected that a fault may have developed. 
The simplest way of checking is to use a 
proving tank, the capacity of which has 
been precisely measured, and fill this, 
checking the flow-meter reading against the 
known volume of the vessel 1being filled: 

: Synfem of measurement 
46. The .rpecz'fz'c duties or taxes on hydro- 
carbon oils are normally imposed by refer- 
ence to volume which may be imperial or 
other (“N.American”) gallons, or by 
metric measurement in litres, or whatever 
volume measure is used in the consumer 
country. Volume by any system is readily 
convertible by tables into ahy other type of 
unit. - 

47. It is essential to specify.volume at a 
certain temperature because the same usable 
quantity of oil fuel will occupy different 
volumes at different temperatures. In 
tropical and equatorial countries 80°F 
(261°C) is sometimes used, While in 
colder countries a standard of from 50°F 
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(10°C) to 60°F (155°C) is often adopt- 
‘ed. Unless year-round temperatures are 
fairly constant it may be necessary to read 
temperature as Well' as volume and adjust 
the latter by referente to the former when 
calculating the duty/tax on quantities of 
hydrocarbon oils. . 

.' Oil Bond; 
48. The forgoing notes relating to con- 
trols on refineries apply equally to oil 
bonds although inputs and outputs ordi- 
narily consist solely of finished products, 
réceived duty- and tax-free and delivered 
subject to duty and tax to customers. 

.‘ Extent of Checking in Practice 
49. As indicated above in paragraph 45, 
(a) to (h), the opportunities. for physical 
checking and cross-checking are compre; 
hensive. In addition all movements of 
hydrocarbon oil should entail correspond— 
ing entries in an operator’s accounting 
books. Part of 3. Customs & Excise Depart- 
ment’s function is. indeed to ensure that 
book-keeping, completion of forms, etc. is 
done promptly and meticulously. Where 
necessary the Department itself will design 
books and forms to suit its needs. - 

50. There has of course to be systematic 
checking of the written records with the 
physical assets they reflect and this is an 
added safeguard of the revenue position; 
51. Although general control of all details 
is 'part of the Department’s task, it may be 
noted that the duty/tax for each month Will- 
be related simply-to the sum:.——— 
total stocks of dutiable/tax oil at start of 
month - - - 

plus dddz'tz'om to stock: daring month = -total.available for delivery 
Iess- total .rtoaé: at end of month = total deliveries on, which duty/tax to be' 
paid. 

.

‘ 
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52.. The deliveries will also have been 
ascertained directly but if there is any 
difference between the two totals, the 
operator, unless he COuld explain the differ- 
ence, might be required to pay on the 
higher total. (see, however, paras. 57-61 
on “Evaporation and other Losses”), 
53. Broadly speaking, quantities measured 
by floW-meters should be regarded as more 
accurate than those measured by dipping, 
though over a period total readings by both 
methods should be very close indeed; 
54. In a simple case where all deliveries= 
are from a single bonded area, the operator 
may prefer t'o have all his tank-wagons 
empty and' all his delivery trucks unladen 
when striking his monthly balance so that 
the Calculation above can be made simply 
by comparing readings of the quantities in 
the storage (delivery) tanks at the begin- 
ning and end of the period and adding in 
the taxable quantities received into the 
bond in the same Period..This calculation 
wouldbe subject to allowances for losses, 
(see later paras.) and should of course 
agree with recorded deliveries. 
55. The calculation will be complicated 
where deliveries_aré also made to customers 
in drums and other vessels, and a stock of 
these is kept, pre—filled, in storage. To the 
extent that these vessels merely contain the 
products of the refinery, however, it is 

merely necessary to take stock of the vessels 
each month at the same time as readings. 
are taken of the tanks’ contents. 
56. ‘Where the refinery is associated with 
oil bonds in outlying areas of the country, 
deliveries from one bonded area to the 
other 'ar'e normally permitted on a d'uty- and 
tax-free basis. Accordingly. the monthly 
accounting for duty and‘tax would have to 
include stocks at the subsidiary bonded 
areas and deliveries to and from these 
bonds. 
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Emfiomtz‘an and other Lane: 
57. It is u's'ual to make alloWances for 
various losses which~are to be expected in 
the réfini‘ng and distribution of hydro~ 
cagbons. In the refining process itself the 
output may fall short of what may chemi- 
cally be calculable 'as the end-product. All 
oils evaporate to some extent, and gasoline 
(petrol) does so more than most —— so that 
some Loss from evaporation is inevitable 

_ 
ahd must be allowed for. 
58. There are no universally-applicable 
guide-lines and it is necessary to calculate 
reasonable allowances in the light of actual 
experience, usually on.the basis' of data 
compiled by operators and checked by the 
Customs & Excise Dept. ‘ " ' 

59. Once' suitable allowances have been 
determined, administration is relatively: 
simple, the main concern of the Dept. will 
bé to‘Iwatch for unusual variations in the 
rate of Idssés that may be evidence of some- 
thing mbre Serious, which, however, will 
normally be of equal concern to the oper-' 
ator. 

60. Storage tanks are normally fittecI with 
special pressure and vacuufn felease valves 
which" can cope with different conditions 
such as‘ very high day témperatures-and 
cold' nights in such 'a way as to avoid dam: 
gerous pressures building up in the tanks. 
Evaporation losses ye, however, inevitable 
and may amount to something of the Order 
of 0.2% to 0.3% per month, 'or even more 
under exceptional conditions for motor 
spirit (gasoline) and the lighter volatile 

oils, but appreciably less for the heavier 
bils. 

' 
‘

‘ 

61. It is not. usual to-embody specific loss 
allowances in a statute, or even‘in regula- 
tions, but to deal administratively with (1) 
“manufacturing” or refining losses, and 
(2.) losses by evaporation during storage, 
and (3) in the course of distribution. 
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Exemption': and Re'lmte: 
: Exemption: - 

62. There are_several uses of hydrocarbon 
oils which are normally allowed to be on a 
'duty- and tax-free basis. These include -— 
(a) bunker fuels for ships, including coast- 
wise vessels fishing boats; 
(b) aviation fuels for aircraft; 
(c) all exports (which ‘would include 
bunker supplies referred to in (a) and (b)-; 
(d) fuel supplies to electricity under. 
takings; 

' 

-

. 

(e) kerosene where this is used as a “poor 
man’s fuel" for cooking his food or heat- 
ing his home; (see, however, para 67 
below). 
63. In the case of (a) and (b) it is usual 
for shi-ps and aircraft; pattiéularly those 
operating to or from'a.small country, to be 
engaged in international‘operations so that 
the fuel they use is, in effect, an “export”. 
Even where operations are partly within 
the country there are often opportunities 
for ships- and aircraft to take on fuel but- 
side the country (and then on a tax-free 
basis) so that the exemption. is sometimes 
merely a recognition that it would .be diffi- 
cult to impose taxation on these fuel users 
even if it was deemed desirable to do so. 
64. Another point is that ships‘and air- 

craft ,are usually in competition with.those 
of' other countries‘and, exemptions being 
widely given, any country which tried to 
imPOSe taxation on its ships and 'aircmft 
would put them at a competitive dis- 

advantage. ' ' 
- 

' 
‘

. 

65. Further, small shipping and aircraft 
operations are sometimes bar'ely viable and 
tend to need subsidies, rather than being 
able. to bear. tax'es.

‘ 

66. In the case of' kerosene, the- affluent 
tend to .fisé‘aelectr'icity int-heir homes and 
sometimeS'gas for cooking, while the poor 
man uses firewood or kerosene. Since elec- 
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tsici‘tyiis generally tax-freé (see also (d) 
above) it would be logical to exempt kero- 
sene when: used for similar purposes. 
67. Unfortunately ketos‘ene has a vaiiety 
of uses and'it 'is difficult to grant exemp- 
t-i'oh for s'ome domestic we; and. not others 
s'o that in practice kérosene is sometimes 
subject .to a. fairly light tax ‘for'Aall uses 
(except bunkcring) even though this does 
not Preserve full equity to the poorest 
users. 
68. Kerosene may, however, be added to 
propellant ,fuels‘for motor vehicles which 
use diesel engines, in 9. Proportion of up to 
30% to diesel fuel for certain-uses. Since 
motor fuels are hermally the most highly 
taxed hydrocarbons the use'of lightly-taxed 
(or exempted) keroséne as a “mixer” his 
to be strictly prohibited and the prohibition 
backed by “marking” the cheaper product 
(See Zparas 75-81 below 0 “Dyes and 
Markers”). ‘ ' 

69. Where oils are used domestically in 
central-heatinguplants it is usual to exempt 
this use, or apply only a nominal rate of 
duty —'-' again marking may be necessary if 
the' same oil has alternative, more highly- 
taxed uses.- ' ‘ 

:-Rebate.r- ‘ 

70. Sometimes .it is desired to give' 'sorne 
tax’ relief to a particular use' of taxable 
hydrocarbons but-it is not practical to do' 
so.by allowing the products to be charged 
a febated rate of duty or tax at source. For 
example; it might be desired to giVe a tax 
p'r'eference on motor fuel used by vehicles, 
(trucks-or buses) serving mralbr remote 
areas of the country on routes that are: 

barely profitable. 

Adminixtmtion . . . 
‘

_ 

» 7-1'. In such 21 case it is‘ better adminis- 
tration to allow the transport enterprise to 
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buy .its fuels at the normal fully-taxed 
price, and- then‘ calculate a rebate or refund 

‘ 
based on the actual mileage covered firom 
month‘to month.- (Better still is probably 
to relate the subsidy to numbers of pas- 
sengers and quantities of goods carried 
rather than fuel' used). . 

72. The' féwei: the quantities of fuels 
which are allowed out of bond: on a no-tax 
or rebated-tax basis, the less the- danger of 
fraud and evasion. - 

7.3. As far as Pbssible it is safest‘to have 
exempted or tebated fuels delivered from 
bond direct 'to storage Or other t‘anks. For 
example, bunker-fuels may be delivered by 
road-tanker to storage at airport or sea-port 
énd eventually be Pumped directly into the 
fuel tanks of the aircraft or vessel, although 
at the airport it will often be necessary to 
use a specialised tank-wagon within the 
confines of the airport itself. 
74. Central heating fuels are also com- 
monly delivered-by road-tankers directly 
into the storage tanks associated with the 
heating Plant and deliveries to electricity 
generating plants are also normally by. pipe- 
line or road-tanker so that risks of the 
exempt or rebated oil getting into general 
“circulation” are minimised. ' 

Dye: and Markers 
75.“ As a safeguard against the illicit use' 
of eiempted or rebatcd oils instead of oils 
to which higher rates of duty and tax apply, 
markets and dyes are added to the former, 
and an efficient Cfistoms & Excise will 
make routine and surprise checks of fuels 
in actual use. ' 

76. - When a check of fuels used felt-high- 
1y taxed purpoées revéals the presence of 
markers and dyes the Customs & Excise 
Dept. hashn immediate prima facie case 
against the possessor of thg marked fuel 
and the law will -nqrmally place the' onus 
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on that person to prove that his possession 
was not in default of the law. (Note. It: is, 

however, for the Dépt. to provide the Court 
with the initial evidence of finding the 
marked fuel in the possession of the de- 
fendant, if the case comes to trial). 
77. Substances commonly used as markers 
are quinizarin and furfural which are nor- 
mally mixed in stipulated amounts per each 
100,000 gallons of fuel and converted to 
solution form before being added‘ to facili- 
tate even permeation of oils to be marked. 
78. These substances have the charac- 
teristic of being difficult ~to remove but 
easy to identify. The making process has 
to be strictly controlled, the marker fluid 
being introduced into the oils being marked 
in liquid form through apparatus connected 
either to storage tanks ,or to pipe-lines. 
79. In all cases the onus is on the oper- 
ator to satisfy the Dept. that this methods 

A 
of marking are efficient and secure so that 
oil which he is Purporting to mark is ac- 

tually marked to an acceptable consistency 
and under controlled conditions. 
80. Dyes are also commonly added to 
exempt or rebated oils to provide visible 
evidence upon. Customs exemption, which 
can be confirmed by the additional evid- 
ence of the presence of markers. 

Traderx’ Dye: 
81. A further example of thé collabo-- 

ration between trader and Revenue Dept. 
is afforded by the facility normally accord- 
ed to a trader to employ his own “brand” 
of dyes to identify, indeed advertise, his 
wares to the public. Provided that the‘col- 
outing substance does not impede identi- 
fication of any official markers in the oils 
and is otherwise satisfactory, permission is 

a 

normally granted, under suitable controls, 
for a trader to introduce his own dyes. He 
may then be able to give the impression 
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that his own pink kerosene is superior to 
someone else’s purple product! 

Collection of Duty/Tax _ 

82. In contrast to the usual system of col-. 
lecting customs duties before goods are 
allowed to- ‘leave the customs-controlled 
area, it is the practice in some countries to 
allow hydxocarbon oils tb .be removed (in 
controlled and-recorded quantities) from 
the bonded areas and for monthly s_ettle- 

ments to be made. At the‘ end of each 
calendar month the operator will report 
deliveries made and be required to pay the 
relevant duty/tax within the first 10 to 
15, days of the following month. 
82A. In 's'ome, éountries, however, the 
older system prevails. For example in 
Britain and Eire there is no deferment of 
payment of the excise duties on dutiable 
fuels. Instead the operator has to maintain 
3. Gross Payments Account with. the 
Customs 8c Excise Dept. in which account 
he keeps sufficient money ‘to cover the duty 
on the maximum daily deliveries and ar- 
ranges to replenish the account daily or at 
whatever intervals are necessary. Such pay- 
ments are by cheques (covered by bank 
guarantee) which are normally delivered to 
the Customs & Excise office each day, and 
deliveries of dutiable fuels from the bond- 
ed stores is covered by Gross Payment 
Warrants from the Dept. . 

82B. On the other hand czutoms duty on 
motor fuels importedjhto Britain is dealt 
with by monthly settlements and._ such 
settlements are also accepted for V.A.T. 
payments. Some small countries collect duty 
at the commencement of a month which, 
in effect, covers the liability'on deliveries 
to be made during the month with an ac- 
counting tq reconcile actual duty charge— 
able with prior payment at the end of each 
month. . .- 
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82C.‘ The trend seemsl neverthé1c§s to be 
towards the method adopteéi, 6g}, in the 
older E.E.‘C. countries, of accepting month- 
1y settlements immediately after the end of 
each month (referred to, in para. .82), 
though any: country ‘switching to that 
system 'from that of ‘ current Payments 
would have -to bear in mind the cash flow' 
Problem likely to be created by having‘a 
gap in revenue inflow‘covering 9. Period 
of 4 to 6 Weeks (see also para. 84). 
83. Collection should. present .few prob- 
lems because operators ate 'usually' large 
énd‘ reputable companies with Whom 
Customs &' Excise officials have no diffi- 
culty. ih establishing satisfactory routine 
procedures "for accounting ‘and‘ payment. 
Sbmetim'es it is possible to arrange fix the 
monthly accounting to take place routinely 
a few déys before the end 'of the month 
and f0: payment to [be made by the month- 
end. Alternatively, this procedure may 'be 
adopted exceptionally only at the end of a 
fiscal year where there may be Budget- 
balancihg problems. 
84. In? the normal case Where tax and duty 
are accounted for by the end of 2 weeks 
after the end of the tax-month, the maxi- 

‘ 

mum grace period for payment is from 
2-6 weeks, an average of 4 weeks. The 
existence of this time-lag gives some justi- 

‘ fication for calling for deposits from the 
9pegators of oil bonds and bonded refine- 
fiés.‘ (see paragraphs 57-41). Of course 

' 

deliveries frOm bond to customer do not 
usually represent immediate conSumption, 
since fuels may be delivered .to the tanks of 
a filling-station and from there sold to 
vehicle-owners over a period of anything 
from a week upwards. ' 

‘85. On cash flow grounds the filling 
station proprietor usually wants deliveries 
as often as possible from the bonded store, 

' even three or four times Per week, since 
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he then'has the minimum amount of money 
tied up in stock. On the other hand the‘ 
store operator wants to minimise distribu- 
tion expenditure and {herefore prefens to 
deliver not 'less than a. road-tanker-full at" 

a time.. Where deliveries from :bond are 
made twice-weekly, and this is not ‘hne 

common for the major filling stations on' 
highways, it is clear that the two to six 
Weeks grace period constitutes generous 
treatment of the trader'by the tax authority. 

: Pmctiml Adminiytmtz'on 
86. 

‘ 

As a practical matter, an oil‘ bond may 
arrange for its monthly accounting to be 
made, on 'a day, and at altime when its 

tank-wagons are all empty (i.e., early in 
’the morning before they are filled for the 
day’s sa‘le round) so that only the storage 
tanks have to be taken into account for

> 

meter-reading, or dipping, and counter- 
checking by Castoms & Excise officials. 
87. Where there is also an atceptably- 
secure Store of drums and other containers 
full of dutiable/taxa‘ble product, it will 
usually be best for books to be kept such 
that the total stock or inventory, is on 
record at any time. A physical check of 
goods in stock will then merely be to con-’ 
firm that the recorded quantities are duly 
present. Such stores are usually kept under 
separate lock by the trader and to maintain 
a. running record of quantities in hand it is 
merely necessary to keep stock-cards and 
note outgoing supplies as deductions and 
add new stocks as they are received, to 
achieve constantly updated figures. 
88. Where filled drum‘s and other con- 
tainers are not kept in sufficiently secure 
conditions to satisfy the Customs & Excise 
Dept. duty and tax Would be paid when 
they are filled. For example, drums may be 
kept stacked in the open within .the fence 
around an oil bond which contains large 
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storage tanks. It'would be relatiVe‘ly much 
simpler for a gang of thieves to' steal oil 
products which are lyre-packaged in con- 
tainers such .as dnims than to break open 
storage tanks and pipe-lines. In addition 
book-keeping for duty and tax is simplified 
and, the levies may'be applied solely to 
quantities delivered from the storage tanks. 

Income Tax 
‘89. There is no particular redson why an 
oil refinery, which is a type of, chemical 
works should be dealt-with differently for 
income .tax purposes than any other kind 
of chemical works. -‘ 

-- 

9.0. It is likely that‘ where a refinery is 

set up on the initiatiwe of an oil company 
(and with the consent of the Government) 

“ 
-that the refinery is expected to be a viable 
and profitable industry; Becauscj' 'of the 
large initial capital expenditure on plant 
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and machinery it is quite possible that be- 
' 

cause of depreciation or capital allowances 
ordinarily granted to industries on such ex- 
penditure, there may- be no income tax pay- 
able for the first few years, the depreciation 
a110wances exceeding the taxable profit, but 
that does not constitute special treatment. - 

91. Where a refinery might be only mar- 
ginally viable and is setup on the initiative 
of the Gowmment; the oil company will 
usually want various guarantees regarding 
the pricing pol-icy it will be permitted to 
pursue so that it chn be assured that itywill 
be able to operate at a profitin what will 
often be a captive market. 

_ 
.

_ 

92’. Once the lines on which trading-may. 
be done are agreed, hbwevergthere should 
be no‘ need for further incentives_ such as 
tax exemption of the profits which_have 
already been assured to the _operating com- 
Pan)“ 
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.s. AMBALAVANER *: 
MALAYSIA 1976 BUDGET 

From the text of_‘the speech by the Honour- 
able Deputy Prime Minister and Minister 
of Finance, Datuk Hussein Bin Onn House 
bf Representatives November 6, 1975. 
1. The main thrust of Malaysia's 1976 
Budget comes from the Government’s com.- 
mitment. to a system where the private 
sector’s positive and ’expansionaxy role is a 
pre-requisite fog continued and rapid in- 
dustrial development. Particular recogni- 
tion is given to the role of foreign pgivate 
investment. While providing the basis for 
the first year of the Third Malaysian Plan, 
1976—4980, the 1976 Budget' seeks to 
promote economic growth and income dis- 
tribution' within the framework of finan-

' 

cial stability. 

2. The economy. suffered a sevene strain 
due to the protracted world recession, and 
revenue receipts fell short by 80% ($ 220 
million) against estimates due to the de- 
cline in imports. The actual expenditure 
out-turn for 1975, estiméted at $ 4,595 mil- 
lion exceeded by 9% to .15 5,000 million 
dollars mainly due id:- 
(9.) implementation of 3the Hamn Salaries 

Cqmmission recommendations which 
Costs$ 100 million; 

(1)), the payment of the 13th month bonus 
. «to‘Civil Servants, estimated at $150 

' -million which was given to- offset 'ad- 
- verse effects of inflation; ‘ 

(c) expenditures on défénce amounting to 
' $ '127 million together with J; 26 mil- 

. 

lion for text books'subsidy and .35 40 
million for' the Rubber Stabilization 

' Programme; none- of which Were pro- 
vided for in the 1975 budget. Added 
to [these-the developmerit expenditures 
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also exceedéd estimates by $ 235 mil- 
lion. The deficit will be covered by 
borrowing. - 

3. With a brighter forecast for the world 
ééonémy fbr 1976 Malaysia’s economy is 

also expected to improve in' the coming 
year. Rubber. prices are .on an upward 
swing, andihe demand for rubber is on the 
increase. Thus our exports are estimated to 
grow by about 9%, while a 5% increase is 
estimated for imports. 

4. Budget Propomlx: 
Tfie deficit will be financed mainly by do- 
rfiestic borrowing and foreign projects and 
market bbrrowing. 

V 

Modifications in Ithese 
estimates are expected, since thé 1976 
Budget will be managed flexibly, and, new 
taxes will bé raised in. the 1976 Budget. 

5. The Pfopoml: for 1976: 
The object of a tax policy is not oxflly to 
provide adequate revenue "for the Govern- 
menti but also among ‘other - things to 

achieve a more equitable income distribu- 
rbion; which is one of the objectives of our 
new economic policy.‘ 

6. Direct Tizxes: .. 

(a) Individuallmome Tax: ' 
' 

_ 

Idcomé'of resident individuals is’subject 
to graduated tax rate Stgrtigg from a_ rate 
of 6% o‘n‘a chargeable income bf .13 2500 
to 55% on a chargeable iiicome'exceed- 

. ing 35 75,000.‘ The” rate structure has 
‘ ' 

also been amended incréasing’the rate of 
23% to 25%, 25% to 30%; and 30% 

"-to 35%. Other ratés remain unchanged. 

* Law Office S. Ambalavaner, Colombd, Sri 
Lankaf -'

' 
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(b) Development Tax: deduction against ta}? on chargeable 
Will continue to be imposed at :the rate 
of 5% on an income derived from trade, 
business, profession or vocation and rent 
from .the letting of properties. This tax 
however does not apply to salary and 
wages, dividend and interest. 

(c) Exceu Profii: Tax: 
Will continue to be imposed to 5% on 
chargeable income in excess of $ 75,000. 

(d) Reg! Property Gaim Tax: 
At present, gains derived from a dispo- 
sal of lands and buildings situated in 
Malaysia and any interest; option or 
other rights in or over such lands and 
buildings are liable to tax at the rate of 
50%, if Such a dispbsal is made within 
2 years after the date of acquisition of 
the property. However, if the amount of 
value of the consideration for the dis- 

posal does not exc_eed 35 100,000 it is 

, 
exempted from -the tax. This Tax is pro- 
vided for in the Land Speculation Tax 

I 
Act 1974. It is proposed to introducea 
new legislation to be called "Real Pro- 
perty Gains Tax Act, 1976”, and to re- 
peal 'the existing Land Speculation Tax 

' Act, 1974. Under this proposal, gains 
from a disposal of real property are to 
be taxed on a diminishing scale of rates 
in accordanée with the length of the 
holding period as follows :— 
50% if the property iswdisposed of With- 
in the first or second year after the date 
of Its acquisition. Thereafter decreasing 
‘by 10% Every yea: upto the 6th year. 
Where the disposal value of a property 
is less than $ 50,000, it is exempted 
from [the tax. 
Gains on disposal of one private resi- 

dence will subject -to certain conditions 
be exempt. T

. 

Tax relief for 105565 will be allowed as a 
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gains. 

(6) Extate Duty: 
It is now proposed to increase the duti- 
able value of an estate from $ 25,000 to 
$ 50,000. The marginal fate of 5% is 

abolished and the lowest marginal rate 
I 

will now be 71/2% which applies to the 
next $ 50,000 as at present. The existing 
maximum 'rate of 50%“Wi11 now apply 
only where the value exceeds 35 2 million 
'-but does not exceed 4; 4 million. On the 

1 

next 41‘» 2 million the rate will be 55% 
and on the balance 60%. These rates 
will apply in respect of deaths occurring 
on zind after lst January 1976. 

(f) Bony: Paymem by an employerhto an 
employee: 

For :the purpoées of tax the deduction of 
such bonus payment will be limitcjd to 
$ 1000.00 or ‘2/12ths of the wage or 
salary'paid to each employee,“ whichever 
is the greater.

' 

7. Indirect Tax: 

(3.) Impo'rt Dutiex: 
As a revenue measure, it is proposed to 
increase import“ duties on a number of 
categories of luxuries and largely non- 
essential goods; These changes are con- 
tained in the Customs Order. Briefly, 

. import duties on fresh and dried fruits 
will be increased by 50% from $ 896 
per .ton‘to s13 1344' per ton or by —/20 
gents per pound. Preserved fruits which 
fall under headings Numbers 08.10 and 
08.11 and which are subject-to import 
duty on $ 1344 per rton and those under 
hEading No. 08.13 which attract a duty 
on $ 224 per ton will now be made 
dutiable ‘at $ 1680 and $ 336 per ton 
respectively. These nepresenf an increase 

‘ 

of 25% and 50% respectively. 
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Import duties on motor cars and motor' 
cycles are 3156 to be increased. It is pro— 
posed to change the present flat rate of 
60% to a progressive rate of 60% on 
the value not exceeding .33 20,000 with 
an increase of 10% for every additional 
$ 5,000 till it reaches 100%.

' 

Import duties. on musical instruments, 
:gramophones, dictating machines and 
other sound recorders and reproducezs 
will be increased by 20%, from 25% to 
45%. Electrical appliances, such_ as re- 
frigerates, washing machines, calculating 
machines etc., will also attract higher 
duties. In the case of refrigerafiérs and 
other refrigerating equipment the duties 
will be increased from 35% to 45% and 

' 

those under heading No. 84.15 450 the 
duty will be. incréased from 35% or 

. 
$ 280 per unit whichever is the higher, 
-to 45% _or $ 360 Whicheirer is thé high- 
er. Machines for washing 'disheis and 
those for.washing clothes will npw be 
liable fqr duties at higher rates of 25% 
and 35% respectively representing in 
each case an increase of 10%. Duties on 

~ 

calculating and data processing machines 
will be incrgased by 5% ‘to 25%. 
Perfumeryé .cosmetics and -toilet prepara- 

, tions will be subject to duties at 60%. 
Duties on carpets and rugs 50%; watch- 
es 15‘%,;clocksy 30%. With higher duties 
imposed on precious and semi~precious 
stones, jewelIery, affidés made‘of leathér 
and fur, glassware and article's made of 
metal.

_ 

(b) Surtax: 
'

- 

At Present a suntax‘at the rate of 4% is 
imposed on all imports; except on cer- 
tain goods including essential commodi- 
ties. As a measure to raise additional 
revenue it is proposed to increase it_ 'by 

I 1% to 5%. As an incentive to encour- 
Iage industrial development, partial ex- 
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emption of 2% is presently granted on 
imports of raw materials needed by in- 
dustries for the manufacture of their 
products. Partial or full exemption is 

. given from the suntax on machigery de- 
_pefidihg on the merit of the case. In 
respect of raw materials it is proposed 
to granrt exemption of the 1% increase 
in the surfax on raw materials used for 

U the: prqdfictidn of essential goods and 
goods for export only.

‘ 

(c) Excise Datiex: 
At ‘pxesent the-excise duty structure is as 
.follows:—— . 

r 

. 

'

_ 

25% on the value' not exceeding $ 7,000, 
thereafter increasing 'by 5% for every 
$ 3,000 and- 45% on (the value exceeding 
35 16,000 but which does not -eXceed 
$ 20,000. - 

It is now proposed to make this structure 
more progressive by adding two more 
marginal rates at the upper- end of the 
scale as follows :— 
50% on thc value $ 20,000 to a; 25,000; 
and h 

55% on the value exceeding $ 25,000. 
8. Overall Deficit:

I 

With the additional revenue of $' 108 mil- 
lion is :expected'to' raise from the_ revenue 
measures, a Current deficit of $ 82 million 
and an overall _deficit of $ 2065 million 
are antiqipatgd for 1976. 

9. 'Comlzm'on: A 

In accordance with» the- Government’s 
commitment to'the‘ creation of a just so- 
ciety, the Budget aims at promoting 'eco. 

‘nomic growth and income distfibution 
within the framework of finaficial stability. 
Succéss can be Certainly achieved with the 
cooperation of the Whole nation, by striv- 
ing- towards a higher standard of disci-- 

Pline, dedication f0 duty, responsibility to 
th'e'co‘untry and a sense of honesty. 
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DR. ERWIN SPIRO *: . 

THE 1976 INCOME TAX CHANGES 
IN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA 

While admitting that the budget for 1976 
Was not deliberately s'fimulatory' nor in- 
yiting Popularity, Senator O. P. F. Hor- 
wood, (the Minister of Finance, tried to 
mainfain ‘th‘e necesséry balance between 
three objectives, viz. 1. to make adéquate 
provision for the deféncé of :the country; 
2. to maintain the economic strength of the 
‘coun-try and 'in particular t6 safeguard its. 

balance of Payments and ‘to combat infla- 
tion; "33'; to maintain the economic grdwth 
of the cduntry and to care fix the interests 
of the less privileged members of the'com— 
munify. ' 

'. 

In the field of income tax this has been 
achieved mainly, as will be shown later, by 
in'creasing -th'é fate of tax. The following 
changesi-may be mentioned. 

ABATEMENTS 
In view of the current inflation rate and 
its effect on aged‘ pers'ons thé Minister of 
Finance proposed that the.special income 
tax abatement for person; above the age of 
sixty years should -be' raised from R600 to 
R700. It follows-that pegsons in that agé 
group will. only he‘liabrl'e for income tax 
when their 'income excceds R1900 for 
married Persons ahd R1 400 for singfe per- 
sons; Uthis benefit will "Only céasé .to'apply 
when income ex'c'eeds R14 500 for married 
person's and’RlZ‘OOO for single persons. ' 

NON-RESIDENT SHAREHOLDERS: TAX 
The non-'résident shareholders’ tax is pre- 

) sently inter 4112: not payable if the share- 
hdlder Wholreceives the dividend is a non- 
Soufh African company doing business .in 
the Republic; such dividend being free of 
tax if fh; South African business activities 
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of the shareholder-company are negligible. 
This appea'red‘ to _the Minister of Finance 
to be an anomaly, ahd he, therefore, pros 
Posed that' Wifli effect from the 3lst 
March; 1976 — the date of the budget 
speech - all dividends payablé to such 
companies should “be subject to the r1_on- 

resident shatéhol‘ders’ 

UNDISTRIBUTED PROFITS TAX 
The proposéd incrEasé in 'the rate of com- 
pany taxation will, in the View of the 
Minister of Finance, effectively place all 

operating companies outsidq the scope of 
the undistributed profits tax whose aim it 
Is, to encourage companies, especially .cém- 
panics controlled by a few shareholders, to‘ 
distribute prbfits Which are then faxed in 
the hands of the shafeholde‘rs. As' the re- 
sult, the tax will in .ffiture only bé appli- 
cableio financial‘companies. The Minister 
of Finance nevertheless believed that the 
Propoéed increase in the_ rate of income tax 
on individuals. allso requ'ii'ed' that the rate 
of fax on undistributed profi'tfifihould be 
raised in qrder to fnainfain the (effective- 
neSs (if fhelafiter; pagticularly in {elation to 
private financial companies which preéent— 
'ed1ap éasy vehicle for tax avoidarice. 

POWER OF'MI'NISTER OF "FINANCE TO 
RAISE OR LOWER LOAN LEVY 
The Minister of Finance proposed a pro; 
vision :to empower him, subject to Parlia- 
mentary approval during the following 

*Doctér firis utgiusqlie (Breslau), LLB. 'C'ape 
Town, Advocate of the Supremt: Court pf South 
Africa, Capetown '8000, South Africa. ' ' ' 
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session, to raise or‘iOwer‘the 10472 levy by 
not more than 10 per cent of the basic tax. 
'Such a provision appeared to him desirable, 
especially in view of the length of the 
Parliamentary recess in South Africa. 
Furthgr‘ reasons for the desirability of such 
_a provision were, according :to the Minister 
of Finance, the political uncertainty in 
other parts of Southern Africa and rthé 

possibility of an ‘ea‘rlier and Stronger fa.- 

.vourable change In South. Africa’s qkp'ort 
markets _or in the gold price than Presently 
expected” 'which might necessitate urgent 
adjustments of rates, ei-ther upward or; 

tdownward.- 
'

‘ 

RATESDF INCOME TAX (NORMAL TAX) 
The rétes as such have not changed, but 
the mrclmrge and 10472 levy have been‘in- 
creased, the latter having been reintroduced 
=in‘the case of persons other than compa- 
mes.

_ 

Permm ot/aer't/aan compdfliés 
Personq other than. companies are, in re- 

spect of 5th: year of assessment ending Fe-i 
'lbr‘uaryfzs,‘ 1977 or Juhe 30, 1977,_subj’ect 
to the tax at the rates contained in the two 
tables annexed to this article.'Provided the 
Tbasic‘tefx is R150 or more, ‘thére is'added a 
Mft/mrge of now 10 Per cent. It} the case 
of a natural person who is over sixty years 
pf age on the last day of the year of assess- 
ment and whose taxable income for that 
year is ‘RS 000 or less thewrdfarge is not 
payable at all. There is now also a loan 
lefly of 10 lief ceht which is subjec't'to‘ the 
same conditions as the Jurc/mrge. The; basic 
tan; is in eaéh instance‘ calculated on the 
taxable amount, that is the amount remain- 
ing after deducting from taxable income 

‘ 

'the abatement appiicable. 
Due regard ben had to the furtbdrge of 
10 per cent and the loan levy of 10 per 
cent, the maximum marginal rate is upw, 
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72 per cent. 
' 

-' 

The Minister of Finance did not fail to 
mention that the proposed rates of taxation 
Were still considerably lower than those 
applicable in 1971.- 

Compam’esj
_ 

The_ rates for‘ ctompénies“ in respect of fax- 
éble_ income derived in the Republic and 
taxable income derived in South-West 
Africa for the year of. assessment, that is 
the financial year ending during the 
fwelvé-month pefiod .frbm April 1, 1976, 
to March 31; 1977, are as féllows':

' 

(i) taxable income deified bgberwixe than 
frqén minih‘g: if derived in South-West 
Africa. 35 tents per'Rl and if derived else- 
Where thah in South-West; Afriéa —{ that 
is in the Republic -~ 40 cents per R1. To 
the tax so determined is added a mrtbarge 
of 71/2 per cent. of such tax and a loan 
portion of .15 Per cent of such tax. The 
effective rate is thus. now 42.875 cepts (be- 
fore 37.625),a1_1d 49 cents (before 43)» in 
the rand réépectively.

I 

(ii) taxable income derided from" gold 
mining: on any mine'o'ther than' a post- 
1966 gold mine an amount determihed in 
accordance with one of the formulae pro- 
vided for, Plus a. .rm/aczrge (which is‘not 
payable in the case of‘ certain assisted gold 
mines) equal to 10 (before 5) per cent of 
the sa_id amount and a loanfgrfion equal 
fig 15) (befOIeV 5) per cent of‘ the said 
amount; on a post-1966 gold mige an 
amount determined in accordance with one 
of the formulae provided‘for Plus a sur- 
charge of 10 (befqrej) per cent of_.the 
said amount and a loan fiartion of 15 (bé- 
fore 5) per cent. . 

(iii) taxable imame in the form of re- 

coupm'ent: of capital expendit'hr'e dccmz'hg 
to campaniej which are or have been gold 
mining companiex: the average rate of tax 
as determined in accordancg: with the Act 
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or 35 cents per R1 Whichever is highe’r. .1 

(iv) taxable income from mining opera- 
Iz‘om (other than mining for gold, dia- 
mond: or natural oil )1 where derived in 
South-West Africa. 35 cents per R1 and 
where derived elsewhere than in ,South- 
West Africa —— that is’in the Republic — 
40 cents per R1. To the tax so determined 
is added a- .rzzrc/Jarge of 71/2 (before 21/2) 
per cent of such tax and a 1mm portion of 
15 (before 5) per cent of such tax. 
(v) taxable income from mining for dia- 
mondx: 45 "cents per R1 plus a stircbarge 
of 10 per cent bf such amount and a 10472 
portion of 15 (before 5) per cent of such 
tax. The surcharge has here not been in- 
creased because diamond mines already pay 
a considerably higher :tax than other com- 
panics. 

RATES OF OTHER TAXES CONTAINED 1N 
THE INCOME TAX ACT 
N oae'dent S/aarebolderx’ T4x

_ 

The non-resident shareholders? tax remains 
15 per cent of the amount of the dividend 
or interim dividend in question. 

Undiflribm‘éd Profits Tax 
The undistributed profits tax is 331/3 (be- 
fore 25) cexi-ts on every rand of the amount 
by Which the distributable" incom: as de- 
fined exceeds the amount of dividends 
distributed during the specified period as 
defined. 

N on-Resz'defiti d on Interext 
The non—residenis tax on interest is 10 per 
cent on' the ambunt of the interest in 
questiOn. 

Danatiom Tax . ‘ .

' 

The tax is at 'progressivé- block rates, the 
block exceeding R90 000 being taxable'at 
the raté of 25 'per cent. . 

- ' - 

212~ 

mum wmum ' 

Zeitschriftfflr die‘gesamte 
Steuerwissenschaft 

Aufséitze zu lnternationalen Problemen: 
ORR Dr. Peter Fischer: x 
Das Versténdigungsverfahren auf der 

‘ 

Grundlage von Doppelbesteuerungsab- ' 

kommen - Versuch einer verfassungs- 
rechtlichen Einordnung (Heft 3/1975) 
Dr. Joachim Lang: . 

Grundséitzliches zur Interpretation v6l- 
kerrechtlicher Abkommen im Steuer- 
recht, dargestellt'an dem Beispiel der 
Frage, ob der Diplomat ei'ner ausléndi- ' 

schen Mission beschrénkt einkommen- 
steuerpflichtig ist (Heft 4/1975) 
Dr. Dr. Vo/ker Kluge: 
Zur unmittelbaren Anwendung von 
DBA—Vorschriften-bei der Gewinner- 
mittlung ‘ (Heft 4/1975) 
Prof. Dr. Hartmut Sifihn: 
Die Harmonisierung der Umsatzsteuern 
in der européischen Gemeinschaft - 
Eine steuersystematische Bestandsauf— 
nahme (Heft 1/1976) 
Ministeria/dirigent Dr. Klaus Manke: 
Neue Entwicklungen beim Abschluss 
'von Doppelbesteuefungsabkommen 
(Heft 1/1976)

' 

Dr. Dr. Volker Kluge: 
Die Hinzurechnungsbesteuerung nach 

' 

§§ 7-14 Aussensteuergesetz und die_ 
Normen des allgemeinen Steuerrechts 
(Heft 2/1976) ‘ -. 

. .

- 

Dr? Lothar Hintzen: 
Die‘ verdeckten. Gewinnausschfittungen 
in den Niederlanden (Heft 2/1976) 

_ 
Steuer und Wirt§chaft erscheint viertel~ 
jéhrlich. 
Jahresabonnement: 134,—— DM (zzgl. 
Zustellgebfihr); Einzelheft 36,— DM. ‘ 

Prqbeheft erhalten Sie gegen 5,-— DM 
Schutzgebfihr beim

V 

VERLAG
. 

‘DR. OTTO SCHMIDT KG 
Ulmenallee 96—98 
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'.ANNEXURES 
TABLE‘I» 

Taxable Amount 1 Rates of tax in respect of married persons 

Where the taxable mounk—
V 

- does not exceed R1 .000‘ . . . . . . . 
‘ 9 per cent of each R1 of the taxable amoimt; 

exceeds R1000 Xbut does‘ not exceed R2 000 R90 plus 10 per cent of ,the amount by which 
‘ the taxable amount exceeds R1 000; 

,, R2 000' ,, ,, R3 000 R190 plus 10 per Cent of the amofint by which. 
, ‘ 

the taxable amount exceeds R2 000; 
~ n R3 0,00 ,, ,, R4 000 R290 plus 11 per cent .of the‘ amount by which

I 

the taxable amount exceeds R3 000; 
,, R5000 R400 plus 12 per cent of thé ambunt by which 

- - the taxable amount exceeds ‘R4 000;
; 

,, RS 000 ,, ,, R6IOOO R520 plus 14 per cent of the amount by which 
> the taxable amountflexceeds R5 000; 

,, R7 000 R660 plus 16 per cent of the amount by which 
the taXabIe amount exceeds R6 000; 

".R4000 ,, 

R6000. ,, 

,, R7 000 ,, ,, ‘R8,00'0 R820 plus 18 per cent of the amount by which 
the taxable amount exceeds R7 000; 

- 

,, R8000 ,, ,, _ R9000 R1000 plus 20 per cent of. the amount 'by 
I 

which. the taxable amount exceeds R8000; 
,, R9 000 ,, ,, R10 000 ‘ R1 200 plus 22 per cent of the ainount by 

. t 
‘ 

\ 

which the taxable amount exceeds R9 000; 
,, R10 000 ,,. ,, R11 000 R1420 plus 24 peg: cent ‘of the amount by 

- » which the taxable amount exceeds R10 000; 
,5 R11 000 ,-, ,, R12 000 R1 660 plus 26 per cent of the amount by 

which the taxable amount exceeds R11 000; 
,, R13 000 =R1920 plus 28 per cent of the amount by ,, R12 000 ,, 

~ 

- which the taxable amount exceeds R12-000; 
. ,», R13 000 ,, ,, 1114000 R2 200 plus 30 per cent of the amppnpby 

. 
, which the taxable amount exceeds R13 009; 

,, R14 000 ,, ,, RIS'OOO R2 500 plus 52 pct cent of the amount by 
which the taxable amount exceeds R14 000; 

,,. R16 000 ' R2 820 plus 34-13:: cent of the amount by 
which the taxable amount exceeds R15 000; 

,,-, R15 000 ,i 

,, R16 000 ,, ,, 
' R17 000 R3 160 plus 56 per cent of .the amOunt by 

~ 7 - 
' 

.- which the taxable amo’unt exceeds R16 000; 
, ,, R17 000- ,, ,, R18 000 R3 520 plus 38 per cent of the amount by 

which the taxable amount exceeds R17 000; 
,, R18 000 ,,. ,, - R19 000 R3 900 plus 40 per cent of the amount by 

‘ which the taxable amount exceeds R18 000; 
,, R19-000 ,, ,,, R20 000 R4 300 plus‘ 42 per cent of the amount by 

which the taxable amount exceeds R19 000; 
,, R21 000 

I 
R4 720 plus 44 per cent of the amOunt by 

' which the taxable amount exceeds R20 000; 
,, R20 000 ,, 

,, R2'1000 ',, 
_ ,, _R22 000 RS 160 plus 46 per ccnt of the amount by 

. 
~ ' 

_ which the taxable amount exceeds R21 000; 
,, R22 000 ,, ,,, R23 000 RS 620 plus 48 per cent of the amount by 

-‘ which the taxable amount exceeds R22 000; 
,, R24v000 'R6100 plus 50 per cent of the amount by 

which the taxable amount exceeds R23 000; 

" 
,', 'Rz'a'ooo'

' 

,,- R24|000 ,, ,, R25 000 R6 600 plus 52 per cent of the ‘amount by" 
_ 

- 

_ , which the taxable amount exceeds R24 000;, 
,, R25 000 ,, _ ,, R26 000 ' R7120 plus 54 per cent of the amount by 

A which the taxable amount exceeds R25 000; 
,, R26 000 ,, ,, R27 000 R7 660‘ plus 56 per, cent of the amount by 

which the taxable amount exceeds R26000; 
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exceeds R27 000 but does not exceed R28 000 

,, R28000........... 
'. R8 220 plus 58 per cent of the amount by 

which the taxable amount exceeds R27 000; 
R8 800 plus 60 per cent of the amount_by 
which the taxable amount exceeds R28 000. 

TABLE II 

Taxable Amount 
Where the taxable amount— 

does not exceed R1 000 . . . . : . . 

exceeds R1 ‘000 but does not exceed 'R2 000 

,, R2 000 ,, R5 000 
,', R3 000 ‘ b ,, R4 000 

,, R4 000 ,, 
' 

,, 

' 

R5 000 

,, R5 900 - 

,, 
I' ' 

,, R6000 

R6 000 - 

,, R7 000 

,, R7 060 
. 

R8000 
. 

,, is 000 ,, 
V 

,, R9000 

,, R9‘ooo - 

,, ,, R10 000 

_,, R10 000 5, 
_ _ 

,, 

1 

R11 000 

,, R11 000 ,, 
- R12 000 

,, _R12 000 ,, 

‘ R13 000 ' 

,, 

V 

1113.000 
,, 

R14 000 

,, R14 000 " 
,_, 

R15 090 
' R15'ooo - 

;, 
-' 

,, R16000 

,, 'R16 000 
I 

,, ,, R17 000 
' 317m » 

, , .. 518009 
,,' R18 000 ,, 

“1;;19'000 

,, 1119000 ‘ 

_ 

R20 000‘ 

,, R20 000 ,, 
. R21 000 " 

,, R21 000' ,, 
' 

. ,; R22 000 

R22 000 - 

,, ,, 

A 

s‘ooo’ 
- 

,, £23 000 ,, 

' 

' ' 

.. ,, R24 '000 -' 

R24 000 -. 

Rates of tax in respect of persons“. who are not 
married persons. 

12 per cent of each R1 of the taxable amount; 
R120 plus 12 per cent of the amount by which 

the taxable amount exceeds R1 000; 
R240 plus 13 per cent of the amount by which 

the taxable amount exceeds R2 000; 
R370 plus 14 per cent of the amount .by which 

the taxable amount exceeds R3 000; 
R510 plus 17 per cent of the amount by which 

the taxable amount exceeds R4 000; 
£680 plus 20 per cent of the amount by which 

the taxable amount exceeds RS 000; 
R880 plus 23 per cent of the amount by which 

the taxable amount exceeds R6 000; 
R1 110 plus 26 per cent of the amount by 

which the taxable amount exceeds R7 000; 
R1 570 plus 28 per cent of the amount by 
which the taxable amount exceeds R8 000; 

'R1650 plus 30 pet cent of the amount by 
which the taxable amount exceeds R9 000; 

R1950 plus 32 per cent of the amount 'by 
which the taxable amount exceeds R10 000; 

R2 270 plus 34 per cent' of the amount by 
which the taxable amount exceeds R11 000; 

R2 610 plus 36 per cent of the amount by 
which the taxable amount exceeds R12 000; 

R2 970 plus 38 per cent of the amount by 
which the taxable amount exceeds R13 000; 

'R5 350 plus 40 per cent of the amount by 
which the‘ taxable amount exceeds R14 000; 

R3 750 plus 42 per cent of the amount by 
which the taxable amount exceeds R15 000; 

-R4170 plus 44 per cent of the amount by 
which the taxable amount excgeds R16 000; 

R4 610 plus 46 per cent of the amount by 
which the taxable amount exceeds R17 000; 

R5 070 plus 48 per cent of the amount by 
which the taxable amount excgeds R18 000; 

R5 550 plus 50 per cent of the amount by 
which the taxable amount exceeds R19 000; 

R6050 plus 52 per cent of the amount by 
which the taxable amount excepds R20 000; 

R6 570 plus 54 per cent of the amount by 
which the taxable amount exceeds R21 000; 

- R7110 plus 56 per cent of the amount by 
which the taxable amount exceeds R22 000; 

R7670 plus 58 per cent of the amount by 
which the taxable amount exceeds R23 000; 

R8250 plus 60 per cent, of‘the amount by 
which the taxable amount exceeds R24 009. 
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\ 

Commission of the European COmmunitics 

"(TAXES'IN THE COMMUNITY* 
The Statistical Office of the European 
Communities has published its 1975 Tax 
Statistics Yearbook. This publication con; 
tains COmparable data on taxes. and social 
welfare contributions in the Member States 
for the period 1969-74. 

In 1974 taxes and social welfare-contribu- 
tions rose more sharply than prices in all 

I 

the Member States. EXCept in Italy 1, reve- 
n‘ue from “direct’fltaxes (taxes on income 
and wealth, social welfare contributions) 
ro'se more sharply than revenue from “‘in- 
direct” taxes '(méinly t‘drnovehan’d con- 
sumption taxes and taxes linked to im- 
ports) in line with economic trends in 
1974-: - 

(A) 
I 

the sharp rise in rev'enue from .current 
7 

takes‘ on income and wealth was due 
to the rapid increasejh personal in- 
come; in money terms 4 iii. 1974 as 
compared with 1973x'the-average in~ 
came ‘of Wage and salary-earners 2 rose 
by 17% for the_ Community as a 
whole —— Combined with a “fiscal 
drag” effe‘ct. In France, Luxembourg 
and the United Kingdom a further 
factor was the very substantial increase 
in the yield from corporation tax; 

(b) revenue from social welfare contribu- 
tions rose less sharply in most coun- 
tries. Unlike inc'ome tax, social wel- 
fare contributions are not progressive; 
the rates of contribution and contribuv 
tion ceilings were, however, raised in 
a number of countries; 

(c) the main factor goveming the trend in 
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indirect taxes, on the other hand, apart 
from certain special developments

' 

(fall in consumption of mineral oil 
products, lower farm levies, etc), was 
the. general slowdown in 1974 it; eco- 
nomic activity. 

In' this year-tax revenue and gociaI welfare 
centributions as a proportion of GDP 
ranged from 31.6% in Italy, where tax 
yields are pattic'uiarly ’low, -to 46.2% in the 
Netherlands, where high social welfare 
c‘c'oiitributions are an im'pOrtant facto‘n The 
figures for the other-CountriEs are 38.1%; 
in '1 Germany (FR), 36.4% in mace, 
393% in Belgium, 40.4% in Luxembcurg, 
36.7% in the United Kingdom, 35.4% in 
Ireland, and 44.5% in Denmark. For the 
Community as a whole thistaxation burden’ 
inc'réaSed-‘from 35.4% to'37.3% betw‘een 
1969 and 1974. - 

There Was no further alignment of the 
taxation structmeé in the. COmr‘nun‘ity be- 
tween 1969‘ahd 197.4. In all the Member 
States, however, direct taxés gained ground 
at the expense of indirect taxes. 

~* Pkg-release Spokeman’s Gmup. Brussels, 
February 20, 1976. 
1. The figures for Italy Were partly influenced 
by the introduction of the Value Added Tax in 
1973 and~ the reform of direct taxes in 1974. 
2. At curtent prices and exchange rates. 
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CANADA 
Non-resident Withholding Tax Rates for Non-Treaty Countries and for Treaty 

Countries Effective January 1,1976 

Revenue Canada, Taxation recently issued 
a Release in which new procedures with 
respect to non-resident withholding tax 
rates for ‘ non-'treaty countries effective 

January ‘1, 1976 wére announced. The Re- 
lease itself reads as folloWs: 

The mo've comeé in the wake of a 10 per 
cent increase in statutory rates, effective 

January '1; 1976.. On certain, types of in- 
vestment. income flowing from Canada to; 
non—residents, .the withholding :taic-now 
stands at 25 per cent. Canadians who pay 
money to non-residents will in future be 
gequired to deduct fchis maximum with- 
holding tgx of 25 per cent unless they can 
provge that'vthe beneficial owner of the in- 
come resides in -a country with which 
Canada. has a tax treaty that provides a 
liesser', tax gate. .Until this year, Canada’s 

' 

statutory withholding tax rates were 15 per 
cent_generally for all countries regardless 
of tax‘ treaties. 

Non-residents~ of thé 16 countries with 
which Canada haé treafies may be eligible 
for lowef non-resident tax rates on specific 
types pf incgme; residenté 6f non-treaty 
countries are subject to -the 25 pet cent, 

withholding‘tax. Revenue Canada is put- 

2‘15. 

1:n .thc onus on the Canadian payer, 
whether 'this is a trust company, bank, other 
agent or individual, to retain evidence that 
the beneficial owner of the income resides 
in a treaty country before the lowér rate 
can be applied. 

The Department has specified “beneficial 
owner” to differentiate from a “registered 
owner” who may be' receiving the funds in 
a tax treaty country on behalf of the bene- 
ficial ‘owner who may reside in a non- 
treaty country. Unless exempt by statutory 
pmvisions, income such as management 
fees, interest, dividends, rentals, royalties 

etc., is subject to withholding tax. 

Officials at Revenue Canada are currently 
working out administrative Procedures for_ 
enforcing the new ruling bu-t point out that 
they will expect paying agents to have re-~ 
cords available for inspection if tax is be- 
ing Withheld at a rate lower than 25 per 
cent. They point out that if a person is tax- 
ed at the higher rate‘he can claim for a 
refund of the surplus if he can substantiate 
residency in a prescribed 'country with a 
lesser rate of tax. Refunds can“ be claimed 
through Form NR7R available at the Dis- 
trict Taiation Offices. 
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DOCUMENTS 

In Laddiflon, - another Release contains the holding tax rates for treaty countries effec- 
following Schedule of non-resident with- tive January 1, 1976,. 

SCHEDULE OF NON-RESIDENT TAX RATES FOR 
TREATY COUNTRIES EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 1976 

> 
Federal 

United United Republic '
' 

'States Kingdom Austgalia Denmark of Germany Finland France 

Art. Rate—Art. Rate Art. Rate Art. Rate Art. Rate Art. Rate Agt. Rate 

Management Fees . . . 
'. 'XI 15 25- 

' 

25 
' 257 25 ‘25' ‘25 

Interest ......... XI 15 10 15 25 VI(1) 15 VII 15 VI(1) 15 25 
> _ XIII 25 ‘ 

Interest—Other (A) . . 15 15 15 '15 215 15 15 
Estate Income ...... XI 15 25 2-5 

. 
2,5 25 25 25 

Rentals . . . . , . . . . XI 15 11 10 25 VI(1) 15 25 VI(1) 15 2; Rentals—Other (B) . . XI 15 ' 5 25. 25 VI(1) 15 25 VI(1) 15 25 
Royalties . . . . . . XI 15 11 10 25 VI(1) 15 VIII(2)1S VI(1) 15 25 
RoyaltiesmOther (C) . . XI 15 5 25 25 VI(1) 15 XIII 25 VI(1) 15 ‘25' 

Timber Royalties . . . . XI 15 5 25 25 VI(1) 1: 25 VI(1) 15 25 
Alimony ...... . . XI 15 20 Nil 25 25 25 25 'Nil 
Patronage Dividends . . XI ' 

1.5 25‘ 25 25 25 25 25 
Dividends (D) . . . . . XI 15 9(3) 15 VII(2) 15 VI(1) 15 25 VI(1) 1'5 251 

. VI(1) .15
' 

Films, ....... . . . XI 15, 11(5) 10 257 VI(1) 15 VIII(3)10 VI(1) 15 25 
Pensions & Annuities . Nil Nil Nil Nil Nil ‘Nil Nil 
Pensions Out of Public

. Funds .......... Nil: Nil‘ Nil Nil‘ 25‘ NH 25 
L'ump Si‘zm Out of Pen- 

s‘ions, Annuities or ' 

Similar Payments ‘ 

. .. XI 15 25' 25 257 25 25 25‘ 

NOTES: 
1

. 

‘ (A) INTEREST—OTHER—Subsection 10(4) of the Income Tax Application Rules, 1971 (ITAR, 1971) 
Where an amount is 'paid or credited by a person resident in Canada to a non-resident persbn 

(a) who is resident in a prescribed country, and 
(b) with whom the person resident in Canada. was dealing at arm's-length, 
as, on account or in lieu of payment of, or in- satisfaction of, interest payable on any bond; debenture, 
mortgage, hypothec, note or similar obligation issued before 1976 by the person resident in Cagada to 
the .non-zesidcnt person, for the purposes of computing the tax under Part XIII of the amended Act 
payablq by the non-resident person on the amount, subsection 212(1) thereofi shall be read as if the 
reference therein to “25%” were read as a reference to “15%”. 
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CANADA: NON-RESIDENT WITHHOL‘DING TAX RATES ,

l
I 

. 
New > Trinidéid- Union of 

Ireland Jamaica Japan NetherlandS. Zealanc! 
. 

Norway Swede?! .. 8! Tobago S. Africa. 

Art. Rate Art, Rate Art. Rate Art; Rgte Art. Rate Agt. Rate Art. Rate Art. Rate Art. Rate 

VI(1) 15 
I 

25 25 Nil 25‘ 25 - 25 -' 
25 25 

VI(1) 1? 25 VII(1) 15 VIII(2) 15 25 10(2) 15 VI(S) 15 IX’(1‘) 15 25 
III 25 

h ' 

15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 
VI(1) 15 25 25 ProtocolZS - 25 12(2) 15‘ - 25 - 25 - 25 - 

VI(1) 15 25 25 25 25 25 VH3) 15 X(1) 15 25 
VI(1) 15 25 

V 
25 III 25 25 . 25 VHS) 15 25 25 

VI(1) 15 25 'VIII(1) 15 IX(2) 15 _ 

‘ 25 11(3)(b) 15 VI(3) 15 X(1) 15 25 
VI(1) 15 25 25 III 25 A 25 5(1) 25‘ VHS) 15 25 - 25 
VI(1) 15 25 ' 25 III 25_ 25 5(1) 25 _VI(3) 15 25 25 
VI(1) 15 25 25 Nil 25 20 Nil < 25 25 ‘25 
VI(1) 15 25 25 Nil 25 25" 25 _2,5 , 25 
VI(1) 15 5(1) 22% VI(1) 15 VII(2) 15 25 9(2) 15 VI(1) 15 VIII(1)15' ' 

K 25
‘ 

VI(Z) Nil VII(3) Nil 
' ‘ ' ' ' 

VI(1) 15 25 VIII 15 IX 15 25 11(5)(c) 10, VI(B) 15 X(1) _15 , 
2} 

Nil 25 25 Nil Nil Nil Nil ' ' 

‘ 

Nil 25‘ 

Nil '25 
' 

25 Nil Nil Nil Nil ‘ 

":3 Nil‘ . 25 '; 

VI(1) 15 
I 

25 25 . Nil 25 25 '25 
: 

' 

I' 25 
' 

25 

(BA) RENTALS—OTHER—refers to payments made for the in: of or the right to ‘uge'real or immovablg 

(C) 

(D) 

(E) 

(F) 

(G) 

property in Canada. a ‘ I _ 

ROYALTIES—OTHER——refers to payments made for the use of or the right to uss real or immovable 
.property in Canada. ' ' ‘ - - V 

For Corporatiéns wHich qualify for a degree of Canadian Ownership, the rate specified in the schedule 
will have to be further reduced by 5 petcgutage points in accordance with subsection 212(3) of the 
Income Tax Act. ' ' 

No withholding on copyright royalties (Subparagtaph 212(1) (d) (VI). 
The rates shown are based. on the‘ provisions of the Tax Agreements in effect on De‘cexfiber’ 31,‘ 1975, and 
When applicable subsection 10(6) of ITAR, 1971.‘ ' ' 

For all non-treaty countries the rate is 25% generally.
‘ 

Editor’s note 
Except from several exemptions from Ca- 

_ 
nadian nOn-resident withholding tax? patt- 
icularly. on Interest and royalties, a very 
important newcxemption was recently pro- 
vided for in Sec. 212(1) (b) (vii). Accord- 
ing to this provision an exemption applies 
to: 
interest payable by a corporation resident 
in Canada to a person with Whom that 
corporation is dealing at arm’s length on 

2184 

any obligation where the evidence of in- 
debtedness Was iSsued by that cbrporation 
after June 23, 1975 and before 1979 if, 

under the terms of the. obligation or any 
agreement relating thereto, the corporation

‘ 

may ndt, undef any ‘circumstanc'es, be 
obliged to Payamore than 25% of the prin- 
cipal amount thereof within 5 years of the 
date of its issue except in the event of a 
failure or default under the said terms or 
agreement. 
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SPECIAL BOOK REVIEW 
International tax treaties of ail nations; confaining English language texts of all‘ tax treaties 

between two or more nétions in force on July 1, 1975 

by DIAMOND, W. H. and DIAMOND, D; B. 

Dobbs Ferry, New York,- 10522, Oceana Publishers, Inc), 1975 
VolumevI, Treaties 1-125 
565 131)., ‘$ 50 per volume 

This is Volume I of a. projected 10 volume series 
to be published during 1976. This series will 
reprint the more thaq 900 tax greaties published 
by the Leagfie of Nations arid by the United 
Nations. The publicatiox} does not only contain 
«inventions for the avoidance of double taxation 
of income and capital, but also conVentions' con- 
cérning death duties, taxation of income from 
sea, air, and rail transport, conventions for ad’- 

ministrative and legal' protection 'or asssistance, 
' agreements about motor vehicle taxes, and turn- 
over taxes, etc. 

‘ 

In their introduction, the Editors point out that 
each treaty is preceded by a; short editorial note 
indicating the characteristic§idf the treaty and, 
furthermore, that a detailed téBle of contents‘and 
a. subject matter index plus a cumulative country- 
by~cou1itry alphabetical index (in a lease-leaf 
volume) will assist the reader in 'the use of this 
publication. 
The Editors' initiative to bring together all tax 
treaties in one publication would seem to meet 
the demands of many tax experts. Whether the 
latter will find it useful depends upon their re- 
quirements. If they wish to consult the text of a 
particular treaty the existence of which is known 
to them, this publication is of great value. Those 
who want to find out whether a treaty exists and 
whether it is still applicable may have difficulty 
in solving their problem Unequivocally. This is a 
consequence of the system chosen for reproc 
ducing the treaties, which is the chronological 
order in which they have been published by the 
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League of Nations arid the United Nations, and 
this in bound rather than loose-leaf Volumes: 
This system precludes the ppssibility of indicat— 
ing whether a particular treaty is still effective 
as such,,.whether it has. been amended or re- 
placed altogetheri The very succinct Editors' 
notes are not always clear in this respect and 
indeed, quite a few texts reproduced arg no 
longer valid. This drawback is bound to become ‘ 

more serious with the increasing number of 
amended of new superseding treaties. The con- 
secutive numbering in the publication does not 
coincide with the League of Nations or United V 

Nations numbering (and cannot‘be in fact, which 
can confuse users of it). 
The same applies to the classifitation of the 
types of treaties used originally by both inter- 
national bodies; 'the Editors cannot be blamed 
for this but finding the same main headings 
again and again throughout a volume is some- 
what confusing.

I 

It might have been easier for the user if all 
treaties belonging to a. particular group had been 
published. together, and it would even have been 
better if, in addition, all treaties had been grbup- 
ed by country; in order to avoid duplication, rc- 
ferences would than be necessary under the 
"other" country’s name. Such ysysterp would 
have fequired a much bigger effOrt from the 
Editors and \one might have had to wait a. much 
lc‘mget time before a publication of this kind 
cdulgl have appeared. 

r 

V; H. 
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BOOKS RECEIVED

~ 

Any inquiries concerning book: 672 tbix list .rbaizld include the reference number: listed.
~ 

ARGENTINA 
LOS IMPUESTOS Y LA INFLACION 
By R, A. Halperin. Buenos Aires, Editorial Can- 
Igallo S.A.C.I., Av. ABelgrano 609, 1975. 102 pp. 
An analysis. of the effects of inflation on the 
porporate tax burden. Several micrmeconomic 
models are incorporated into the text. (B 15.526) 

MANUAL PRATICO DEL CONTADOR Y DE LA 
EMPRESA 
By A. -E. Lema. Buenos Aires, Editorial Cangals 
lo S.A.C.I., 1975. 498 pp. 7 ‘ 

An extensive practical manual designed- to fa- 

miliarize public accountants with the general 
corporate structure as well as to instruct them 
on the various norms to be applied when acting 
in the role of corporate auditor. (B 15.527) 

BANGLADESH. 
GUIDE. TO, INVESTMENT IN PRIVATE SECTOR 
INDUSTRIES IN BANGLADESH ' 7 ‘ 

Bangladesh, Government Printer, 1975. 1'3 pp. 
Infoimation booklet to assist foreign investors 
interested in exploring the possibility of invest- 
ing in Bangladesh. (B 50.175) 

BEL-GIUM 
ELSEVIERS ‘BELASTING ALMANAK 1976 
B. A; Wiams and R. Schollaert. Bmssels, Else- 
vie; Séquoia, 1976. 144 pp., Bfrs. 165.——. 
Tax Almanac Guide 1-976 containing necessary 
information to file the 1976 individual income 
tax' return for 1975 income. There is a French 
version of this edition. (B 9486) 
UITEENZETTING OVER: INVOERREQHT EN IN- 
DIRECTE BELASTINGEN; HET BEGRIP 00R- 
SPRONG UIT ECONOMISCH EN UIT FISCAAI. 
QOGPUNT; DB FACILITEITEN DIE VERLEEND 
WORDEN AAN IN BELGIE GEVESTIGDE ON- 
DERNEMINGBN DIE EEN DEEL VAN HUN PRO- 
DUKTEN‘ UITVOEREN 
Brussels, Belgische Dienst voor de Buitenlandse 
Handel; 1975. 11 pp. 
Summary of the provisions concerning import 
duty and indirect taxes (including value added 
tax) in the EEC countries with emphasis on 
Belgium. (B 9426) 
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BRAZIL 
INCENTIVOS E DESENVOLVIMENTO INDUSTRI— 
AL 
20. Congresso Interamericano de Direito Tribu- 
ta’irio - 1975. By A. J. Franco de’ Campos. Sfio 
Paulo, Editorial Resenha Tributéria Ltda., R. 
Cel; X‘avier de Toledo 210, 1975. 38 pp. 
A brief study of the role of tax incentives in re- 
lation' to industrial development. (B 15.528) 

CA'NADA 
CORPORATE MANAGEMENT TAX CONFERENCE 
1975 

Tax aspects of measuring-business profits. To- 
ronto, Canadian Tax Fqundation, 1975. 150 pp. 
Papers, case study and address of the 1975 Cor- 
porate Management Tax Conference devoted to 
tax aspects of measuring business profits publish- 
ed. (B 9476) 

EUROPE 
COMPANY LAW IN EUROPE 
Edited by S. N. Frommel and 'J. H. Thompsoti. 
Deventer (the Netherlands), Kluwér, P.O. Box~ 
23, 1975. 670 pp.

' 

Explahation of the basic characteristics of com- 
pany law in the following Western European 
countries: Austria, Belgium, Denmark; France, 
Germany, Igeland, Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxem- 
bourg, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Switzer; 
Iand and the United Kingdom. Each country 
has been prepared by a lawyer resident in thé 
countfy concerned. Special emphasis has been 
placed on the aspects and features which are 
different from or pot found in other legal sysl 
tems. A comparative survey of the various coun- 
tries is provided in the; introduction. (B 9447) 

FIJI'ISLANDS 
INVESTMENT IN FIJI 
A guide to investors. Compiled ‘by the Ministry 
of Commerce, Industry and Cooperatives, Suva, ~ 

Fiji, 1973. 56 pp. 
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Guide to prOvide infdrmation about Fiji as an 
investment site including its tax system. (B 
50.229) 

‘ ' _

- 

FRANCE 
L'IMPOSITION DES PLUS-VALUES

- 

Rapport de la Commission d’Etude. Paris, La 
Documentation Frangaise, 1975. 2 Volumes. 500 + 280 pp. " 

Report (in ‘two volumes) of the Monguilan 
Study Committee on the taxation of capital 
gains. (B 9496/9497) 
OECD ECONOMIC SURVEYS: FRANCE 
Paris, Organization for Econo'thic Co-operatién 
and Development,' 2, rue André-Pascal, 75775 
Paris Cedex 16, 1976. 70 pp., Ffts. 10.———. (B 
9498) ' 

-.= 
'

' 

GERMAN FEDERAL.- 
REPUBLIC 
BEITRAGE ZUM GESETZ ZUR VERBESSERUNG 
DER BETRIEBLICHEN ALTERSVERSORGUNG - 

BETRIEBSRENTENGESETZ - 
. 

-
r 

Frankfurt 1, Frankfurter Allgcmeine, PO. Box 
3463, 1975. 56 pp. 
Compilatiou of eSays prepared by mix-ions authors 
associated with the consultant office for old age 
funds, tax Consultants office Ernst Heissmann, 
Wiesbadeh, and sponsored by the newspaper 
Frankfurter Allgemeine on. the revised old age 
pension syst'em of private enterprises. (B 9548) 
BESTIMMUNGSFAKTOREN FREI'WILLIGBR PRO- 
GNOSEPUBLIZITKT 
Eine empirische Untersuchung auf der' Basis 
eines Modells zur BeWertung de‘s Informations- 
gehalts veriiffentlichter Unternehmungsprogno- 
sen. By G. Wasser. Diisseldorf, IdW Verlag 
GmbH., PO. Box 10226, 1976. 158 pp. 
Monograph study which aims to develcp an 
empirigal evaluation analysis for disclosure of 
corporate financial information. (B 9495) 
DOKUMENTATION> STEUERBEGUNSTIGTE KA- 
PITALANLAGEN 1975/76 

,
. 

Cologne, Peter -' Deubnezt :-Verlag 'GmbH., - PO. 
Box 410268, 1975. 46 pp. - '

: 

Booklet designed as‘a source document referring 
to tax privileged capital investment for 1975/76. 
(B 9546) 
HOHE HURDEN FUR LIZENZEN 
Behinderung des Technologieexportes dutch 
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Steuem. DIHT 150. Bonn, Deutsch'er Industrie- 
und Handelstag; Adenauerallee, 148, 1975. 60 
pp., DM. 8.—'. ' 

Brochure prepared 'by a group of tax experts 
illustrating through examples that export of 
German know-how royalty is hampered by taxes 
levied both in Germany and in developing coun- 
tries. (B 9552)

. 

LOHNSTEUER-TABELLE FUR. MONATSLOHN BIS DM 4.000, WOCHENLOHN BIS DM 1.000, FUR 
TAGESLOHN BIS DM zoo, MIT KIRCHENSTEUER- 
SKTZEN 8% UND 9% UND ERLAUTERUNGEN 
Giiltig ab 1.1.1976. Beck’sche' Steuer-Tabe'llen - 

Monat/Woche/Tag. Munich, Verlég C. H. Beck, 
Wilhelr‘nstrasse 9, 1976. 244 pp., DM 29.80. 
Wage tax rate table ‘for' monthly weiges up to DM 4,000, weekly wage up to DM 1,000, "daily 
wage up to DM 200, explanation and church 
tax rates of 8 arid 9 percent appended. ‘Applica- 
‘ble rates as of January 1, 1976. (B 9456), 
PROQNOSEMOGLICHKEITEN VON KAPITAL: 
VERLUSTEN MIT HI¥.FE VON JAHRESAB- 
SCHLUSSEN '

_ 

By K[ Beermém', "Diisseldorf, IdW ' Vetlag 
GmbH., 1976. 150 pp. 
Monograph which aims to study the possibilities 
in forecasting high capital losses with the aid' of 
the annual.-ba1ance sheet of an enterprise. (B 
9491)

I 

DAS PROGNOSEPROBLEM BEI DER UNTERNEH- 
MUNGSBEWERTUNG . 

A'nsiitze zu einer risikoorientiertén Bewertung 
gauze: Uhternehmungen auf der Gru'ndlage mo- 
dellgestiitzter Erfolgsprognosen. Diisseldorf, 
IdW Verlag GmbH., 1975. 255 pp. ~ 

Monograph study on the forecast problem ari§ing 
in'the valuation bf a. going concern entérpr'ise. 
(B 94954) 

. 

‘

' 

STEUERBERA-TER-JAHRBUCH 1975/76 
Zugleich Bericht fiber den 27. Fachkongress der 
Steuerberater der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, 
Kéln, 3. bis 5. November 1975. Cologne; Dr. 
Otto Schmidt KG., Ulmenallee 96-98, 1976. 526 
1313., DM 79.—. ' 

Tax cbnsultant yearbook 1975/76, contains the 
proceedings and final report of the 27th congress 
of the tax consultants ‘in Germany. Text of 
papers and discussions are presented and include 
Verunsicherte. Steuerpréa‘xis, =by'Gert Rose: "Vite: 
und Séhne” - Mfiglichkeiten und Gtenzen der 
Einkommensverlagetung‘ zwischén Eltem' und. 
Kindern, by Ludwig Schmidt; Neues zur Besteue- 
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BOOKS RECEIVED 

$1.108 d¢r Képitalgésellschaften und ihrer Ge- 
sellschafter; by Klaus Brezing; Internationale" 
Konzempreise und Konzemumlagen-im Wan- 
del, by Helmut Becker. (B 9478) 

HONGKONG 
COMPANIES ORDINANCE CAP. 52 
MinorAtpendments 19.73 editiqn. Hong Kong, 
Governmcnt Printer, L973. 52 PP» $.9-—- 
CompilatiOn of amending texts t9 the companies 
ordinance issued in 1972, 1973, (B 50.163) 

’HUNGARY 
STRUCTURE DES IMPOTS, ASES MODIFICA- 
TIONS, -ET RELATION ENTRE SES DERNIERES 
~ET L’EVOLU'IEION ECONOMIQUE EN HONGRIE 
(Les COnséquenCes de la croissance éconox’nique 
sur la fi'scalité. - XXIXe Session Congrés de 
Barcelona 9/13-IX-1973). By P. Medgyessy. 15 
pp. (photocopies). . 

Congres$ pape; of 29th session held‘ in Barce- 
lona. in 1975 on the impact of economic' develop- 
ment for taxatibn with emphasié on the Hun- 
garian case. (B 9555) ‘ 

INDIA 
SUPPLEMENT T0 TAXES AND INCENTIVES 
1974 Edition. Diisseldqrf, Indian Investment 
Centre, 1975. 20 pp. 
This supplement june 1975 updates the material 
contained in Taxes ’and Incentives, November 
1974 as affected by the amendments made in the. 
Finan'ce Act No. 25, 1971- (B 50.258) 

TAXES AND INCENTIVES 
A guide for investors. Diisseldorf, Indian Invest- 
ment Centre, 1974. 146 pp. 
Révis‘ed edition of bro'chure to provide guidance 
on taxation of foreign investors in India. (13 
5.0.258) - 

INDONESIA 
INVESTMENT IN INDONESIA TODAY 
Guide to laws and proceduresior foreign in— 
vestors. Sec‘ond revised edition. Jakarta, Invest- 
ment Coordinating Board, Jalan Tainan Cut 
Mutiah 7, 1975. 7.5 -pp. 
Guide designed to give brief outline of the laws 
and regulations affecting investment with em- 
phasis on foreigners within Indonesia. Taxation 
is reckoned ‘with. (B 50.251) 

2522. 

INTERNATIONAL 
TREATY SERIES

_ 

Treaties and intérndtional agreements registered 
or filed and recorded with the Sccretariat of the 
United Nation‘s. Vol. 822, I. Nos. 11768-11794, 
1972. New York, United Nations, 1975. 450 
pp., $ 7.50. - . 

‘-
. 

This volume contains texts of varibus treaties, 
including the treaty between the United States 
and Japafi' for the avoidance of double taxation 
on income signed on April 16, 1954. (B 9436) 

NETHERLANDS 
DB BELASTINGKRANT 1976 
Amsterdam, Annoventura, 1976. 65 pp., Dfl. 

Tax guide paper fov'lrgfiling 1975 individual in- 
come tax return. (F9549) 
BURGERLIJK WBTBOEK 
Bock 2. Zwolle, E. J. Tjeenk Willink, AK'oe- 
straat 8, 1975. 212 pp. . 

Repriht of text of Book 2 6f the new Civil' Code 
exclusively dealing with legal persons such as 
limited liability companies (NV and BV). (B 
9484) 
FISCAAL .MEMO 
January 1976. Deventer, Kluwer, 1976. 60 pp. 
Revised edition of Fiscal Memo providing prac- 
tical information in a nutshell concerning tax 
provisions and related subjects such as sodal 
security contributions leffectiye as, of January 
1976. (B 9445) ‘ 

WAAROM BELASTINGEN EN WELKE? 
The Hague, Staatsuitgeverij, 1975. 40 pp. 
Government booklet desighed to explain why 
and what kind of taxes are levied. (B 9432) 

PHiLIPPINES 
‘ _ 

GUIDE TO‘ THE INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX 
LAW 1975 
Manila, National Tax Résééxch Centre, 1972. 
20 pp. 

I 
,

- 

Guide designed: to help individuals - resident 
and nc’mresidént - to prepare their income tax :8- 
turns. The‘ material is Presented in ‘a simple 
question and answer fashion. (B 50.264) 
GUIDE TO INCOME TAXATION FOR RESIDENT , 

INDIVIDUALS : 

Part I. Manila, NationalvTax Research Centre, 
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1974. 17 pp. ‘ 

' 1
. 

Guide“: designed to help resident individuals to 
prepare their income tax returns. The material is 
presented in a. simple question And answer 
fashion. (B 50.265) 
GUIDE To INCOME TAXATION FOR NON- 
RESIDENT INDIVIDUALS . 

Part II; Manila, National Tax Re'séafbh Centre; 
1974. 27 pp. 

" ‘ ' 

Guide designéd- to help nonresident in‘dividuals‘ 
to prepare their income tax returns. The mate'- 
rial is presented in a. simple question and answer

~ 

fashion. (B 50.266) 

SPAIN 
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ARTICLES 
_ 

* :9 

JAMES H. DOBSON*: 

AN ANALYSIS OF EUROPEAN WEALTH TAXES 
The wealth tax1 is a Widely used fiscal 
measure. As the name implies, it is a tax 
levied' on the wealth of the taxpayer. How- 
ever, “wealth” is a term of art for the pur- 
poses of this tax. The types'of property 
ownership that give rise to tax liability vary 
Widely amongr‘the European tax systems. 
This variance could be explained entirely 
in- terms of different purposes for insti- 
tuting the different wealth taxes. It is also 
possible, though, that differences have been 
created ‘by confused and ineffective legis: 
lation. The purpose of this article is to 
determine to what extent such confused 
legislatiOn exists and to propose properly 
structured weglth tax systems to serve each 
of the purposes for igstituting a wealth 
tax. 

To begin this analysis, there must first be a 
consideration of the possible purposes that 
a'wealth «tax can serve. Each of these pur- 
poses requires its own tax structure. [These 

. tax “structures” are in reality combinations 
of features found in the law'which deter- 
;fiine the applicability; and effects of the 
wealth tax. Each of these features, ideally, 
will maximize the furtherance of the aims 
of the law and will minimize its unintend~ 
ed and undesirable effects. To determine 
the model wealth tax system for each put: 
Pose, these potential features must be con- 
sidered in detail. The range of effects 
prbduced by each feature and by changes in 
that feature must be considered. Then it 

will be possible to analyze the results from 
a combinatiofi of these features. In this 
manner it Will’be possible to determine 
What structure best serves each of the alter- 
native tax goals. 
Once the model systems have been derived, 
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one can compare them with existing and 
proposed wealth tax syrstems. However, a 
problem does arise in determining the pur- 
pose behind the creation of an existing‘tax. 
It is rarely clearly st'ated. Instead, the Pur- 
pose' must be determined induCtiVely, if 
possible. Yet, this inductive exercise is‘ ndt ' 

destructive to the analysis of the systems. 
Rather, it vtends'fo answer” our principal 
question. The more difficult it is to find 
the pattern behind a system’s structure, the 
more confused and internally disharmoni- 
ous that system Probably is. By comparing 
the existing and model systems with .each 
other, one should get a good idea of the 
vaLid, and the flawed, designs of a wealth 
tax system. 

PURPOSES 

There are four main purposes which are 
advanced to justify the establishment of a 
wealth tax: 

(1) Maximization of resource use effi- 

ciency. 
Proponents of this purpose argue that in- 
come taxes encourage a socially undesirable 
activity — the investment of wealth in non- 
income-producing property“; The wealthy 
Person is encouraged to invest in assets that 

* J.D., University of Michigan, Editor of Guides 
II and IV ‘to European Taxation, International 
Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, Amsterdam. 
1. While some systems use the term "net worth 
tax” instead of wealth tax, there is no difference 
betwecjn the two and "wealth tax" will be us‘e_d 
in this article -to refer to all such systems. 
2'. For the purposes of this discussion, the term 
"income" will refer only to gains which are 
currently realized by the taxpayer. Appreciation 
gains are not included in the term. 
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produce an appgeciation gain which will 
not be taxed until disposition of the asset,

‘ 

if at all, and then at a special reduced rate. 
The objection to this type of investment is 
that it produces no jobs and creates no 
circulation of money. Income-producing 
assets, such as bonds, and the choice to use 
other assets to produce income, such as the 
development of a tract of land, are said to 
be more socially and economically desirable 
uses of wealth. To encourage such invest- 
ment, persons should be taxed as if they 
were making efficient use of their wealth 
whether or not they are in fact. If a. person 
is taxed on wealth‘sitting idle3 he Will‘ 
have an incentive to put that wealth back 
into the economic mainstream and .to get 
some income out of it, provided, of course, 
that the income tax consequences of doing 
that will not negate the wealth tax ad- 
vantages created by such investment.4 Prop- 
erly applied, the wealth tax will make the 
most socially effective use of wealth the 
most economically rewarding use for the 
owner of the wealth as well. 

(2) Creation of an equitable .tax system. 
Proponents of this Purpose believe that in- 
come alone does not accurat'ely measure a 
person’s ability to pay taxes. An often-cited 
illustration of this viewpoint is Professor 
Lord Kaldor’s example of the Maharajah 
and the beggar.5 Imagine a Maharajah who 
keeps all his wealth in the form of a mag- 
nificent palace, gold and jewels. Now con- 
sider the beggar who sleeps outside the 
Maharajah’s gate. Both have zero income, 
but one would hardly argue that they have 
the same taxable capacity. Accordingly, a 
wealth tax must be combined with an in- 
come tax to distribute the tax burden fairly 
among all the citizens. The income tax 
would be used to tax actual income, and 
the wealth tax could be used to tax the im- 
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puted income and appreciation gain from 
the ownership of property.6 For property‘ 
producing actual income the Wealth tax can 
be considered to function as a surtax on 
investment income. Alternatively, the 
wealth tax could be considered as a tax 
on some. quality unrelated to income.” 
A necessary corollary of advocating this tax 
structure is a certain ordering of the taxa- 
bility of the various forms of income and 
wealth. .One must accept that income from 
capital is not a proper measure of the 
taxable capacity resulting from thé owner- 
ship ‘of the capital, that an added charge 
or suntax is needed. One must also deter- 
mine what treatment is required Where a 
prudent man saves his earnings and in~ 
creases his wealth While a Prodigal man 
who earns as much squanders his wages. 

3. The term “idle wealth” will be used to refer 
to assets which do not produce a current flow 
of income. 
4. It is highly unlikely that the income tax on 
'his investment. income will make the investor 
poorer than if he had not invested. Income tax 
systems rarely take 100 percent of the income, 
so the taxpayer can generally aimed to make 
some profit on any income received from the 
property. However, the possible profit may 'be so 
small that it will not encourage the taxpayer to 
accept the risks of the investment nor to exchange ‘ 

property that he has and likes for income- 
producing propgrty which does not suit his tastes 
as well. 
5. N. KALDOR, INDIAN TAX REFORM 
(Ministry of Finance, Government of India, New 
Delhi, 1956). 
6. To properly serve this purpose, a coordination 
between the wealth tax and the capital gaips tax 
would be imperative. 
7. For a discussion of the advantages of wealth 
besides its ability to produce income see-G. Mac- 
donald, Tbe Wealth Tax — The Wrong Tool 
for 't/ae Job, 1975 BRITISH TAX REVIEW 285. 
The advantages pointed out by Mr. Macdonald 
include economic freedom and security, psychic 
benefits such as the enjoyment of ownership, and 
political power. 
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Finally, one must consider whether taxable 
capacity is equally increased by wealth in a 
readily usable am'i by wealth in an un— 
usable form. Fairness is the central theme 
of proponents of this purpose of a wealth 
tax, and that fairness is achieVed by using 
the wealth tax as a means of reaching assets 
that [cannot be easily taxed by an» incOme 
tax alone. 

(3) Redistribution of wealth. 
Proponents of this wealth tax purpose 
argue that the current distribution of wealth 
is unjustifiably’ concentrated in a few 
hands. For instance, accOrdin'g to J. R. S. 
Revell 8, of the wealth held by persons over 
the age of 25 in England and Wales in 
1960, the wealthiest 1% of this population 
owned 42% of the wealth. If one finds this 
situation socially undesirable he may wish 
t6 use the tax structure to decrease the dis- 
parity between the extremely wealthy and 
the average citizen. A wealth tax is easily 

‘ 

adapted to this purpose. By subjecting those 
people with an unacceptable amount of 
Wealth to a. special tax, a governmeht ‘can. 
force (the‘ rich to give an extra amount to 
suppo'rt' programs that befiefit the entire 
population. In addition, if the wealth tax 
rate is high enough, the tax can result in a 
téduction of the property holdings of the 
wealthy as well as serving as a Special gov- 
erilment support payment. ' 

(4) Production of revenue. 
Under this approach, a wealth' tab: is in- 
stituted primarily to Provide reven'ue for 
governmental expenditures. While sub- 
sidiary policy decisions are reflected in the‘ 
stmcture’ of the system and can result in 
some of the previously-mentioned purposes 
also being served, the Principal design of a 
revenue production system is' a'maximation 
of reVenue produced. ‘ 
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FEATURES 

Some of the Principal features in any tax 
system are those which determine who is ‘to 
be subject to the tax. Wealth tax systems. 
limit their applicability through two main 
means._ The first“ is ‘by‘ limiting the applica- 
bility of the tax according" to the category 
of taxpayer. Wealth is owned by legal 
entities other than natural persons; trusts, 
estates and corporations all may own prop- 
erty. But wealth taxes often exclude some 
or all of‘ these non—natural ta’x entities. The 
result of such an exclusion is to change the 
nature of the tax. The: tax ceases to be a 
tax merely on 'the ownership of wealth and 
becomes instead a tax on the ownership of

r 

wealth by a certain category of taxpayer —— 
usually individuals. . 

A number of decisions follow the detérmi- 
nation of which categories of legal entities 
will be subject to the tax. Foremost is the 
question of Whether other features of the 
system will apply equally to the differerjt 
categories of taxpayer. For example, exemp- 
tions for assets of a personal-nature,- ~i.e., a 
taxpayer’s house, will apply to individuals 
but-not to corporations. This discussion will 
focus on the features as they affect indi- 
viduals. ' 

A‘ secc‘md question is whether a, non- 
resident taxpayer‘ should be treated the 
same as a resident taxpayer. Since he is 
subje'ct to tax only on the wealth he pos- 
sesses in the taxing country, the ' non- 
resident is not Equally entitled to such 
features as the standard exemption. It is 

reasonable to assume that the exclusion of 

8. J. R. S. Revell; C/yang‘e: i7! the Social. Dixtri- 
bution of Property in Britain during the Twen- 
tietb Century, cited in SANDFORD, WILLIS, 
IRONSIDE, AN ANNUAL WALTH TAX 
(Heinemann Educational Books, London, 1975) 
at 297. 
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all his dssets at his place of residence 
adequately serves the function of a étandard 
exemption. ‘ 

The third question concerns the‘ taxation 
of legal entities other than natural persons. 
Since their vaIUe is ultimately owned ‘by 

natural- Persons, one solution is to tax the 
individual on his interests in estates, trusts 
and corporations and to exclude those enti- 
tics from the tax; Another solution is to 
'tax some or all of the legal entities other 
than natural persons, but to exclude the 
value of his interest in such an entity for 
thg individflal, For the Corporation the 
mutation of both the entity and the'indi— 
vidual may be reasonablé, since the value 
of the stock to the individual, at least for 
publicly traded shares, is often vegy differ- 
ent from the stock’s pro rata part of. the 
value of the business. However, for estates 
and trusts one would expect to find taxa- 
tion on an either/o3: basis. 
Once the categories of taxpayers to be taxed 
have been decided, the next major decision 
that 'limits‘ the number of entities subject 
to tax is the establishment of a ‘tax “floor”. 
This floor is simply any measure that makes 
the tax inapplicable to persons with wealth 
below a set amount. It can take the form 

“ of a standard exemption or of a threshhold 
of liability. In either case, it operates with 
the asset exclusions discussed below to limit 

7 
the scope of the 'tax to persons who have 
a certain level of affluence. The potential 
of this feature for‘ affectirig ‘the nature of 
the tax should be obvious, as the height of 
this floor decides Whether the tax applies 
to 80% of' the persons in the taxable cate- 
gories or to 1%. . 

Another major feature is whether all wealth 
will .be ’taxed. It is common to find that it 
is nbt. Every European system excludes 
some assets in computing the taxable wealth 
of the individual. (Generally, corporations 
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ate not given specific ex’emptions.) How- 
ever, the specifying of which assets are 
excluded requires decisions directly'con- 
nected to the question of the purpose of the 
tax. 'Are individuals 

I 

expected to pay a 
wealth tax on the ownership of items neces— 
sary .for existence —— clothes, at home? 01: 
is the tax meant to tax only ownership of 
property which might be called luxury 
property? The European systems unani- 
mously agree that some personal and house- 
hold effects are to be exempted. However, 
there is no unanimity on the exclusion of 
other assets. The decision as to what asSets 
are luxury items is one cause of the varia- 
tion. This decision serves to indicate what 
acquisitions and types of ownership of 
assets for personal use are implicitly en; 
couraged by the wealth tax system. For 
example, if a car is included in taxable 
wealth but a savings account is not, this 
suggests that a secondary Purpose, at least, 
is to encourage savings. 
In addition ,to the possible division of ex- 
cluded and included goods based'on the 
distinction between normal possessions and 
luxuries, another often used distinction 
exists — the division of property into en— 
joyment and investment property. Under 
this standard, the issue is not Whether the 
asset is a necessity but Whether the asset is 
held with the intention of increasing the 
taxpayer’s wealth. If the wealth tax iS'jn- 
tended to tax economic gain not curredily 
taxable as income, one might exclude assets 
.held only for personal enjOyment. On the 
other hand, if the system is meant to dis- 
courage the hold-ing of idle wealth or to tax 
the pleasures of the well-to-do, one might 
tax the enjoyment assets and exclude the 
investment assets.- 
A particularly interesting question in the 
issue of excluded assets is the question of 
works of art. Using the first standard sug- 
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gested aboVe, works of art would clearly 
be taxed as luxuries. Yet, they certainly are 
a different sort of luxury from- yachts and 
jewelry. If one accepts .the premise that 
there is such a thing as a national heritage 
in the area of art, then this element must 
be considered when one looks at the effects 
bf taxation of works of art. Taxation of the 
private ownership of art would surely dis- 
courage the private ownership of art, since 
unlike many other assets, art objects do not 
produce a current flow of income to pay 
for the cost of owning them. The fesult to 
be‘expected is that the art will be sold to a 
c’ollector in 'another country; since that 
person would not suffer a tax disadvagtage 
by such ownership.9 In terms of a national 
art heritage, the result would be a loss of 
works of art potentially available to the 
public. Sir Alexander Glen, the chairman 
of the British Tourist Authority, has ex— 
pressed the opinion that a wealth tax on art 
in‘ his country would have an extremely 
negative effect on British artvholdings. He 
concluded that “there would be no way 
back from the destruction”.10 If only the 
normal necessity/luxury test is used, one 
can expect the national heritage interest to 
be thwarted. - 

The difficulty is not resolved by applying 
the investment/enjoyment "test. For one 
thing, a work of art can be both, purchased 
for the owner’s enjoyment but with an eye 
toward holding it for appreciation. There 
is no effective, non-arbitrary way to deter- 
mine what works of art should be. subject 
to tax under this test. Furthermore, if 
works of art were to be considered enjoy- 
ment property, it is clear that the enjoyment 
is of a quite different nature from that 
received from ownership of a yacht. Unlike 

- mOSt assets, enjoyment consists only of 
viewing and involves no physical uSe of the 
work, no cost to the user, and no depletion 

V‘ 
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of ' the value or useful life of the asset. 

These particular featurés, along with the 
national heritage issue discussed above, sug~ 
gest that deciding the question of exclusic‘m 
from tax for works of art requires special 
considerations. 
Possible special treatment for these assets 
exists. In addition to the alternatives of 
automatic taxation or automatic exclusion 
of ’WOtkS of art, there is a middle ground. 
Exclusion from taxation could be con- 
ditioned upon making the art available for ’ 

viewing by the public. Because of the 
unique nature of enjoymentof art, this 
requirement would cost the owner little. 

A156, public viewing would wire the 
national heritage interest better than the 
likely results of eitherrof the other two 
alternatives. To deter the use of this- ex- 
clusion as a tax haven, the transfer of 
works of art could be subject to a com- 
pensating tax. In any case, the prqsence of 
the special issues surrounding the exclusion 
of works of art indicates that this question 
should be dealt with separate from the 
general question of exduded assets. 
M'a-jor controversies also exist concerning 
the inclusion of other specific assets, most 
notably; life insurance, Pension rights, resi- 
dences and future earnings. As in the _ca_se 

of the exemption for art, these questibns 
are quite complex and involve the con- 
sideration of issués peripheral .to the prin- 
cipal question of what type of wealth tax 
system is desirable. The discussién of the 
art question should give some insight into 
the accommodation of special factors into 

9. It should be pointed out in passing th’at 

attempts to prevent passage of art treasures out 
of.the country 'by a transfer tax violates the EEC 
charter. See Case 7/68, EEC Commission v. Italy. 
10. Quoted in The Financial Times, October 14, 
1975, at 8. 
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the OVeralI structure of the system. How- 
ever, this article will make no attempt to 
analyze and resolve these other épecial 
controversies; 
A feature of Every wealth tax system is the 
tax .rate to be imposed on Petsons’ liable to 
the tax. The effect of this decision is clear. 
The higher the tax, the greater the burden 
imposed on 'the taxpayer. It is also im- 
portant to‘ decide Whether the’ tax rate will 
be proportionate or progressive. This deter- 
mines Whether the basic effect is to impose 
a tax on the property itself or on the tax- 
payer. A proportionate tax is aimed at Pro- 
ducing a certain ’tax revenue frorfi any piece 
of qualifying property Without regard for 
'the ownership of the Property. An argu— 
ment can be made that this is the fairer 
systgm, since tax treatment for the owner— 
ship of a partiéular asset will be the same 
for all persons subject to tax who own such 
an asset. The progressive rate, on the other 
hand, looks to the total holdings of the 
taxpayer to determine the'tax On a partic- 
ular Piece of property. Under such a system 
it costs a wealthy person more to own an 
asset than it costs a person of more mode; 
rate means. Proponents of this structure 
argue that as wealth increas'es, the tax- 
payer’s advantages increase disproportion- 
ately. Whether on'e aCcepts this argument or 
the one favoring the proportionate rate 
structure, the difference in effect between 
the two systems is apparent. The first is a 
property tax with no regard for the indi= 
vidual owning the prdper'ty. The second is 
an individual tax with the oWnership of 
property as the measure of liability. 
The issue of rates brings up a related 
feature found in somewealth taxés. It Was 
mentioned that increasing the rate increases 
the burden oh the taxpayer. The question 
is, Should thére be a limit on th‘at burden’ 
It is clear from What has been discussed so 
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far that a; wealth tax may require é person 
to pay tax on property that ProdUCed no 
current flow of income'. This would mean 
that the tax on that pgoperty would have 
to be paid out of income from other prop- 
erty, or income earned through the labor 
of the taxpayer; or money from the sale of 
property. These three possible sources of 
income indicate the three possible ap- 
Proaches to the question of a limit or ceil- 
ing provision. One possible attitude is to 
Limit the tax on ownership of Property to 
the income, after income taxes, or a fixed 
percentage of that income, derived from 
the ownership of the property. The eff‘éct 
of such a provision is to make the wealth 
tax a form of investment income surcharge. 
This could -be expected to encourage cons 
sutnption~and investment in non-income- 
producing as‘sets,

' 

A' second possible ceiling is one based on 
the toggl amount of income received by the 
taxpayer during the tax» year. The effect of 
the ceiling Would be to allow taxpayers 
whose incomé is largely derived from low- 
yield investments to maintain these invest- 
ments undiminished by the wealth tax. All 
other taxpayers would be given an incentive 
to invest their wealth in high income assets, 
since to do Otherwise would simply mean 
that more: of their earned income would go 
to the -tax authdrities. Wealth that was not 
“pulling its own weight” in regard to the 
taxes imposed on it would not automati- 
cally mean less fevenue for the government, 
as under the first Ceiling, but would gener- 
ally mean 1655 net income for the owner. 
So this second ceiling would encourage in- 
vestment in high-yield assets and the devel- 
opment of the income pot’ential of property 
held. How‘ever, it would also insure that if- 
a person with a great deal of wealth-de- 
cided to hive a low persbnal income, ‘that 
per'soh Would not have to sell property to 
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pay his «taxes. Taxes would never exceed 
current Income. - 

The third Possible answer to the question 
of limitation of total tax is to impose' no 
limitation at all. This could have either of 
two possible effects, depending on the in- 
come and wealth tax rates in effect. If the 
Combined tax rates are such that they can 
be met by most taxpayers out of current 
income, then the result is much the same 
as discussed immediately above. There will 
be_ an incentive toward development of the 
income' potential of existing assets and 
toward investment in income-producing 
property. However, it will still be a choice. 
The_taxpaye‘r can decide for himself wheth- 
er he would rather change his holdings so 
that they will pay the tax costs of their 
ownership or would rather absorb the cost 
of low income assets by selling some of his 
property to payrthe wealth tax. And the 
choice between high and lesser yield assets 
would still be a question of whether the 
potential extra return was worth the extra 

‘ 

risk. 

A far different effect is produced by a 
no—limit system under which it is impossible 
f0): 2. perSon ‘to invest his wealth in such a - 

mariner that the income from the Property 
will pay for the tax on the property. For 
taxpayers With a. great deal of property 
relative to earned income, the result would 
be a tax in excess of 100% of income; that 
is, a tax that could only be met by the sale 
of assets. The effect would be the dis- 
sipation of the wealth of ev'en the most 
frugal of these “Iandgd” taxpayers. Where- 
as the first .no-limit System is in effect a 
structure to influence the use of wealth, 
this second System is a structure to reduce 
wealth. Whilé it may have some of the 

' same effects as the‘ first,- since People may 
turn to high-yield inVestments to postpone 
the demise of their fortunes as long as pos- 
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Sible; that is certainly not a major part of 
this structure. It is confiscatory' in nature; 
with a. principal effect of reducing the. 
property holdings of the wealthy; HoWeve'r, 
a probable secondary effect of such a. 

system should be mentioned. One can not 
expect a taxpayer to be very pleased about 
"any tax, but a tax designed 'to take away 
What the taxpayer already owns can be 
expected to be particulatly distasteful. It 
seems a Very real possibility that wealth 
taxpayers would respond to such a tax by 
removing their property, and Possibly them-- 
selves, from the view of the taxing author- 
ities. 

RELATION OF PURPOSES AND FEATURES 

Now that the features found in Wealth tax 
systems have been discussed it is possible to 
consider how these features should be com- 
bined to create a' tax structure best suited to 
produce each of the goals Previously men- 
tioned.

A 

Maximizatz'on of Rexozgrce Use Efficiency 
Proponents of this goal want to use the 
wealth tax to encourage taxpayers with idle 
wealth to put that wealth. to _a more efficient 
use. Taxpayers are given an incentive to 
use their wealth to produce income, or, 
more precisely, they are subject to a dis-V 

incentive for failing to make such a use of 
their wealth. Under a system with. such a 
Purpose one would expect to find fem-tires 
as follows: 

(21) Persons subject to tax 
Individuals and estates should be subject 
to such a wealth taxibécziuse these entities 
can hold nonsproductive assets that should 
be converted to productive assets. While it 
is true that ‘a corporation can hold non- 
productive assets,- tdo, one expects a cor- 
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poration to make its decisions based on 
sound business judgment and economic 
conditions. That is, one can expect a busii 
mess to try to make as much prof-it as is 

possible. Since proponents of the use of the 
wealth tax to promote resource efficiency 
consider maximum income as an indicator 
of optimal use of property, then the cor- 
pOrate and the tax system goals coincide. 
A tax on corporations would not strengthen 
this goal and might even have a negative 
effect on corporate resource use, since it 

would change the economic conditions af- 
fecting business decisions. ' 

(b) TAX floor 
The taxi is meant to fall on all people With 
idle wealth and to influence their uses of 

‘ 

their “extra.” wealth. People with some 
wealth but not enough to have money for 
inVestment purposes should be excluded 
from the tax. While someone who owns his 
own house is better off than someone who 
does not, he does not have the type of 
wealth the use of which is intended to be 
inflLienced‘ by such a wealth tax. Thus, a 
moderate floor should be used under this 
system. 

(C) Ex’empt assets 
The purpose of this system is to encourage 
a taxpayer with wealth that is not‘com- 
mitted by necessity to any particular use to 
put that weal/p1) into income-Producing 
prop'egty. With such a goal, :the determi- 
nation of exempt assets could be pfoperly 
made using the distinction between neces- 
sities and luxuriqs. People whose wealth is 
'in necessary assets are not meant to be in- 
fluenced or pupished, but the people"with 
luxuries are to 'be taxed; The investment/ 
enjoyment test could aléo be used, but it 

. 
is not as fitting as the first test. If used, 
the goal would be to discourage ovinership 
of enjoyment assets. Such assets would be 
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subject to the tax. As for investment assets, 
while their ownership is to be encouraged, 
a blanket exclusion does not seem proper. 
Rather, exclusions should be limited to 
necessities. 

(d) Works of art _ 

These assets Produce no income and do not 
add to the circulation of money in the 
country. Normally, one Would expect .to 
find these assets included in taxable wealth. 
However, a government could decide that 
though it produces little or no income the 
preservation of the national heritage is.a 
more desirable uSe of these particular assets 
than is an exchange for income-Producing 
property. This system would be concerned 
only with promoting an efficient use of 
such assets. Therefore, a tax exemption con- 
ditioned upon the public display of the 
art would be proper. The Wealth tax would 
then encourage the best utilization of the 
potential of the resource from the point of 
View of society as a whole. 

(e) Tax rate 
The proper wealth tax rate w0u1d depend 
on a number of factors: the rate of income 
taxation; the rates of return available from 
the various types of investment prevailing 
in the country; and the types of investments , 

meant to ibe encouraged by the tax. All of 
these factors must be considered to set the 
tax at a rate that will be high enough to 
provide a .real‘ incentive to inVest but not so 
high that the total tax will punish the 
ownership of wealth. For example, can'- 

sider a. taxpayer subject to income fax at the 
rate of 50 percent who invests in a bond 
paying 5 .percent. If the wealth «tax is 

1 percent of the bond’s value, the total tax 
burden is 70% of the bond’s incéme. If 
the wealth tax is 3%, the tax burden rises 
to 110% of the bond’s income. Thus, the 
encouragement of investment in 5% bonds 
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would be served by- a I'% wealth tax but 
hindered by a 3% tax. ' 

In determining the tax rate the government 
must also consider how much an invest- 
ment’s high return is a result of high risk. 
That is, high interest paiyr’nents may mean 
that the enterprise must pay more to attract 
investment because its chancesof success are 
relatively small. If the wealth tax encbur- 
ages inVestment in such speculative ventures 

’ 

it could result in a less efficient rather than 
a more efficient use of resources. This 
possibility must be taken into account, along 
with income tax rates, to decide the wealth 
tax rate. 

(f) Progressivity 
One would expect little or no ppogressivity. 
Since the goal is efficiency, the system is 
concerned with the we of the wealth and 
not the ownership of it. The same tax 
should be imposed for the use of wealth-to. 
purchase a particular asset no matter who 
makes the decision to put his wealth to 
that use.

' 

(g) Tax ceiling - 

Of the three possible approaches to this 
question dis‘cussed a'bOVe, the first ap- 
proach, the ceiling. based on income from 
Capital, is clearly improper. -If a person 
could avoid the wealth tax by putting his 
wealth into non-income-producing prbp- 
erty, then the tax would serve to encofirag'e 
rather than to discouragé this sort of ins~ 

vestment. However, a ceiling based on 8. 

Percentage of total income that could be 
taken by =the combination of wealth and 
income taxes might be proper. Such a ceil- 
ing would help only those People who 
derive almost all of their income from low- 
yield investments. If one believes that the 
government should protect a person’s ego- 

' nomic self-sufficiency, then one might ob- 
ject to the use of the wealth tax to push 

‘ 
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t'hese People into higher-risk vinvcstments. 
Thus, for people dependent on-investment 

.‘income for. support, the protection of a ceil- 
ing seems 

‘ 
reasonable. However, if the 

desire to protect secure incomes is less 
important than the need f6: investment in 
high-yield assets, then a system without ‘a 
ceiling might be the most desirable. 

Equitable tax jystém 
Proponents of this goeil’ Want to use the 
Wealth tax in con-junction with the incbme 
tax-to arrive at a tax system based on the 
tint-payer’s total taxable capacity. The two 
taxes are combined in such a Way that the 
income tax reflects the taxable; capacity 
arising from income from servicss; the 
wealth tax indicates the iaxable capacity 
arising from :the ownership of property; 
and the combination of the two taxes 
prov-ides a measure 0f the taxable capacity 
resulting from income from capital; Under 
such a system one would expect to find 
features as follows: 

(2.) Persons subject to 'tax - 

The purpose of this system is to produce a 
fairer tax structure by taxing “taxable, 
capacity”. regardlcss of the nature 'of the 
entity which has such capacity. Therefore“, 
all. categories of taxpaY¢rs should be subject 
to the tax. 

(b) Ta'x floor
_ 

The wealth. tax works 'in Conjunction with 
the inCome'taix to tax the total ability of _the 
person to pay. The-floor should be‘ low so 
that it will havé as general an applicability 
as the income 'tak. The floor should only ' 

ekclud‘e persons considered too poor to fax. 

(c) Exempt assets 
The question here is. not one of necessity 
versus luxury. The principal issue is not 
the use of thé wealth but the amount of the 
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wealth. Therejnight be an exclusion of 
some enjoyment assets Where' they are of a 
pérsonal, nbnmarketeible nature. (These 
assets arguably add\ little “to a person’s 
ability to pay.) wever, as a general 11113 
one wou'ld expect little exemption of assets. 

(d) Works of art ' 

One would expect an exclusion of these 
assets if viewing is made available to the 
public. The system is based on the idea of 
fairness, and fairness dictates that: an asset 
enjoyed by all should not be taxed-to just 
one. The oWner who shares such assets with 
the public should be afforded a total 0']: 

pafiial exemption. 

(e) Tax rate 
This would depend on two principal fac- 
tors. The more obvious is the income tax 
rate. Since the two taxes are both tools in 
an effort to tax according to taxable capa; 
city, the effects of each must be considered 
in arriving at proper tax rateé. However, 
before rates can bcg set, one must also con- 

' 

sider _the second factor: how one Wishes 
to define the taxable capacity that ariées 
from the Ownership of wealth.- If Wealth 
increases ability to pay because _it can be 
used as 5. source of income, then the two 
taxes can be considered simply a fairer in- 
come tax. A guideline for the wealth tax 
rate would be the income tax rates that 
were in effect before the introduction of 
the wealth tax. One would expect the total 
wealth and income taxes on an inVestment 
with a reasonable rate of return t'o approxi- 
mate the income- tax and any investment 
surcharges that would have been Paid on 
the investment income in the pre-wealth-tax 
period. For- property which produces no 
taXable inc'ome in a. tax year, the Wealth tax 
would serve as a tax on imputed income, 
in keeping with the view that wealth in- 
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creases taxable capacity becauée' it has' in- 

come potential. - 

HoweVer, it is also possible to argue that 
wealtfi increases taxable capacity simply 
because the ownetjs better off than people 
without as much wealth. Then the wealth 
tax rate is not {newt to reflect the potential 
earnings of the wealth but to reflect the 
government’s determiriation Of the valfie of 

“the advantages that Wealth provides tb the; 
télxpaycer.11 Under such a View, the Wealth’ 
tax rate would not be related to the prior 
income tax rate, sinCe the two taxes are 
measuring entirely different types of 
“ability to pay”. 

(f) Progressivity 
Income taxes are almost uniformly progres- 
sive for individuals and are usually propor- 
tional for companies. If the wealth tax is 

intended to result .in a better income-type 
tax, then it should be progressive for indi- 
viduals, too..If the wealth tax is measuring 
something other than income potential, 
then the income tax structure is not deter— 
minative. However, one would still expect 
progressivity for individuals; In creating" the 
income tax the government decided that as 
the taxpayer’s base for this tax, -i.e. his in- 
come, increzlses his ability to pay increases 
disproportionately. Although the wealth tax 
may be taxing a different sort of taxable 
capacity, it would still seem likely that the 
government Would conclude that increases 
in wealth produced a disProportionate in- 
crease in ability to pay the wealth tax. 

(g) Tax ceiling 
Here o‘ne finds the Same arguments that 
were discusSed under 3the subsectiOn on tax 
ratesJ’If taxation of wealth is based on the 

171. For a partial list of these advantages see_ 
footnote 7.

‘ 
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advantages it confers on its owner, then 
there should be no tax ceiling. Where tax~ 
able capacity results from the enjoyment of 
the benefits of wealth, there should be no 
arbitrary limit to prevent these taxpayers 
from paying their proper share. However, 
if one considers the wealth tax as an ad- 
junct to the income tax, then a ceiling 
goughly equivalent to the pre-wealth-tax 
“ceiling” on income taxes would be proper. 
All income taxes have a maximum marginal 
rate of taxation. This functions as an upper- 
most limit of the amount of income that 
can -be taken by the government. Incorpo- 
ration of a wealth tax with the income tax 
simply produces 'a more comprehensive tax 
structure. It does not make a limiting of 
the tax burden any less appropriate. 

Redixtribution of wealth 
Proponents of this goal want to use the 
wealth tax to take wealth from those they 
consider to be excessively rich and to use 
the money to increase the wealth of poorer 
people, thereby decreasing the gap between 
rich and poor. In its most burdensome 
form, the tax would not only raise the 
wealth of the lower class but would also 
take away the property of the well-to-do 
rather than merely to reduce their income 
and Would leave them poorer in absolute 
terms. For such gbals one would expect to 
find features as follows: 

‘ > 

(21) Persons subject to tax 
The tax should apply only to individuals, 
since it is the inequities in the distribution 
of personal wealth that this system seeks to 
correct. Differences in the net worth among 
companies and trusts are important only in 
so fa; as theyfireate differences in indi- 
vidual wealth and their value should be 
taxed only in the hands of the owners or_ 

~ beneficiaries. 
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(b) Tax floor » 

This system would feature a high tax floor. 
The tax is intended to place a special 
burden- (in those individuals with an un- 
acceptable accumulation of Wealth. Other 
taxpayers are not intended to be affected 
by this tax. A high 'tax floor‘would be a 
necessity to insure that the tax burden fell 
only on the excessively rich. 

(c) Exempt assets 
The particular thing that creates tax lia— 

bility under this system is the ownership 
of 'an excessive share of the nation’s wealth. 
The exclusion of enjoyment assets would be 
improper here since those are certainly as 
much a part of the advantage of wealth as 
investment assets. However, the exclusion 
test based on_ necessity would be proper. 
The taxpayer is not intended to be taxed 
for having assets that are necessary for a 

' 

decent life; instead, he is to be taxed on the 
“extra” wealth that he owns. The inclusion 
of only luxuries in computing the tax base 
is appropriate for such a system. 

(d) Works of art ' 

One would not expect an; exemption for 
such assets. Otherwise, the wealthy could 
use such assets as a tax shelter and’thereby 
thwart the purposes of the system. Profesa 
sor Robert Neild‘ of Cambridge University 
has criticized special tax treatment for art 
objects, as well as for forestry and agri- 
cultural lands, as providing a benefit prin- 
cipally for the wealthy. “It is an’ interesting 
commentary on the British class structure 
and capacity for humbug that there .are 
concessions only for these assets of the 
landed gentry and that the Establishment 
regularly defends those concessions by 
ignoring their inequity and class implica- 
tions and referring instead to aesthetic 
arguments or the economic objectives which 
might equally well be met by other 
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means.”12 However, if one_ disagrees with 
Professor Neild about the class prejudice 
involved in the protection of art, one might 
favor a conditional exemption for works of 
art‘of primary significance. This would re- 
distribute the enjoyment of the national art 
heritage if not the. ownership. A tax on 
transfer could be incorporated to reduce the 
advantages of the exemption as a shelter of 
excessive wealth. 

(6) Tax rate 
The rate of taxation should be higher than 
found in systems established for the two 
previous purposes. The tax is meant to be 
a real burden for those people subject to 
it. If the'goal is to decnease the amount of 
property owned by the taxpayer, the rate 
should be higher than the rate of return 
that the property can -b§ expected to pro- 
duce. 

(f) Progressivity 
Tax is imposed for having wealth too much 
in. excess of the 'wealth of the avefage 
person. Under such reasoning,_ if being 
wealthy is bad, then being wealthier" is 

worse because it means a greater gap be- 
tween the taxpayer and the aVerage person. 
A progressive tax structure is clearly called 
for to provide a greater tax as the distance 
from the mean increases.

’ 

(g) Tax ceiling 
This system should operate without a ceil- ' 

ing. It is intended ‘to give the wealthy no 
choice about contributing extra money to 
help others improve their situation. Any 
restriction on the amount to be paid would 
only lessen the effectiveness of this system 
as a means of redistributing Wealth. And if 
the tax is intended to leave the taxpayer 
poorer in absolute terms, then a tax ceiling 
would be completely out of place. 
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Pmdzzctz'on of revenue 

This purpose is not a significant goal of 
any existing or prqsed wealth tax system 
in Europe. In no country does it produce 
even 2 

‘ 

percent of the total tax revenues.“ 
Such being the case, this punpdse Will not 
be discussed here except to note that such 
a goal would be served by‘ taxation of all 
entities, few exclusions,'a low floor and a 
high rate of taxation. 

'

’ 

ANALYSIS OF EXISTING AND 
PROPOSED SYSTEM814 
Now that a theoretical prototype system 
has been advanced for each wealth tax 
goal, one can campare the tax in theory 
and in practice. For each European country 
with an existing or a proposed wealth tax, 
the system will be briefly described; then 
it will be analyzed for cdnformity with the 
abstract Wéalth tax systems. An effort 'will 
be made -to determine if the real tax seems 
logically ordered to produce a gOal or com- 
bination of goals, or if it seems to be the 
produc't of confused or special-interest leg- 
i’slating. 

Austria 

The Austrian wealth tax taxes individuals 
and corporations. It featurgs a low floor, 
Exempt assets include the first $2,800 of 
savings find a like amount of bonds, the 
first $7,400 of life insurance, and the first 
$5,600 of jewelry ‘and luxuries. Art collec- 
tions are excluded up to a value of $16,800 
with no requirement of public display. The 

12. Quoted in The Financial Times, October 16, 
1975, at 13. 
13. SANDFORD, WILLIS, IRONSIDE, AN 
ANNUAL WEALTH TAX, at 502, 303. 
14. A summary of the features of these systems 
can be found in the Journal of European Taxa- 
tion, Vol. 14, No. 11, at 374-378. 
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tax“ gate is moderately low and is propor- 
tiOna‘l. There is no tax ceiling. 
The general impression one gets from look- 
ing at this system is one of confusion. The 
taxing of corporations and the low tax 
floor both suggest a goal of more equitable 
taxation. However, the limited exempt-ion 
on savings and bond holdings and the pro- 
portional rate suggest an intent to tax for 
reasons of resource efficiency. But this does 
not fit at all with the high amount of 
exempt jéwelry and luxuries, nor with the 
high exclusion for private art collections. 
Overall, the system seems to be designed to 
tax a,wide segment of the population and 
to grant exemptions chiefly for assets most 
likely to be held by the wealthier citizens. 
One cannot help but wonder if this is a 
well-constructed wealth tax system. 

Denmark 
This system taxes individuals only. It also 
has a high floor for resident (individuals, 
about $78,000. Jewelry, life insurance sums 
not yet due, and collections oft art and 
books are the principal exemp’t assets. 
There is no display requirement for the art 
exemption. The tax is. at a moderate rate 
and is slightly progressive. The tax has a 
ceiling based on the total amount of taxable 
income, but the taxpayer must always pay 
at least 20%; of his wealth tax assessment. 
Again the system is hard. to analyze. The 
high floor and the fact that few assets are 

V 

exempted suggests a redistribution purpose. 
‘ However, the tax rate is not particularly 
burdensome and the ceiling provision 
provides further protection from confis- 
cation. The art and jewelry exemptions 
seem, to refute 21 efficient use of resources 
goal. Perhaps the tax is meant to be a kind 
of investment surcharge for the wealthy, 
but one would think that such a goal could 
‘be accomplished through the income tax. 
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Finland 

This system taxes individuals and non- 
resident corporations. There is a low floor 
for resident individuals and be standard 
exemption for non-:esidents. Cars, boats , 

and jewelry are specifically gxcluded from 
the exemption for personal and household 
effects. An exemption is given for rights 
to a dwelling and for shares in a partner- 
ship. There is no exclusion for works of 
art. The tax rate is progressive for indi- 
viduals and varies from low to high. The. 
maximum tax and social contributions 
burden is 90% of the taxable income of 
resident individuals. 
Looking at the low floor and the sharply 
progressive tax rates, one suspects that this 
system was intended to create a more 
equitable distribution of the tax burden. 
But such a conclusion leads one tdwo‘nder 
why resident corporations and shares in 
partnerships are not subject to the tax. 
Perhaps it was believed that resident cor- 
porations and pafthérshi-ps were adequately 
taxed by the company tax. However, it 
does seem anomalbus to tax assets in the 
hands of a sole proprietor when such assets 
would be exempt in the hands of a partner- 
ship. This system is no more exempt from 
criticism than the, Austrian and Danish 
systems. 

German Federal Republic 

All individuals and corporations are sub- 
ject to this tax. The floor for liability is 
rather high for resident individuals. Exempt 
assets include a small amount of savings 
and a larger amount of jewelry and luxu- 
ries (about ' $4,000 of the latter). A 
$8,000 exemption for works of art is grant.- 
ed to each family member without any dis- 
play requirement. The tax rate is moder-

: 
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ately low and the tax is proportional. No 
ceiling is provided. 
The rate of tax, the fact that it is propor- 
tional, and the lack of a" ceiling all suggest 
an intent to encourage resource efficiency 
as the principal goal of this system. How- 
¢ver, that leaves the rather high tax floor 
And the exemption of such a large amount 
of jewelry unexplained. Perhaps both of 
these features can be explained as “ease of 
enforcement” measures, but it seems more 
likely that they show a confusion on the 
part of the legislators concerning Whether 
the goal of the tax was efficiency of re- 

source use or redistribution of wealth. The 
result is a system not very apt at either. 

Ireland 

The Irish wealth tax applies to individuals, 
discretionary trusts and‘ private non-trading 
companies. The tax floor is extremely high. 
The principal exemptions are for a dwell- 
ing' house and up to one acre of the land 
on which the dwelling is situated, and for 
livestock. A reduced basis is provided for 
shares in a trading company, Property used 
directly in providing employment in the 
Republic of Ireland, farms, fishing boats 
and hotel premises: Art and objects of 
historical, natural, scientific, or artistic 

interest are exempt if open to the public. 
The tax is levied at a moderate rate and 
proportionally. Normally, the combined tax 
burden cannot exceed 80% of taxable- in- 
come, but‘ in no case Will the wealth tax 
burden be reduced by more than one half. 
Thissystern looks like a resource efficiency 
system. It taxes discretionary trusts and 
private non-trading companies, entities that 
make investment decisions. The reduced 
valuation for certain economic assets and 
the exemption for livestock fits with .a 

desire -to encourage incomefproducing use 
of assets without penalizingownership of 
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assets that have a valid business: purpose. 
However, the high floor indicates that the‘ 
tax is not intended to influence the use of 
wealth in the middle classes except Where 
the wealth is held by a discretionary trust 
or a private, non-trading company. One 
would think that this aspect of the tax 
would render it less efficient at achieving 
its goal. 

Luxembourg 
The tax is imposed on corporations except 
Luxembourg holding companies‘and on in: 
dividuals. There is a very low floor. Small 
amounts of savings, life insurance and 
luxuries are exempt. All art objects by 
Luxembourg artists are excluded as well as 
$13,000 worth of other art objects. The 
rate is low with a moderate extra tax on 
corporations. The rate is proportional and 
there is no ceiling. ' ' 

The low tax floor and the small amount 
of asset exemption suggests a goal of equi- 
table taxation. The only anomalous feature 
is the proportional ‘tax rate. One could 
conclude that this system was created with- 
out a complete analysis of its intended 
purpose. ‘ 

Neme'rzan'd; 

The Netherlands tax applies to individuals 
only. It feaffires a moderate tax floor. 
Exemption is granted for $2000 worth of 
jewelry, certain life insurance policies, and 
household effects. Objects of artistic of 
scientific interest are excluded Without a 
display requirement. The rate is moderate 
and proportional. A ceiling is imposed 
limiting the total of income and wealth 
taxes to 80% of taxable income. 
This is one of the most consistent systems 
to. be considered. One finds virtually all 

the features to be expected in a system‘ 
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meant to promote resource use efficiency. 
The moderate rate and tax floor, the ap- 
plicability to individuals only, the propor- 
tionality of the tax, and the few_exemp- 
tions a11<conform to this goal. The only 
question raised by a study of this system 
is why there exists an exclusion for art ob- 

‘ 

jects. While it might be explained as a 
‘ 

desire to preserve the national heritage, the 
absence of a display requirement makes this 
a less-than-totally effective method of pur- 
suing this goal. 

N orway 
This system taxes individuals and non- 
resident corporations. There is a moderate 
floor: There is a $7400 limit on the exemp- 
tion fo’r personal and household effects. 
Works of art, jev'velry and other luxuries 
are considered personal effects. Cars and 
boats are not censidered' personal effects 
and receive no exemption. Separate exemp- 
tions exist for small amounts of savings 
($1,350) and life insurance ($8,400). 
There is a progressive tax rate that ranges 
from low to high, plus a substantial propor- 

- tiona’l local tax. No tax ceiling exists. 
The sparce exemption of assets, the pro- 

‘gressive rates which reach a; quite high 
level, and the absence of a tax ceiling 
indicate redistribution as the primary func- 
tion of this tax system. However, the mod- 
erate tax floor and the inclusion of non- 
resident corporations suggest that there may 
be an equity function as well. There exists 
a real question, however, whether a system 
can serve both purposes at once. Since the 
idea behind a redistribution tax is to put a 
disproportionate burden on the rich, this 
seems incompatable with a goal of taxing 
everyone according to taxable capacity. But 
the low threshhold tax rate may provide a 
fair tax burden for those of moderate 
wealth While the high maximum rate may 
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mean a. more-than-fair burden for the 'very 
'wealthy. The Norwegian system seems to 
prqmise the furthering of both purposes. 

Sweden 
The Swedish system features a low tax 
floor and taxes individuals and non- 
resident corporations. There is exemption . 

of $200 of jewelry and certain beneficial 
interests in capital yielding less than $200 
per year. All life insurance is exempt, and- 
art is exempt without condition. The tax 
rate is progressive and ranges from mod- 
erate to high. There is a ceiling for total tax 
burden of 80% of taxgble income or 85% 
of income over $45,000, whichever is 

greater. However, the ceiling cannot reduce 
the wealth tax below 50% of the assessed 
tax. 
This system looks like a model equity 
system. It features a low floor, a progres- 
sive rate and a tax system based on the total 
tax burden. The exemption for art is sur- 
prising in this system, but it can be ex; 
plained as a decision that art .is a special 
kind of wealth that does not increase' a 
person’s ability to pay; The only feature 
that does not readily fit into the equity 
model is the exclusion from tax of the 
resident corporations. 

United Kingdom 
The proposed United Kingdom wealth tax 
would apply to individuals only. It would 
feature a very high tax floor. Few exemp- 
tions are being considered except for 'ex- 
empting personal effects., The issue of art 
objects is still under debate. There are some 
who favor a deferral of the tax as IOng as. 
the work of art is on public display. While 
this would provide a temporary incentive 
to hold one’s works of art for the public, 
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'the taxpayer will know that he is building 
an ever-increasing tax liability. It would 
seems that this solution would still have 
many of the undesirable effects of provid- 
ing no exemption. Having no exemption 
has some supporters, who feel that the 
protection of art holdings is a perpetuation 
of the preferential tax treatment of the 
Wealthy. At Present, it appears that the 
most favored treatment is an exemption 
conditioned on public display, similar t0 
the system employed in Ireland: 
The tax rate will be progressive and will 
start at a moderate rate. Depending on 
whiéh proposal is adopted, the maximum 
rate will' either be high or very high. The 
question of a tax ceiling is under con- 
sideration. 
This system seems to have a redistributive 
nature. This is clearer when one looks at 
the proposed» changes to the income tax 
system if the wealth tax is enacted. It has 
been proposed that the added wealth tax be 
used to reduce the tax on the lowest in— 

comes. The ipvestment surcharge will fe- 
main, under Ithis Proposal, with an offset 
of this tax against the wealth tax on the 
income-producing property. Such a change 
would use the wealth of the wealthiest to 
increase the wealth of the poorest. Another 
proposal would reduce the maximum tax 
on_i-ncome. This would produce 11 equity- 
type distribution of tax between the in- 

come tax and the wealth tax, but the system 
would still produce an extremely high but- 
den on the wealthiest. And since most of 
the taxpayers would not be. liable for the 
wealth. 'tax, one would still have a tax on 
the wéalthy that benefited those with less 
wealth. Though not as extreme a redistri— 
bution as the first proposal, the redistri- 
bu‘tive 'effecf is still unarguable. And if the 
higher tax rates and ‘the inclusion of art 
objects age incorporated into the wealth tax, 
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the tax should serve to reduce the wealth of 
the taxpayer in absolute terms. 

CONCLUSION 

The principal conclusion to be drawn from 
the examifiation of European wealth tax 
systems is that there is 7a great deal of 
confusion and inefficient design in most 
of the systems. This might be seen as sup— 
port for the opponents of the wealth tax. 
Their primary claim is that Whatever can 
be done by a wealth tax can be done better 
by some other means. Resource use effi- 

ciency, they contend, can be produced by 
granting favorable income tax treatment for 
investment income while taxing apprecia- 
tion gains heavily. To create a fairer tax 
system, the solution is to eliminate prefeg- 
ential tax treatment for certain types of 
gains, such as capital appreciation. By in- 
stituting the proper taxés on capital gains 
and investment income, the system can 
reach a structure where taxation is based 
on taxable capacity. For redistribution of 
Wealth, opponents of the wealth tax sug— 
gest that transfer taxes and death duties 
could be used to break up these holdings

' 

of the very wealthy Within one generation. 
The key would be to make the taxes rise 
progressively based on the level of wealth

‘ 

of the recipient. This would prevent the 
‘perpetuation of wealth through inheritance, 
but would not punish the individual who 
amassed a fortune through his ‘own dili- 

gence and economy. 
However, even assuming that these alter- v 

natives could in practice operate effectively, 
a far from certain conclusion, it still would 
.not render the wealth tax inapposite for 
accomplishing these goals. There is no 
evidence that the wealth tax systems are 
inherently clumsy tools for fiscal manage- 
ment; rather, the Dutch and Swedish 
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systems demonstrate that a Wealth tax can 
be clear and effectivé. The conclusion to 
be drawn is that, to paraphrase Shakespeare, 
“A good wealth tax is a good, familiar tetx 
tool if it be well used”. The emphasis 
should be on clearly defining the purposes 
of the tax; that the proper design can be 
easily achieved. In both theory and practice, 
a wealth tax can be a very useful element 
of a. country’s overall. fiscal structure. 
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The Structure of .Major Taxes in Guyana at p. 47, Bulletin XXX, February No. 2, 
1976.‘ 

Page 47. The footnote .the name ABRAHAMS is incorrect. It should be 
ABRAMS.’ 

Page 59. The rates of export duties given theré are incorrect. The correct rates 
are as follows: 

GUYANA 
ERRATA

V 

When the f.o.b. export price per ton 

Exceeds 

G$365.op 
- G$ 521.00 

G$625.00 

But does not exceed 

G$521.00 

675625.00
‘ 

The tax payable per tan 2'; 

55 perCent of the excess above G$365.00 

G$85.80 plm 70 Percent of the excess 
abbve G$521.00 

G$158.60 171t 85 percent of the excess 
above G$625.00 
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DEVELOPMENTS IN INTERNATIONAL TAX LAW 
UNITED KINGDOM 

Some Highlights from the Budget Speech April 6, 197.6 

my Budget must not on balance add 
much to demand or change its pattern. In- 
stead, my Budget will have two overriding 
objectives, both concerned with the ess'en- 
tial improvement in our industrial perform- 
ance. First, to create the conditions in which 
output and productivity are 'most likely to 
increaSe and second, to create the conditions 
in which wage costs can be kept as low as 
Possible without unnecessarily reducing the 
real val‘ue of the workers’ take-home pay. 
So far ‘as industrial- efficiency is concerned 
I am Proposing a series of measures which 
I believe will encourage industry to maxi- 
mize its output and productivity. So far as 
industrial costs are concerned, I am pro- 
posing two sets of measures — the first 
will take effect immediately, since I believe 
they will help to create a suitable climate 
for the coming discussions on the next 
wage round. But I shall ask Parliament to 
approve the second set of measures only 
when the TUC has made its recommenda- 
tion on the new pay limit later in the 
summer. 

I ndwtrz'al Policies 

My first objective, therefore, in this field 
is to strengthen the stability of the tax err 
vironment. There are three areas where I 
can today offer a'new degree of certainty. 

Stock Relief 
The special tax relief for increases in Stocks' 
which I introduced in November 1974 has 
been of great benefit to industry. However,- 
some businessmen believe the temporary 
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nature of the scheme reduces the value of 
the relief, and others fear that the scheme 
may be withdrawn without anything to re— 5 

place it so that all the' tax which has been 
deferred on increas‘es in stock will suddenly 
have to be paid. In particular, it is said‘ that 
the need to create balance sheet reserves 
against the possibility of the relief being 
withdrawn is reducing some ~compa‘nies’ 
ability to borrow. 
In our debate on employment on 29 Jami- 
ary I did my best to dispel fears of this 
kind. 
Now I can go further. I am anxious to 
introduce, as soon as I can, a scheme of 
relief which will be 23. permanent feature 
of the tax code. It is, howevef, Clear from 
recent discussiéns betWeen the Inland 
Revenue and representatives of industry and 
the accountancy profession )that there are 
differences of View about the form which 
a permanent relief should take. I am natu-’ 
rally anxious to carry industry and the 
accountancy profession with me in this 

- 

matter if I can; and since what we are con- 
sidering will be a permanent part of our 
tax system with importaht implications for 
the operations of British industry, I think 
that it is wbrth faking a little time to get it 
right. 

I therefore propose that the relief ‘should 
continue in substantially its present form 
for We more y'ears while the Inland 
Revenue is consulting industry and the 
professions about its permanent form. But 
I do propose one change. Its purpose is to 
strengthen the incentive for investment. 
There has been increasing criticism that the 
profits deduction operates unfairly against 
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companies investing in fixed assets, because 
the profits base to which it applies is cal- 

culated before deducting depreciation al- 

lowances. I therefore propose that, in 

future, profits for this purpose shall be’cal- 
culat'ed after deducting allowances for 
dépreciatioh. This. change would be an 
expensive orie unless I sought to compen— 
sate for it in some way, and I therefore 
propose to do that by increasing the size 

of the Profits deduction from 10 per cent 
to 15 ‘per cent. Even so, the benefit of 
stock relief to the‘ company sector as a 
Whole will increase .by some £65 million in 
a full-year. The real importance of the 
change is that .the relief will nOw be con- 
Acentrated more heavily on firms which are 
expanding and investing. 
As a result of what I have just said it must 
be clearly understood that there will be no 
question of any claw-back with respect to 
tax relieved under this scheme in the case 
of all those companies Whose stock valua- 
tions and rates of investment are maintain- 
ed 01: in‘creased. This means that for the 
great majority of companies stock relief 

really implies a deferral of tax not only for 
some short-or limited period but into the 
indefinite future. I can also give an assur- 
ance that if we decide ultimately on a. dif- 

ferent form of relief we shall ensure as far 
as possible that the transition from one 
sy’stem to. the other will not significantly 
affect the cash-flow of individual com- 
Panies. ' 

Depreciation 
.

. 

The ‘Sandilands Committee on Inflatio 
Accounting strongly recommended that ..the 
present system- of 100 per cent capital a1- 
lowances should be continued, and sug- 
gested that the commitment to the system 
which was givenmby my predecessor in 
1972, and which runs to the end of 1977, 
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should now be extended. I accept this re- 
commendation and‘ I propose that the main 
structure of the present system of capital 
allowances for fixed invcstment should 
continue in its present form. This is not to 
rule out any minor changes that may be 
necessary; but I cannot accept the repre— 
sentations that have been made to me for 
extending capital allowances to commercial 
buildings. I do not believe the benefit from 
such a change would justify its heavy cost 
to the Exchequer. '

, 

Corporation T45: 
The continuation of stock “relief and the 
present system of capital allowances means, 
that substantially the whole of any profits 
which a manufacturing company reinvests 
in its business, whether in fixed or in work- 
ing capital, will effectively be relieved from 
corporation tax. Given the importance of 
expanding and strengthening our manu- 
facturing base this is, I am sure,- 6. develop- 
ment which the whole House will wel- 
come. 
Uncertainty about the future structure of 
corporation tax is one of the factors which 
have unsettled business confidence. The 
present imputation system "is not the one 
which I would have preferred, but I havé 
to take account of the high cost of any 
change in terms of disruption and diversion 
of effort in industry. For these reasons I 

have decided not to pursue further the idea 
of a return to the 'so-calleél classical system 
of the corporation tax — the more so since 
thé‘ arrangements we now haveT Provide in" 
effect the 'same powerful incentives for the 
retention of Profits for the purpose of in-

. 

vestment as the original corporation" tax 
introduced by my Rt Hon. friend in 1965; 
I also do not propose any change in the 
rates of corporation tax‘. Given the im— 
proved financial prospects ‘for the company- 
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. sector, I' see no case for reducing the rates; 
But I am anxious to aSsist small companies 
where I sensibly can and I therefore pro: 
pose to increase “the profit lev‘el' by which 
small companies are defined for the pur- 
pose of the preferéntial rate of corporation 
tax from £25,000 to £30,000. The limit for 
marginal relief will be increased from 
£40,000 to £505000. 

Tzzxation of Motorifig 
I now turn to tax instruments which affect 
Particular Sectors of industry, beginning 
with the taxation of motoring. One way in 
which the GOVernment must demonstrate 
the priority it gives to manufacturing in- 
dustry is by’ forgoing changes which might 
otherwise have been desirable if they are 
likely to inflict damage on important sec- 
tioné of industry. 
As the House will be aware, the Govern- 
ment has been considering the po'SSibility 
of abolishing Vehicle Excise Duty on pas- 
senger cars and recoupirig the lost revenue 
by raising the tax on petrol. Since I rejected 
this change a year ago, I am bound to con- 
fess that it has appeared inéreasingly attrac- 
tive when looked at in isolation frOm its 
indUstrial consequences;

' 

But in reaching a decision I also had to 
take account of the powerful industrial 
arguments which point to. retaining the 
duty. To abolish it and make a. compen- 
sating increase in petrol tax would imme- 
diately encourage people to change their 

‘ 
present cars for smaller ones, or at least to 
prefer a smaller model when the time 
comes to buy a new car; and it is .amOngst 
the smaller modéls that our car industry is 
particularly vulnerable to imports. I cannot 
make a change, whatever its merits on other 

' grounds, which would further expose us to 
imports of foreign cars and to the loss of 
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jobs in our own industgy, and on these 
grounds I have decided against abolishing 
the duty. 01;): industrial policies must have 
first priority. 

‘ 

.K 

I propose however to make some minor 
changes in the relevant legislation; in Par-- 
ticular I am altering the criteria for exempe 
tion for disabled passengers because the 
Mobility Allowance scheme was designed 
to supersede other forms of mobility assist- 
ance ‘to the disabled. 
Again reflecting the priority we must give 
to industrial policy, I hive decided against 
relaxing hire~purchase restriction on motor- 
cars in present Circumstances since this, 

would ‘be most likely to stimulate impqgts. 
The Government have, however, decided 
to abolish hire-purchase restrictions on 
motor caravans, Where similar Considera— ' 

tions do not apply. An Order will be made 
by my Rt Hon. friend bringing this into 
effect from midnight tonight. 

VAT Higligzr Rate 1 

I . . . propose to reduce the higher rate, as 
from Monday next, to 121/2 per cent. In 
choosing this figure I have taken account 
of the needs of smaller busihesses, includ- 
ing retailers. It has been pressed on me for 
example that the 25 per cent gate 'has’ had 
a particularly adverse effect on smaller 
busineSses such as boatbuilders and firms 
which service electrical appliances. The 
reduction I propose should be of great help 
to them —— and particularly to poorer 
people who may have refrained from get- 
ting their appliances serviced when the rate ‘ 

was 25 per cent. I also understand that the 
many thousands of retailers who sell higher 
rated good‘s prefer VAT rates which pro- 

1. The previous higher rate was 25 per cent.‘ 
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vide‘ Convenient fractions for calculating. 
Twelve-and-a-half per cent gives such a 
fraction -——— one-ninth of the tax inclusive 
price. At the same time it is a. rate which is 
more than 50 per cent higher than the 
standard rate and therefore produces a use- 
ful amount of additional tevénue —— about 
£140 million in a full year; 
The reduction to 121/2 per cent will apply 

‘ to all goods and services at present covered 
by the higher rate. Leaving aside petrol, the 
cost will be £175 million in a full year. 
For a number of Fhatd-pressed sectors' of 
United Kingdom industry this will provide 
a welcome boost to their domestic market. 
Notably in the important market for tele- 
visidrr sets, I am concerned that the United 
Kingdom manufacturers should benefit. 
For colour sets, where Japan is the main 

‘ source of imports into the United King- 
dom, the need for a continuity of restraint 
is well understood between the Japanese 
and ourselve_s. But we imposed surveillance 
licensing on imports of television sets last 
December, and we shall be watching the 
position closely in case this understanding 
proves insufficient. 

- Taxation of Petrol 
The higher rate of VAT applies to Petrol, 
and if I did not take offsetting action on 
petrol duty the~reduction to 121/2 per cent 
would reduce the price of petrol to the 
mqtorist. At a time when it Is eésential to 
conserve oil I cannot allow this td happen; 
indeed I believe I.shou1d go further and 
more than offset the_ reduction of VAT. 
I therefore propose to raise the hydrocarbon 
oil duty on all road fuel by. 71/213 a gallon. 
This will mean a'net increase of about 1p 
21‘ gallon on petrol for the private motorist. 
It will" have two other consequences. First, 
the 'way‘ VAT operates makes it very advan- 
tageous to misuse petrol bought on busi— 
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ness account 'for private motoring. My 
proposals will greatly reduce this advan— 
tage. Second, the duty on fuel for diesel- 
engined road vehicles -— derv — will also 
rise bij 71/21) a gallon, However, since' the 
increase in oil prices began two-and-a-half 
years ago the incidence of taxation on derv 
has fallen sharply, so that the incentive for 
users of this particular road fuel to ec‘oL 

nomize has not been strengthened by taxa- 
tion. The proposed increases will come into 
effect at 6 pm. on Friday, 9 April, but it 
is not expected that prices will go up be- 
fore MOnday, 12 April. This increase will 
not cause increases in the cost of stage bus 
services. ~Under existing legiSIation, there 
will be an increase in the- rebate of duty 
paid. to stage bus operators equivalent to 
the full amount of the duty increase.

' 

The cost of the reduction in the higher rate 
of VAT on petrol will be £185 million in 
a full year. But my proposals for road fuel 
duty will offset this and produce a further 
net increase in revenue of £265 million in 
a full year.-Overall, my proposals for the 
higher rate of VAT and for road fuel duty 
will therefore produce a net revenue .in- 
crease of £90 million in a full year. 

Otber Indirect Tax Change: 

For beer I propose 'an increase which ~— 
together with the consequential VAT — 
will result in a‘ price increase equivalent to 
1p 21 Pintlon average. For sprits my pro- 
posal will represent an additional 32p, in- 
cluding VAT, on a standard bottle of 
Whisky or gin. For wine I propose increases 
Which will represent an addition, including 
VAT, of up to 12p a bottle on fortified 
Wines, and of 6p on a standard bottle of 
table wine and 'of most madelwine. These 
changes will' be brought into effect for 
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gbods which are déa‘red’ from midnight 
tonight. - 

I also propose a" small but nevertheless 
worth-While new excise 'tax.“ Most 'ciders 
and perries are not at present taxed. and I 

think it only right that they should bear 
some duty ‘like other alcoholic drinks. I 

therefore propose that from 6 September, 
these ciders and perries' should be charged 
with a new excise duty of 22p a gallon. 
Allowing for consequential VAT, this will 
be equivalént to‘ about 3p 9. pint. I propose 
to exempt small farmer producers from the 
new duty. 

Thére'is a strong case on health grounds is 
Well as revenue grounds for increases in 
the taxation of tobacco. I propose bOth 
some increases in the level of taxatibn and 
a first step in a restructuring of‘the duty 
system. Our present duty is charged'bas‘i- 
cally on the weight of unmanufactured leaf. 
This is a system which has served us well 
f0: many years, though it has two dis- 

advantages. First,'the real' burden of the 
specific duty falls at times of inflation, 
giving an unwelcome boost to consumption 
of a Product dangerous to health. Second, 
because the duty falls on the unmanufactur- 
ed leaf, it has not been possible to dis- 

criminate between different typés of smok- 
ing product. . 

When we joined the EEC. we accepted an 
obligation to replace this duty, by the end 
of 1977, with a duty. falling not'on the raw 
material but on-the finished Product. So far 
as cigarettes are“ concerned, the duty is to 
be levied partly as a proportion of the retail 
price and partly on the number of ciga’ 
rettes. However, this is a major change, and 
if we inttoduced~ it over-night at the‘ end 
of 1977 there could be a degree of disturb- 
ance to our existing market which I would 
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find unacceptable; I have therefore decided 
to make a start in moving to the new 
system now, and in this Budget at part of. 
the existing specific duty will be replac‘ed: 
by a new excise duty on the finished pro; 
duct. 
I envisage that at the final stage the duty 
on cigarettes should be predominantly ad 
valorem. For a start, I am setting the new- 
duty at a'rate of 20 per cent of the: retail 
price, and reducing the existing leaf duty 
by such an amount as Will produce a net 
increase in the total yield. Because of the 
change in the system it is difficult to 
provide precise figures for .the effects of 
the increase on the Whole range of differ- 
ent kinds of cigarettes; but 1 expect the 
total tax burden on the most Popular sizes 
will rise by 51101: 31/21) for a packet of 
tWenty. I make no apology for this increase. 
Mari)x people who are rightly concerned 
about the health of our nation will regard 
it ,as inadequate. However, I had to Pay 
some regard to the level of prices and to 
the burden on those, particularly the poorer, 
:WhO find it diffiCult to cut back on their ‘ 

smoking. ' 

There are administrative difficulties about 
charging an ad valorem duty at this stage 
on other forms of manufactured tobacco, 
and for these the new, end-product duty 
will be based On weight. For cigars and 
hand-rolling tobacco, I am proposing to set 
the balance of the old and new duty rates 
at levels such that there will be increases in 
line with those for cigarettes. However, 
there will be no overall increase in the 
average tax burden on pipe tobacco. This 
is propably the least hazardous form of 
smoking and in addition many pipe smok- 
ers are retired or about to retire and may 
therefore face financial problems. 
In order to allow time for the adminis- 
trative‘ arrangements for the new duty to 
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‘be worked out, these changes will come 
into effect from 10 May. The net increase 
in the yield, including the consequential 
VAT, will be £115 million in a full year. 

Avoidance and Evaxz'on 
Nothing is more offensive to the vast 
majority of men and women who pay their 
income tax automatiCally through P.A.Y.E. 
t‘hah the knowledge that a small minority 
have scope for evading and avoiding taxa— 
tion either through limitations in the Pow— 
ers of the Revenue or through loopholes in 
the law. I propose to take steps to deal with 
both th’ése problems. ‘ 

First, ‘tax evasion. By that I mean tax- 
dodging' which involves breaking the law 
of the land. Evasion is not only unfair to 
the many millions of taxpayers who pay 

1 their tax bills honestly; it brings the whole 
system into disrepute. I am aware of the 
anxiety that has been expresSed about the 
current extent of evasion and I have now 
decided that the Inland Revenue should be 
given additional powers to enable them to 
uncover evasion more effectively. 
It is important in this area to weigh' the 
requirements of an effective and fair tax’ 

system with the proper concern — shared 
by members on both sides of the House ——- 
for 'the privacy of the citizen. 
I believe that the proposals I shall make 
strike the right balance. My main Proposals 

‘ are as follows. I have decided to strengthen 
the powers which require a person to pro- 
duce for inspection d0cuments in his power 
or poSsession Which bear on his liability to 
tax. There will be a parallel power to ob- 
tain from a taxpayer’s spouse and children 
dbc-uments bearing 'on his own liability. 

Where a person is carrying on ‘a business 
the Inspector of Taxes will be given Power: 
to‘ require the production of relevant docu- 
ments from other businesses, including 
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banks, in order to determinc that person’s 
tax liability. But the power to' approach any 
person other than the taxpayer himself will 
be exercisable only with the consent of a 
General or Special Commissioner of Income 
Tax.

‘ 

These proposals represent the minimum 
that is needed to help the Inland Revenue 
to deal with evasion and to be fair to 
ordinary working people who pay their tax 
under P.A.Y.E. 
In other democratic countries in Europe and 
North America the Revenue Authorities 
already have such powers.. Indeed the pow- 
ers available in the United States, Canada 
and Australia are a good deal wider than 
those I now propose. I think the vast majo- 
rity of taxpayers will feel it was high time 
that in this respect we were brought more 
into line with our friends and competitors. 

Leasing Pafiners/az'p: 
The Finance Bill will also contain measures 
to deal with an avoidance scheme by which 
wealthy individuals have been able, by con— 
trived arrangements, to use the 100 percent 
first year allowance given for capital in— 

vestment simply as a means of minimizing 
tax on their personal incomes. My Hon. 
friend the Financial Secretary to the Treas- 
ury explained last December in a written 
answer that where the asset giving rise to 
the relief is leased or chartered by certain 
kinds of partnership the relief would be 
allowable only against the rental income. 
I propose-to apply the same restriction in 
other circumstances Where Wholly artificial 
arrangements have been entered into for 
tax avoidance purposes and the relevant 
expenditure is incurred after today. 

Fringe Benefit: 
I under-took last year to review the legis- 
lation on fringe benefits, following the 
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start‘we made in last year’s Finance ‘Act 
with the legislation on medical insurance 
and Voucher-s. ' 

As the Diamond Commission showed iri 

their report 0n Higher Incomes from £111- 
ployment, the two main benefits provided 
by firms for their employees are cars and 
loans at a nil or low rate of interest. The 
Provision of a company car for a director 
or an' employee earning over £5,000 is al— 
ready taxable; but the rules for measuring 
the benefit derived from its use for non- 
business Purposes do not in most cases 
bring into liability anything like the real 
value to the beneficiary. I' propose therefore 
that this benefit should in future be meas- 
ured by a scale which will vary with the 
size of the car and will reflect standing 
charges‘ and running costs borne by the 
employer in respect of the employee’s pri- 
vate- use of the car. The substitution of a 
scale for the present rather cumbersome 
method. of measuring car benefits will bring 
a much-ne'eded' simplification into this part 
of the tax system and will also make it 

more equitable. The scale will not take 
effect until 1977-78, and in View of the 
importance of not adding to the difficulties 
of the British car industry it will be phased 
in over a period of two years, so that its 

full effect Will not be felt until 1978-79. 
In the meantime my Rt Hon. friend the 
Secretary of State for Industry will be con- 
sulting the motor industry on the industrial 
implications of this decision. 

‘ The benefit of low interest or interest-free 
loans is not at present taxable. I accept the 
View of the DiamOnd Commission that 
there is no tax advantage from such loans 
where the interest on them would be 
eligible'for tax relief. But Where it would 
not be, I' propose to make the benefit of 
these loans liable to tax. This will mean, 
for example, that house mOrtgages Provided 
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cheaply will riot attract liability 56 long as 
they do not exceed the ceiling for tax relief; 
but loans 'made, say, for buying shares in a 
public company or for paying school fees 
will be taxable to the full extent of the 
benefit conferred by the remission of inter- 
est. . 

In additiOn to my proposals on cars and 
loans, I intend to strengthen the,_1948 legis- 
lation on benefits in some other respects 
inchiding 'its extension to employees in the 
public sector and non-trading organizations. 
My Rt Hon. friend will give details, of 
these in the course of the debate. 
I propose that all these changes in the 
treatment of fringe benefits should take 
effect from 1977-78 (with the exception of 
certain 'anti-avoidance provisions which will 
take effect immediately) and that they: 
should at the outset apply only to directors 
and employees earning over £5,000. But I 
am well aware that some of the benefits I 

have referred to are not confined to those 
on over £5,000 a year, and in due course, 
when staffing in the Inland Revenue per- 
mits, I intend that the provision of car and 
loan benefits at least should be taxable in 
[the' hands of all employees whatever their 
salary.

‘ 

Capital Transfer Tax 

I will mention now only some of the more 
important changes. 
The first, and most important, concerns the 
impact of the tax on businesses and farms. 
I have decided to introduce a new relief 
for businesses which will go Wider than the 
old estate duty relief for'indust'rial build- 
ings and plant and machinery. Where a 
transfer relates to a sole proprietor’s 

' 

or 
partnership business, or to a Controlling u'n- 
quoted' shareholding ' 

in a company, the 
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value transferred will be reduced by .30 per 
cent. 
The new relief will apply to businesses 
generally, not restricted to the manu- 
facturing sector; but investment concerns 
and dealers in land and shares will be ex- 
cluded. This is a very important change, 
particularly for small businesses. It will 
substantially lighten the burden on transfer 
of businesses and go a considerable way to 
meet the representations which have been 
made about the inhibiting effect of capital 
transfer tax on the small firms sector. I 

believe it will give the proprietors of small 
businesses greater confidence to invest and 
expand their activities. 
As a fdfther help to the small businessman, 
I propose to increase from £1,000 to 
£2,000 the annual amount which a person 
may give away in life tax-free after using 
up any other exemptions. This will produce 
a; further lightening of the burden on- life- 
timé gifts over and above the existing con- 
cession of special lifetime rates. While the 
relief will be of general application, it will 
be particularly helpful to the small busi- 
nessman transferring his business over a 
period to his successors. 
If we add to thes'e changes in capital trans— 
fer tax What I have already said about the 
increase In profit levels for the small com; 
pany rate of corporation tax, and about the 
provision of medium-term finance for in- 
dustry, this Buéiget has gone a long way to 
meet the Government’s undertaking to cater 
for the special needs of Small businesses. 
The new 30 per cent relief will also apply 
to farmers. Here I have taken account of 
the work of the Interdepartmental Working 
Party 'on Capital Taxation and Agriculture, 
which was foreshadowed in the 1975 
White Paper “Food from Our Own Re- 
sources”. The 30 Per cent relief will apply 
to the assets, including land, which are 
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used in farming as it does to other busi- 
nesses. In respect of his land the full-time 
working farmer will still be able to claim 
instead his existing special relief. However, 
I am taking the opportunity to adapt the 
£01m of the present multiplier relief for 
full-time working farmers to that of the 
new business relief, that is, to a straight 
percentage reduction. In this special case 
the reduction will be 50 per cent, which 
will achieve broadly the same effect as the 
present multiplier relief; I am not pro- 
posing to reinstate relief for agricultural 
landlords, which was a justly criticized 
feature of estate duty. 
The new relief, which will cost an estimat- 
ed £15 milliOn in the first full year, will 
apply to all qualifying transfers after today. 
The present exemption on death, for works 
of 'art, historic house's and other property 
of importance to the national heritage will, 
subject to certain conditions, be extended

, 

to lifetime gifts and to property held in 
discretionary trusts, but at the same time I 
propose to toughen up the conditions for 
the relief. 
I shall be introducing new provisions to 
govern the treatment of Property Passing 
under survivorship clauses in Wills; and -to 
stop from today what the Press has labelled 
“The General Franco device”. ‘ 

C apital gain: tax 
In my Budget Statement last year I [said 

that I was not persuaded that it would be 
right to introduce indexation for capital 
gains tax but that I proposed to review the 
incidence of the. tax in the ensuing year. 
The issue is Whether I should alter capital 
gains tax to take account of the- fact that 
someone who sells a chargeable asset has to 
pay tax on a gain measured in money terms. 
although inflation may have reduced the 
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real gain or indéed even turned it into a 
loss. Different suggestions have been put 
forward for dealing with this problem. 
Some people propose that the cost of the 
asset should be written up on an index; 
others that the gain should be scaled down 
according to how long the asset has been 
owned. It has even been suggested that 
because of inflation capital gains tax should 
be abolished altogether. 
The crucial question is whether those 
people with chargeable assets should have 
their tax liabilities insulated from the effect 
of inflation. I have come -to the conclusion 
that this would not be right. For inCome 
tax, although I have increased the personal 
allowances during my two years as Chan- 
cellor I have not been able to do so suffi- 
ciently to eliminate fiscal drag completely. 
Income tax liabilities have not therefore 
been insulated from inflation. Then there 
are the millions of investors who have no 
prospect of any capital gains on their assets: 
those who put their money into building 
societies, savings banks and the like. If 
assets such as shares and land are to be 
indexed for capital gains, tax, logic requires 
that these millions of other investors should 
be treated as having incurred losses on their 
assets. We cannot afford to go down this 
road. v 

I have- therefore concluded that there 
should be no change in the structure of 
capital gains tax. The right answer to in- 
flation is not to tinker with the effects but 
to cure the disease aqd this we are doing. 
However, I Propose to increase, with. effect 
from 1975-76, the total amount of dis- 
posals than can be made annually Without 
any charge ‘to capital gains tax from £500 
to £1,000. This will mean that those with 
modest amounts of capital are unlikely to 
become chargeable to capital gains tax so 
that they at least will be protected from the 
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effects of inflation. This change-will cost 
about 45% million in a full year. 

Exchange Laue: ‘ 

Finally, I should mention that ‘I have re- 
ceived many representations that the extra 
cost to companies of repaying foreign cur- 
rency loans when sterling has fallgn in 
value should rank f0; ta}; relief. This is a 
complex matter on which the argumqnts are

I 

finely balanced. I will announce my dad; 
sion on this in next year’s Budget. Mean— 
while -the Inland Revenue will consult those 
affected to see whether a scheme for .tax

. 

relief can be devised which is workable, 
fair -to taxpayers and the Exchequer and 
reasonably free from risk of avoidance. I 

should make it clear that these discussions 
will be entirely without commitment on my 
part. 

Incomex Policy 4724 Direct Taxe: 
I now turn to my proposals for carrying 
forward our attack: on inflation and for 
encouraging the greatest possible reduction 
in the growth of wage costs. I hope to 
achieve this through relating tax conces- 
sions to a lower limit on earnings during 
the next pay round. 
The experience of the last twelve months 
has brought it home to all sections of the 
community that inflation is the great enemy 
of full employment. For a country in 
Britain’s present economic situation, the 
number of people Who have a. job will 
depend directly on the level of pay re- 
ceived by those in work. ~

. 

I have seen reports of peoplewho have 
actually accepted lower wages so as to save 
jobs. The relationship between jobs and 
wages is seen at its staxkest in some of the 
nationalized industries, like the Post Office 
and the Railways, where the price increases 
generated by higher wage costs are already 
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driving away custom and putting jobs at 
risk. . 

The nation as a whole has to draw a similar 
lesson from the experience of the last few 
years. As I have already argued; unless we 
can improve our ability to compete on 
price, the balance of payments will set a 
limit on the speed at which we can return 
to full employment. Moreover, we will Ebe 
unable to finance our external deficit in the 
period before we achieve a surplus on out 
current account unless we succeed in getting 
our rate of inflation down. If wages had 
continued to rise at the rate they were rising 
last summer, the collapse of foreign con—' 

fidence in Britain would have brought the 
collapse’of our economy. 
The agreement with the unions saved the 
situation. The £6 pay limit which emerged 
from the crisis in July last year has not 
cured unemployment in Britain. But it has 
ensured that hundreds of thousands of men 

' and women. are‘ now in work who would 
otherwise have lost 'their jobs in the in- 
evitable collapse of confidence at home and 
abroad and the deflationary measures which 
would have had -to follow it. 

Effects of Excem've Pay Intreayex 
Excessive Pay increases are not only bound 
to increase unemployment. They are self— 

defeating even for those who manage to 
keep their jobs, since they cause rising 
prices which swallow up most of their 
value within six to twelve months and near— 
ly all of it in one to two years. Yesterday’s 
figures show that over last year as a whole, 
although pay rose by a record 29 per cent, 
living standards stayed virtually unchanged. 
In addition the inflation such pay increases 
generate reduces the international value of 
our currency, thus adding further fuel to 
inflation. There is no end to this vicious 
circle eXCePt to get inflation down at least 
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to the level of our ih-ternational competi— 
tors. That is Why the fight against inflation 
must remain our first priority. Winning the 
battle against rising prices is the first con- 
dition for our return to full employment. 
If our industries cannot finance their opera- 
tions, cannot invest, cannot compete at 
home or abroad, if We cannot finance, our 
overseas deficit, thep jobs are at risk on a 
massive scale.. 
The progress we can expect to make this 
year in the fight against inflation depends 
above all on the pay limit devised last 
summer by the trade union movement itself 
in full knowledge and acceptance of the 
nation’s economic needs; We need a similar 
voluntary policy for incomes when the £6 
limit expires at the end of July. Let me 
stress at the outset that What I am seeking 
is a voluntary policy — that is a policy 
which the General Council of the TUC and 
the Congress agree willingly to recommend 
to their members as something- good fog' 

themselves and good for the country. The 
Gavernment’s overriding purpose is to 
reach a fresh agreement with the trade 
unions on a voluntary policy for the next 
pay round — an agreement which will help 
to bring the rate. of inflation down still 

furtherin the coming year. In their Eco— 
nomic Review for 1976, the TUC have sug- 
gested a target which the Government fully 
endorses. It is to reduce the rate of inflation 
next year to a figure well below 10 per 
cent. The TUC stresses that this target can- 
not be achieved by a Policy for incomes 
alone. The Government agrees. A major ~, 

contribution must also be made through 
policies for prices, taxation and public 
finance. But in my View, the key t9 achiev- 
ing a rate of inflation which is well below 
10 per éent by the end of 1977 is to relate 
our tax policy in the coming year to the 
next Policy for incomes. 
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DEVELOPMENTS IN INTERNATIONAL TAX 
'I am prepared to use my powers as Chan- 
cellor of the Excheque; to help the TUC 
to get the next pay limit as low as Possible 
by reducing the amount of income; tax 
which is taken. from the pay packet. I—in- 

‘ 

tend to, guarantee that the working Pepu— « 

- lation as a whole does not suffer by accept- 
ing a lower pay limit rather than a higher 

' one; indeed, I would ensure that a lbwer 
pay limit leaves those who most need help 
~—— families with children —— a good deal 
better off. Let me explain. 
It is clear that the next Pay limit will need, 
to be Well below this year’s limit of £6 a 
week. If the limit were only a little less 
than the present £6 —— say £5 — it would 
produce little, if any, further reduction in 
the rate of inflation by the end of 1977. 
Our objective must be more ambitious. The 
£6 limit should have helped to cut our in- 
flation rate by well over half by the end of 
this year compared with December 1975. 

It will, of course, be fer the TUC to judge 
the size of .the pay increases to which they 
can secure the agreement of their members. 
I emphasize again I am not seeking to dic- 
tate or impose a particular figure. But I 
want to prove that the majofity of working 
families would gain by agreeing to a lower 
limit rather than a higher one. ‘ 

The proposals for income tax reliefs which 
II will now set out show how this result 
could be achieved. Part of the reliefswofild 
have to be conditional on a low pay limit 
and I must state clearly the ~le'vel on which 
these particular reliefs would depend. The 
House will Want to know ‘on What assump- 
tion it would be asked to approve them and 
the trade unions will want “to know What 
’tax benefits would flow from a particular 
limit.- 
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But, as I said before, my,ovegriding pur- 
Pose is to get a fresh agreement with the 
TUC on pay which will at least guarantee " 

further progress in the fight against in; 
flation. If in ’the end the TUC found they 
Were unable to agree to a figure as low as 
that On which these tax reliefs are based‘ I ' 

would, of course, have to reduce .the 

amount of the reliefs accordingly. If,- on the, 
other hand, they could go 'Iower still, I 

Would more than compensate with still 

greater tax reliefs and the nation as a Whole 
would benefit still more. 
I have based the tax reliefs I will now 
describe on the assumption that the pay 
limit in the next wage round will be in ‘the_ 
area of 3 per cent. I cannot be absolutely 
precise because much will depend on the 
way in which the new Policy is structured 
~— fOr example whether it is a flat sum or 
a percentage, or a mixture of the two. A 
limit of 3 Per cent is the basis of my Pro— 
posals beCause I do not believe that in the 
Circumstances of the coming year ,a higher 
limit could be relied on to bring down Our 
rate of inflation to that of our principal 
competitors. ' 

Allowance: and Relief: 

My proposals are in two Parts, The first 
part will take effect at once, and I com- 
mend it to the House unconditionally. It'is ‘ 

intended primarily to help sections 'of the 
population, like the old and children, who 
are not going to ‘be involved in,the coming 
negotiations on incomes Policy. The second 
part, as I have just explained, must be con— 
ditional upon agreeing — I hoPe at the 
latest by early June —- a pay limit Which is 
consistent with a further halving of our 
"inflation rate in the coming year. 
First, the unconditional set of income tax 
reliefs. Besides the increase in pensions I 
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SOME HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE BUDGET SPEECH 

haYC announced, I propose to increase the 
age allowance for single people by £60 to. 

£1,010 and for married people by £130 to‘ 
£1,555" and also to raise the ceiling for the 
allowance by £250 to £3,250. These in- 

creased allowances Will be substantially 
abOVe the rates of retirement pension which 
will be payable after the ~uprating in 
November and this will enable old people 
to continue to supplement their pension 
without paying tax. 
Next, children. For a number of reasons, 
the real incomes of families with dependent 
children have fallen behind in the last 'few 
years, relative to those of the majority of 
single people. Since 1972 policy on low pay 
and equal pay has tended to help single 
People more than miarried people and mar- 
ried people with children least of all. Al- 
though last year I made the first} increase 
in family allowances since 1968, the child 
tax allowances have not been increased 
since 1974. As a result families with child- 
ren have been hearing a disproportionately 
high part of the total tax burden. 
I propose therefore to increase child tax 
allowances by £60 so that they will become 
£300 for children under 11, £335 for 

' children between 11 and 16 and £365vfor 
children over 16. This‘ imprbvemént Will 
cost £300 million in a full year. I must 
regard it as Part of the compensation for 
accepting a low pay limit which I am offer- 
ing to the TUC. Nevertheless, in the con- 
fidence that we shall .in fact achieve a low 
limit, I propose to include it in the first 

Part of the package and give effect to it 

immediately. Like the increase in rthe allow- 
ances for the elderly, it will be implement- 
ed through P.A.Y.E. as soon as the Inland 
Revenue can make the neceséary changes. 
I nOW turn to the second part of the income 
tax package which must be' conditional on 
our achieving the low pay limit. I propose 
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to improve rthe: personal allowances for 
single and marriec! people-and, as Iiart ,of 
my policy to give as much relief as poSsible 
to families, I propose to give a greate: in- 
crease this yeaj: to the married than to 
single persons. Among the married for this 
purpose I include single parents because as 

‘ I made plain last year I intend to raise the 
additional personal allowance so that the 
allowance for one-Parent families is kept in 
line with that for two-patent families. 
I propose therefore, once the low pay limit 
,is agreed, -to increase the single persons 
allowance and the allowance fbr wives’ 
earnings by £60 to £735, the married per- 
sons allowance by £130 to £1,085 and the 
additional personal allowance by £70 to 
£350; These increases in allowances, if the 
pay limit enabled me to implement thcm, 
would keep 670,000 out of tax altogether 
and would help to reduce the administra- 
tive cost of collecting taxes. 
The single allowance is given to widows as 
well as single women pensioners under the 
age of 65 and, if I am able to increase it 
as I hope, it will be sufficient to cover the 
standard rate of national insurance pension 
payable in 1976—77. If not, when these 
women have only the standard pension and 
no other income, they will still be kept out 
of liability. This is because the Inland 
Revenue do not in-rthese cases assess small 
amounts of tax. To save administrative 
costs they are now proposing to increase the 
limit of this assessing tolerance from £10 
t6 £30. The new limit will be sufficient to 
cover the difference between the standard 
pension and the single allowance. This will 
mean in practice that even if I am unable 
to make the proposed increase in the single 
allowance, assessments will not be made on 
this class of pensioners if they have .no 
other income. Thus these widows and 
single women pensioners under the age of 
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DEVELOPMENTS IN INTERNAT;ONAL- TAX LAW 
65 with no other income will haventheir- 
tax anxieties relieved. I believe the whole 
House will welcome this decision. 

Rate: of Tax
' 

I come finally to the higher rate tax struc- 
tureuThe threshold for higher rate tax has 
been'fier‘o‘ded by inflation so that it now lies 
between 11/2 times and twice average earp- 
ings, Unless I adjust it this year, the num- 
bers subject to higher rate tax will rise from 
1.3 million in 1975-76 to 1-9 million, in 
1976-77, including very large numbers of 
skilled "wogkers. This would impose a very 
héavy ‘n'ew administrative burden on the 
Inland Revenue. 

_ 

'

, 

As I made clear eaglie; in =my'speech, I 
believe it is desirable in any case to reduce 
the extent to which fringe benefits are used 
as a substitute for pay increases at the 
higher le'vels; We have ‘far more of" these 
fringe benefits than other Comparable coun: 
fries. I have already described how I pro- 
pos_e to_ limit the value of fringe benefits 
through action on business cars, cheap loans 
and so on. Nevertheless, the counterpart of 
action on fringe benefits mugt be some 
reduction in the income tax burden, partic- 
ularly on middl‘é managers in:industry Why 
Have seen their net pay severely reduced in 
real terms over recent years by inflation 
and the incomes policy of successive Gov- 
ernments. The Diamond Report on higher 
incomes gives compelling evidence of this: 
I believe that middle management must‘ 
play a key role in our industrial and eco- 
nomic recovery. '

" 

Takipg all this into account I have deqided 
that the second, conditional, stage of the 
income'tax package should also in'clude an 
increase of £500 "in the higher rate thres- 
hold and a similar increase of £500 in the 
next four thresholds up to a taxable income 
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of £8,500 a year. The starting point for the 
higher rate at 40 per cent would therefore 
_be £5,000 instead of £4,500 and so on; but 
.the 65 per cent rate would continue to start 
at £10,000. This would fall a. long way 
short of restoring the real value of'_these 
five higher rate thresholds to what it Was 
twoyea‘rs ago, but it is the mostI now feel 
able to propdse.

, 

The total cost of these income tax reliefs, 
if both stages are fully implemented, would 
b_'e about 331,300 million 'in a full‘ year. Of 
this, £570 million is included uncdndition-r 
ally in the first part' and the balance will 
be held over to the second part, sinCe it is. 

conditional on the low 
_ pay limit. The 

revenue from the increased duties on alco- 
hblic drink, 'tobacco and Petxol will broadly 
cover the cost of the unconditional £370 
million which is concentrated on the old 
and‘ children. I believe the House will feel 
that this reflects the right social priorities. 

Conclusion 

The'se then are my proposals. This is an 
almost neutfal Budget. I haVe said all along 
fhat we cannof base expansion on a general 
reflatiqn of domestic demand. The uncon- 
ditional part of my Budget is neutral both 
in financial and-~ demand terms, and does 
not reduce the overall burden of taXation, 
although I believe it distributes that burden 
more fairly. If We 'can aChieve the low 
pay_ limit the effects this would have on 
confidence would enable me to implement 
the additional tax reliefs, which would go 
a little beyond 'what is necessary to offset 
the temporary demand effects of such a 
limit. The net_ effect might be to _increase 
output in the first half of next year by 
about £400 milliqn or about one-third of 
a per cent. 
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Text of the entire proceedings’of 'the adays 
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Wa's'senaar', ‘Delwél, 1976. 225 PP.. . . 

14th Edition pf textboqk .on tax laws in the 
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216 pp., Dfl. 32.50." 
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Groningen, Tjeénk Willink, 1975. 120 pp.--_* 
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Loose-leaf publication de'signéd "to provide an 
updated Work in which'te‘xt, implementary provi- 
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is arranged by tte'aty article; Firs't‘ supple-ment'of 
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volumes updating the material containing text, 
explanatbry notes, relevant st'atfites;. case. law, 
rulings andfilitex‘atuxg frbx'n both Switzerland and 
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Paris, Organisatién fo’i‘ Economié Go-opérafion 
and Developmq 1976. ss'pp. (B 9603) ' 

UNITED K‘I‘NGDO‘M‘ 
ACQUISITIONS .s‘c MERGERS; GOVERNMENT 
POUCY IN EUROPE " 
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By B. Chiplin'amjl D. Lees. London; Financial 
Times Ltd., 1976. 104‘ pp." 
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‘ a“
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By T. L. A, Gréham and P. E. Hughes. Finance 

, 
(Na. 2) Apt 1975 Edition.~ London, _.T'axation 
Publishing Campany Ltd., 1975..Sevehth edifiog. 
356ml, .5 3.50. . 
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. . . 

Updated edition 9f Quick referciice guide t9 com- 
pany taxatic'm, distributions and closé compagies. 
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TOLLEY'S 'f TABLES 19'76-1'7 

_ , ._ 

Croydong Talley Publishing Co., Ltd., 
16 pp. - - . . 
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. . 

In additién. to téx tables 611 income tax and 
corporate. tax and value added tax the text of the 
April 1976.13x'1dgét with gmpha'sis to tax rates 
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Clearing Ham, Inc, 1976. 160 1517., s 5.——;. 
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VIDU' . = ~ 

74
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Honolulu, Taxjeséarch 'and Planning Office; 
Department Of Taxation, 1.976. x 100 pp. « 

Annual research repbrt on incbme.’ patterns .of 
individuals derivéd from “data. repbrted in income 
tax returns 1973:. (B 9690)
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456 pp; 3 63-7- :- 
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'- 

AxmuaLguide explaining excise la'w provia. 
sionx‘with‘refercncés to ixhport‘an‘t-rulin'gs and 
court decisions. (B 9649) 
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ARTICLES- [ 

*‘ 

JAMES S. MACLEOD *: 
CAPITAL TRANSFER TAX IN THE UNITED KINGDOM 

INTRODUCTION 

The United Kingdom capital transfer tax 
came into operation on 26th March. 1974. 
It applies to gifts made by an individual 
during life, and to assets transferred in 
consequence 9f an individual’s death. It 
only applies 'to transactions which are gra- 

: tuitous, that is to say, where the person who 
transfers the asset wishes to confer a benefit 
on the Person who receives the asset. The 
tax' does not, as a general rule, apply to 
commercial transactions.

' 

' 

Prior to the introduction of capital transfer 
' 

tax, the main tax on capital was estate duty, 
which had been in, force since 1894. Estate 

‘ duty: was ahtax payable On assets. transferred 
2 
on the death of an individual; and asscts 

' 

gifted within "seven years before ah-indi- 
‘ 

Vidual’s death were treated as transfers on 
5 death. Assets gifted more than seven years. h 

before a death were not normally subject 
‘ 

to estate duty. However, :the exemption of 
’ gifts made more than seVen years before 
a death has now been removed, because, 
capital transfer tax applies to all gifts made 

_ 

after 26th MarCh 1974. 

_ 
SCOPE 

:An individual becomes liable to capital 
j 
transfer tax when he makes a “transfer of 
.value”, that is, any transaction which re- 
:rluce’s‘the value of his “estate”, other than 

:2 commercial transaction. EVery_ “transfer 
e‘ivalue" is a “chargeable-transfer”, that is, 

transfer thatgeablé to capital transfer tax, 
3: Jess. it is covered by an exemption; 
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An individual’s “estate” censi§ts of all the 
‘ 

assets which he owns absolutely, after de- 
ducting his’liabilities. Where an individual 
hag, an “interest in poss'ession” in a trust, 
that is, where he is entitled to receive the 
income from a trust, he is regarded as oWn- 
ing the trust asSets, or a share of them cor- 
responding, to his income rights. .Thus if 
two individuals are jointly entitled ‘to all 
the income from a trust, each istegarded' 
as owning half the tt aSSets, and these 
ass’et’s form part of his estate. 
Certain assets do not form part of an in,- 

divid‘ualfs, estate., These assets are called 
“excluded property”. The main item of 
“excluded property” relates to prOperty 
situated Outside the United Kingdom. 
Property situated outside the United King- 
dom is “excluded Property” if it is bene— 
ficially oWned by .a Person who is not 
d‘Omiciled in the United Kingdom. Thus 
the limits of the jurisdiction of capital 
transfer tax are‘:— ‘ 

1. Assets situated in the United Kingdom 
irrespective of the domicile" of the 
Owner, and- 

2. Assets situated outside the United. 
Kingdom if the oWner is domiciled in 
the United Kingdom. 

*‘ Chartered accountant, Arthur Young McClell- 
and Moores 8: ‘Co., 16 Abercxfomby Place; Edin- 
bur‘rgh EH3 6LT, United Kingdom. 
1. The term “domicile” indicates -t_he Iega'l 
systEm to which an individual regards himself as 
being subject. A person acquires :a domicile at 
birth, and this is usually the domicile of his 
father. Once an individual has become legally 
independent5 he may change :his domicile of 
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The place where an asset is situated is a 
matter for international private law, but 
may be affected by a double taxation con- 
vention. The existing Estate Duty conven- 
tions made by the UK. are to remain in 
force for capital transfer tax purposes, 
despite the fact that estate duty is no longer 
payable. The legislation contains provision 
for the UK. to enter into new conventions 
covering capital transfer tax, but so far 

none has been made. 
An individual’s l“domicile” is another 
matter which has to be decided on by refer— 
ence to international private law, but there 
are a numb~r Vof special rules which apply, 
in deciding on an individual’s domicile for 
capital transfer tax purposes. An individual, 
formally domiciled in _the United Kingdom 
is :egardgd fog capital transfer tax purposes 
(not for other UK. ,taxpurposes) as having 
retained his UK. domicile if he has ac- 

quired a domicile of choice in the Channel 
Islands or_ the Isle of Man after 10th 
December 1974. A domicile 'of choice ac- 

quired in some other country after 10th 
December 1974 is regarded as invalid for 
capital transfer tax purposes until three 

years have elapsed-During that three year 
period, the individual is still regarded, for 
capital transfer tax purposes, as domiciled 
in the UK. Finally, special rules apply to 
an individual who is domiciled outside the 
United Kingdom, but has lived here for a 

long period. An individual who was resin 
dent2 in the UK. for income tax purposes 
on or after 10th December 1974, will be 
regarded as domiciled in the UK. for 

capital transfer tax purposes if he is resi- 

dent here in seventeen out of twenty fiscal 
years (that is, years ended 5th April). 

Thus, Where an individual chooses to ac- 

quire a domicile of choice outside the UK, 
his foreign assets will be treated as ex- 

cluded Property once three years have 
elapsed Provided that throughout the three 
years following the change in domicile, he 
is not regarded as resident in the U.K. for 
UK. income tax purposes. 

origin to a domicile of choice by residing in the 
country in which he Wishes to eStablish his domi— 
cile, indicating that he Wishes to reside there 
permanently, and indicating that he wishes to 

sever his legal ties with the country of his 

domicilc of origin. A woman usually acquires 
the domicile of her husband on marriage, but it 
is now possible in the UK. for husband and 
wife to have separate domicile. Domicile is a 
general legal concept and not special to tax law. 
It follows that many of the leading British de- 
cisions on domicile are not concerned with taxa— 
tion but with other legal questions, such as 

matrimonial questions. 
The terms “residence” and “ordinary residence” 
are Concerned with taXation questions only. A 
person is treated as resident in the UK, if:— 
1) He is physically present in the UK. for six 
months in a fiscal year '(i.e. Year to 5th April) 
or, 

2) He visits the UK. for periods of less than 
six months in a fiscal year but his visits are for 
substantial periods and are habitual. Periods in 
aggregate of three months in a. fiscal year are 
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regarded as substantial, and these visits are treat— 
ed as becoming habitual after four years. 
3) A person who has been resident in the UK. 
is regarded as continuing to be resident here if 
he goes abroad" for some temporary purpose only. 
However, special rules apply to individuals resi- 
dent in the UK. who go abroad to work under 
a foreign service contract. 
4) An individual who maintains a house in the 
UK. is regarded as resident here if he comes to 
the U.K. in any year for Whatever period, al- 

though this rule does not apply to individuals 
working full-time abroad. 
The term “ordinary residence” means Ihabitual 

residence. A person who is physically absent 
from the UK. throughout a fiscal year is not 
regarded as resident in the UK. for that year. 
However, if he has been ordinarily resident in 
the‘ UK. 1he will still,be regarded as ordinarily 
resident here even if he is outside the UK. for 
a full fiscal year. Again, special rules apply to, 
individuals working full—time abroad under for? 
eign service contracts.

' 

2. See supra note 1. 
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Certain other assets are also regarded as 
“excluded property”. These are:— 
1. Certain British Government securities, 

provided they are beneficially owned by 
an individual neither domiciled nor 
ordinarily resident iri the UK. The 
special definition of' “domicile” for 
capital transfer tax purposes, dées not 
apply here.

_ 

2'. Certain saving certificates and bank 
deposits of individuals domiciled in the 
Channel' Islands and the Isle- of Man 
and, again, the special definition. of 
domicile does not apply here. 

3. The property of visiting forces and an- 
‘cillary staff, and ‘ 

4. A reversionary interest in a trust. For 
example, if pgopertjr is held in trust for 
X during his lifetime, and thereafter 
for Y, Y’s reversionary interest in the 
capital of the trust is excluded property 
(unless he acquired it by purchase), and 
if he givés away his reversionary inter- 
est, no‘ charge to capital transfer tax will 
arise. 

The; general rules as to “excluded property” 
do not apply to assets held in a trust. Assets 
which are held in a trust are treated as ex- 
cluded property provided they assets are 
situated outside the UK, and the Person 
who created the -trust was not domiciled in 
the when he set the trust up. .The 
fact that the beneficiaries are domiciled in 
the United Kingdom is not releVant. 

RATES 'OF- TAX 
Capital transfer tax is a cumulative tax and 
a progressive tax. “It is a. cumulativetax 
because each transfer made by way of gift 
is‘ added to all previous transfers to decide 
the rates of ‘tax payable, and all transfers 
made by way of gift during life .are added 
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to assets transferred as the fes'ult of the 
individual’s death to calculate the rates of 
tax payable on the assets transferred on 
death. It is a progressive ,tax, because :the 
rates of tax go up with successive transfers. 
There are two scale's' of rates of capital 
transfer tax. The first scale applies to trans- 
fer made by way of gift during life. The 
second scale applies to assets transferred as 
the result of a death. Where an individual 
has made the gift of an asset duh'ng‘ his life 
and diES within three Years of that gift, the 
second scale of rates, applicable to death, 
is substituted for the lifetime gift scale. It 
will be noted that the rates of tax payable 
on lifetime gifts are considerably "lower 
than the rates Payable on assets transferred 
on death. 

Rates on dealt/9
. 

The rates of tax payable on chargeable 
transfers made on death or within three 
years prior to death are as follows :— 

Portion of Value Rate_pf tax 

Lower limit Upper limit Per cent 
‘ 

£ £ , 

0 15,000 Nil 
13,000 20,000 10 . 

20,000 25,000 15 
25,000 30,000 20 
50,000 40,000 25 
40,000 50,000 30, 
50,000 “60,000 35 
60,000 80,900 . 40 
80,000 100,000 45 

100,000 120,000 50 
120,000 150,000 55 
150,000 500,000 60 
500,000 1,ooo;090 65 

1,000,000 . 2,000,000 70 
2,000,000 —— 75 

It should'be noted that a transfer covered 
by an exemption is not subject to C.T.T.' ' 
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Rate: an lifetime gift: 
The rates'of tax payable on other transfers, 
including transfers by way of gift, are as 
follows:—- 

Portion of value ‘Rate of tax 

Lower limit Upper limit Per cent 
:5 £ 

0 15,000 Nil 
15,000 20,000 5 
20,000 25,000 71/2 

25,000 30,000 ' 10 
30,000 40,000 121/2 
40,000 50,000 . 15 
50,000 60,000 171/2

' 

60,000 80,000 20 
80,000 100,000 221/2 

100,000 120,000 271/2
> 

120,000 150,000 35 
150,000 200,000 421/2 
200,000 250,000 50 
250,000 300,000 55 
300900 500,000 60 
500,000 1,009,000 65 

1,000,000 2,000,000 70 
2,000,000 '_ —- 75 

The value of a chargeable transfer made’by 
way of gift during.life is not simply the 
value of the asset given away. It is the value 
of the asset plus the capital transfer tax 
payable on the gift. This rather confusing 
principle comes about because of the 
general rule that the value transferred by 
a chargeable transfer is the amofint by 
which the transferor’s estate is reduced as 
the result of the transfer. Since the trans- 
ferqr’s estate is‘reduced not only by the 
asset which he has given away but by the 
capital transfer tax payable, the value of 
the transfer is the value of the asset 
“grossed up” for the amount of the 'tax. 

The principle of “grossing up” does 
not apply where assets are transferred in 
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consequence of a death, because the capital 
transfer tax is payable Out of the assets left 
by the deceased and the assets remaining 
after paying the tax go to the beneficiaries. 

- In addition, “grossing up” does not apply‘ 
where a person receiving a gift agrees to 
pay the capital transfer tax, because then 
the estate of the person making the gift is 
not reduced by the capital transfer tax 
payable.

' 

Example 
Suppose an individual makes -a gift of an 
asset worth £3,000 to a donee. If the gift 
is subject to tax at 20%, the value of the 

' 

gift (£3,000) represents 80% of the tbtal 
value of the chargeable transfer. The value 
of the transfer is thus:— 

3,000 x 20
‘ 

£5,000 + -———-————— = £5,750 
80 

C.T.T. payable at 20% 750 

Value taken by donee £3,000 

EXEMPTIONS AND RELIEFS 
The main exemptions and reliefs from 
capital transfer tax are as follows :——~ 

1) Transfers made by an individual to 
maintain his spouse, a dependent rela- 
tiVe of his or his spouse, and to main- 
tain and educate his children, are 
exempt from capital transfer tax.

’ 

2) Transfers between spouses are exempt 
from capital transfer tax whether the 
transfers are made during life or in 
consequence of a death. Since the assets 
of a husband and Wife are not added 
together for capital transfer tax Pur- 
poses, it is often Possible to save capital 
transfer tax by dividing assets equally‘ 
‘between spouses. The general rule that 
transfers between spouses are exempt 
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from capital transfer tax does not apply 
Where the person making the transfer 
is domiciled in the UK, but the re- 
cipient spouse isxnot domiciled in ‘the 
UK. In such a case only the first 
£15,000 of transfers in total are exempt. 

3) Gifts not exceeding £1,000 in any fiscal 
year are exempt from capital transfer 
tax, and. if the £1,000 is hot fully used- 
up, the amount not used may be carriéd’ 
‘forward‘ for one year only. 

4') Gifts not exceeding £100 peg: recipient 
in any fiscal year are exempt fro 
Capital transfer tax. ' 

5) A gift made out of a transferof’s in- 
come is exempt from capital transfer 
{tax if it is made from in‘COme which is 
surplus to normal living requirements, 

6) A gift made in consideration of a 
donee’s matriage is exempt. from capital 
transfer tax, Within certain limits. 

‘ 

7) Gifts to "charities, political parties, and 
transfexs of works of art etc. to 
museums: and galleries, are exempt from 
capital transfer tax within certain limits. 

v 8) A special relief applies to agricultural 
property situated in the UK, the 
Channel Islands or the Isle of Man. 
Provided that the agricultural land has 
been occupied by a farmer” WhOHy- or 
mainly engaged in farming, the value 
of the land may be reduced to twenty 
tithes its open market r’en‘tal. 

' 

9) In certain circumstances, Capital transfer 
tax payable on grdwing timber may 'be 
postponed where the timber is‘ trans- 
ferred in cons’equgnce‘ of a death. 

TRUSTS 

Trust law is more highly developed in 
England and Scotland than in most other 
European countries, and it is therefore some- 
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times difficult for continental European 
professional people to have a clear iu‘nder- 
standing of What a trust involves- Briefly, 
a trust is a situation where assets are held 
by persons knoWn as trustees for the benefit 
of other persOns known as benéficiariés. 
Thus .the oWnership:~of the assets is divided. 
The trustees own‘ the assets but must use

‘ 

them according to directions given by the 
person who created the trust, called the 
settler of truster, and these instructions are 
usually contained in a trust deed‘. The bene- 
ficiary is the person for Whose benefit the 
aséets are to beheld, but his rights to enjoy 
the assets are those centaine'd' in the trust 
deed. The-original purpose of :a trust was 
to enable a pegSon to give the benefit 0f 
assets to persons without giving fhem the 
actual control of the assets. However, trusts 
have become very popular in 'tax planning, 
and for this reason, U.K. tax law affecting 
trusts is usually complicated. The capital 
transfer tax rulésvon trusts are no exception. 
Trusts are divided into me classes.~ The 
first class 'cOnsi‘sts of trusts Where tHe ih- . 

COme is to be ~ paid to the beneficiaries. 
These trusts are usually called‘ “fixecl” 
trusts, and the right of a beneficiary to gee 
ceiVe income is called “an interest in 1305— ‘ 

session”. The second c1a$s of trusts in- 
cludes trusts where the beneficiaries have 
no rights to re'ceive income, and where the- 
inc’ome is paid out by the trustees as they in 
their discretion decide, of alternatively is 
held back by the trustees and accumulated 
within- the trust. These are called “dis- 
cretionary” trusts. - 

Where a Person is entitled. to receive in-* 

COme from a trust, and therefore has an 
“interest in possession” in the trust,- he is 
regarded as owning the trust assets cOrre- 
spending .to his incorne entitlement. Thus, 
if an individual is entitled to one-third of 
the Income from a trust, he is regarded as 
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owning oneéthird of the assets. If he gives 
away his entitlement to receive the income 
while ‘he is alive, he is regarded as having 
gifted the trust assets which he is treated as 
owning. If he dies, ,his entitlement to re- 
ceive income comes to an end, and the trust 
assets are treated as assets transferred on 
his death. The rules for discretionagy trusts 
are different, because no beneficiary is 

entitled to receive income at all. Thus it is 
not possible to treat beneficiaries as owning 
trust assets’ corresponding to the income 
which they receive. Instead, the trustees of 
a discretionary trust become liable to capital 
transfer tax when they pay assets out of the 
trust. Obviously, trustees could avoid pay,- 
ing capital transfer .tax by never paying 
assets out, and so in addition to the charge 
to tax when‘assets are actually paid out, 
tmsteesvbecome liable to capital transfer tax 
once every ten years, on the assets still 

within“ the trust, and the amount‘ of the 
“Periodic charge” eVery ten yeafs is 30% 
of what the tax would 'have been if the 
assets had actually been paid 'out. 
A special _1;u1e applies to discretionary trust; 
which are liable to capital transfer tax but 
are administered abroad. These trusts are 
liable to, an annual capital transfer tax 
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charge equal to 3% of .the tax which would 
have been. paid If all assets had been dis- 
tributed. 
The capital transfer tax 'consequences of 
discretionary trusts are so severe that many 
trusts are being brought to an end. In order 
to give some relief for discretionary’tmsts 
which are being terminated, the capital 

transfer tax payable on assets paid out of 
discretionary trusts before lst April 1980 
is much lower than the tax payable on dis- 
tributions after that date, and the ten year 
periodic charge is not. to operate befo're 

315t March 1980. 

CONCLUSION 

This article contains no more than a brief 
outline of what is 'a complicated'new tax; 
which will have impdrtant repercussions 
not only for persons domiciled in the UK. 
but also for persons domiciled éutside the 
UK. who have assets here. It is expected .1 
that there will be a number of important 
changes in the tax in the next U.K. Finance 
Bill, to be published at the end of April 
1976, and it is hoped to deal with the 
major changes in a forthcoming article.

; 
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' H‘. W. T. PEPPER: 

FISCAL, TREATMENT OF CHARITIES 

I mfmdzzatz'on 

1. From ~tirne immemOrial individuals 
have made donations or beqtiests f0]: the 
public benefit rather than merely for the ~ 

comfort or enrichment of their own fami- 
lies. In'v’vhat is probably the best-known 
Wi11._in history, thanks to the publicity 
giVen ,by'ShakesPeare in his play “Julius 
Caesar”, Caesar'mad'e generous bequests to 
the people of Rome. When making his 
Will, Caesar was not immediately con- 
templating death which befell him by' the 
daggers 'of‘ assassins, and since he lived in 
the praChristian era, it is 'obvious he was 
not seeking 'to store up credit in the.wor1d 
to come in the Christian sense. 

2. The charitable impulse is indeed not 
necessarily based on the Christian concept 
of a man doing good works during his 
lifetime for the benefit of his- everlasting 
soul after dea-th. Charitable works have 
been done by individuals Whose religions 
did not embrace the concept of one’s fate 
after death being dependant on the quality 
‘of one-Ts earthly life. Not every donor even 
seeks credit for his good works during his 
own lifetime, a‘ fact which is' evidénced by. 
donations» given anonymously. 

3. Nevertheless, the desire to be remem- 
bered after death, and in what better way 
than by work for the public good, is a 
fiaifly common human attribute, although 
perhéps it is less strong than the wish to 
receive credit during Ione’s lifetime for 
charitable works. It may perhaps be argued 
that qnly the anonymous donor is a truly 
saintly person, but the fact témains rthat 
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donations for charitable purposes are often 
easier to obtain where there is a visible 
recognition of the donor’s beneficence. 

4.- 'In Western. countries it is fairly com- 
mon for donation lists .to be Published so 
that all may read of whom among the com- 
munity has contributed to :specific causes. 
Both in the West and also in Eastern couri- 
tries public recognition of beneficence is 

sometimes taken several Stages further, so 
that anyone who donates sufficient to 
Provide for a bed in a hospital, a bench in 
a park or at a beauty spot; a room in an old 
people’s home, a new cl’assroom in a school, 
or at'a higher level, a whole ward‘ or wing 
of a hospital or clinic, or even the whole 
building, may often? expect to have his 

name recorded for all time as the sponsor 
of the item in question. Where a person 
is wealthy enough 'to set up a charitable 
foundation, tmst, scholarship fund, etc., he 
may also secure “Permanent” recognition so 
long as it is merely the income of the Trust, 
etc., which isusednfor the purposes laid 
down, the capital remaining ihtact in per- 
petuity if ,a Wise investment policy is fol- 

lowed; 
‘

' 

5. Many religions make specific provision 
- for levies 'or donations from their ad- 

herents, the old Christian idea. of the, 

“tithe”, or one-tenth of the Produce from 
land, and the' Muslim lexiies of 'zakrat and 
fitrah, aremerely examples of ancient dues‘ 
which haVe lbst some of their significance 
in modern times. The dues payable by the 
followers of some less well known reli- 

gions are much more significant and some 
of the evangelists from eastern. countries 
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presently propagating contemplative reli- 

gions in :the industrialised countries of {the 
West have evolved their own systems of 
levies on a voluntary basis among the faith- 
ful; in one case the suggested donation was 
1%. of a person’s capital. 

Taxation 

6. Where rates of direct personal taxation 
on income and wealth are high there is 

obviously a need to consider at least partial 
relief from tax in respect of charitable 
donations which are given for objects com- 
Patible with Government social policy 
generally. In earlier centuries when religion 
held a more important Place in society, the 
religious, or “charitable”, levy upon its fol~ 
lowers was itself the equivalent of taxation. ‘ 

Accordingly, there is some historical logic 
in present times for offsetting charitable 
contributions against secular tax, partic- 
ularly recurring donations against recurring 
taxes such as income tax. 

: fwfifz'mthn for Relief 
7. If charitable organisations undertake 
work in the social and religious spheres 
which usefully complements the social work 
of the G0vernment there is obviously a case 
for some kind of official encouragement 
and a number of countries allow income 
tax deductions, usually on some kind of 
restrictive basis, in respect of charitable . 

contributions by individual and corporate 
donors. 

8. There is an obvious limit to What may 
be allowed. On general principles it is .the 
Government rather than individuals who 
should decide how the national revenue 
should be spent. If an individual is allowed 
to opt completely out of personal taxation 
by making donations, relief for which 
would entirely relieve him of tax, he is to 
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some extent usurping the State’s authority 
because he himself is deciding how the 
money, which would otherwise be tax 
revenue, should be spent, or it least the 
proportions in which the money should go 
to particular charitable channels. 

.' Selective Approval of Charities for 
Tax Relief Purpom 

9, Some countries, in formulating tax 
relief provisions, have distinguished be- 
fiween money spent on institutions and 
funds which are for the benefit of the 
general public, e.g., rthe advancement of 
education, the 'relief of poverty, the succour 
of victims of natural disasters, and other 
purposes beneficial to the community in 
general, and those purposes which are for 
the benefit of the individual himself, even 
though the benefit is one he expects to 
'enjoy only in the next world. Accordingly, 
donations to a church, mosque or temple 
Where people worship mainly for the bene- 
fit of their own- souls, would be excluded 
from relief. On the other hand, donations 
devoted by the same religious organisations 
to the charitable side of their work in the 
shape of_the running of orphanages, clinics, 
hospitals, old people’s homes, schools, and 
other work for the general public good, 
would be tax-deductible. - 

10. Many countries, however, take a 
broader View and gran-t relief for all reli- 
gious donations, no doubt on the basis that 
while a man’s personal religion may be 
something which he should.in theory pay 
for out of his taxed resources, in general 
the Promotion of religion as a force for 
good in the community is worthy of en- 
couragement, since the religious-minded 
community is likely to be a better behaved 
community than one where there are no‘ 
religious values. 
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: Nature of Tax Relief to Cbarz'tz'ex 
11. There are several aspects of the sub- 
ject of tax relief to the charitable body 
itself. A “charity” usually has income of 
two kinds, (a) fichat arising from its invests 
meats, and (b) that from donations and 
subscriptions. In addition a charity may 
derive (c) income from “trading” opera- 
tions of one kind or anothexj. ' 

12. It is usual to exempt income in cate- 
gory (a) while as far as items in category 
(13) are concerned, under most tax codes 
money received from voluntary donations is 
not regarded as “income” for tax purposes. 
Where donations are convenanted as an- 
nual payments for a. period of years this 
type of income is also Exempted. 

13; On the other hand it is not so usual 
for the income which a charity derives from 
ordinary trading to be exempted. Once it 
enters trade or business a charity is com~ 

~peting with prdinary traders who are sub- 
jected -to tax and exemption would confer 
an unfair trading advantage whether it 

related to sales and other taxes on gross 
receipts, or taxes- on profits. 
14. Exemption of “trading” profits may 
nevertheless be granted if the trade is in 
articles produced in the course of carrying 
out the avowed purposes of the charity 
(such as occupational therapy for the blind 
or disabled); In addition. a charity may 
continue to achieve de facto exemption 
from sales or value added tax where fund- 
raising operations involving “trade” are 
conducted separately by the territorial 
branches of the charity in circumstances 
such that different individuals take sepa— 
rate responsibility for the operations (such 
as jumble sale, bring and buy sale, or fete). 
The individual would conduct the opera- 
tion in his or her own name, merely in- 
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dicating that any profit would go to the 
charity in question. Freedom from sales tax 
or V.A.T. would arise Where the total pro— 
ceeds of the venture fell below the exemp- 
tion limit (e.g., £5,000 p.a-. for V.A.T. in 
Britain). If the charity itself organised all 
the activities and the total takings exceeded 
the taxable limit, the sales tax or V.A.T, 
would apply. 

15. ‘Tax relief to a donor in respect of his 
donations is ‘a separate issue which is dealt 
with below under the heading “Tax Relief 
to Donor“. 

.' Tax Relief to D0fl0r 

16. In general one WOuld expect to find 
in practice that more liberal relief would be 
granted for charitable contributions in a 
l'ess-developed economy Where it makes 
good sense for a Government to encourage 
private beneficence and charity at least in 
limited spheres such as the provision of 
educational and medical facilities, and at 
least in a transitional Period before the 
State can take over fully the cOstly social 
burdens involved. In industrialised coun- 
tries welfare activities have usually been 
develoPed over a very lengthy period during 
which the social services have slowly been 
evol'Ved and perfected.

‘ 

17. In a so-called “Welfare State” where 
there is less need for public charity and 
perhaps Where the wealthier members of 
the community may support private hospi- 
tals and other institutions so as to obtain a 
higher quality or a more select type of 
treatment or education than the mass of the 
people, the question of What ~tax relief 
should be given is obviously a more com' 
pl.ex question. In general, while even the 
more developed countries have sections of 
population who are below the poverty line, 
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there is probably still ample scope for the 
encouragement of charitable endeavours. 
Even Where higher quality facilities are 
provided by the wealthier sections of the 
community largely for the use of them— 
selves and their relatives, there may still 

be a case for.some encouragement, since 
any private provision for burdens which 
would otherwise fall upon the State must 
be of some help in enabling they State to 
make better provision for others, especially 
where those whomake such provisions are 
unable to opt out of their liability to con- 
tribute to state-run schemes for the com- 
munity at large.

~ 

: Rextrz'ctz'om en Relief 

18. In Britain, which has a long and 
honourable history of charitable endeavour, 
tax relief is somewhat restrictive. Until re- 
cently there was no relief from death' 
duties for bequests .to charity, Donations, 
during the taxpayer’s lifetime are deductible 
only for income tax purposes (at the rate 
of 35%) and only by the medium of so- 
called “7 year covenants”. Surcharges and 
the higher tax rates which are now applied 
instead of surtax, rise to a maximum of 
98% on investment income and would still 
be payable even if the Whole income had 
been covgnanted to charity. Although there 
is no upper limit on the amount of one’s 
income which may be covenanted to chari- 
ties there .is clearly a practical limit imposed 
by the fact that the tax may 'by payable on 
the covenanvted intome at 298% thereof 
while the tax relief only extends to 35 

19. There have, hovéever, been recent re- 
laxatidns in that bequests by deceased per- 
sons to, charity are now exempted from 
capital transfer tax, up to a ceiling of 
£50,000. Charitable donations inter vivos 
are exempted from capital gains tax. 
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20. In other countries the pattern is 

usu_a11y in the form of allowing relief by 
way of making deductions for the full 
donation from the taxable income. Effec: 
tively xelief is then 'giveri at the £013. rate 
of tax which applies to the income. There 
is often, however, a ceiling on the relief in 
the shape of a limitation on the total dona- 
tions in a year expressed as a percentage of 
the total taxable income for that year. For 
example, Belgium allows a deduction‘for 
donations up to 5% of income or B.Fr. 5m, 
Whichever is less, and Holland deducts 
donations which exceed 1% but are not in 
excess of 10% of taxable income, While the 
U.S.A. allows corporations to deduct dona- 
tions up to 5% of income and individuals 
up to 20%, plus a further 10% (maxi— 
mum) for gifts to churches, hospitals and 
educational establishments. The U.S.A; 
allows a carry-forward for corporations; 
Where. a charitable donation exceeds the 
limit for one year the surplus may be' 
allowed as a deduction in the following 
year or years up -to a; §-year limit. 
21. Although most religions enjoin their 
adherents to give to the poor, it is a curious 
aspect of many tax systems which include 
gift taxation, capital transfer taxes, or the 
aggregation of inter vivos gifts of deceased 
persons for death or succession taxes, that 
even the purest and most generous benevo-' 
lence is subject to tax once; the exemption 
limit is exCeeded. A believer who heeds the 
injunction to “G0 and sell that 'thou hast, 
and give -to the Poor, and thou shalt have 
treasure in heaven!”, soon finds that he 
muSt also heed the command “Render 
therefore unto Caesar, the things which are 
Caesar’s!” ~ 

International Awaits of Charity 
22. In general; countries approve dorm:- 
tions to charities and funds within their 
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own borders, this principle being extended 
Where a native charity collects money for 
relief of some great natural disaster, such 
as a flood, famine, or earthquake, in a 
foreign country. In general, however, tax 
recognition has not hitherto been freely 
given in respect of direct donations by a 
country’s nationals to a foreign charitable 
organisation or fund. This principle is now 
to be liberalised as far as Europe is con~ 
cerned as a result of the formulation of the 
INTERPHIL Draft European Convention 
on the tax treatment of certain nonprofit 
organisations. 

23. The new Convention is to come into 
effect as soon as it has been ratified by four 
countries, and INTERPHIL (International 
Standing Conference on Philanthropy) will 
continue in existence for the purpose of 
considering at periodical conferences any 
points which crop up in connection with 
the international tax recognition of chari- 
table organisations. 

: Internationalisation of Relief 

24. Broadly speaking, the C(mvention 
provides for the mutual recognition of the 
signatory nations of each others’ charitable 
organisations, so the donation by a taxpayer 
in any country will 'be recognised for tax 
purposes by that country if it is made to 
an approved charitable body in any of the 
other signatory countries. Article 9 provides - 

escape clauses where the country giving the 
tax relief considers, for example; that the 
aims and activities of the foreign organisa- 
tion are not compatible with its own public 
policy, security, or any other essential inter- 
est. The general objective is to remove 
juridical and fiscal obstacles to increased 
international activities by nonprofit organi- 
sations with a View -to promoting greater 
European solidarity. 
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25. The administrative provisions of the 
Convention lay down that there should be 
one place where an organisation may de- 
posit the information necessary to ascertain 
that it qualifies for approval under the 
Convention and that the information to be 
called for should be essentially sufficient 
for the requirements of each contracting 
State. These requirements will be set down 
by the Secretary General of the Council of 
Europe in consultation with the individual 
contracting States. 

26. Where an organisation is approved, 
then a donor in any of the signatory coun- 
tries will be able to obtain not less favour- 
able treatment for his contributions to that 
organisatién than those to any approved 
organisation in his own country. 
27. This limited international extension 
of tax relief among member states of the 
Council of Europe is clearly likely to be 
followed by further extensions in other 
areas of the world until eventually one may 
expect to see full international agreement 
on the subject. This is compatible with the 

r resolutions of the United Nations, that the 
industrial member nations should aim at 

providing 1% of their GNP for the benefit 
of less developed countries. 

Fatwa Trend! 
28. With the growth of affluence in the 
world and the greater knowledge of the 
existence and of the problems of the poor 
and distressed in all countries it is probable 
that money and resources devoted vol- 

untarily 'to charity will increase from year 
to year. 

29. There are, however, still some prob; 
lems and even conflicts to be resolved be- 
fore the wells of charity can be fully tapped 
and used for beneficent “irrigation” of the 
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deserts of want and despair, avoiding spill- 
age, leakage, or contamination of the pre- 
cious water. These will be referred to 
briefly below. 

Advertising 

30. All advertising for charitable dona- 
tions may fairly be regarded as competitive. 
That is to say in general a. person who' is 
cajoled into contributing to a particular 
charity by an appeal will probably give less 
to other charities or may perhaps confine 
his charitable impulses solely to the partic- 
ular one which has attracted him. 

31. This does not mean that advertising 
is wrong. Obviously it is necessary to pub— 
licise particular forms of human need and 
charitable endeavour. Further, it is: certain 
that a greater total amount will be donated 
to charitable objects if there is advertising 
than if there is not. Nevertheless, there is 
also certain to be some “wastage” if a num- 
be: of different organisations wi-th broadly 
similar objects (for example, the relief and 
cure of cancer) each advertises separately 
for funds; The position may even be reach- 
ed where because one particular organisa- 
tion has spent an unusually large amount 
on v successful advertising the donations 
ordinarily available to other charities in 

. similar fields may fall short, thus com- - 

pelling these organisations in turn to devote 
a larger proportion of their resources to 
further advertising campaigns. 

32. The obvious “cure” for an extreme 
situation Where more and more is spent on 
competitive advertising :to raise broadly the 
same total of donations would be for the 
organisations concerned -to come tOgether 

“and run joint advertising campaigns, or 
Perhaps even amalgamate some of their 
activities and resources. Insofar as adver- 
tising is merely one of the management 
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expenses of a charity the matter is referred 
to below under the headings “Expense 
Ratio” and “New Charities”. 

Adminixtmtion 

33. The need for good administration of 
charities is evident because there is nothing 
more irritating to a donor than to find that 
the money which he 'has subscribed, per- 
haps .at some sacrifice, has been spent un- 
wisely or partly dissipated in unnecessary 
expenditure. 

34. A country’s ordinary laws normally 
deal adequately with cases of pure fraud, 
but incompetence, possibly by individuals 
Who are both worthy and dedicated to the 
charitable cause they have espoused, is more 
difficult to cope with. Some countries set 
up authorities which are specifically charg- 
ed with supervising charities by examining 
their bona fides when they commence 
(often by initially soliciting denations from 
the public) and where there is tax relief 
available only in respect of donations to 
approved institutions thé tax authorities 
will usually be involved in examining and 
approving the charity for tax purposes. In 
the latter case also the donors may be re- 
quired to produce official receipts from the 
charity for the donation and rthis require- 
ment also affords some form of indirect 
Check on the efficient running of the 
charity. 

35. Some countries link the granting of 
tax relief to the maintenance by the charity 
of an expense ratio (see below) below a 
certain percentage of gross donations and/ 
or mcome. 

36. It is, however, often a matter of some 
difficulty to administer a charity in strict 
accordance with the Wishes of those who 
set i-t up, especially when the charity has 
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been in existence f0: some, decades and. the 
conditions of life have changed from What 
they were when the fund was first set up. 
Moreovex, applicants for charitable assist- 
ance‘often require careful vetting to ensure 
that their claims are not “bogus, but this 
process must also be done with due regard. 

‘ to the sensibilities of the applicants, so that 
professionally qualified staff are needed to 
undertake the ekarnination. 

Z Expense Ratio 

4 37. Although it may seem desirable to set 
1 

a ceiling on the administration expenses of 
' a charity, there are some limits to .What 
I 

restrictions may reasonably be imposed. The 
Percentage may be unusually high in the 

undertaken and camparatively law in other 
years, especially where those who have con- 

- sented to donate do so by deeds of Covenant 
. which run for 7 or more years. Adminis- 
tration of a- high order of competence is 
negessary to ensure that the assets of the 

1 charity are invested in the most favourable 
way possible, and that the causes which the 
charity is supperting are thoroughly 
examined to ensure that .thEy are Worthy 
.ones. In SOme largeicharities where much 
trouble and research is undertaken -to 

identify suitable persons or objects :to aid 
or endow, the expense ratio may even ‘be 
as much as‘ 10%. Such a percentage would 
be cansidered1 outrageously high in the case, 
say, of collection of taxes by :a government 
upon» its taxpayers but not if the cost of 
réndering .the services for which the taxes 
are ‘to provide the mOney was also taken 
into account as an administrative cost. 

~~ 

~~ 

~~ 

38. ,Some charitable bodies (f0: example, 
the National Association of Charitable 
Activities in Britain) act as advisory and 
administrative organisations to assist other 
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charities, so that this resouyces of such 
' bodies are spent 100% on administration. 
39. On the other hand some well-run 
charities achieve a much lower eXpense ratio 
even than 10%, particularly Where promi- 
nent people, including membas 6f the 
professions, give their services free to help 
with the administration so as to'preser-ve 
the funds as intact as possible so that they 
may be fully devoted to the causes for 
which they were Subscribed. 

Deeds of Covenant ‘ 

40. Britain ‘is more or less unique in 
having a tax system under which relief for 
charitable donations is only .aVailable for 
income tax Purposes if the dongr is willing 
to contribute annually fog a period of more 
“than 6 years. This system obviously dcters‘ 
some would-be donors who would be 
willing to make spot donations at the time 
when their hearts have been- mo‘ved‘by some 
particular charitable Cause but are not 
willing to tie themselves down, for a period 
of more than 6 years, to annual donations. 
On the other hand, Where donors are ready 
to sign deeds of covenant, this’ is‘ obviously 
a, boon to the charity, ‘COncerned in that it 
can expect a steady flow of revenue from 
such deeds for .a number of years to come. 
41. Because, however, of the inflexibility 
of the system it seems likely that in the 
future there maybe a Change in the British, 
tax laws 30 as to make it pbgsible to obtain; 
relief‘ for a single donation, particularly 
Where the charitable appeal for funds is 

connected with sOme ihtefna-tiOnal cauSC 
Whgre the relief has. to be‘ given immedi- 
ately and not Spread over a 77-yea'r0: longer 
period. Since most countries give relief for 
id hoc donations and the trend is likely to 
be towards harmonisation of charitable 
reliefs in tax la'Wsit seems almost inevitable 
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that. Britain will eventually Provide such 
relief, though it also seems probable that 
the 01d form of relief for deeds of covenant 
will remain, at least for a transitional 

period. 

' 

Rationalimtz‘on of Cbarz'mble Exercim 

42. There are a number of taxpayers who 
are willing to subscribe to Charitable objects 
in general but are not able to choose the 
most worthy among the myriad calls upon 
their beneficence. Moreover, the most 
worihy charitable cause of a. particular year 
may be replaced in subsequent years’ league 
tables of worthiness by other new causes. In 
Britain some flexibility has been provided 
by the creation of the Charities Aid Fund, 
a charitable body set up by the National 
Council of Social Service, The taxpayers . 

may make annual covenanted contributions 
to the A-id Fund, for which tax relief is 

obtainable, and may then direct from year 
to- year to which charities they would ‘wish 
the money to go; and they may request ad- 
vice from the Fund on the subject of What 
charities are most needy or deserving. 

43. One of the most difficuit decisions 
for a donor to make is how to choose be- ‘ 

tween various worthy charities. There have 
been innumerable cases of charities being 
under-supported but nevertheless there are 
also cases Where there has been obvious and‘ 
gross over-subscription where some disaster 
has touched the Public heart, so that 

enormous donations have been made 
although comparatively few persons will 
stand to benefit from the sums raised. 

NeVerth'el'ess, charity is often a pegsonal 
thing and the donor likes to have some say 
in,the manner in which his money is spent, 
so that the problems of over- and under- 
subscription‘ f0 particular causes is likely to 
exist for some time.

' 
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: Withdrawal of Relief 

44. The' remedy lies in the amalgamation 
of charities, or in the broadening of the 
objects and scope of the individual charity 
which finds itself with an overabundance 
of funds. A Possible future development is 
that where a charity pa’ssively “sits on” 
funds Which have become excessive for the 
purpose for which they were originally sub- 
scribed, tax relief might be Withdrawn 
where the percentage of charity income 
devoted to the cause'falls below a certain 
level. One could perhaps envisage a charity 
set up to succour soldiers who lost their 
hearing during World War I but where the 
inmates of the Home set up to house, say 
100 persons, have now dwindled in num- 
bers to one or two, as being the sort of case 
to which the above notes would apply. 

New C/mritz'ex 
45. The setting up of a new charity 
usually means that there has been a new 
flowering of benevolence toWards mankind 
and the emergence of a new batch of 
enthusiasts eager to donate time and money, 
probably to a new and worthy cause. Ob- 
viously it is right that the enthusiasm 
should be encouraged but equally it is at 

t the inception that the authorities’ may'best 
ensure that Proper accounting procedures 
are followed so that the funds collected are 
handled properly and are likely to reach the 
intended recipients. A 

46. As far as the objects, and the legal 
form in which the charity is formed, are 
concerned it is possible in Britain to submit 
draft documents to the Charity Commission: 
(a statutory body set up by the Govern- 
ment to supervise charities) for approval. 
The Commission will also clear the drafts 
with the Income Tax Department so that 
the applicant, or would-be benefactor, may. 
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know not only Whether the “charity” is 
within the legal definition of charity but 

’whether it will qualify for income tag: 

relief. This service is not, however, avail~ 
able in all countries. 

47. It is, however, comparatively rarely 
that this. desirable “vetting” operation takes 
place compulsorily. at the inauguration of a 
new charity. Few countries have formal ap- 
proval regulations which apply at the time 
of gonception of a charity, although it is 

fairly usual for permission to ‘be required 
' of local or Police authorities before money 
may be collected in the streets and public 
places.

‘ 

48. Where a country provides tax relief 
' 

‘ for ad hoc charitable donations on produc- 
tion of receipts, it is common“ for taxpayers 
making substantial donations to make sure 
that the charity has been formally appgoved 
for tax purposes. Collectors of funds f0: 
new charities accOrdingly seek early ap- 
proval so that the fact of approval and the 
reference number may be duly printed on 
appeal literature and receipts. 

Tax Avoidance 
50. The act of giving away capital or in- 
come so that it can never thenceforward 
benefit the donor will, of course, result in. 
a reduction of the donor’s tax liability. It 

may, however, be mentioned that in some 
countries a gift of capital may be dis- 
allowed for death duty purposes where the 
donor dies within a year of making the gift 
and that there are usually limitations or 
.cgilings on .tax relief when donations are 
made out of income. 
51. Subject to the relief restrictions, when 
gifts aré made within a short period of 
degith, a gift of‘capital may produce the 
more substantial reduction in tax liability 
though the act of transferring funds to a 
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charity can hardly be fairly described as 
“tax avoidance”. (This would be equivalent 
to a man claiming to have “got away With 
murder” because he managed to commit 
suicide before the Police arrived !) 

52. When a man reaches an age and 5. 

position of wealth such that he feels able 
to transfer assets to charity and still have 
ample means to provide for the rest of his 
life, he may adopt this more civic—minded 
course instead of resorting to ordinary legal 
avoidance procedures;

I 

53. By putting funds into a charity of his 
choice, for which perhaps he may have 
been a voluntary W‘OIker, of by setting up 

_ his pwn charity or foundation, he will be 
fulfilling his. own Wishes to a degree. 
Where he founds his oWn Charity. the 
money he donates will produce ‘the maxi- 
mum advantage where there is no residual 
tax liability in his own case and the charit- 
able foundation or trust receiVes the income 
derived from investing the gift without tax 
liability. 

54. Moreover if a new charitabletfourida- 
tion is approved for tax purpOses ft‘may be 
possible for the donor to be one of the 
trustees. He may .then retain some limited 
control of his funds but only ‘to the extent 
of choosing, or helping to choo'se, to which 
of the approved charitable objects of the 
foundation the funds shall be devoted. If 
he takes this, cpurse the donor is achieving 
somewhat the same position as if he made 
donations out of income, though varying 
the direction and quantum eéch year, as 
circumstances demand. His tax position is, 
tever, normally much more favourable 
when he is the trustee of an independent, 
fund. 

.55. If a millionaire wished 'to setup such 
a fund, say, for the welfare of spastic 
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children, and had a particular interest in 
the subject because one of his own grand- 
children was spastic, it wopld Presumably 
be possible for the trustees of the charity 
to make provision for this particular child 
to-benefit along with others in the same un- 
fortunate predicament. The benefit, how- 
ever, would hardly rank among the more 
reprehensible forms of tax avoidance! 

56. Some wealthy persons, attracted to the 
idea of commemorating the family name by 
setting up a charitable foundation, may 
prefer to stand aside and appoint their 

children trustees, or utilise the services of 
some professional body to administer the 
funds. In Britain, the Charities Aid Fund 
of the National Council of Social Service 
will undertake for no fee the work of ad- 
ministering the funds of a charity and will 
do so in accordance with the wishes of the 
trustees as expressed from time to time. 

Donation: to State 

57. To give money or property voluntarily 
to the State, which takes so much from him 
in taxation, is not usually the first thing 
that comes into a person’s head when he 
has charitable impulses. 

58. Nevertheless it may sometimes make 
sense to donate amenity land which Pro- 
duces little, if any, income but is expensive 
to maintain, either directly to the govern- 
ment or to some “national trust” or chari- 
table body, set up to hold and administer 
such amenities for the Public at large. The 
same applies to buildings of historic value 
such as castles, mansions, or even ruins, or 
perhaps to works of art which may be 
expensive to Preserve and insure against 
damage or loss.

I 

59. A person in high tax brackets 'may 
gain merely by making the gift, because 
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of savings in unproductive expenditure and 
in taxes if there are wealth or property 
taxes on the living, as well as estate or in- 
heritance taxes on death. 

60. Sometimes this kind of benevolence 
is encouraged by tax relief, sometimes the 
gesture must be its aim reward? although 
it may be possible for the donor to bask in 
the glory of having his name commemorate 
ed, i.e., property or money donated (or 
bequeathed) for a specific purpose by a 
Mr Smith might be labelled thereafter as 
the Smith Foundation (0; Smith Bequest). 

61. Where tax relief is given, benevolence 
Will usually be encouraged, but it is wise 
to have some ceiling on relief so that tax 
yields are not inordinately reduced by 
wealthy taxpayers giving away Property 
each year (the value of which would no 
doubt have increased since acquisition by 
the donor) sufficient more or less to Wipe 
out their tax liability. On the‘ other hand 
Where a substantial donation is necessarily 
made on a single occasion, it is reasonable 
to allow the unused part of the relief to be 
carried forward if it cannot be Wholly 
granted in the year of donation (because, 
e.g., of a ceiling on the relief (see para. 20 
above). 

Payment; of Tame; in Kind 

62. Sometimes death or inheritance taxes
' 

cannot be readily paid in cash —— particu- 
larly Where the taxable property has historic 
or artistic value, but is difficult to sell at 
the appropriate price: In these circum- 
stances the Government may accept Prop- 
erty at an agreed valuation in payment of 
tax. ' 

63. Where a “national trust” or other, 
charitable, organisation exists for the pur- 
pose of holding, and making available 
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amenities such as land, and property of 
historical or aesthetic interest, governments 
are usually involved in giving support so 
_that property received in payment of taxes 
may form suitable contributions by a gov- 
ernment to that excellent cause. 

C omlzuz'on 
64. There is scope, even in comparatively 
affluent countries, for some of the cost of 
Social welfare, medical research, etc., to be 
borne by Private “charitable” contributions. 
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65. Such contributions may be encouraged 
by tax relief provided there are suitable. 
safeguards to prevent excessive erosion of 
tax revenue. ' 

66. Properly managed, the net effect of 
‘ a fiscal policy to stimulate “charitable” and 
- “social” efforts by the private sector should 
be a c0mparativ¢ yeduction in the tax 
burden combined with the social benefit of 
a greater involvement of and self-help by 
the private sector in the field of human 
welfare. 
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DOCUMENTS * * * 

were erroneously omitted: 

ERRATUM DOCUMENTS 
In- the May 1976 issue the following Documents mentioned in the Contents 

E.E.C.: Harmonization of the Structure of Excise Duties on Manufactured Tobacco. 

Canada: Exemption for Dividends Received from Foreign Affiliates. 

The above Documents are published in this issue. 

E. E. C. 

Harmonization of the Structures of Excise Duties on Manufactured Tobacco 

(COM (76) 22) * 

The Commission has approved a Proposal 
for a Council directive on taxes other than 
turnover taxes which affect the consump- 
tion of manufactured tobacco. 

A Council Directive of 19 December 1972 
introduced the first stage in harmonizing 
the structures of éxcise dutieé on manu- 
factured tobacco. This stage, which con— 
cerned the duty on cigarettes only, covered 
the period from 1 July 1973 to 50 June 
1975. The excise duty comprises a specific 
component calculated per cigarette and a 
proportional component calculated by refer- 
ence to the retail price. The ratios between 
the specific and Proportional components' 
were fixed for the first stage, the specific 
duty ranging between 5 and 75% of ‘the 
total duty, excluding VAT. The criteria to 
be applied during the following two stages 
were to have been laid down by the Council 
before 1 July 1974, but the enlargement of 
the Community made it impossible to keep 
to this deadline and the first stage was 
twice extended. by the Council on Proposals 
from the Commission -—'first until 30 June 
1976 and then until 30 June 1977. 
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The Council must approve criteria for the 
second stage by 1 July 1976, or the first 
stage will have to be extended once again. 
Discussions held at expert level and a 

recent study have shown considerable dif- 

ferences of opinion on what the ratio 'be- 
tween the specific and propo‘rtional com- 
ponents of the duty should be during both. 
the second and final stages. There is dis- 

agreement too on whether or not VAT 
should be incorporatedxin the proportional 
component. 

The Commission is transmitting to the 
Council a Proposal for a directive providing 
for'the introduction of a second stage last— 
ing three and a half years from 1 July 
1977. During this stage, the specific com- 
ponent would be not 'less than 15% and 
he more than 50% of the total fax charged, 
i.e. specific and proportional duty plus 
VAT. 

* ~Information memo Spokeman’s Group. Brus- 
sgls, February 1976. ,

- 
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CANADA 
Exemption for dividends received from foreign affiliates 

The following Release on the subject of 
exemption fin; dividends :eceived from 
foreign affiliates was issued by the De- 
partment of Finance on December 30, 
1975.

" 

‘ 

Finance Minister Donald 'S. Macdonald 
today announced the list ‘of countries which 
will be Pre'scrirbed for the purposes of ex- 

' 

empting dividends received ‘by corporations 
resident in Canada from their foreign' affi- 
Hates. 

Prior to the 1971 tax reform, dividends 
received ‘by a corporation from a non-resi- 
dent company in which it owned 25 per 
cent or more of (the share capital were de- 
ductible for the purposes of determining 

‘ the taxable income of the receiving corpo- 
ration. Under transitional rules, this gen- 
eral exemption was continued until the 
1976 taxation year for dividends received 
by a corporation resident in Canada from 
a foreign affiliate. Comtnencing with the 
1976 taxation year, such dividends will be 
deductible in computing the corporation’s 
taxable income only if the following two 
conditions are met: the foreign affiliate 
must be resident in a foreign country listed 
in the ‘relevaaart of the Income Tax 
Regulations and ‘the‘ dividends must be 
paid out of the exempt surplus of the for- 
eign affiliate. ‘ 
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The Minister announced that the following 
countries will be listed in the Income Tax 
Regulations as of January 1, 1976: 

Australia Norway 
Austria Pakistan 
Belgium ' Philipfiines 
Brazil Portugal 
Denmark Romania

' 

Dominican Republic Singapore 
Finland South Africa 
ance ,‘ South Korea 

' 

Indonesia Spain 
Ireland 'SWeden ' 

Iérael Switzerland 
Jamaica Trinidad and Tobago 
Japan Tunisia 
Liberia United Kingdom 
Malaysia United' States 
Morocco West Gcrmany 
Netherlands Zambia 
New Zealand 

The,Minister indicated that Canada has a 
double taxation conventiOn in force With 
these countries or has reached general 
agreement 'on the contents of a tax treaty. 

The list will be expanded to reflect pro- 
gress in the negotiation of dOuble taxation 
Conventions. with other Eountries. 
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UNITED STATES 
French and U.K. Treaties: Taxation of Earnings of Boxers, Managers and Trainers 1 

The purpose of this Revenue Ruling is to 
state the Federal income tax treatment un- 
der the Internal Rex'renue Code of 1954, the 
United States—United Kingdom Income 
Tax Convention, TD. 5569, 1947-2 C.B. 
100, as_ amended by the Protocol of Sep- 
tember 9, 1966, 1966-2 CB. 582, (United 
Kingdom Convention) and the United 
States—France Income Tax Convention, 
1968-2 CB. 691 (French Convention), of 
.amounts earned in the United States by 
foreign boxers, managers, and trainers in 
the examples described below. 

Example (1). 
B, a boxer, and C, an individual who 
manages boxers, are fesidents of the United 
Kingdom’ and nonLresident aliens of the 
United States who come to the United 
States to engage in professional prize 
fights. C is an independent contractor_ 
acting on C’s own behalf. 
B enters into an exclusive service contract 
with C. It is agreed that the services to be 
Performed by B are extraordinary, excep— 
tional, and unique. C is to act as B’s mana— 
ger and to use his best effort to secure 
remunerative purses for B’s participation in 
Prize fights. B agrees to box solely and 
exclusively for C and not to box in any 
manner or place except as directed by C. 
B is to receive two-thirds of the money 
received from the performance of B’s duties 
under the contract after the deduction ‘of all 
training and transportation expenses. C is 
to receive one-third of the amount so 
computed. 

C hires D, a resident of the United King- 
dom and a non-resident alien of the United 
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States, -to act as’ B’s trainer. D is responsible 
for developing B’s talents as a boxer. 

Example ' 

The facts are the same as in Example (1), 
except that B, C, and D, are residents of 
France. 

Article XI(1) of the United Kingdom 
Convention provides that an individual who 
is a resident of the United Kingdom shall 
be exempt from United States tax upon corn- 
Pensation for personal (including profes- 
sional) services performed during the tax- 
able year within the United States if (a) 
the individual is present within the United 
States for a period or periods not exceeding 
in aggregate 183 days during such 

, 
tax- 

able year, and (b) such services are per-
' 

formed for or on 'behalf of a person resi- 
dent in the United Kingdom. Services are 
performed for or on behalf of a resident of ‘ 

the United Kingdom if such services are 
performed in connection with an employ- 
ment relationship.

‘ 

Article 14,‘ of the French ConventiOn pro- 
vides, that income derived 'by a resident of 
a Contracting State in respect of indepen— 
dent activities shall be taxable only in that 
State unless such activities were performed 
in the other Contracting State. Income in 
respect of independent activities performed 
within such other State may be taxed by 
such other State. Notwithstanding the fore- 
going provisions, income derived by a resi- 
dent of a Contracting State in respect'of 
independent activities performed in the 
other Contracting State shall not be tax— 

1. United States Revenue Ruling 75-503, 47 
I.R.S. BULL. 12 (November 24, 19.75), 
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' 

able in such. other State if: (a) The reti- 
pient is present in the other State for a 
period Or periods not eXGeeding in aggre- 
gate 183 days in the fiscal year concerned 
and The recipient does- not maintain a 
fixed base in the othe; State for a period 
or Periods exceeding. in the aggregate 185 
days in suc'h'yea'L ' 

Article 15, of the French Convention pro- 
Vides, in part, that salaries, wages, and 
other similar remuneratiOn paid to a resi; 
dent of a Cont-{acting State for labor or 
personal services ‘shall’ be taxable only in 
that State unless Such labor or personal set- 
vices‘ were performed in the other Con- 
tracting State. RemuneratiOn received for 
1ab0f_or personal services perfumed within 
Such other State may be taxed by such other 
State. Notwithstanding the foregoing provi- 
$ons, remuneration derived :by a resident of 
a Contracting State in- Lespect of an employ- 

: ment exercised in theothepiContracting State 
1 shall nOt ‘be taxable in such other State if: 
i 

’(a) The recipient is present in the other 
'_ State for 21 Period or periods not exceeding 
5 

in .the: aggregate 183 days in the fiscal year 
concernéd, (b) The remuneration is Paid 

I by or :on behalf of the employer who is not 
1 

a resident of the other State, and (C) The 
‘ remuneration'is not borne by a permanent 
establishment that the emplbyer has. in the 

Z 

other State. 
' At issue in each of the above examples is 

‘ Whether the amounts received by each :boxer 
' 

:for prize fights in the United States are 
subject to Federal income :tax or whether 
all or part of these amounts is exempt from 
tax under ’the above-named ConventiOns’. 

j'Th‘us, Whether the boxer in each example 
; is performing services in the United States 
as an emplOyée of the manager affects the 

‘ 

manner in which :the respective boxer is to 
. 

'be taxed. ' 

‘ 
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For Federal income tax purposes and for 
the purpose of applying 'the United King- 
dom and the French ConVentions, an em— 
pler—erhployee relationship depends upon 
the examination of all the facts. and cir- 
cumstances pertaining to the relationship 
among the parties. ' 

Rev. Rul. 74-530, 1974 GB. 278, discusses 
the factors that indicate whether 0: not an 
employer-employee relationship exists ‘be- 

tween 3. foreign entertainer pefforming per: 
sonal services in ‘the United; States 'anci a 
United Kingdom Corpomtion. The factors 
mentioned are central, duration of the 
contract, zrelgular business activities, veto 
arrangements, responsibility for performan: 
ce, basis of computing salary, and financial 
risk. 

Rev; Rul‘. 74-330 provides that of 'the fare 
going factors, the right to- control the fo— 
reign entertainer’s perfoxmancé of his or 
‘hér services is generally the most important 
and that an employment relationship does 
not exist Where the United Kingdom cor: 
poration meze‘ly acts as an agent. The 
ReVenue‘ Ruling holds, With respect to the 
first two- examples set forth? therein, that 
the fofeign. entertainer is .not an ‘e'mp'IOyee 
of the United Kingdom corporation be- 
cause .the Aentertainer’s salary is measured by 
profits, :ancl the corpOration does not assume 
the financial risk of the performerfs: perfor- 
mance, does not furnish the entertainer 
with tools to pegformrand the place-of per- 
formance, and does not control- the details 
of the performer’s work, Rev. Rul. 74-330 
indicates that the fact that the corporation 
retains only a fee for its services, and has 
obligated itself, to pay the entertainer a 
salary measured by profits is evidence that 
the entertainer and not the corporation 
assumes the financial risk of paymént. That 
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Revenue Ruling concludes that the enter- 
tainer is not Performing serVices for or on 
behalf of the corporation and that the cor- 
poration is’ merely the entertainer’s agent. 

Accordingly, in Example (1) the personal 
service contract entered into by B and C 
does not make B an employee of C because 
B’s salary is measured by the purses recei- 
ved from -the prize fights, and C does not 
assume the financial risk of B’s perfor- 
mance, does not furnish B with the tools 
to perform and the place of performance, 
and does not control the details of B’s 
work. C’s retention of one-third of the 
money earned by B’s boxing efforts after 
the deduction of specified expenses for his 

‘ services, and B’s entitlement to two-thirds 
of the money earned indicates that B and 
not C, assumes the financial risk. B, is not 
performing the services for or on behalf 
of C. Rather, C, is merely B’s agent. 

Under Article XI of the United Kingdom 
Convention the purses earned by B con— 
stitute compensation for Personal services 
performed in the United States and are not 
exempt'from United States tax because the 
services are not performed for or on‘behalf 
of a Person resident in: the United King- 
dom. The prorn‘ot‘o: is required to withhold 
30 percent of the amount due B pursuant 
to section 1441 of .the Code_ and the regu- 
lations thereunder because B is a self-em- 
ployed individual 'and not an employee. 
See Rev. Rul. 70-543. 

C’s share of the money is considered com- 
pensation for personal services rendered in 
thé United States, and since as an indepen- 
dent contractor, acting on C’s own behalf, 
C did not Perform services for or on be- 
half of a resident of the United Kingdom, 
C is not exempt from United States taxes 
and the promoter must withhold 30 per- 
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cent of the amount due C. Howeveg, in a
" 

situation Where C is an employee of a . 

United Kingdom resident and is not Pre- 
sent in the United States. for more than 
183 days during the taxable year, the pay— 
ments made to C will be exempt from 
United States taxes. Seé Article XI(1) of 
the United Kingdom Convention. ~ 

The compensation paid to D, as a trainer, 
will be exempt from United States taxes 
under Article XI(1) of the United King- 
dom Convention provided D is not present 
in the United States for more than 183 
days during the taxable year. D is cénsider- 
ed to have performed services for and on 
behalf of a resident of the United King- 
dom. 

In Example (2), B is not considered an 
employee (if C for the same xeasons set 

forth in Example (1). B’s activities while 
in the United States are considered as inde- 
pendent activities under Article 14 of Ithe 
French Convention. Thus, B is exempt 
from United States taxes on the purses 
earned While in the United States if B is 

not present in the United States for more 
than 183 days in the year concerned and 
has not maintained a fixed base in the' 
United States fore more than 183 days 
during such year. See Rev. Rul. 75-151, 
1975-15 I.R.B. 20,2 for definitic‘m' o’f'a 

fixed base.
' 

The amounts received by C from sources 
within the United States as the result of the 
priZe fights entered into by B will be 
exempt from.United States taxes under the 
provisions of Article 14 of the French 
Convention since C is an independent con- 
tractor, if 'C is present in the United States 
for not more than 183 days during the 

2. See 15 EUROPEAN TAXATION 234
> 

(August 1975). 
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taxable year, and does not maintain a fixed 
base in the United States f0: more than 183 
days- during the year. To determine Whether 
a pegson such as B or C Has a permanent 
establishment in the United States, see Rev. 

‘ 

_ 

Rul. 67-321, .1‘967~2 CB. 470. 
D is considered" to have performed Services 
fix or on behalf of a resident of France and

, 
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is exempt from United States taxes under 
Article 15 of the French Co'nVent-ion pro- 
vided that D is present in the United States 
for a period or Periods not exceeding in 
the aggregate 185 days in the fiscal year 
concerned and that the compensation is not 
borne by a permanent establishment that 
D’s emploYer has in the United States. 
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DEVELOPMENTS IN INTERNATIONAL TAX LAW 
.3 | DIE SCHWEIZ 

Botschaff des Bundesrates an die Bundesversammlung fiber die verfassungsmiissige 
Neuordnung des Finanz- und Steuerrechts des Bundes 

(Vom 24. Mirz 1976 (auszugsweise) )W 
8 STEUERHARMONISIERUNG 
81 AUSGANGSLAGE 
Geméss dem féderalistischen Aufbau des 
schweizerischen Bundesstaats kornmt die 
originate Fiskalho‘heit innerhalb der ver- 
fassungsrechtlichen Schranken sowohl den 
Kantonen als auch dem Bund zu, Auf dem 
Gebiet der direkten Steuem haben die Kan- 
tone zuerst legiferiert. Die historisch be— 
dingten Unterschiede in der Ausgestaltung 
der einzelnen kantonalén Steuergesetze 
wurden unter- dem .Einfluss der ab 191 5 auf 
diesem Gebiet ebenfalls einsetzenden Ge- 
setzgebung des Bundes (insbesondere 
Ktisenabgabe 1934-1940, Wehrst‘euer ab 
1941) zwar etwas gemildert, sind abet auch 
heute noch erheblich. Sie werden mit der 
zunehmenden Mobilitblt der Steuerpflichti— 
gen und der interkantonalen Verflechtung 
der Wittschaftsunterriehmungen je linger, 
je mehr als unzeitgeméss empfuriden. Im- 
mer intensiver, .b’esonders seit Mitte der 
sechziger Jahre, wurde deshalb der Ruf 
nach reiner Harmonisierung der schweizeri- 
schen Einkommens- und‘ Vermégenssteuem 
laut. 

Konkrete Schritte in diesef Richtung wur- 
den Zuerst von seiten der Kantone unter- 
nommen. 1968 .erteilte die Konferenz der 
kantonalen Finanzdirektoren einer Arbeits- 
gruppe (Kommission Ritschard) den Auf- 
frag, ein Mustergesetz fiber die direkten 
Steuem der Kantone und’ Gemeinden sowie 
den Tex-t fiir ein interkantonales Konkordat 
zur Vereinheitlichung der kantonalen 
Steuern vom Einkomrgen und Vermijgen 
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auszuarbeiten. Dieser Auftrag war im 
Herbst 19727erffi11t. 
An einer Arbeitstagung vom 14./15. Juni 
1973 stinimte die Konferenz der kantonalen 
Finagzditektoren dem Mustergesetz def 
Kommission Ritschard grunds'zitzlich Zu und 
empfahl es als Grundlage fiir die weiteren 
Arbeiten' zur St‘euegharmonisi'erung unter 
den Kantonen, fiir Revisionen kantonaler 
Steuergesetze und' fiir den Erlass eines Ge- 
setzes fiber die direkte Bundessteuer. Bezfig- 
lich der DurchsetZung der Harmonisierung 
kam die Konferenz zum Schluss, dass hiefiir 
der Weg des interkantonalen Konkordats 
allein nicht genfige. Sie beffirwortete des- 
halb unter gewissen VoraussetZungen die 
Schaffung eine;~ auf die Gmndsatzgesetz— 
gebung (Steuerpflicht, Steuerob-jekt, zeit- 

Iiche Bemessung, Verfahrensrecht und 
Steuerstrafrecht) vbeschréinkten Bu‘ndes- 
kompetenz. Soweirt die Grundsatzgesetz- 
gebung des Bundes keine Regelung trifft, 
sollte es Sache der Kantone Ibleiben, die 
kantonale Steuergesetzgebung auf dem 
Wege der interkantonalen Vereinbarung zu 
harmonisieren. Mit ihrer Zustimmung zur 
erw'aihnten Kompetenzfibertragung an den‘ 
Bund hat die Konferenz der kantonalen 
Finanzdirektoren die Erwartung verbunden, 
dass die Verfassungsgrundlagen fiir die 
Steuerhagmonisierung, den Ausbau der 
Verbrauchssteuern (Mehrwertsteuer), einen 
héheren Anteil der Kantone an der dixek- 1 

pen Bundessteuer (evtl. deren Umwandlung 
in eine Finanzausgleichssteuer) sowie‘ ffir

‘ 

erste wesentliche Anderungen in der Auf- 
gabenteilung zwischen Bund und Kantonen‘ : 
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gleichzeitig geschaffen werden. Die Steuer- 
harmonisierung k6nne nur Teil einer um- 
fassenden Finanz-, Finanzausgleichs- und 
Steuerreform sein und diirfe deshalb nicht 
isoliert behandelt werden. 
Auch‘ auf Bundesebene blieben konkrete 
Vqrstiisse im Hinblick auf eine Harmoni- 
sierung der Besteuerungsgrundséitze nicht 
aus. Bei der Bemtung der Vorlage des 
Bundesrates vom 10. September 1969 zur 
Finanzordnung des Bundes beschloss der 
Nationalrat anféinglich — allerdings knapp 
mit 69 gegen 65 Stimmen — die Veranke- 
rung einer Bundeskompetenz zur Steuer- 
harmonisierung in Artikel ~4:1<1mater Bundes- 
verfassung. Im DifferenzbereinigungsVer- 
fahren einigten sich die Rate auf gleich- 
lautende Motionen, worin de'r Bundesra-t 
beauftragt wurde, eine Verfassungsbestim- 
mung vor2u1‘egen, die derh Bund‘ die Be- 
fughis gibt, Vorschriften Zur Verwirk— 
lichung der Hatmgni'sierung .der Einkomr 
mens- und Vermégenssteuem des BundeE, 
der Kantone und der Gemeinden zu er- 

lassen ’(Amt‘liches Bulletin der Bundes- 
‘versammlung, Sommersession 1970, Natio- 
nalrat S. 357, Stfinderat S. 163). Weitere 
parlamentarische Vorsté‘sse in dieser Rich— 
-tung wurden dutch. Nationalrat Conzett 
und Stinderat Herzog im Jahre 1969 und 
durch Nationalrat Letsch und Stfinderat 
Lud‘er 1972 unter'nommenl. 
Am 17. Mirz 1971 reichte‘ Nationalrat‘ 
Stich eine parlamentzitische Einzelinitiative 
ein. Darin $011 der Bimd in einem neuen 
Artikel 42<Iuiflquie5 Bundesverfassung er- 
méichtigt werden, iur Férderung der Steuer— 
harmonisierung unter den Kantonen ,,Vor- 
schriften fiber die objektive und subjektive 
Steuerpflicht sowie das Verfahrensrecht Zu 
erlassen“. Ferner kann die Besteuerung der 
Holding— und Domizilgesellschaften dutch 
die Bundesgesetzgeb-ung einheitl’ich geregelt 
werden. 
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Der Nationalrat bestellte in der Sommer— 
session 1971 eine Kommission Zur Prfifung 
dc: Einzelinitiative Stich. Der Kommission 
wurde in d‘er Folge auch eine Einzelinitia— 
tive von Nationalrat But-ty vom 14. DeZem- 
be: 1973 Zur Behandlung zugewiesen. 
Diese Initiative bezweckt die Schaffung 

leines neuen Artikels 41<1uater BundeSVer- 
fassung und enth'ailt im wesentlichen fol- 

gende Vorschléigcz 

— Fiir die natiirlichen Personen ist eine 
Bundeseinheitssteuer einzufiihren. 

—— Die juristischen Personen werden Wie- 
bisher dutch Bund, Kantone und 'Ge- 
meinden besteuert. ' 

— Der Finanzausgleich aus dem Ertrag der 
direkten Bundessteuer ist in dem Sinn 
‘neu 'zu regeln, dass héchstens ein Vie]:- 
tel dem Bund zukommt, sofem seine 
fibrigen Einnahmen die Ausgabennicht 
decken, Wihrend der Rest unter die 
Kantonc zu verteflen ist im Verhéiltnis 
ihrer Wohnbevélkerung nach der letz— 
ten eidgenéssischen Volkszihlung. 

~e Jeder Kanton kann Zuschlige erheberi, 
deren Ertrag ihm Zukomr‘nt. 

4— Die Kantone’ behalten das Recht zur 
ausschliesslichen Legiferierung auf dem 
Gebiet der Gemeindesteuern. 

Die nationalréitliche Kommission ffir die 
Behandlung der Einzelinitia-tiven Stich und 
Butty erstattete am 29. januar 1974 einen 
vorléiuifigen Beric‘ht und Schlug darin mehr- 
heitlich‘ die Schaffung einer Bundeskqmpe— 
tenz fiir die Steuerharmonisierung im Sinne 
der Vorschléige der Finanzdirektorenkonfe: 
renz vor. In einem 1974 bei den Kantons— 
regierungen, politischen Parteien und in= 

tereSsierten Organisa‘tionen dutchgefii‘hrten 
Vernehmlassungsverfahren fand 'der Ge- 
genvorschlag 'weitgehe’nde Zus‘timmung, 
wihrend die beiden Einzelinitia’tiven nur 
wenige Beffirworter fanden. Die KOmmis- 
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sion nahm von den Ergebnissen aufgrund 
eines Zusammenfassenden Berichts der Eid- 
genéssischen Steuerverwaltung vom 30. 
November 1974 Kenntnis und nahm an 
ihrem Gegenvorschlag einige Anderungen 
nicht ‘grunds'éitzlicher Art vor. An der 
Schlusssitzung vom l7. Mfirz 1975 verab- 
schiedete sie ihren Bericht, der ‘folgende 
An-trige zuhanden des Ratsplenums enthfilt: 
Die Kommissionsmehrheit beantragt die 
Initiativen Stich und Butty, aqlehnen und 
auf folgenden Verfassungsartikel einzu- 
treten: 

Ari.» 42’1uinqm'35 (7261!) _ 

1 Der Bund sorgt in Zusammenar-beit mit 
den Kantoneq ffir die Harmonisierimg der 
direkten Steuern von Bund, Kantonen und 
Gemeinden.

‘ 

2 Zu diesern Zweck erléisst er auf dem 
Wege der Bundesgesetzgebung Grundséitze 
ffir die Gesetzgebung der Kantone und 
Gemeinden fiber Steuerpflicht, Gegenstand 
und zeitliche Bemessung der Steuern, Ver- 
fahrensrecht und Steuerstrafrecht und fiber: 
waCht deren Einhaltung, Die Bestimmung 
der Steuertarifel Steuersitze und Steuer- 
betréige ist Sache der Kantone.

‘ 

3 'Gegen kantonale Entscheide in Anwen— 
dung der Gmndsatzgesetzgebung des Bun- 
des steht die Verwaltungsgerichtsbeschwer— 
=de an das Bundesgeri‘cht offen. 
4 Beim Erlass der Grundsatzgesetzgebung 
fiir die direkten Steuern der Kantone und 
Gemeinden sowie beim Erlass der Gcsetz- 
gebung fiber die direkte Bundessteuer hat 
der Bund auf die Bestrgebungen der Kan- 
tone Zur Steuerharmonisierung Rficksicht zu 
nehmen. Den Kantonen ist eine ahge— 
messene Frist fiir die Anpassung ihrer 
Steuergesetzgebung eiQZuréiumen. 

' 5 Die Kan-tone Wifken bei der Vorbereitung 
der Bundesgesetze mit. 
Eine erste Kommissionsminderheit bean- 
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tragt, auf die Initiative Stich einzutreten 
und den Vorschlag der Mehrheit und die 
Initiative Butty abzulehnen. 
Eine zweite Kommissionsminderheit be- 
antragt, auf die Initiative Butty einzutreten 
und den Vorschlag der Mehrheit und die 
Initiative Stich ’abzulehnen. 
Der Kommissionsbericht wurde geméiss 
Artikel 215(4)ties AJbsatz 2 des Geschéifts- 
verkehrsgesetzes dem Bundesrat zur Stel- 

lungnahme fiberwiesen. E1: ist im Bandw— 
blczzfzf 1975 II 1748 veriiffentlicht. 

82 STELLUNGNAHME DES_ BUNDESRATS 

821‘ Grundmtzfmge der Sc/mffzm g einér 
_’B'zmde.r,é0mpetenz fiir die Steuer- 
barmanifiemng 

Alle unter Abschnitt 81 erwéihnten Vor- 
schléige woller; die Steuerharmonisierung 
dutch Schaffung einer Bundeskdmpetenz in 
der Verfassung erreichen. Die Variante 
wire der Abschluss eines interkantonalen 
Konkordats geméss Artikél 7 Bundesver- 
fassung, eine Lésung, die die Finanzdirek— 
torenkonferenz Zunfichst beffirwortete, an 
der nung vom 14/15. Juni 1973 jedoch 
als —— jedenfalls auf dem Gebiet der direk— 
teri Steuem —— wenig erfolgversprechend 
aufgab. 
Die Wfinschbarkeit und Dringlichkeit einer 
gewissen Harmonisierung des schweizeri- 
schen Sfeuerrechts und die-Schaffung einer 
Bundeskompetenz zu dies’em Zweck sind 
heute — wie sich auch aus dem hievor 
(Abschn. 81) erwéhnten Vernehrnlassungs- 
verfahren efgebén hat — fast allgemein 
anerkannt_und brauchen hier nicht weiter 
begriindet zu w’erden. Auch die Reichtum- 
steuer-Initiative enthalt- in ihrem Artikel 
4:19uater Bundesverfassung eine Harmoni- 
siémngsvprschrift (Abs. 2),, die deg von 
der nationalréitlichen Kommission mehr- 
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heitlich vorgeschlagenen Bestimmung (vgl. 
Abschn. 81 hievor) weitgehend entspricht. 
Die Meinungen‘ gehen jedoch bei der Frage 
auseinander, Wie weit die Bundeskompetenz 
gehen $011. Darauf ist im folgenden niher 
einzutreten. 

8.22 Gegemtpmd der Stewar- 
barmanixz'emng 

-Es geht hierv um die Frage, ob der Bund 
befugt sein 5011, 8.116 Steuem zu harmoni- 
sieren (Initiative Stich) Oder nut die direk— 
ten Steuem (Initiative Butty und Gegen— 
vorschlag der nationalréitlichen Komrriis- 

4 sion). 
Wie das unter .Abschnitt 81 erwéihnte Ver- 
nghmlassungsverfahren fiber die Steuer- 
harmonisiemng gezeigt hat, besteht ein. 
weitgehender Konsens dariiber, dass die 
Bundeskompetenz sich auf die Harmonisie- 
rung der direkten Steuern zu beschréinken 
habe, wobei unter diesem Begriff die 
Steue‘m ‘auf dem Einkommen und Ver- 
mégen der natiirlichen Personen sowie auf 
dem Gewinn (Reinertrag) und dern Kapi- 
tal Oder Verméigen der juristischen Per- 
sonen verstanden werden. Es sind dies die 
Haupteinnahmequellen der Kantone und 
Gemeinden und gleichzeitig eine wichtige 
Einnahmequelle des Bundes. Das Nebén— 
einande); von 25 kantonalen Steuerordnun— 
gen, die unter sich und im Vergleich zur 
direkten Bundessteuer teils erheblich von- 
einander abweichen, ruft hiér in beson— 
derem Mass einer einheitlichen Regelung. 
Demgegeniiber kommt beispielsweise den 
Erbschafts- und Schenkungssteuem eine 
eher untgrgcordnete Bedeutung zu, so dass 
sich hie}: einé Harmonisierung mittels Bun— 
desrechts nicht aufdriingt. Die Harmonisie- 
rung dieser — vom Bund nicht erhobenen — Steuerarten kann dem interkantonalen 
Konkbrdat vorbehalten bleiben. Bei den 
Verbrauchssteuern anderseits tritt der Bund 
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in fast ausschliesslicher Weise in Erschei— 
nung; soweit er Regelungen aufstell-t, ins- 
besondere auf dem Gebiet der Umsatz— 
steuer, ist fiir konkurrierendes kantonales 
Recht und somit fliir‘eine Harmonisierung 
kein Raum. Wir sind deshalb der Auf- 
fassung, dass fiir eine fiber die direkten 
Steuern im dargelegten Sinn hinausgehende 
Harmonisierungskompetenz des Bundes 
kein dringendés Bedfirfnis besteht. . 

823 U mfan g der Steuerbarmom'sz'erwzg 
Der‘ Kommissionsvorschlag sieht lediglich 
die einheitliche Regelung der Besteuerungs- 
grundsii-tze vor (formelle Harmonisierung), 
unter ausdriicklicher Ausklammerung einer 
einheitlichen Steuerbelastung (materielle 
Harmonisierung). Die Initiative Stich steht 
grundsiitzlich auf dem gleichen Standpunkt 
(vgl. dazu die dem Kommissionsbericht 

Abeiliegenden Erlfiuterungen), mit Aus- 
nahme der Besteuerung der Holding- und 
Domizilgesellschaften, die ,,durch die Bun- 
desgesetzgebung einheirtlich geregelt wer- ’ 

den kann“; auf diesem beschréinkten Gebiet 
Wird also auch cine materielle Harmonisie— 
rung angestrebt. Die Initiative Butty 
schliesslich geht fiber die beiden andern 
Vorschléige in dem .hier interessierendeg 
Punkt weit hinaus, indem fiir die natfir— 
lichen Personen eine umfassende und aus- 
schliessliche Bundesregelung (BundeSe’in- 
heitssteuer) mit Vorschriften fiber die Ver- 
teilung des Ertrags auf Bund und Kantone 
postuliert Wird. < 

Wie der Bundesrat in seiner Botschaft vom 
9. Dezember 1974 fiber das Volksbegehren 
fiir gerechtere Besteuetung und die Ab— 
schaffung der Steuerprivilegien (Initiative 
des Landesrings der Unabhfingigen) dar- 
gelegt hat, wire der Ubergang zurn System 
einer Bundeseinheitssteuer mit enormen 
Schwierigkeiten verbunden und wiirde eine 
zu weitgehende Abkehr von der bisherigen 
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faderalistischen Konzepti0n der schweizeri- 
schen Steuerordnung bedeuten (. . . , BB1 
1975 I 288). Die Beratung dieses Volks-~ 
begehrens in den eidgenéssischen Riten 
und der negative Ausgang der Volksabstim— 
mung vom 21. Mérz 1976 haben diese Auf- 
fassurig bestétigt. Die Initiative Butty geht 
zwar weniger weit, indem sie die juristi- 

schen Personen von der Bundeseinheits- 
steuer, ja sogat von der Steuerharmonisie— 
rung ausnimmt. Irn grundséitzlichen be- 

stehen die gegen die Landesring—Initiative 
vorgebrachten Bedenken abet auch gegen— 
fiber der Initiative Butty. Sie ist denn auch 
im Vernehmlassungsverfahren von 1974 
nahezu einhellig abgelehnt worden (vgl. 
Bericht der EStV vom 30. Nov. 1974, der 
dern Kommissionsbericht beiliegt). Im 
Kommissionsbericht wird dargetan, aus 
welch‘en Griinden Eingriffe in die kan-to- 
nale Finanzhoheit, Wie sie die Initiative. 

Butty mit sich 'bringen wfirde, aqlehnen 
sind. Der Bundesrat schliesst sich diesen 
Ervv’éigungen an.

' 

Die Initiative Stich geht in ihrem Absatz 1 
in der hier interessierenden Frage nicht 
weiter als der Gegenvorschlag der national- 
réitlichen Kommission. Die Initiative behalt 
die Festsetzung der Tarife, Steuersétze un'd 
Freibetrége dutch die Kantone zwar nicht . 

ausdriicklich, wohlA aber sinngernéss v01: 

‘ 
(vgl. die Erléiuterungen in der Beilage zum 
Kommissionsbericht). Ei'ne einheitliche 
Besteuerung dutch die Bundesgesetzgebung 
sieht die Initiative hingegen ffir die Hol- 
ding- und Domizilgesellschaften v01: (Abs. 
2). Indessen ist von einer Sondervorschrift 
fiir die Besteuerung einer bestimmten 
Gruppe iron juristischen Personen im Ver- 
fassungstext abzusehen. Di'e Frage der 
steuerlichen Behandlung vdn Holding- und 
Domizilgesellschaften, die heute in den 
meisten Kantonen noch einen bevorzugten 
steuerlichen Status innehaben, ist, wie der 
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Kommissionsbericht zutreffend ausffihrt, 
auf der Stufe der bundesrechtlichen Aus- 
ffihrungsgesetzgebung zum Harmonisie— 
rungsartikel zu regeln. ‘ 

Der Bundesrat ist mit der Mehrheit der 
nationalrfitlichen Kommission und der 
Meinungsfiusserungen im Vernehmlas- 
sungsverfahren der Auffassung, dass sich 
die Steuerharmonisielzung, jedenfalls in 
einer ersten Phase, auf eine Hatmonisie- 
rung der Besteuerungsgmndsiitze zu be- 
schréinken hat. Insoweit 'als die Initiativen 
Stich und Butty fiber diese Begrenzung hin- 
ausgehen, sind sie abzulehnen. Die Bela:- 
tungmnglez'c/mng bleibt iwat ein anZu- 
strebendes Ziel, doch ist sie nicht dutch 
einheitlich festgelegte Tarife und Frei- 
betrége zu verwirklichen. Eine derartige 
Lésung bedeutete einen Einbruch in die 
kantonale Finanzhoheit und stellte Zud‘em 
nut ein beschréinkt taugliches Mittel ffir 
eine Belastungsharmonisierung dar, da, wie 
die Ausffihrungen Zur Initiative des Lan- 
desrings der Unabhéngigen und zur Reich- 
.tumsteuer-Initiative zeigen, die einzelnen 
Kantone und Gemeinden sehr unterschied- 
liche Finanzbediirfnisse haben; der bundes- 
rechtliche Einheitstarif miisste deshalb 
ohnehin durch kantonale und kommunale 
Zuschléige ergéinit werden; eine Belastungs- 
harmonisierung wfirde nicht erreicht.’Besser 
und dem f6dera1istischen Staatsaufbau an- 
gemesSener ist es, eine gewisse Belastungs— 
angleichung durch eine Verbesserung des 
bundesstaatlichen Finanzausgleichs anzu— 
streben. Dieser setzt indessen eine Harmo- 
nisierung der Besteuerungsgrundsitze vor- 
aus; denn nur wenn einmal alle Kantone 
die gleichen Steuern nach denselben 
Grundséitzen erheben, kann Gleiches mit 
Gleichem verglichen, kénnen die Unter— 
schiede der Finanz’kraft zwischen den Kan: 
tonen auf zureichender Grundlage fest- 

gestellt werden. A 
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824 DZtrc/axetzung der "Stater- 
barmomkierzmg 

Gemfiss Afbsatz 2 des Vorschlages der 
nationalréit‘lichen KommiSSion erliisst der 
Bund "Grundséitze ffir die Gesetzgebung 
der Kan’tone ,und Geme’inden". Diesel: 
Wendung liégt cine Darchsetzungskonzep- 
.tion zugrunde, di‘e man, 2115 mittclbar recht- 
setZenJ bezeichnen kanni der Blind .erteilt 
den kan'to‘naleh Gesetdbern den- Auftrag, 

j 
auf dem Gebiet rder d-irekten SteuEm in 

3 einem bestimmtcn Sinn zu legifefierenr. Fiir 
die entsprechendie A-npas‘sung ihrer Steuer—

I 

‘ 

gesetze Wit-d den Kan-tone‘n geméiss Absa’tz 
4 cine angeme$sene Frjst eingeréiumf. Den 
Stéuerpflichtigen er‘wachsén aus dem Bun— 

3, 'vdeSgesétz keine :direkten Rechtsfolgen', son- 
. dem rerst dutch rdas' kantonale ,St6uergesé‘tz. 
’ 

Demgegeniiber verl‘angen soWohI die Initia- 
‘ tive Stich wie auch die Reicfhtums'teue’r- 
Initiative, dass der Bund-.,,einheitliche Vor- 

‘ schriften“ erliisst; diese Wenden sich nitht 
an den. kantonal’en and korhmunalen Ge- 

’ 

setzgeber, so‘ndern sind fiir die Erhebung 
def dutch sie gerggelten Steuem direkt an- 

. 

wendbar (unmittelbar rechtsetzendes Gej 
setz). V . 

. Mit d‘ér mittelbar {rechtsetzenden Methode 
bleibt die formell‘e Gesetzgebungskomp’e- 
tenz deg Kantohe uneingeschréinkt ethalterx, 

. ein Umstand, der aus 'féder-alistischeg Sicht 
' 

positiv zu wet-ten ist. Zwar erfordcrt diese 
, Methode ein verhiltniéméissig ‘kompliziertes 
‘RéchtseEZungsverfahren: dem Erlass‘ ‘eines 
Bundesrahmengesetzes‘ miissen auf kantg- 
nalerund .teiIWeise auf k‘ommunaler Ebene 
‘Weitere GeSetzge'bungsverfahren folgen. 
Dazu tritt das Risiko, class .einzelne Kan,- 
tO‘ne nicht fristgemii’ss bundes'rechtskonform 
‘legiferiieren kénnen. Die uhmittelbar’ ‘r‘echt- 
setzende Methode hiitte demgegeniiber den 
Vorteil, auf einfachere Weise zum Ziel ein- 
heitlicher Beshteuvegungsgrundséitze Zu fiih- 

:ren. Anderseit‘s 1bedeutet :sie cine weit- 
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gehende Aufhebung der kantonalen Gesetz- 
gebungshoheit auf dem Gebiet der direkten

_ 

Steuem. ‘ 

Wir sind der Auffassung, ‘dass Ader 'mitte‘l- 
bar rechtsetzenden Methode aus‘ féideralisti- 
schen fiberlegungen grunds'eitzlich der Ver- 
zug Zu gében ist. Sie darf a‘ber nicht dazu 

.ffihren, dass die Steuerharmonisierung 
Stiickwerk bleibt. Im Bundesrahmengesetz 
Wird deshalb eine Vofschrift aufz‘ufiehmen 
sein, Wonac‘h die B‘estimmungen dieses 
Gesetzes 4—” Oder allenfalls sinngernfiss die- 
jjenigen des Bundesgesetzes‘iibe: die direkte 

’ Bundesst’euer .— auf die Veranlagun‘g der 
‘kantonalen Steuer-n unmi-ttelbar anwendbar 
sind, soWei‘t ihnen das kantona‘le Recht 
naCh Ablauf einer HOCh fastzulegenden 
Frist Widerspricht;, In diesem -Sinn be- 
antnn wig: Zustimmung zu det von der 
Kommi’s‘siOnsmehrheit ‘ vergeschl‘agenen 
DufchsetzUngskonZeptiOn. 

825 'Ez'nbezug dew dflekten Bund‘em‘euer 
in die Steyerbarmonixiemng 

Sowohl der TextVQrschlag def nationalrfite _, 

lichen Kommission (Abs. 1,) wie auch die 
Harmonisierungsvorschri‘ft in der Reich.- 
tumsteueplnitiative (Art. 41quat¢f Abs. 2)‘ 

Sehen mit :der Wendung ,,Harm0ni$ierung 
der direkten Steuefn vofi B’und, Kantonen 
und Gemeinden" den Einbezug der dire’k- 
ten Bunde'ssteuer‘vor. Die Initiative Stich 
spricht hingegen lediglich von einer 
,,Ste‘uerharmoni'sietung unter den Kan- 
tonen“. 
Stellt der Bund fiir die kantonalen und 
kommunal’en direkten Steuem einheitliche 
Regelungen auf, so erscheint es als selb‘st- 

verstéindligh, dass er sich bei der Ausgestal- 
tung 'seinfer eigenen direkten' Steucr eben- 
falls damn hilt, sowcit die Verfassungs- 
rechtlichen Best-immungen fiber die direkte 
BundeSsteuer dies sachlich erlauben, Immer- 
hin erscheint es niitzlich, diese Verpflich— 
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tung des Bundes in der Harmonisierungs- 
vorschrift ausdriicklich festzuhalten. 
Die Vorarbeiten zu cine: m6glichst fiber- 
einstimmenden Gesetzgebung fiir die‘ direk- 
ten Steuem der Kantone und Gemeinden 
einerseits und fiir die direkte Bundessteuer 
anderseits sind fibrigens auf der Stufe der 
Expertenkommission praktisch abgeschlos- 
sen. Die vom Eidgenéssischen Finanz— und 
Zolldepartement und der Konferenz der 
kantonalen Finanzdirektoren gemeinsam ins 
Leben geruf'ene Koordinationskommission 
fiir die Steuerhannonisierung hat Entwiirfe 
fiir ein Gesetz fiber die direkten Steuern 
der Kantone und' Gemeinden (Muster- 
gesetz) und fiir ein Bundesgesetz fiber die 
direkte Bundessteuer ausgearbeitet. Diese 
wurden 1974 gleichzeitig mit den unter 
Abschnit-t 81 erwiihnten Vorschléigen 'ffir 
eine Verfassungsbestimmung in sin Ver- 
nehmlassungsverfahpen bei den Kantonen, 
politischen Parteicn und interessierten Or- 
ganisationen geschickt. Die Koordinatio-ns- 
kornmission ist datan, ,ihre Gesetzesent- 
Wiirfe aufgrund der Ergebnisse des Ver- 
nehmlassungsverfahrens zu fiberarbeiten. 
Ferner bereitet sie einen Entwurf ffir ein 
Bund‘esgesetz fiber die Harmonisierung der 
direkten Steuem der Kantone una Gemein— 
den vor (Rahmengesetz). 

826 Mit'riaun g 6167' Kantofle 
Der von der nationalriitlichen Kommission 
vorgeschlagene Verfassungstext sieht in den‘ 
Absitzen 1 und 5 ein Mitwirkungsrecht der 
Kantone bei der Vorbereitung des Bundesé 
gesetzes fiber die Harmonisierung der di- 
rekten Steuem der Kantone und Gemein- 
den und des Gesetzes fiber die direkte

‘ 

Bundessteuer vor. Eine entsprechende Be- 
stimmung fehlt in der Initiative Stich und 
in der Reichtumsteuer-Initiative. Ge‘méiss 

Vorschlag def nationalritlichen Kommis- 
si'on in Absatz 4 hat der Bund femer ,,auf 
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die Bestrebungen der Kantone zur Steuer- 
harmonisierung Riicksicht Zu nehmen”; 
eine entsprechende Bestirnmung ist auch in 
der Reichtumstenet-Initiative enthalten. 
Es ist naheliegend und verniinftig, wenn 
sich der Bund bei der Ausarbeitung der 
Harmonisierungsgesetzgebung an die Vor- 
arbeiten der Kantone, insbesondere der hie- 
vor erwéihnten Koordinationskommission, 
halt; diese Vorarbeiten beruhen auf einem 
weitgehenden interkantonalen Konsens, 
von dem nicht ohne Not abgewichen wer- 
den sollte. Es kann sich jedoch naturgemfiss 
nur um eine angemessene, niemals um eine 
absolute Beriicksichtigung der kantonalen 
Vorarbeiten handeln. 
Was es mit dem besonderen Mitwirkungs— 
recht der Kantone geméss Absatz 5 des 

. Vorschlages der nationalritlichen Kommis- 
sion fiir eine Bewandtnis hat, ist nicht ohne 
weiteres ersichtlich und wird auch im Korn- 
rnissipnsbericht nicht ausgefiihrt. Offenbar 
Wird dadurch eine Institutionalisierung der 
Koordinationskommission angestrebt, also 
eines aus Steuerexperten des Bundes, der 
Kantone und der Wirtschaft zusammén- 
gesetzten Gremiums, das die Harmonisie- 
rungsgesetzgebung vorzubereiten hat .und 
auch bei spiteren Anderungen je nach den 
Umstiinden cine vorbereitende Oder be— 
ratende Rolle zu spielen hat. Einem in 
diesem Sinn auf das vorparlamentarische 
Stadium beschréinkten Mitwirkungérecht 
der Kantone kijnnte der Bundesrat zustim- 
men. Im fibrigen halt er dafiir, dass die 
bestehenden Méglichkeiten der Kantone 
zur Einflussnahme auf die Bundesgesetz- 
gebung auch im vorliegenden-Bereich aus- 
reichen,’ um die Interessen der Kantone zur 
Geltung zu bringen. Die wichtigstenlunter 
diesen Mégli'chkeiten sind das Recht, im 
vorparlamentarischen Gesetzgebungsverfah- 
ten angehéirt zu warden (Vernehmlassungs- 
verfahren), die Einflussnahme auf das 
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parlamentarische Gesetzgebungsverfahren 
fiber den Stinderat und das Referendum 
der KantOne irn Sinne der Artikel 89 Ab- 
.satz 2 und 89bis Absatz 2 Bundesverfas— 
sung. Fiir einen Ausbau der kantonalen‘ 
Mitwirkungsrechte fiber diesen Rahmen 
hinaus besteht nach Auffassimg des‘ Bun- 
desrates kein Be’diirfnis. 

827 Harmonisiemn g tier Rec/atsprecbung 
Gem'alss Absatz 3 des Vorschlages der 
nationalritlichen KOmmission '_steht gegen 
kantonale Entscheideljn Anwendung det 
Grundsatz‘gesetzgebung des" Bundes die 
Verwa’lttmgsgerichtsbeschwerde ' an das 
Bundesgen'cht offen. Damit Asoll" ——‘ laut' 

Kommissionsbézic‘ht eine éinheitliche 
Rechtsprechung gewfihrleistet Werden, in- 
dem letztlichimmer die gleiche'Insfanz Zur 
Beurteilung zustéindig ist. 7- -r - 

Unter dem Gesichtspunkt der Steuerharmo- 
nisierung ist es in der Tat wichtig, dass die 
Kantone nicht nur bundesrechtskonform 
legiferieren, sondem dass die Anwendung 
der harmonisierten Gesetze vom Bundes- 
gericht frei fiberpriift werden kann. Hiefiir 
bedarf es jedoch keiner spéziellen Ver- 
fassqngsvorschrift, da nach Absatz 2 auch 
das Verfahrensrecht in die bundesrechtliche 
Harmonisierungskompetenz einbezogen 

‘ 

wird. Kraft diesel: Bestimmung kann die 
Harmonisierung der Rpchtsprechung in der 
Ausfiihrungsgesetzgebung sichergestellt 
werden, ohne dass hieffir eine weitere ver— 
fassungsrechtliche Grundlage geschaffen 
werden mfisste. Deshalb kann auf A-bsatz 3 
des Voréchlaige‘s der nationalriitlichen Kom- 
mission verzichtet werden. 

828 Eim’ez'bzmg. de: H armom'sz'emn g3- 
artiéelx ‘ 

Die Initiative Stich und der Vorschlag der 
nationalritlichen Kommission sehen einen 
neuen Artikel 42quinquie§ vor. Die Ein- 
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reihung erscheint ails sachgeméiss da‘ber’eits 
Artikel 425M?er mit dem Verbot von Steuer- 
abkommen in einem gewissen Sinn der 
Charakter einer Harmonisierungsvorschrift 
zukomrnt. 

829 Scla'lwsfalgerzmgen zmd Antmg 
Aus den vorstehenden Erwéigungen ergibt 
sich, dass' wir sowohl die Initiative Stich 
als .auch (lie Initiative Butty ab-Iehnen, Dem 
Gegenvorsc’hlag der nationalréitlichen; Korn- 
mission stimmen wif‘ grandséitzlich 'zu (mit 
den Vorbehalten in Abschn. 824 und 826 
hievor), beantragen jedoch Streichun'g von 
Absatz_3 (vgl. Abschn. 827). 

8 3 AUSFUHRUNGSGESETZGEBUNG 

.831 Vorzzrbeiten 
Im Anschluss an die Schaffung einer Bun- 
deskompetenz fiir die Steuerharmonisierung 
werden Ausffihrungsgesetze zu erlassen 
seiri, nimlich ein Bundesgesetz fiber die 
direkte Bundesstefier und ein Bundesgesetz 
fiber die Harmonisierung der direkten 
Steuern der- Kantone und Gemeinden 
(Rahmengesetz) . 

Wie untsr Abschnitt 825 hievor erwéihnt, 
stehen die Vorarbeiten hiezu auf der Stufe 
der Expertenkommission Vor dem Ab- 
schluss. Der Bundesrat wird deshalb in der 
Lage sein, innert verhéltnisméssig kurzer 
Zeit nach Annahrne des Harmonisierungs- 
artikels durch Volk und Stfinde dexh Parla- 
ment Bericht und Antrag fiir die Schaffung 
der Ausffihrungsgesetze zu fibermitteln. 

832 Neuemngefl auf dem Gebiet der 
direlétm Bzmdemteuer 

Der Entwurf der Koordinationskommission 
ffir ein Gesetz fiber die direkte Bundes- 
steuer sieht im wesentlichen Neuerungen 
auf folgenden Gebieten vor: — zeitliche Bemeséung; 
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SCHWEIZ: NEUORDNUNG DES FINANZ- UND STEUERRECHTS DES BUNDES 
—' Besteuerung der natiirlichen Personen: 

Steuerliche‘ Behandlung der Kapital- 
gewinne, insbesondere im Bereich des 
beweglichen Privatvetmégens, s’ceuer- 

liche Behandlung der Vorsorge, Fami- 
lienbesteuerung; — Besteuerung der juristischen Personen: 
Tarifgestaltung; 

—- Quellens‘teuer fiir bestimmte Kategorien 
von Steuerpflic'htigen (auslindische 
Gastarbeite'r, gewisse b'eschréinkt steuer- 
pflichtige natiirliche und juristische 
'Personen); 

——- Steuerstrafrecht: 

306' 

833 D4! Bundejgexetz z'iber die Harmonia 
Jz'eflmg der direréteiz Steuern der 
K423110729 and Gemeinden (Rabmen- 
geyetz) ‘ 

Der Entwurf de; Kobrdinationskommission 
zum Rahmengesetz enth'allt weitgehend die 
gleic'hen Regelungen Wie der Entwurf einés 
Bundesgesetzes fiber die direkte Bundes— 
steuer, jedoch unter Ausschluss der Belas— 
tungs'elerhente (Tarife, Hfihe der Frei- 
betriige und der Sozialabziige) und der 
Behérderiorganisation. In einzelnen Punk- 
ten sieht es Wahlrnégliehkeiten fiir den 
kantonalen Gesetzgeber vor. Anderseits 
enthéilt das RahmengeSetz Bestimmimgen, 
die im Gesetz fiber die direkte Bundessteuer 
fehlen‘, insbesondere fiber die Grundstiick- 
gewinnsteuer, die Verméigensteuer natiir- 

.licher Pergonén und fiber interkantonalé 
Verhfiltnisse. 
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* * * ‘IF‘A NEWS ,* 

ACTIVITES DU 'GROUPEMENT FRANQAIS DE L’_IFA 
Le Groupement Frangais de 1"I.F.A. s’est réuni 'le 18 mai 1976 en une‘ soirée‘ d"étu<ies 
présidée par M. Max LAXAN, Président du Groupement. 
Cettc soirée était consacrée é. l’étude des‘ sujets du congrés qui aura lieu' 2‘1 Vienne 'en 
octobre 1977. r ‘ 

Les deux rapporteurs fzangais .251 cc cpngrés ont donné les grénd'es lignes‘ de leu_rr rappOrt: 

M. MEARY: « L’inflaéion‘ ’et la Fiscalité'». 

. M. REIGNON: «La déter‘mination ‘du‘ bénéfice imposa'ble d‘es sociétés de capitaux»; 
Le’s débats ont été animés et epfrec'oupé's par fin buffet dinatoire. Prés de 70 persor‘mes 
y ont participé. 

' 

'
‘ 
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* * * BIBLIOGRAPHY * * 

BOOKS

~ 

Any inquirie! concerning book: on Ibis 1t Mould include the reference nflinber: listed.
~ 

AUSTRALIA 
1976 AUSTRALIAN MASTER TAX GUIDE 
North Ryde, CCH Australia Limited., 1976. 
535 pp. 
Annual guide designed to ‘help taxpayers to 
prepare their income tax returns for the 1976 
income year. In addition it also provides infor— 
mation on the highlights facing the taxpayer in 
the 1977 income year with reference to the law, 
official rulings and case law. (B 9695) 

AUSTRIA 
DIE EINKOMMENSTEUERRICHTLINIEN 1975 
By F . Weiler. Schriftenreihe det: Csterreichischen 
Steuer- und Wirtschaftskartei, No. 36. Vienna, 
Industrieveflag Peter Linde, 1976. 160 pp”, 
S. 99.—. 
Annotated text of the 1975 individual income tax 
regulation as implemented 'by the federal ministry 
of finance for the assessment year 1975. (B 9500) 

CANADA 
DOMINION TAX CASES 
Volume 29, 1975. Don Mills, Ont, 
Canadian Ltd., 1975/76. 800 pp. 
Bound volume containing the full text of all 

reported judgments on federal tax questions. 
Topical index is appended. (B 9503) 

CCH 

CHILE 
PRINCIPIOS DE DERECHO TRIBUTARIO 
By P. M. Parodi. Valparaiso, EDEVAL, 1975. 
384 pp‘. 
A study of the basic principles of tax law in 
Chile, including such toPiCS as determination of 
“tax liability and penalties for tax evasion, 

(B 15.548) 

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
LE SECTEUR DES SERVICES DANS LES PAYS EN 
VOIE DE DEVELOPPEMBNT; UNE ANALYSE 
BASE SUR LES COMPTES NATIONAUX 
By D. W. Blades, D. D. Johnston and W. Marc- 
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zewski. Paris, O.E.C.D., 1974. 280 pp., Ffrs. 
31—. 
Study on the service industries in developing 
countries based on published national accounts 
by major developing countries. (B 9507) 

EASTERN EUROPE 
SYSTEMY DOCHODOW BUDZETOWYCH 
By M. Weralski. Warsaw, 'Instytut Administracji 
1' Zarzadzania Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego In- 
stytut Finanséw, 1975. 512 pp.

‘ 

Study in the Polish language examining the 
taxes applied to state enterprises in seven Eastern 
European countries. (B 9483) 

EUROPE 
THE ADJUSTMENT OF PERSONAL INCOME TAX 
SYSTEMS FOR INFLATION 
A report by the Committee on Fiscal Affairs. 
Paris, O.E.C.D., 1976. 71 pp., Ffrs. 15.—. 
Report summarizing the likely effects of inflation 
on the personal income tax system with reference 
‘to adopted solutions taken by some OECD mem- 
ber countries (Denmark, Canada, the Nether- 
lands, Switzerland). (B 9642) 

FRANCE, 
FINANCES PUBLIQUES; POLITIQUE BUDGE' 
TAIRE -ET DROIT FINANCIER 
By J. Cathelineau.‘ Paris, Librairie Générale de 
Droit et de Jurisprudence, 1976. 255 pp., Ffrs. 
63'.———. 

Monograph on public finance with emphasis on 
development in France and in connection with 
French literature in this subject. (B 9512) 
LAMY FISCAL 
Tome I: taxes sut 1e chiffre d'affaires; enfegistre- 
ment at timbre; taxes sur les véhicules; fiscalité 
immobiliére. Tome II: impéts directs; taxes ,diver: 
ses, impéts locaux; contréle, contentieux, pénali~ 
tés. Paris, Lamy S.A., 1976. 800 + 900 pp., 
Ffrs. 459.—. 
Annual publications of “Service Lamy" contain- 
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ing an explanation of the French tax legislation; 
suppleménts. are issued regularly in order ,to keep 
these two volumes up to date. (B 95721)” 
LAMY SOCIAL 
Paris, Lamy S.A., 19.76. 1200 pp, Ffrs. 459.—. 
Annual volume of Lamy Social, dealihg with the 
labor and soda} legislation as of January 1, 1976. 
(‘B 9575) " 

GERMANY (FED. REP.) 
BILANZFRAGEN ; 

ULRICH LEFFSON 
Dfissel'doff, EdW¥Vegla5g, 19-76. 344 pp. 
Special publication cutitled: balancg ’shee't ques- 
tion‘s containing essays by‘ various authors on the 
issue presgntcfd‘ 'to Prpfessor. Ulrich Leffst‘m on 
his 65 birthday; (B 9665) 
HANDBUCH ZUR EiNKOMMENSTEUERVERAN- 
LAGUNG 1975 ' 

Munich, Verlag c. H. Bec‘k’,1976. 1040 pp, 
DM. 3150. V 

Annual handbook containing material for filing 
individual "income tax return 1975. (B9715) 

EINE‘ 

GRENZEN UND MQGLiQHKEITEN DER INTER- 
'NAT{QNA‘LEN BETRIEBSWIR'TSCHAFTLICHEN 
STEUERPOHTIK AM BEISPIEL DEUTSCHL'ANDA 
SUDAFRIKA 
By E. Pfeil. Badknang, 'Erwin'Pfcil‘, 1976. 250 pp. 
Thesis concerning an assessment On the inter- 
national ~tax management policy of German‘ multi- 
nationals With emphasis on. investments in Scuth 
Africa. and its implitafions ‘to taxation. The 
double taxation treaty between Germany and 
South Afgica is reckoned with in connection 
thcréto. (B 9631) 

I511; VERDEcK‘TE GEWINNAUSSCHU‘I‘TUNG' 
DEUTSCHEM UND SCHWEIZERISCHEM 

STEUERRECHT 
By~ Ra]. Prym; Bern, Verl'z‘ig Paul ‘Haupt, .1976. 
250 pp.. 
Thesis on disgui'sed'profit distribution according 
to German and to Swiss tax" law. (B9704) 

:HUNGARY 
- THE socmmsr STATE ENTERPRISE 
By L. Ficzere. Budapest, Akadénfiéi Kiadé, 19274. 
160 pp..

‘ 

. 

The legal status of the socialist State enterprise 
and the legal order of enterprise management 

' within the scope vof.the refOrm of ec‘onomic 
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management involVe fa; number of questions, 
which are discussed in this book; A chapter on 
regulation of incOme and‘ taxation is included. 
(B 9573) 

INDONESIA 
A GUIDE TO INDONESIAN TAXATION 
A popular information for foreigners On the ‘tax 
system of Indofiesia. By S.’ Hadikusumo and 
S. Budiadji. Jakafia, ‘Berita Pajak, 1975. 71- pp; 
An outline of Indonesian taxes and tax adminis-' 
tration system described. (B 50.306) 

INTERNATIONAL 
CONVENTIONS FISCALES ENTRE PAYS DEVE= 
Longs ~E'If PAYS EN VOIE'DE DEVELOP?EMENT 
Cinqujiéme rappbrt. New York, United Nations, 
D75. 240 ‘pp. _

_ 

French versiOn of the fifth report an double 
taxation treatiAesxbetweenv developed and develop» 
ing countries prepaged by the ECOSOC 
(B9577) 

r-FINANCIAVL TIMES 
BUSINESS YEAR BOOK 1976 
'LondOn, The Financial Times, 1976. 740: pp., 
£ 16+. I

7 

Revised 1976 business year book presenting 
esseqflal information on over 700 of the world’s 

INTERNATIONAL 

top companies; international Economic groups. 
countries and internationalmarkets; (B9697) 

LANDER DER ERDE 
Politisch—(‘Skonomisches Handb'uch; 6. vfillig neu‘ 
bearbeitete Auilage. Autorenkollektiv. Berlin, 
Verlag Die Wirtschaft, 1975. 850 pp;,, DM. 
36.——-:—. 

.
, 

Sixth- revised edition of :handbook on political- 
and economic data of all‘ the countries of the 
wotld. Entitl’ed‘ "Countries of ‘the World” this 
work is a collective work 'by various authors. 
(‘13: 9502) 

TREATY SERIES. ' 

Treaties and international agreem‘efits registered 
0; filed and recorded with the Secretariat of the 
United Nations. Vol. 830, 19-72, I. Nos. 11870- 

A 11878. New York, United Nations, 1975. 376‘ 

pp» $ 11.—. 
Text of treaties including, additional agreements 
amending the double taXation treaty between 
Sweden and France signed December 24, 193.6. 
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The additional agreements contained in this 
volume signed on resp. October 28, 1950, MafCh 
9; 1971, March 10, 1971. (B 9694) 
TAKING THE BRAIN DRAIN: A PROPOSAL 
Edited by J. N. Bha-gwati and M. Partington. 
Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Company, 
1976'. 222 pp., Dfl. 45.~. 
The pre'sent volume describes the proposal to tax 
the brain drain for purposes of lay reader 
audience. A companion second'volume entitled 
“The Brain Drain and TaxatiOn: Theory and 
Empirical Analysis" is addressed principally to 
economists. The professional immigrants from 
developing countries working in developed coun- 
tries would be taxed and collected in the devel- 
oped countries on their income and the revenues 
so collected would be transmitted to the devel- 
oping countries for developmental spending. 
Other 'than the Soviet Union imposition (if a tax 
on emigrants scaling it up by the level of -educa- 
tional attainment is levied at the point of depar- 
ture. The brain drain tax is, by contrast, related 
to the income actually accruing to the profes- 
sional emigrant, after the act of emigration out 
of the developing countries. (B 9629) 

MIDDLE EAST 
MAJOR COMPANIES OF THE ARAB WORLD & 
IRAN 
Editorial Manager Giselle Bricault. London; 
Graham 8: Trotman Limited, 1975. 535 pp. 
Databank of information' on Arab and Iranian 
firms. The countries contained are as follows: 
‘Algeria, Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq, Iraq, Jordan, 
Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Mauritania, M6r0cCo, 
Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Somali;_ Sudan, Syria, 
Tunisia, United Arab Emirates, Yemen (Arab 
Republic), Yemen (People’s Democratic Repub- 
lic). (1350.363)

' 

THE NETHERLANDS 
BURGER VERSUS BELASTINGEN; 
TINGEN EN REACTIES 
By F. C. Wijle. Deventer/Alphen 'a. d. Rijn; 
KIuwer/Samsom, 1976. 65 pp. . 

Printed results of a set up inquiry concerning 
personal income taxation in the Netherlands en; 
titled “Citizen versus Taxation”. Appenc'ied as a 
separate supplement is a brochure. containing 
inquiry forms and‘ introductory note entitled 
“Ver«Antwoord-Ing" (Res-Ponsibili-Ty). 
(‘B 9673) 

OPVAT- 
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BLSEVIERS VENNOOTSCHAPSBELASTING UIT- 
GAVE 1976 VOQR DE AANGIFTE OVER 1975 
Amsterdam, Annovemura, 1976. 208 pp., Dfl'. 
28.50. 
Elseviers annual guide designed to provide in- 
formation for filing 1975 corpofate tax return. 
(B 9647) 
DE PROPORTIONELE 'TARIEVEN IN DE IN: 
KOMSTENBELASTING 
Rapport van de Commissie rter bestudering van 
de groudslagen en onderlinge verhoudingen van 
de tarieven van de inkomstenbelasting. Deventer, 
Kluwer, 1976. 82 pp. Geschriften van de Ver- 
eniging voor Belastingwetepschap, No. 141. 
Proportional rat'es of income tax is the title of 
the Report prepared by special Committee design- 
ed to study the principles and related conditions 
of the various rates of income taxes. (B 9634) 

SINGAPORE 
SINGAPORE MASTER TAX GUIDE 
Incorporating all 1972, 1973 and 1974 amend- 
ments. Second edition. By' Brij S. Soin. North 
Ryde, CCH‘ Australia Limited, 1974. 489 pp. 
Revised and extended second edition of guide 
designed primarily to help taxpayers in preparing 
their income tax returns. In addition it is a 
text-book explaining the rules affecting every day 
personal and business income tax based on 
statutes, rules and case law as of the end of 
1974. (B 50.404) 

SRI LANKA 
ANNUAL REPORT OF 'THE MONETARY BOARD 
TO THE MINISTER ‘OF FINANCE FOR THE 
YEAR 1973 ‘ 

Colombo,-Centga1 Bank of_ Ceylon,_1974. i 450 
. Evaluation of the economic performance for the 
year 1973. Related text of statutes and figurgs 
is appended. (B 50.391) 

SWITZERLAND " 

GRUNDFRAGEN DES INTERNATIONALEN 
STEUERRECHTS ERLAUTERT AN BEISPIELEN 
DES INTERNATIONALEN’ STEUERRECHI‘S DER 
SCHWEIZ 'UND' 'DER -BUNDESREPUBLIK 
DEUTSCHLAND - 

By A. Knechtle. Schriftem'eihe des Instituts fiir 
Internationales Recht und Internationale Bezie- 
hungen, Heft 24. Basel/Stuttgart, Helbing 8: 
Lichtenhahn, 1976. 209 pp. 
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'Thesis on basic principles of international tax 
law illustrated with examples'based on inter- 
national tax laws of Switzerland and of the 
German Federal Republic. The thesis has-been 
accepted with the title: summa cumulaude. The 

I. 

material of this ‘thesis is updated as of the -end, 
of 1975. (B 9638) 
STEUERGESETZ (StG) 
(Nam 27. Mai 1946). Ausgabe vom 1, Janna; 
1975., No. 598. Luzgrn, Staatskanzlei, 19-75. 
150 pp. 

> 1 ~ Consolidated text of the Tax Law of May 27, 
1946 effective in the canton of Lucemé in its 
edition of January 1, 1975. ‘(”B 8904) ‘ 

UNITED KINGDOM 
‘OE'CD ECONOMIC SURVEYS: UNITEDVAKING- DOM - 

Paris, O.E.C.D., 1976. 55 pp., £ 1.19. '(B 9506) 
WHITEMAN AND WHEATCROFT 0N INCOME TAX

. 

Second edition. By PEG. Whiteman and D. C. 
Milhe. London, Sweet 8: Maxwell, 1976. 1090 
pp. - 

This volume forms part of the “British Tax 
Encyclopedia Service” and replaces the lst Edi- 
tion, The material of the law is stated as of 
October 1, 1975. Not covered in this volume is 
the development gains tax as it is based on 

.capital gains tax concepts and is‘computed on 
capital gains tax principles. (B9579) 
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'U. S. A. ' 

' FEDERAL ESTATE AND GIFT TAXES — CQde and Regulations — as of February 15, 
1976. Chicago, Commerce Clearir’i-g House, Inc, 
1976. 384pp., $ 5.50. '. 

Consolidated text of the Federal flute and 'Gift 
Taxes of the Internal Revenue Code.and.the 

' corresponding official regulatigns as of February 
1_5, 1976. (B 9514) 
INTERNAL REVENUE CODE; INCOME,_ ESTATE AND GIFT TAX PROVISIONS, INCLUDING 1975‘ AMENDMENTS 
Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, Inc., 1976. 
i‘ 2000 pp., $ 8.50. 
Current text of the Internal RevenueCode, ge: 
flecting changés through the end. of 1975, with 
notes on the history of each..code sectiong The 
non-income tax provisions of the code are not 
included in this printing. Topical index is pro- 
vided. (B9505) -

- 

YUGOSLAVIA 
FOREIGN INVESTMENTS IN YUGOSLAVIA' A 

Publication of U.E.C. Main Committee‘for Eco- 
nomiq, Financial and Social Research. Diissel'dorf, 
IdW—Verlag, 1975. 194 pp,

. 

Booklet explaining legal, fiscal, economic and 
accounting aspects on foreign investments in 
Yugoslavia. The booklet also contains English- 
translations of laws gegaxding legal ‘regulations 
on foreign investments in YugoSIavia. (B 9668) 
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LOOSE-LEAF SERVICES 
Received between May 1‘ and May 31, 1976 

BELGIUM - 

DOORLOPENDE DOOUMENTATIE INZAKE BTW/ 
DOSSIER PERMANENT DE LA TVA 
release 73 

I 

3 
» ‘ 

Editions Service, ‘BruSSels 

FISCALE DOCUMENTATIE VANDEWINCKELEQ 
BOEK DER‘BAREMNS ' 

-

' 

Tome I, releases 9 and 10 
Tom: II, release 23 
Tome III, release 30 
Tome VIII, releases 144 and 145 
TomeX, release 55 ‘ 

Tome XIV, release 86 
Tome XV, release 11 
C.E.D., 'Samsom, ‘Br_uss.els 

GUIDE FISCAL PERMANENT 
release 372

‘ 

Editions Service; Brussels 

HANDLEIDING’ DER INK‘OMSTENBELAS-TING 
releése 65 

‘ >

‘ 

C.E.D., Samsom, Brussels 

GUIDE PRATIQUE DES IMPOTS 
releases 9‘and 10 
C.E-’.D., Samsom, Brussels

‘ 

IRAITES DES IMPOTS 'SUR LES ‘REVENUS 
release 65 
C.E.D., Samsom, Brussels 

~BE’NEL-UX ‘k 

BENELUX PUBLICATIEBLAD 
release 1 
Staatsuitgéverij, The Hague 

CANADA 
CANADA TAX LETTER 
releases, 258 and 259 . 

Richatd Ide Boo, Ltd., Toronto 

CANADIAN CURRENT TAX 
releases 17-21 
Butterworth 8: Co; Toronto 

CANADIAN SALES TAX REPORTS 
reléase'101

4 CCH Canadian Limited, Don Mills . 

‘ 3.12 

CANADIAN TAX REPORTS 
releases 221-225 " CCH Canadian Limited, Don Mills 
QUEBEC TAXATION SERVICE 
release 19 
Richard de Boo‘, Ltd., Toronto. 

CANADIAN .INCOMB TAX. TAX PLANNING 
AND MANAGEMENT 
release 19 ,' 

‘

- 

Butterworth 8: Co., Toronto 

DENMARK 
SKATTEBBSTEMMELSER : — SkattebestgmmelSer ‘ 

release 93 
—— Skatten‘yt 

releases 95 and 96 > 

A.S. Skattekartoteket Infogma‘tionskontor, Copen- 
hagen . , 

' ’ 

E. E. C. 

HANDBOEK VOOR DE EUROPESE GEMEEN— 
SCHAPPEN: ' 

—‘ Tarieflijslen 
release-1‘38 

KluWer, Deventer 

GERMAN FEDERAL 
REPUBLIC 
ABC FUHRER LOHNSTEUER 
release 89 
.Fachverlag ffir Wirtschafts- ‘und Steuerrecht, 

‘ Schaffer und Co., Stuttgart 
DEUTSCHE STEUERPRAXIS. NACHSCHLAGWERK 
PRAKTISCHER STBUERFKLLE 
release 49 
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, CQIOgne 

DOPPELBESTEUERUNG 
release 50 
Verlag C. H. Beck, Munich 

A HANDBUCH DER EINFUHRNEBENABGABEN 
release 2 
v. d. ‘Linnepe Verlagsgesellschafit, Hagen 
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KOMMBNTAR 
GESETZ 
releasé 32 
Richard Boorberg Verlag, Stuttgart 
PRAKTISCHER FUHRER DURCH DAS STEUER- 
RECHT 
J. Theis. 
release 53 ‘ - 

Verlag Dr. Otto Séhmidt, Colbgne 
STEUERRECHTSPRECHUNG IN KARTEIFORM 
release 293 
Veflag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne 
WORLD TAX SERIES — GERMANY REPORTS 
release 82 
Commerce Clearing House, Inc, Chicago 

ZUM EINKOMMENSTBUER- 

L U X E M B 0 U RIG 
ETUDES FISCALES 
releases 50 and 51 
Editions .de l’Imprimerie St. Paul, Luxembourg 

THE NETHERLANDS 
BELASTINGBERICHTEN : — Omzetbelasting BTW 

releases 150, 151 
—' Loonbelasting 

:elease 156 
—— Inkomstenbelasting 

releases 340, 341 
_—— Persqngle belasting 

releases. 147,. 148 — Internationale Zaken 
releases 129, 130 

—:— Algemene wet, enz. 
release 190 
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ARTICLES * =x= * 

F. AKIN OLALOKU*: 
FISCAL POLICY OPTIONS FOR EMPLOYMENT PROMOTION IN NIGERIA’S MODERN MANUFACTURING SECTOR 

1; INTRODUCTION 
One of the most perplexing economic prob- 
»Iems of recent years in most of the devel- 
oping countries, is the persistently rising 
rates of unemployment, despite what by all 
standards, appears to be very impressive 
growth rates in the level of output, in the 
atmosphere of vigorous and rapid indus- 
trialization that ' has characterised the 
economies of these countries in the recent 
past. 
The perplexity of the problem of high rates 
of unemployment derives from the fact that 
it is highly concentrated in the urban areas, 
which, ironically, are also the centres of the 
rapidly growing manufacturing industries — the modern sector that is supposed to 
provide the employment opportunities for 
the rapidly eXpanding labour force result— 
ing partly from natural increases in the 
population, but more significantly froni the 
rurai-to-urban population drift. 
The failure of modern manufacturing in- 
dustries in the urban centres of developing 
countries to adequately provide employ— 
ment opportunities for the rapidly expand- 
ing labour force, is due not only to the 
relatively small but rapidly growing urban 
industrial base, but also to the nature of 
technology in modern manufatturing as 

Well as the tendency, given the relatively 
high capital bias, for labour productivity to 
rise much faster in the modern manu- 
facturing sector. Consequently, employment 
tends Ito- grow at a much slower rate than 
but-put in this sector. This phenomenon 
is what some writers have referred to as the 
low elasticity of industrial employment' 
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with respect to output.1 In other words, 
while modern manufacturing industries in 
developing countries have been generating 
employment opportunities, these are far 
from meeting the needs of a fast growing 
labour supply from the country side. In the 
words of a recent writer, 

modern industry, even if it grows at an 
extremely rapid rate, cannot absorb more than 
a small fraction of the natural increment in the 
labour force for decades ahead. In the initial 
stages of industrialization, it may even be 
difficult to keep the absolute size of the labour 
force engaged in all types of manufacturing 
from falling, only at a much later stage can 
modem industry begin to increase its claim on 
the labour force.2

‘ 

This observation which was made with 
particular reference to the developing coun: 
tries of South East Asia is of great relevance 
to the current situation in Nigeria where 
another recent observer concluded that 

* Department 'of Economics, University of 
Lagos. This paper ‘is ‘based on an earlier version 
originally presented to the Conference on Eco-_ 
nomic Development and Employment Generation 
in Nigeria jointly sponsored by the Nigerian 
Institute of Social and Ecpnomic Research, Uni- 
versity of Ibadan and the Human Resources 
Research Unit, University of Lagos which was 
held in Ibadan from 2nd to 7th November 1975. 
Helpful comments and suggestions by partici- 

pants at the Conference are gratefully acknow- 
ledge'd. 
1. See for example, Werner Baer and Michel 
E. A. Herve, “Employment and Industrialization 
in Developing Economies", Quarterly Journal of 
Economic:, Vol. 80, No. 1 (February 1966),, 
pp. 88-107. 1 

2. Gunnat Myr-dal, Aria” Drama: An Inquiry 
iflto the Poverty of Nations, Vol. II‘ (New York: 
Pantheon, 1968), pp.. 1202-1'203. . 
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modern sector empIQyment cannot “. 
. .be 

expected to fufly'absogb the current growth 
of the urban labour force _. . . an attempt to 
reduce unempbyment by stimulating the 
growth of employment opportunities is not 
likely ‘to meet with 11,1u‘chzsucgess”.3

‘ Although the foregoing remarks paint a 
rather gloomy picture [of their rempl'oyment 
generating potential, :manufactur-‘ing indus- 
tries have a gIEat role to play in the 
attempts to reduce the high raté'o-f unem- 
ployment in developing: conntries, if the’ 
correct fiscal policies are phrshed to Stimu- 
late their eXpansion'. This paper will argue 
that the relatively low growth rate of em- 
ployment generated in the modern: manu—

' 

facturing? industrial se‘c-tor of the Nigerian 
economy was due in“ Part to the kind‘ of 
inappropriate fiscal’ policies used‘ ‘to pro- 
mote industrial“ development.

1 

II. BACKGROUND gro' THE PROBLEM 
Quite a large 'bo‘dy‘ of" {he fecent literature 
0n. the SubjeCt of 'the firoblem of unem- 
ployment in developing countries has been 
devbted to an explanationof the relatively 
smaH I‘abour‘ absorptiv‘e capacity of 
modem manuféfc‘turing industries: as ohe of 

I 

the reasons for the exist-{fig high ra’te's of 
unemplOymen't especially“ in the urban 
areas.4 We shall abstfact from a further 
considera't‘iOnof this aspect of the problem 
in this 5pap‘er. W'evthere start by taking as 
given, the chronic unemplOyfnen't situation 
that hasatisen in these countries. and con- 
centrate on how policymakers, in ‘the' flar- 
rower context of the Nigeriah eCQn'm,3 
have aggxayatcd the problem‘by their poligy' 
of vigogous 

‘ industrialization largely 
throfigh. the grantingof‘ a wide variety of 
fiscal incentives which have led! to the 
encouragenlenf of what can new be Ig- 
garded as {1 -re1ativ_ely highly capital- 
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inténSiIVe manufacturing sector largely con- 
centrated u in - Selected urban centres. 
The vigour with which the industrialization 
policy has "been pursued in Nigeria is' 

attested to‘ by the fact. that since theiearly 
‘six‘ties’, manufacturing has been one of 
the fastest growing sectors of the economy, 
Second only to the; petroleum s'ect'of. In this 'r 

period; -manufaéturif1g experienced an» 
average eXpansion rate of 11,0 P61: cent: per 
annum while an: annual average :growfh 
rate of 18.0 per cent has been ,projeéted for 
the 1975-80 Plan: period? This growth rate 
compares With an annual average of about 
6.0 per cent for the economy as a Wholegin‘ 
the same period. Withwrespect to its relative, 
importancexin‘ the nat‘iOfiaI' ec0n0my', manu- 
facturing increased from 51.8 :per cent of the GDP in .1962 to 7.4 per cent in 1967;6 In: 
1970, its‘ share 'of contribution “to the' 
GDP. at 7.6 Pei: cent‘TWas- only; slightly 
higher, than in ‘th¢.form_er year} while the 
estimate for 1975 puts it at a somewhat 

3. CharlesflR. Frank j'rz, “industrialization and 
Employment Generatibn 'in Nigeria”, TIM 
Niggrian Journal of Econami; and Serial Studies,. 
Vol. 9,,NQ. 3 (Novcmbcr 1967), p. 289. 

,

- 

4. See; for_ example,‘ Michael Todaro, , 
“An 

Analysis of Ifidustfialjzdtion, EmpIOymeqt arid 
Uhemplbylfient in LesS'DeVelofied‘ Countries"; 
Yale Etonomic Enayy, -Vol. 8,. No. 2 (Fall‘ 
1968), pp. 329-402 and Gustav Ranis, “In: 
dusgrial ‘Sector Labour Absorptibn,” Economic 
Develofimézzt Md Culmml Clmflge, V01. 21,, No.3 (April 1973)‘, pp. 387-408. ' 

S: Fe’d'ei‘al Republic of Nigeria, ,Tlaifll National" 
Déflelopment‘ P151723. 1975-80; (Lagos; Centgdl 
Planning Office, Federal ‘Ministr‘y of Economic 
Developmeti‘t‘1975‘), p. '49" 

. , 

'

‘ 

6. Federal Republic df’Nig'er‘ia, Second tiona} 
Deve‘lopment Plan, 1970-74, (Lagos: Federal 
Ministry of Economic Development, 11970), 
p, 51. a

7 

7L, Fedéral‘ Republic of Nigeria, Second Natiazzal' 
Developm‘eht P1472: Second Program Repdrt, 
(Lagos: Central Planning Office; Federal 

‘ Ministgy of Economic nelopment, 1974), p. 6. 
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lower figure of 4.9 per cent —- a reflection 
of the increased dominant role of petro- 
leum.8 
Despite the decade or so of rapid industrial 
growth in this country described briefly 
above, the modern industrial manufacturing 
sector is; as at Present only able to provide 
Employment to less than 5.0 percent of total 
gainful employment in the economy.9 This 
shows that policy makers, in their pursuit 
of the policy of industrialization, aimed at 
the maximization of output as well as self 
sufficiency in goods originally imported 
(import substitution), completely ignored 
the serious unemploymentconsequenceg of 
such a policy which inevitably emegged. 
Although the capital-labour ratio is fairly 

low in the somewhat small-scale industries, 
in most of the newer, large-scale and more 
productive industries established in the last 
couple of years, the capital-labour ratio is 

relatively high, with the result that they 
offer very limited pdtential for absorbing 
unemployment. Thus, for most of the last 
decade or so, policy makers have given 
priority to the objective of increasing the 
level of output rather than that of employ- 
ment.10 The relatively high capital bias 

which is presently characteristic of modern 
manufacturing industries in this country 
and their corresponding low labour- 
absorptive capacity is partly the direct re- 

sult of the encouragement given to capital 
investment in manufacturing by the use of 
various incentive measures, particularly 
fiscal méasures which will be the main 
focus of attention in this paper. 
In Section III below, we shall undertake a 
discussion of the country’s existing fiscal 

policy measures for the encouragement .of 

manufacturing industries and their perva- 
sive effect on employment Promotion. This 
will be followed in Section IV by an 
examination of alternative fiscal policy 
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measures which could be used to encourage 
a greater rate of labour utilization and thus 
employment promotion. Finally, in Section 
V, we try to summarise and draw implica- 
tions from the conclusions emerging from 
the earlier discussions in the paper. 

III. A REVIEW OF THE EXISTING 
SYSTEM OF FISCAL INCENTIVES IN 
RELATION TO EMPLOYMENT 
GENERATION 

One of the major ways by which policy 
makers can influence resource used (the 
allocation of factors of production) in 
order to fulfill certain Policy objectives is 
through the adaptation of the fiscal system. 
For example, taxes can be used as an in- 
c'entive or penalty device to encourage or 
discourage the use of either labour or 
capital. It is also possible to influence the 
allocation of these resources through ,gov- 
ernment expenditure either in the form of 
subsidy payments or direct spending on 
selected areas of public activity. Essentially, 
the theoretical basis underlying such policy 
actions is that, given some degree of sub- 
stitutability between factors of production, 
particularly labour and capital, and given 
the fact that privafe decisions to employ 
these factors in varying amounts depend on 
profitability, policy makers have consider- 
able lee Way in influencing their use one 
way or the other in the private sector simply 
by altering their price ratios either through 
‘tax changes or subsidy Payments. 

V

' 

8. Third National Development Plan, 1975-80, 
(217. £17., p. 22. 
9. 15:21., p. 380. 
10. Although this situation was clearly recog- 
nised as early as about the mid-’sixties, no posi- 
tive action has, as of now been taken to correct 
it. Cf. Federal Republic of Nigeria, National 
Development Plan: Progreis' Rgport, 1964, 
'(Lagosz‘Federal Ministry of Economic Develop- 
ment, 1964), pp.‘ 12-13. 
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-In_ the last ten to fifteen years, policy 
makers in Nigeria, under the influence of 
the commOn belief that industrialization is 
the solutiOn‘ to‘ all theproblems of under- 
development have adopted the policy of 
encouraging foreign capital investment in 
manufacturing industries thrOugh various 
forms of the tax variety of :the fiscal devices 
discussed a;bc,>ve.11 The existing ones in use 
are operated within the framéwork o£ the. 

’ 

following Special enabling. legi’slationsch 

(1) Aid to' Pioneer Industries Ordinance 
of 1952 laterireplaced by the Industrial 
Development (Income Tax Relief) 
Act of 1958, 

(:2) The Industrial DevelOpment (Import 
Duties Relief) Act of 1957?

‘ 

(3) "The Customs Duties (Dumped and" 
Subsidised Goods) Act 051958 and 

(4) The Customs (Draw Back) Regula- 
tions of 1958'.

. 

The titles of theSe enabling legislations, 
describe briefly .the nature of the existing 
System .of fiscal incentives. Aid‘ to. pidneer 
industries in the form (if incOme tax relief 

' 

.consists of tax exemption for periods of mm to‘ five years granted to industries of 

.piOneer status.12 This relief, othegwise 
known as a tax holiday, is about the earliest 

‘ 

and. :the most significant of all thé fiscal 
incentives granted to encourage inVestmEnt 
in manufacturing industries. It is granted 

V 

in relation to-fhe- amount of capital expen- 
diture undertaken by a firm with N10,000 
being the minimum “Below which a firm 
ddes not qualify. One secondary incentive 

* embodied in :this scheme is the encourage; 
‘ 

ment'given to equity investment in indus- 
tries of pioneer status through the exemp- 

. tion of .tax on dividends received by share- 
holders of such industries. 

' A (elated: incentive somewhat similar‘to in; 
come _tax relief, ‘is' the small companies 
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re‘lief which, like :the forms: grants relief 
in the form of exemption from the com- 
pany income tax, but it applies only to 
private, nonspiorieer and relatively small? 
companies whose incomes do not ex‘ceed 
N2,000‘ a year.13 This relief which may be 
granted for :the first 'six years of a com- 
Pany’s operations gradually declines over 
the period: there is full exemption during, 
the first two years, thereafteruthe relief is 
scaled down to tWthi'rds" in the next We- 
years and further to one~third in the last 
two years. Onée a company’s income in any 
one yearvduring the period of relief; .ex} 
ceeds. the prescribeda’figure' of N2,000, 
relief takes the form of a reduction in 
taxable incOme rather-than in the rate .of 
taxable income. ‘In this caSe, the amount of 
tax-free income is Computed by subtracting 
half the exc'es's from the prescribed income 
Cf N2;000.14 
Finally, One more important gelief that Is 
closely related to the foregOing‘, in: that théy 

11. This conforms to the general practice in - 

most other ‘deVeloping countries ‘to rely e‘xclu- 
si'vely on tax rather than subsidies or expendituxe

' 

incentives for ’encguraging manufacturing in- 
dustries. 

'

. 
1'2. For .a. detailed anaIYSis and a ‘well'reasoned‘ 
appraisal. Of this scheme, see A. 0. Phillips; 
“Nigeria’s Experience with Income Ta}? Exempw 
tion.—:A Preliminary Assessment,” The Nigerian 
journal of Ecanomic and'Sptial Studies, Vol} 10, 
No. 1 (March 1968), pp. 33:62. 

_
u 

13. This incentive is ess¢ntially designed to help 
indigenous companiés because moSt of them are 
in this category. 
14. Suppdse a! particular .company’sjncome is 
N4,0()d in any ohe year, then its tax-frée-incpme 
is equal‘ to N15000, Le. ['(4,ooo—-1_/23(4,ooo—— 
2,‘000)]. This ‘l'eaves the company With a. taXable 
income .of N3,000 to which the normal rate of 
tax is applicable; Cf, A. 0. Phillips, “Nigerian 
Industrial Tax Incentives: Import Duty Relief 
and Approved User Scheme”, The Nigerian, 
Iourizal of Eron’om'ic. and Social Studies, Vol. 9, 
No. 3 (November 1967), pp. 315-327. 
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all impinge. on the company income tax, is 

accelerated depreciation. This is in the form 
'of initial and annual allowances ‘on the 
costs of‘ Assets such as industrial buildings, 
plant and machinery to which all companies 
are entitled under on the Income Tax 
Law.15.These allowances which vary with 
the type of asset, enablé a firm to write off 
its assets in a, much! shorter period, than 
otherwise. Following a period of generously 
high allpwanccs in the earlier year's of the 
scheme, at which time. rates as high as 

73 per gent were enjoyed by companies, 
considerable. séaling down of rates was 
effected: in December 1966*.16 Rates of 
initial allowances new range from 20 per 
Centvon mining equipment to 1.5».per cent 
on plant- and: machinery and 10‘ Per cen't on 
buildings. Rates of annual aillowances‘ are 
somewhat lower, ranging from 2 per cent 
on ordinary buildings to 10 percent on 
plant and machinery. ' " 

Import duty relief is another major tax 
incentive that has been used to stimulate 
manufacturing, activities. It operates 
through .the granting-of concessionary rates 
of duty on industrialw'raw materials im- 
pdpted-into thetountry. The relief granted ' 

- in this .case, unlike the income tax rélief, 
is not in therform of import duty exerrip: 
tipn, but a refund of duty already paid. A 
firm, .to enjoy this relief must be? able to 
show‘ that (i‘) the cost-increasing effect of 
high rates of duty will ’rend'qf ifs- pgoduct 
uncompetitive with ,impgrted- ,cquivalents 

‘ and (ii) the import duty on. imported 
finished equivalents is IoweJ; than the duty 
which the iyfnpg‘rtec‘llraw mafexials carry. A 
rathe: undesirable aspecf of the Schema 
which has been the subject of serious, 
criticisms by analysts 1" is the ofnpbirtuhity 
Cos’t facto‘f'in terms 'of money'yand 'fi'me 
involved in ‘the long administrati'Ve pm: 
-cedures £61; Processing ‘ applications “in 

' 
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respect Of refunds of duty already paid. An 
opportunity cost element is also involved 
in importers’ funds which afe tied up for 
periods ranging from six months to a year. ‘ 

The Approved User Scheme which is a 
modification of the import duty relief was 
introduced 'to overcome the defect ailréady 
Inoted in the case of the latter. Essentially, 
it is a scheme whereby manufacturers Pay 
str‘aigh—fbrward Concessionary low rates of 
duty and? in 7some dases no duty at all.‘ On 
imported inputs. Thus, the Problem of 
having to go through the cumbersome ad- 
mifiisfirat‘ive process of getting back ~ré'funds 
of dilt'iés already paid andjthe cost incurred 
in the unnecessary tying fip of working 
capital is avoided by'.manulcturem.18 
.Two other closely related incentives. that 
involve the use of import duties .to en- 
courage; manufacturing industries are those 
relating to customs duties on dumped and 
subsidised goods on the one hand arid 
customs duties on imported inputs on .the 
other. With respect to the former special 
rates of duty are imposed on goods that are 
dumped in Nigeria 01: subsidised [by 'an 

authority outside the country; This is a 
device to enable :horne industries to com-, 
pete faVourabl'y. In the dime of the latter, 
repayment of import duties is allowed: 
either in cases where goods ‘are exported 
in the same condition as they are imported 

15. Piqneer companies which normally enjoy in- . 

com‘e tax relief are not entitled to capital allow- 
ances during their 'tax :holidays'. However, they 
may take up the allowances at the end of the 
period., 5 

, V 

16. CfJ P. C. Asiodu, “Indyétrial Policy 'apdv 

Incentives in Nigeria: Tbe Nigeria}: Ioum'al o'f 

Erbnom'z'c dfliSbL‘ifll Studies, Vol. 9‘, No. 2 (July 
1967), pp. 166-173. 
17. See for example, A. 0. Phillips; “Nigefiar; 
'Industrial Tax Incentives", op. cit.,_ p. 319,,

' 

18. The Approved User Scheme was abolished 
in the 1972/73 Federal Government Budget; 
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or Where imported materials are used for 
the manufacture of_ exports. 
Thés’e tax incéntix‘ies, have no doubt had a 
considerable impact on the gfowth of 
manufacturing industries 'as‘ they exist at 
present. In fact the establishment of many 
manufacturing. enterprises is not uncon- 
nected with attempts on their part to take 
advantage of the ‘tax holiday enjoyed by 

. companies with pioneer status- For exam- 
Ple,‘ if was estimated that sinCe the adoption. 
of the income tax relief (-tax' holiday) 
scheme in 19.5.8 until about the mid-sixties; 
about 140- Campanies in, some :60 odd in; 
dustries, had benefited.19 .Pr-ivate. invest- 
ments in these companies also increased‘ 
corxespondingly; According ,to the available 
estimates investments in new :manufactuflng 
companies increa'sed rather phenomenally. 
For} instance, they rose from the relatiVely 
low level of a; bare N44,000 in 1958' team 
Merge of N106 million per annum there; 
afte: until about the mid sixties.20 Private 
investments in othei" manufacturing com- 
panies with non-picnee‘r- status must have 
also received a considerable boost by‘ :the 
granting of relatively generous initial and 
annual allowances which .in the words of 
a commentator represented rconcessions 
which . . were important factors ‘in stimu- 
lating the large amounts of private invest- 
ment attracted“ during the past dec'ade”;21 
The- foregbing pQSfiti‘ve effects 'IIOt’with- 

standing, many analysts have questioned 
seriously the validity of their resulting 
directly from fiscal incentives. They have, 
on the other. hand; thought thatthé rela- 
tively rapid fate of industrial growth that 
has taken place in the developing countries 
in general arid in. Nigeria in particular, 
would have Occurred. anyway in the abSCnCe 
of s’u'ch incefitive§,22 given the relatively 
large size of' the domestic market which. in 
the' case "of Nigeria for example, has been 
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described as the greatest and mdst impor- 
tant of all incentives.23‘ If one agrees with 
this kind of reasoning, the. claiin that tax. 
incentives for indus‘ifial development in 
these cOuntries have not only been 'very 
'costly in terms of revenue lo'St to the vari- 
ous goVemments, but also that thEy have 
l‘ed to a considerable distortibn in resource 
allocatibn because of their inherent Ibias fo’ v 

favour capitalsintens'iwie operations seems ‘to 
be fully justified.24 The s’ecOnd ‘cost of tax 
incentives mentioned abOVe, Le. resdurée 
mi‘safloca-tion in fa‘vour of capital-inten- 
sive production, which is more relevant 
from the point of view of this paper, is a_ 
result of the non-selectivity of their appli- 
cation in rélation‘ to- their contribution to 
the economy. F0): instance, tax incentive 
laWS as can be -séen from our review of 
their operations v above, do not specify 
targets with particular «dbjectiVes like the 

19, P. C. Asiodu,,op. tin, p.. 163.
‘ 

20. Figures are Calculated frdm A. 0. Phillips, 
“Nigeria’s Experience with Income Tax Exemp- 
tion", op. cit., Table 9'in'the’ Appendix, p. 55; 
21. P. C; A'siodu; ,op. Cit.) p. 166. 
22. A. 0. Phillips, “Nigeria‘s, Expgrience with 
Incomg Tax Exemption”, op. cit., p. 47. 86641159 
Second' Natiozzal Devglopment Plim, 1970-74, 
012. cit., p. 285.

' 

23. P. C. Asiodu; viral, p. 167 and A. 0. 
Phillips, 117121., p. 45; 
24. A. 0. Phillips, “Nigeria’s Exgerience with 
Income Tax Exemption”, 017.01., p. 43-44. See 
also United Nations, “The Role of FisCal In- 
"cen‘tiVes for Emplc'Jyment Promotion in the Manu- 
facturing Industries in Central America and 
Selected Countries in the Caribbean”, in, ILO,, 
Final Mean/w:- for Employment Pramotion‘ in 
Developing Countriex, (Geneva: International 
Labour Office, 1972), pp. 183-211. Looking at 
it from the point of view of costs arid‘ benefits, 
thesc inherent shortgomings of tax incentives are 
decisive disadvantages which are not compensat- 
ed for at all if, as was algcady suggegted, in- 
dustrial deiielopment Would have taken place in 
thei'r‘absence. ‘ 
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creation of employment in mind. In other 
words, these tax incentives are not directly 
and specifically linked to employment 
creation.25 It is not surprising therefore to 
notice that their contribution to employ- 
ment generation, at least in the case of the 
Nigerian economy has been rather insig- 
nificant.26 This, from the point of View of 
the subject matter of this paper is about 
.the most serious weakness of the various 
existing 'tax‘ concessions being granted for 
the development of manufacturing indus- 
tries. It is precisely this weakness which 
makes them inappropriate forfuse as weap- 
ons of industrial policy in a situation of 
labour surplus which is charaCteristic of 
most developing countgies. Given this 
strong weakness, 9. reformulation of the 
whole system of fiscal incentives in a'way 
favourable to employment creation becomes 
of utmost importance.

_ 

IV. AiTERNAiTIVE FISCAL-MEASURES 
TO PROMOTE EMPLOYMENT 

From the_review of the existing system, of 
fiscal incentives in the country which was 
undertaken in the last 'sectiioh, it is quite 
evident that ifithe manufacturing sector of 
the ecOnomy is 'to be expanded in a way to 
provide employment opportunities for ab- 
sorbing the large number of unemployed in 
the Economy, the existing system of fiscal 
incentives éhou‘ld be modified ahd new 
ones introduced in .order to make the 1:.esult- 
ing system more relevant‘tosthe country’sv 
employment situation. In this connegtion 
the direction of Policy should be towards 
fiscal measurés which will encourage a 
greater utilization of labour. Put somewhat , 

differently, policy makers sh’oul‘d strife to 
encourage a complete shift from the exist- 
ing highly capital-intensive technologies to 
more labour-intensive methods_of Produc- 
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rtion in the manufacturing sector. Ifi what 
follows, we shall consider some of the fiscal 
Policy measures that can be used to achieve 
this. 

. One way by which the existing tax incen- 
tives can be modified is to link them up 
specifically with employment targets. For 
example, in the Case of the income tax 
relief, the period of the tax holiday can 'be 
related to the. volume of employment or the 
degree of labour-intensity inrthe relevant 
business benefiting from the relief, rather 
Ithan to the volume of investment as at 
present. Also, the high rates of depreciation 
or investment allbwances which are at the 
moment granted indiscriminately should 'be 
tied to the volume of employment gener- 
ated by the investment. Similafly, cances- 
siOnary rates granted for the importation of 
machinery ahd industrial raw materials 
could be related in a way to the volume of 
emplOyrnent. The scope for success in 
promoting employment through: such modi- 
fications of the existing system is rather 
wide in View of the limited effectiveness 
of' tax concessiohs as an inducement tb in- 
vestment. In' other words, modifying exist- 
ing intentive laws to make them more 
relevant to employment promotion will not 
necessarily impair capital investment.” 

25. Although it has been suggested that a com- 
pany which. applies .to set up as a pibneer com- 
.pany with a relatively small planned volume of 
investment, output and cmployment may‘not have 
its application approved-[There is hdw'ever' no 
hard and fast rulé about reaching a decision on 
the basis of these criteria; ‘Cf. “Nigeria’s Experi— 
ence, etc., op. 51)., p. 3.7. 
26. Ibid., p. 43. 
27. George, E. Lent, “Tax Incentives for the 
Promotion of Industrial Employment in Develi 
oping Countries”, _i_n ILO, Final Measure: far ~ 

Employment Biomatian in Developing Countrié5, 
op. 51%, p. 156; also IMF Staff Papers, Vol. 
18, No. 2 (July 1971), p. 409. 
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In addition to modifying the existing fiscal 
incentives, there are a few Other. fiscal 
measures, which are not in use‘ at pxeSent, 
but which, if intzoduced would help em- 
ployment pr’omotiOn in manufacturing in"- 

vdustries considerably. One possibility in this 
connection is the introduction of a labour 
subsidy. Since; the cost of labour is such an 
important element in the total Cost- of ptcy 
duction, anything done to loWer this COst, 
like a subsidy for example? is likely to in- 
crease‘the rate of labour utilization. This is 
of particular relieVance‘ in ’the case of a 
developing ecmor’r’iy like ours, Where the 
problem of. the high cost of labour is the 
result of trying to maintain artificially high 
wage rates and make certain obligatory pay- 
ments for labour employed in conformity 

‘ 

to minimum wage and social security legis- 
l‘ations. These Additional coSts clearly put 
the use of l’a'bou: at a great disadvantage 
visez‘x-vis tEe use of capitali.. A 'subsidy‘ to 
labom; ‘by Cheapgning its cost is therefore 
likely to remove this disadvantage as well as 
produce the effect of encouraging I'abour— 
intensive methods. Such a subsidy to labour 
would take the. form of direct payments to 

‘ 

the enterprises concerned relatihg such pay: 
. meats toA‘the size of the wage bill and' the. 
'7 volume of employment. 
‘ Quite a number of objections have been 
- raised against ’the use of a labour subsidy 
to boast employment. One such objection 

' ‘is‘the high .COSt of the- scheme ‘to the g0v-‘ 
emment in the form of the subsidy itself 
plus the cast of administering it.” While 

' the argument in_'support of "this objection 
is very strong for those developing cou’m 
tries operating under big budget constraints 
it is {either Weak in ~the case of a country 

v like Nigeria where rapidly growing revenue 
from oil has eased the tight budget con- 
straint very'c'onsider'ably. 

I 
l

- 

‘ 
Other objectibns to a labour subsidy are 
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those connected with the most common 
problems of' developing economies which 
would make the applicatiOn of the scheme 
difficult. ‘For example, it ,is thought that the. 
administrative difficulties of trying to‘ keep 
track of the volume of employment in the 
numerous small enterpriSeé wOuld be for 
midable;,2? But such difficulties could be 
avoided< by limiting the scheme “to large 
and Well established Enterprises. Another 
objection 'is that a subsidy ‘to labour-by, in- 
creasing the rate of labour utilization may 
push up wage rateS‘ in the industries com 
céméd and this -is likely to induce further 
the rural-to—urb‘an migration of labour and 
thus aggravate the problem of Open unem- 
ployment in the urban areas. But as some 
observers ham: pointed out, this is very 
unlikelyjto happen given the relatively high 
elasticity of supply for labour made possible 
by the large 13001 of unemployed already 
existing in the urban area.30 ' 

The foiggoing objections _to .the’ introduc- 
-ti_6n-of’ a 'labOfir subsidy are all indicative of 
the fact [that there "are bound to be prob- 
lems in. implementing such a scheme, but 
thesq could be minimized given the pOSsi- 
bilities already enumerated. 
The sprobablg: limited effectiveness of a 
labour subsidy would seem to Suggest that 
policy makers should combine it with other 
measures in order to achieve more positive , 

results. One such. measure that may be 
worth trying and which has been Suggested 

28‘. 
’ Alan Peacc’ick and Shaw, “Fiscal 

Measures to Create Employment: The Indonesian 
Case”2 Bulletin for litternazional Fiiral_ Dom- 
Mezzmtion, Vol; 27, No. 11 (November 1973), 
.pp; 443-453.

_ 

29. A. R. Prest, “The Roleof Labour Taxes and 
.subsidies' in Promoting Employment in Devcl- 
oping Countries", in ILO, Final Meamre: for 
Employment Promotion in Developing Countriex, 
op; cit., pp. 165-181.

' 

so. Ibid.,r_p, 176-177. 
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in the literature is a discriminatory tax 
against the output of capital intensive in- 
dustrieS.31 Such a measure, by shifting ex- 
penditures from capital-intensive to labour- 
intensive goods, it is argued, Would dis- 

courage activities in the former and in- 

crease it in the latter.32 .But it must be 
emphasised that the success of such '9. meas- 
ure: would very much depend on the degree 
of selectivity of the capital-intensive indus; 
tries whose output should, be taxed. For 
example, if a discriminatory tax is imposed 
on a capital-intensive good whose price 
elasticity of‘ demand is very low, one may 
end up with reducing expenditures on 
labour-intensive goods—the exact opposite 
of the result which is desired.38 
A closely related measure that is‘ralso worth 
considering is a discriminatory tax against 
imported labour-intensive goods in the 
form of heavy impert duties. This would 
produce two desirable effects favouring em- 
ployment creation: it 

‘ would discourage 
competition against labour-intensive goods 
produced domestically and it may at the 
same time encourage the climbing of high 

‘ 

tariff walls by foreign enterprises to set up 
in the country.

‘ 

The problem of urban unemployment in 
developing countries is two-faceted —— the 
demand side on the one hand and the sup- 
ply side on the other. The measures we 
have discussed so far 'are aimed at a solu- 
tion on‘t‘he demand side. But.as was re- 

marked earlier on in this paper, no matter 
hOW positive the results of the measures 
taken to increase (the demand for labour in 
manufacturing industries are, there is a 
limit to the labour-absorptive capacity of 
theseindustries. Thus, supplementary meas- 
ures would need to be taken in order to 
limit the supply of labour to manufacturing 
industries alt source, Le. in the rural areas. 
In this connection, policy measures should 
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I appropriately used, have a great role to Play 

‘31. Alan Peacock apd G. K. Shaw, op. cit” 

aim at weakening the “pull” of labour from 
the urban areas and the “push” of it from 
the rural areas. Among such fiscal measures 
that have been suggested to achieve this 
are:— 

(i) increased government expenditure on 
infrastructural facilities to raise the 
standard of living in the rural areas, 

(ii) improvement in the lot of the farmers 
by increasing their incomes through 
such measures as the adoption of 
higher producer prices for their Prod- 
ucts and the abolition of export taxes 
on primary products.34 

V. SUMMARY CONCLUSION 

In this‘paper, attempt has been made to 
show clearly that fiscal policy measures, if 

in increasing the labour-absorptive capacity 
in the manufacturing industries in this 

country with a View to reducing the high 
rate of urban unemployment. It has also 
been shown that the 'way in which existing 
fiscal incentives have been used in the Past 
for the expansion of manufacturing indus- 
gries has produced a. pervasive effect on 
emplojrmerit generation. This conclusion 
would seem to suggest that,~ given the 
elimination of unemployment as an over~ 
riding objective of. policy alternative fiscal 
measures should be taken to reverse this 

trend. Accordingly, suggestions have been 
made for a modification of existing fiscal 

pt 449. 
32. This type of measure is actually in force in 
Indonesia, Cf. Ibid. 
35. Ibid., p. 449. . .

- 

34. It is gratifying to note that these measures 
were announced in the 1973/74 and 1974/75 
Federal Gavemment Budgets. 
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incentives in a manner to make them more 
driented towards employment promotiqn. 
In addition, Policy makers have been urged 
to consider seriously the introduction of 
new fiscal measures geared to employment 
creation. Two measures in particular have 
been suggested. These include a subsidy to 
labour and the imposition of discriminatory 

‘7‘: it 
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taxes in favour of domestically produced 
labour-intensive goods and against the im-‘ 
portation of labouz-intensive goods. 
Finally, given the fact that there is a «limit 
to. the labour-absorptive capacity of manu- 
facturing industries, it should also be the 
objective of policy -to limit ‘the supply of 
labour touthem. - ¥

* 
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DR. GERT SASS“: 

I 

AU'S'TAUSCH VON AUSKUNFTEN AUF INTERNATIONAL-STEUERLICHEM GEBIET 
1. Wm z'Jt unter ,,Stezzerfluclat” zu ver- 

xteben? 
Es handelt sich um einen sehr umfassenden 
Kornplex, der nicht um: die strafrechtlich 
zu ahnende Steuerhinterziehung (Steuer— 
betrug) einbezieht, sondern bis zu Fallen 
der Steuerumgehung reicht, also die nicht 
notwendigerweise unter Strafe gestellte, 

wohl aber gemeinhin ein Missbrauchs- 
element enthaltende Steuerersparnis. In der 
Praxis werden als hierunter fallend an- 
gesehen Fille der Einschal-tung sogenannter 
,,Basisgesellscha£ten“ in ,,Niedrigsteuer— 
Iindern“, abet auch bestirnmte For-men des 
sogenannten ,,transfer pricing“ im Ra‘hmen 
von Geschfiftsbeziehungen zwischen vet: 
bundenen Unternehmen. 

II. Wamm grez'ft die EG-Kommz‘uion 
dime Thematié auf, die e/aer die Mit- 
glz'edmzaten anzuge/aen scbez'nt 415 die 
Gemez'mc/mft? 

Diese Problematik beschfiftigt die Gemein- 
schaft bereits seit den friihen 60er Jahren. 
Politisch hat sich die Kommission in ihrem' 
Bericht fiber die Steuerregelungen ffir H01- 
dinggesellschaften vom 18. Juni 1975 
(KOM(75)1008 endg.) wie auch in ihrem 
Vorschlag einer Entschliessung des Rates 
fiber multinationals .Gesellschaften vom 
8. November 1973 (ABl. Nr. C 114 vom 
27.12.1973 S. 28) dazu geiiussert. Auch im 
Steuerpolitischen Aktionsprogramm vom 
30. Juli 1975 sind Massnahmen in di‘esem 
Béreich Vorgesehen. 
Unter den Aspekten des Gemeinsamen 
Marktes geht es' um die Eindiimmung fakti- 
scher Verzerrungen auf steuérlichem :Ge- 

biet. Nachdem die Komrnission eine Reihe 
von materialrechtlichen Harmonisierungs- 
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vorschligen auf dem Gebiet der direkten 
Steuem gemacht hat (Vorschlag einer 
Richtlinie ffir Mutter-Tochtergesellschaften 
vom 16.1.1969, A-Bl. C 38 vom 22.3.69 
3. 7, and ffir Fusionen vom 16.1.1969, ABl. 
Nr. C 39 vom 22.5.69 S. 1, steuerliche 
Bestirnmungen im Statut ffir eine européii- 
sche Aktiengesellschaft -—— Vorschlag einer 
Verordnung des Rates vom 30.6.1970, ABI. 
Nr. C 124 vom 10.10.1970, gefinderter 
Vorschlag vom 30.4.1975, Beilage des 
EWG—Bulletins Nr. 4/75, Vorschlag einer 
Verordnung des Rates vorn 17.9.1971 zur 
Gri'mdung von gemeinsarnen Unternehmen 
im Geltungsbereich des EWG-Vertrages, 
ABl. Nr. C 107 vom 25.10.71, S. 15, V01:- 
schlag einer Verordnung des Rates fiber 
die Européiische' Kooperationsvereinigung 
(EKV) yom 21.12.1973, ABl. Nr. C 14 
Vom 15.2.74, S. 30 und im Sommer letzten 
Jahres der Richtlinienvorschlag zur Harmo- 
n-isierung der Kérperschaftsteuersysteme 
und der Regelungen der Quellensteuer auf 
Dividenden, ABl. Nr. C 253 vom 5.11. 
1975, S. 2), glaubt sie, die Problematik der 
.faktischen SteuerverZerrung n'icht ausser 
acht lassen zu kb'nnen. Sie kommt damit der 
Entschliessung des Rates vom 10.2.1975 
fiber Massnahmen der Gemeinschaft zur 
Bekéimpfung der internationalen Steuer- 
'flucht und St‘euerumgehung, ABl. Nr. C 35 
vom 14.2.1975, S. 1, entgegen. 

III. W22 12mm der Problemkomplex in 
.rez'nen Einzelaspekten van der Ge- 
mez'mcbafl aufgegriffen warden? 

1) Es bieten sich-“griissere Lbsungen” des 

* ’E. G. Abteilung‘sleiter, Brfissel. Vortrag ge- 
halten vor dem Benelux IFA Kongress am 7. Mai 
1976 in Amsterdam. 
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2) 

3) 

‘Typs deg: US-Gesetzgebung .unter Ken- 
nedy a_us d’em I‘Jahre 1962 (,,Subpart 
F“) ode: des‘ d‘eutschen Aussensteuer- 
gesetzes Von 1972 ant die das nichtaus- 
geschiittete Einkommen der ,,Bas‘is- 

gesellSchaften“ de'm' dahinjterstehenden 
In’l'alnder st‘euerlich zurechnen. 
Es li'egt ‘auf der Hand, .dass so kompli- 
zierte Gesetze in der Gemeinschaft auf 
ethebliché Schwierigkeiten bei der An- 
wendung in der Praxis stosscn wiirdEn, 
so AdaSs‘ mit einer ,,-grossen Lésung" auf 
absehbare Zeit nicht zu_ techneri sein 
dfirfte. In der Diskussion sind' be; 
grenzteTeillé‘sungen, wie sic in Belgian 
and Frankreich bestehen (BeWeis‘l'ast— 
umkehr fiber Grund und Anger’nessen— 
heit bei Zah‘luggen‘. in ,,Niedrigsteuer- 

~ lander“ sowie Qu'elvlensteuern in: solchen 
Fallen). Auch fiber solche Massnahmen 
lassen, sich ‘jedoch «keine konkreten V01.- 
hersagen ,treffen. 
Zum ,,transfer' Pricing“ geht es zuniichst 
einmal‘ ffir 'die hauptséichli‘chenv F5116 
der Transaktionen iiber unkérperliche 
Gegenstéinde (Lizenzgebfihren, ,Dienst- 
leistungen; Konzemregiekosten usw.) 
Sowie: des Olsektots um 'éin beSSeres 
,,-,fact finding“, s‘fi ein stindiger Er- 
fahrungsaustausch vofgesehen‘ ‘ist (ver~ 

I 

gleiche Artikel 10 des unten erwéihnten 
Richtlinienvorschlags “vom 5. April 
1976).. . 

Hauptansatzpunkt, f"r den Gesamt- 
komplex der ‘Stetierflucht kann daher 
zunéich‘st nu; eine Verst‘iirkung der Zu- 
sarnmenarbeit ‘zwischen den ‘Stcuervcr- 
walt'ungen sein, die in der erwblhnten 
EntschlieSs’ung des Rates als 'Gemein- 
schaftsaufgabe ancrkannt ist. Die Ein- 
zelpunkte d'er Entschliessung, mit der 
sich det nachfo‘lgende Richtlinienent- 
wurf inhaltlich im wesentlichen deckt, 
sollen zur Vermeidun‘g Von Wieder- 
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holungen erst. im Zusammenhang mit 
der Richtlinie grfirtert warden. Hie: ist 
hervormheben nut, dass die But- 
'schliessung auch eine HamiOnisierung 
der internen Kontrolhnbglichkeiten der 
Steuerverwaltungen anspri‘cht +— Unter- 
suchungen, die sich neiturgeméiss fiber 
eine_n lingeren Zeitraum hinziehen w'er- 
lden. 

IV. 172/241: d3; Vow/slag: einer Ricbtlz'm'e 

1) 

2) 

3) 

d'e‘x Rate: 1mm 5. April. 1976 z't'berdie 
gegemez'tz'ge Amtsbz'lj‘e zwz'n‘laen glen 
zmtéifldz'gen Belab'm’env tier Mitg’lz'edi 

:taaten z'm‘ Berez‘c/a der direétgn 
Steaém 

Der Richtlinienentwurf .sieht den Ans; 
tausch Von Auskiinfte‘n zwischen, den 
Steuewefwaltungen, vor, die zu; zutref— 
fenden Steuerfeétsetzung geejgnet sihd. 
Er ‘geht damit zwar fibér die! Bestehen- 
den Doppelbesteucrungsabkommen, die 
im allgemeinen nut den Auskunftsau3< 
tausch iu ihrer Anwendzmg vorschen, 
‘hinaus, abet auch die Arbeiter; zur Neua 
fassung des Artikels 26‘ d‘es 'OECDy 
‘Musterabkommens gehen :in die gleiche 
Richtung. 
Der Auskunftsaustausch- .bezieht sic‘h im 
Wesentli'chen auf die gleichen- Steuern,‘ 
die aucfh ‘b'ereits Gegenstand der' Dop- 
Pelbesteuemngsabkommen Sind; 
Ffir den. Auskunftsaustausch .sind Ineh- 
rere Methodenv Vorgcsehen, die eben- 

' 

falls ffir pden kiinffigen Auskunftsaus; 
tausch nach Artikel 2.6 des‘ OECD- 
Musterabkommens in Betracht gezogen 
warden. 
a) ‘Schon‘ die herkfimmlichen Doppeli- 
'besteuerungsabk'ommen sehen den Aus- 
kunftsaustausch 4q Erma/den vor. Er 
kann‘ verweigert werden, went; der er- 
suchende Staat nicht seine eigenen‘ fib- 
l-ichen Aufldéitungsméglichkéiten aus- 
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geSChiipft hat. Hat die Steuerverwal— 
tung die vexlangten Auski'mfte ‘fiir ihre 
eigenen steuerlichen Zwecke_ nicht 
Prisentz ‘so Wird ~von ihr erwartet, dass 
sic — im Rahmen ihrer Gesetzgebung 

’ und ihrer VerwaltungSpraxis —— die er-
' 

forderliche’n ‘Ermittlurigen anstellt — 
eine logische Konsequenz, Wenn man 
dem Grunde nach den Afiskunfts‘aus— 
tausch bejaht. Daneben sind ZWei For- 
men des Auskunftsaustausches ohne 

' Ersuchen ‘vorgesehen: 
b) Der au‘tdmatische Au'skunftsaus- 
_tausch bezieht si‘ch auf eine'bestimmte 
Gruppe von Einzelfillen, d'eren‘ Kon- 
kretisiérung spiter den Bediirfnissen der 
Praxis fiberlaésen bleibt. 
c). Die spontane Auskunftsiib‘emfitt- 
lung bezieht sich auf ganz bestimmte, 

tbesonder‘s krasse ‘Einzelféille, von denen 
ein-ige typisiérend hervorgehoben sind: 
—— bei éinér naheliegenden Sfeuerver- 

kiirzung, d.h. wenn ein Staat Tat- 
sacheh aufdeckt, die es nahelegen, 
d'ass in einem and'eren Staat‘ die 
Steuer zu gerihg festgesetzt ’wird, 

auch ohne das‘s der entdeckende 
S-taat ~— Was ihm héiufig unmfiglich 
seih‘wird é Anhaltspunkte fiir eine 
Betrugsabsic‘ht hat;

. 

der St’euerpfl‘ichtige macht in ’einem 
Staa't einen Sachverhalt geltend', der ~ 

'zur S'tegerbefreiung oder -erm%issi-_ 
gung'ffi‘hrt, Wfihrend er in einem 
and’éfen Staat' d'as Gegenteil be- 
hauptet;

‘ 

' GeschiftsbeZiehungen zwiscihe'n'zwei‘ 
Personep werden fiber ein' Britt- 

“ land, meiSt ein ,;Niedrigst6uerlénd”, 

. 
geleitet; é bei ano‘malem ,,Atransfer pricing“, 
das‘, ’—-‘—"'angesichts des northaler- 

7 weise zu geringen 'Steuergeffilles in 
d‘er Gemeinschaft -'~ 'um steuerliche 

4) 

s.) 

6) 

' 

besteueru‘ngen 

Motive 'zu rechtfert-igén; Per Sald‘o 
(also unter Beriicksichtigung 'der 
Steuem in' beiden Staaten) zu einer 
Steuererspamis ffihrt; 

—— die Auswertung ‘ 

erhaltener Aus- 
kiinfte ‘ffihrt zur‘ Aurfdeekung 
weiterer Tatsachen, die wiederum 
den anderen Staat interessi’eren kb'n- 

'nen, der die ersten Auskfinfte ge- 
geben hat.

' 

,-Diese1: Katalog kann zwischen den Mit- 
gliedstaaten ergénzt werden,

. 

Dariiber hinaus'ist eder Staat gehalten, 
A'us‘kiinfte au'ch in Weiterefi einschléigi- 

r gen Einzelfiil‘len zu geben. 
Die Entsendung von’ Steuerbeamten 
zwischen den 'Mitgliedstaaten ist nut 
fakultafiv, nicht obligaforisch; Vor- 
ges‘ehen; es solIen Zunachst versuchs- 

‘weiSe z'wische’n einigen‘ interessierten 
Staaten Erfahrungen auf. diesern Gebiet 
gesammelt werden, urn dem éinsc'hl'algi- 
gm Priifungsauft‘rag‘ dcs Rates ‘iri der 
Entschliessung zu ent'sprec’hen.

1 

Auf der anderen ‘Seit'e ist eine dénkbar 
*engé Geheimhaltufigsvors‘c'hrift ~vor- 

gesehen (‘v’érgleiche im einz‘elnen Arti- 
kel 7 des Richtli‘nienentwur‘fs). 
Dafiiber hin‘aus ist sich die Komrnission 
d‘es faktischén Zusani‘rnenhangs be? 
Wusst, der z'Wischen e'inerseits dem vor- 
gesehenen Auskunftsausta'usch und an? 
dererseits der Zunahme von dpel- 

bei Gewinnberic’hti- 
gungen im’ Falle von ,,transfer pricing“ _ 

‘besteht. Sie hat dazu in‘Ziffer 10 der 
A-llgemeinen Erw‘algungeri in der Be- 
ggiindufig' zum R-ichtlinienentwurf der 

I' 

Erwartung Ausdruck gegeben', dass‘ der 
Rat den~ vorliegenden Richtlinienvor- 
sc'hlag ‘gleichzeitig einem in Kiirze 
Vorzulegeriden Richtliniearschlag 

l'zum Problem der genannten Doppel- 
besteuerungen annehmén wird. 
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ELIZABETH A. DE BRAUW-HAY'*:' 
SUDAN: THE PROMOTION ‘OF AGRICULTURAL 

w INVESTMENT AQT, '1976 
The Promotion Qf Agricultural Investment 
Act, 197 6 which was recently Passed fills a 
gap in the fairIy comprehensive legislation 
which already exists on the subject of igl- 
vestment in the Sudan. The already existing 
laws on the subject are the Organisation 
and Encouragement of Investment in 
Economic Services Act, 19731 and the 
Development and Encouragement of In- 
dustrial Investment Act, 1974.2 The latter, 
as its name suggests, encourages investment 
in the industrial field While the former 
aims at encouréging investment in tourism, 
transportation, warehousing and gnti-pest 
control. Now, added to these laws is a 
comprehensive law on investment in the 
field 'of 'agriculture. 

Objective: of the 1976 Act 
(Article 4) ‘ 

The Aim of the Act is to encourage both 
dome§tic and foreign capital investment in 
the field of agriculture in order to bring 
about agricultural development. 
The goals of agricultural development as 
stated in the Act are: 

a) agricultLllr'al‘self-sufficiency; 

1b) achievement of the greatest possible 
volume of production of those agri- 
c'ultural products which the Sudan ex- 
ports in order to increasg its foreign. 
exchange resegves; 

c) diversificatiOn bf' agricultural produc~r 
.tion 50 as to safeguard the Sudan’s 
economy against the danger of relying 
on on_e main cash crop; 

d) fair distribution of agricultural develop- 
ment throughout the Sudan in order to 
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raise the standard of living and increase 
per capita income in all parts of the 
country; 

e) qualitative integration betwiveen agri-' 
cultural and animal Production and 
functional integration bgtween agri- 
culture and industry. 

Tax concem'om available under the Act . 

(Article: 8, 9, 17 and 19) 
Any project or undertaking which con- 
forms to the objectives of 'the Act will be‘ 
eligible, for the following tax concessions: 

a) Exemption from the business profits tax 
fer a maximum period of five years 
from the date of commencement of 
production. This exemption may be ex- 
tended for a further Period of five years 
if total annual profits do not exCeed 
10 percent of the capital invested in the 
Projector undertaking. Business profits 
tax will, however, be levied on profits 
that eXceed the 10 pércent figure as 
follows: 
(i) at the rate of 25 percent of business 
profits tax rate on the first 50 pertgn-t 
of the extra amount; 
(ii) at the rate of 50 Percent. of that 
rate on-the next 30 percent; 

‘ 

(iii) at the full rate on the remaining 

* LLB. Senior associate at the Intergational 
Bureau of Fiscal Documentatiod. 
1. For a short description of the prdvisions of 
that Act see the section on the Sudan in “African 
Tax Systems" published by the Interpational 
Bureau of Fiscal Documentation at p. 6.' 

2. For a discussion of the provisions of the 1974 
Act see Bulletin for International Fiscal Docu- 
mentation, June 1975, no. 6, pp. 243-244.
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40 percent. The Minister (if Finance, 
Planning and National Economy may, 
however, exempt the project or under- 
taking from payment of business profits 
tax on this last percentage if these 
profits are reinvested in the project of 
undertaking concerned. 
Losses incurred during the exemption 
period will be deemed to have been 
incurred in the last year of such period; 
in this connection expenses arising be- 
fore commencement of production and 
depreciation deductions arising within 
the exemption period will be_ deemed‘ 
to be losse_s. 

b) The Act states that exemption will be 
given from all “additional” customs 
duties on plant and machinery, raw 
materials, semi-manufactured materials, 
livestock, seeds fertilisers, pesticides and 
drugs not locally available in sufficient 
quality or quantity and imported by the 
project or undertaking concerned. 
It is not clear from the Act, however, 
what is meant by “additiona ” customs 
duties. 

c) Exemption from excise duties on dom- 
estic materials used by the project 91' 

undertaking. 

d) The Actalso provides for further (un- 
specified) facilities or concessions being 
granted to projects or undertakings 
established in certain parts of the Sudén 
and to those which are of special im- 
portance to the national economy. 

Tmfiféy of profit: abroad 
(Article 11) 
Profits from: the investment of foreign 
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capital in any projector undertaking may 
be transferred abroad in the currency in 
which the capital was imported or in any 
other agreed _cu;:rency. 

Tmmfer of imported mpz‘tal abroad 
(Article 12) ‘ 

The Act likewise contains a guarantee for 
the transfer abroad of the net value of any 
capital imported from abroad and register- 
ed at the Bank of Sudan hi the currency in 
which it was imported or in any other 
agreed currency, 

Guaranteex against nationalimtion 
47M confiscation 
(Article 20) 
Capital invested in a project or undertaking 
may not be confiscated except after a deci- 
sion by a court v\vhich has jurisdiction under 
existing law. Neither may such capital be 
nationalised unless “the high interest of 
the State so requires”. 
If nationalisation does occur adequate com- 
pensation will be paid based on valuation 
of the property involved at prices current' 
at the time of nationalisation. Any such 
compensation will be Paid in annual instal— 
ments over a period not exceeding five 
years in the same currency in which it was 
brought into the Sudan. Provision is made 
for arbitration where the amount of com- 
pensation is disputed and the panel of 
arbiters will consist of one member re- 

presenting the investor,'another represent- 
ing the government of the Sudan and a 
third to be chosen by agreement by the 
other two members or, failing-which, by 
the President of the Supreme Court of the 
Sudan. 
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'FRANQE ' 

Exposé des‘ motifs 
Convention ‘fiscale franco-polbnaise du 20‘juin 1976 

(Projet de Loz' N0,'73. Auemblée Nationale 1975-1976) 
(Official explanation to ‘fbe‘PrenEb-PoliJ/a Tax jTregzty of [um 20;, 1975. 

.Seealjo Sapplement D 1976)
r 

M‘esdames, Messieuts, f. 

A'flfléé‘ 1’97 
4“ ‘ 

Pgs negqaatlogs cogmencees gen Jum 1974“ Poste ‘ 

‘ 
Re_ . Dé; 

a Varsowe; puls repms'es en novembre 1974 cettes penses, Sol‘de 
5. Paris, out. abouti 51 la‘ signature 2‘1 Varsovie, (En millions de francsa); 
1e 20 juin 1975, 'd’une Convention fiscale. A COupoh's et dividendes ~ 2?— . —-, 7 ' 

, ,.. A‘. ,Re " 'tie t
’ 

Avant d examme: les d1sposzt10ns. de cette digigus dim/$5 ’55 men s ;_ _ ‘ _ 
Convention? il’ semble oppOrtun d‘e dOnner Intéréts supméts deb. 
quelques 1nd1cat10ns sur les:' relations 'c‘l’ientéle 

I, 

' 

- "6 —— —~j{— 6 
francd-Polonaises dans le contextc .des- Inféféts. d? PlficementS 6t ‘

V quelles cet Accord es‘t aPpelé 2‘1 s’insérer. credits’bancaues 41 28 +13 
‘ _ 

Brevets et‘redevanqes 5~ —— +‘ 5 
‘Les echanges commemlaux fiance-polonals Frais‘d’étu‘des etde ' '

V out comm, ces d‘emiéres 'anné‘es, un dé- COOPératlon'tEChqé 6 5" + 1 

velOppement Constant, Ce qui correspond ~23. - ' +25 
13.9 volOnté souvmtméaffifmée des deux Sourcez'Banque de, France.‘ 
gouvemements, volonté qui rs"est n‘otam- - 

. 

~‘ ’4' ‘ 

7- ‘ ‘ ‘ ' ‘ -~ 

ment traduite par la signamre 'd’un impor— Les Investlssemenfsfrangals en P0108” 56 
‘ 

tant accord de coopération édonomique,"in- 
‘ 

sont'éle‘v‘és 2“ 2 1111111935" dejfranFs en 1974- 
‘dUStrielle, .scientifique et technique, l'e La fables” de 'Ce Chlffre s’exPhque Par les 
5: octobfe 1972.. forme‘s particuliéres d’organisationv de la 

production dans ce pays. 
Enfin, au 1er janvier 1975, 1.687 Frangais 
étaien‘t éta‘blis en Po‘logne, aloxs que 
102 637 Polonais ,étaient établis, en ace, 
formant ainsi 1a septiéme colOnie éttangére. 

1 L65 chiffres ci-a‘prég montrent cette expan- 
sion des échanges, dont. 1e Solde a toujours ' 

été nettement fa'voxable 5.1a France: 

ExPor‘tations . Importations Par 13 Hombre, 
(Enmillidnsde francs.) . 

I ‘ 7 _. _ , ,.. ‘ 

, . A ~Ces quelques ch1ffres~ montrent lnnpor— 
1 1970 373 . 298 . 

, , . , 

1971 575 407- taupe. des 'relatlons franco-Polonalses. De 
‘ 
197i 641 

' 

498, plus, 165 perspectives de développement de 
' 

1,973 937 . "653‘ 
_ 

ces relations sont Excel-lentes, l'a PolOgne 
1974 

. V 

1 553 1109 
‘ 

sOuhaitant voir la France; pays ami par 12:: 

‘ 

SOUICeiBanquede Ffaflc¢~ - culture et l"histoi1“e, devenir l’un de ses 
, , . , . A . partenaires écOnomiques otcidentaux. privi— 
Si 1a balance commerciale ,est excéden‘taire légiés. Ces véléments permettent d’appréciet 
au profit de la France, la balance des ,paie- l’intérét que présente pOur les deux pays 13. 

I 
meats ‘l’est également. Convention fiscale qui vous est soumise. 
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Bien que la PolOgne ne soit pas membre 
de l’O.C.D.E., le modéle dé convention mis 
au point par cette organisation at, en fait, 
été retenu comma base de travail Par les 
négociateurs. Le prpjet paraphé s’inspire 

largement, tant dans sa structure générale 
que clans nombre de ses dispositions, de ce 
mod‘éle. La plupart des clauses du modéle 
O.C.D.E. ‘sont suffisamment connues, aussi 
s’attachera-t-on surtout, dans le présent ex- 
posé, é commenter les dispositions qui ont 
un caractére particulier 011 um intérét essen- 
tiel et qui donnent 5. 1a Covention entre la 
France et la Pologne ses traits originaux. 

II faut noter, tout d’abord, que le pré- 
ambule de la Convention franco-polonaise 
se réféfe au désir des deux parties de pour- 
suivre et de faciliter le développement de 
leurs relations économiques. Un tel énoncé 
figure dans, d’autres accords conclus entre 
les deux pays. 
Les articles 1 et 2 définissent 1e champ 
d’application de la Convention quant aux 
personnes et aux impéts. Les impéts polo- 
nais visés sont l’impét sur le revenu, l’irn- 

pét sur les salaires et l’impét complérnen- 
taire '21 ces deux impéts. Du cété frangais, la’ 
Convention s’applique é. l’impét' sur' le 
revenu, 5. l’impét sur les sociétés, mais aussi 
2‘1 1a contribution des Patentes. Cette disposi- 
tiOn aura essentiellement pour conséquence 
pratique d'exonérer de cette contribution 1a 
compagnie aérienne polonaise L. O. T. pour 
les installations qu’elle posséde en France. 
Cette exonération a été acceptée dans un 
souci de réciprocitéz aucune contribution 
analogue n’existant en Pologne. 
L’article 3 reprend les définitions habi- 
tuelles d’un certain nombre de termes ou 
d’expressions. 

L"artic1e 4 fixe les régles permettant de 
déterminer l’Eta’t vde résidence d’un con- 
tribuable d’une fagon générale et dans 
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l’hypothése oil un contribuable serait con- 
sidéré comme résident des deux Etats. 
L’article 5 Précise les conditions dans les- 
quelles une entreprise d’un Etat contractant 
qui exerce son activité dans l’autre Etat con- 
tractant, est réputée y posséder un établisse- 
ment stable. A cet égatd, les dispositions 
habituelles de la convention modéle de 
l’O. C. D. E. ont été reprises. Toutefois, 1e 
Protocole annexé 5. 1a Convention précise 
que, pendant 1a période d’application de 
l’Accord sur le'développement de la coopé- 
ratiOn économique, industrielle, scientifique 
et technique entre la. France et la Pologne, 
signé 1e 5 octobre 1972 pour une durée de 
dix ans mais qui pent étre prolongée, un 
chantier de construction on de montage ne 
sera. considéré comme ‘un établissement 
stable que si 59. durée dépassé diX-huit mois. 
Cette disposition s’appliquem en particulier 
aux entreprises frangaises qui constmisent 
des usincs ou des hétels en vue de leur 
livraison «clé en main», ou qui procédent 

~:31 des installations industrielles. 

Les articles 6 £1 21 fixent les régles d’im- 
position des différentes catégories de 
tevenus. 
Les dispositions de l’article 6, ‘relatif aux 
revenus immobiliers, n’appellent Pas de 
commentaires Particuliers. 
Les régles d’imposition des entreprises, '21 

l’a'rticle 7, me sont pas différentes de celles 
adoptées avec d’autres pays. 
Toutefois, des précisions sur I’imposition 
des établisséments stables ont été apportées 
dans le Protocole. 11 y est Prévu que los- 
qu’une entreprise d’un Etat vend des 
marchandises ou exerce une activité dans 
l’autre Etat par l’intermédiaire d’un établis- 
sement stable qui y est situé, 1e résultat de 
cet éiablissement n’est pas déterminé 2‘1 

partir du montant total du chiffre d’affaires 
ou de la rémunération de 1’ entreprise, mais 
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\ est Icalculé a partir de la rémunération 
attribuable é l’intervention Propre de 
l’établissement stable .dans la vente ou 
l’activit‘é en que§tion. Cette précision a pour 
but d’éviter que les établissements stables 
en Pologne d’entreprises frangaises n’y 
soient imposés sur la base d’un pourcentage 
du chiffre d’affaires ou de la rémunération 
de l’entreprise correspondant '21 la totalité 

_ 
de ses ventes on son activité en Pologne. 
Conformément 5. Particle 8, Ies‘ bénéf-ices 
que ‘les entreprises de transport retirent du 
trafic international ne sont imposables que 
dans l’E-tat 01‘1 est situé 1e siége de la direc- 
tion effective de l’entreprise. Cefte régle 
s’applique aux entfieprises de navigation 
maritime et aérienne, mais également aux 
entreprises de transport ferroviiaire Ou 
routier. Il en est de mérne dans la Conven- 
tion fiance-roumaine qui‘a étjé signée 1e 
27 septembre I974. Cetfie régle s’applique 
aussi, en vertu 'du paragraphs 5, dans le cas‘ 
01‘1 l’entreprige Ioue les navires, aéronefs ou 
véhicules qu’elIe exploite. Par ailIeurs, la 
définition, figurant £1 Particle 3, de 'l’ex- 
pression «trafic international» est précisée 
dang 1e: Protocole. Il est ainsi entendu 
qu’elle comprend également les transports 
effectués par conteneurs, par barges em- 
barquées sur des navires, ou par tout autre 
équipement lié z‘a. l’exploitation de navires, 
d’aéronefs ou de véhicules, que ces maté- 
riels soient possédes par l’entreprise ou pris 
en location.‘ ' 

L’artide 9, relatif aux entreprises associées, 
reprend les dispositions habituelles et n’ap- 
pelle pas de commentaires. 
En ce qui concerne lés dividendes, l’articl‘e 
10 reprend tout d’abord une disposition 
habituelle qui‘ prévoit que les dividendes 
sont imposables dans I’Etat de résidence du 
bénéficiaire. Une autre disposition, com.- 
p‘lémentaire de la premiére, prévoit que 
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l’Etat d’ofi proviennent ces dividendes .peut 
prélever une retenue ,5; la source limité’e A 
5% de leur montant si 1e bénéficiaire est 
une sociétéqui dispose d’au moins' 10% du 
capital de la société distributrice et 2‘). 15% 
dans tous, les autres cas‘. Les autres disposi~ 
tions de cet article (définition des dividen- 
des, dividend’es rat-tachésé un établissement 
stable) nfappellent pas de remarques. 

L’article 11, .rela'tif aux intéréts, prévoit, 
Contrairemént 5. la clause de I'O.-C. 
qui comporte un partage d’imposition, leur' 
imposition exclusive dans‘ I’Etat de rési- 
deuce du bénéficiaire. La suppression de 
toute reténue '21 la souxce dans I’Etat d’oil 
proviennent les intéréts ne peut que favo-

_ 

riser la conclusion de ptéts et la vente 2‘1 

crédit de biens et d’équipements frangais en 
Pologne. Mais elle jouera également quand 
des entreprises frangaises acquerront 2‘1 

crédit des bienS' d’équipement en Pologne. 
Ce cas s-’ est déjé prééenté lors de l’aehat par 
des armateurs frangajs de‘ navires de péche 
polonais. Les-autres, dispositions de Particle 
11 (définition des intéréts, intéréts rattachés 
é um établiSsement stable, Vintéréts vexsés 
entre des sociétés apparentées) n’appellent 
pas de remarques. ‘

‘ 

S’agissant des redevances, l’article 12 re~ 
prend‘ la régle d’imposition dans l’Etat de, 
résidence du bénéficiaire et_ la possibilité 
pour. I’Etat'd’ofi eIIesl proviennent d’im4 
'poser une retenue 2‘1 121 source limitée :1 10% 
de leur montant. Toutefoisz dans le souci 
de maintenir et de Ignforcer les r¢lations 
culturelles'traditionnelles entre la France et 
la Pologne; les deux Parties sont convenues 
qulaucune reten’u‘e i la Source ne serait pré- 
lev'ée sun les redevances 5. caractére cultufel. 
I1 faut noter, par ailleurg, que la définition 
dES redevances, telle qu’elle est précisée par 
le Protocole; exclut les rémunérations vet; 
sées pour Pusage ou la concession de l’usage 
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d’un équipment commercial, indhsfriel ou 
scientifique (contfats de location de type 
«crédit bail»), ainsi que celles versées pour 
des services consistant en études ou recher- 
ches d’ordre scientifique ou technique on 
pour des services de conseil, de contréle 
ou de supervision. De telles rémunérations 
versées 5. un résident d’un Etat et provenant 
de l’autre- Etat, ne seront donc imposables 
dans cet autre Etat que dans le mesure 01‘1 

elles peuvent étre rattachées, si elles sont 
pergues «par une entreprise, a un établisse— 
ment stable de cette entreprise dans cet 

autre Etat? on, Si elles sont pergues par une 
personne physique, é. une base fixe dont 
cette personne dispose dans cet autre Etat. 
Les autres dispositions de l’article 12 
(redevances rattachées '21 um établissement 
stable, redevances yerségs en'tre sociétés 

apparentées) n’appellent pas de commen- 
taires. 

A Propos de l’impp’sition des gains en 
capital, qui est traitée a l'article 13, on peut 
note: que, ‘comme dans la plupart des autres 
conventions signées par la France, 121 régle 
d’imposition des plus values immobiliéres 
dans le pays du situs s’appliques également 
aux parts on droits analogues dans les 

sociétés dont l’actif est composé principale- 
ment de biens immobiliers. Cette régle, 

ainsi que celle qui, 51 l’atticle 6, Précise‘ que 
'les bieng immobiliers 'sOnt définis con- 

formément 51 1a législation fiscale de I’Etat 
01‘1 ces biens 'sont situés, a pour objet de 
permettre '21 la France d’appliquer les régles 
particuliéres de sa fiscalité immobiliére. 

Les articles 14 et 15 réglent, selon les dis- 
positions habituelles, l’imposition des 
revenus provenapt de l’exercice d’activités 
indépendantes ou salariées. Il faut notes: 

que, compte tenu des dispositic‘ms de 
l’article 8, les rémunérations versées au titre 
‘d’iun emploi salarié exercé 5. bond d’un 
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navire ou d’un aéronef, mais aussi d’un 
véhicule ferroviaire ou rout-ier en trafic 

international, ne sont imposables que da'ns 
7' 

l’Etat oil ‘le siége de 121 direction effective 
de l’entreprise est situé. 
L’article 16, relatif aux tantiémes et revenus 
assimilés, n’appelle pas de commentaires. 

L’article 17 prévoit l’imposition des revenus 
des artistes et des sportifs dans l’Etat 01‘1 

ils exercent leurs activités en cette qualité, 
ainsi que l’application de la régle, qui tend 
5. entrer dans la partique intéfnationale et 
qui est destinée '21 combattre un protédé 
d’évasion fiscale, selon laquelle l’artiste ou 
le sportif peut étre imposé dans l’Etat 01‘1 

i1 exerce son aotivité, mérne si 565 services 
sont foumis par une tierce personne. Par 
ailleurs, les revenus que les artistes ou les 
sportifs regoivent pour des activités exercées 
dans le cadre des échanges culturels ap- 

prouvés Par l’Etat 01‘1 ils résident, ne sont 
imposables que dans cet Etat. 

Les pensions, autres que les pensions 
versées en considération de services an‘té- 

rieurs ‘de caracté‘re public, ne sont, en vertu 
de Particle 18, imposables que dans l’Etat 
de résidence du bénéficiairc. Par centre, 
I’arti’cle; 19. dispose que les rérnunér’ations 
et pensions versées pit un Etat’ au titre de 
serVices de caractére public ne sont im- 
posables que dans cet Eta-t. Toutefois, cette 

I 

régle ne s’applique pas aux rémunérations 
et pensions publiques vers‘ées Par um Etat 
5. un rés'ident de l’autre Etat qui‘ en posséd'e 
la nationalité. 

L’atticle 20 traduit 1e souci de faciliter 1e" 

séjour dans un Etat des enseignants, cher- 
cheur‘s et étudiants résidents de l’autre Etat. 
A ‘cet‘effet, les professeurs et les chercheurs 
sons exonérés d’impét pendant deux ans 
dans I’Etat 01‘1 ils séjoument, sous la ré— 

serve, en ce qui concetne les chercheurs, que 
leurs travaux soient entrepris dans l’intérét 
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public. Par ailleurs, les étudiants et stagiai- 
res sent expnérés dans l’Etat 0121 ils séjour- 
nent, d’une part pour les sommes qu’ils 
regoivent de sources situées hors de cet Etat, 
d’autre part pour les rémunérations qu’ils. 

pergoivent dans cet Etat 2‘). condition qu’elles 
soiegit nécessaires '21 leur entretien ou que les 
services 2‘). raison desquels ~elles sont versées 
soient en rapport avec leurs études. 

L’article 21 prévoit que, sauf s’ils sont 
rattachés £1 un établissement stable on 5. une 
base fixe, les revenus qui ne sont pas traités 
dans d’autres articles de la Convention, ne 
sont imposables que‘ clans I’Etat d‘e rési- 
dence du bénéficiaire. 
L’article 22 reprend les dispositions habi- 
tuelles concernant Ia fortune. 

L’article 23 fixe ‘les régles permettant 
d’éliminer les doubles ‘impositions. La. 
France accorde 2‘1 un résident de France 
recevant des revenus visés aux articles 10, 
12, 14, 16 et 17 provenant de Pologne et 
imposablesr en Pologne conformément 2‘1 Ia 
Convention l’imputation de l’impfit polo- 
nais payé sur l’impét frangais exigible au 
titre de ces revenus. L'es autres revenus 
qu’un résident de France regoit de Pologne, 
sont exonérés en France lorsqu’ils sont im- 
posables en Pologne. Par ailleurs, la possi- 
bilité d’appliquer la régle du taux effectif 
est prévue. La Pol'ogne applique, quant 5. 

elle, des régles systématiques. 

L’artide 24 comparte les clauses habituelles 
V 

de non-discrimination. Toutefois, le Proto- 
cole précise que les dispositions de cet 
article ne visent pas, en ce qui concerne 1a 
Pologne, 1a taxe de de'claration et la taxe 
pour la permission d’ouverture d’un établis- 
sement. Les résident frangais pourront donc 

_ 

avoir 2‘1 acquitter en Pologne ces taxes qui 
sont, d’ailleurs, de faible mantant, 2‘: un 
taux différent de celui applicable aux rési- 
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dents ‘polonais. Il‘ est éga‘lement précisé au 
Protocole que les entreprises frangaises ne 
pourront se prévaloir des dispositions de 
l’article 24 Pour réclamer l’applica-tion du 
régime fiscal particulier existant en Pologne_ 
pour les entreprises du secteur socialisé de 
l’économie. 

Lcs articles 25 (procédure amiable) et 26 
(échange de IEnSeignements) n’appellent 
Pas‘de commentaires. 
L’article 27, relatif aux fonctionnaires 
diplomatiques et consulaires e’t aux organi-' 
sations internationales, reprend les régles 
habituelles. 11 est complété, dans le Proto- 
cole, par une disposition prévoyant l’exten- 
sion du bénéfice de 19. Convention aux 
fonctionnaires diplomatiques et consulaires‘ 
ressortissants d’un Etat et en poste dans 
l’autre Etat ou d'ans un Etat tiers. 
Selon un dispositif adopté' dans certaines 
canventions récemment négodées, rl’article 

28 définit 1e champ d’application territorial 
d'e l’accord qui est ainsi limité, en ce qui 
concerne la France, aux départements euro- 
péens et d’Outre-Mer, seules partieg du 
territoire de la République frangaisé 01‘1 

s’appliquent les impéts visés par la Conven- 
tion. 

L’article 29‘, relatif 2‘1 l’entrée en vigueur, 
prévoit une application rétroactive de 13. 

Convention au 1er janvier 1974. Cette dis- 
position permeftra de régler un certain 
nombre de ca's particuliets de double impo- 
sition actuellement pendants. L’article 30, 
relatif "21 la cessation d’application, n’appelle 
pas de remarques. 

Enfin, le texte méme de 13. Convention est 
complété par un Protocole qui apporte des 
précisions concernant les articles 3, 5, 7, 12, 
24 et 27. On ne reviendra pas sur ces pté- 
cisions qui ont déjz‘t été évoquées dans le 
présent exposé. 
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,Sfajoutant aux conventions déjfi signées 
avec la Tchécoslovaquie, la‘ Yougoslavie et 
la Roumanie, 1a Convention fiscale avec la 
Polog‘ne constitue un élément de la poli- 

' 

tique frangaise 5. ‘l’égard des Pays de 
I’Europe orientale. Elle facilitera l’activité 
des entreprises frangaises dans un pays dé- 
sireux de bénéficier de rapport de capitaux 
.étrangersuet; de technologie’ industrielle pour 
son développement économique et‘ avec 
lequel certaines de ces entreprises ont déjz‘a. 
passé d’importants cqntrats. Nos entreprises 
jibénéficieront ainsi d’un régime équivalent 
é. celui des entreprises d’autres Pays in: 
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dfistriels ayant déjé. signé un accord de 
méme nature avec la Pologne, comme 
I’Allemagne (Convention du 18 décembre 
1972); et les Etats-Unis (Convention 'du 

8 octobre 1974). ‘Cette ConVentibn marque, 
en outte, la volonté des deux Pays de 
raffermir leurs .traditiionnelles relations 
d’ami-tié, ‘et supprimera les obstacles d’ordte 
fiscal aux échanges, culturels avec un Pays 
of; l’influence de la langue et de la culture 
frangaise demeure trés importante. 
Telles sont les principales dispositions du 
texte qui vous est sournis aujourd’hui en 
vertu de Particle 53 de la Constitution. 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Taxation of the undistributed income of controlled foreign corporations* 

I. ISSUE 

Since the introduction of the Federal in- 
come tax in 1913, the United States has 
employed a “classical” system of taxing 
corporations and their shareholders. Under 
a classical system, carporations and their 
shareholders are separately taxed, A cor- 
poration’s tax liability is not affected by the 
amount of dividends it distributes to its 
sharéholders, and conversely (with limited 
exceptions) a shareholder’s tax liability 
depends on dividends receiVed, and is not 
affected by either the amount of tax paid 
by the corporation or by the corporation’s 
retained earnings and prof-its. 
These principles extend to a U.S. share- 
holder in a foreign corporation. No U.S. 
tax‘ is imposed on the U.S.‘ shareholder 
until (and unless) the shareholder receives 
dividends from the foreign corporation. 
This consequence of a classical‘system of 
taxation is called deferral, because the U.S. 
tax on the incorne of a foreign c0£poration 
is deferred until dividends are paid. 
The bulk of U.S. investment in foreign 
corporations is undertaken, not by indi- 
vidual shareholders, but by U.S. based 
multinational enterprises. 80 long as earn- 
ings are zetained abroad by foreign cor- 
porate subsidiaries, the U.S. _parent cor- 
poration pays no U.S. tax-on the foreign 
income.1 If .taxable corporate earnings are 
defined the same way abroad as in the 
United States? and if the host government 
applies a tax rate loWer than the U.S. cdr— 
porate tax rate of 48 percent, the difference 
in rates represents a temporary tax saving 
to the.parent corporation. 
Multinational firms based in the United 
States argue that deferral is necessary -to 

allow them to compete on even terms with 
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foreign firms. In their View, tax neutrality 
requires the same rate of taxation on all 
firms operating in the same Country. The 
U.S. multinational firms suggest that the. 
termination of deferral would bring about 
changes in foreign tax practices and divi- 
dend distribution rates that would erode or 
eliminate U.S. tax revenue gains, and that, 
without deferral, the fozeign expansion of 
U.S. firms would be curbed, profits and 
U.S. tax revenues might decline, and‘ U.S. 
exports to foreign markets mightfa'll. 
Others object that deferral enables foreign 
investment to enjoy rtax advantages nqt 
available for domestic investment. In this 
View, tax neutrality requires the same taxa- 
tion of investment at home and investment 
abroad. Expressing concern for the impact 
of foreign investment on American jobs, 
and the loss of potential tax revenue, labor 
groups in particular have questioned the 
continuance of deferral. This concern was 
expressed most strongly in the late 19605 
and early 19705. Since 1972, a system .of 
flexible exchange rates and the DISC legis- 
lation have, to some extent, answered the 
concern over foreign tax advantages. 

II. PRESENT LAW 
1. Clpzm'ml system of taxation 
Under present law, alcorporation and its 
shareholders are taxed separately. The cor- 
* Preliminary analis of the U.S. Treasury 
Department prepared by the Treasury's Office of 
International Tax Affairs for 'the House Ways 
and Means Committee'Task Force on Taxation 
of Foreign Income. 
-1. The foreign subsidiary may pay interest, rqyal- 
ties, and management fees to the U.S. parent 
corporation, and these types of income would, 
of courée, be taxed currently by the United 
States.

r 
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poration is taxed on its earnings; the share- 
holders are taxed on distributed dividends. 
This is known as a “classical” or separate 
entity system ‘of taxation. By contrast, un- 
der . an “integrated” system of taxation, 

either the taxes imposed on the corporation 
are claimed (in whole or part) as 'a tax 
credit by the shareholder, or the corporation 
is allowed ,a reduced tax rate on,dividendsr 
paid. Britain, France; Germany, Canada, 
Japan, and other industrial countries have 
adopted various.types of integrated tax 

systems. The Administration has proposed 
an integrated system for the United States, 

~ and the proposal is now under Congres- 
siqna’l consideration. , 

Over the: years, the United States has made 
limited exceptions to its separate entity 

system of taxation. Certain éxceptions 'are 

intended to recognize the ecOnomic unity 
of an affiliated group of corporations With- 
in the United States, to avoid double taxa- 
tion when dividends are distributed from 
ofie corporation to another, or‘to encourage 

' small- business. Other except-ions are iri- 

tended to discourage tax abuse by individ- 
uals investing in domestic or fofeign cor- 
porations. Subpart F is principally designed 
to di3courage tax abuse by U.S. corpora- 
tions which. control foreign corporations. 

2. Exgeption: {0 fecagnz'ze‘ economic reality 
and avoid doable taxation. 

(a) Consolidated return. Under specified 
circumstances (Section 1501), related dom- 
estic ‘coiporation‘s are pérmitted to file a 
consolidated return. The consolidated re- 

turn recognizes the econOmic unity: of a 
corporate group. Through the mechanism 
of a consolidated-return; the profits of one 
domestic corporation may be used to offs'et 
the lossesof another. In thi§ Way, rélated 
corporations “can share their investment 
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risks.2 A foreign corporation cannot, how- 
ever, join a consolidated return.3 , 

(b) Dividends received deduction. Divi- 
dends distributed from one domestic cor- 
poration to another are entitled to an 85 
percent or 100 perc-ient dividends received 
deduction, depending on the extent of 
affiliation between the two corporations 
(Section 243.). The Purpose of the divi- 

dends received deduction is to avoid double 
taxation at the corporate level. Dividends 
received by a domestic corporation fgom a 

foreign corporation are not eligible for the 
deduction.4 . 

(c) Subcbapter S. Under Subchapter S 
(Sections 1371-1379) certain small cor- 

porations can elect to be treated for tax ‘ 

purposes much like a partnership. If an 
election is made, 'there is no corporate tax, 
all earnings (Whether or not. distributed) 
are taxed'_‘to the shareholders, and losses 
can be claimed as a deduction by, the share- 
holders. The pufpose of Subchapter S is to 
encourage small business. 

3. Exception: to dixcozzmge Mx 452439 by, 

individz‘mls.
' 

(a) Accumulaied earning: tax) The Reve- 
nue Act of 1915 containedihe antecedents 
of today’s accumulated earnings 'tax (Section 
531). This is a penalty tax imposed on a 
corporation when it unreasonably accumu- 

A lates Earnings for the Purpose of shielding 
shareholders from personal income taxa- 

tion. 
‘

v 

‘ 2.. Only one surtax exemption Can be claimed. 
on the consolidated return. . 

3. Certain contiguous country corporations, de—‘ 

fined under Section 1504(;d)r, are allOwedlto join 
a consolidated return, . 

‘

. 

4. The dividends received deduction is available . 

for dividends paid by_ a forfiejgn corporation 
which earns at least 50 percent of its gross in—

‘ 

come from a. trade or business (Section 245) . 
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(b) Permmzl holding company tax. In 
1934, Congress enacted the personal hold- 
ing company tax (Sections 541-547). This 
is a penalty tax on the undistributed per- 
sonal holding company income of a cor- 
poration that receives at least 60 percent of 
its adjusted ordinary gross income from 
passive investment sources and certain types 
of personal service's, and is owned to the 
extent of more than' 5.0 percent in value by 
five or fewer individuals. The tax applies 
to the corporation and not to the share- 
holders. The tax can be mitigated if the 
carporation declares a “deficiency divi- 
dend.” 
(c) Foreign permmzl Isoldz'ng company. In 
1937, Congressional investigation brought 
to light the formation of “incorporated 
pocketbooks” abroad by United' States citi- 
zens. These corporations, designed to col- 
lect and retain Passive investment income, 
were domiciled in countries, such as the 
Bahamas and Panama with little or no cor- 
porate income tax. As foreign corporations, 
they could not be effectively taxed either on 
their accumulated earnings or as personal 
holding companies. 
The Congressional remedy was to enact the 
foreign personal holding company legis- 
lation (Sections 551-558) which' taxes each 
U.S. shareholder on his Pro rata share of 
the foreign corporation’s undistributed in- 
come. Certain tests must be met before the 
foreign corporation is characterized as a 
foreign personal holding company. At least 
60 percent of its gross income must be 
derived from passive sources (dividends, 
interest, rents, royalties, capital gains, ‘in- 

come from an estate or trust, personal 
service income and certain other items), and 
more than 50 percent in value of the stock 
must be owned by not more than five US. 
individuals. When these tests are met, each 
shareholder is deemed to receive a distribu- 
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tion from the foreign personal holding 
company, and deferral of US. tax liability 
on the foreign income is effectively pre- 
c1u‘ded.5 

The foreign personal holding company 
legislatiOn did not reach foreign investment 
companies that sold shares widely among 
US. individuals. Such companies, domicil- 
ed in Iowetax jurisdictions, could thus retain 
their dividend and interest income free 
from US. tax. The shareholders could later 
realize the income in the form of capital 
gains, if and when the shares were sold. 
The Revenue Act of 1972 abolished this 
device in one of two ways. Either the gains 
realized by the shareholder on disposition 
of the stock would be taxed as ordinary ‘in- 
come to the extent of' accumulated earnings 
(Section 1246), or the foreign investment 
company could enter a binding election'to 
distribute at least 90 percent of its income 
annually (Section 1247). 

4. Exceptions to discourage tax abme by 
corporations. 

(a) Section 367. The Internal Revenue 
Code permits numerous types of tax-free 
corporate reorganizations. One corporation 
may acquire another, a subsidiary may 
merge into a parent, or a corporation may 
divide into séveral parts, all without creat- 

> 

ing a taxable event. The underlying philo- 
sophy is that, so long as assets remain in 
“corporate solution”, and are not distribut- 
ed -to individual shareholders, reorganiza- 
tion is a matter of economic convenience 
’for the firm and need‘ not provide an occa- 
sion for taxation. 
Reorganizations that involve foreign cor- 

5. The individual shareholders are not permitted 
to claim a credit for any foreign corporate income 
tax paid. The deemed paid credit (Section 902) 
is only available to US. corporatiéns. . 
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pofzifions create an exception to this basic 
Philosophy. The concern arose very early 
that dOmesti'c or foreign corporate income 
that had not previously been taxed by the 
United States could forever leave, its tax 
jurisdiction through” corporate reorganiza- 
tion. In 1932, the predecessor of, Section 
5677 was enacted. It prevents taxefree ‘ex- 
changes involving foreign ‘cofporations un- 
less “it has- been established to the satis- 

faction of the Secretary 01: his delegate that 
§uch exchange is not in pursuance of aplan 
having as one of, its principal. purposes the 
ailoidance o'f‘ ‘Fedéral income taxes.” 
In any teOfgar’i’izatiOn involving a foreign 
corporation, the U48. taxpayer must first 

obtain a; Section, 367 ruling frorii the Inter- 
nal Revenue Service that the exchange is 

not it} pursuance of such a plan, or ‘the 
transaction will ‘be treated as a taxable 
event. Offez‘r the ta‘Xpayer must pay a “toll‘ 
charge,” involving? partial. recdgnition of 
the gain, in order 5to receive a. favorable 
Section 367Vniling. Thé ruling might also 
be accompanied by a closing agreement 
which preserves the US. tat base (Revenue 
Procedures 168-23 and 75-29).

‘ 

(b) S‘uZfipart F and its exélz‘uz'om. The early 
afiti-abfisei'fifovisiOns were addressed to 
situatiOnS Where an- individual U.SJ share- 
holder took “advantage of‘ lower US. or 
foreign corporate tax rates, or where a U.S.. 
Corporation took Advantage of the tax~free 
réo‘rganization pgovisiohs. The Rgve‘nue Act 
of 1962 partially terminated“ defe'rral‘ in 
answer to"t,hev tax abuse which may arise 
when a, US. Pa're'nt corporation ta’ke’s ad- 
vantage of lower foreign corporate tax rates 
on ordinafjr income in tax haven *COuntri'es. 
The Kennedy .Administration originally 
sought the cbmpletxf: termiqatipn of defer~ 
ralj, but Congress adopted: a more focused 
approach. The-history and drafting of, sub; 
part F (Sections 951-964): indicate that it 
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represents a compromise between the com- 
plete termination of deferral and the clas- 
sical system of taxing foreign "corporate in— 
Come. The purpose of subpart F is to terf 
minate deferral in tax abuse situations, yet 
otherwise retain the separate taxation of 
a foreign corporation and its US. share- 
holders. 

‘

I 

Subpart F, was enacted in '1962, taxes U.S-. 
shareholders currently on the income of a 
controlled foreign corporation when the 
nature of the corporation and its sources of 
income combine to exhibit tax haven char- 
acteristics; “ The foreign corporation' is 

potentially subject to subpart F if :it is a 
controlled foreign corporation (CFC), that 
is to say, if the voting stock is more than 
50 percent owned by US. “shareholders,” 
defined as individuals or corporations each 
controlling at least 10 percent of the voting 
stock“6 ‘ 

If ‘the foreign corporation can Establish that 
it did not have as one of its purposes a sub- 
stantial' reduction in taxes (Section 954 
(b)’(4)’), it will not fall within Subpart F. 
The substantial reduction testis not defined 
with reference to U.S. taxes. Rather the test 
is Whether taxes. have beer; reduced by 
comparison with the taxes :that would have 
been imposed by ‘the buying or ’selling 
country; or the paying or receiving country, 
if a third country corporation had not been 
interposed in the transaction (Regulations 
1.9541(1)) (.4), example (1)). A company 
which was not organized with tax reduc- 
tion as one of its significant purposes can,

' 

howevez,‘sti11 have subpart, F income on 
individual transactions undertaken for the 
purpose of_ tax 'avoidance. 

6. In the case of a controllgd foreign corporation 
that insures U.S. risks, the test is whether more 

25 pegcent of the voting stock is oWned by 
US. shareholders. (Section 957(13):).

" 
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A~conttolled foreign corporation's inéome 
is subject to subpart F if it is derived from 
the insurance of US. risks, or if it is char- 
acterized as foreign base company income. 
Foreign .base company income includes: (1) 
foreign personal holding company income. 
(interest, dividends-rents, and similar cate- 
gories of paSsive income); (ii) foreign base 
company sales income (income derivéd by 
the» CFC from selling or buying Personal 

- property :to or from a related person, if the 
Property is both produced and sold for use 
outside the country in which the CFC is 

incorporated); and (iii) foreign base com— 
' 

pany services income (income derived from 
the performance of technical, managerial, 
or similar services or on behalf of a related 
person outside the country of CFC in- 
corporation) .

4 

When the foreign corporation and the tom- 
Position of incOme meet these statutory 
tests, the US. shareholders are generally 
deemed to receive a distribution of retained 
earnings and are taxed accordingly, with” 
provisions for a foreign tax credit‘ (Sections 
960 and 962). As a backstop'to subpart F, 
the Revenue Act of 1962 required that 

- when a US. shareholder disposes of shares 
in a controlled foreign, corporation, the 
gains must be reported as ordinary income 
to the extent of earnings. and profits accu- 
mulated after 1962 (Section 1248).'r This 
provision forestalls the accumulation of 
earnings in a CFC not subject to subpa’rt F, 
and the taxation of that income at more 
favorable Capital gains rates. 
The Revenue Act of 1962 provided seyeral 
exclusions to the general rule of current 
U.S.' taxation: of ‘subpart F income. The Tax 
Reduction Act of 1975 repealed or modi- 
fied four of the exclusions and addedEOne 
new exclusion; ' 

‘ 

'
~ 

(i) Minimzzm dixtribzttz'on. The parent cor- 
Porat-ion could eIect a sd-called “minimum 
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distribution.” The minimum distribution 
was a constructive distribution of earnings 
from. CFC_s with and Without subpa'rt F 
income. If the minimum distribution shOw- 
ed that average foreign taxes were equal to 
a certain percentage 01: within certain per-l 
centage points of the US. tax rate, the 
deemed distributions under subpart F were 
reduced or eliminated. The minimum distri- 
bution election was repealed by the Tax 
Reduction Act of 1975. 
(ii) Len develbped country corporations. 

‘ The subpart 1? income of a CFC derivécf 
from and reinvested in “qualified invest- 
mEnts” in less developed vcountgies was‘ ex~ 
clud'ed from the definition of foreign base 
company income. Less developed countries 
were broadly defined to include all natiOns 
outside of industrial Europe, Canada, 
japan, Eastern Europe, and the? Sino-Soviet 
bloc. This exdusion was replaced by the 
Tax Reduction Act of 1975. ‘ 

(iii) 30-70 rule. If less than 30‘ percent of 
CFC income was characterized as foreign 
base company income, than a special rule 
provided that none of the income would 
retain that character and no deemed distri- 
bution was required. If between 30 and‘ 70 
percent of the income was characterized as 
foreign base company income,' then the ac- 
tual percentage would have. that character 
and that percentage would be subject to a‘ 
deemed distribution. Above 70 percent, the 
entire CFC income would be characterized 
as foreign base company income and-would“ 
be deemed distributed.‘ The Tax Reduction 
Act: of 1975 changed the 30 percent _rulé to 
a 10 percent rule. ‘

. 

(iv) Skipping z'mome. As Originally en- 
acted? subpart F prpvided an exclusion from

. 

An exception was made for thc disposition 
of shares in 8.1655 developed country corporation 
(Section -1248(d) (3)). 5 I 
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foreign base company income for income 
derived from, or -in- Connection with, the 
use of any aircraft or vessel in foreign com- 
merce. The Tax Reduction Act of 1975‘ 
required that shipping income be reinvested 
in shipping operations to qualify for this 
exclusion. 

(v) Agricultural 34195. The Tax Reduction 
Act of 1975 modified the definition of 
foreign base Company sales income to ex- 
cludelincome from sales of agricultural 
commodities which are not grown in the 
United States in commercially marketable 
quantities. The Tax Reform Act of 1975, 
HR. 710612, passed by the House and now 
under cqnsideration by the Senate; would 
brOadEn this exclusion to cover agricultural 
products which are significantly different 
in grade or type from agricultural products 
groWn in the United States. ' 

m. ANALYSIS 

1. International tax neutrality. 
Tax neutrality is a broad concept which is 
often defined in conflicting ways. Whether 
foreign corpo'rate income is taxed by the 
United States currently br only when divi- 
dends are distributed is one element in a 
definition of international tax neutgallity, 

but his not the only element. The relation- 
ship Betwéen deferral and international tax 
neutrality must be viewed in the overall 
contest‘of- U.S. and fareign tax rules. 
Tax neutrality at 'the corporate lexical8 for 
foreign investment can be defined either 
with reference to the taxation of domestic 
profits, or with reference to the’ntaxation of 
the profits of Competing fo'feign 'firms. 

Theée alternative standards are usually de- 
signated as “capital-export neutrality” and 
“capital-import neutrality”. In their pure_ 
forms, 'the concepts of ‘capit‘zét'l-eixport~ 

neutrality and capitfil-impoxt neufrality say 
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nothing about the division of tax revenue 
between home .and‘ host country tax authore 
ities.. In principle, either type of neutrality 
could be reached consistent with various 
revenue sharing arrangements between the 
taxing authorities. In~ practice, under pre- 
sent international rules, each type of 
neutrality tends to be associated with a cer- 
tain division of revenue. 
Capital-export neutrality is achieved when 
the total rate of corporate tax on foreign 
profits is the same as on comparable do- 
mesti'c profits! For example, if the French 
subsidiary of an American firm pays 40 
percent of its profits in tax’ to France, and 
if the United States corporate. tax rate was 
a uniform 48 percent, capitalecxport heu- 
trality would be Served by a current U.S. 
corporate tax of 8 Percent on the French 
subsidiary’s profits.

' 

In, order to achieve capital-export neutral- 
ity under existing domestic tax law, several 
underlying conditions must be met. 

" 
First, host country taxes paid should be 
credited against the home country' tax 
liability, with the refund of excess for- 
eign taxes; alternatively, home country 
taxes‘ should. be credited against the host 
Country tax liability;

7 

Second, fOreign 'income, induding un— 
distributed subsidiary earnings, should be 
taxed currently to the parent corporation 
by the home country;

_ 

Third, the hor‘n'e country should employ
‘ 

the same accOunting practices in calcu- 

lating domestic and foreign profits (in 
_'particular, the same depreciation conven- 
-tions should be. used); ' 

.

4 

Fourth, any capital subsidies provided 
for investment in the home country (for 
.example, an investment tax credit) ‘ 

should be available for investment 

Thjsr paper does not analyze tax neutrality at‘
I 

the individual level.-
‘ 
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abroad. Similarly, preferential taxation of 
export earnings, such as the DISC, 
should :be extended to foreign precinc- 
tion; 

‘
V 

“Fifth, the same treatment should apply 
to sub-Federal income taxes levied at 

‘ home and abroad. If state and local taxes 
are deductible at home, then to the same 
extent they should be deductible in. com- 
puting: taXable foreign Source income; 
Sixth, losses of foreign ‘subsidiaxies 
should be deductible to the, same extent 
as 'the lesses‘ of the patent companies. 

Capital-export neutrality could alternatively 
'be achieved under adomestic tax‘ law which 
was free of all corporate tax preferences, 
and instead taxed corporate .iricome at a 
uniformly lower rate. In order to achieve 
capital-expert neutrality undér ‘such‘ .a‘ neu- 
t‘ral‘ domestic tax law, several conditions 
must :be met, many the same as before. 

First, (and this is‘ the main difference), 
.gtax preferences, for domestic carporate 
income must be repealed, and ndminal 
Corporate tax {rates must then be lowered 
so that there is no net revenue change 
from the »taXation of domestic income; 

v Second, host country taxes- paid should 
be credited against the home country tax 
liability, with the refund .of axes for- 
eign taxes; alternatively, home country 
taxes should be credited against the host 
country tax liability; 
Third, foreign income should be taXed 
currently 'by the home country;

A 

Fourth, the home country should employ 
the same accounting pracltiecj’s in calcu- 
lating. domestic and foreigfi profits]; ‘ 

Fifth, the same treatment should apply 
to sub-Federal income taxes levied at 
home and abroad; 
Sixth, losses ’of foreign subsidiaries 
shOuld be deductible to ‘the same extent 
as the lbsses of the parent companies. 
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A régime of capital-eXport neutrality, 
whether achieved under existing damestic 
tax law'or under aineutral‘ domestic tax law, 
would, unlike preSent law? 'gnCOurage U.‘S. 
firms to locate their productive rfacili'ties 
Wherever Pre-tax returns promised to, :be‘ 

greater. A firm: would be indifferent be- 
tween 21 20 percent pre-tax rate of return on 
investment in Canada, in Brazil, or in the 
United States, for it would Iece‘i‘ve :the same 
aftertax return in all cases. Tax consider- 
ations would" play no role in investment 
decisions, pic-tax returns On US. invest~ 
mentS‘of ‘cquival‘ent risk would ultimately 
‘be equalizéd‘ around the wodd; and. the 
United States capital stockxwould be (£110; 

‘cated-ivin a manner designed to maiimize 
world productibnf’ 
Capital-import neutrality for corporate in: 
vestment is ,achieved when fixms‘ of 'all' 

nationalities operating. in one industry «— 
for example, the Italian- office eqpipment‘ 
industry —+ fpay the same total tax .rate' on 
profits earned in ,the country Where the 
industry is located — in this Case Italy.10 
Pure capital-import neutfga‘lity in. this situa- 
tion would emerge if Italian tax ‘law made 
no' differentiation among enterprises of 
diverse national origin. For example, Italy 
could not withhold tax on dividends, inter- 
est, and royalties paid to fOreign corpora- 
tions unless it also Withheld tax on! .such 
payments to Italian corporations. Further- 
more, foreign nations should rfiake no at- 
tempts rto-impose an additional tax on cor- 
porate earnings arising in Italy. Indeed, one 

9. This statement ignores the nfisallocation- 
caused by tmiffs, quotas, and other impediments 
1tO free international tradc. ‘ 

10. When a~host. country has an integrated 
system of taxing corporations 'and‘ thei; share- 
holders, the «analysis 'of capital~imp0rt neutrality 
can become more rcomplicated. This discussion 
envisages a host eduutry with a classical separate 
entity system of taxation. 
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way of achieving capital-import neutrality 
’ 

is through .the unilateral exemption of cor; 
porate foreign source income from domestic 
taxation, as is virtually done by France and 
the NetherlandsFlAUnde'r territorial taxa- 
tion, as this approach is called, the heme 
government relinquishes all tax claims, and 
the host government collects all the tax 
revenues arising from the enterprise. How- 
ever, a revenue sharing arrangement be- 
tween the host and home countries would 

- equally be consistent with capital-import 
neutrality. 

Capital-import neutrality is sometimes 
called “competitive” neutrality, because 
firms of diverse national origin compete on 
anuequal tax basis in any particular country 
and industry. Because tax considerations 
do not distort competition, capital-import . 

neutrality promotes the most efficient use 
of resources between firms in that country 
and‘ industry. 
Both in legislation and in bilateral tax 
treaties, the United States has attempted to 
ensure the type of tax neutrality appropriate 
to different. situations, While at the same 
time protecting U.S. sources of tax revenue. 
Thus, United States taxation of the foreign 
income of U.S. owned firms embodies a 
mixture of capital-export neutrality, capital- 
import neutrality, and revenue protection 
clauses. 
The keystone of U.S. taxation of American 
enterprise abroad _is the foreign tax credit. 
Subject to certain limits, U.S. firms may 
take a credit against their tentative U.S. tax 
for the foreign income tax levied on the 
repatriated earnings of foreign corporate 
subsidiaries,12 on the total earnings of for- 
eign «branches, and on interest, rents, royal- 
ties and; fees paid from foreign sources. The “ 

foreign tax credit essentially cedes to the 
host country the first slice of tax juris- 

diction, and‘ hence most_of the revenue. To 
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the extent that a U.S. firm repatriates divi- 
dends, interest, gents, royalties or fees from 
its foreign corporate subsidiary, or operates 
abroad through foreign branches, the. for- 
eign tax credit may come Close to ensuring 
capital-export neutrality. I 

There are several reasons why the foreign 
tax credit does not achieve capital-export 
neutrality under existing law. The US. 
foreign tax credit limitation rules operate 
so that when foreign taxes exceed thé tenta- 
tive U.S. tax on foreign source income, the 
excess foreign tax credit cannot be claimed 
currently (but it can be carried forward or 
carried back to other taxable years). If the 
excess credit could be claimed without 
limit, foreign governments could erode U.S. 
tax revenues .on domestic source income. 
But because the excess foreign tax credit 
cannot be claimed, capital-export neutrality 
disappears whenever the foreign tax rate 
exceeds the U.S. rate. Foreign investment 
offering a given pre-tax return then be- 
comes less attractive than domestic invest- 
ment offering the same return. 
In addition to the foreign‘tax credit limit, 
other features of the law reduce the extent 
of capital-export neutrality. U.S. parent cor- 
porations cannot offset the losses of foreign 
subsidiaries against domestic income, al- 

though the losses of foreign branches of 
U.S. corporations may be offset against 
domestic income. The investment tax credit 
is not available for capital expenditures 
abroad,13 and the asset depreciation range 
(ADR) cannot be used for computing 
earnings and profits of a foreign subsidi- 

11. France and the Netherlands do tax a small 
portion of’ corporate foreign source income. 
12. There is both a direct credit (Section 901) 
for foreign withholding taxes on dividends, and 
an indirect credit (Section 902.) for foreign taxes 
paid on the underlying corporate earnings. 
13. Section 48(a) (2). ' 
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my.“ DISC is not available for exports by ' 

foreign Subsidiaries. Like the limit on ap- 
plying the foreign tax credit, these meas- 
ures shield the U.S. Treasury and promote 
domestic investment, at the expense of 
capital-export neutrality. Two asymmetries, 
however, favor foreign over- domestic in- - 

vestment: U.S. taxatibn of foreign subsidi- 
azy earnings is deferred until dixfidends are 
declared, and foreign sub Federal taxes 
may ‘bexcredited' against the tentatiVe US. 
tax, Whereas U.S. state and local taxes can 
only be deducted from earnings. 
T9 the extent that the earnings of a foreign 
corpOrate subsidiary are not remitted as 
dividends, United States tax Practice comes 
close to achieving capital-import neutrality. 
No current U.S. tax is levied on. those 
earnings; instéad U.S., taxation is deferred 
until repatriation. (Under the foreign per- 
sonal holding company legislation and sub- 
part F, certain kinds of tax haveh income 
may be taxed, currently, whether ‘01: not 
repatriated) When earnings are retained 

‘ 

abroad, deferzal places the American-owned 
foreign subsidiary on much the same tax 
footing as its local competitors. Pure 
capital-import nEutrality cannot be achiev— 
ed, however, unless the United States. (and 
other countries) abandon their claim to tax 
foreign source income (although ‘home 
countries could seek revenue sharing“ ar- 
rangements with host countries) and host- 
countries pursue a strict policy of non- 
discrimination. 
In essenqe, an American multinational 
enterprise can elect to have its foreign 
ventures taxed either under a modified 
form of capital-export neutrality (by ope- 
rating through ‘a foreign 'branch or by dis— 
.tributirig the earnings of a foreign subsidi- 
ary), or under a modified form of capital- 
import neutrality (by operating through a 
foreign subsidiary and retaining the earn- 
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‘ings abroad). In neither case is the neutral- 
ity pure, and the level of purity partly 
depends 0n the ‘host country. 
The 976 revgnue consequences of present 
"law, 21nd1 of possible changes, 'are summa- 
rized, in Table‘ 1'for the non~extractive in- 
dulstm'es.15 Corporate pre-tax foreign earn- 
ings Were about $24.9 billion, fereign taxes 
claimed about $103 billion (41 percent of 
earnings) and US, tax. collections were 
about $2.0 billion (8 percent of earnings). 
A standard of pure gapital-import néutrality 
at the corporate level would require zero 
U.S. tax collections on corporate- foreign 
source income. The adoption of a territorial 
system would thus involve a‘ 1976 revenue 
'loss of gearl'y $2.0 billion by compaxison 
with Vpre‘senlt‘ CdllectiQflS,: revenue- 1055 
could be unil'ate'rally absdrbed by the 
United States? or it could be shaged between 
the United States and various host coun- 
tries. Capital'éimpp’rt‘ neutrality, in- whate'Ver 
‘manner achieved, would not of Course 
ansWer ‘those crific's‘of deferral who wish 
to increase U.S. tax revenueé 'and promote 
domesticinvestment. 
A standard. of capital-export neutrality un- 
der existing domestic ‘taX‘ ‘law wbuld also 
reduce the revenue collections of U.S. and~ 
fareign tax authorities (assuming the reVe- 
nue loss is shared). In 1976, the net reve- 
nue loss from a system of‘ pure capital'- 

export neutrality would have been almost
/ 

14. The tax rules provide that guiiieline periods, 
but not the asset' depr'gciation range, may be’ 

applied to property predominately used outside 
the United, States (Revenue Procedure 72- 10; 
Regulation 1‘. 964-1‘(c) (‘i)‘(iii)'). 
15. The taxatic’m of petroleum and ‘hard minerals 
involves special‘ considerations which do not 
easily fit into the concepts of Capital-export 
neutrality and capital-import neutrality. For this 
reason, Table 1 is confined to-thenm-‘extra'ct‘ive 
industries. - 
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TABLE'I 
Estimated Tax Revenue Comeqzzeme: in 1976 of Achieving Alternative Standard; 07‘ 

International Tax N eutmlz'ty with Respect to U .S . Corporation: in N on-Extmctz've I ndwtrz'e: 
(Millions of Dollarg) 

Capital-export neutrality 

With extension With removal 
of U.S. domestic 
tax preferences preferences for 

of U.S. tax 

~
~~

~
~

~~

~

~ 

to foreign domestic Capital-import 
investment investment neutrality 

Féreign source income of U.S. corpbrations, before 
taxes 24,900 24,900 24,900 

Prcsent total taxes on the foreign source income of 
U.S. corporations under current law 12,270 12,270 12,270 
Net U.S. taxes 1,970 1,970 1,970 
Foreign taxes 10,300 10,300 10,500 

Change in total taxes on the foreign source income 
of U.S. corporations in non-extractive industries -——l,590 

’ —2,990 —1,970 
Remove U.S. tax preferences for foreign investment 

' 

890 890 
‘ Western Hemisphere Trade Corporation deduc- 

tion ‘ 20 20 
Non gross-up of dividends from LDC corpora— - 

tions 55 55 
Deferral of tax on retained profits of foreign 

subsidiaries 
' 

' 365 365 
Allowance of credit for foreign taxes comparable 

'to state income taxes I 450 450 
Allow credit (or refund) for foreign taxes in ex- 
cess of overall limitation —180 —180 
Remove U.S. tax' preferences for domestic invest- 
ment andmeduce U.S. corporate tax rate on domes- 
‘tic and foreign squrce income to 53 percent1 “5,700 
Extend U.S. domestic investment tax preference to 
foreign investment - —2,500 

Investment tax credit '—'~1,000 

Asset depreciation range ~50.0 
Domestic International Sales Corporation (DISC) —1,000 

Adopt territorial income tax 
Hypothetical total taxes on the foreign sourcg: in- ———1,970 

come of U.S. corporations in non-extractive in- - 

dustries 
V 

10,680 9,280 10,300 

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury‘ Office of Tax Analysis April 5, 1976 
1. After the hypothetical repeal of all U.S. tax preferences for domestic investment 'by the non-' 
extractive industries, the U.S. corporate tax rate could be reduced from 48 percent to about 33 per- 
cent (on a brOader base) with no change in tax revenue on domestic source income, However, there 
would be a revenue loss on foreign source income, since the applicable tax rat'e on that income 
would: also drop from 48 percent to 35 percent. 
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$116 billion. The net 1085' represents 9. Com- 
bination of revenue effects. If the law weft: 
changed to end deferral, to provide a de- 
duction rather than a credit, f0; .thaft port-ion 
of‘ foreign taxes which‘correspond to U.S-. 
stateuandfiloca-lt taxss, and to eliminate :‘cer- 
tain minor non-neutralities, there would be 
revenue gains. But theSe gains WOuldj The V 

more than offset if the law were“ also 
changed to compensate for foreign taxes in 
excess of the tehtative US. tax, and to ex- 
tend the'invest-ment tax credit, the asset 
depreciation range and DISC towinvestment 

I 

abread. v 

: 

A stahdard of capital—export neutrality um"- 
? defa ncfitra'l‘ domestic tax law Wélfld like. 
i wise reduce the revenue collections of US. 
3 and foreign tax authorities. on us. inVest- 
; 
ments abroad: After the_.:repeal of domestic 

‘ tax preferences, and a compensating r'e‘duce 
tion‘ 'in‘ fates- so that the éonporafe 'tax‘ on! 
.dOmestic income remained unchanged, the 
nominal US. corporate tax’ rate, Could be 

_ 
reduced from 48 percent ’to 33.2 percént. 

‘ As-a result, hofiever; current U'.S; tévenue's 
‘ from foreign source: income Would. decline 
by"$5.‘7 billion. This W0u1d= be partly offset 

1 by. higher revenues. fmm 'the temfina‘tidn ‘of' 
3 deferral; from. the gepeal of the WH‘TC, 
from gross-up of dividends from lesse 
developed country corporations, and from 

fother changes; But a net revenue loss of 
$3.0 billion on-. foreign éource inCome 
> would Jgemainv after 2111 adjustments. 
“Few would argue .that‘ the United States 
Ishouldlunilaterally implement a standard of 
‘capital-exporf heutralfty and' idea: all the 
jassociated revenue“ costs. Such a standard 
would require'v tax cooperation AbetWeen the 
United States ‘and foreign governments. On 
the other hand, legislation by the" United . 

States to end deferral would not, by itself, 
move the, int‘emational tax system closer to 
-a standard of capital-export neutrality; 
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Rather, if Would reinforce the existing ‘prei 
ferentia‘l taxation of corporate profité earn- 
ed Within 'the United States.16 

2. Co72:;‘z'tznfz'omzl,gn‘oZlemxa 

Thé taxation of a- sharehold‘er on‘ the con,- 
structive receipt of a ,corp0rationzs.undistrie 
'buted earnings faises constitutional issues. 
Can (suCh Earnings PrOperly .be viewed as 
“income” under the terms of the Sixteenth- 
Am’endment? This issue has re'cenfly'sb‘een 
litigated in connection with 'subpart F. The 
court decisions upholding Subpazt F pro. 
vid‘e some indication of the-potential {each 
of .US. law if a wider terminatibn- of defer. 
ml is sought.“ - 

‘

v 

The Sixtéenth Amendment gives Congress 
the pOWer to impose income taxes. ‘If a tax 
is not levied on “income-7, if would be con-V~ 
sidered a “direct tax” under the ruling in 
Pollock y. Farmer’x Loan :zmd Twat (157' 
U.S.‘ 429,, 1581U.S; 601,;1895), and would 
require appott‘ionmen't among the states ac; 
cording: to population“ The 'oppdnents, o‘f 

subpart F have relied 0n the Pollock ‘opinfi 
ion to argue that the n‘cuzrent vtaXatic'm .of 
each CFC shareholder’s portion of ujndistri- 
buted' Earnings [and profits cannot pOS‘sibly 
constitute a tax on ,“income” and must, 
therefore, be apportioned 'amOng the states 

16. ‘It sh‘duld? be emphasized that ‘thq invéstment 
tax credit or DISC 'can‘ exggt a very different iii;- 
pact on’ui'nvéstment per dollar of gamma Cost 
than, for example, deferral. or the fbreigh =taié 

credit; Thefefdré,‘anoexaminationy of total :é‘vefnie 
gains and ~105§¢S unde; alternative tax systems 
provides gnI-y a rough guide-to theigimpact ,on 
the location of investmeht. 

'

. 

17. Subpart 'F has withstood legal attacks based 
on the, due prodeSs clause of the Fifth Amend;- 
meat, the principles of international lgw,‘ and the 
Sixteenth Amendment. The Sixteenth Armada 
ment issues are moSt important, and they ate the 0t ones discuésefl? here. The discussion draws 
on a paper by Howard Liébrnah. 
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‘ 

as a “direct tax.” The basis’ for this reason- 
ing lies in the. decision ,of Eimer 1). 

Macomber (252 US. 189, 1920) holding 
that a sto‘ck dividend on accumulated 
profits. is not “income” udder the’ Sixteenth ‘ . 

Amendmeht. But Macomb'er was a‘ ,close 

decision and has since been undercut by 
numer'ous judicial exceptions. Thus, in 
1961, the Treasury Department’s General 
Counsel: concluded that, “enactment of 
[s’ubpart F] is appropriately within the 
constitutional powers of the Congress both 

” 

to lay and collect_ taxes and 'to regulate 
comme‘rée with foreign nations.“8 
This View has been upheld by the Tax 
Court: ' 

,

' 

4 The Supreme Court‘s pronouncements 
have been to ‘the effect that .taxation 01* 

undistributed current corporate income at 
the stockholder level is witliin the Cdri- 
g‘ressiona‘l powez.19

“ 

Although the Supreme Court has not ruled 
on subp'art 'F, other courts have" endorsed 
the Tax Court's pbsition.- There appears to 
be' no constitutional barrier to the‘ termiria- 
tion‘ of deferral for a wider class of income 
than that Presently defined in subpart F. 
A more general termination 6f deferral 
Would, howéver, pfovide an incentiVe' for 
US. shareholders to “‘decontrol" their .ex- 
isting controlled foreign co'rporations and 
to take minOrity positi0ns‘ in new ventures" 
rather than establish new controlled foreign 
carporations. The incentivé t‘q esqape‘ cuf-‘ 

rent taxation might be mitigated if the; 

ownership-[threshold used to define a con- 
trolled fpreign corporation Were reduced .to 
50 percent or less. HaweVe'r, a lo‘Wer thres- 
hold m-ightn conflict, with the “cohstructive 
reccipt” doctrine underlying-both subpart F 
and the foreign personal holding company 
legislatioh. If“fhe ‘U.S. 'Shareliolcl'érs arje not 
a clbseknit, controlling group that can 
force the declazation (if a. dividend, thé 
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constitutionalityof a 10wer threshold uhd’et 
the Sixteenth Amendment and the dué‘ptd- 
cess clanse‘ of the Fifth Amendment must- 
onte again be assessed. How can the United 
States, tax a shareholder on an 'undistributqd 
gain? It may seem “patently unfair? andn‘un- 
of control.required to realize the imputed 
gain? It may seem “Patently unfair and un- 
just to tax anyone on income which he has 
not received and.which‘ is not within his 
control.”20 ‘ 

‘

’ 

The most 'réc‘ent cases dealing with subpart 
F vhaVe indicated tha’t actual contfol rather 
than numerical control is the key issuesln. 
Garlocé ‘(58 T.C. 423, 1972) “actual con‘- 
trol” by‘U.,S. shareholders in a" reorganized 
Panamanian: subsidiary was found Where 
the US. .shareholde'rs only oWned 50" per-

‘ 

cent, and forgign inVéstors; chOSen for, their, 
sympathy {towards the management, owned 
callable cumulative preferged stdck. Hdml «P., 
10424: (59106813, 1975; affifmed,,490 
F.‘ 2d: 898, 42d Circuit 1974), gpfesentled‘ 
similar facts. The court looked to 'substafice 
rather than farm and cancluded that divest- 
me‘nt in'order to avoid the impact. of :sub-. 
part F must result .in’ attuali“ ‘décontrol. 

These7 and dthe; cases suggest that subpart 
F could be extefided to situations where 
U.S. shareholders‘o’w‘n less than 50 percent 

18. Memorvandu'rn‘vnfrorfigobéft Knigfxt t6 
Treasury secretary Dillib’n, June- 12,. 1961,‘:iri 

President’s 1961 Tax'Redommendgtiong,fiI-I¢ar- 
ings before the House Committee. on Waysand

' 

Méhns, 87th Congrgsg, 15: Session (1961)! 
Vélume1,p,522. 

‘ 

7 I 

19. Esiate of Leonard E. Wbiilbté', '59 T.C. 490; 
507 (1972); affirmed 494 ‘F. 24141297 9(10th 
Circuit, 1974). I' 

‘ 

“ 
' 

‘ V

‘ 

20. Statement of Randolph W. ‘Thgoweg, Heét- 
ings before the Senate Comfni'tteé 9h fihance, 
87th Congre‘ss, 2d Session (1962): part -_6, p. 

225;. ' r » 

.‘
v 
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of the foreign corporation, provided thaf 
shareholders exercise actual contrql.21 

3. Foreign Mama”. 
,

5 

Any ‘signi'fi'cant Change in th'elULS. 'ép- 
preach to deferral “would raise tax treaty 
questions and'might prompt offsetting for- ‘ 

eign tax legislation. 7
v 

1(a) T ax treaties. The United States has in 
force tax treaties with 37 c0untrics. (in- 
cluding ejctensions to former colonies). 
Four treatieshave been signed and await 
ratification by the US. Senate and foreign 
parliamentary bodies. Eleven tax treaties 
are in various states of active negotiation. 
The defezxal of US. tax on the income of 
controlled foreign corporations is not speci- 
fically addressed in these treaties. The US. 
has made. no treaty commitm‘ehts which 
would preclude Partial or total eliminatign . 

of deferral. However, the classical U.S. 
system of taxation and the consequent 
deferral of US. taxation of retained foreign 
Corporate earnings are well unaerstood'by. 
foreign tax officials, and these elements of 
US. law play an important fole in treaty 
negotiations.

‘ 

Less ‘developgd countries frequeptly raise 
the issue, of ,a. tax' sparing credit. The tax 
sparing credit is a‘ home_ country foreign 
tax credif for taxes waived by the host 
cougtry, usually-through a. fax holiday Or 
frefer‘ential‘tazé rates designed to. encourage 
a particular indqstry. The United Kingdom, 
France, Germany, Japan, Canada and most 
other il‘fdfistrialized counfiries grant a tax 
sparing Credit in their 'bi‘lat'eral tax treatiés 
with less developed countries. During the 
1950’s and 1960-’s,-the,:United States nego- 
tiated seven treaties with: either a tax 
sparing credit_(1_’akistan, India, Israel, and 
thé UAR.) .br, asla substitute, an invéstmept 
til-x credit _(Brazil,"17hailaf1d,‘ Israel); 'In 
none of the s‘e’ven case‘s,«di'df the credit pro- 
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Viéions receive Senate approval. The United 
.Sta—tcs Treasugyno longer negotiates treaties 

A. with either a tax sparingicredit .or an in-. 
vestment tax credit. 
However, in negotiations with less develop- 
ed countries, the United States has em- 
phasized that deferral does not frustrate 
local tax incentives. If the host. country 
chooses to reduce its corporate tax rates as 

“an investment incentive measure; the United 
States will not absorb the incentive throfigh 
offsetting taxation so long as the. foreign 
subsidiary reinvests its earnings abroad. 
M‘oreover, the US. ordering, rule for_as- 
sociating dividends with earnings and prof; 
its ensures that US. taxes need never érodé - 

the foreign tax relief, evén if eaniingg. are 
distributed duriiig {he 

‘ 

post-tax relief- 
period. The United States follows. a. last-in- 
fizst—out rule inflating dividends to the 
underlying-‘e'arnihgs and profits. Thus, sup- 
pose Country X grants; a Ifivc year tax, holi- 
day, and in the sixth year imposes a 45 per- 

' cent tax'on current ea‘mings; Duringvth'e Ttax 
holiday period, the Controlled foreign :c'ore 
poration accumulaites‘jearnings 'and profitsvof 
$12 million, but diStribiifes no d‘ivid‘er‘ids. 
In the sixth year, the corporation" e'arns 

$363 milli0n (befo're tax), pays, foreign 
taxes of $1.63 million, and‘ therefore “has 
aftér-foreign—tax eamings of $2.0 million. 
.A dividend of $2.0 million is distributeéi 
to 'the U.‘S. parent. The entire dividend is" 
deemed'to be paid out of current earnings, 

21. Income from the insurance of- U.S., risks 
earped by-a foreign COrporation which is owned 
more than 25' percent by US. shareholders is 
presently taxed under Subpart F (Section 955 
and 95703)), The .25 percent -test has not been 
litigated, and it is not clear whether it furnj§hes 
a precedent for a less than‘SO percent ownership 
test In the absence ‘of actual‘ control; - 
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TABLE 2 

Comparison Between Foreign Tax Relief and Foreign Input Sébxidie: 
Case B CaseA 

U.S. taxation with U.S. taxation without 
deferral deferral 

Foreign corporate 
Foreign tax holiday tax of 50% 

plus wage subsidy 

Salcs 1,000 1,000 
Raw materials 400 

I 

400 
Wages 500 500 

Less: wage subsidy \ 
—- (100) 

Income before tax 100 200 
Foreign tax -— 100 
IncOme after foreign tax. 100 - 100 
Deemed or actual dividend distribution — - 

. 100 
U.S. tax after foreign tax credit —- .— 
Income after all taxes 1'00 100 

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury 

Office of Tax Analysis 

and none of the dividend is deemed to be 
paid out of accumulated earnings. The 
grossed-up dividend for U.S. tax purposes 
will be $3.63 million.22 The net U.S. tax 
on the dividend, after allowance for the 
foreign tax credit of $1.63 million, would 
be.$0.11 million.23 
The combination of deferral and the divi- 
dend inventory rule has proven satisfactory 
to many of our tax treaty partners. Deve1~ 
oped countries have not had to negotiate 
the U.S. tax treatment of their own tax 
relief provisions for particular regions or 
industries. Less developed countries have 
often dropped their initial demands for a 
tax sparing credit or similar provisions. If 
the United States were to terminate defer- 
ral, some treaty countries would no longer 
be satisfied with existing arrangements. 
They might seek new negotiations with a 
View toward provision of deferral byl treaty. 

35.2 

February 3, 1976 

Alternatively, they might take unilateral 
statutory steps along the lines discussed 
below. 

22. Under present law, dividends for a. 'less 

developed country corpo'ration are not ggossed- 
up, and a different formula is‘ used to calculate 
the foreign tax credit. H.R. 10612 would require 
the gross-up of such dividends. 
23. In this case; the deemed paid foreign tax 
credit is calculated as: 

Dividend Foreign, 
. . X cotporation 

Earnings after foreign tax income tax 

$2.0 
’ = —— X $1.63 = $1.63 

, 32.0 

The tentative U.S. tax before the credit would 
be 48 percent of $3.63 million, or"$1;74 million. 
After the foreign tax credit of $1.63 million, the 
net U.S. tax would be $0.11 million. 
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(:15) Foreign Jtatzztary change. If :the United 
States: limits the extent of deferral; cOun- 
tfies which pgovid'e .tax relief as an in- 
centive measurg might narrow the SCOPE of 
that relief to exclude Companies ‘WhiCh 
would be subject to current US. taxation. 
The result could be heavier foreign taXation 
of US. cont-rolled foreign coxporatiOHS, ‘by 
comparison with competing firms. either 
owned locally 0: by third country parent 
firms. In selected instances, heavier for'eign 
taxatim might serve to equalize the, tdx- ‘ 

ation of U.S.- jnvéstment at home and 
abroad, ‘but it would erode the potential 
gains in US. tax reVenue from the termi- 
nationof de‘fetrai,1,-and it might put us. 
firms at a severe competitive disadvantage. 

. There are Several ways foreign taxes on 
US. controlled foreign corporations cOuld 
be selectively increased. Subsidiaries of US. 
corporations might no longer be eligible 
for special tax holidays and? (investment tax 
credits. Egypt” for example; unde‘r Present 

I law provides .tax, relief for fioreign investors 
only if the hOme couritry does not tax :t'he 
incomé »eifher when earned or distributed. 

_ Alternatively, Withholding taxes could be- 
come payable on deemed dividend distri- 
butions, as well as‘ on actual dividend d-is- 

‘ 
tributions,'andiwithholdingtax rat‘es’ cOuld' 

r be increased. 
In‘ cases where the foreign co‘u‘htry‘ wished 
td encourage U.S.‘ firms, method; could be 
‘found Which 'Would' @Jircumvent the US. 
termination of deferral. The foreign coun- 
‘try could provide tax relief for jdint ven~ 

‘ tureg in Which the US. corporation held'a 
minority: interést, and thégefore was not 
Subject .to current US. taxation. Alter— 
natively, the foreign country. could provide 
'U,S. contzollgd-_corporafions with input ins 
centives —.--— for example wage Or energy 
subsidies — while taxing the CFCs at rates 
Bulletin Vol. XXX, August/aofit no. 8, 19.76 
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cloée to the US; corporate rate; This Peqési- 
bility isiillust’rated~ in Table 2. 
In both situations, thc firm. has sales of 
1,000, raw material costs, of 400', and'wage 
costs Of ‘500‘. In Case A, with US. deferral, 
a tax holiday in :the foreigncbuntry ensures 
that the firm realizes after-tax income of 
100. In (39.56 B, withbut U.S', deferral, a I 

wage subsidy of 100 coupled with a foreign 
corporate tax of 50 percent ensures that 3the 
firm still realizes afteretax income of 100.24 
In the eyes‘ of thé firm, littl‘e‘has changec‘l.25 
In both Cases, the foreign gOV'ernment col- 
has no tax, in the second case, :the wage 
subsidy juSt offéets the ta'x, and in ‘both 
cases the United Sta‘tgs collects no tax. It 
is not clean; what the United States would 
gain by encouraging foreign countfies’ tor 
und'ertake‘this sort of fiscal subterfuge?“ 
(c) Average foreign fax rate:. With the 
termination of deferral; many fareign coun~ 
tries would? be concerned about the U.S.. fax 
status of "subsidiariesfingaged in particular 
industiries and regions. Although national: 
average tax rates often conceal the situation 
for individual industries and regions, they 
do perhaps indicate the most seriously af- 
‘fectéd nations; 

24. The Wage Subsidy Cannot be Conditioned on 
the payment of tax, or it wouldube 'regarded as 
a tax refund, for pu'rpOses .of calculating the ILLS. 
foreign tax credit. On. average wage subsidies 
might equal corporate tax payments £0: a group 
of'firmg but- (unlike the example) they Would 
not ‘be identical for each~firm. 
25'. In the, 'long run, however, the-firm may 
gespond diffegen'tly't to a wage subsidy than a tax 
'holid‘ay. For example, a wage: subsidy might in; 
duce the firm to use more labo; and I‘eSs capital 
té produce a given lexical of 'Output. 

' 

26. It should be noted that the foreign tax credit 
mechanism generally encourages foreign govern- 
ments to tax dividends, interest, rents, royalties, 
and other foreign income paid tq U_.'S. cor- 
porations at a rate near 48 percent. 
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Table * shows 1974 statutory and realized 
corporate tax- rates, the withholding fate 
applied to dividends payments to the U.S., 
and the total (corporate and.withholding) 
glealized tax rate on grossed-up dividends 
for more than 60 countries. Realized cor- 
porate tax rates are computed as the ratio 
of taxes paid to the U.S. definition of pre- 
tax earnings? and profits, which is the base 
frgm which the deemed paid foreign tax 
credit is computed.27 The realized rates are 
estimated from 1968 data, adjusted for 
changes in statutory rates between 1968 and 
1974. .' 

The figures in Table 3 are confined 'tO‘ the 
manufacturing sector. Termination of defer- 
ral would halve its greatest impact on manui 
facturing. Realized foreign tax rates Ion 

min‘eral 'income frequently exceed the U.S. 
tax rate, so deferred U.S. tax'ation makes no 
difference. Undistributed ccirporate earn- 
ings arising in’ the trade, finance, and" in- 
su'rance' sect'ors are to 's'omel extent taxed. 

currently under subpart F (as amended by 
the Tax Reduction Act of '1975). Thus, 10W 
fpreign tax rates applied'to those'sector's are 
already part-1y offset by cur'rer'lt U.S. :taxal 
tion. « . 

_ 

' '1 
~

‘ 

Table 3 reveals that realized corporate tax 
rates on manufacturing are generally Well 
below the statutosy rate: The median -;atio 
of realized to statutorytax rate; i_n.1’974 
was 'approxit‘nai'ely 80'pe‘rcen't; in only.11 
of the 63 pouhtr‘ieédid, the-realized fate 
exceed the: statutqry rate. 

_ 

' ‘ ' 

For purposes of Evaluating : the conse- 
quences of germinating defeggl on a 
cquntgy-bylcofififirybas‘isz the correct Proce—‘ 
dureis t'o- compafq féreigh total pealizgd' fax 
rat‘e‘é- on grossed—up dividends With- the U.S. 
statutory corporate ra‘te of 48 percent23-The 
U:S. "'fg'rei'gn tax: cgedit 'is ‘50- désig’ned’ that 
the; termination? of deferral W_bu'ld usually 
reéult in hfghér-US. takitiqn of retained 
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éorporate income in those Countries with 
realized tax rates below the U.S. sfatutory 
taxi-e.29 Table '3‘ reveal? that in 1974, 26 
countries imposed a tétal realized tax.rate 
on grossed-up dividends above the U.S. 
statutory rate of 48. percent, while 37 ‘coun- 
tries imposed total realized,rates below the 
U.S._ statutory rate. The partial or complete 
termination of- defgrral would principally 
affect U.S. investment in the 37 countries 
in 'the._1attier category.” Of these 57 Couri~ 
tries, 27 were less developed countries 
which Presumably rely on tax relief 'to 

promote development. ' 

(to. be reminded):
| 

* See’for. Table 5 pages 555 and 556. 
27. The term “realized tax rate" indicates the 
ratio between taxes paid and earningszand'profifs, 
as peported for U.S. tax pugppses. By contrast, 
the term “effective tax rate” often refers to the 
ratio between taxes‘ paid 'and book, income, as 
reported-for financiél‘purposes. Foreign effective 
rates for selected countries are r'eported in S 745%}: 
of Current Business, May 197:1 (Part I), 
28. The féalfzed U.S. corporate tax_ rate. on 
domestic source income was about 41 percent ‘in 
19711,- Ibu‘t the U.S., étatutory rate and not the 
rpalized rate applies tolforeign source income. 
29. This generalization does. not Aapply, to U.S. 
firms which use the ovérall limitation in re- 

porting the foreignr tax éredit, and also hévé 
excess foreign 'tax'credits. ‘ 

. 

. 

. . 

50. This statement gssume‘s-that th'e‘ termination 
of deferral would lead to the imposition of with- 
holding téxes on the deemed distribution, or that 
cofnpainies "Woxild' distribute 100- percent of :their 
earnings. To the extent earnings are retained 
abroad, and- no foreign withholding taxes are 
imposed, the, better 

' 
comparison_ ié 'betwgen thé 

realiz‘ed foreign corporate tax rate and the,U;S.' 
statutory rate of 48 percent. 

' 

‘ -‘A v -~ 
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Statzgtory én‘d‘ReczZized Corporate Income Tax Rate: an Manufacturing Firm:, 1974 
‘ 

Wighholding tax rates 
' '" 

on dividends 
Couhtfiy -‘ w 

. Statutory TaxRates ‘ 
‘ distributed to U.S. 

‘ I“ ' 
‘ ¥ '7 ' 7' 'H ' 

' 

: 

‘ 

Total 
. Di‘stgéibuted Realized realized 

. V Pidfits tax. Local . ,Rezili'zed‘ Statutory, Rate, on . taxrate on 
Corporate ~gate, if Income Corporate or Tgeaty grossed-up grossed-up 
Tax Rate1'cliffex:ent,2 taxes ' tax rate 3 Rate dividendg dividends 

Cana'da f 
I 

‘ 48.0 
' 

13.0 41.1 T" 15.0 8.8 £4959"- 
Europe‘: 

, 
_ 

, 
I 

5 3 

r

7 

Austria 55.0 27.5 15.0 53.4 -' 5.0 2.3 a 55.17 
Belgium .. 

' 42.0 o4 ‘ 37.5 15.0 9.4 .- .469 
Denmark . 

> 

. 3136.0 3- 52.5 . 5.0 3.4 35.9 - 

France ~ 

[ ‘ 

‘.50.'o, . 25.0 48.0 5.0 2.6 50.6 qmany ‘51.0 15.0 ,13.0 45.0 15.0 8.5 
_ 

5;.5 
Greece 33.2 o4 ‘ 

11.9 
" 

30.0 26.4 38.5
_ 

Iris-Land ~ 50.0 27.0 
, 

12.7 5.0 , 4.4 17.1" 
Iéa-Iy- '- 43.8 ~ 5 ~~41.9 " 

5.0 (2.9 44.8 
Luxembourg ' 40.0 " ~ 14.0 

_ 
17.1 5.0 4.1 21.2" 

Nptherlands- - V 48.0 
' 

7 36.0 ' 10.0 6.4 7 42,4 
Norv'vay “ 

__26.5 
‘ o4 21.3 40.5 15.0 8.9 E‘r4_9.r4 

Sbainl - 
- 52.8 30.3 15.0 

' 

1.0.5‘ 
" 40.8 

SWeden » 40.0 _ 

‘- 25.0 43.1 5.0 2.8 ~ 45.9 
SwitZCrland ‘_ 

- 
' 

‘ '8.8 
_ 28.0 27.1 ’V 5.0 3.6 3017 

United Kingdgm *- 52.0 ‘26.2 446 -' 15.0 8.3 
' 

52.9 
Oceania: 

' 

I 
' 

. . ‘
' 

Australia - ‘ 147.5 ’1 42.9 15.9 816‘ 51.5 New Zealand 45.0 51.7 5.0_ . 2.4 54.1 
Latin American-P . _. _ _ 

s _ 

' I I

, 

'Mexico 
2 

wy‘}',42.o 
‘ 

~ 

. 42.72 _2o.o 11.6 i 53.8; 
Argentina 3 “£423 ‘ 28.2 

‘ 
12.0 . 8:6.,._ 

‘ 

36.8 
Brazil 96.7 33.5. 

" 

30.3 25.0 “17.4 
' 

47.7 
Chg;- 341.7 39.4 d 40.0 24.2 63.6 
Columbia - 36.0 ,- 47.3 20.0 10.5 _x 57.8 
Egpador ‘ 

. [320.0 
' 

40.0 A 13.7 
I 

40.0 32.}5- a 51.2‘ 
‘Perur ‘ 

' 

, , . 5,5,0 - 
r . 41.7 30.0 15.77 

‘ 

63,4 , 

Uruguay ‘ 37.5 ‘ 

25.2 ‘ .2105. ‘ 18.7" 143.9 
'Venezuela 50.0 30.0 15.0 -' 

. 10.5' . 40.5 
Costa Rica f I 

- 
, 40.0 I 

‘ 

_ 
» 

‘ ,- 53:.7 ‘ .1590 9.9‘ 43.6; 
EISalvador - 15:0;— -- ‘ 

‘ 7 
7.6 g 58.0, 55.1' ‘42.7 

Guatemala 
_ 52.8; 

I 

_7 21,0 
, 

10:0 7.9, 28.9 
Honduras 40.0 

.L f . ‘ 125,2. 
_ 

5.0 '1 3.7 28.9 
« Nicaragua - 

J 50.0 _- -. 

_ 

- 
- '13 - 0.9. 

“ 

020.; ~ 1.8 
Panama 50.0 ' 15,4 '_ 19.0 ‘ a" 8.5 .. 23.9. 

Africa: ' 

.' 
‘ 

'- ' 

Algeria 50.0 3 k o-.o 
‘ 

18:0: "1820 a - 18.0 
- Morocco. .L' 

, 

- 

. . 48.0“. ., 
' 

. 554.5. . 25:0 , 
11.4‘ .. 65.9-- 

Liberia 45.0 5.78 15.0 14.1 . 19:8; 
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Withholding tax rates 
' on dividends 

Country Statutory Tax Rates distributed to us.
I 

I 
‘ 

Total 
Distributed 

‘ Realized' realized 
profits tax LOcal Realized. Statutes} Rate on tax rate on 

Corporate rate, if Income Corporate or Treaty grossed-up grossed-up 
Tax Rate 1 different 2. taxes tax rate 3 Rate dividends dividends 

Ethiopia 4020 ~ - 

' 38.6 0.0 0.0 , 38.6 ' 

Kenya ‘ '40.0 V 1910 12.5 10.1 29.1 
Nigeria 45.0 ‘ ' 4.7 15-0 14.3 19.0 
Rhodesia ' 40.0 

I 

30.9 15.0 10.4 41.3 
South Africa 43.0 41.9 1 5.0 8.7 50.6 
Zambia . 45.0 28.0 15.0 10.8 38.8 

Middle East: '
‘ 

Iran} 
I 

‘ 10.0 55.0 3.4 10.5 60.0 53.7 64.2 
Israel 56.5 42.0 44.7 "30.0 16.6 61.3 
Lebanon 

I _ 
42.0 15.0 15.1 mo 85 23.6 

Asia: 
Sri Lanka 60.0 33,3 21.2 39.3 31.0 52.2 
India. 60.0 57.0 25.7 11.1 68.1 
Malaysia 40.0 27.9 40.0 28.8 56.7 
Pakistan 60.0 . 

' 52.6 15.0 7.1 59.7 
Phillippines 35.0 

' 

_ 
29.6 35.0 24.6 54.2 

Singapore ‘ 40.0 26.9 
‘ 
40.0 29.2 56.1 

TaiWan , 25.0 ~ 

‘ 6.0 10.0 9.4 15.4 
Thailand - . 50.0 . 14.9 25.0 21.3 36.2 

Hong Kong 15.0, 
‘ 15.5 

‘ 0.0 0:0 15.5 
Japa_n 40.0 28.0 12.0 47.4 10.0 5.6 53.0 
Indonesia 45.0 ' 36.4 6 - 20.0 12.7 49.1 

Other Western Hemispheré:
‘ 

Bahamas 
. 

0.0 5.1 0.0 0.0 5.1 

Bermuda ‘ 0.0 
I 

0.3 ' 0.0 0.0 0.3 

Netherlands Antilles " ~ 54.0 15.0 4.5 6 
‘ 

- 0.0 0.0 ' 4.5 

Dominican Republic ' 41.1 - 21.7 18.0 14.1 35.8 

Jamaica 45.0 22.6 37.5 29.0 51.6 
Puerto Rico 

_ 

40.0 . 12.2 I 15.0 13.2 25.4 
Trihidad &To‘bago 45.0 ' 

v 36.7 10.0 6.3 - 43:0 

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury , 

< April 6, 1976 
Office of Tax Analysis ‘ 

'
' 

Notes‘: 1. For some countries, 1974 rates 'were unavailable and 1973 rates were used. 
2. The distributed profits tax’ rate reflects both split rates and‘ imputation systems. 
3. Estimated by increasing (or decreasing) the 1968 realizéd corporate rate for manufac- 

turing by the percentage change in the statutory corporate rate. ‘
‘ 

4. Dividends are fully deductible from earnings in Greece and Norway; in Belgium, they 
are deductible Within limits: 

" ~ 

' 

‘ ' 

5. Included in the Corporate rate. 
, 

- 6. This is the realized rate for all industries. r 0 

Sources: M. E. Kyrouz, “Foreign TaxRates and Tax Bases,” Natioiml Tax Journal, March. 1975; 
unpublished data. ‘ 

' c - 
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ARTICLES * ek 

AHMAD IMAM *: 
LE DROIT DE SU‘CCESSION. DANS LA RELIGION ISLAMIQUE 

La religion islamique est 19. religion basée 
principalement sur le l‘ivre sacré qui 
s’appelle le «Coran». Ce Iivre est nOn 
seulement une source ‘de réligion, mais 
aussi de droit eommun, qui régit tout le 
monde musulman. Quand on analyse ce 
livre, on trouve qu’il a réglé trois; sortes 
de relations: 
1) Les relations entre l’homme et Dieu, 
2) Les rapports de l’hornme avec lui- 

meme, 
‘3) Les relations entre l’homme et la So- 

Ciété. 
Ce qui nous intéresSe dans ce-livre comma 
source de droits sociaux, ce sont les re- 
lations entre l’homme ,et la société, et 
spécialement le domaine des droits' de 
succession. Ce qui nous pousse 2‘1 traiter ce 
sujet, c’est le fait que le droit musulman 
n’est pas encore été étudié d’une maniére 
étendue et approfOndie en Europe occi- 
dentale. 

.En‘ effet, l’étude du droit musulman dé- 
passe le domaine de la pure éi'udition 
pour entrer dans celui de la science d’ap- 
plication immédiate, et 11 s’est formé 2‘1 cet 
égard une vaste littérature. 
Pourtant, la littérature juridique arabe est 
Peu accessible aux juristes internationaux 
“En raison de ses :difficultés linguistiques. 
Beaucoup de travaux qui ont été consacrés 
5. ce probléme se sont inspirés de simples 
ttaductions ou d’ouvrages de seconde main. 
Notre intention est de voir comment Ies 
peuples islamiques ont pratiqué 16' Comm 
en tant que 101 ‘positive. Voici un bref 
apergu du‘droit successoral applicable aux 
‘musulmans. - 

CARACTERISTIQUES QENERALES DU 
DROIT DE SUCCESSION DANS LA 
RELIGION ISLAMIQUE 
L'Islam a 5L cet égard une conception parti- 
culiére, différente de celle des pays. euro- 
péens. 

A) L’inégalz'te’ d9: .rexex dam [e droit 
d'lcz June-Mia”

_ — Le droit musulman ne reconnait 5 un 
successible de sexe féminirl venant en 
concours avec un successible de sexe 
masculin qu’une part égale 2‘: la‘ moitié 
de la part 'de celui-ci.

. —— Dans le systéme succéssoral islami'que, 
lorsqu’une fille est seule successible 2‘1 

un degré déterminé, elle ne‘ pent ja- 
mais absorber toute la succession, elle 
n’a droit qu’é 1a moit'ié de l-’héritage 

(ou aux deux tiers en cas de pluralité), 
1e reste allant a d’autres successibles 
rattachés au de cujus par un‘ lien de 
parenté par les males.

. 

—-- Les parents des deux sexes, taut par 
les males que par les femmes jouissent 
des mémes droits. 

Dans le méme ordre et au méme degré, 
.tout successible, quelle que soit la. nature 
de son lien- de ‘parenté avec le- de cujus,

I 

hérite dans les mémes conditions.
_ 

Evidemment de telles régles se justifi‘ent 
par les diverses obligations mises 5. 1a 
charge de l’homme. Pourtant, elles ‘appam- 
rent depuis le début d‘e notre siécle en 
contradiction avec les nouveaux principes 
démocratiques. Leur abrogation vétait im- 

* Chargé de cours 2‘1 I’Université du Caire. 
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possible puisqu’elles etaient expressémetit 
formulées dans le Coran (Coran IV, 12)-' 
Pourtant i1 y a une tendance dans quelques 
pays arabes, dans leurs lois Positives, 

(l’EgyPte par example) 5. restreindre leur 
domains d’application. 
Cette tendance se manifeste dans les lois 

relatives 2‘1 1a transmission successorale de 
la pension du défunt. Sous 1e prétexte que 
la nue-propriété de ces revenus appartient 
2‘1 l’Etat et que, de ce fait, ils ne font Pas

\ pattie a proprement Parler du patrimoine 
du défunt, la loi les sournet '21 des régles' 

de dévolution particuliéres, qui admettent, 
entre autres, le principe de l’égalité de la 
part successorale entre l’homrne et la 

femme. 

B) Reconnaixmme d’zm droit de 
.S'ZM'L‘L’J‘J‘iOfl aux enfant: mtzzrelx 
et adoptif: 

I) Enfam‘: nature}: 
En droit musulman, la situation de l’enfant 
naturel est réglée différemment suivant‘ 
qu’il s’agit des rapports avec le pére ou 
des rapports avec la mére. 
1) A l’égard du pére, 1a filiation natu- 

relle n’es‘t absolument pas reconnue. Mais, 
un homme pent reconnaitre volontairement 
un enfant non issu d’un mariage régulier 
et cette reconnaissance confére '21 l’enfant 

la qualité d’enfant l‘égitime. Cette régle 
s’explique par l’admission des rapports 
hors mariage, avec les femmes esclaves. 

Les enfants issus de ces rapports sont attri- 
bués au pére en tant qu’enfants légitimes, 
s’il veut bien les recOnnaitre. 
2) A l‘égard de la mére, 1a situation est 

différente. La filiation naturelle £1 son 
égard est pleinement admise, 011, plus 
exactement, elle est légalement imposée en 
ce sens 'que les enfants naturels d’une 
femme l'ui soxit, par le seul fait de leur 
naissance, néceséairement ‘attribués. Ils sent 
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assimilés 21 des enfants légitirnes et ils Ont 
les mémes droits —— don-t le droit de suc- 
cession. 
Mais 1e droit de l’enfant naturel est limité 
5. la. succession de la personne qui l’a 

engendzé ou reconnu. 

II) L’enfamf adoptif 
L’adoption n’est pas r6connue en droit 

musulman, elle y est méme formellement 
interdite par des textes du Coran et, par 
conséquent, i1 ne peut étre question pour 
les cnfants adoptifs de droits successoraux. 
On renconrtre dans les droits positifs de 
quelques pays arabes des dérogations £1 ces 

principes (Egypte pet example). Ainsi, 
une mére peut par tous les moyens accep- 
tables’Par le juge civil prouver la paternité 
de sqn enfant vis-z‘z-vis d’un homme déter- 
miné. Un tel jugement peut dormer 2‘1 

l’énfant tous les droits sur la succession 
de son pére, comme un enfant issue du 
mariage légal. Mais la femme n’a aucun 
droit de succession, puisqu’il n’y a. pas de 
mariage légal dans ce cas. 

C) L’empécbement c2 maefiion rémltant 
de la diffe’rence de religion 

Dans 13. religion islamique, 1a différence 
de religion entre le de cujus et les héritiers 
est un empéchement 2‘1 succession, tout au 
moins dans les rapports entre la religion 
islamique et les autres religions. Dans les 
rappotts de ces demiéres entre elles, i1 

n’y a pas d’empéchement, car au regard de 
l’Islarn,.les non-musulmans, se confondent" 
en une méme infidélité. 

D) L’empécbement réxulmflt de la 
diffe’rence ale nationalité 

La conception de la nationalité en droit 
musulman ne coincide pas exaCtement avec 
la conception moderne. Le droit public 
musulman distingue deux parties dans le



monde, pelle qui est soumise é l’autorité 
‘islamique ,et celle .qui 'lui échappe.‘ Les 
ressortissants des divers Etats musulmans, 
si indépendants qu‘v’ils soient, ne sont pas 
considérés coming des étrangers les uns 
par rapport; aux autres, et cela er; raisori 
du principe théorique de l’unité du monde 
musulman. Par conséquent, i1 n’exispe pas 
d’empéchement 2‘3. succession entre deux. 
D’autze paft, les ressortissants musulmans 
de puissances non islamiques son't considé- 
rés comme partie du monde musulman, et 
par conséqfient, i1 n’existe pas d’empéche- 
ment A succession avec eux. 
L’empéchement n_e peut donc jouer qu’en 
ce qui concerne les nonsmusulmans, ressor- 
tissants de ,puissances infidéles, et les non- 
musulmans, ressor’tissants de puissances 
musulmanes, les uns par rapport aux 
autres. 

B) La likerté d9 trammettre 17m- 
temzment at par donation 

Le legs au profit d’héritiers venant utiIe- 
ment 2‘1 la. succession ’est interdit et, d’autre 
part, la liberté de tester au profit d’autres 
personnes est limitég uniformément au 
tiers de l’hétidité. 'En revanche, auCune 
restriction n’est apportée quant aux Iibéta- 
Iités par actes entre vifs. 

F) Conceptigm de la macem‘on aux Men; 
I 

01; ale [4 mmmz'on 52 14 perxonne 
La conception de la succession est limitée. 
La saisine héréditaire ne se produit pas de 
Plein droit, Par 16 fait du décés, mais aprés 
la liquidation de la succession Par l’acquit- 
tement du passif. 
On ne devient héritier, i1 n’y a transmis-' 
‘sion héréditaire, qu’aprés paiement des 
dettes. Aussi bien, ‘tant que cette opération 
n’est pas accomplie, il ne peut étre question 
de succession é. proprement parler; c'est ce 
qu’exprime l’adage‘ célébre «pas de suc- 
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cession avant l’acquittement de dettes». 
Entretemps, la succession constitue une 
masse autonome de biens appartenant tou- 
jours fictivement au défunt. Le 1616 juri- 
dique du successible consiste 2‘1 représenter 
1e défunt, '5. représenter la succession, con- 
sidérée comme entité juridique pour' les 
besoins de la liquidation; 

SUCCESSION TESTAMENT AIRE 

Le testament est un acte juridique vuni~ 

Iatéral qui devient obligatoire £1121 mort du 
testateu’f. Dans la religion islamique, on 
trouve deux sortes d'e testaments: 
1) Le testament en faveur d’autres que‘ les 

_héritiers 

2) Le legs nécesSaire 

1. Le testament optimize!
, 

Dans Ia religion islamique, i1 ‘existe un 
principe qui défend au testateur de tester 
en faveur d’un héritier. La raison est Claire 
et Peut s’expliquer par l’assurance de l’éga, 
lité ‘entre tous les héritiers, pour la stabili- 
té de bonnes relations entre eux aprés le 
décés‘ du défunt. Le droit du‘ testateur est 
limité aux tiers dc son héritage. 
Si le de cujus‘ a fait plusieurs testaments 5. 

plusieurs personnes avant sa mort, la quo- 
tité disponible du tiers doit'étre calculée 
eu égard 51 c: qui reste de la succéssion, 
une fois réglés les droits qui ont priorité 
sur les legs. 
Si 1e tiers disponible ne peut suffire é 
couvrir tous les legs, les légataires se le 
paxtagent au prorata de leur quote-part. 

2. Le leg: nécesmz're 
Pour bien comprendre cc principe, voici un 
exemple. II arrive souvent qu’une personne 
ait des petits enfants issus d’un fils pré- 
décédé ou décédé en méme temps qu’elle. 
Ces deScendants n’ont normalement Pas 
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de droit de succession‘ direct, 'spécialement 
s’il se trouve d’autres fils ou filles du dé- 
funt. VPourtant, 1a loi'lislamique, c’est-é- 

dire 16 Comm, 3. donné 2‘1 ces descendants 
ls droit de bénéficier dans la. limite du 
tiers disponible d’un‘ legs obligatoire, dans 
la mesure ‘et les conditions suivantes: 
1) Ces descendants oht droit au legs obli- 
gatoire dans la mesure de la quote-part des 
biens que leur pére afirait recueillie de-son 
auteur s’il leur avait survécu, toutefois, 
leurs dto‘its n¢ peuyent .dépasser 1e tiers 

de la succession de leur pére.‘ 
2) Ont droit 5. ce legs obligatoire les en- 
fants du fils, quel que soit leur nombre. 
5) Ce legs obligafo'ire est considéré com- 
me la succession d1; pére .et est Partagé 
cpnformément '21 la 'régle géfiérale, l’héri- 

tier de sexe masculin recevant une part 
double de celle de l’hérite; de sexe féminin. 
4) Evidemment, si la de cujus a testé au 
profit de ces descendants une Part égale 
é celle é laquelle ils pouvaient prétendre 
an titre du legs obligqtoire, d’ans ce cas 

ces descendants n’ont Pas droit £1 ce legs 
obligatoire. 

5) Le legs obligatoire n’est Pas applicable 
aux enfants de la fille décédée avan; son 

. pére. 

QUELLE EST LA FORME DU TESTAMENT? 
Dads 1e, Coran, on me trouve pas de forme 
déterminée pour faire un _testa'ment. Par 
"conséquent i1 dérive des rites islamiques. 
Ils sont d’accord sur les formes suivantes: 
1) Le testament verbal, ma‘is pour étre 

valable, il est indispensable qu’il ait l’as- 

sistapce de deux témoins musulmans. 
2) -Le testament écrit, soit de la main du 
testa‘teur, soit dicté au cadi. En ce qui 
cgnceme les autres formes comme le testa- 
ment par signs, il‘ n’est pas admi's “en rite 
'hanéfite ni honbalite- ' 

'Evidemmént, 1e testateur peut Vtoujours 
'révoquer son testament, sauf, lorsqu’il 
s’agit de l’affranchissement d’un esclave :31 

cause de mort. La révocation peut étre 
faite dans les mérnes formes que le testa- 
ment c’est—é—dire verbale ou par écrit. 
Quant aux effets du testament, il est né- 
cessairé que:

1 

1) 31 Ire soit pas entaché de nullité comme 
par example pour défaut de capacité; 
2) i1 soit possible de l’exécuter, Par exem- 
Ple, 1a perte de la chose testée rendra 1e 
testament sans valeur. 

CONDITIONS D’OUVERTURE DE LA 
SUCCESSION 

Dans lei religion islamique comme dans 
la loi positive des Pays d’Europe, '19. V0- 
cation successorale est soumise aux condi- 
tions suivantes: 
1) La certitude de la mort réelle ou judici- 

airement Présumée du de cujus 
2) ,Lfexistence d’un héritier au moment 

du décés réel ou présumé et du lien 
qui confére la qualité de successible 

3) L’existence d’une hérédité 
En voici les explications: 

1. Le défuht: i1 s’appelle en droit musul- 
man «mouareth». La succession s’ouvre 
par son décés réel, présumé ou déclaré. 

Le décés est réel lorsqu’on en a la preuve 
matériellep Elle est 'présumée clans: 
a) une longue absence sans aucufie preuve 

de sa mort ou de sa vie; 
b) l’absEnce dans une circonstance qui 

donne un caractére vraisemblable 2‘1 

la mort, comme par exemple danS' 1e 
cas de la guerfe, le défunt n’est pas 
retourné aprés 1a fin d’une guefre. 

Dans Ces cas, il‘ ne suffit pas que la mort 
d"une personne paraisse vraisemblable pour 
qu’elle puisse étre ‘présumée, i1 faut que 
cette vraisemblance ait fait l’objet d’une 
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constatation et c’est 1e juge seul qui a. 

qualité pour y Procéder. 

2. L’be’ritier: il est désigné en droit mu? 
sulman par le mot «warith». La vocation 
successorale résulte soi't du mariage, soit 
de la Parenté; cependant, le mariage ne 
crée de droits successoraux entre époux 
qu’é condition qu’il ait été réguliérement 
contracté, et qu’il n’ait pas été définitive— 
ment dissous. La parenté comprend ‘21 la 
foils la parenté légitime et la parenté na- 
turelle, cette derniére ne créant de droits 
successoraux qu’entre l’enfant naturel et sa 
méjreg' comme nous avons expliqué ci- 
dessus.

‘ 

.Evidemment, i1 fau't encore que l’héritier 
existe au moment de l’ouverture de la 
succession, et qu’il n’y ait pas d’empéc’he- 
ment —-— comme nous avons mentionné 
plus haut — qui s’oppose au droit Succes- 
soral. 

3. L’laére’dz'té; elle s’appelle en droit mu- 
sulman «Tarikah». Elle est constituée par 
la différence entre tons les biens qui ap- 
partenaient au. défunt, tous les droits que 
celui-ci exergait de son vivant '21 l’exception 
de ceux inhére'nts 2‘1 sa personnalité et les 
charges qui prennent naissance du fait du 
décés, alsavoir les ‘frais funéraires et les 
legs. Le [solde restant aprés paiernent de 
'toutes ces dettes et charges est considéré 
comme I’hérédité et est dévolu aux héri- 
tiers conformément au principe fondamen- 
tal «Pas de succession ava_nt l’acquitte— 
ment‘ des dettes»., Le droit musulman con.- 
sidére en conséquence le_s héritiers cqmme 
succédant aux biens et non ’tenus aux dettes 
du défunt. 
En effet, le Coran ne contient que les prin- 
cipes généraux du droit successoral. L’ap- 
plication de ces principes est régle’e 5. 

toutes les ‘espéces d’héritiers et a donné 

AHMAD IMAM 
lieu 5. des interprétations divergéntesl Ces 
interprétations ont fait I’objet é leur tour 
d’expliCations et de commentaires qui ont 
fait du droit musulrnan ‘un réSeau inextri- 
cable. 
Ajoutons que dans cette religion ni l’héri- 
tier ni son auteur ne peuvent renoncer 2‘1 

la’ qualité d’héritier ou autre. 115 n: peu— 
vent s’en désister en faveur d’autrui. 
L’héritier qui tue ‘volontairement et in- 
justér’nent son auteur d’hérite pas de ses 
biens. Répétons qu’il n’y a pas de'voc’a— 
tion successorale entre un musulman et un 
non-musulman, ni entre le pére et son en- 
fant dans le cas oil lé loi n’admet pas Ie 
lién de parenté, ni entre l’enfant issu de 
relations illicites et sbn pére. 

DEYOLUTION SUCCESSORALE 

Le systéme successoral musulman a un 
caractére religieux, un grand nombre de 
ses Iégles étant cpntenu dans 16 Comm 
méme, et les autres découlant d’autres 
sources égaleme'nt considérées comma reli- 
gieuses. Le Coran préciseles parts d’héri- 
.tage que chacun doit .automatiquement re- 
ccvoir suivant les li_ens de» parenté qui 

_ 

1-’ unissent au défunt. 
La détermination de la part dévolue 2‘1 

Chapun des ‘héritigrs obéit a des régles qui 
tlennent compte 'de plusieurs facteurs, 2‘1 

savoir 1e sexe de»l’héritier, le degré de sa 
parenté avec, le défunt, le lien qui l’unit 
:21 celui—ci et enfin 1e nombre .et- la qualité 
fies héritiers venant- en concours. 
A- cet égard, les différents, ritgs du Coran 
sont d"accord pour diviser les héritiers en 

,_ 

trois classes: ’ 

1) Acehab-al-fouroud: ce sont les pére‘ et 
mére et Ieurs descendants des deux 
sexes £1 l’infini. 

2) A'l-Agaba: c'e sont les fréres et sbeurs 6t 
leurs desCendants des deux sexes, les 
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grand-méres et grand-péres ct leurs as- 
cendants. 

3) ZaWil-arham: ce sont les oncles et les 

tantes paternels et maternels. 
4) A défaut d’héritier appartenant {2a. 

l’une 

des classes précédentes, la succession 
‘échoit au Bait a1 Mal (trésor public). 

Les héritiers de chaque ordre ne sont ap- 
pelés qu’é défaut d’héritiers dans l'ordre 
précédent. Dans chaque ligne, les héritiers 
les plus prochés écartent les plus éloignés. 
Ainsi, la Présence du grand-pére on de la 
grandmére exclut de la succession leurs 
ascendants. ‘ 

Evidemmeht, 5. cété de l’accord des diffé- 
rents rites islamiqucs sur quelques régles, 
i1 y a aussi plusieurs divergences spéciale- 
ment chez les sunnite, les malqui, les 

hanafie et les ch'afi. 

Pour éviter toutes ces divergences d’opi- 

nions et pour étre bref, on pent rappele'r 
les dispositions essentielles d’une maniére 
simple: 

1) Le: part1 réservée: 421x 
acebab-al-fourozzd: 

'Ces parts sont 1!: plus souvent spécifiées 
dans les versets, 11, 12 et 175 de la sou- 
rate IV du Coran (voir Clavel, Cod‘e du 
statut personnel, t. 11, P. 33). «Dieu vous 
recommande pour les parts successorales 
de vos enfants que la” part de ceux du 
sexe masculin soit 1e double de celle de 
ceux du sexe féminin. Si ces enfants sont 
plus que deux filles, e11es_ ont droit aux 
deux tier's de la succéssion, s’il n’y avait 
.qu’une seule fille, elle a droit i la moitié 
de la succession. Les péres et méres du 
défunt auront chacun 1e sixiéme de ce que 
l’homme Iaisse, s’il a. un enfant; s’il n’en 
laisse aucun et que ses ascendants lui suc- 
cédenf, Ia mére aura un tiers, s’il laisse 

Ides fréres, la mére aura un sixiéme aprés 
que les legs et dettes du testateur auront 
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été acquittés. Vous ne savez pas qui de 
vos parents on de vos enfants vous est le 
plus utile — telle est la loi de Dieu». 
«A vous, hommes, la moitié de ce que 
laissent vos épous_es, si elles n‘ont pas 
d’enfantsz-et si elles en laissent, vous aurez 
1e quart aprés les legs qu’elles auront faits 
et les dettes payées.» 
«Elles (les femmes, vos épouses) auront 1e 
quart de ce que vous (leurs matis) laissez 

aprés les legs que vous aurez faits et les 

dettes payées, si vous n’avez pas d’enfants, 
et‘si vous avez des enfants elles auront 1e 
huitiéme de la succession aprés les legs que 
vous aurez fait et les dettes payées. Le 
frére ou la soeur hérite chacun 1e sixiéme 
de la succession, s’il est seul et si 1e défunt 
.n’a laissé ni descendants, ni ascendents. Si 
les fréres et soeurs sont plusieurs, ils con- 
courent au tiers de la succession aprés que 
les legs et les dettes du défunt auront été 
acquittés.» 
«La soeur unique hérite de la moitié de la 
succession, si 1e défunt n’a pas laissé de 
descendants, et le frére hérite de sa soeur 
si elle n’a Pas d’enfants. S’il y a deux 
soeurs, elles héritent des deux tiegs de la 
succession, et si les héritiers sont des 
hommes et des femmes, l’héritier mfile a 
droit é une part double de celleVde l’héri- 
tier du sexe féminin.» 
Ajoutons', que les droits de succession des 
a'ieux, paternels et maternels découlent de 
certains «hadith» et de l’inrterprétation de 
certaines; dispositions du Coran. 
Toutefois, l’a’ieul paternel n’hérite qu’é dé- 
faut du pére. En principe l’alieul a les 

mémes droits que le pére, c’est-é—dire un 
sixiéme de la succession; S’il y a plusieurs 
a‘ieules; ce sixiéme est partageé entre elles. 

2. Le; part5 day agabzzt 
Comme nous I’avons ex 1i ué ce sont les7 

parents par les mfiles ou assimilés, qui ont 
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droit 51 ce qui reste de la succession quand‘ 
1e prélévement des agehab-al-fouroud a été 
opéré. '

' 

Ce qui caractérise leur situation, c’est qu’ils 
ont une vocation éventuelle £1 la totalité de 
la succession. Si les héritiers agehab-al- 
fouroud prennent tout, l’agabat n’a rien,‘ 
s’ils ne Prennent qu’u’ne partie,‘ ils ont droit 
an tout, Parce que ce sont les agabat qui 
constituent Ia vraie famille. 
Conformément aux rites islamiques les 
agabat sont div-isés en:

. 

a) Agabat par eux mémes sont les agents 
’ 

males dont lien avec le ‘défunt nercom- 
prend pas de femrne comme par exem- 
ple, 1e fils du fils, le' pére, 1e frére 
germain, le frére‘ consanguin, l’oncle 
germain, l’oncle consanguin. 

b) Agabat par un autre parent, ce sont 
des fernmes comme Ia fille, lapetite 
fille, 1a soeur germaine et la soeur con- 
sanguine. 

c) Agabat avec un autre parent: Ce sont 
aussi, cornme les agabat par un autre, 
des femmes: Ia soeur germaine et la 
soeur consanguine. ‘ 

'Les acabat sont appelés 2‘1 121 succession 
d’aprés leur ordre. A égalité d’ordre, 1a 
branche la plus rappochée du défunt prime 
les autres. Les héritiers au degré le plus 
proche excluent ceux des autres degrés. 
A degré dé parenté égal, entre plusieurs 
héritiers, H y a lieu au partage qui se fait 
pa: téte, et en donnar‘rt £1 l’héritier mile 
une part double de celle d’une femme. 

3. Le: party mccesmmlex ale: Zawz'l-zzrbam 
A ces deux pr’emiér'es classes (16 Succes- 

. 
sible viennent s’ajouter dans 1e rite hané- 
fite‘, les zawiI-arham, ou parents par les 
femmes appelés '21 défaut de parenté par 
les miles. Evidemment, iIs ne sont ni héri- 
tiers-afard, ni héritiers-agabat. 
Ce sont Par example: 1e fils de la fille, 
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le grand pére maternel, 1e fils ou la fille 
du frére utérin ou de la soeur utérine etc. 
Leur droit d’héritage n’était pas déterminé 
par le Coran directement mais par un 
hadith du prophéte, selon l'equel l’oncle 
matemel est l’héritier de celui qui n’a pas 
d’héritier. 

Ajoutons, que pour leur attribuer un droit 
successoral, 1e rite hanéfite a lié cette 
parole du‘ prophéte (mentionnéeu ‘ci-avant 
avec le verset VIII, 76 du Coran qui dit 
«les hommes unis par les liens du sang 
sont préférables £1 autrui, les uns au regard 
des ,autres; c‘es’bé-dite aux autres musul- 
mans, 5. l’ensemble de la communauté 
musulmane. Les zawiLa‘rham qui sont par 
définition des gens unis par les liens du 
'sahg sont préférables A la communauté 
musulmane, 1'15 doiv’ent donc étre préférés 
au 'trésor. 
En ce qui concerne 1e taux d’impét sur les 
droits‘ de succession, on peut constater que 
le Coran ne connai‘t pas d’impét obliga- 
toire sur l’héritage, mais un impét spécial 
sur la richesse, dont 1e taux est de 2,5%. 
Le juge peut obliger l’héritier 2‘1 payer ce 
-taux s’il refuse .de le faire volontairement. 

LA FORMALITE DDUVER’I'URE DE LA 
SUCCESSION, QUI EN FAIT LE PARTAGE? 
En ce quirconcerne 1a farmalité d’ouverture 
de la succession, on he trouve pas en leffet 
de régIes dans le Coran. 
Evidemment, comma i1 n’y a pas de textes 
qui jugent ces cas dans le Coran, on 
trouve des différences d’opiniofis c'hez les 
différents rites islamiques, mais ce~ sont les 
régles les plus courantes dans la pratique, 
que enous avons mentionnés. 
Ajoutons, que d’aprés le droit islamique, 
i1 n’y pas de fusion entre la fortune du 
défunt et celle de l’héritier. Voila pourquoi 
les ‘créanciers de la‘ succession ne peuvent 
faire valoir leurs créances que contre la. 
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succession; d’un autre cété les héritiers 
n’ont aucun droit sur la succession tant 
que vtbutes les dettes de la. succession n’ont 
pas été payés. 
Le de cujus Pent désigner un exécuteur 
testamentaite pour y procéder. Mais c’est, 

en général, 1e fait des héritiers. 
Les héritiers peuVent choisir un d’entre 
eux pour la liquidation c’est-fi-dire de 
déterminer les actifs et les passifs — avant 
les Partages. Ainsi, les dettes du défunt 
deviennent immédiatement exigibles com- 
me les frais funéraires les legs jusqu’é 
concurrence du tiers de l’actif net de la 
succession. Les héritiers peuvent annuler 
1e mariage du défunt, ainsi que les libéra- 
lités consenties par le de cujus durant 1a 
Période 01‘1 il' se trouvait déjz‘l un état de 
maladie mortelle. Tout ceci se fait par 
acte du cadi. 
Les mémes régles s’appliquent concernant 
1e partage de la succession-z 
1) Si les héritiers sont tous présents, capa- 
bles, majeurs, ils partagent la succession 
comme bon leur 'semble. 
2) Dans le cas contraire, le partage est 

fait Par le juge, lequel doit observer 
l’égalité absolue et les régles coraniques 
de la part de chaqu’un. Par conséquence 
s’il y a des absents, leur part est mis‘e en 
réserve paternelle, soit tuteur ou curateur 
pour diriger les biens des mineurs, des 
incapables ou des absents. 

L'APPLICATION PRATIQUE DE CES 
REGLES DANS LES LOIS POSITIVES DES 
PAYS ARABES 

La loi musulrnane ne régit que les succes- 
sions laissées par des musulmans. Le statut 
successoral est, en effet, une dépendance 
‘du statut personnel, or en cette matiére, 
les chrétiens et les juifs tonservefit, en 
pays musulman, 1e bénéfice de leur loi 

religieuse. Toutefois, il est admis’ que les 

héritiers peuvent se mettre d’accord pour. 
décider que la succession laissée par leur 
auteur soit régie par la loi musulmane, 
mais i1 faut l’assentiment de tous les in- 
téressés. 
Dans les pays arabes, pour appliquer de 
telles régles on trouve différentes situ- 

ations:
‘ 

1) Le Coran est considéré dans quelques 
Pays arabes comme source directe de 
droit, comme Par exemple en Arabia 
Séoudite et au Koweit. 

2) Dans quelques Pays, comme par ex- 

ample en Egypte, un essai d’unification 
du droit successoral a été tenté, i1 y a. 

une cinquantaine d’années, et les tribu- 
naux doivent appliquer uri droit unique 
pour tous les citoyens au fur et 2‘1 

mesure de sa publication. 
Pourtant, le Coran est considéré com- 
me source de droit résiduaire, c’est-é— 

dire qui si les lois Positieves ou la 
coutume ne tranchent pas un cas déter- 
miné, 1e juge est obligé de trouver la 
solution directement dans le texte du 
Coran. Ajoutons que, dans la Plupart 
des cas, les pays arabes ont absorbé les 
jugements du Coran et les ont, codifiés 
comme droit positif. 

3) Dans d’autres pays arabes, comme au 
Liban, on a adopté les textes ‘de la loi 
européenne, spécialement de droit fran- 
gais. 

’ “ 

En ce qui concerne les impéts applicablés 
aux successions dans les pays arabes, on 
trouve beaucoup de différences: 

1) Dans l’Arabie Séoud‘ite, on applique 
directement les textes du Coran, c’est—é- 
dire la Mme de 2,5% sur la richesse. 

2) En Syrie et au Maroc par exemple, i1 

y un impét Progressif sur 19. Part de 
chaque héritier. (Voir Annexe I en 
II.) 
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5) En Egyptq on trouve deux sortes dif- 
féxentes d’impéts progressifs: 

3.) Le prgmier Sur la succession avant 1e 
partage, avec l’exonération de succes- 
sion faible qui ne dépasse pas un mon- 
tant déterminé décidé par la 101'. (Voir 
Annexe III, Tableau no. 1.) 

b) Uri impét progressif sur 13. part d‘e 

chaque héritier, conformément '5. un 
tableau déterminé dans la loi fiscale. 
Voir Annexe III, Tableau no. 2.)

I 

Ce taux est différent suivant 1e montant 
touché par chaque héritier et son lien 
avec Ie défunt, c’est-z‘t-dire que le tauX est 
plus élevé si le lien est plus éloigné, et 
diminue, si le lien est plus proche. Le 
taux va de 5% 2‘1 40% a’vec exonération 

AHMAD IMAM 
«de la part ,d’héritage qui ne dépasse pas 
une'limite déterminée. ' 

N OTRE NOTE 
Dans l’estimation de ce droit nous ne 
pouvons pas oublier l’opinion du doyen 
Morand qui a dit: «Le-systéme est dans, 
l’ensemble Plus facile 2‘1 saisir que celui. 
des droits-frangais»; également 1e Prbfes: 
seur Bousquet dans son livre intitulé «Pré- 
cis de droit musulman» a appuyé le doyen 
Morand son opinion. Ajoutons que ce 
dernier, pour appuyer son assertion, a 
Présenté une comparaison pour affirmer 
que la liquidation des droits successoraux 
est plus aisée chez les musulmans que 
chez les frangais. Voici pourquoi: 

Droz‘t frangaz’j 

1) Trés souvent Ia liquidation de la suc- 
cession se méle 2‘1 une liquidation de 
communauté; ‘ 

2) Les dispositions ‘testamentaires peuvent 
compliquer Ia liquidation des droits 
successoraux. 

3) Les donations entre vifs doivent étre 
prises en bonsidération pom: l’établisse- 
ment 'de la masse partageable et ‘la 

d‘éterm’ination des droits 6e chacun. 

4) Paffois on tient compte de l’origine 
des biens (successions anormales) 

5) La. question de la succession an passif 
‘ 

se pose. 

6) Complication pgovenant des enfants 
naturels ficconnus. Trés légére campfi- 
‘cat‘ion prevenant de la: représentation. 

Droit mumlman 
1) II n’y a pas de régime matrimonial, 

donc jamais de complication provenant 
de ce faivt. 

2) Le testament ne peut jamais compli- 
quer Ia dévolution successorale, les lé- 
’gataires ne sont que des créanciers de 
l’actief successoral, et les héritiers ne 
sont jamais légataires. 

5) Aucune théorie du rapport, ou de ré- 
duction l'actif au jour du— décés; les 
libéralités dans le Passé ne ‘comptent 
pas. 

4) Aucune théorie de la succession anor- 
male: ici encore 1e passé ne compte 
pas. 

5) Elle ne se pose pas. 

6) Il n’y 2. Pas de représentation; 
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De notre Part, nous pouvons appuyer cette 
idée —— la facilité du droit de succession 
dans 13. religion islamique vues les consi- 
dérations qui précédent, conduisenf 2‘1 pen- 
ser que le Coran n’est pas seulement un 
livre‘ religieux mais aussi une source de 
droit social. La dévolution héréditajre 
étant fixée par la loi, c’est-z‘t—dire voulue 
par Dieu et non ‘fondée sur la volonté 
tacite du de cujus. La volonté humaine ne 
peut en principe en modifier 1e régime. 
Le Coran n’admet ni l’institution d’héri- 

tier, ni Ia transmission du patrimoin’e tout 
entier par le moyen du‘ legs. 11 me laisse 
2‘1 la volonté humaine qu’un pouvoir limité 
dc modifications. 
Malgré toutes les critiques contre ses ré- 

gles, 1'1 21 sauvegardé 63 metre avis l’intérét 
des héritiers et n’a pas Permis au défunt 
de manifester son outrance ou sa témérité. 
D‘autre part, la détermination de 13. part 
de chaque héritier par le Comm 3. donné un 
facteur psychologique et par suite diminué 
les litiges. 

Annexe I —— Syrie 

Tableau no. 1' 

LE TAUX DE DROIT DE SUCCESSION ET DE MUTATION PAR DBCES Y INCLUS 
L’IMPOT DE LA DEFENSE CONFORMEMENTA LA DECISION No. 1174 
DATEE DU 11.5.1957 ET LE PROJET DE LA LOI No. 38 DATEE 25.2.1965 

o o o 5’, o c o «x :2 
°- ° ° 8 8 8 8 ~% 0 
"-‘ 8. 3 0. o, c: o‘ 'U 3 
:3 a 2 8 8 (a 2 '3 v 

Degré de patenté - '3 ‘_-‘ A A A A Fu‘ 3‘ '8 

.... O O O O O O E u-G 

1:: ‘0 c2 c2 c2 c2 0. a 
a: o; o ll'\ 0 o m E 5, 
(34 US n w- H H N v \'> 9, It, 

.3 .—i % A -8 ~%’ '8 '3 r3 ‘ 

:3 3 

Les descendants 4 6 9 11 14 16 20 24 

Les époux . 

Le pére _1a mere 8 11 15 18 22 26 50 36 

Parents consanguins autre . 

que le pere, 1a mére, 1e frére :1-1 16 21 26 32 58 45 53 
et la soeur 

Les oncles et les tantes 
paternels et maternels et 15 21 27 54 41 48 58 72 
neveux des neveux - 

Les autres héritiers 20 27 34 41 48 60 72 96 
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Tableau no. 2 

LE TAUX DE DROIT DE SUCCESSION ET DE MUTATION PAR DECES SUR LES BIENS 
TRANFERES AUX AUTRES PAR LA VOI‘E DE SUCCESSION TESTAMENTAIRE OU DON Y 

COMPRIS L’IMPOT DE LA DEFENSE CONFORMEM-ENT A LA DECISION No.- 1174 
DATEE 11.5.1957 ET LE PROJET DE LA LOI No. 38 DATEE 25.2.1965 

Degréde parenté 

de 

16.00015. 

de 

5.001-10.000 

dc: 

1o.oo1-.15.ooo 

de 

11001-20000 

de 

20001-40000 

de 

40001-65000 

dé»65.001-100.000 

plus 

de 

100 

000 

Les descendants 
' 

5 fl 8 1o 12 15 17 21 27 

Lesépoux
, 

Lepéré_lamére 9‘ 12 16 20‘ 23. 27 32 4o 

Parents cons’anguins autres 
que le pére, la mére, le frére 12 17 22 27 34 41 48 58 
et les soeurs 

Les oncles et les tantes 
patemels et'matemels et les 17 23 

' 

29 35 44 51 60 77 
neveux et les niéces 

Les autres légataires ‘ 24‘ 32 59 46 . S3 68 77 100 

Annexe II — Maroc 
LE DROIT D’ENREGISTREMENT DES INVENTAIRES ETABLIS APRES DECES * 

En ligne directe et entre époux 0.50% 

Entre collatéreaux du 2° an 4° degré 1 % 
Pour les autres personnes 4 ,%

~ ~ ~ 

* D’aprés des derniers documents en notre possession; (Septembre 1973) 
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Afinexc III —— Egypte 

Tableau'no. 1 
- L’IMPOT SUR LA SUCCESSION AVANT LE PARTAGE D'HERITAGE 

LE TAUX EST PROGRESSIF 

Date de l’application ‘ Lapremiére Ce qui 
de la loi tranche . dépasse 

5.000; LE 5.000 LE 15.000 LE 25.000 LE 50.000 LE la somme 
suivants suivants suivants suivants précédante 

Le projet dz; 1a Ioi 
No. 159 pour l’année 
1957 entre en vigeur exonéré 5% 10% 25% 30% 40% 
16 21.8.1952 

- Ce qui 
5.000 LE 165 5.000 165 10.000 165 15.000 25.000 dépasse 
premiers suivantss suivants suivants suivants la somme 

' 
‘ précédante I 

La-loi No. 202 pod: 
l’année 1960 entre en 1 » r 

. 
exonere 5 10 20 30 40 

v1gueur le 10.7.1960 
% % % % % 
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Tableazz 720. 2

, 

L’IMPOT PROGRESSIF SUR LA PART DE. CHAQUE HERITIER 
‘CET IMPOT A ETE IMPOSE SUR LA PART D'HERITAGE DE CHAQUE‘ HERITIER PAR LA 
-LOI No. 142 POUR L'ANNEE 1944. IL EST CALCULE SUR L’HERITAGE DE CHAQUE 
PERSONNE APRES LA DEDUCTION DE L’IMPOT GLOBAL SUR LA SUCCESSION PAR 

' 

' 

'I'RANCHE
, 

LE TAUX DE CET IMPOT A ETE CHANGE PLUSIEURS FOIS. LE DERNIER’CHANGEMENT
‘ 

A EU LIEU PAR LA LOI DE.10.7.1960 !' LES TAUX SONT LES SUIVANTS: 

‘La partAnette aprés la ldéductfon Le taux ‘de l’impét sur la part dé chaque 
de l’impét sur la successibn héritier ’ 

de 1 - 5:000 LE. 5% Note. 1) Le taux de ces impéts qui sont 
‘ mentionnés dans ce tableau 

concernent l’hén'tier de la premiére 
classe 

'de 5.000 - 10.000 6% 
- de 1'0;000 - 15.000 7% 2) Ces taux sent doubles pour 

l’héritier de la deuxiéme classe 
de 15.000 - 20.000 8% 3) C65 taux sont triples pour l'heritier 

de la troisiéme classe 

de 20.000-25.000 9% 
4) Ces taux sont quadruples. pour 155 

de 25.000 - 30.000 10% héritiers qui n’entteut pas dans une 
des trois classes me‘ntionnées cirdessus 

5) 11 y a des exonérations de tout taux 12% . , sur la part qul ne depase pas 
' ' * 500 LE. Si l’héritier a dépassé 

' de 45.000 - 55.000 15% cette Somme, H y a des exonérations 
7 sur la premiére tranche de 500 LE. 

de 35.000 - 45.000

~ 
' 

‘ 

:1 condition que la totalité d’héritage 'der 55-000 ' 55.000 18% ne dépasse pas 4.000 LE. 

de 65.000 — 22% 6) On ajoute sur cet impét l’impét 
communal d‘héri‘tage de 5% 
calculé sur l’impfit prbgressif de 
chaque héritier

' 
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M. P. DOMINIC *2 

TAXATION OF NON-RESIDENTS’ 
BUSINESS INCOME IN SRI LANKA 

The tax treatment of a non-resident’s busi- 
ness income differs under the internal tax 
law and under the treaty Provisions. Fur- 
ther, special provisions apply with respect 
to certain categories of businesses. The 
internal tax law Provisions are analysed in 
Part A. Part B deals with the treaty pro- . 

visions. The special provisions relating to 
fqreign contractors, shipping and aircraft 

and insurance are dealt with in Part C, 

A. INTERNAL TAX LAW 
1. The Permanent establishment criterion 
is foreign to the Sri Lanka internal tax 
law. The source principle applies. Non- 
residents are liable to be taxed in Sri 

Lanka on profits and income arising in 
or derived from Sri Lanka. Profits arising 
from Sri Lanka include, inter alia, all 

Profits and income 'derived from business 
transacted in Sri Lanka Whether directly 

or through an agent. (Section 2(2)’ of the 
Inland Revenue Act, No. 4 of 1963). ° 

2. Business includes an agricultural un- 
dertaking i.e. ‘an undertaking for the pur- 
pose of the production of any agricultural, 
horticultural or animal produce and in- 

cludes an undertaking for the purpose of 
livestock or poultry. 

3. The source principle “enunciated in 
section 2(2) is further extended by section 
55(1) and section 59 (see .6 and.8 (ix)). 
4. The Words “business transacted in 8:1 
Lanka whether directly or through an 
agent” have the same meaning as the 
words “trade exercised within the United 
Kingdom” in Schedule D of the United 
Kingdom Income Tax Act. 1 As in Eng- 

land, the distinction between “trading 
with” and “trading within” a country ap- 
plies.2 The English case: law is generally 
followed. 

5. Only a person trading Within Sri 

Lanka is liable to Sri Lanka tax. Profits 
arising from trading with Sri Lanka are 
not taxable in Sri Lanka. It is a question 
of fact whether there is a trade with or; 

within Sri Lanka. An important criterion 
to determihe whether a businesses is trans- 
acted within Sri Lanka or only with Sri 

Lanka is “the place of contract”. 3 

If the contract is made outside Sri Lanka 

* Attorney-at—law, formerly visiting lecturer at 

the University of Sri Lanka (Colombo) and tutor 
at Sri Lanka Law College. 
° The sections hereinafter referred are all from 
the Inland Revenue Act. 
1. Anglo-Panda” Oil Co. Ltd. 11:. Tbe Com- 
mim’oner of Income T ax, Ceylon Tax Cases, 
Vol. I p. 82 at 89. 
Glob/er; 6 Sam Ltd. 11!. the Commiflianer of 
Income Tax, Ceylon Tax Cases, Vol.1 p. 110. 
2. Anglo-Persian Oil Co. Ltd. case at p. 89. 
3. “The question whether a trade is exercised 
is a 'question of fact, and it is undesirable to, 

attempt to lay down any exhaustive test of what 
constitues such an exercise of trade, but I think 
it must now be taken as est'ablished that in the 
case of a merchant’s business, the primary ob- 
ject of which is to sell goods at a profit, the 
trade is (speaking generally) exercised or car- 

ried on... at the place where the contracts are 
made. No doubt reference has sometimes been 
made to the place where payment is made for 
the goods sold or to the place where the goods 
are delivered, and it may be that in certain 
circumstances these are material considerations, 
‘but the most important and indeed the crucial 
question is where are the. contracts of sale made?" 
"(quoted with approval by Akbar J. in Anglo- 
Persian Oil Co. case). 
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and the price is paid outside Sri Lanka, the 
mere delivery through an agent in Sri 
Lanka is not equivalent to carrying on' 

business Within Sri Lanka. 4 

6. But, as stated above, the scope of Sec- 
:tion 2(2) is further extended by section 
55(1); If the sale is made through the 
instrumemality of a Person residing in Sri 
Lanka, tax liability arises. “Where a per- 
son in Sri Lanka, acting on behalf of a 
non-resident person, effects or is instru- 
mental in; .. selling or disposing of any 
property... the Profits arising from 
such... sale or disposal shall be deemed 
to be derived by the non-resident person 
from business transacted in Sri ~Lanka” 
(séction 55(1)). The source criterion is 
extended by this section in order to in- 
clude contracts which have been entered 
into as a result of the efforts of agents in 
Sri Lanka of a foreign principal, even 
when such contracts have been finally con- 
cluded outside Sri Lanka. 5 

7. Four elements_ must be Present if; or- 
der for a transaction to attract this extended 

‘ liability: 

21;. The sale must be to a pezson in Sri 
Lanka. 

b. The sale must have been made through 
the instrumentality of a person-in Sri 
Lanka. The non-resident person will 
be liable if his agent in Sri Lanka sells 
any property on his behalf in Sri Lanka. 
The non-resident will also be liable al- 
though the sale was actually effected 
by him, if in point of fact a person 
residing in Sri Lanka. acting on behalf 
is “instrumental in selling” that pro- 
perty. “Instrumental in selling” means 
aiding or assisting in “bringifig about” 
the contract of such a sale which but 
for such aid and assistance might never 
come off. But, the extent of this lia- 
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bility is confined to acts that precede 
the making of the contract and does‘not 
extend to acts that succeed such con- 
tract and may be neCessary to imple- 
ment it. 6- Mere delivery is not an inte- 
gral Part of a contract of sale and thus 
will not be covered by section 55(1). 7 

c. The property must be in Sri Lanka 01: 
be brought to Sri Lanka. Goods held in 
vtranshipment Warehouses are not "treated 

‘ as goods brought to Sri‘ Lanka. 
d3.- The property must, be the property of 

a noneresident person. 

8. Business transactions may .take va- 
rious forms: 
i. 

‘ Direct export to Sri Lzméa -— Where 
goods are imported into Srj Lanka by 
a Sri Lanka importer the. non-resident 
exporter is liable neither ‘on the ex- 
port income nor on the profits from 
sale in Sri Lanka. 

ii. Sale on 4 comignment basis — The 
sale takes place in Sri Lanka. The 

“ 

first requirement is fulfilled. The ex- 
porter is liable to be taXed’ in Sri 
Lémka. 

iii. Indenting Agent! — The indenting 
Agents canvass for ordezs, advertise, 
stock the goods for the non-resident 
exporter and arrange the supply to 
local traders of, geods from the non- 
resident person. The sale is made 
through their instrumentality. The 
non-resident is liable to Sri Lanka 
tax. 8 

iv. Importx t/aroztg/J 4 Buying Home or 

4. This may not apply to deliveries Which affect 
the transfer of title and therefore constitute a 
sale. 
5. Anglo-Persian Oil Co. case at p. 94. 
6. Anglo-Persian Oil Co. case at p; 95. 
7. Ibid. 
8. Chive” 6 Sam Ltd, w. the Comminioner of 
Income Tax. 
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vi. 

Shipper —— This may take two forms 
and the tax, liability differs accord- 
ingly. . 

a) The orders are sent direct to the 
non-resident manufacturer or mer- 
chant and the sale is made by the non- 
resident manufacturer or merchant to 
a non-resident buying house. The 
buying house ships the goods to the 
Sri Lanka agent of the non-resident 
manufacturer or merchant. Payment 
for the goods is collected by the 

7 buying house from its own agent in 
Sri Lanka. It cdllects its commission 
form the non-resident manufacturer 
or merchant. The. sale is not made by 
‘the non-fesident manufacturer to a 
person in Sri Lanka. He is not liable 
to be taxed in Sri Lanka. 
b) If the dealer in Sri Lanka is an 
agent of the buying house or shipper, 
the buying house or shipper is liable 
to be taxed in Sri Lanka. 
Good; for tramsbz‘pment — Where 
goods belonging to a non-resident 
person are sent to Sri Lanka for sale 
and are held in the transshipment 
warehouses in Sri Lanka_ to be shipped 
to other countries, the non-resident is 

. 

not liable f0 be taxed in Sri Lanka on 
the sale profits. The third require- 
ment is not fulfilled. Goods must be 
in Sri Lanka or be brought into Sri 
Lanka. In this case, the goods are not 
brought into Sri Lanka through the 
Sri Lanka customs. 
Bram/a — A non-resident selling his 
goods through a branch is liable to 
be taxed in Sri Lanka. 
If the goods sold are goods manu- 
factured or produced outside Sri 
Lanka by the non-resident or by a 
Person with Whom he is closely con- 
nected, the profits liable to be taxed 

Cannot be less than the profits which 
might reasonably be expected to have 
been made by a merchant who had 
bought the same direct from a manu- 
facturer or producer with whom he 
was not connected. The manufactu- 
ring Profits are excluded from taxa- 
tion. Where goods sold are subjected 
to an ad valorem import duty, the 
maximum which will be allowed to 
be deducted as cost of such goods is 

the value on which such import duty 
has been paid. 
.But the branch profits of a pure sales 
concern (goods sold are not manu- 
factured by it or by. an allied concern) 
cannot be computed by reference to 
the profits which may be expected 
to be made by a‘Sri Lanka merchant. 
Assessment must be made on the 
actual profits. Only, where proper 
computation of the branch profits is 

not readily ascertained assessment 
may be made on the absis of a fair 
percentage of the turnover of that 
trade or business in Sri Lanka. This 
percentage is normally computed on 
the basis of profits made by Sri 
Lanke merchants-selling similar goods. 

vii. . Sale to a mbxz'dz‘ary or 4 (lowly con- 
flecfed pemm — The sale must be‘ at 
arm’s length. If the course of business 
between the non-resident concern and 
its subsidiary .or its closely related 
person in Sri Lanka is so arranged 
that the sale Produces to the resident. 
Person either no profit or ‘less than 
the ordinary profits which might be 
expected to arise, the sale will be 
deemed to have been carried on in 
Sri Lanka and the non-resident is 

taxable in Sri Lanka in respect of his 
income from such a sale. 
Close connection exists where the 
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persons are substantially identical or 
that the ultimate controlling interest 
of each is owned or deemed to be 
owned by the same person or persons. 
The controlling interest of a company 
is deemed to be owned by the'bene- 
ficial owners of its shares, whether 
held directly or through nominees. 
Shares in one company held by or on 
behalf of another company is deemed 
to be held by the shareholders of the 
last-mentioned company. 
Agency — A non-resident is liable 
to be taxed on income arising fxom a 
business_ transacted through an agent 
in Sri Lanka. Agent in relation to a 
non-resident person includes (a) the

F 

agent, attorney, factor, receiver, or 
manager in Sri Lanka of such person 
and (b) any person in Sri Lanka 
through Whom such person- iS' in 
receipt of any profits or income 
arising in or derived from Sri Lanka. 
As stated above, mere instgumentality 
of a person resident in Sri Lanka in 
effecting the sale is sufficient to 
create liability. Such a pexson will be 
deemed to be an agent of the non- 
resident. 
Transactions carried through indepen- 
den agent: (Le. persons who do not' 
act on behalf of non~resident person) 
are not subject to Sri Lankatax. 
The non-resident‘is assessable either 
directly or in the name of his agent 
in-respect of all his profits. It is not 
necessary that the agent must be in 
receipt of the proceeds. Thus even 
where the goods are sent on letters of 
credit to the full value of the goods 
arid the money is deposited in the 
bank before the goods are brought 
into Sri Lanka, the agent may be 
assessed on behalf of the non-resi— 
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dent. The tax may be recoVered from 
the assets of the non-resident person 
or from the agent. If the non-resident 
acts through more than one agent, all 
the agents are jointly and severally 
liable. This joint liability arises only 
if all of 'them are agents with respect 
to the same business or if they are 
the nonqesident’s accredited agents. 
Sale of exported Srz' Lamb; prodme ~— 
As stated above, income arising from 
business transacted in Sri Lanka is 
liable to be taxed in Sxi Lanka. If 
,contracts are concluded abroad and 
they were not effected through the 
inst'rumentality. of a resident in Sri 
Lanka, no liability will arise. Income 
from sale abroad of producé exported 
from Sri Lanka will not be liable to 
be taxed in Sri Lanka if the contracts 
are concluded outside Sri_ Lanka. 
However, substantial Portion of Sri 
Lanka produce is sold 

‘ 

outside Sri 
Lanka (e.g. London Tea Auctions). 
Tea is sold in bulk in such auctions 
and later is blended or packeted by 
the distributor. Section 59 widens the 
Sri Lanka income fax net to covér 
such transactions. “Where a non-resi- 
dent persc‘m carries on in Sri Lanka an 

‘agricultural, manufacturing or other 
productive undertaking and sells any 
product of such an undertaking out- 
.side Sri Lanka or for delivery out- 
side Sri Lanka, whether the contract 
is made Within‘ or without Sri Lanka, 
the full profit arising from the sale 
in a Wholesale market shall be 
deemed to be income arising in or 
derived from ,Sri Lanka‘. . 

.” It is‘ im- 
material whether contract is made 
within Sri Lanka or outside Sri Lanka. 
In- the case of tea no distinction is 

to be made between manufacturing or 
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merchanting profits. Tea exported 
from Sri Lanka, either through the 
Colombo Tea Auctions or the London 
Tea Auctions, is handled, blended, 
sorted, packed and disposed at whole- 
sale outside Sri Lanka. (mainly in 
London). The full Wholesale profits 
are taxable in Sri Lanka. But, profits 
attributable to the value added through 
“treatment of the product outside Sri 
Lanka other than handling, blending, 
sorting, packing and disposal” is not 
deemed ‘to be income arising in or 
derived from Sri Lanka. Thus, if ex— 

. ported Sri Lanka produce (rubber, 
spices etc.) is used in processing, the 
increased profit attributable to manu- 
facturing is not taxable in Sri Lanka. 
Even transactions of a non-resident 
co-operative society whereby the Sri 

Lanka produce isldistributed to its 

members are subject to this provision. 
Even though there is no sale in the 
open market, the profits will be 
“deemed to be not less than the 
profits which might have been ob- 
tained if such person had sold such 
Product wholesale to the best advan- 
tage” (section 59). 

9. Determination of Blame” Profit: 
The direct method of computing the profits 
is used. All outgoings and expenses in- 

curred in the production of the income 
may be deducted provided they are not 
specifically disallowed. But, where the 
Commissioner-General, in his discretion, 

considers that the true amqunt of the Sri 
Lanka business profits of a non-resident 
can not be readily ascertained, he may 
assess the profits on the basis of a fair 

percentage of the turnover of that trade 
or business in Sri Lanka (Section 58). The 
Percentage is normally fixed in the light 
of Profits made by the Sri Lanka firms 

dealing in similar articles. Special Provi- 
sions apply to cases Where the transactions 
are not at arm’s length or Where the goods 
sold are manufactured or produced by the 
non-resident or by an allied concern. 

B. TAX TREATIES 
10. India — The tax treaty with India is 
based on the source Principle. Each country 
is entitled to charge in respect of specified 
sources of income, a percentage specified in 
the schedule. The percentages are based on 
the actual conditions of trade and profit 
making involved in the trade between the 
two countries. 9 (See table on p. 385.) 
Any other business income (other than the . 

categories mentioned in the schedule nos. 
1-7) is taxable only in Sri Lanka if it 

accrues or arises in Sri Lanka. 
Double taxation is avoided by the grant 
of an abatement of tax by each country. 
The abatement is different from that of 
tax 'credit or tax exemption. The income 
which is taxable by India is not simply 
excluded from Sri Lanka‘ tax. Assessment 
must be made in Sri Lanka under its own 
laws as if there were no agreement and if 
Sri Lanka, under its internal laws, charges 
any income from the sources or categories 
of transactions specified in column I of 
the schedule in excess of the amount cal- 
culated according to the percentages spe- 
cified in columns 11 and III thereof. Sri 

9. This rule was based on conditions which 
applied to textile trade. "In the textile trade 
bctween Sri Lanka and India, the Indian ex- 
porter and the importer in‘Sri Lanka Were, in 
many cases, connected to‘ each other, and the 
apportionment of income presented much diffi- 
culty to the tax authorities. The arbitrary rule 
set out in the Double Taxation Convention eased 
the work of the administration substantially and 
facilitated Irapid settlement of liability, which 
outweighed considerations of any loss of reve- 
nue". Tax Treaties between Developed and De- 
veloping Countries — Fifth Report -— p. 129. 
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Source of income or nature of transaction 
form which income is derived

I 

Percentage of income which each country 
is entitled to charge under the Agreement 

II III 

(a) Goods manufactured or purchased in 
one country and sold »to a buyer in 
the other Country without having a 
branch or regular agency in the latter 
country 
Goods manufactured by or on behalf 
of a person in one country and sold 
by him in the other country through 
a branch or regular agency. 

{6) Goods purchased by a merchant in 
one country and sold through a 

‘branch or regular agency in the 
other. country. 
Goods purchased through a buying 
establishment in one country and 
sold by a merchant in the other 
country. 
Metal ores, minerals, mineral oils 
and forest produce extracted in one 
country and sold to a purchaser in 
the other without any further manu- 
facturing pro‘cess and without a 
branch or regular agency in the 
latter country. 
As above but sold in the other coun- 
try through a branch or regular 
agency in that country. 

(17) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(5') 
sold to a purchaser in the other 
without any furthez process and 
Without having an agency in the 
latter country.- 
Films produced in one country and (/1) 
exhibited by the producer in the‘ 
other country through a regular 
agency in that country. 

(i) 
distributors (other than producers) 
in the other country. 

Films produced in one country and 

Films exhibited in one country by' 

100 per» cent. the 
country in which the 
goods are manufactured

I 

. or purchased. 

50 per cent. by each. coun- 
try. 

331/3 per cent. by the' 

country in which the 
goods are Purchased. 

121/2 pe'r c'ent. by the 
country in which the 
goods are purchased. 

-100 per cent. by the 
country in which mine-H 
rals .are extracted. 

‘ 

75 per cent. by the coun-‘ 
try in which minerals are 
extracted. 
100 per cent. by the 
country of production. 

50 "per amt. by each 
country. 

75 per cent. by the coun- 
4try in which they are 

’ 

exhibited. 

Nil by the other. 

‘50 per cent. by 
each country. 

662/3 per cent. 
by the 'other. 

871/2 per cent. 
by the other. 

Niliby the other. 

25 per cent. by 
counttyinvwhich 
sales are made._ 
Nil‘by the other. 

50 per cent. by 
each country. 

25 per cent. by 
the other. 
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Lanka must allow an abatement equal to 
the lower of the amounts of tax attribut~ 
able to such excess in either country (Art. 
III of the Treaty). 
11. Sweden ——' Industrial 01: commercial 
profits of a Swedish concern are not sub- 
ject to Sri Lanka tax unless the concern 
carries on a trade or business in Sri Lanka 

' 

through a permanent establishment situated 
therein. The tax is limited to the profits 
attributable to the Permanent establish- 
ment. Industrial or commercial profits in- 
clude profits from the business of agri- 
culture, mining, banking, insurance, life 
insurance or. dealing in investments and 
Profits from rents or royalties in respect of 
cinematograph films. The term permanent 
establishment is defined to mean a branch, 
management, factory or other fixed place 
of business, an agricultural or farming 
estate, a mine, quarry -or any other place L 

of natural resourCes subject to exploitation. 
It does not include agency unless 1) the 
agent has a general authority to negotiate 
and conclude contracts on behalf of the 
enterprise or 2) has a stock of merchandise 
from which he regularly fills orders on 
its behalf. This, in effect, exempts income 
from trading through an indenting agent. 
Some of the cases which would be sub- 
jectio tax under section 55 (1) are ex- 
cluded. , 

Further, the profitS‘derived by a Swedish 
enterprise from the production of tea. or 
other agricultural product in Sri Lanka 
may be taxed in accordance with the pro- 
visions of the law of Sri Lanka at the time 
of the signature of the c0nvention. This 
preserves the applicability of Section 59 to 
tea and other agricultural products. Double 
taxation is avoided by the use of exemption - 

method. 
12. Denmark —f—'Same 'as in the Treaty 
with Sweden. 

586’ 

13. Germany —— The term permanent 
establishment includes a construction or 
assembly Project or the like the duration of 
which exceeds 183 days. A project which 
does‘ not exceed 6 months will not be 
liable to Sri Lanka tax. (Film rentals are 

- not included in the definition of industrial 
or commercial profits). Section 59 applies 
to tea alone. In other respects, the pro- 
visions are more or less the "same as in 
the treaty with- Sweden. 
14. Norway —— The Provisions are the 
same as under the treaty with Germany 
except for the applicability of section 59 
and the inclusion of film rentals in the 
definition of industrial Profits. Section 59 
is applicable to tea and other agricultural 
products, as in the treaties with Sweden 
and Denmark. 
15. [41pm — Same as in the treaty with 
Norway. 
16. Malaysia — The definition of per- 

' manent establishment is the same as under 
the treaty with Norway. The application 
of Section 59 is restricted to Production 
of tea only. 
17. Pakistan —— Industrial or commercial 
profits includes profits from business such 
as mining, banking, insurance and fishing. 
Film rentals are excluded, A person act- 

: ing for or on behalf of a Pakistani enter- 
prise will be deemed ‘to be a permanent 
establishment, if 

- a. he has and habitually exercises in Sri 
Lanka 21 general authority to negotiate 
and enter into contracts for or on be- 
half of the enterprise, or 

V 

b. he habitually maintains in Sri Lanka 21 

stbck of goods or mérchandise belonging 
to the enterprise from which that per- 
son regularly delivers goods or mer- 
chandise for of on behalf of the enter- 

_ 

prise, or 
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c. he habitually secures orders or habi- 
tually effects sales in Sri Lanka, wholly 
or almost wholly for the enterprise 
itself, or for an enterprise or enter- 
.prises which are controlled by it or 
have a controlling interest in it. 

Thus, the scope of Section 55 (1) is some- 
what. preserved. But it must be noted that 
under section 55 (1) the instrumentality in 
selling need not‘ be habitual. Under the 
Treaty, the person in Sri Lanka must be. 

-habitually instrumental in éffecting §ales' 
in Sri Lanka. 
The applicability of Section 59 is preserv- 
ed in respect of tea other agricultural 
products. 
Tax is imposed upon the' entire income 
of the Pakistani enterprise from the sources 
within Sri Lanka and not merely upon 
profits attributable to the permanent esta- 
blishment.

' 

The credit method .is used to alleviate 
double taxation. 

C. SPECIAL BUSINESSES 
18. Fm'ez'gn Contractors 
Profits arising from a contract business 
are liable to be taxed in Sri Lanka. But, 
under the treaties with Germany, Norway 
and Japan, a construction or assembly pro- 
ject or thé like, thelduration of which 
does not exceed 183 days, is not a perma- 
nent establishment. A foreign contractor 
is not liable to be taxed on the profits 
arising from such a project. 
Under certain conditions, profits arising to 
a foreign contréctor are exempted from 
income tax (section -6A). The conditions 
are: 

1. The foreign contractor ,was a non» 
resident person at the time he entered 
into such a contract. - 

2. He did. not have, at the time of enter- 
ing into such a contract, a: place of 
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business in Sri Lanka whether-directly» 
or through an agent. Ari exempted 
contpactor who. leaves the country aftcr 
completing the contract ‘is, not prevented 
from applying for exemption of profits 
for future contracts. 

3. The contract must be: 
i.. with the Sri Lanka goVemment, or 

. ii. with a statutory corporation or 
institution which is' approved by the 
Minister of Finénce for the Purpose of 
this section, or 
iii. with the proprietor of an under- 
taking which operates approved tourist 
hotels or provides buildings for the 
use of an undertaking which operates, 
approved tourist hotels (section 6 (1) 
(V) and (VI), in respect of the c011- 
_struction of any building for the, puf- 

’ 
pose of such undertakings. 

4. The Minister “must be satisfied that the 
contract was entered into for the sum 
stipulated therein on» the basis that the 
profits will be exempt from tax. 

5.. The name of the contractor should be 
gazettged by the Minister -of Finance 
for the purpose of this section. 

Government tenders must call for quo- 
tations both on the basis that the profits 
will be liable to tax and on the basis that 
they are exempt, and bids must contain 
both quotations. Exemption will be con- 
sidered only if the tender, which is made 
on_the basis that its profits will be exempt 
from income tax, is accepted {by the Go- 
vernment as being the most favourable 
after taking into account the loss of 
revenue. 10 
It appears that, in practice, the exemption 
is usually granted to majo; construction 

10. The New Tax Structure (1972-73) ——‘ p. 
76 (Published by the Department of Inland 
Revenue, 81:? Lanka, 1972). The particulars 
which must ‘be furnished to the Secretary Mi- 
nistry of Finance are enumerated atl‘p. 77.. 
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works only and not to contracts of ad- 
visory, management consultant and techni- 
cal services, supply of machinery and 
equipment and erection of small factories 
etc. But, in certain instances such as oil 
exploration and Mahaweli diversion 
scheme the exemption was granted also 
for management contracts. It is doubtful 
that exemption will be made available to 
a contractor who executes the contract in 
a joint venture with a person who has a 
place of business in Sri Lanka. This matter 
is under arbitration, at the moment. If 
major portions of the local Works are sub- 
contracted to persons who. have a place 
of business in Sri Lanka, the exemption 
may be denied. 
Where the profits of the contractor are 
exempt, the emoluments and fdreign in- 
come of the foreign personnel brought to 
and employed in Sri Lanka' by such a con- 
tractor in connection with the performance 
of such contgact will also be tax exempt. 
19. Shipping and Aircraft 
i) Aircraft — All outgoing freights are 

taxable in Sri Lanka. But the following 
earnings are exempt: 
1. Earnings from the carriage of goods 

which are brought to Sri Lanka for 
transshipment. 

2. Income of an aircraft whose call 
at a port in Sri Lanka is, in the 
opinion of the Commissioner-Ge- 
neral, casual and the future calls 

by the particular aircraft or other 
aircraft in the same ownership are 
improbable. 

The aircraft profits (before deducting an 
allowance for depreciation) arising in Sri 
Lanka are determined as follows. 
Sri Lanka Gross 
Outgoing Freight Total profits of the axrc‘raft 

X business as certified by Tax 
authorities in the country 
of the assessee’s residence Wfirld Gross 

Outgoing Fgeight 

In the event that be above method can 
not for any reason be satisfactorily applied, 
the profits may be computed on a fair 
percentage of the outgoing freight ear- 
nings. _Where the percentage basis is used, 
the assessee may ask, at any time within 
three years from the end of -th¢ year of 
assessment, for recomputation of the tax 
liability on the basis of the method out- 
lined above. (Sections 61-64 of the Inland 
Revenue 'Act) . 

ii) Shipping — Earlier, the shipping pro- 
fits were assessed in the same way as 
Aircraft profits. But, under the latest 
amendment to the Inland Revenue 
Act, the shipping profits will be as- 

sessed on .the percentage basis only. 
The profits will be computed on a 
fair percentage of the outgoing freight 
earnmgs. 
Under the treaties with Sweden, Den- 
mark, Germany, Norway, Malaysia and 
Japan the profits may be subject to 
tax both in the country of residence 
and in Sri Lanka. However, the Sri 
Lanka :tax must be reduced by an 
amount equal to 50%. The Indian 
treaty provides that only the country: 
in which the traffic originates is en- 
titled to tax income from transport by 
sea or air. The Pakistani enterprises 
are liable to be taxed in Sri Lanka in 
respect of shipping Profits arising in 
Sri Lanka. But, under the Pakistani 
tax treaty the Sri Lanka 7tax is reduced 
to 50% in the case of aircraft profits. 
This applies also to profits derived 
from participation in Pools by enter- 
prises engaged in air transport. 

20. Imzmmce 
I. Life Imumme Busing” —_ Non-resi- 

dent life insurance companies, whether 
mutual or proprietary, are tax‘ed on .the 
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investment income of the Life Insu- 
rance Fund- lesé the management ex- 
penses (including commission) (Sec- 
tion 65 (2)). The profits are deter- 
mined as folloWs: 

Sri Lanka Life 
Insurance Pregmms 

3 

Gross Invesnnmt 
World Life 1mm" 
Insurance Premiums 

Less: 
3.. Agency expenses in Sri Lanka (in- 

cluding commission). 
b. Dividends which do not form part ' 

of the investment incomc' of the 
company. 

c. A. fair Proportion of the head office 
expenses. 

In ascertaining the head office ex- 
penses, any income on profits (other 
than life insurance premiums or in- 
vestment income) received by the head- 
office must ‘be set off. The computa- 
tion of the deductible proportion of 
the head office expenses depends on 
the nature of the business organization 
in Sri Lanka. If the business is well- 
organized in Sri Lanka and works more 
or l'ess as an independent unit, the 
deductible Portidn will be minimal; On 
the other hand, if all the questions 
are referred to the headquarters and 
decisions are taken by it, the full Pro- 
portion of the head offite expenses 
will be allowed. The proportion is 
determined on the basis of the pre- 
mium received in Sri Lanka. 
Immame other Mam Life Imumme: 
The profits are Computed as follows 
(Section 65 (2)): 
Gross premiums from Insurance business 
in Sn: Lanka; 

M. P. DOMINIC
_ 

Less: 
3.. Premiums returned .to the insured. 
b. Reinsurance premiums. 
c. Reserve for un’expe'cted risks at the 

percentage adopted' by the com- 
pany in relation to its operations 
'as a Whole, at the end of the finan- 
cial year. 

Add: ‘ 

ReServe for unexpected risks at the 
percentage adopted by the company in 
relation to its operations as a, Whole, 
at“ the commencement of the financial 
year. 

Less: 
at. Actual losses (less the amount re- 

covered under reinsurance policies), 
vb. Agency expenses in Sri Lanka. 
c. Fair proportion of the expenses of 

the head office of the_ Company. 
The receipts of the head office 
(other than premium) must be set 
off against the dedectible head 
office expenses. 

HI. Where only a limited amount of busi- 
ness is transacted by an insurance com- 
pany (Whether life or other insurance 
business) and the company is unable 
to provide the necessary particulars, the 
Commissioner General may Permit 
determination of profit according .to 

the folIoWing formula: 

Sri Lanka Premium 
World Profits X 

World Premium 
or on any other basis which appears 
-to him equitable. 

IV. It must be noted that profits arising 
from any insurance effected through 
the instrumentality of a person in Sri 
Lanka is deemed to be profits arising 
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from busineSS transacted in Sri Lanka 
by the non-resident insurer even if the 
contract of insurance was made out— 

side Sri Lanka. (Section 55(1)). 
Under the treaties with Japan, Den- 
mark, Norway, Sweden and Germany, 
insurance income is taxable in Sgi Lanka 
according «to the provisions of the Sri 
Lanka laws existing at .the dates of 
signature of the convent-ions. It is not 
necessary that there is a permanent 
establishment in Sri Lanka. Insurance 
income of an Indian company will be 
taxed only in Sri Lanka if they actually 
accrue or“ arise in Sri Lanka. The Pa~ 
kistani tax treaty provides for taxation 
in Sri Lanka, if the Pakistani enter- 

prise cafries on my trade or business 
in Sri Lanka through a permanent 
establishment situated in Sri Lanka. 

CAPITAL TAXES ENCYCLOPAEDIA 
Editorial Board: Sir IOHN FOSTER, K.B.E., 
(2.0.; E. E. RAY, B.Cam., F-C.A., and B. 
SIMS, LL.B., F.T.I.I., Solicitor. Editor for 
Scottish Law: W. F. BOWES, W.S. Managing 
its??? ]. 

JEFFREY-COOK, F.C.A., F.C.I.S., 

To meet the need for a reference book on 
Capital Transfer Tax which hot only goes beyond 
the introductory level, but which {5 also always 
up to date, Butterworths have pubhshed a major 
new work called Cajzital Taxes“ Encyclopedia. 
In it a team of specialist contributors deal with 
every aspect of CTT in full detail. Service Issues 
will be published (and charged separately) to 
keep this loose-leaf work up to date and to 
expand its subject matter. 
£25.00 net. 

LAND DEVELOPMENT 
ENCYCLOPAEDIA 

Edited b‘y GEORGE DOBRY, .Q.C., M.A.; 
W. R. STEWART-SMITH, B.A., LL.B., Barris- 
ter, and MICHAEL BARNES, B.A., Barrister. 

To assist the practitioner in coping with the 
sweeping changes in the law affecting the devel- 
opment of land, Butterworths have prepared a 
new work entitled Land Development Encyclo- 
paedia. This reproduces the material of the 
Community Land Act 1975 and the Development 
Land Tax Act 1976, comments on them in 
detail and produces an on-going service to keep 
subscribers up to date with future-developments 
in this area of the law. The Editors; them- 
selves distinguished authors and experts in file 
field of Development Gains Tax, lead a team 
of specialist writers. The work is in loose-leaf 
form so that new matter can readily be ‘in- 
corporated into the main volume. 
£25.00 net. 

SPITZ: 
TAX HAVENS ENCYCLOPAEDIA 

General Editor: BARRY SPITZ, Doctor (Summa 
cum laude) of the University of Paris (Law), 
B.A., LL.B. (Rand), of Gray’s Inn, Barrixter. 
This authoritative volume covers all relevant 
material ‘to enable the practitioner to assess the 
relative merits and disadvantages of_ the various 
tax havens. The basic principles of the ta'x haven 
are set out, followed by chapters on specific tax 
havens, each written by an expert on that area. 
The volume is loose-leaf 59 that information per- 
taining to a specific area can readily be updated 
and additional chapters added by means of 
service issues. The work now contains sev'enteen 
countries. 
Main work £40.00 net ‘ 

Service 5mm: to be charged on publication. 
Ovariea: order; 

are Ittbiec; to a dexpatcb charge. 
Butterworths, Borough Green, Sevenoaks, 

Kent TN15 8PH, U.K. 
Showroom: Bell Yard, Temple Bar, 

London WC2 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
/ 

Taxation of the undistributed income of controlled foreign corporations * 

4. Adminixtmfz’ve aspecty. 

U.S. “shareholders” in a controlled foreign 
corporation are required to report the CFC’s 
earnings and profits, under US. accounting 
standards; This informatiOn is needed to 
calculafe the deemed paid foreign. tax 
credit.31 In most cases, therefore, the elimi- 
nation of defexral would require little in- 
formation not already xeported for US. tax 
purposes.32 
However, in practical terms, the Internal 
Revenue Service would need to expand its 
auditing efforts and its staff of inten- 
national specialists ’very substantially ~if 

deferral were terminated. The present IRS 
staff includes. -some 150 international 
specialists. These specialists are responsible 
for questions concerning international 
Pricing, and allocation of expenses, subpart 

‘ 

F, DISC and similar special status corpora- 
tions, and other internationél tax issues. In 
1974, about 700 international audits were 
completed! 
Under existing law, the direct and deemed 
paid- foreign tax credits are generally more 
than Sufficient to offset US. tax liability 
on dividends from fdreign subsidiaries. 
From a practical standpoint, therefore, it is 
not rewarding for the Internal Revenue 
Service to examine the majority of CPC re- 
turns (in 1974, about 40,000 CFC returns 
were filed). ,But with the partial or com- 
plete termination, of deferral, the exact 
calculation of the earnings and profits of a 
foreign subsidiary would become more im- 
portant. The IRS would have to increase its 
international staff very substantially to meet 
the new demands. 

5. I mextment impact. 
With the termination of deferral foreign 
subsidiary corporations, facing a higher tax 
rate than competing local firms, might 
diminish their activities. Out of a given 
volume of Pre-tax earnings, CFC’S WOuld 
have fewer funds available for reinvest- 
ment. In order tormaintain the same after- 
tax earnings as 9. Percentage of investment, 
they might sacrifice less profitable product 
lines and, where possible, they might raise 
prices. As a result, CF C sales abroad might 
contract. But thEre is a Wide range .of 

opinion. on the ensuing consequences for 
investment in the United States. 
Some obserVers believe that investment 
would be partly shifted back to the United 
States, thEreby inc‘reas'ing US. corporate 

* Continuation: Preliminary analysis of the US. 
Tréasury Department prepared by'the Treasury’s 
Office of International Tax Affairs for the House 
Ways and Means Committee Task Force on- 
Taxation of FOreign Income. 
31. The deemed paid credit (Section 902) is 
calculated as: 

Dividends 
X Foreign income tax = 

Earnings and profits 
Deemed paid credit 
The denominator of ‘the first term on the left 
must be calculated according to US. accounting 
standards. Note that earnings and profits is an 
after-tax concept. 
32. Additional information would be required to 
the extent that the definition of earnings and‘ 
profits for purposes of the deemed paid foreign 
tax credit (Sections 902 and 964) differs from 
the general definition of, earnings and profits. 
Moreover, CFCs that presently distribute no in- 
come would now be required ‘to report. earnings 
and profits.‘ '

' 
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earnings. These observers contend that 
foreign and domestic investment are at 
least partial substitutes, and that, when 
markets and investment opportunities are 
lost in one area, multinational firms will. 
reallocate their resources to another part of 
the globe. 
Other observers contend that little or no. 
investment would be>shifted back to the 

7 United States. They argue that Profitable 
investment and Production opportunities 
are highly specific both in time and Place, 
and that the loss of foreign markets abroad 
does little to create néw investment oppor- 
tunities in the United States. Indeed, the 
loss of foreign markets might impair the 
access of American producers to new 
foreign technology, and might impede the 
realization of economies inherent in large 
scale production and international special- 
ization, with a consequent attenuation of 
domestic investment opportunities. 
Professor Horst has constructed a mathe- 
matical model to stimulate the impact of 
terminating deferral on manufacturing iri- 

vestment in the United States and abroad.33 
In this model, foreign and domestic invest- 
ment are amtmgd to be partial substitutes 
for one another. Investment in each loca- 
tion is determined both by relative after- 
‘tax rates of return, and by the f-irm’s 

overall supply of financial resources. The 
model assumes that a multinational manu- 
facturing firm maximizes its global after- 
tax earnings. The firm invests both in the 
United States and in a single foreign 
country. Its investment can be financed out 
of its own retained earnings, with new 
equity capital, or With borrowed funds, 
raised either in the American or in the 
foreign capital market. US. funds can be 
transferred :to the foreign affiliate either as 
equity capital or as interest-bearing debt. 

The division of taxable income between 
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countries depends on investment and sales 
in each country, and on the level of de- 
ductible intrafirm expenses, such as interest 
payments, royalties, and head-office 
charges. 
A change in tax policy, either in the United 
States or abroad, will have two conceptually 
distinct effects: a substitution effect, result- 
ing from any change in the after-tax rate 
of return on foreign or ’domestic invest- 

ment; and a liquidity effect, resulting from 
any change in after-tax earnings available 
for reinvestment. The size of the sub- 
stitution and liquidity effects depends not 
only on the opportunities for investing and 
borrowing in the two countries, but also on 
the firm’s own internal use of debt and 
equity capital. 
Although the model is basically simple, it 

requires more than thirty equations to cap- 
ture- the details of foreign'and domestic 
investment opportunities and tax systems. 
Many parameters must be estimated before 
usuble results can be obtained. As in any 
exercise of this nature, the results are sub- 
ject to a considerable margin of error. 
The results are summarized in Table 4. 

The estimates portray the investment impact 
after tomplete adjustment to the termina- 
tion of deferred. Complete adjustment 
could, of course, require several years. Both 
the substitution effect and the liquidity 
effect are reflected in the‘estimates. 
The estimates in Table 4 suggest that the 
stock of plant and equipment investment 
in the United States manufacturing sector 
might ultimately increase by $2.2 billion (a 
change of 0.7 percent) with. an end to 
deferral, while the stock of US. owned 

33. Thomas Horst, “American Multinationals 
and the US. Economy," Fletcher School of Law 

- and Diplomacy, November 1975. 
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TABLE 4 
:Eirtz'ma‘ted Impact of Terminating Deferral on Selected 

Economic Variable: for U.S. Maltz'natz‘onal Manufacturing Firms1 
(Millions of Dollars) 

> 
7 

Initial Values Estimated Chafiges 

Total domestic assets2 . 314,000 . . 

I 

2,200 
Total foreign assets2 ' 

151,000 ' ~5,500 
Consolidated after-tax earnings 3 28,500 

, 
—'—~980 

U.S. corpbrate ‘inc'ome tax on domestic and 
foreign income after investment tax credit . 

and foreign tax credit3 13,400 1,0004 
Foreign corporate income and dividend with- 
holding taxes 7,700 —2 1 0 5 

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury April 6, 1976 Office of Tax Analysis 
Sources: The e‘st‘imated changes are adapted from estimates made by Thomas Horst, “American 

Multinationals and the U.S. Economy,” Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, November 
1975, and unpublished work. Theuinitial values are derived from: U.S. Senate, Committee 
on Finance, Implication: of Multinatioml Firm: for World Trade ami Im/extmemf and 
Labor, February 1973; Survey of Current Bflxiness, October 1975; Statistical Abytract of Ike United Slam, 1975; U.S. Treasury Department, Statixtiu of Income 1972: Corporation 
Income Tax 'Réturm. 

1‘. The initial value figures refer to the Ye'ar 1974. The estimated change figures represent the 
‘ impact- after complete adjustment to the termination, of deferral. The figures in the estimated 

change column include the impact resulting from the extension of subpart F in the Tax Reduc- 
tion Act of 1975. 

2. The initial value figures are based on the 1970 estimates for giant I'nultinatiénal manufacturing 
firms contained in I mplitaiz'om of Mullinational Firmx, p. 432, increased‘ to reflect smaller manu- 
facturing firms with overseas investment .(15 percent of total overseas investment), and in- 
creased again to reflect growth between 1970 and 1974‘(Stati:timl Abxtmct of Ike United Staten, - 

1975, p. 500; Survey of Current Buyinen, October 1975). The foreign asset figures- include 
investment by foreigners in U.S. affiliates. The estimated changes are based on Professor 
Horst's model. 

3. The initial values refer to the conSolidated after-tax earnings and U.S. and foreign incdme taxes 
for all manufacturing firms claiming a foreign tax credit. The estimated Changes are based on 

V 

Professor Horst’s model. 
4. This estimate reflects additional U.S. taxes from: (i) su‘bpart F as expanded by the Tax Reduc- 

tion Act of 1975 ($ 250 milIiOn); (ii) termination of deferral with Worldwide pOOIing, an 
overall foreign tax credit limit, and current dividend distribution rates ($ 365 million); (iii) an 
increase in U.S. investment and the greater use of equity capital in the United States ($ 385 mil- 
lion). Detail is shown in Table 11.

_ 

5. This estimate reflects a decline in foreign taxes resulting from: (i) a detrease in foreign invest- 
ment; (ii) .the greater use of debt capital for foreign affiliates. 
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manufacturing assets abroad might ulti- 

mately decrease by' $3.5 billion (a change 
of 2.3 percent). Consolidated after-tax 
earnings would decrease by about $980 
'million. U.S. corporate taxes would increase 
by about $1,000 million. Foreign corporate 
income and withholding taxes would de- 
cline by about $210 million. These revenue 
estimates, like the underlying investment 
impact estimates, are based on the assump- 
tions of the particular model.“ 
Professor Horst’s model attempts to capture 
a variety of interactions between US. 
parent corporations and their foreign subsi- 
diaries. Even so, the model requires many 
simplifying assumptions. In Particular, the 
following complicating factors are not con- 
sideted. 
The model mmme: that foreign and dom- 
estic investments are partial substitutes, and 
then proceeds to calmlate the extent of sub- 
stitution. Many observers would dispute the 
assumption of a substitute relationship be- 
tween foreign and domestic investment. If 
the assumption is wrong, the estimates of 
additional investment in the United States 
and larger US. tax revenues are also 
wrong. 
Professor Stobaugh, for example, contends 
that the termination of deferral could lead 
to a cumulative decline in the profitability 
and investment both of foreign affiliates 

and their US. parent corporations.35 The 
U.S. multinational firms would have fewer 
funds available for reinvestment, and in 
order to maintain the same after-tax rate of 
return, they might concede some business 
to competing foreign firms. With slower A 

grth and smaller sales, they might be 
less able to improve techniques of Produc- 
tion, and they would have a smaller base 
for spreading research, administrative, and 
other fixed costs. The cumulative effect 

could be lower Profits and a decline in in- 
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vestment, both in the United States and 
abroad. 
Apart from investment changes resulting 
from corporate decisions, foreign govern— 
ments might alter their own tax rules in 
response to the termination of deferral. The 
changes could be designed not only to off- 
set U.S. revenue gains, but also to counter 
any shift of investment towards the United 
States. For example, foreign governments 
might provide special investment incentives 
for non-American firms. Through bank 
financing and other avenues, these incen- 
tives could indirectly attract capital from 
the United States. 
These considerations suggest that the 
changes portraycd in Table 4 should be 
viewed as upper limit estimates of the in- 
vestment impact of terminating deferral. 

6. Financial impact. 
Foreign subsidiaries can finance their ex- 
pansion either by issuing debt or by in— 

creasing equity capital (including the re- 

tention of earnings). The funds can be 
provided either by the parent corporation 
or by unrelated investors. A change in de- 
ferral would affect the tax cost of Only one 
source of capital, namely equity funding 
Provided by the partner corporation or by 
unrelated investors. A change in deferral 
would affect the tax cost of only one source 
of capital, namely equity funding provided 
by the parent corporation. Other sources of 
capital would be available on the same tax 

34. Revenue estimates made under Various as- 

sumptions are presented in section 7. - 

55, Robert B. Stobaugh, “The US; Economy an 
the Proposed U.S. Incdme Tax on Unremitted 
Earnings of US. Controlled Foreign Manu- 
facturing Operations Abroad,” Harvard Business 
School, 1975. 
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TABLE 5 

The Effect of Deferral on the Uxe of Local Debt by a H ypo‘zf/aezfz'ml Foreign Sabsz'dz'aryl 
With‘US. Deferral Without US. Deferral

' 

A11 Some All Some 
Equity Local Equity Local 
Finance Debt Finance nt 
(1) (2) ('5). (4') 

Foreign Subsidiary2
, 

1. Foreign eamings before interest charges 100 100 100 100 
2. Interest Paid locally ‘0 20 O 20 
3. Foreign taxable income 100 80 100 80' 
4. Foreign corporate tax at 25 percent 25 20 25 20 
_5. -U.S. corporate, tax at 50‘ percent, after 

credit 0 0‘ 25 20 
6. Foteign income after all taxes 75‘ 60 50 40 
U .‘5. Parent 
7.‘ Domestic taxable income 200 230 200 250 
8. US. corporate tax on domestic income ' 

at 50 percent 100 115 100 115 
9. Domestic income after tax 100 115 100 115 

'Comolz'dated Ré'mltx ~ 

10. Total income after tax 175 175 150 155 
11. Total U.S. tax 100 115 125 155 

Office of the Secretary of thé Treasury 
Office of Tax Analysis

' 

February 4, 1976 

1. The following assumptions are made: (a) the foreign interest rate equals 10 percent; (b) the 
foreign debt in cases (2) and (4) equals 200, and the addition to domestically owned assets also 
equals 200; (c) pre-tax earnings equal 15 percent of domestically Owned assets; (d) no actual 
distribution of dividends is made from the subsidiary to the parent. 

2-. The foreign Subsidiary is 100 percent owned by the US. parent corporation. 

terms as before. With a limitation on de- 
ferral; the foreign affiliate thus might find 
it more advantageous to finance expansion 
through external local borrowing, or 
through intrafirm debt, rather than through 
equity capital supplied by the US. parent 
corporatidn?“ The net effect is. that a larger 
share of earnings might be paid out‘ as 
interest and a smaller share'might be re- 
tained or paid out as dividends. 
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Table 5 presents a hypothetical example to 
illustrate the case in which local borrowing 
is increased after the termination of defer- 
ral. For simplicity a US. corporate tax‘ rate 
of 50 percent and a foreign corporate tax 
rate of 25 percent are assumed; Foreign 

36. Financial shifts of this type are included in 
Professor Horst's model of investment decisions 
discussed in the previous section. 
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earnings before interest Charges, are kept 
constant throughout the analysis, implying 
the same real level of foreign activity.3'r N0 
dividends are distributed from subsidiary to 
parent, and thus no withholding taxes are 
Paid. 
The firm can choose between raising a 
certain amount of debt abroad, limited to 
200 in this example, or financing the 
affiliate entirely with equity capital. If it 

raises debt abroad, the Parent can reduce 
its equity commitment to the foreign 
affiliate and increase its use of equity 
capital in the United States. The interest 
rate on foreign debt is assumed to be 10 
perCer'Lt, While domestically owned assets 
are assumed to earn 15 percent before tax. 
Domestic assets thus earn a higher pre-tax 
return than the cost of foreign debt. This 
is a crucial assumption; otherwise it would 
not be sensible for the firm to incur the risk 
of borrowing abroad. . 

Under present U.S. law, the firm would be 
indifferent between borrowing abroad and 
financing the affiliate entirely with equity. 
In both cases, its total after-tax income 
would be 175.38 
If deferral is terminated, the Picture 
changes. The firm’s total income after tax 
declines, and U.S. tax collections rise. 

Equally important, the firm now has an in- 
centive to borrow abroad. Consolidated in- 
come after tax is 150 with all equity finan- 
cing and 155 with some local debt. The 
hypothetical firm can increase its after-tax 
income by redeploying some of its assets to 
.the United States. The process of redeploy- 
ment would increase U.S. tax from 125 to 
135. The partial or complete termination of 
deferral could place some foreign subsidi- 
aries in the position of this hypothetical 
firm. They might find it advantageous to 
substitute local borrowing for Parent firm 
equity.39 
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It is difficult to estimate the potential 
importance of tax-induced changes in means 
of finance. Many firms may have already 
borrowed abroad as much as they realisti- 
cally can. Foreign debt has advantages, but 
it also has risks — in particular the risk of 
credit rationing with a change in govern- 
ment policies abroad. Likewise, there may 
be administrative and other limits on intra- 
firm debt. 
Table 6 illustrates the extent of debt and 
equity financing by foreign affiliates in 
1972. New foreign debt supplied a major 
part of available funds, ranging between 
38 percent in the case of manufacturing. 
affiliates to 57 percent in the case of other 
industries. Intrafirm debt and other debt 
from U.S. sources supplied between 8 and 
25 percent of available funds. New equity 
capital from the United States only supplied 
between 4 and 6 percent, while retained 
earnings supplied between 16 and 45 per- 
cent of available funds. There appears to be 
little scope for the substitution of fresh 
debt for fresh equity capital, but fresh debt 
might, to a limited extent, replace retained 
earmngs. 

7. Revenge impact. 
In general, revenue estimates are made to 
indicate actual or potential U.S. tax collec- 
tions resulting from the existing tax struc- 
ture or a change in that structure. The focus 

37. In fact, foreign operations would probably 
contract in face of the higher tax burden on 
foreign earnings. 
38. The tax authorities of the two countries are 
not, however, indifferent to the means of finance. 
The substitution of local debt for equity capital 
would reduce foreign corporate tax from 25 to 
20 and increase U.S. corporate tax from 100 to 
115. 
39. A éimilar example could‘ be devised to 
illustrate the effect of substituting intrafirm debt 
for equity financing. 
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TABLE 6 

Financing of Foreign Affiliates, 1972 1- 

(Percent of Total Funds)

~ ~ 

‘P‘etro‘l'eum Manufaciuring ‘Other 

i 

Source of funas': 
1. Internal funds: 

Retained earnings - 15.6 45.1 23.8 
2. External funds:

I 

Equity capital: 
US. owned2 4.5 5.5 4.1 

' Foreign owned 0;]; 3.4 39‘ 
Debt capital: 

_U.S. owned; 
intrafirm debt2 24.2 5.0 5.9 
unrelated financial institutions 0.7 2.8 5.0 

Foreign owned:
_ 

related firms - 1.9 1.8 203.1 
unrelated financial institutions 53.0 36.4 37.2 

Total 100.0 100.0 "100.0 

Office éf the Secretary of :ghe Treasury 
‘ Office of Analysis 

‘ 

Febrfiary 4, 1976 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Survey of Current- Bwinqm: (July 1975). 
Detail may not add to totals due tolrounding. 
1. Estimates are based on a sample of majogity-owned foreign affiliates. 
2. The apportionment of’ funds between U.S§ Owned equiiy and intra-fi'rm debt wasn-based on the 

ratio of ggtrequity to total net capital outflows for 1973 reported in U.S, Departmegt of :Com- 
' 

meme, Survgy of Current m'neu (OCto‘ber 1975'), p. L ' 

. 

‘
‘ 

here is on changes in tax revenue ’re‘sfilting 
from the partial or complete elimination of 
defergal, or the selective expansion of sub- 
part‘ F. Background estimates are also given 
for present [tax revenues attributable to sub- 
part F.‘ The Tax Reduction Act of 1975 
substantially extended the Scope of .subpar-t 
F, and correspOndingly reduced the scope 
of remaining revenue. gains from the termi- 
nation of deferral. These effects are re- 

‘ 

flected in thewcompariSOn ,betwéen' estimates 
for 1,974 and 1976 in Table 7. Note that 
the collateral tax- changes enumerated‘ in 
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Table 1 which Would move the United 
States closer to a system of capital-export 
neutrality are-Inot shown in‘ Table 7. In- 
stead, Table 7 focuses on the taxation of 
dndistributed earnings viewed in' isolation. 
The ‘estimates of pSiblé revenue gains 
from‘lthe futher termination of deferral are 
influenced both by the policy option chosen 
and by possible behavioral Changes. 
(9.) Policy optiom. The revenue estimates 
obviously depend on three important policy 
choices: (i) the extent to which deferral ,is 
eliminated or subpart F is extended"; (ii) 
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TABLE 7 
--Actzzal_ Rgvgmte from Subpart Band 

Potential Revenue frpmfermimtion of Deferral, 
with Overall Limitatiofi _on Far'eign Tax ~Cfeglz't 

a i 

.. 
(Milliéns bf dollars) 

Changes 

~ ~~ ~
~ ~ ~ 

1974 Calendar Resulting from 1976 Calendar 
Year Tax the Tax Year Tax 
Liabilities Reduction Liabilities 1 

Act of 1975
7 

Total actual and potential revehue from 
current taxation of CFC retained earnings 615 max“ 615 

Potential revenue from the termination of 
deferral, total2 590 —-225 

_ 
665 

Mining 
I 

o- 
:_ 

o» 
‘

o 
Petroleum and Refining 0 :. O ‘ 0 
Manufacturing 577 —_215 ' ' 362 
Other _ 

‘13 ‘ 

- 
’ -—.10 

_ g 3 
Actual revenue from subpart_F, total" 25 225 250. 

Pre—l975 revenue ~ -25 V > km. ‘25- A 

Tax‘ Reduction Act changes 3 ' 
' 225 225 ‘ 

Office of the Secretary'of the Treasury- 
Office of Tax Ahalysis 

n.a. indicates not applicable. 

. 
April 63 1.97.6 

1. It is assumed that there was no change between i974 and .1976 ‘coxfporate fog'eign sourée 
incomb affeéted‘ by deferral.

‘ 

2. These estimates assume: (1)'dividends_'from less‘deveiq‘pe‘d country corpprationé are"‘gr¢ssed up" 
for ‘purposes of calc‘ulating the tentative US, tax an'd' the foreigh‘tax credit; (ii) fbreign sub- 
“sidiary‘losses are 'fully‘ offset against foreignhsubsi‘diary'p‘rofits; (iii) 'all firms use‘ the overall 
.rlimitatlion in calculating the foreign tax ,cxedit; (iv) no behavioral changes 
:I'he Tax Reduction Act changes were: eliminaté miniinum distribution ($ 100 million); 
(ii‘) eliminate, the less devéloped country corporatio'n éx'ceptiOn ($ 15‘ millim)’; (iii) Changelthe 

" L 30L7O'rulé to a 10-704 rule ($ 75 million); (iv) repeal the shipping ex‘clusion ($35 milli'on‘). 

.wh‘ether 'thé Overall or the per-country limi- 
tation is :applied to the foreign tax credit; 
(iii) the extent -to which foreign subsidiary 
losses - are' permitted as an" offset. against 
foreign subsidiary. profits. The. policy op: 
'tions ‘are spelled out in Part-IV. Tables 8 
and 9. present '.revenue estimafes .for the 
alternative policies. The revenue=estimates 
ate' baised-on the standard assumption of no 
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behavioral change, discussed below. V 

Certain important features should be'noted. 
The: great. majority of firmselect the‘over'all 
limitation in calculating the 1 foreign tax 
credit. Under the Tax Reduction.Act of 
1.975, petroleum firms are required ~to7use 
,thesox‘Ierall limitation for foreign‘oil related 
income .in taxable'years ending after De- 
cember 31, 1975. The Tax Reform Act of 
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DOCUMENTS 

TABLE 8 
Revenue Changex from Alternative Proposal: to End Deferral 1 

(Millions of Dollars) 

1976 Calendar Yeaf Tax Liabilities 3 

Earnings and Profits Earningsand Pgo'fité Plus‘ 
Required Percentage Branch and Royalty Income 

Distribution2 Overall Per-Country Overall Per-Country 
Limitation Lifnitation4 Limitation Limitation 4' 

100 .15 365 '53 63.0 
' ” 

43 365 $ 650 
75 215 585 150 250 
50 55 150 50 10 

Office'of- the Seégetéry of the Treasury 
Office of Tax Analysis 

1. The estimates assume: (i) dividends from less developed country corporations are “grossed up" 
for purposes of calculating the tentative U.S. tax and the foreign tax, credit; (ii) CFC profits and 
:losses are consolidated on the same-basis as the foreign tax credit limitation that is, either on an 
overall or a. per countgy basis; (iii) no behavioral‘change, in particular the_ current dividend 
distribution rate is maintained. 

.

‘ 

. With a 100 pegcent :equited distxibution, deferral is tgtally ended. With a 75-percent or 
50 percent required distribution, US. patent corporations would be‘ deemed to have received the 
diffcrences between 75 percent 0; 50 percent of incdme (defined either as catningé and profits. 
or as earnings and profits plus branch and royalty income) and the amount actually received 
(either dividends or dividends plus branch and royalty income).

. 

. These figures represent additions to 1976 revenues collected under subpart F (.$ 250 million). 

. These estimates assume that the per-country limitation is already in place, and that deferral is 
then ended. The revenue changes refer only to the additional impact of eliminating deferral. 

February 3, 1976 

1975, HR 10612, enacted by the House and 
now under Senate consideration, would ex- 
tend compulsory use of the overall limita- 
tion -to all firms.40 The overall limitation 

4 permits extensive tax averaging, between in- 
come from high-tax and low-tax juris- 
dictions. Thus, the elimination of deferral 
coupled with the loverall limitation pro- 
duces less revenue than the elimination of 
deferral coupled with the per-country 
limitation. 
If losses are not allowed as an offset 
against profits as between related subsidi- 
aries, the revenue estimate becomes very 
much larger. This reflects the substantial 
losses experienced by foreign subsidiaries. 
Contrary to popular belief, it is not true, 
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that the bulk of foreign losses are con- 
centrated in foreign branches. Rough esti- 
mates for 1975 indicate: that foreign subsi- 
diaries experienced losses of $2.2 billion 
While foreign branches had losses of $0.3 
billion. 

40. The reason for compulsory use of the overall‘ 
limitation is to prevent U.S. corporations from 
offsetting foreign branch losses incurred in some 
countries against U.S. source income, while 
Claiming a foreign tax credit on foreign source 
income earned in other countries. However, 
transition rules would permit continued use of 
the per-country limitation for selected thard 
mineral firms. Puerto Rico and the U.S. posses- 
sions are not included in the compulsory OVerall 
limitation rule. 
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U.S.A.: UNDISTRIBUTED INCOME OF CONTROLLED FOREIGN CORPORATIONS 

TABLE 9 
Termination of Deferral with Alternative- 

Comolidation Reqzzirement: and with Current 
Dividend Distribzgtion Rate1 , 

' 

(Millions of Dollars) 

1976 Calendar Year 
Tax Liabilities 2 

Overall limitation on foreign tax credit 

Worldwide consolidation of CFCs - r365 - 

No consolidation of CFCs 1,100 
Per-country limitation 072 foreign tax credit3 

Country consolidation of CFCs ' 630 
No consolidation of CFCs 1,300 ‘ 

Officeof the Secretary of the Treasury April ‘6, 1976 
Office of {fax Analysis 

I. Thése estimates are yariafits of the estimates in Table 5. The estimates assume: (i) dividends 
from less develOped country Corporations are "grossed" up"; (ii) no behavioral change, in partic- 
ular,» the present dividend distribution rate is maintained. 

2. These figute§ represent adglitions to the 1976 revenue collected under subpart F ($ 250 million). 
3. .These estimates assume that the per-country limitation is already in plate, and that dgfergal is 

then ended. The revenue changes refer only to the additional impact of eligninating deferral. 
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ARTICLES *‘ 

LEE FOOK HONG*:
‘ TAXATION IN SINGAPORE 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Taxation is the mOSt important source of 
income for all governments and there is no 
exception fdr the Government of the Re- 
public of Singapore. 
The Singapore GoVernment imposes two 
kinds of taxes: direct and indirect taxes. 
Direct taxation in Singapore comprises:— 
(a) Income Tax (which is the best known 

form of direct taxes); 
(b) Property Tax; 
.(c) Estate Duty; and 
(d) Payroll Tax. 
There are no capital gains .tax', develop- 
ment tax, excess profits tax, wealth tax or 
gift tax in Singapore. 

Indirect taxation includes the following:—-— 
(3) Import Duties; 
(b) Extise Duties; 
(c) Motor Vehicle Taxes; 
((1) Stamp Duty; 
(1e) Entertainment Duty and 
(f) Betting and Sweepstake Duties. 
There are no turnover tax, sales ta’x or ex- 
port taxes in Singapore. 

All revenue matters come under the con- 
trol of the Revenue Division of the Minis- 
try of Finance, The Revenue Division has 
[two large revenue collecting Depart- 
ments:—— 
(at) The Inland Revenue Department; and 
(b) The Customs & Excise Department. 
These tWo departments are responsible for 
collecting the major part of the total Gov- 
ernment revenue. 
The main sOurces‘ of revenue of Singapore 
are:— 
(2.) Income Tax; 
(vb) Property Tax; 
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(c) Payroll Tax; 
(d) Customs Duties; and 
(e) Taxes on Motor Vehicles. 
In Singapore, income tax is the {host im- 
portant direct tax and this paper is con‘ 
cerned only with income tax although 
other taxes may be mentioned in passing. 

‘II. SOURCES OF TAX LEGISLATION 
The sources of tax legislation currently in 
force in Singapore are 'as follows :— 

Chapter 
1. The Income Tax Act 141 
2. The Economic Expansion Incen- 

tives (Relief from Income Tax) 
Act 135 

3. The Finance Act (Payroll Tax) 139 
4. The Avoidance of 'Double Taxation. 
Agreement Orders with the following 
countries: Australia, Belgium, Denmark, 
France, The Federal Republic of Germany, 
Israel; Japan, Malaysia, Netherlands, New 
Zealand, Norway, Sweden, Thailand and 
United Kingdom. 
Agreements with the following countries 
have been initialled or signed but are not 
yet in force: Canada, Switzerland. 
For avoidance of double taxation, Singa- 
pore has signed agreements with other 
countries so that a staxpayer in Singapore 
may not have to pay income tax in Singa- 
pore and the other country on the same 
income. Most of these Avoidance of Dou- 
ble Taxation Agreement Orders provide 
relief either by exemption in one country 
or by granting tax credit for the tax charg- 

* F.C.I.S., F.A.I.A. This article is part of a 
paper presented at the Seminar on “Financial 
Development in Singapore" organised “by the 
Nanyang University on 6 and 7 February 1976. 
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ed in the other country but not exceeding 
the tax charged on the same income in that 
country. 

III. THE SCOPE OF THE CHARGE 
What is Income Tax? Income Tax is a tax 
on income. What is income is not defined 
in the Act. The Singapore Income Tax Act 
provides that Income Tax is payable on the 
income of any person which accrues in or 
derived from Singapore or received in 

Singapore from outside Singapore in re- 

spect of :— 
(a) Gains or profits'from any trade, busi- 

ness, profession or vocation; 

(b) Gains or profits from any employ- 
ment; 

(c) Dividends? interest or discounts; 

(d) Any pension, charge or annuity; 
(e) Rents, royalties, premiums and any 

other profits arising from Property in- 
cluding the net annual value of pro- 
perties used by the owner or occupied 
tent free for residential Purp05es. (An 
individual taxpayer is, however, ex- 

empt from tax on the net annual 
value of one residence owned and 
occupied by him. The exemption is 

limited to one property, the met an- 
nual value of which should not exceed 
$ 25,000/——. Any excess. over and 
above $ 25,000/— is liable to income 
tax). 
Gains or profits of an income nature 
not falling within any of the preced- 
ing paragraphs. 

(0 

The charge under the Income Tax Act is 
therefore territorial in nature. As Singa- 
Pore Income Tax is a territorial tax, both 
residents and non-residents are chargeable 
to tax on:

‘ 

(a) Income accruing in, or 
(b) Income derived from Singapore. 
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Resident & N oh-Rexident 
In the case of a resident in Singapore, he 
is also chargeable 5to tax on income receiv- 
ed in Singapore from outside Singapore. 
But in the case of a non-resident, he is not 
liable to tax on income remitted inlto Singa- 
pore from outside Singapore. 
In View of the above, the two terms “resi- 
dence” and “incomé” require careful con- 
sideratic'm. Unfortunately or fortunatelyi 

these two terms are not defined in the Act. _ I 

The definition given to the term “resident 
in Singapore” is almost similar to that 

given in the tax statutes of other countries. 
Section 2 of the Singapore Income Tax 
Act provides that any person who has re- 
sided in Singapore for 183 days or more in 
the preceding year is considered a resident. 
In the case of a company or a body of per- 
sons the question of residence is not deter- 
mined by the -number of days the company 
has carried on business in the country but 
by ‘the‘criteria as to the Place Where its 

control and management are exercised. 
W/Mt is “Income”? 
The Act makes no attempt to define What 
income is. However for the purposes of 
determining what income is, the same re-. 
levant factors or rules apply to both com- 

- panics and individuals although the rates 
of ta); are different. 

Tax Rates 
For an individual resident in Singapore the 
tax rate varies frOm 6% on the first 

35 2,500/— to a maximum of 55% on 
chargeable income exceeding, $ 100,000/——. 
For companies the rate of tax is 40% flat, ‘ 

but shareholders receiving dividends are 

granted tax credit by way of “set-off” or 
refund if their Personal tax rates fall be- 
lo‘w‘the company tax rate of 40%. 
As mentioned earlier, there is at present no 
Capital Gains Tax in Singapore although 
it is not an uncommon practice for the In— 
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land Revenue Department .to regard per- 
sons dealing in stocks and shares or pro‘ 
pert-ies on a habitual or repetitious basis 
as dealers or traders and treating the stocks 
and shares or properties in which they buy 
and sell as stock-in-trade so that income tax 
is imposed on .the gains or profits derived 
from the sales of such stocks and shares or 
properties. The onus of proof that such 
gains or profits are not chargeable to tax 
rests with the taxpayers. 
What comtz’tzztex a made or bzm'fleu? 
The term “trade” or “business’ is not de- 
fined in the Singapore TAX'Act. Whether 
Or not an activity "constitutes a “trade” or 
“business” is a miXed question of law and 
fact. If there is regular or habitual buying 
and selling or rendering of services, this is 
obviously “trading” and the profits or 
gains derived therefrom are liable to tax. 
But an isolated 01‘: casual transaction may 
be “an adventure or concern in the. nature 
of trade? if it is of a commercial nature. 
To quote what the Master of the Rolls said 
in Erichsen v. Last 4 TC. 422. 

“There is not, I think, any principle of 
law which lays down What carrying on 
trade is. There are a multitude of things 
which together makeup the carrying on 
of trade, but I know no one distinguish~ 
ing incident, for it is a compound fact 
made up of a variety of things.” 

Only by study of the tax cases on the 
question whether an activity constitutes 
“trading” can one identify the factors or 
the so-called “Badges of Trade” which will 
distinguish .to Some extent, if not conclu- 
sively, the trading from the non-trading 

- activity. Some of these factors are worthy of 
consideration and they are briefly mentibn— 
ed below: ‘ 

(1) Profit waking motive 
I 
The existence of a profit seeking m‘otive is 
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important evidence of trading activity. 

Certain organisations may be regarded as 
trading even in the absence of a profit 
seeking motive in the strict sense. The fact 
that the taxpayer has no intention of mak- 
ing a profit or carries on activities which 
are not directed mainly to profit making 
does not preclude the assessment which in 
fact emerges. 
The question whether or not there is trad- 
ing must be determined objectively. If‘nor- 
rmal commercial methods are employed this 
can be a pointer ‘to the conclusion that 
there is trading activity. 

7 (2) Tbé 11/4}: in which the duel zlr acgzzz‘red 
The way in which the asset is acquired 
must be considered since it may be held 
that if an acquisition of 'the asset was by 
chance for Example by gift or inheritance, 
and not a purchase with the View to sub- 
sequent sale at a profit, it will 'be difficult 
if not impossible to deduce that a subse- 
quent sale is by way of trade. 
(3): The mum: of the anet 
The nature of the asset is important be- 
cause the commodity purchased may be 
something like Whisky, which can equally 
be regarded for personal pleasure Or for 
use as trading stock which is bought with 
the view to subsequent sale at a profit. 
The mere act of selling property does not 
constitute trading. The nature of the asset 
purchased is important where a property is 
purchased as an investment or to be used 
or enjoyed for personal pleasure. A surplus 
arising on a subsequent sale is not a trading 
profit éven if steps have'been taken to ob- 
'tain the best possible price on rgsale. 
(4) Adaptation: or five Treatment of the 

Amet 
. The trading nature of a transaction may in 
some cases be deduced from the method of 
handling Or treating its subject matter. The 
treatment of an asset between purchase and 
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sale is important as the processing or ma.- 
nufacturing of a commodity is strong evi- 
dence of a trading activity. It theréfore, 
follows that it is relevant to consider the 
ques'tion What happens to the asset pending 
sale. A

I 

(5) Tlae length of time period of owner- 
552']; 

The interval of time between purchase and 
sale of an asset must be considered. A per- 
son who buys land and holds it for many 
years before selling it may be in a stronger 
position to argue that he is realising-an 
investment than if he sells immediately 
after he has acquired it. 
Generally speaking, a quick tum round is 
more likely to be accepted as evidence of a 
trade, than is the case of an asset held for 
a long period of time, especially if the 
asset is xevenue producing, for example 
stocks and shares or properties. 

(6) Maximal of .rellz'zzg 4m emezf 
The way in which a sale is secured. is an 
important consideration, since any form of 
organised activity to Promote sales e.g. by 
advertising, or other means to sell an asset 
at a profit is strong evidence in favour of 
deciding that a trade is carried on. 

(7) Frequency or number of immazctz'om 
. The number of transactions of a similar 

nature indicates whether activity is suffi- 

ciently organised as to show a pattern of 
trade. Accordingly, one ‘of .the important 
factors in deciding whether or_not a trade 
is carried on is Whether the taxpayer has 
engaged in its repeated transactions of the 
same kind. If a particular rtransaction is 

found to be one of a series over 9. Period 
of time, and there is evidence of method- 
‘ical activity or successive Purchases and 
resales of the assets then the repetitious 
nature of .the transactions is evidence of 
trading. 
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(8) Whether 4 perm” already bay vtmdz'ng 
interefi in the same field 

If an individual has an admitted trade or 
has trading in a similar field of activity to 
the transactions in‘ question, there is strong, 
if not conclusive, evidence that these fur- 
ther transactions are in fact an extension 
of, or part of, an existing trade. 

(9) Method of financing 
The way in Which finance is obtained .to 

enable an activity to be carried out needs 
careful examination. ' 

The purchaser may specially borrow 
money in such circumstances that it is ob- 
vious from the outset that he has to sell to 
repay the loan. This kind of situation; will 
favour the evidence that he was trading. 
But an individual is unlikely to borrow a 
large sum of money to finance the pur- 
chaise of a commodity for his personal en- 
joyment. 

(10) Deytinatz‘ofl of the proceeds 
The utilisation of the receipts of a. trans- 
action is a relevant factor. An individual 
Who. carries On one purchase and sells may 
be held rto be trading, but if the receipts 
are utilised -to buy further assets for re- 
sale, the Inland Revenue Department may 
construe this as additional evidence that a 
trade is being carried on. 

It may be amusing to, discuss a few pro-
' 

blems in connection with the topic of 
“What Constitutes Trading” 2—— 

(a) Ixalated Tmmdnfion or Speculation 
It is wrong to assume that the profit on a 
transaction escapes tax liability merely be- 
cause the transaction is “isolated”. There 
are many cases in Which decisibns have

‘ 

been held that a single speculation or an 
isolated transaction may constitute a 
“trade”. 
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(b) Bzm'ness Knowledge or Know-bow 
The businessknowledge or know-how of 

K the taxpayer or his associates may indicate 
that the transaction is of a trading nature. 

(c) Company Tramactz'om 
A limited liability company formed to hold 
land or other property as an investment 
and havingas one of its objects in the 
Memorandum of AssOciation appropriate 
for this purpose is commonly known as an 
“investment: company” or “investment 
holding company”. 
It is distinguished from the “property deal- 
ing” company or “finance” company which 
deals or trades in properties or securities. 
If a company makes a} profit by trading, 
that profit is chargeable to [tax even though 
such company may be described as an in— 
véstment company. '

A 

Whilst it is true [that the objects of a com- 
pany are relevant to the consideratiOn of 
.the nature of .the activities cafried out by 
the company, the fact that a company has 
always been treated by the Revenue De- 
partment as an Investment Company does. 
not prevent the Revenue Department from 
treating a sale as in the nature of trade. 
“The revenue are free to revise .the posi- 
tion”. (See Rellim Ltd. v. Vise 32 T.C. 
254) 

(d) Share Tmmactz'om 
If the shares of a company are sold at a 
profit or gain, the share~vendor’s profit or 
gain is not taxable unless there is evidence 
to show that he is 5. “dealer” in shares. 
(e) Illegal Trading 
Once it is determined that an activity con- 
stitutes trading, and profits from such 
activity which are illegally obtained are 
chargeable to tax. The trader cannot rely 
on the incidental illegality to avoid tax. 
For this reason, profits derived from ultra 
vires or illegal trading are taxable. Similar— 
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1y, earnings from immoral activities such 
as illegal prostitution are assessable to tax. 
However, it is open to doubt whether sys- 
tematic crime can itself constitute a trade, 
as the courts of law .in England had held 
different views on this point. 

IV. COMPUTATION OF INCOME 

Deductions ' 

In ascertaining the income of a company 
from any source for any period, a deduc- 
tion is allowed for all outgoings and ex- 
penses wholly and exclusivély incurred in 
producing ‘the income from that source. 
Section 14 of the Act provides a list of al- 
lowable deductions including interest on 
money borrowed or employed in producirig 
the income, rent on business premises, cost 
of repairs to plant and machinegy, bad and 
doubtful debts and contributions .by an em- 
ployer -to an approved pension fund in 
respect of his employees. 
Expenses which are of a capital, private or 
domestic nature are expressly prohibited by 
Section 15 of the Act. 
When there is a doubt or Where the Act is 
silent on an item of outgoing or expense 
for which deduction is claimed, normal 
accounting principlés will be considered 
in admitting the claim or otherwise. 

Allowance: 
There is provision in the Act for granting 
allowances for depreciation or wear and 
tear on capital assets used in a trade, busi; 
ness or profession, and industrial building 
allowances in respect of industrial build- 
ings or structure used in certain trades and 
industries. In the case of plant and ma- 
chinery, an initial allowance of 20 per cent 
on the cost of the asset is granted While 
annual allowances vary between 3 and 20 
per cent on the reducing value depending 
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on the .t'jzpe of asset and Ihé' type of trade 
or busineSS in which the asset is used. In 
-respect"of industrial buildings or struc- 

tures, an initial allowance of 10 per cent 
on original cost of construction is granted 
and an annual allowance is computed on a 
straight l-ine method at a fixed rate of 2 
per cent on the original cost of construc- 
tion. A balahc’ing alloWance or charge is 

made when a plant or machinery or an in- 
dustrial building or structure is sold,'scrap- 
ped or demolished. 

Accelgfated Dewecz'aztio'ri 
To encourage the growth of local indus- 
tries, a' riew Section 19A waé introduced in 
1965 to provide for accelerated deprecia— 
tion in respect of plant and machinery used 
in "the manufacturing and processing of 
goods and materials. 
Seotion'19A provides that an “industrial 
enterprise” is entitled -to claim an annual 
allowance of 331/3% on capital expendi- 
ture incurred. on plant _and machinery in 
lieu of the normal wear and tear allowan- 
Ces prbvided by Section 19. The capital ex- 
Penditure incurred on .the Provision of 
plant and machine'ry utilised in the manu- 
facturi-ng and processing of goods and ma.- 
tegials can be written off _equa11‘y Over a 
period of'_three ygats. ' 

Any claim fOr accelerated depreciation 
must be made at the time the return' is- 

lodged or within such further time the 
Comptroller of Inc'ome Tax, in his discre- 
t-ion,’may allow. . 

For ’the purposes; of Section 19A, motor 
vehicles designed Primarily and principally 
for the carriage of persons do not qualify 
for accelerated depreciation. ‘ 

A further altefnati-ve is available by way of 
an accelerated initial allowance :of up to 
100% of the cost of .the Plant and ma;- 
chiner’y which maybe written off in one 

4.1.6 

year with the approval of the Minis‘t'et for 
Finance. - ‘ 

Laue: zmd Deflation;
' 

The Act provides that a company is en- 
titled to claim set-off for losses incurred 
in a trade or business against its other in- 
come. Provision is also made for allowing 
donations to gifts of money to approved 
institutions of a public character. 
The Income Tax (Amendment) Act, 1969 
which came into operation on lst January 
1970 and which is effective from the Year 
of Assessment 1970 has. imposed Some res 
strictions on the-treatment of trading loss— 
es. The advantage which can be gained 
from the Purchase of tax‘ loss comPanies 
has now been negatived .as a result of the 
amendment to Section 37‘ of the Income 
Tax Act. ' 

Exemptions 
What are exemptions? 
Exempt income i_s income, which, although 
it may normally be liable to tax is specific- 
>ally made immune from .tax. It may occur 
in two ways :— 
(a) certain classes of persons are Wholly 

or partially exempt from taxes. 
(b) certain types of income are exempt 

from taxes. 
Exemptions can therefore arise either by 
way of express exemption under the In- 
come Tax Act or by way of relief under 
the Economic Expansion Incentives (Relief 
from Income Tax) Act, or by way of a 
Double Taxation Agreement. . 

Express exemptions under'the Act are con- 
tained in Section 13, Income tax exemp- 
tions are granted to interest derived by 
non-resident persons, "interest derived from 
post office savings bank, income derived 
from operating ships registered in Singa- 
pore and many other items. 
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The Economic Expczmion Incentive: (Re- 
lief from Income Tax) Act, Cbapter 135 
To encourage the growth and expansion of 
manufacturing and export enterprises, va- 
rious rtax incentives are provided by the 
Economic Expansion Incentives (Relief 
from InCome Tax) Act. 
The incentiVes are:— 
(a) Tax holiday for pioneer companies 
for a period of five years; , 

(b) Special deductions in'respect of addi- 
icional plant or machinery and exemp- 
tion from tax of dividends from ex- 
panding enterprises; 

(c) Exemption from tax for periods of up 
to 15 years on increased export earn- 
mgs; 

(d) ExemptiOn from tax on interest pay- 
able to non-residents in respect of 
approved loans or credit facilities for 
productive equipment; and 

(e) Reduction of or complete exemption 
from tax on approved royalties, tech- 
nical assistance fees or contributions 
to research and development. 

V. COMPANY AND PERSONAL 
TAXATION 

Company Tax (‘3 Section 44 Tax Credit 
The benefit of' the tax paid by a limited 
liability company resident in Singapore is 
ultimately returned .to a shareholder when 
a dividend is declared. To illustrate this 
point, a‘ssume a Company has a chargeable ~ 

income of $10,000/—— on which it Pays 
40% tax i.e. $ 4,000/— leaving a balance 
of $ 6,000/——~ cash in hand available for 
distribution -to shareholders. 
If the Company declaring *the dividends is 
a Company resident in Singapore, it is 
legally entitled .to deduct from the arriount 
of any dividends paid "to any shareholder 
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:tax at the rate of 40% on every dollar of 
such dividends. 
The Company will therefore declare to its 
shareholders the gross dividend' of 
:15 10,000/— from which the amount of 
$ 4,000/— will be deducted in tax. 
The shareholders Will‘ receive $ 6,000/— 
in cash and a dividend voucher showing 
the tax deduction at source in respect of 
the .35 4,000/——. ' 

The individual shareholder is legally 
obliged to declare in his own personal re- 
turn the gross dividend which he has re— 
ceived at $ 10,000/— and will be assessed 
'50 tax thereon at the rate applicable to him. 
If he is an individual the tax rate may be 
more or less than 40%, depending on his 
chargeable income. If his rate of tax is 

55%, he will have to pay an additional 
tax of 15% being -the difference. If his 
effective rate of tax is less than 40%, he 
will be entitled to a refund of the differ- 
ence. 
From -the above it can be seen- tha-t share~ 
[holders are assessed on the gross dividends 
declared by a resident Company but are en'- 
iitled‘ to claim a set-off for the tax deduct- 
ed at source against the tax payable by 
them as individuals on graduated scale. 
However, care should be taken by the 
company directors not -to declare dividends 
in excess of the taxable Profits as this will 
result in an assessment, being raised on the 
company under section 44 (3) of the In- 
come Tax Act. 
To avoid the possibility of refund of tax 
which has not beeh. paid by the Company 
in the first instance, Section 44 (3) of the 
Income Tax Act provides that if a Com- 
pany declares a dividend which involves 
the issue of dividend warrants showing tax 
deduction more "than the aggregate tax 
which it has already Paid, the difference 
will become a debt due to the Comptroller 
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of Income Tax from the Company. 
There have been some cases Where Section 
44 (3) has been overlooked and conse- 
quently the companies concerned have been 
requested to pay the difference. 

Perxoml Income Tax 
The income of an individual taxpayer is 

computed for income :tax purposes basically 
in the same way as the income of a limited 
liability company. However, in addition to 
whatever deductions and allowances avail- 
able to a limited company, there are 
personal reliefs available such as those for 
wife, children, earned income, C.P.F, con- 
tributions and life assurance premiums. 
The income of a married woman living 
with her husband is deemed to be the in- 
come of the husband find hssessable in his 
name. 
However if she has earned income derived 
from a. source which is independent from 
that of a husband, she may elect to be 
chargeable in her own name on her earned 
i-ncOme under Section 51 (4) of the Act. 
The amount of income tax payable on the 
chargeable incOrne of an individual tax- 

payer resident in Singapore is calculated at 
the rates laid down in the Second Schedule 
to the Act. As mentioned earlier, such tax 
rates for individuals are on a sliding scale 
ranging from 6% on the first 35 2,500 up 
to the maximum of 55% on chargeable in- 
come exceeding $ 100,000. 
The tax ra-te for non-resident individuals 
is a flat rate of 40%. However relief may 
be claimed by the following categories of 
non-residents. 

(a) Non-residents who are Citizens of 
Singapore;

' 

(b) Non-residents who are in receipt of 
pensions arising from past services 

from Singapore; and- 
(c) Non-residents where their country of 
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residence has concluded an Avoid- 
ance of Double Taxation Agreement 
with Singapore; 

(d) Non-resident public entertainers 
(e) Non-resident short-term employees, 

but not non-resident directors. 

VI. OTHER TAXES 
A discussion of the topic “Taxation in 
Singapore” will not be complete if no 
mention is made of other taxes.‘Whilst 
this paper is primarily concerned with in- 
come tax, it is useful rto make some refer- 
ence, in passing, to the existence of other 
forms of taxation which affects the finan- 
cial‘ development in Singapore. 
Some of these other taxes which may be of 
interest to investors and businessmen are as 
follows:— 

1. Property Tax 
According ‘to the latest annual report of the 
Inland Revenue Department there'has been 
an increase in property .tax collections over 
the last few years and this can be attributed 
to the following factors :— 
(a) Increase in number of properties; 
(b) Increase in the annual value due .to 

uP-to-date valuations; 
(c) Increase in contributions by .the sta- 

fcutory bodies; 
(d) Improvements in assessment and col- 

lection techniques; 
(ve) Expiry of 'tax concessionary period for 

some urban renewal projects. 
Property tax is levied on immovable pro- 
perties and is payable half yearly :in ad- 
vance and without demand in 'the months 
of January and July. It is computed as a 
percegtage of -the annual value of all 

houses, land, buildings, and tenements. 
The annual value is the gross amount at 
which a property can reasonably be ex- 
pected to be let out from year to year, the 
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landlord paying the expenses of repairs, 
insurance, maintenance, upkeep and pro. 
petty tax. 
Exemption from property atax is provid- 

' ed:——— 

(a) for properties with an‘annual value of 
less than .15 18/— and also 

(b) for buildings or par-ts of buildings 
used exclusively for religious, educa- 
tional or charitable purposes.’ 

The rate of property tax varies from 12% 
to 36%, depending on the 10ca1ity and the, ' 

facilities available in that locality and other 
factors. To encourage and stimulate Private 
participation in urban redevelopment, spe- 
c-ial concessions are given in respect of pro- 
perties which are approved development 
Projects. 
These. concessions include waiver of tax 
generally for' a specific Period when the 
building is under construction and there- 
after at a reduced rate of 12% instead of" 
36% for 20 years. 
2. Stamp Duty 
Stamp duty is imposed on various kinds of 
commercial and legal instruments which 
are required to be stamped under the 
Stamp Act. The rate of stamp duty varies 

' 

from one type of instrument to another, 
The rates vary from ten cents per instru- 
ment to a. percentage of the value of the 
subject of the document. 
There is Provision for the Minister to re- 
duCe or remit stamp duty. 

3. Payroll Tax
‘ 

Payroll tax was fir'st introduced in 1965 
when Singapore Was part of Malaysia. It is 
levied on employers under the Finance Act 
(Payroll Tax) at 2% on :the payroll of a 

. trade, business or vocation. The tax is ap- 
plicable to the Whole of the remuneration 
including salaries, wages, commissions, 
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bonus, leave pay, and so forth, paid in 
cash to employees, but it does not include 
any contribution by the employer -to. an 
approved Provident or pension fund. 
Payroll tax is also not payable on remune- 
ration to any domestic servant, gardener or 
driver employed by an individual. 

4. Extateputy . 

The charge to estate duty is divided into 
two sectors, namely, domiciled estatés and 
non-domiciled estates. 
The Commissioner of Estate Duties is 

responsible fo'r the assessment and collec- 
tion of Estate Duty. 
Estate duty is levied at graduated rates, On 
the property at ad valorem rates based on 
the open market value at the date of death. 
Where the total value of the estate is be- 
low 33 50,000/- :the duty is remitted. 
The rates of Estate Duty applicable to per- 
sons who died on or after lst April 1974 
range from 5 to 60%. 
Where the principal value of all property 
which passes on the death of such person 
exceeds 3% 5'0,000/——, a remission of Estate 
Duty is allowed in respect of that excess at 
the rate commencing from 90% to 10%. 
Property liable to Estate Duty includes 

(a) All property of a deceased person si- 

tuate in Singapore, whether movable, 
or immovable, settled or not settled, 
which passes or is deemed to pass on 
death; and 

(b) In the case of persons domiciled in 
Singapore, all movable Property si- 

tuate abroad. 

Interest in chargeable on :the amount of un— 
paid duty from the date of death .to the 
date of payment, 
The rates of interest chargeable on the 
amount of unpaid duty are 
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3% p.a. for the first 6 months 
6% pa. for the next 12 months 
12% p.21. rthereafter' 
(subject to the Commissioner’s discretidn 
to reduce to 6% pa.) 
5. Betting & Sweepsmée Dzztz'e: 
Betting and Sweepstake Duties are payable 
on every bet made on any totalisator or 
parirnutuel and every sweepstake promoted 
by any racing club or association. The duty 
on bets is 10% of the amount of the bets, 
and in the case of sweepstakes, the duty is 
30% of the amount contributed towards 
the sweepstakes. 

6. Private Lotteriex Duty 
Private Lotteries Du-ty is payable on lotte- 
ries Promoted by private clubs and societies 
and restricted to members only. Permission 
is required for such lotteries -to be held and 
the general conditions imposed are that :no 
profit shall accrue to any individual person 
and that no commissions whatsoever are 
payable in respect of ticket sales. The rate 
of duty payable is 30% on the gross pro- 
ceeds of the lottery. Promotors are required 
to furnish audited accounts relating rto .the 
operation of :the Private lotteries. 

7. Radio (9 Televirz'on Licences 
A licence is required for the use of radio 
or television sets. 
A radio licénce enables the Licensee, mem- 
bers of his family to use any number of 
radio receivers including portable sets. 
A television licence enables the licensee, 

members of his family and domestic serv- 
ants to use any number of television and 
radio receivers including Portable sets. In 
both cases, members of the family, do- 
mestic servants must be residing at-the 
same address as shown in the licence. 
A separate licence is required for sets in- 
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stalled in a vehicle, vessel or aircraft re- 
gistered in Singapore. 
A dealer’s licence is required for any person 
who offers for sale radios or television 
sets. 

8. Custom: 6 Excite Dutiex 
The most important indirect taxes are 
customs and ejccise duties. These duties are 
levied under Customs Act covering certain 
dutiable commodities such as liquors, pe- 
troleum, tobacco and other import duties 
on a wide range of products such as motor 
vehicles, clothing, perfumefiies and cos- 

metics. Other indirect taxes include enter- 
tainment taxes, broadcast licences, taxes on 
tickets for cinemas and other entertain- 

ments, and taxes on film-hire. ' 

The Customs and Excise Department is 

responsible for the collection of import 
duties, fees and other charges payable un- 
der the Customs Act and subsidiary legis- 
lation made thereunder. 
Cess collection is governed by the Tourist 
Promotion Board Act. 
The collection of cess which is levied on 
gazetted tourist hotels, utourist food estab- 
lishments and tourist public houses- is un- 
dertaken by the Department on behalf of 
the‘ Tourist Promotion Board. 
Industries using dutiab’le raw materials 
which are not available locally may apply 
for exemption from the payment of duty. 
Exemptions granted are subject to furnish- 
ing of security in the form of bankers" 
guarantees and full compliance of condi- 
tions dmpoSed under .the exemption. 
Since .the separation of Singapore from 
Malaysia “the number of commodities sub- 
jgct to customs duty has increased mainly 
with .the view‘to protectingfihe local in- 
dustries .engaged in the manufacturing of 
goods. At Present, such taxes account for 
.the substantial 'i‘nc'rease in ‘the revenue of 
the Republic. 
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DR. APOLONIUSZ KOSTECKI * : 

THE TRENDS AND NATURE OF RECENT CHANGES IN 
THE POLISH TAX SYSTEM 

1. I n General 

1. As of January lst, 1976, the tax system 
of the Polish People’s Republic under-went 
considerable changes, based on the provie 
sions of the following acts: ' 

—~ Law of 19th December, 1975 - on in- 
heritance and gift tax,1 — Law of 1‘9th December, 1975 - on 
stamp duties,2 — Law of 19th December, 1975 - on 
equalizing tax,3

' — LAW of 19th DeCembér, 1975 a on some 
local taxes and dues.4 

Thesg changes, based upon the above- 
mentioned acts, constitute a part of the 
considerable greater task of reform of the 
Polish tax system. At the same time, they 
improve on Present tax legislation. and 
adapt that legislation more adequately :to 

the changing realities of sodal and political 
life. This Process was initiated on lst 
January, 1973, when the following 'two 
acts, regarding the objects of the priviaté 
sector of the national economy, came irate 
force: 

.

' 

-— Law of 16th December, 1972 - on 
turnover tax',5 

‘— Law of .16th December, 1972 - on in- 
come tax.6 

These acts have already been discussed in 
_ 

the Bulletin}.
' 

This article will not deal with the details 
of the above Laws .of December 1975 but 
will rather outline the trends and the na- 
ture of 'the changes resulting'frOm their 
introduction. It will be followed by further 
articles discussing some of these Laws se- 
parately. 
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II. Transfer Tax 

2. The most significant changes in the 
structure of the "Polish, tax system concern 
the tax on inheritances and gifts (on gra- 
iuitous transfszs) and the stamp duties (on 
transfers for a consideration). At the same 
:t-ime the Decree-Law on the tax on the 
acquisition of Property. rights of 3rd Febru- 
ary 1947 8 was repealed. This Decree-Law 
which had, been in force £or nearly 20 
years has now been partly replaced by the 

* Professor at the University of Cracqw. 
1. Dziennik Ustaw (the official periodical 
publication on laws ami regulations) no. 45‘ item 
228. Executive regulations to the Law: Ruling 
of the Minister of Finance of 30th Dcecémber, 
1975, :e execution of the Law on the inheritance 
anci gift tax (Dziennik Ustaw no. 46 item 256). 
2. Dziennik Ustaw no.‘ 45 item 226._ Compre— 
hensive executive regulations are included in the 
Ruling of the Council of Ministers of 29th 
December, 1975, on the stamp duties (Dziennik 
Ustaw no. 46 item! 241). 
3. Dziennik Ustaw no. 45 item 227. Executive 
regulations: the Ruling of the Council of Minis- 
try of 29th De'cem‘ber, 1975, on the equalizing 
tax (Dzienriik ‘Ustaw no. 46 item 242). ' 

4. Dziennik Ustaw no. 45 item 229. Due to the 
general character of the Law, ekecutive regula— 
tions included in the Council of Ministry Ruling 
of 29th December, 1975, re Execution of the 
Law and regulations on certain local taxes and 
dues, are of particular significance (Dziennik 
Ustaw no. 46 item 243). 
5. Dziennik Ustaw 1'10. 53 item 338. 
6. Dziennik 'Ustaw no. 53 item 339. 
7. Compare M. Weralski, The new Structure of 
turnover and income taxes in Poland, Bulletin 
for International Fiscal Documentation, no. 12 
of 1973. 
8'. The uniform text of the Decree Was publish- 
ed in‘ Dziennik Ustaw no. 9 item 74 of 1951; 
change: Dziennik Ustaw no. 7 item 72, of 1971. 
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provisions of the newly created inheritance 
and gift tax Law 9 and partly. by the pros 
visions of the stamp duties Law, .in such at 
Humane; that gratuitous transfers are now 
covered by the inheritance and gift tax and 
non-gratuitous transfers by the stamp 
duties.10 

3. The Inheritance and Gift Tax Law 11 
retains the fundamental elements of .the 

Property Rights Acquisition Law concern- 
ing the gratuitous acquisition of property 
rights. Like its predecessor the Inheritance 
and Gift Tax Law is a tax which is levied 
on each beneficiary’s "share in the estate or 
on -the donation which he receives. For 
purposes of the computation of the tax, 

taxpayers are divided into four groups and 
the tax is based on both the group to which 
the taxpayer belongs and the amount he 
receives. 
The philosophy underlying the tax is that 
the closer the kinship between the recipient 
and the deceased or donor is, the lower the 
tax should be and the new law has imple- 
mented this philosophy in a more consist- 
en-t manner than its predecessor by re- 

grouping the beneficiaries. For instance, 
step-children have now been included in 
the most Privileged group (Group I) 12 

Whereas formerly they belonged to Group 
III. 

The new law (also increases the exempt 
base for Group I (Le. from 30,000 zloty 
to 50,000 zloty), but it generally intro- 
duces a steeper progression than before. 
The exempt base for other groups has not 
been changed. The following gives an in- 
dication of the prevailing rates: 

Group I: 
The first 50,000 zloty age exempt. 
The next bracket of 50,000 zloty is subject 
to 10%. 

If the income exceeds 1,200,00 zloty the 
tax is 197,000 zloty plus 24% of the ex- 
cess over 1,200,000 zloty. 

Group II: 
The first 50,000 zloty are exempt. 
The next bracket of 20,000 zloty is sub- 
ject to 10%. 

If the income exceeds 1,200,000 zloty the 
tax 'is 297,000 zloty Plus 56% of the ex- 
cess over 1,200,00 zloty. 
GrOup III: 
The first 30,000 zloty are exempt. 
The next bracket of 20,000 zloty is subject 
to 15%. 

If the income exceeds 1,200,000 zloty the 
tax is 397,000 zloty Plus 48% of the ex- 
cess over 1,200,000 zloty. 
Group IV: 
The first 30,000 zloty are exempt. 
The next bracket of 20,000 zloty is subject 
to 30%. 

If the income exceeds 1,200,000 zloty the 
tax is 702,000 zloty plus 77% of the ex- 
cess over 1,200,000 zloty. 

9. The existing tax under this title is by no 
means a novelty in the Polish tax system. It has 
existed since property acquisition tax came into 
force in 1947,, on the basis of the interwar .tax 
regulations. 
10. This fact can prove how inadequate are the 
legal terms “duties” and “tax”, when used in 
the obligatory law. 
11. The range of taxable events covered by the 
inheritance and gift tax is Wider than its name 
indicates. It also includes real property acquisi- 
tion by means of usucaption prescription as well 
as transfer of savings made on the instruction of 
the depositor or on death. This property is not 
-—— in this case — included in inheritance. 
12. Group I comprises the spouse, descendants, 
adopted and step-children, sons- and daughters- 
in—law. . 
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III. Stamp Duty 
4. The most significant change in the 
structure of stamp duty was effected by ex- 
tending its scope .to acquisitions for a con- 
sideration, Le. certain civil law activities: 
a) nan-gratuitous transfer of real property 

or other property rights “effected by an 
individual or legal entity, which is not 
a unit of the socialized economy, pro- 
vided that :the transfer does not result 
from economic activitie‘s Within ‘ the 
meaning of the turnover tax provi- 
sions; 

.b) 109.11 agreements, when the loan is 
granted by persons indicated under a) 
above; 

C), lease or rent contracts. 
It is immaterial Whether the above civil 
law activities result from a written or oral 
contract. 
When “the Law on Stamp Duties 1975 
entered into force these activities Were not 
subject to stamp duties but -to tax on pro- 
Perty rights acquisition. Only in (those cases 
where documents such as bills, bills of ex- 
change, authorizations, guarantees etc. were 
produced, were stamp duties due. Note 
that formerly only examples of these docu- 
ments were given, Whereas the new Law 
gives a complete list. 
The present Law, like its predecessor, only 
provides for the upper limits of .the rates 
of the stamp duties, which vagy substan- 
tially depending on the nature of the trans- 

‘ action. The new Law even creates a Wider 
range of these rates by establishing a much 
higher upper limit than Previously. It 
authorizes the Council of Ministers to issue 
a detailed stamp duty table which has re- 
sulted in the Decree-Law of 19th Decem- 
ber, 1975 indicated above. 
Its characteristic is that the stamp duty 
rates are highly variable, depending on the 
nature of the transaction. The fact that 
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part of these transactions was formerly 
covered by :the property rights acquisition 
tax, reduces the difference between the 
concept of “tax :and the concept of 
“duty”, which from a theoretical point of 
View cannot ’be considered as being Proper. 

:7 

IV. qzalz'ziflg Tax 
5. One of the characteristic elements of 
the Polish tax System is the equalizing tax 
which was introduced in 1957 and whose 
purpose it is to restrict excessive Consump- 
tion by those persons with high incomes.13 
HOWever, with :the passage of [time the 
character of the equalizing tax has changed 
and this has been reflected twic'e in the 
amendments of the provisions of 1957. 
The subject of equalizing tax — which was 
initially meant as an additional tax to the 
Salary and income .tax — underwent a 
gradual extension and the Law on the 
equalizing tax of 19th December, 1975 
cited above gave it a new scope. At Pre- 
sént the following gains derived by indivi- 
duals are subject .to the equalizing tax: 
:1) earnings from employment; 14 
'b) gross income resulting from agency 

agreements; 
c) income within the meaning of the in- 

comé tax provisions; 
d) income from handicraft activities, 

Which is subject to stamp duty instead 
of tumoVer and income tax; 

e) income from certain agricultural and 
livestock production, ‘if it .is carried out 
on a large scale. 

An essential feature of the equalizing tax 
is that tax liability only arises when gross 
income or net income of an individual tax- 
payer derived from the sources indicated 

13. Dziennik Ustaw no. 62 item 336, of 1957. 
14;, The majority of salaries is no longer sub- 
jec‘t to the tax on salaries. 
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above exceeds the amount fixed by regula- 
tion .in a particular year. 
The main changes in the equalizing tax 
pertain to: 
a) rthe concepts of gross income and net 

income (which determine [the tax lia- 
bility and the taxable base); 

b) the tax fates. 
The amount which will create tax liability 
for the equalizing tax has been increased 
from 96,000 zloty 15 to 144,000 zloty,16 
i.e. by 50 percent. A complete new feature 
is that this amount will be increased if the 
taxpayer has to support certain persons, Le. 

by 24,000‘zloty for his spouse if she or he 
has no other earnings. Similarly, an in- 

crease of 12,000 zloty is granted for each 
child which is supported by the taxpayer as 
well as for his parents and every related 
person who is incapable of working and 
financially dependent on -the taxpayer. 
The taxable base is that income (as defined 
above) which exceeds the exempted 
amount. Thus, the equalizing tax is based 
on not only the amount of gross or net in- 
come derived by the taxpayer but also on 
the number of dependents he has, which is- 
a new and original feature in Polish tax- 
a-tion. 

‘ The changes in the tax rates consist in the 
introduction of a uniform progressive tax 
table, which replaces the former multitude 
of tables, which applied to gross income 
and net income and which are again sub- 
divided according :to the sort of gross or 
net income involved. The new tax table has 
a greater number of steps (11 instead of 
the former 4 or 5) and generally the pro- 
gression has been -reduced. In accordance 
with Article 10 of the Law, the tax rate 
on the excess income over 144,000 zloty 
(increased by :the amounts for dependents 
as indicated above) .is 10 Percent on the 
first 24,000 zloty and reaches its maximum 
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and the tax on apartments and consists in, 
inter alia, the repeal of the so-called rental 
case the equalizing tax is 387,000 zloty 
plus 75 Percent of the excess amount). 

V. Local Taxex and Dues 
6. The last of the Laws of 19th Decem~ 
ber, 1975 mentioned above pertains to a 
[number of local taxes and dues and is of a 
more general character. It deals with a 
number of :taxes and dues, the majority of 
which were 'at the beginning of 1951 in- 
cluded in one consolidated Law. At present 
they include: urban property tax, tax on 
apartments, tax on dogs, dues on vehicles, 
market dues and health resort dues. A com- 
pletely new feature introduced by the 

Law of 1975 is :that city and district coun- 
cils are granted the authority to levy ad- 
ministrative dues with respect -to activities 

performed by subordinate bodies 'and 
which are not otherwise covered by fiscal 
dues.. 
The main tendencies of the changes re- 

garding taxes and dues covered by this Law 
are ('i) the simplification of the structure 
of some of them, (ii) the adoption of 
various —~ flexible — methods or regula- 
tion of their computation and (iii) general- 
ly, an- increase of these taxes and dues. 
The simplification is primarily effected 

15. For some categories of taxpayers' (profes— 
sors, members of authors’ unions; persons re- 

ceivingvincome from employment in organs of 
the nationalized economy etc.) this sum was al- 
ready increased to 120,000 z'loty in 1971. 
16. It should be mentioned that from the value 
of net income or gross intome (depending on 
their nature) certain sums are deductible, for 
example: the tax on salaries or income tax 211- 

rea-dy paid, the costs of eafning certain kinds of 
gross income, certain kinds of investment in 
living space for people Whose gross income is 

subject to salary tax, etc.
' 
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with respect to the tax on urban Property 
marginal rate of 75 percent when the ex- 
cess income is over 720,000 zloty (in that 
value 17 as a basis for taxation with regard 
to owner-occupied buildings or apartments ‘ 

or any other non-rented property, for in- 
stance, if placed gratuitously at someone’s. 
disposal. This rental value has been re- 
placed by a taxable base which uses a more 
objective criterion, i.e. the surface of the 
building or living space. With respect to 
the tax on apartments the living spade has 
been retained as the only basis of taxation, 
since not only the rental value but also the 
actual rent have been abolished as deter- 
mining factors for the computation of the 
taxable base. In this way a number of in- 
conveniences has been removed; for exam- 
ple the need to use multipliers in those} 
cases Where exceptionally low rates are 
fixed by nthe State. However, after the 

‘ general rent increase a few years ago-the 
employees had already been exempted and 
that has not been changed by Law of 1975. 
The Law of 1975 does not introduce fixed 
tax ra-tes, but offers a number of flexible 
solutions under which the power of the 

' Council of Ministry and/or local author- 
ities has been extended. The methods used 

‘ 

are the following: 

a.) with respect to the tax on urban pro- 
perty and tax on apartments maximum 
rates have beefi provided for. Within 
this limit the executive bodies have 
discretionary power to fix the rates; 

b) with respect to ‘the vehicle dues the 
executive bodies may fix the rate (no 
upper limit) and with respect to market 
dues the executive bodies may fix an 
upper limi-t While leaving the further 
implementation to the local authorities; 

c) :the third method, which is a completely 
new feature, fully delegates the power 
to fix the tax or dues to local author- 
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ities; This method will be applied in 
the case of the tax on dogs and ad- 
ministration dues, the application of 
which has been left -to the decision of 
the local authorities. These taxes and 
dues have, therefore, become fully op- 
tional. 

V.I. Tax Allowance; Relating to 
Inven‘mentx 

7. A summing up of the changes intro- 
duced in ‘the Polish Tax legislation from 
lst January, 1976 would not be complete if 
the Law of 19th December, 1975 on the 
tax allowance relating .to- investments 18 
was not mentioned. 
Those persons operating in subjects of the 
private sector of the national economy are 
entitled to these tax allowances in respect 
of activities in .the fields of handicrafts and 
catering as well as Persons in the hotel 
business, where they construct their own 
buildings for purpose of this activity or 
buy and use machines and equipment with- 
in the framework of this activity. There is 
a regulation which deprives those taxpay- 
ers from the possibility of benefitting from 
the tax concessions, who in the course of 
their activities in the field of catering and 
the hotel business, are engaged in selling 
drinks containing more than 18% alcohol. 
The tax concessions are granted if invest- 
ment outlay exceeds a certain sum, i.e. in 
the case of buildings — 50,000 zloty and 
in the case of machines and equipment — 
10,000 zloty, and they represent according- 

17. The rental value had a character of a no- 
tional rent, the amount of which used to be 
generally fixed by decree of the Minister of 
Finance. 
18. Dziennik Ustaw no. 45 item 230; executive 
regulations include Ruling of the Council of 
Ministers of lt December, 197.5, re tax allow- 
ances relating to investments (Dzientu'k Ustaw 
no. 46 item 244). 
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THE TRENDS AND NATURE OF RECENT CHANGES IN THE POLISH TAX SYSTEM 

1y 30 percent and 15 percent on investment 
outlay. 
8. The changesjn the tax system of the 
Polish People’s Republic outlined in this 

article give an opportunity to become 
_ 

acquainted with the trends and the charac- 
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ter of these changes. However, since this 
article .is a mere introduction .the author 
propOses to discuss in more detail at a later 
stage the inheritanCe and gift taxes as well 
as the equalizing tax, which/cue character- 
istic instruments of Polish tax policy. 
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l DOCUMENTS; * 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Taxation of the undistributed income of controlled foreign corporations 9* 

:(b) Bem’omZ change. Revenue estimates 
are usually baséd on a standard assumption 
of no behavioral change. The standard 
assumption is useful in two respects: first, 
it is helpful -to know the initial impact of 
a tax measure before adjustment occurs; 
second, the, nature, extent and speed of be- 
havioral changes are not easily forecast. Yet 
behavioral changes usually accompany any 
important tax measure. In the international 
tax area, not only will multinational firms 
adjust their dividend distribution rates, in- 
vestment decisions, and financing policies 
in response to U .8. tax legislation, but also 
foreign governments may modify their own 
tax rules. 

I _ 

(i) Foreign subsidiaries might increase 
their dividend distributions in order to 
ensure and accelerate recognition of the 
foreign tax credit for dividend Withholding 
taxes. - 

(ii) The extent of investment in foreign 
subsidiaries might be curtailed. At the same 
time, US. patent firms might increase their 

v investment in .the United States. The finan- 
cing (if foreign subsidiaries might be modi= 
fled to reduce reliance on intrafirrn equity, 
and increase reliance on intraf-ir'm debt, and 
more importantly, external debt. 
(iii) US. patent firms might place greater 
strésé on minOrity Participation in new 
ventures and they might attempt to “de- 
cOntrol” .some existing CF Cs. 
(iv) Foreign governments might selectively 
increase their own taxation of US. con- 
trolled fore'ign corporations. 
Each of these reactions "would affect the 
revenue implications of terminating defer- 
ral. Some would. Increase U.S. revenue; 
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others would decrease U.S. revenue. The 
following paragraphs summarize the pos- 
sible revenue consequences ‘of' these behav- 
ioral changes. r

' 

(i), Chamge 2'72 dixtrz'bzztz'on mteI. US, for.- 
eign subsidiaries typically. distfibute ‘ap- 
proximately 45 percent of their after- 
fo‘reign-tax earnings. The revenue estimates 
in Table 7, 8, and 9 are based on this‘ distri- 
bution rate. By contrast, Table 10 :shows 
the- revenue effect of increasing the distri- 
bution rate to 100 pergent of foreign after- 
tax earnings. U.S.‘ revenue gains would. be 
substantially or completely eroded because 
foreign withholding taxes creditable under 
section 901 would be larger.“ In fact, if 
the termination-of deferral inducéd a 100' 
percent distribution rate, with an overall 
limitation on the, foreign tax credit and 
worldwide consolidation of foréign subsi- 
diary income, .the US. revenue .1055 Would 
be $375 million. Under a per-country limi- 

'tatio>n, the revenue loss would be $105 
million. The revenue losses are calculated 
by reference to tax otherwise collected un- 
der subpart F,.'as expanded- by the Tax 
Reduction Act of 1975. The reason for 
these revenue losses is that additional for- 
eign withholding taxes would be credited 
against existing U.S. taxes collected both‘ofi 
subpa-rt F income and on foreign source 

*‘ Continuation: Preliminagy analysis of the US. 
Treasury Department prepared 'by the Treasury's 
Office of International Tax Affairs for the 
House Ways and Means Committee Task .For'ée 
on Taxation of Foreign Income. 
41. The same revenue effects would result if 
foreign governments imposed Withholding taxes 
'on deemed distributions of foreign affiliates. 
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TABLE 10 
Revenue Effect of 100 Percent Dividend Distribution Rate 

(Millions of Dollars) 

1976 Calendar Year Tax iiabilities 

Per-Country

~ ~ 

Overall 
Limitation Limitation 2 

Total actual and potential revenue from 
current taxation of CFC Earnings -—-1‘25 145 

Potential revenue from 100 percent dividend 
distribution rate1 —375 ——105 

Mining —.—5 5 

Petroleum and Refining —— 115 
Manufacturing ——315 -—240 
Other ~55 15 

Actual revenue from subpart F; total 250 250 

Pre-1975 revenue 25 25 
225 Tax Reduction Act changes 225 

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury; 
Office of Tax Analysis 

February 3, i§76 

1. The estimates assume: (i) dividends from less developed country corporations are “grossed 
up" 

for purposes of calculating the tentative U.S. tax and the foreign tax credit; _(ii) CFC profits 
and losses are pooled on the same basis as the foreign tax credit limitation; (iii) no behavioral 
change, except that all CFCs increase their actual dividend distribution gates to 100 percent. 

2. These estimates assume that the per-country limitation is already in place, and that deferral is 

then ended. The revenue changes refer only to the additional impact of eliminating deferral. 

interest, rents, royalties, fees, and branch 
income; 
The revenue losses would be more than 
proportional to any increase in dividend 
distributions from the current rate of about 
45 percent to the hypothetical rate of 100 
percent. Most of the loss would oc'cur With 
the first increments in the overall dividend 
distribution rate, sinée additional dividends 
would presumably be distributed first from 
CFCs Paying the highest foreign taxes. 
(ii) Foreign w. domeytz’c investment. 
Tables 11 and 12 present rough and con— 
flicting estimates of the revenue conse- 
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quences of changes in investment behavior 
resulting from the termination of deferral. 
The revenue estimates in Table 11 are based 
on Professor Horst’s model which attempts 
to measure the investment and financial 

position of .a multinational firm after than 
fully adjusted ‘to the‘ termination of defer- 
ral. The model, described in section 5, 

assumes that the firm can to some extent 
choose between foreign and domestic in- 
vestment, and between alternative means 
of financing its assets. 
The estimates in Table 11 are made from 
two starting points: the current dividend 
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TABLE 11 
Termination of Deferral with Amtmed Change: in Invextment 

Location and M94723 of Finance 
(Millions of Dollars) 
7 V < h 

1976 Calendar Year Tax Liability

~

~ 

~~~ 

~ 
~ 
~ 
~~ 

~~ 

~~ 

Current Dividend 
' 

100%Dividend ' 

‘ V 7 
Distribution Rate “Distribution Rate 

Total actual and potential U.S. revenue from ' U H V 

‘ 
current taxation of CFC earnings, with speci- 

‘ 

fied investment and. financing ctianges1 1,000 260 

l 

Actual revenue from subpart F, total ' 250 V 

250 
’ 

Potential revenue fromtermina’tion of defer-
_ 

ml with no investment or financing changes. 365 —375 
Potential revenue from possible changes‘in 
investment and financing; 2 385 385 
(1) Effects on foreign source income —— '

_ 

(a). Decrease in: CFC earnings —15' ——15 
(b) DeCrease in royalties, fees, and in- 

terest repatriated -to the USA. ——10 -—IO 
(2) Effects on domestic source income— 

(21) Increase in domestic investment 90‘ 90 
('13) Increase in use of equity capital- in 

the United States and intrease in 7 

use of external debt abroad 520 . 520 
Addenda: Change in foreign révenué frém 

' ‘ 

corporate income and dividend 
withholding taxes 3 ——210 630 

(1) Effect of 100 percent. dividend distribu— 
.

‘ 

7 

tion. rate on dividend withholding taxes —— 840 
(‘2) Effect of reduced size and increased use 

of external debt by CFCs on corporate 
income tax and- withholding tax —*—2‘1-04 —210 

Office of thé Sécretary of the Treasury « Office of Tax Analysis Febrfiaxy 4, '1976 
1. The estimates assume: (i) dividends from less developed countries are “grossed up” for purposes 

of calculating the tentative US. tax and the foreign tax credit; (ii) wogldwide pooling of CFC 
profits and losses, and an Overall limitation on the foreign tax credit; (iii) specified behavioral 
Changes in dividend distribution rates, investment and financing. The details underlying these 
figures appear in Tables 7 and 10. 

2. The estimates represent the revenue impact after full adjustments tonthe current taxation of CFC 
earnings, including adjustments to ‘the Tax Reduction Act of 1975. The adjustments would, in 
fact, take several‘ years. The estimates are adopter] from a model developed by Thomas Horst, 
"American Multinational and the US. Economy," Fletcher School of Law aneiplomacy, 
November 1975. ‘ 

5. The estimates assume no change in foreign tax laws. 
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U.S.A.: UNDISTRIBUTED INCOME OF CONTROLLED FOREIGN CORPORATIONS 

distribution rate and a 100 Percent divi- 

dend distribution rate- The dividend distri- 
bution rate affects both the division of 
revenue changes between the United States 
and foreign governments, and the total 

amount of these changes. -_ 

The potential U.S. revenue gain .from 
changes in the location of investment and 
the means of finance, after all adjustments 
have taken place, is Very roughly estimated 
at $385 million Whether the dividend distri- 
bution rate remains at current levels or in- 
creases to 100 percent. The figure of $385 
million reflects a revenue loss of about $25 
million from smaller CFC earnings and re- 
duced intrafirm payments'of interest, rents, 
royalties, and management fees, and a 
revenue gain of about $410 million from 

' 

larger US. corporate investment and a shift 
in the means of finance. Foreign subsi- 
diaries would rely to a greater extent on 
local debt finance, while US. patent cor- 
porations would use more equity capital. 
These calculations do not take into account 
possible attempts by foreign governments 
to offset the shift of investment location 
and means of finance through modification 
of their own tax laws. 
Under current dividend distribution rates, 

the model suggests that firms would Pay an 
additional $750 million in US. taxes While 
they would Pay $210 million less in foreign 
taxes. The net increase in corporate tax 
payments at home and abroad Wbuld thus 
be $540 million. Under a 100 percent divi- 
dend distribution rate, the model suggests 
that. firms_ would pay an additional $10 
m-illioh in U‘.S. taxes and an additional 
$630 million in foreign taxes. The net in- 
crease in corporate tax payments at'-home 
and abroad would be $640 million under 
this assumption.

' 

The revenue estimates in Table 12 are 
based on Professor Stobaugh’s model which» 

430: 

attempts to measure the long-term conse- 
quences of placing U.S.- controlled foreign 
corporations at a competitive disadvantage 
through the termination of deferral. Again, 
these calculations do not take into account- 
possible offsetting measures by foreign gov- 
ernments. 
The Stobaugh mod'el assumes that highef 
U.S. taxes on CFCs will, after a period of 
time, cause a cumulative contraction in their 
market share, profitability, and the rem-it- 
tance of interest, royalties, and management 
fees to the US. patent corporations. More- 
over, CFCs will find it advantageous to 
distribute a larger share of earnings and 
rely more heavily on debt finance.42 The 
predicted result is a cumulative reduction 
in taxes not only on the foreign earn- 
ings of CFCs but also on the associated 
types (if foreign income paid 'to US. Parent 
firms. In 1981, five years after the termina- 
tion of deferral, the model estimates that 
US. taxes on all foreign source income 
would be $400 million less than under 
present law. In succeeding years, the ad- 
verse revenue impact would be even larger. 
(iii) Minority participation and “de- 
control”. If deferral is terminated, some 
multinational firms might seek to minimize 
the impact of current US. taxation either - 

by undertaking new foreign investments 
through minority ownership in joint ven- 
ture arrangements or by f‘decontxolling” 
some of their existing ‘CFCs. Either way, 
the retained earnings of ' the foreign cor- 
poration- would not bewsubject to current 
US. taxation. HoWever, degontrol of an 
existing CFC c6u1d.enta.il substantial U.Sv. 
taxes on accumulated earnings and profits. 
'Moreover, even if decontrol in the tax sense 
does not involve the total 103's of control, it 

42. Both the Horst and vSfobaugh models en- 
visage a larger role for debt finance if deferral is 
terminated. . 

- 
-

' 
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‘ TABLE i2 

Termination of Deferral with Asmmed Adverye Impact on 
Compeiz'tz've Position of US, CFC: 

(Millions of Dollars) 

Calendar Year' Tax Liabilities 

Estimated U.S. revenue from corporate taxa-I 
tion of all foreign source income‘w'ith termi- 
nation of deferral1L

1 

Estimated U.S. revenue from corporate-taxa- 
tion of all foreign source income under cuf- 
rentglaW2

‘ 

Estimated change in US. revenue with termi- 
nation of deferral 

1976 1981 

2,610 3,200 

2,245 3,600 

365 —400 
Office of the Sécfetary of the Treasury 

Office of Tax Analysis 
April 6; 1976 

1. The 1976 figure is based on estimated 1976 revenues plus the potential revenue from complete 
termination of deferral. The 1981 figure is adapted from a model developed by Robert B‘. 

Stobaugh, “The US. Economy and the Proposed U.S.. Income 'Tax on Unremitted Foreign 
Earnings of US. Controlled Foreign Manufacturing Operations Abroad," Harvard Business 
School, 1975. 

2. The 1976 figure reflects the Tax Reduction Act of 1975. The 1981 figure assumes an annu:a1 
growth rate of 10 percent in the foreign source of US. corporations. 

ai‘ least inhibits managerial flexibility, and‘ 
makes international business decisions more 
difficult. A new minority ownership ar- 
rangement raises similar problems. 
While the difficulties associated with de- 
control and minority ownership arrange- 
ments cannot be quantified, a useful per- 
spective may be gained by comparing the 
total tax burden on US. multinational cor- 
porations with and without deferral. In 
1976, total US and foreign taxes on for- 
eign source corporate income, other than 
income earned by the petroleum sector, will. 
be approximately $12.3 billion". The com-, ' 

Plete termination of deferral might increase 
the tax burden by as much as $0.6 billion, 
or by 5 percent.43 Because this figure is 

relatively modest, and because the tax costs 
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alone of reorganization are substantial, it 

seems unlikely that many multinational 
firms would reorganize their corporéte 
structure as a means of avoiding current 
US. taxation.“ 
Table 13 givesthe estimated structure of 
foreign affiliate earnings classified by the 
perCentage of US. ownership in the affi- 
liate.. Only 5.2 percent of Profits were 
earned by foreign affiliates owned less than 
50 percent by US. parent corporatiogs. 

43. This figure, from Table 7, assumes an over- 
_ 
all limitation on the' foreign ta'x'credit and in- 
cludes silbpart F revenue. 
44. I. L. Kramcr and G. C. Hufbauer, “Higher 
U.S. Taxation Could Prompt Changes in Multi- 
national Corporate -Structure," International Tax 
Iozmzal, Summer 1975. 
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TABLE 15 
Net Earning: by Extent of US. Ownerqlaip in Foreign Affiliatex 

(Millions of Dollars or Percent) 

US. I 

1973 Fez-“cent of US. 1973 Percent of 
ownership net net ownership net net 
percentage earnings1 

_ 

earnings percentage earnings1 earnings 

BY AREA Africa, Asia. 

All Areas 17,495 1000 _ 
and Australia 6,065 100.0 

95 - 100% 14,290 81.7 95 ' 100% 5,109 843 
50 - 94% 2,290 13.1 50 ' 94% 

A 

51-4 8-5 

25 _ 49% 584 3.3 25 - 49% 321 5.3 

10 - 24% ‘285 1.6 1° ‘ 24% ' 109 1'8 

1 - 9% 46 0.3 1 ' 9% 7 0'1 

Canada 2,846 100.0 ‘ 

95 - 100% 1,904 66,9 BY INDUSTRY 
50 - 94% 781 27.5 Petroleum 6,183 100.0 
25 - 49% 93 3.3 95 - 100% 5,475 - 88.6 
10 - 24% 44 1.6 50 - 94% 560 

I 
9.1 

1 - 9% 21 0.7 25 - 49% 92 
_ 

1.5 

Western Europe 5,957 
10' ' 24% 29 0'5 

95 - 100% 4,742 .79.6 1 " 9% 26 0-4 
'50 - 94% 815 15.7 Manufacturing 7,286 100.0 
25 - 49% 176 3.0 95 — 100% 5,668 77.8 
10 - 24% 205 3.4 50 ~ 94% 

. 

1,138 15.6 
' 

1 - 9% 11 0.2 25 - 49% 300' 4.1 

Latin America 10 ' 24% 160 2'2 

and other 1 ' 9% 19 0'3 

Western Hemisphere 2,628 100.0 All other industries 4,026 100.0 
95 --100% 2,387 90.8 95 - 100% 3,145 78.1 
50 - 94% 185 7.0 50 - 94% 592 14.7 
25 - 49% .43 1.7 25 - 49% 192 4.8 
10 - 24% - 9 0.4 10 — 24% 26 2.4 
1-9% ‘ 

' 

4 0.1 1-9% 1 0.0 

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury 
I 

April 6, 1976 
Office of Tax Analysis 

Source: Based on Table B-10 of the Preliminary Draft of US. Dirert Invexment: Abroqd 1966 Part I: 
Balance of Payment: Data (US. Department of'Cbmmerce, 1970), pp. 83-84; and Table 9 
of J. Freidlin and L. A. Lupo, “U.S. Direct Investment Abroad in 1973,” Survey of Current 
Buying”, (August 1974), Pt. II, pp. 16-17. 

1. Net earnings an; after-fibreign tax. Foreign affiliates include foreign branches,‘ counted as 
100 percent owned by the U._S. parent corporation. 
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TABLE 14 

Extimczted Revenue fxom Subjmrt P and Terminaiim of 
Deferral wit/J Imream of N our-CFC Earning! 

1976 Calendar' Year Tag Liability

~ ~ 
5% 10% 15%

’ 

of Earnings of Earnings of Earnings 
‘ ‘ V 

non-CF Cs 'in non-CFC; In non-CFCs 
Total actual and potential revefifie from cur- 
rent taxation of CFC retained earnings 615 565‘ 515 
Actual reVenué from subpa:tF,ltota1 250 250 2504 
Potential reVenue' from términation of defer- ~ 

ral, total1 
V 

365 .565 365 
Change in reVenue from new minority pagti- - 

cipation or decontfdlj of CF CS2 ——'— ——50 —100 
Office of the Secretary of the Treasury 

Office of Tax Analysis 
7 

February 4, 1976 

1. These estimates assume: (i) dividends from less developed country corporations are “grossed .up” 
for purposes of calculating the tentative US. tax and the foréign tax credit; (ii) foreign sub- 
sidiary losses are fully offset against foreign subsidiary profits and all firms use the ovegall 
limitation in calculating the foreign tax Credit; (iii) no behavioral Change other than the specified 
changes in non-CFC earnings. 

2. Assumes that incremental non-CFC earnings a_re taxed by the fereign government at a 20 percent 
rate, including withholding taxes. Non-CFC earnings are, defined as the earnings of those 
forgign affiliates which are owned 1653 than 50* percent by "US. shareholders.” 

Exién if this pércentagé doubled or tripled, 
and the growth were COncentrated in law- 
tax countries, the tax avoidance would be 
modest. If deferral was terminated, and if 
the proportion of earnings atcounted for 

i By non-CFC foreign affiliétes subsequently 
increased to 10‘ percent, the revenue ,gain 
would be reduced by $50 million; at 15 
pefcent, the reduction in revenue gain 
would be $100 million (Table 14). 
The potential revenue ‘loss could be a. 

greater problem if fbreign affiliates, owned 
exactly 50 percent by “US. shareholders” 
generally escape classification as CFCs. Un- 
der the Garlocé and Kmu: decisions, U.S. 
ownership of exactly 50 percent of a for- 
eign _affiliate, coupled with actual U.S. 
control of the affiliate; will meet the test 
of subpart F. 
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(iir) Hig/aer‘foreigfi laxei. If deferral were 
terminated, foreigri governments could 
selectively increase the tax burden on US. 
controlled foreign corporations in situations 
Where the general foreign tax rate is lower 
than the US. tax-rate. Alternatively, they 
could raise withholding tax rates and treat 
deemed dividend distributions as, actual 

_ dividend distributions for withholding tax 
purposes. Such changes in foreign tax prac- 
tices would take time, and would probably 
not occur as an immediate response to the 
termination of deferral, but the long-term 
result of such changes would be lower US. 
tax collections and higher foreign tax col- 
lections. The revenue outcorne would be 
similar to the estimates presented in Table 
10 for a 100 percent distribution gate. U.S. 
taxes collected on the retained earnings of 
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foreign subsidiaries would be diminished 
as a result of higher fereign taxes.

' 

8. Summary of tbe analysis. 
Before turning to the policy options, it 

might be useful to restate the major issues 
and findings. The debate surrounding de- 
ferral has often lacked a clear definition 
of objectives. The termination of deferral 
has been urged at different times by differ- 
ent groups seeking at least five different 
objectives: 

(a) To improve tax neutrality; 
(b) To eliminate tax avoidance; 

To simplify the tax law; 
(d) To discourage foreign investment; 
(e) To increase U.S. tax revenues. 
These different objectives can lead to con- . 

flicting policies. 

(a) Tax nezztmlz'ty. The terminatiori of de- 
ferral would, of course, be diametrically 
opposed to the Principles of capital-import 
neutrality. However, current taxation of 
retained CFC earnings is urged as a step 
not toward capital-import neutrality, but 
rather as a step toward capital—export neu- 
trality. But the termination of deferral, 

would not by itself advance the standard of 
capital-export neutrality. With the end of 
deferral, the U.S. tax system would on the 
Whole favor domestic investment even more 
than -i-t does now. Collateral changes would 
be required in the investment tax credit, the 
accelerated depreciation range, DISC, and 
other tax Practices in order to approach 
capital-export neutrality. 

(b) Tax avoidance. In the context of for- 
eign corporate investment, tax avoidance is 
sometimes very broadly defined to occur 
whenever the realized foreign tax rate is 

less than‘ the statutory U.S. rate of 48 per- 
cent. If this broad definition is accepted, 
then the termination of deferral would 
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eliminate virtually all cases of tax avoid- 
ance. 

Ho‘wever, tax avoidance is often defined 
more narrowly, either with reference to 

realized U.S. tax rates or With reference to 
artificial corporate structures and‘ business 
arrangements. 
When tax avoidance is defined with refer- 
ence to realized U.S. tax rates, then its 

extent is much less significant. The invest— 
ment tax credit, asset depreciation range, 

DISC, and other domestic tax preferences 
all serve to reduce the realized U.S. corpo- 
rate tax rate on domestic income which, in 
1974, was about 41~percent45 However, the 
termination of deferral would generally 
subject CFC income to a tax of 48 percent. 
Tax avoidance would be more than offset, 
and in fact, foreign corporate income would 
generally be taxed at a higher rate than 
domestic corporate income. 
When tax avoidance is defined'with refer- 
énce to artificial corporate structures and 
business arrangement then the appropriate 
solution might involve an extension and 
strengthening of subpart E rather than the 
general termination of deferral.46 

(c) Tax simplification. It has been argued 
that the termination of deferral would lead 
to the simplification of 'tax law and ad— 
ministration. Subpart F could be repealed,

' 

since all CFC incorne Would be taxed cur- 
rently. Moreover, there would be somewhat 
less pressure on arm’s-length pricing rules 
(Section 482), on the non—recognition pic'- 
Visions involving transfegs of capital, tech- 

45. The figure of 41 percent [does not reflect the 
base brOadening measures contemplated in 
Table 1. 
46. It should be noted that the overall limitation, 
which permits an averaging of taxes imposed by 
high-tax and l‘ow—tax countries, can create more 
potential for tax avoidance than deferral. 
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nol‘ogy, and o'the'r property to foreign cor- 
Porations (Sections 351 and 367'), and on 
‘reorganizatiOns involving foreign corpora- 
tions (Section 367). - 

: However, the partial termiriation of defer- 
ral would introduce numerous new com« 
plications into the tax code. These corn- 
plica‘tions“ include thé determination of a 
minimum percentage distribution and the. 
allocation of a demand distribution between 
CFCs (in the case of partial termination), 
the measure of a subsidiary Earnings and 
profits and taxable income according to 
US. accounting standards, the extent of 
consolidation of CFCs, and rules to deal 
with attempted avoidance through de; 
control. These complications are discussed 
in Section 3‘ of part IV. 

(d) Investment and financial impart. Based 
on 6ne economic model, it has been Cal‘- 

culafed that the termination of deferral 
might, over a period of time, cause US. 
corporations to reduce their foreign assets 
by as much as $3.4 billion, and increase 
their domestic assets by $2.2 billion (Table 
4). These estimates depend on numerous 

‘ 

assumptions, and may represent extreme 
‘ statements of the investment impact. Other 
models suggest that US. corporations 
would reduce both their US. and foreign 
investment as a result of the termination of 
deferral. In general, the estimates do not 
reflect the possibility of adverse foreign 
reaction. ' - 

In addition to its impact on real investment, 
the termination of deferral might encourage 
firms to change their means of finance. 
Some firms might find it advantageous to 
substitute borrowing fox-parent 'firm equity. 
The extent of such substitution would 
depend on a variety of considerations, in- 
cluding tax rulesadopted by hostcountries. 

(e) U .3. fax revenué. The effect of termi- 
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mating deferral on US. revenue depends on 
Several factors; Under the standard assump» 
tion of no change in corporate or foreign 
government behavior, the revenue gain 
could be $365 million (Table 7). Other 
assumptions suggest lower revenue gains, 
or even revenue losses. For example, under 
the assumptions that alle CFC earnings. 
would be actually distributed following the ‘ 

termination of deferral, the US loss could 
be $375 million (Table 10). 
IV. OPTIONS

. 

LegislatiVe options on deferral can be 
gronped into‘ four broad categories: (1) 
retain the Present system; ('2) broaden sub- 
part F to include more types of income; (3) 
partly or completely tefminate deferral by 
requiring that deemed and actual distribu- 
tions equal some pogtion of all of CFC 
earnings; and (4) terminate deferral in the 
context of repealing domestic tax prefer- 
ences. Option (3) involves secondary ques- 
tions as to the extent of consolidation be- 
tween subsidiaries, and the choice of a Per- 
country or an overall limitation on the 
foreign tax credit. 

1. Retain prevent .ryytem. 
It can be argued that :no further legislation 
is needed on the deferral issue. The Tax 
ReductiOn Act of 1975 substantially ex- 
tended su’bparjt F, and as‘ a result the prin- 
cipal areas of tax abuse have been closecl 
off. Further'législative restrictions could‘ 
Prove counterproductive by accelerating ac; 
tual distributions, triggering legislative re- 
actions abroad, reducing the Profitability 
and growth of American firms, adding 
complexity to the Internal Revenue Code 
and placing administrative demands on the 
Ifitemal Revenue S'e'rvice. Moreover; While 
the present tax system favors foreign in- 
vestment in some cases; it favors domestic 
investment In many other cases. 
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2. Broaden wkpart F. 

Subpart F could be broadened in several 
respects, consistent with its objective of 
reaching foreign income with tax abuse 
characteristics. 

(a) The substantial reduction text. Under 
section 954(b) (4), a CFC that does not 
have as one of its significant purposes a 
substantial reduction of taxes is generally 
excluded from subpart F .47 This exemption 
underscores the anti-tax avoidance purpose 
of the statute, but ‘it has been drafted in a 
manner that limits the application of sub- 
part F. The test is basically whether the 
effective tax rate paid by the foreign cor- 
poration equals or exceeds 90 percent, or is 
not less than 5 percentage points lower 
than, the effective foreign tax rate that 
would have been paid if the income had 
not passed through a foreign base company 
(Regulations 1.954-3(b) (4), example 
(1)). Certain foreign countries impose low 
rates of tax, while others exclude certain 
kinds of income from taxation altogether. 
Therefore, the CFC can meet the 90 per- 
cent or the 5 percentage point test, yet still 
be paying'far less than the U.S. corporate 
tax rate of 48 percent. Moreover, the test 
poses substantial administrative difficulties, 
because it requires the Internal Revenue 
Service agent to have an intimate know- 
ledge of third country tax laws. 
This difficulty could be eliminated in the 
context of subpart F by recasting the “sub- 
stantial reduction” test to refer not to alter- 
native foreigri tax rates, but to the U.S. 
corporate tax rate. If the present “sub- 

stantial reduction” test obstructs the reve- 
nue gains projected under subpart F as ex- 
panded by the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, 
then very large amounts of revenue could 
depend on an appropriate modification, 
perhaps as much as $100 million. How- 
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ever, this amount is not additional to, but 
rather a part of, the revenue collections al- 
ready estimated for subpart F. 

(b) 50 percent Jubjz'dz'ariex. The present 
language of subpart F appears to exclude ~ 

foreign corporations that are owned exactly 
50 percent by U.S. shareholders. However, 
the Tax Courts have found that 50 percent 
ownership, combined with! actual control, 

will suffice for subpart F purposes. The 
statute could be strengthened to include 
foreign subsidiaries owned 50 percent by 
U.S. shareholders, With a rebuttable pre- 

sumption of actual control. The revenue 
consequences of this change are estimated 
at less than $5 million. 

(c) Shipping income. The Tax Reduction 
Act of 1975 included international ship- 

ping income under subpart F, to the extent 
it is not reinvested in shipping operations. 
However, the earnings of most shipping 
companies are likely to come within the 
reinvestment exclusion. Subpart F could be 
broadened to include all shipping income, 
whether or not reinvested. Such a provision 
should be related to other changes in the 
taxation of shipping income discussed in 

the Treasury Paper on the “Tax Treatment 
of Income from International Shipping,” 
February 1976. The-potential revenue gains 
are estimated at $70 million. 
(d) “Runaway plants” and tax holiday 
manufacturing. In 1973, the Treasury 
Proposed that tax haven manufacturing cor- 
Porations, defined to include “runaway 
plants” and tax holiday operations, should 
be taxed currently under provisions similar 
to subpart F. . 

A runaway plant would be defined as new 

47. Particular items of income may still be taxed 
under subpart F if the transaction was structured 
to avoid taxes. 
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investment in a‘ c0ntrolled foreign corpo- 
ration which realized more than 25 percent 
of its gross receipts from the manufacture 
and sale of products to the United States, 
and paid a foreign effective tax rate of less 
than 80 percent of the US. corporate tax 
rate. A tax holiday manufacturing corpo- 
ratiOn would be defined as any controlled 
foreign corporation which increased its in- 
vestment in efxcess of 20 percent during or 
in anticipation of a foreign tax incentive. 
Foreign tax incentives would be broadly 
definéd under regulations prescribed by the 
Secretary of the Treasury. The tax haven 
manufacturing Proposal would increase 
revenue by about $25 million. 
(e) Simplification. Although subpart F was 
based on the earlier foreign. personal hold- 
ing company statute, no effort was made 
to combine the two pieCes of legislation or 
enact identical statutory tests to, define the 
controlling group or constructive owner- 
ship. As a result, there is some overlap be- 
tween ‘the two statutes, and a foreign per- 
sonal holding company may also be subject 
to subpart F. A foreign personal holding 
company can also be a personal holding 
company, with a penalty tax imposed both 
on the company and on the shareholder. 
These statutes could be simplified by taxing 
foreign personal holding companies within 
the framework of subpart F, and by estab- 
lishing a mutually exclusive boundary be- 
tween personal- holding companies and 
foreign personal holding companies. Sim- 
Plification‘ and rationalization of the law 
would probably not provoke an adverse 
foreign' reaction. The revenue effect would 
be minimal. 

‘ 

3. Partial 01" complete ferminatz'on of de- 
ferml. 
Some observers contend that the separate 
entity system of taxing foreign corporations 
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reduces US. tax revenue and encourages 
foreign investment at the expense of do- 
mestic investment. These observers argue 
that the remedy lies in the partial or com- 
plete termination of deferral. 

Other observers point out that the termina- 
tion of deferral might produce only short- 
run revenue gains, and that, as an isolated 
step, it would move the United States 
further away from a system of capital- 
export neutrality. Moreover, adverse for- 
eign reaction could be intense, especially 
from countries such as Israel, Egypt, and 
Ireland which promote industrial develop- 
ment through tax relief. 
The complete termination of deferral 
would clearly replace subpart F, but the 
partial termination of deferral would not 
serve the same functiOn, since subpart F 
provides fOr Current taxation of all CFC 
income in selected situations. Partial termi- 
nation legislation would‘ need to be care- 
fully coordinated With existing subpart F to 
avoid overlapping coverage that would 
cause very severe administrative problems 
for taxpayers and the Internal Revenue 
Service. In any event, Partial termination 
would require very complex legislation. 
The revenue estimatgs for the complete 
termination of deferral under the standard 
assumption of no behavioral changes range 
from $365 million to $630 million depend- 
ing on whether an overall or per-country 
limitation is used for the foreign tax credit. 
If allowance is made for behavioral change, 
the revenue gains would be less, and there 
might even be a revenue loss of up to $375 
million from the termination of deferral. 
The partial termination of deferral would 
involve both smaller revenue gains (under 
the standard assumption) and smaller 
revenue losses (under the worst case as- 

sumption). 
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The Partial or complete termination of de- 
ferral involves several choices as to cover- 
age and mechanics. The important choices 
are outlined in the followirig paragraphs. 

(a) Reqaz'red mim’mum percentage diym- 
Indian. The partial termination of deferral 
would involve a Percentage test for the 
distribution of earnings and profits. To the 
extent actual distributions do not meet the 
minimum percentage, earnings would be 
distributed on a deemed basis. The percent- 
age could be based on after-tax earnings 
and Profits, or on after-tax earnings and 
profits plus other categories of foreign 
source income, such as interest, royalties, 

management fees and branch earnings. The 
broader the base amdunt, the easier it is to 
meet the test, as illustrated by Table 8. 

(b) Allocation of the deemed dixtrz‘bution 
between CFCI. The partial termination of 
deferral would also involve allocation of 
the deemed distribution between CFCs. 
This allocation is-bdth to trace the foreign 
tax credit associated with each deemed dis- 
tribution and -to maintain an inventory of 
deemed distributions for each CFC. The 
allocation could be made on a. pro rata basis 
with respect to the undistributed earnings 
of {111 CFCs, or the allocation could be 
made only with respect to the CFCs not 
meeting the minimum percentage. The 
allocation rule should be consistent with the 
consolidation rule.

‘ 

(c) The extent of consolidation. In the case 
of partial termination, the question arises 
Whether the minimum percentage applies to 
each CFC individually, or to a US. parent 
corporation’s CFCs grouped on a country, 
on a worldwide, or on some other basis. In 
the case of complete termination, the extent 
of consolidation is also important. The 
wider the grouping, the smaller the revenue 
impact of any given percentage test, as 
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shown in Table 8. This relationship reflects . 

two phenomena: first, some CFCS have 
losses, and these losses increase the appar- 
ent distribution rate of profitable CFCs; 
second, CFCs with high foreign taxes al- 

ready tend to distribute a larger percentage 
of earnings than CFCs with 10W foreign 
taxes, and if high-tax CFCs are consolidat— r 

ed with low-tax CFCs, the average credit- 
able foreign tax is increased. There are 
several possible consolidation alternatives. 

(i) Individual foreign corporatiom 4p- 

proacb. This approach would employ the 
present subpart F mechanism of computing 
the income to be deemed distributed sep- 
arately for each foreign corporation. There 
would be no consolidation of foreign gor- 
porations either with other foreign cor- 

porations owned by the same U.S. parent, 
or with the US. patent itself. Losses and 
blocked currency already create problems 
under this system, and these problems 
would become more important if deferral 
were eliminated. Under the individual for- 
eign corporation approach, there are two 
methods for computing the amount of in- 
come ‘of a lowex-tier subsidiary which is 

included in the income of the US. share- 
holders: the so-called “hOpscotch” method; 
and the so-called “link-by—link” method. 

(2121) H op-Jcotc/a metbod. This is the mech- 
anism by which subpart F presently attri- 

butes the income of a loWer-tier CFC to its ' 

shareholders. Under this method, the in- 

come is attributed directly to the US. shire- 
holders, and cannot be offset by any loss 
incurred by intermediate foreign corpora- 
tions. Uhder this method there are Prob- 
lems concerning the source country of a 
deemed distribution. In addition, if the 
intermediate corporation is in a country 
which restricts the repatriation of earnings, 
there can be blocked currency Problems. 
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Compulsory adoption of the overall limi- 
tation for ‘the foreign tax credit (as pro- 
posed in HR. 10612) would render almost 
moot the source prob'lem.‘18 HoWever, if 
the per-country limitation is retained, it 

would be necessary to establish a source 
rule for the deemed dividend. Under pre- 
Sent l'aw, actual dividends are sourced in 
.the‘country of incorporation of the sub- 
sidiary paying the dividend to the US. 
shareholder. Thus, if lower-tier CFC A dis- 
tributes dividends .to "higher—tier CFC B, 
which in turn distributes dividends to the 
US. parent corporation, the dividends are 
sourced in country B. The rule mate in 
keeping with the intent. of the per-country 
limitation would require that dividends be 
sourced in the country of incorporation of 
the lower-tier subsidiary which earns the 
income. 

Blocked currency creates a problem under 
subpart F, and the Problem Would continue 
if the hop-scotch method were used more 
widely. The problem here is the effect on 
the lower-tier corporation if the interme- 
diate corporation’s country of residence 
restricts distributions so that the lower-tier 
corporation cannot distribute up the chain 
of ownership. Thus, the U.S. shareholder 
might be taxed on income which he could 
never realize. One solution is to apply the 
present blocked currency rules as if the 
country of incorporation of the lower-tier 
subsidiary restricts the repatriation. 

(bb) Link-by-link method. The link-by—link 
method was considered by the Treasury in! 
1962.- It was rejected partly because its com- 
plexity was not justified in light of the 
limited goals of subpart F as then enacted. 
The question now is whether- the complete 
or partial termination of deferral“, with its 
impact on all foreign corporations con- 
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trolled by US. Persons, would justify rje~ 

consideration of the link-by-link’ approach. 
Under the link-by-link method, the retained 
earnings of a lower-tier subsidiary would 
be constructively distributed up the chain 
of ownership. The profits of a lower-tie): 
subsidiary would thus offset the losses of a 
higher-tier subsidiary in the same chain. 
However, there would be no offset of 103565 
in the lewd-tier by profits in the higher- 
tier, nor would there be offsets as between 
different chains of CFCs owned ‘by the 
same U.S. parent. 
If the per-country limitation of the foreign" 
tax credit is retained and the present in- 
come source rules are not changed, the 
source of the deemed distribution would be 
the country of incorporation of the first- 

tier corporation. Again, this result circum- 
vents the purpose of retaining the per- 
country limitation, and suggests a recen- 
‘sideration of the source rules. 
If the link-by-link approach is adopted, thé 
computation of earnings and profits must 
be correspondingly altered. If the construc- 
tive distribution is treated as an actual dis- 
tribution, the earnings and profits of the 
lower-tier foreign corporation should be 
reduced by the amourit of the constructive 
distribution, and the earnings and profits 
of the foreign corporation next in the chain 
should be correspondingly increased. This 
Process should centinue up the chain to the 
dOmestiC patent. Thus each. controlled 
foreign corporation would keep two sets of 
accounts: one set would reflect actual dis- 
tributions While the other set would reflect 
deemed distributions for US. tax purposes. 
These two sets of books are presently kept 
for CFCs subject to subpart F. 

48. A problem could still arise for a CFC with 
US. source income. 
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(ii) Comolz’datz'on of foreign operatiom. 
Under this method, all foreign corporations 
within a controlled group would file a con— 
solidated return in a manner similar to that 
currently available for domestic corpora— 
tions. The consolidated return would pie! 
sumably reflect only the U.S. parent core 
poration’s share of the earnings and Profits 
of its CFCs. If the consolidated return 
shows an overall profit on foreign opera- 
tiOns, the U.S. parent corporation would 
receive a deemed distribution of the foreign 
profit. If the consolidated return shows an 
overall loss, the parent might be allowed 
to claim the loss as a deduction against 
domestic income, or at least carry over the 
loss against future foreign profits. The 
purpose of a rule limiting the deductibility 
of overall foreign losses would be to pro- 
tect the U.S. tax base. 

Which foreign corporations. would be 
allowed (or required) to consolidate? 
Consolidation should probably be limited 
to foreign corporations which are members 
of the same affiliated group, as that term 
is defined in section 1504(a). However, 
consideration might be given to lowering 
the required ownership to 50 Percent from 
80 percent, so that most controlled foreign 
corporations would be includable in the 
consolidated return, or even to 10 percent 
so that- all CFCs would be includable. 
Consolidation could be required, or it could 
be provided as an elective alternative to 
computation of income on an individual 
foreign corporation basis. If an election is 
provided, it would seem best to make it 

binding for future years, revocable only 
with the consent of the Commissioner. 
Standards for allowing revocation could be

' 

included in the legislative history or in the 
statute. 

Blocked currency would raise Problems. If 
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one of the foreign corporations in the 
affiliated group is prevented by its home 
country from making a distribution, what is 
the effect on the group? Should that cor- 
poration be excluded from the group, or 
should it be assumed that the rest of the 
group will be able to distribute enough to 
make up the difference? A percentage test 
might be appropriate so that if the income 
of the blocked currency corporation is less 
than a fixed percentage of the income of 
the group (for example, 10 Percent) then 
that corporation will be consolidated; other- 
wise it will be excluded. 

(iii) Consolidation of worldwide opera- 
tiom. Under this approach the controlled 
group of corporations would file a single 
U.S. tax return for its worldwide operations 
rather than separate returns for domestic 
and foreign activities. 

Questions concerning corporations to be 
included, an elective as opposed to a man- 
datory system, and blocked currency exist 
here as with the consolidated foreign opera- 
tions approach. Additional questions arise. 
Should an electing corporation still be 
treated as a foreign corporation for pur- 
Poses of section. 367? Arguably not, because 
most tax avoidance potential is gone. On 
the other hand, high overall foreign tax 
rates might make it advantageous to trans- 
fer income producing assets from. the 
United States to tax havens. Worldwide 
consolidation clearly raises several difficult 
issues. 

(d) The froblem of decontrol. The partial 
or complete termination of deferral could 
encourage firms to decontrol their existing 
CFCs and to take minority positions in new 
joint ventures as a means of avoiding 
U.S. taxation. 
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If decoritrol and minbrity positions are a 
matter of concern, the foreign tax credit for 
deemed paid taxes (Section 902) might be 
limited to those U.S. shazeholders Claiming 
“actual control” of the foreign corporation 
(alone or acting in concert with other US. 
taxpayers), and thus Presumptively subject 
to current taxation of earnings retained by 
the foreign cérporaticjn. Minority U.S-. 
shareholders in a. foreign conporationgcould 
thus elect either current taxation coupled 
with the deemed paid credit, 0r deferral 
without the deemed paid credit.49 Under 
présent law, the deemed paid credit is not 
available for passive Portfolio investments, 
generally defined as investments Where 
US. corporate shareholders have less than 
10 percent ownership 0r investments by 
individuals. The ratibnale of the deemed 
paid credit is to avoid double taxation when 
a U.S. corporation has an active manage- 
ment stake in the foreign investments. An 
explicit link between “actual control” and 
the deemed‘ paid credit Would bring the 
basic purpose of section 902 into sharper 
focus. The estimated amount of deemed 
paid foreign tax credit claimed in 1976 for 

‘ 
foreign corporations owned less than 50 
percent by U.S. shareholders is about $250 

‘ million. It is uncertain how much of this 
amount Would be claimed under an “actual 
control” election, and it is. Very difficult to 
predict the potential extent of decOntrol 
following the termination of deferral. 

‘ 

Terminate deferral in tbe context of ref 
pealz'ng domextz‘c tax preferenc'w. As Table 
1 indicates, .the termination of deferral as 
an isolated measure would mqve the US. 

I. tax system further away from a standard of 
[capital-cicport neutrality for the non-extrac- 
tive Industries.50 

The partial or complete termination of de- 
ferral, by itself, would favor manufacturing 
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and other non-extractive investment in the 
United States by comparison with invest- 
ment - abroad. If" tax neutrality betWeen 
domestic and foreign investment is the goal, 
then deferral should be changed only in the 
Context bf a broader program. Specifically, 
the termination of deferral should be ac- 
companied by collateral tax changes. 

Certain of the collateral changes wouldin- 
crease tax revenue, namely, elimination of 
the Western Hemisphere Trade Corpora~ 
‘tion' (+3520 million), inclusion of 1653 de- 
veloped country corporations in the gross-~ 
up requirements (+3355 million), and pro- 
vision of a deduction rather thancrgedit for 
foreign taxes comparable to state taxes 
‘( +$450 million) .51 
Other collateral changes would substantially 
decrease tax revenues, namely, elimination 
of restrictions on the foreign tax credit 
(—$180 million), extension of the invest- 
ment tax credit to foreign non-extractive 
investment (—$1,000 million), extension 
of the asset depreciation range 'to fOreign 
investment (—4.15500 million), extension of 
the DISC to export geods Produced abroad 
(—$1,000‘ million). 
The net deaease in tax revenues from non- 
‘extractive industries under a system of 

49. In both alternatives, 3. credit for direct 
foreign taxes, for example, withholding taxes on 
dividends, would still be available under Section 
901. 
50.» This is true whether capital-exportneuttality 
is defined by reference to present U.S. taxation 
of corporate income, or by reference to US 
taxation of corporate income in the absence of 

- domestic tax prefereuces. 
51». The first two changes age proposed in ‘HR 
106I2. 
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capital-export neutrality could thus reach 
$1,590 million.62 Extensive tax cooperation 
and negotiation between the United States 
and foreign governments would be required 
to achie‘ve a system of capital-export neu- 
trality. It would not be reasonable for the 
United States alone to absorb the entire 
revenue loss. On the other hand, the United 
States could not increase its own revenues 
through the termination of deferral and 
reasonably expect other countries to under- 
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take all the revenue losing changes required 
to achieve a system of international tax 
neutrality. 

52. This figure is calculated in reference to 
present U.S. taxation of domestic corporate in- 

come. The net figure calculated in reference to 
US. taxation of corporation income with no tax 
preferences would be $2,990 million (Table 1). 
Both figures assume no change in corporate 
behavior. 
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ledge of income tax law and procedures. Each 
chapter is followed by Questions for Review or 
Discussion and References concerning findings ‘e further information on the subject” (B 9735) 
CANADIAN TAXATION OF INCOME ARISING 
IN NON-RESIDENT CORPORATIONS AND TRUSTS ‘ 

By R. A. Friesen and D. Y. Timbr‘ell. Don 
Mills, CCH Canadian Ltd., 1975. 125 pp. 
Explanation of Canadian taxation of income 
arising in non-resident corporations based on the 
law as of June 1975. (B 9736) 
SALES TAX, GUIDE - CANADA 1975-76 
26th Edition. Revised to October 15, 1975. Don 
Mills, CCH- Canadian Ltd., 1975. 1000 pp. 
Annual publication which sets out Canadian 
sales and excise tax legislation based on therlaw, 
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Departmental Memoranda, Rulings, Bulletins 
and Circulars. (B 9740) 

TAXATION OF FLUCTUATING INCOMES IN CANADA
V 

By V. Salyzyn. Don Mills, CCH Catiadian Ltd., 
1974. 78 pp., 5; 5.—. 
Monograph on the averaging of income for in- 
come tax purposes with emphasis on Canadian 
tax law. (B 9739)‘ 

COLOMBIA 
REGIMEN DE IMPUESTOS LA RENTA, COM- PLEMENTARIOS Y SUCESORAL 
Bogoté, Legislacién Econémica Ltda., 1975. 
Loose—leaf publication designed as a guide to ex- 
plain for purposes of income declaration the 
taxation and computation of income. Supple- 
ments will update the material. (B 15.555) 

EASTERN EUROPE 
SOZIALISTISCHES ZIVILRECHT 
Eine rechtsvergleichende Einffihxung unter Be- 
riicksichtigung der Rechte rder Volkérepublik 
Bulgarien, der CSSR, der DDR‘, der Volksrepu- 
blik Polen, def Ruminischen Sozialistischen Re,- 
publik, der Ungarischen Volksrepublik und der 
UdSSR. By V. Petev. Berlin. Walter de Gruyter, 
1975. 246' pp., DM 19.80. ’ 

Comparative description of civil law in sodalist 
states designed as an introduction. The countries 
covered are Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, German 
Democratic Republic, Poland, Romania, Hungary 
and the Soviet Unipn. (B 9733)

I 

E G Y P T 
EGYPT AN INVESTMENT GUIDE 
Cairo, Ministry of Economy and Economic Co- 
operation, 1975. 68 pp. 
Informative guide providing business informa- 
tion and investment opportunities for foreign in- 
vestment. English text of Law No. 43 091974 
concerning the Investment of Arab and Foreign 
Funds and the Free Zones is appended. 
(B 10.737) 
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GERMAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC 
BEWERTUNGSGESETZ, VERMOGENSTEUERGE- 
SETZ, KOMMENTAR 
By R. Steinhardt. 5. Auflage. Heme/Berlin, Ver- 
lag Neue Wirtschafts Briefs, 1975. 
Fifth edition of monograph providing text of 

valuation law and net worth tax law followed by 
explanation to the above-mentioned laws and 
connected by-laws. (B 9790) 

DATENVERARBEITUNG UND STEUERLICHB 
PRUFUNGSPRAXIS 
Ordnungsmfissigkeit des Rechnungswesens sowie 
Verfahren und Grenzen der steuerlichen Be- 
triebspriifung bei elektronischer Datenverarbei- 
tung. By 0. Priissrnann. Berlin, Erich Schmidt 
Verlag, 1975. 255 pp., DM 38.—. 
Study on the possibilities of automated data pro- 
cessing methods for business planning practices. 
(B 9748) 

GEWERBESTEUERGESETZ 
Mit Durchfiihrungsbestimmungen und Ergiin- 

zungsvorschriften. 3., vérénderte und neubearbei- 
tete Auflage. Stand vom Dezember 1975. By H. 
Miithling and E. Fock. Munich, C. H. Becksche 
Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1976. i 1630 pp., DM 
78.—. 
Loose-leaf publication being the third revised 
and extended edition of monograph on trade tax. 
This basic work contains explanation “to the 

trade tax as of December 1975 as well as the 
text of the law. It is designed not only as a 
guide for taxpayers but also for municipalities 
as tax collectors. (B 9744) 

HANDBUCH ZUR LOHNSTEUER 1976 
Stand: 1. Juli 1976. Bonn/Munich, Verlag des 
Wissenschaftlichen Instituts deg Steuerberater 

und Steuerbevollmfichtigten/Verlag C. H. Beck, 
1976. 523 PP» DM 56.—-. 
Annual compiléttion of the text of the imple- 

mentary wage tax ordinance relevant for the 

assessment year 1976, With related material. V 

(B 9825) 

LEASING '
. 

Steuerrechtliche Zurechnung des Leasing-Gegen- 
starides bei der 2. Vertragsgeneration. Heft 110. 
By H-J. Spittler. Bonn, Institut “Finanzen und 
Steuem”, 1976. 85 pp; 
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Study report on leasing problems with emphasis 
on allomtion of the leased asset for taxation pur- 
poses in second generation contracts. (B 9626) 

20 SCHAUBILDER ZUM INTERNATIONALEN 
STEUERRECHT 
By T; Marx, R. Niederlich and P. Warneke. 
Heft 12: tisches Steuerrecht. Heme/Berlin, 
Verlag Neue Wirtschafts—Briefe, 1976. 26 pp., 
DM 21.—. 
Booklet number 12 of the series entitled 

“Visual tax law” uses charts to explain inter- 

national tax law including unilateral provisions, 
Developing Country Tax Law and Foreign Tax 
Law. (B 9755) 

INDIA 
DATTA ON THE COMPANY LAW 
A commentary on _the Companies Act (I of 

1956) with related‘ acts, rules, notifications and 
directions. By C. R. Datta, Second Edition, 1976. 
Calcutta, Eastern Law House, 1976. i‘ 1500 pp., 
RS. 120.—--. 
Monograph explaining the Indian company law 
with reference to related acts, rules and notifica- 
tions and supported by decisions of Indian and‘ 
English Courts. The text of the statute and re- 
lated rules is appended. (B 50.450) 

INCOME TAX LAW 
By K. Chaturvedi and S. M. Pithisaria. Second 
edition, Vol. I. The Income Tax Act, 1961, secs. 
1 to 59. Calcutta, Eastern Law House, 1976. 
1000 pp., Rs. 90.—.—. 
Second revised edition of handbook on Inéome 
Tax Law. of India in 4 volumes. Volume'I con- 
tains the text of the Income-tax Act, 1961 sec- 

tions 1 to 59, as amended, as of January 1, 

1976 followed by explanation thereto. Reference 
to case law, departmental circulars and the 

Voluntary disclosure of Income and Wealth 
Ordinance, 1975 are included. -(B 50.449) 

INDIA: FOREIGN TRADE'REGIMES & ECONOM- 
IC DEVELOPMENT 
Volume VI. By J. N. Bhagwati and T. N. Srini— 
vasan. New York, National Bureau of Economic 
Research, Inc., 1975. 261 pp., $ 15.—. 
Study which examines India’s foreign trade vre- 
gime in its interaction with domestic policies 

and objectives, so as to assess its efficiency and 
growth. (B 50.420) 
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INDUSTRIAL LICENSING AND FOREIGN COL- LABORATION 
New Delhi, Indiafi Investment Centre, 1976. 81 
pp., US$ 5.—. 
Revised edition of monograph which sets out 
salient features of the current policies and pro- 
cedures with regard to industrial licensing, for- 
eign investment and collaboration, foreign ex- 
change etc. (B 50.407) 

INTERNATIONAL 
FOREIGN INVESTMENT POLICIES 
Select country profiles. New Delhi. Indian In- 
vestment Centre, 1976. 120 pp., US$ 5.——. 
This work contains general background informa- 
tion on 22 countries, including their investment 
policies and procedures, remittances of profits 
and dividends and corporate tax structure 
(B 50.406) 

INTERNATIONAL DOUBLE TAXATION OF 
ESTATES AND INHERITANCES 
By W. D. Goodman. Toronto, Canadian Tax 
Foundation, 1976. i‘ 420 pp. 
Thesis on international double _taxation of 
estates and inheritances with references to in- 
dividual countries legislation, double taxation 
treaties and the OECD Draft convention on 
estates and 'inheritances. (B 9818) 

IN'Ié‘ERNATIONAL TAX CONFERENCE NAIROBI 
197 

Conference papers, Volume I. London, Associat- 
ed Business Programmes, Singapore, Arthur 
Young 8: Co., 1976. 2’: 100 pp. 
Text of papers discussed at the fourth Associated 
Business ProgrammES’ International Tax Confe- 
rence in Nairobi 1976. The topics in this volume 
I include such as neral U.S. Tax Position of 
"Holiday" and “World” Prior to International 
Expansion; Company Taxation Case Study. Unit- 
ed Kingdom, Irish and European Aspects; Cor- 
poration Tax Briefs on Australia, Hong Kong, 
Indonesia and Malaysia. (B 9716) 

INTERNATIONAi. TAX CONFERENCE NAIROBI 
19.76 

Conference papers, Volume II. London, Asso— 
ciated Business Programmes, Singapore, Arthur 
Young 8: (30., 1976. :L' 250 pp. 
Text of papers discussed at the fourth Interna- 
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tional Tax Conference organized by Assbciated 
Business Programmes in Nairobi, 1976. The 
topics in this volume II include such subjects as 
The Economic Effects of Direct Subsidies and 
Tax Subsidies; The Tax Expenditure Concept in 
the United States; Gift and Estate Taxes in 
Australia; The Interrelationghip of Federal, State 
and Local Taxes in Australia; Interaction of 
Federal, Provincial and Local Taxes in Canada; 
The Interaction of Federal, State and Local Tax- 
es in the United States; Wealth Taxes 'in the 
EEC; A Wealth Tax for the UK”); Canadian 
Tax Reform - Four Years After; The Limits on 
the TaxatiOn Capacity of a Country; Australian 
Tax Reform - The Present State of Play; Appro- 
priate Tax Systems for Developing Countries. 
(B 9716) 

THE OBJECTIVES AND EFFECTS OF FISCAL 
MEASURES ON INVESTMENT DECISIONS 
OF PRIVATE ENTERPRISES 
A general report prepared by the Taxation Com- 
mittee of U.E.C. Dfisseldorf, IdW-Verlag, 1975. 
84 pp. 
Study on all the taxation measures taken since 
1945 in European c0untries prepared by local 
accountants resident in the countries concerned 
which might affect investment decisions of priv— 
ate enterprises. (B 9451/9470) 

THE POLLUTER PAYS PRINCIPLE; DEFINITION, 
ANALYSIS, IMPLEMENTATION . 

Paris, O.E.C.D., 1975. 117 pp., Ffr. 18.—-. 
Collection of official texts of documents concern- 
ing guiding principles regarding international 
econOmic aspects of environmental policies fol- 
lowed *by studies by vafious authors discussing 
the problem of implementing the Polluter-Pays- 
Principle for each type of pollution and environ- 
ment. (B 9749) 

ITALY 
IMPOSTA SUL REDDITO DELLE PERSONE FI- 
SICHE 

No. 5, 1976. Rome, Banco di Roma, 1976. 450 
PP~ 
Monograph explaining the individual income 
tax. Text of relevant statute is appended. 
(‘B 9785) 

J A P A N 
OECD ECONOMIC SURVEYS: JAPAN 
Paris O.E.C.D., 1976. 70 pp. (B 50.463) 
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KENYA
I 

TAXATION PROBLEMS IN KENYA 
By J. K. Maitha. 23 pp. ~ 

Text of paper pzepared for the 4th International 
Tax Confer'ence 26th—30th january 1976 at 
Nairobi, Kenya. (B 9716) 

KOREA (SOUTH) 
SOUTH KOREA: FOREIGN TRADE REGIMES & 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
Volume VII. By C. R. Frank, Kwang Suk Kim 
and E. Westphal. New York, National Bu- 
reau of Economic Research, Inc, 1975. 260 pp., 
:15 11—. 
Study which examines the relationship between 
trade and exchange rate policies and the growth 
of South Korean output and trade. (B 50.419) 

LUXEMBOURG 
pm BESTEUERUNG DER EINZELPERSONEN IN LUXEMBURG 
By G. Urbin. Luxembourg, Comptoir de I’Edi- 
tion Krippler 8: Cie., 1976. 56 pp. 
Short sugvey explaining taxation of individuals 
in Luxembourg. (B 9775) 
DIE BESTEUERUNG DER KORPERSCHAFTEN IN 
LUXEMBURG 
By G. Urbin. Luxembourg, Comptoir de l’Edi- 
tion Krippler 8c Cie., 1975. 43 pp. 
Short survey explaining taxation of corpbrations 
in Luxembourg. (B 9774) 

MALAYSIA 
NEUE GESETZE FUR AUSLKNDISCHE INVESTI; 
TIONEN IN MALAYSIA

‘ 

Berichte und Dokumente zum ausléindischen 
Wirtschafts- und Steuerrecht, No. 82/82a, Mai 
1976. Cologne, Bundesstelle ffir Aussephandels- 
information, 1976. 94 pp. 
English text of statutes concernifig th‘e regula- 
tions of foreign imiestment in Malaysia. An ex— 
planatory note, in German is appended. 
(B 50.413) 

NEPAL 
PROSPECTS OF INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT IN 
NEPAL . 

Kathmandu, Investment Promotion Division Ne- 
pal Industrial Development Corporation, 1973. 
253 pp.

‘ 
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Guide providing information pertaining to 'in- 

dustrialization policy in Nepal and governing 
rules and regulations fer the guidance of in- 

terested foreign investors. Taxation is consider- 
'ed. (B 50.418) 

THE NETHERLANDS 
KANTTEKENINGEN BU DE VRUHEID VAN DE 
ONDERNEMER IN HET BELASTINGRECHT 
By F. H. M. Grapperhaus. Rede uitgesproken 
bij de aanvaatding van 'het ambt van buitenge- 
woon hoogleraar in het belastingrecht aan de 
Rijksuniversiteit van Leiden op 29 januari 1976 
door Dr. F. H. M. Grapperhaus. Deventer, 
Kluwer, 1976. 40 pp. 
Text of speech spoken on January 29, 1976 at 
the occasion of accepting the office of professor 
in tax law at the University of Leyden entitled 
“Remarks concerning the freedom of' the entre- 
preneur in tax law". (B 9754) 

LIQUIDATIEWIN ST 
De heffing van inkomstenbelasting bij 'het geheel 
of gedeeltelijk staken van een ondememing en 
bij eindafrekening zon'der staking. Se Herziene 
druk. By M. A. Wisselink, J. Spaanstra and 
M. W. Wisselirik. Deventer, Kluwer, 1976. 311 
pp., Dfl. 36.50. Fiscale Monografieé‘n, Geschrift 
No. 1. 

Fifth revised edition of monograph dealing with 
the income tax of liquidation profit of a firm 
and related affairs. (B 9792) 

MIDDELING VAN WINSTEN EN'VAN INKOM- 
STEN UIT DIENSTBETREKKING 
Artikel 67 Wet op'de Inkomstenbelasting 1964. 
By M. I. Baks. Groningen, M. J. 'Baks, 1976. 
49 pp. 
Monograph on the averaging of taxation arising 
from profit and from employment income under 
the individual income tax law of 1964. (B 9751) 

ONROEREND GQED , 

Omzetbelast‘ing en overdrachtsbelastinny D. 
C. Smit and D. B'. Bijl. Deventer, Kluwer, 1976. 
205 pp. Fiscale Monografieé’n, No. 30. 
Monograph analyzing the taxationyof real pro- 
perty situated in the Netherlands with emphasis 
on turnover tax and transfer tax. Text of relevant 
statutes is appended. (B 9800)

' 

REQHT EN WET 
Rede uitgesproken 'bij 'het aanvaarden van het 
am‘bt vim .gewoon. hoogleraar in het belasting- 
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we‘cht aan de Ugiversiteit van Amsterdam op 
maandag 8 december 1975. By D. Briill. DeVen~ 
ter, FED, 1976. 40 pp. 
Text of speechvent'itled “Law and Order” spoken 
on December 8, 1975 at the acCeptance of the 
office of professor in tax law at the University 
of Anisterdam. (B 9753) 
SCHEMATISCH 'OVERZICHT VAN DE‘ NEDER- 
LANDSE BELASTINGEN 
10e Druk, 1 Januari 1976. By H. I. Doed‘ens. 
Devéntgr, Kluv‘ver, 1976. 6 pp. 
Revised and updated 10th edition of comparative: 
survey table concerning Netherlands ‘tax laws 
effective as of January 1; 1976. (B 9664)‘ 
SCHEMATISCH OVERZICHT VAN DE SOCIALE VERZEKERINGSWETTEN 
30c Druk, Januari 1976. By G. F. Fortanier and 
J. J. M. Vefziart. Deventer, Kluwcr, I976.~ 6 pp. 
Revised and updated 30th edition of compara- 
tive survey table concerning national insurance 
laws.effective,as of January 1976. ('B 9495) 

rERU 
MANUAL DE I‘MPUESTO A LA RENTA 
Prepared by T. Nichtawitz and H. Valdez Arré— 
spide. Lima, Editorial Economia y Finanzas, 
1976. 
Loose-leaf handbook on the taxation of‘income. 
(B 15.565) 
MANUAL 'DE IMPUESTOS INTERNOS 
By T. Nichtawitz and C. Talledo. Lima, Edito- 
rial Economia. y Finanzas, 1976. 
Loose-leaf handbook on the taxation of im- 
movable property, tegistration duty, succession 
duty, business licence fees, and some other minor 
taxes. (B 15.566) 

PUERTORICO 
WHAT YOU SHOULD KN OW ABOUT TAXES IN 
PUERTQ RICQ 

_ . . I 

San Juan, Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, De- 
partment of the Treasury, 1976. 106 pp. 
General information on individual income tax, 
corporate taxes, etc. in Puetto Rico.‘ (B 15.553) 

S A U D I A R A B I A 
GUIDE TO INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENT IN SAUDI ARABIA 
4th Edition - 1974. Riyadh, The Industrial 
Studies and Development Centre, 1974. '129 pp. 
(B 50.597) 
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SINGAPORE 
MAJOR INTERNATIONAL COMPANIES MANU- 
FACTURING IN SINGAPORE

I 

(As at May 515 1975). Singapore, The Economic 
Development Board of Singapore, 1976. 7 pp. 
List of foreign internatibnal companies‘ manu- 
facturing in Singapore. (B 50.460) 

SOUTHEAST ASIA 
SOUTHEAST ASI’A’S ECONOMY IN THE 19703 
Asian Development Bank. London, Longman 
Group, Ltd:, 1971.. 684 pp., :6 s.—. 
This book contains studies prepared by various 
contributors as an analysis of Southeast Asia’s 
economy in _the 19705 as it' emerges from the 
Fourth Ministerial Conference for Economic 
Development of Southeast Asia. The ovexall- re- 
port was prepared by professor H. Myint. The 
following reports are included: The Green Re- , 

Volution in Southeast Asia in the '19708 by 
Harry Waltersand Joseph Willett; The Manu- 
facturing Industry Sector by Helen Hughes; Fo‘r- 
eign Economic Relations by Kiyoshi' Kojima, 
Saburo Okita and Peter Drysdale; The Impact 
of Foreign Pri'vate Investment ‘by Dirk U. Stik— 
ker in association with Ryokichi Hirono; Aspects 
of Population Growth and Population Policy by 
You Poh Seng and Stephen Yeh; Impacts of the 
End of Vietnam Hostilities and the Reduction of 
British Presence in Malaysia and Singaporg by 
Emile Benoit. (B 50.412) 

S P A I N 
LEYES TRIBUTARIAS DE ESPANA 
Prepared by Rafael Calvo Ortega. Madrid, Mi- 
nisterio‘ de Hacienda, 1975. 2697 pp., Ptas. 
2000.4.

. 

Compilation :of the most important tax laWs and 
decrees, systematically grouped together. Cross 
references to related articles in other laws facili- 
tate the use of this book. (B 9705/9745) 

SWITZERLAND 
DIE HOLDINGBESTEUERUNG IN DER SCHWEIZ 
By R. Oesch; Zfirich. Schulthess Polygraphi'sche'r 
Verlag, 1976. 558 pp. 
Schweizer Schriften zum Handels- und Witt- 
schaftsrecht, Band 11. Study analyzing the in- 
come taxation of holding companies under Swiss 
federal and cantonal téxJaw; The underlying 
legal basic principles and practical performance 
of the concept holding company is considered. 
-(B 9782‘) ' 
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UNITED KINGDOM 
PALMER’S COMPANY LAW 
Volumes I and II, 22nd edition, 1976. By C. M. 
Schmitthoff, M. Kay and G. K. Morse. London/ 
Edinburgh, Stevens 8: Son/W. Green & Son, 
1976. 1136 pp. 
Twenty-second edition of monograph on com- 
pany law in two volumes. Volume I, the bound 
volume, cqptainq the explanatory text to the 
company law. Volume II, the loose-leaf volume, 
contains'the company law materials. This new 
arrangement enables the Editors and Publishers 
to ke‘ep this edition up to date by issuing rapid 
releases for the loose-leaf 'volume and relatively 
Small cumulative supplements to the bound vol- 
ume.- The law is stated as of November 1, 1975. 
(B 9781) 
SELECT COMMITTEE ON A WEALTH TAX 
Session 1974-75, Volume I; Report and Proceed- 
ings of the Committee. London, Her Majesty’s 
Stationery Office, 1975. 232 pp., £ 2.60. 
(B 9746) 
TAXATION KEY TO INCOME TAX 
Budget 1976 Edition. Sist Edition. By J. M. 

Cooper and P. F. Hughes. London, Taxafion 
Publishing Company, Ltd., 1976. 247 1313,, £ 
3.30. 
Annual quick reference guide explaining the in- 
Come tax as affected by the 1976 Budget. 
(B 9759)- 

TOLLBY'S TAX CASES 
By V. Grout, Croydon, Tolley Publishing Com- 
pany Ltd., 1976. 290 pp., .6 5.——. 
Summaries of tax cases designed to provide a 
concise and authoritative guide to the Official 
Reports of tax cases [from 1875 to April 1976, 
still having a present relevance. (B 9783) 

U. S. A. 

INTEGRATING INCOME MAINTENANCE PRO- GRAMS 
Edited by Irene Lurie. New York, Academic 
Press, Inc, 1975,. 383 pp., $ 17.50. 
Published text of essays of a conference of aca- 
demic and government experts held under the 
aegis of the Institute for Research on Poverty on 
the subject of income maintenance system in the 
United States of America. (B 9779) 

LOOSE-LEAF SERVICES 
Received between August 1 and August 31, 1976 

B E L G I U M 
BELASTING OVER DE TOEGEVOEGDE WAARDE 
release 88 
C.E.D., Samsom, Brussels 
EISCALE DOCUMENTATIE VANDEWINCKELE. 
BOEK DER BAREMA'S 
Tome III, release 31 
Tome VII, release 23 
Tome VIII, release 147 
C.E.D., Samsom, Brussels 

C A N A D A 
CANADA TAX LETTER 
release 263 
Richard de Boo, Ltd” Toronto 

CANADIAN CURRENT TAX 
releases 26-34 

_ . 

Butterworth 8: C0,, Toronto 
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CANADIAN SALES. TAX REPORTS 
releases 103 and 104 

* CCH Canadian Limited, Don Mills 
CANADIAN TAX REPORTS 
releases 235-239 
CCH Canadian Limited, Don Mills 

E. E. C.‘ 

DROITS DES AFFAIRES DANS- LES PAYS DU MARCHE COMMUN 
releases 89-91 - 

Edition Jupiter, Paris 

HANDBOEK VOOR DE EUROPESB GEMEEN- 
SCHAPPEN . , 

—— Tarieflijsten 
release 140 

Kluwer, Deventer 
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F R A N C E 
BULLETIN DE DOCUMENTATION PRATIQUE 
DES IMPOTS DIRECTS ET DES DROITS D’ENRE- 
GISTREMENT 

I 

release'6 
Edition F. Lefebvre, Paris 

BULLETIN DE DOCUMENTAfiON PRATIQUE DE TAXES SUR LE CHIFFRE D'AFFAIRES ET CONTRIBUTIONS INDIRECTES 
release 5

. 

Edition F. Lefebvre, Paris 

DICTIONNAIRB FISCAL PERMANENT 
release 108 
Edition Législatives et Administrative; Paris 

DROITS DES AFFAIRES 
release 52 
Edition Législatives et Administratives, Paris 

JURIS CLASSEUR; DROIT FISCAL: COMMEN- 
TAIRES ,,CHIFFRE 'D’AFFAIRES” 
rel‘ease' 6089 
Editions Techniques, Paris 

GERMAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC 
ABC FUHRBR SOZIALVERSICHERUNG 
release 13 
Fachveflag ffir Wirtschafts- und Steuerrecht, 
Schéiffer 8: Co., Stuttgart '

- 

DEUTSCHE STEUERPRAXIS. NACHSCHLAG- WERK PRAKTISCHER STEUERFALLE 
release 50 
Verl‘ag’ Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne 

FORMULARBUCH DER STEUER- UND' WIRT- 
SCHAFTSPRAXIS 
gelease 14 
Erich Schmidt Verlag, Bielefeld 

HANDBUCH DER EINFUHRNEBENABGABEN 
rele’ase 3 
v. d. Linnepe Verlagsgesellschaft, Hagen 

HANDBUCH DER GMBH 
release 12 
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne 
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KOMMENTAR ZUR EINKOMMENSTEUER EIN- 
SCHL. LOHNSTEUER UND KORPERSCHAFT- 
STBUER 
release 116 
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne 

KOMMENTAR ZUM GEWERBESTEUERGESETZ 
release 52 
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne 
KOMMENTAR ZUM ERBSCHAFTSTEUERGESETZ 
R. Kapp 
release 9 - 

Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne 

LASTENAUSGLEICH 
Kommentar won R. Harmenimg 
release 54 
C. H. Becksche Verlagsbuchhandlung,. Munich 
RWP. RECHTS- UND WIRTSCHAFTS PRAXIS , STEUERRBCHT 
releases 198 and 199 
Forkel Verlag, Stuttgart 

STEUERBRLASSE IN KARTEIFORM 
releases 177-179 
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne 

STEUERGESETZ 
January, June, releases ‘ 

C. H. Becksche Verlagsbuchhandlung, Munich 
STEUERRECHTSPRECHUNG IN KARTEIPORM 
releases 294 and 295 
Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt, Cologne 
STEUERRICHTLINIEN 
January, July, releases 
C. H. Becksche Verlagsbuchhandlung, Munich 
UMSATZSTEUERGESETZ (MEHRWERTSTEUER) 
Hartmann, Metzenmacher 
release 37 
Erich Schmidt Verlag, Bielefeld‘ ' 

WORLD TAX SERIES - GERMANY REPORTS 
releases 84-86

V 

Commerce Clearing House, Inc., Chicago ' 

THE NETHERLANDS 
DB BELASTINGGIDS 
releases 18 and 19 
S. Gouda Quint, D. Brouwer, Arnhem 
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BELASTINGBERICHTEN: 
— Omzetbelasting BTW 

releases 152-154 I 

—-—- Loonbelasting 
release 158 

—- Vennootschapsbelasting 
releases 64 and‘ 65 

—- Inkomstenbelaéting 
releases 344-348 

—- Pets‘onelé ‘be‘lasting, enz. 
releases 151 and 152 

~—« Internationale Zaken 
release 1‘52 

—- Algemene wet, enz. 
release 193 
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ARTICLES =14 * 
*f 

PROF. DR. TIBOR NAGY * : 

SYSTEM OF PROFITS TAXES IN HUNGARY 
Two period; in the development of Iocizzlz'xt 
tax law 
The science of socialist comparative finan- 
cial law is engaged in the study of, inter 
alia, the history of taxation, the develop- 
ment of tax law and the significant fea- 
tures of Socialist tax systems. I-ts develop- 
ment after the 2nd World War is dividéd 
in two periods. Since amendments in the 
tax systems have always bEen major parts 
of economic reforms, :it can be assumed 
that the present taxation system was forms 
ed on the basis of purposes and methods 
regulating economic centrol and the system 
of management.1 
Each of 'the two Periods started by in-tro~ 
ducing a comprehensive reform regarding 
the taxation of State enterprises. In addi- 
tion, several partial reforms introduced 
new provisions concerning taXation of the 
population, taxation of co-operartives and 
taxation of legal entities in the private 
sector. 

(a) T276 fin: period 
Due “co the introduction of planned eco- 
nomies, a new system for raising state rev- 

‘ 

enues in Eastern European countries was 
‘ worked out in the early fifties. The new 
provisions simplified the taxation of the 
population in comparison with former sys- 
tems. In the new system, profit allotment 
(or in some countries turnover taxes) on 
State enterprises became by far the most 
important ones; wealth taxes lost their im- 
portance. Another tax which was intro- 
duced was the income tax on coaoperatives. 
Thus, State revenues mainly consisted of 
the allotment of profits (Le. the sum of 
the so-called “planned profits” and the 

greater part of the profits exceeding the 
“planned profits”) and turnover taxes. 
Other taxes and aues completed this two- 
channel system. In this system of centraliz- 
ed control and management, ‘the cost of 
production was one (of the bases for the 
computation of the turnover tax. The tax, 
in turn, therefore, played an important role 
in the regulation of the economic plan. 
Other taxes collected from State enterprises 
were: 
1) social insurance premiums at a rate of 

10% (4% old age pensions, levied 
from 1954 onwatds, and 6% health 
insurance, levied from 1956 onWards); 

2) a 15% tax on payroll, levied from 
1959 onwards; 

5) a 5% tax on the average value of busi- 
ness assets (both: fixed and current 
assets). 

Concerning the development of other taxes 
in Hungary in this first period, the follow- 
ing can be said: 
1) An individual income tax was intré- 

duced in 1949; another income tax on 
agricultural income was introduced in 
1956. Wealth taxes were abrogated in 
1953.; in their place, some other new 
taxes were enacted, i.e. the turnover tax 
due! by artisans, the tax on buildings, 

* The author is Professor and Head of the De- 
partment of Financial Law of the University of 
Budapest, Faculty of Law and Political Sciences. 
1. See: Tiber Nagy: “Finansovoje pravo i nauka 
finansovogo prava periode ekonomitseskih re- 
rform” (Financial MW" and ‘its- science in the pe~ 
riod of economic reforms), in: A szocialista pén- 
ziigyi fog aktuél‘is kérdései (Current questions of 
socialist financial law), ed. _T. Nagy, Budapest 
1975, Vol. I, p. 209—230. 
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SYSTEM OF PROFITS TAXES IN HUNGARY 

the land tax and the motor vehicles :tax. 
From 1951 onwards, co-operatives of 
industry, consumers and agriculture be- 
came subject to a separate income tax 
and -to a turnover :tax. 
A company tax due by foreign and 
Hungarian legal entities in the Private 
sec-tor was introduced in 1950. 

(b) The xecond period 
In the early sixties, a revision of the former 
taxation system was planned on the basis 
of experiences with that system. As a re- 
sult of this, new principles concerning 
enterprise taxation were developed and, 
simultaneously, a new law on economic 
control and management systems came into 
force. 
In all socialist countries, the purposes of the 
economic control and management systems 
are the same, Le. the improvement of the 
national economy and an increase of the 
standard of Living. However, the financial 
means and methods to achieve these Pur— 
poses are not the same; the tax systems of 
these countries contain substantial differ- 
ences. 
In all cases, however, the two—channel sys- 
tem was abrogated; instead, several other 
contributions from the state enterprise to 

the budget were provided for.2 
New taxes, e.g. various kinds of turnover 
taxes and property taxes, were introduced 
as well.3 
It should be noted, however, that taxes do 
not play a role of equal importance in all 
countries.

' 

The Hungarian taxation system, introduced 
in 1968 as a part of the new law on ecou 
nomic control and management systems, 
is different from those of other socialist 

countries. The National Economic Plan 
and the plans of state enterprises will re- 
main the two major pillars of the planning 
system; however, the relationship between 

2) 

3) 

458' 

them has been changed. As a consequ'ence 
of [the new laws, state enterprises have con- 
‘trol over the disposal of their financial 

means and do their own financial plan- 
ning. Their activities are influenced and 
stimulated by the state through various 
economic regulators, e.g. taxes, distribution 
of income etc. In this way, the main Pur- 
poses of the national economic plan can be 
realized -as well.4 
Thus, .the most impomant feature of this 
system is that several taxes (in lieu of one 
or two) are used. In practice, it works well 
and, in Hungary, it is believed that this 
method of economic control and manage- 
ment system is a good alternative. 
At present? Hungarian law provides for 
more than 20 kinds of taxes, to be imposed 
on state enterprises. «Certain taxes have a 
cost-increasing effect, e.g. the turnover tax 
which is imposed only on the sale of con- 
sumer goods by enterprises. Other taxes are 
levied on the amount of net Profits or on 
the distribution of income by the state 

enterprise. 
In Hungary, legal persons are subject to 
different kinds of profits taxes, depending 
on [their legal form. Thus, the term “Profit 

2. For instance, in the Soviet Union profits of 
enterprises are subject to the following so-called 
“burdens”: 
—- a charge on business assets; 
—- a fixed-sum payment; — interest on bank credits. 
From the remainder certain amounts are trans- 
ferred to profit sharing funds, funds for social 
and cultural amenities and housing and produc— 
tion development funds. The test which is con- 
sidefed a "tax" must be remitted to the State. 
3. See: D. Butakov: “Nalog s oborota v stranah 
SEV-a: movie tendencii” (The turnover tax in 

the Comecon-member states: the‘ new trends), in 
Finansi SSSR, 1975,'N0. 1, p. 80 86. 
4. See: “A népgazdaség vrényitési rendszene” 
(The system of economic management), ed. 

Jézsef Bélint, Budapest 1970.

~ 
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taxation” is a very broad one. 'HoWever, 
the most important prof-its tax‘ is .that which 
is levied on both State enterprises and co- 
operatives (except agricultural .co-op‘era; 

fives) under the same rules. Additionally, 
special kinds of profits :taxes are to be paid 
by: 

1) Hungarian enterprises for their profits 
from abroad; 

2) Hungarian economic associations with 
foreign; participation; 

3) Foreign companies; 
4) Foreign trade agencies.5 
Other socialist countries Pay close att‘e'n-tiOn 
to Hungary’s experience with this system 
which is still in force. However, as a con- 
sequence of this experience, the National 
Economic Plan AC-t No. IV of 1975 intro- 
duced a number of changes which will 
apply during the t FiVe-Year—Plan 
(1976-1980). Both entexprise-Itaxation and 
the, system of profit taxation have been 
changed. The rules concerning profit tax- 
ation are now co-ordinated with the rules 
cohCeming ‘the creation of so-called “com- 
pany funds” upon which other taxes are 
imposed. The creation of a company fund 
has an indirect effect on the levying of the 
profits tax: It is this system, combined with 
is. new law on .the stimulation of invest- 
ment, which will be discussed below. 

Taxation of State enierprz'm 
According to the Finance Act 1976 (Law 

V 

No. V of 1975), taxes Paid by State enter- 
prises and industrial and consumer co; 
operatives (mainly profits taxes)~ make up 
76.1% of State revenue, Le. 255,200 Mil- 
l-ion Forivnts. The profits ax which. was in- 
troduced in 1968 is levied on the mist pro- 
fits of “the enterprises. Nef profits are 
divided into two par-ts, one which must be 
remitted to the State and one which may 
be retained by the enterprise. The latter 

PROF. DR. TIBQR NAGY 

part enables the enterprise to create special 
funds 'to a certain extent, so that, in fact, 
the profits tax may be considered an instru- 
ment of economic regulation. 

(9.) Charge: levied on we profit: of entw- 
[Miles 

The following summarizes the mostim- 
‘portant provisions concerning profits taxes 
which have been levied as of January I, 
1976: '

- 

1. Decree No. 28‘ of 1975 of the Council 
of Ministers obliges the enterprises to make 
a number of contributions, which are com- 
puted on the basis of the profits shown on 
the balance-sheet. These contributions are 
the following:

, 

a) town and village development fee; the 
.tax is levied at a rate of 6% and col- 
lected by the municipalities; '6 

,b) repayment of loans granted 'by the 
State for the financing of certain 50- 
called “productive investments”; 7 

c') an annual 15% repayment of subsidies 
allocated for specific‘developm‘ent 0b- 
jettivesg'8 

d) contributions due from loo-operatives, if 
any, in order to Pay the expenses of 
their federations. 

2. Having deducted -the above-mentioned 
charges from the profits, the enterprise is 
subject to a general Profits tax which is 

levied at a rate of 36% on the remainder. 
3.» The enterprise must place 15% of the 
profits remaining after deduction of the 

5. In this article, the taxation of agricultural 
productive co-oper‘atives (income tax, turnover 
tax, production tax, motor vehicles tax etc.) and 
the taxation of the population are not discussed. 
6. Decrees of thé‘ Minister of Finance No. 31 
.of 1970 and No. 74 of 1975. 
7. See under: “role of the profits tax with 
respect to the financing of investments”, below. 
8. Ibid. 
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SYSTEM OF PROFITS TAXES IN HUNGARY 

charges mentioned under 1 and 2 into a 
reserve fund.9 
4. The Profits remaining after deduction 
of the above-mentioned taxes and tax-like 
obligations will be used for the creation of 
two special-purpose funds; these are: 
a) the development fund; and 
b) the employee Profit sharing fund. 
re a): This fund is accumulated from the 
so-called development-oriented part of the 
profits; however, it may also be accumulat- 
ed fgqm other sources. The fund is subject 
to the so-called construction tax which is 

levied at a rate of 10%. The taxable base 
is the amount of the investment to the ex- 
.tent that it has been paid out of this 

fund.10 
re b): The creation of the employee profit 
sharing fund subjects the enterprise to a 

Progressive profits tax. The rate of this tax 
may‘ vary from 200% to 800%. The tax 
rate is determined in accordance with the 
wage costs of the enterprise expressed as a 
percentage of its profits. Therefore, high 
wage costs cause high taxes. 
Premiums and other remuneratiohs are also 
paid out of this fund.11 If the enterplgise 
increases the wage level compared with the 
previous year, a special tax, the wage in- 
crement leVy is Paid from the fund as well. 
Thus, these wage increments are also sub- 
ject to another progressive tax, the rate of 
which may vary‘between 150% and 600% 
depending on What must 'be considered to 
be the taxable base.12 
Thus, the enterprise pays five different 
kinds of taxes or tax—like obligations on its 
profits and on the creation of the ab0ve 
funds; 

(b) Otlaer tame: r 
In addition, State enterprises may be sub~ 
ject to a number of other taxes. The most 
impb‘rtant of thesrertaxes are: — payroll tax (rate: 15%); 

—— social insurance premiums (rate: 22%); 
_— turnover tax; — production tax (due by enterprises re- 

ceiving additional profit); 
~— commercial tax (rates: 0 to 4.1%); — foreign «trade tax (rates: 10 :to 60%); — land tax (only due from agricultural 

enterprises) ; — tax on the value of business assets 

(rate: 5%); — centralized part of the depreciation al- 
lowance (40%), the remainder is for 
the benefit of the enterprise; — contribution to the Central Technical 
Development Fund; — duty for the fight against Pollution. 

All the above taxes and duties must be 
considered indirect methods of achieving 
the targets which are set forth by the Na- 
tional Economic Plan. 

Role of the profit: tax wit/a rexpect to Me 
financin g of inven‘mentx 
The system under which the state finances 
the investmentsvof‘ the enterprise and under 
which the latter is obliged to repay such 
invested amounts was introduced in 1968 
and is still in effect in 1976. Thus, gra- 
tuitous financing of investments is not 
possible. 
An enterprise may finance its investments 
from its own development fund (see 
above) or from the following other sour- 
ces: 

2i) Concerning sO-called “Individual Gross v 

Investments”; this :type of productive
‘ 

- 
i . 

u . : 

9. Decree of the Minister of Finance No. 37 of- 
1975. 
10. Decree of the Minister of Finance No. 32 
of 1975. 
11. See note 9, supra. 
12. Decree of the Minister of Labour No. 14 of 
1975. 
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investment must be, fifianqed with gov- 
ernment loans: Which are repayable and 
which bear aminterést fate' of 7%; 
Such loans are repaid from the annual 
gross income (before prof-its. tax); 'as 

{well as‘ from the part of the deprecia- 
.t'ion fiund‘ which remains in the enter- 
prise (60%). The 'fpercentage which 
must be repaid: fljrom the annual" .inCOme 
and from «the d‘ep;eciation-_.f_und is ,set ‘ 

forth in the prbvifisi'ons of the loanuconv- 
'tractgl‘3 - 

b.) A State-granted? .inVes‘tmen‘t Subsidy may 
supply the develqpmént fund :0f .the 
‘efriterprise. 'Suc'h‘g subsidy must be re- 
paid; if the conditions under which it 
was’gmnted are met. However, under

. 

cetta-in exc'eptional circumstances such 
a‘ subsidy need not ,to be repaid". An in- 
vestment-fee of 5% 13:21,. of the amount 
granted friust'be paid‘.as long .as the in- 
Vestfnent :is not P11tih-t0‘0p6fflti0fll4 

. 
'c) Crértainr rap-idly d'e‘ve‘IOPing enterprises 

may qualify £0: a special kind of State'— 
.granféd investment subsidy which Was 
introduced In 1976. Such a- subsidy 
must be repaid. out of l’c’hégrossincome 
in the foim of an annual special charge 
of 15%,Qf'xthe amount granted Within 
a maximum period of time of ten years. 

‘ d‘) The "enterprise may also get an :jnfzest‘r 
ment bank Credit from the. Hungarian 
National Bank. Such a credit mast be 
repaid 011% of the development fund‘:at 
ad interest rate of %.;.4 

I 

e‘) As Of the beginning of ,1'976, 51 new 
‘ " form of inveétment financing has been 

‘ i'ntjrfdduced in ‘the form of a; ‘ta' allow- 
ance. If the enterprise :uses money 
f~_r'om a special credigt fund‘ :to make an 
i'nVestment; this cred-it can :be repaid 'by' 
means of a; deduction £19m the general 
profits tax due. The tax allowance is 

“morn mi. mack NAGY 
gganfed‘ only ‘if rthe inveStment was 
attuall‘y made; 
-It seems clan, that this method: of fi- 
nancing investments places a greateg 
tésponéibility on the enterprisek man- 
agement. 

' 
'

. 

f), The depreciation AaIIO'WanICe which get 
mains in the enterpgise (60% the 
other-40% is remitted to the ‘Stat¢) ‘is 

v .Placed; in the: .‘enterprise’rs d‘éve’l'gpmgnt 
fund. Howei'rer,‘ pertain enterprises 
need not transfer par};- of the 'dgprgciia: 
'tion allowance to :the State-,1 egg. mining 
egterpzises, _thosc in; the food industry 
etc. These enterpriseslmay, place the 
total deptuéciaJEiOn alloimnce into -the 

_ 
development fund,

_ 

g) Certgifi enterprises (cg. In the cons 
‘s'umefs :bfanchz) are anti-flea" “to put a 
gum of 454—100%~of {119. general pro.- 
fits .tax diie directly into ‘fhe deVelop= 
menu fund; 

1‘4e on rprbfz'fy from abroad earngd by 
grim ‘campqfliex

‘ A ‘fggin @aX” is; haviled on domesfic‘efifitiES' 
which establish a business abroad or parti- 
-c,ijpate in foreign business entities. The 
rate of‘ this, Itax is: ‘ 

» 
'

A 

10% per annum for activity lasting 
1—8 years; ‘ '-

, — 30% _per annum for the next 4 yeaxs‘of 
its activity. . ‘

‘ 

After their 12th year o£'~~exist¢nge. such. 
entities are subject to normal taxes levied 
or; Hungaxian entities. However, _'they are 
exempt from the: “charge on assets” (tax 
on the value Of business assets, see .abOVe), 
with :egpgotto their fozeig'n investments, 

16. Decree of the Minister {of Finanée and the 
President of .the‘ National Planning Office No. 
52 of 19775.,

7 

14. Decree: of the Minister of Finance N!): 53 
Of 1975. 

V

' 
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SYSTEM OF PROFITS TAXES IN HUNGARY 

Profit! tax on economic amociatz'om wit/9 

foreign participation 15 

Under Law Decree No. 18 of ‘1970, eco- 
nomic associations with foreign participa- 
tions (joint companies) are permitted in 
Hungary. 
They are not obliged to create any funds 
other than reserve funds and employee 
profit sharing funds. Thus, the profits of 
the association will be divided among the 
said funds, the taxes and the company’s 
own share. 4 

After deduction of the amounts set aside 
for .the reserve fund and the profit sharing 
fund — both of which reduce the Profits 
—— the remainder is the taxable base for the 
computation of the profits tax. The rate of 
the tax on :these associations is 40% on 
profits not exceeding 20% of the paid-in 
capital and 60% on profits in excess of 
this amount. 
If the association utilizes its taxed profits 
for increasing. its investment capital, 3. Part 
of the profit taxes paid may be refunded 
upon application submitted to the Minis-try 
of Finance. Hungarian economic associa- 
tions with foreign participations' are ex- 
empt from the following taxes and tax-like 
obligations (as opposed to State enter- 

prises): 
—'~ charge'on business assets; — allotment of the centralized part of the 

_ 

depreciation allowance; 
—— wage increment levies. 
Howevér, they remain subject to the other 
taxes and tax-like obligations in conformity 
with the Hungarian "statutory rules. The 
associations may be exempt from Hun- 
garian tax under the rules of international 
treaties for the avoidance of double tax- 
ation, either permanently or temporarily;16 
.if not, they are taxed in accordance with 
the rules which apply -to Hungarian en- 

tities. 
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Profit: tax on foreign companiex 17 

Under Decree of the Council of Ministers 
No. 38 of 1961, a special profits .tax is im- 
posed at progressive ra~tés on foreign com— 
panies carrying on business in Hungary. 
The minimum tax, rate is 30%, the next 
rate .is 50% and «the next and highest is 
70%. 
The 70 percent tax is imposed on that part 
of the taxable profits which exceeds 10% 
of the working capital. A minimum Profits 
tax at a rate of 1.5% of the working cap-i- 
tal is imposed on foreign companies ope- 
rating at a 1053. Companies which are tem- 
porarily operatingi-‘n Hungary pay a profits 
tax at a uniform rate of 30%. 
Foreign companies are also subject -to a 
special company tax which is levied at a 
Special rate of 40% on emoluments allot; 
.ted, for any reason, to the members of the 
board of management, the board of super- 
vision or the executive committee. In add- 
ition, the recipients are subject to a general 
income tax on such emoluments. Foreign 
companies are subject to payroll fcax, social 
insurance premiums and other taxes in the 
same way as Hungarian enterprises. 

Taxation of foreign trade agencies 13 

According -to 'the Deere: of the Minister of 
Finance, No. 18 of 1975, foreign trade 
agencies which are established in Hungary 

15. See also: Tibor Nagy: “Taxatic‘m of Eco- 
nomic Association with foreign participation”, in 
Marketing in Hungary, 1973 No. 5. 

16. To date, Hungary has concluded tax treaties 
with Austria, Switzerland, Sweden, Italy and the 
Netherlands. 
17. See also: Tibor Nagy: “The taxation of 
foreign companies and foreign nationals”, in 
Marketing in Hungary, 1972 No. 4. 
18. See also: Tibor Nagy: “The taxation of 
Foreign Companies, Economic Associations with

' 

foreign participations and foreign nationals”, In- 
tertax, 1975 No; 7, and “Recent tax changes”, 
Intertax, 1976 No. 4. 
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by foreign enterprises are; subject to a spe- 
cial so-called “agency rtax”. Agencies of 
forgign banking institutions a'ré exempt. 
The rates of this tax are either 3, 5 or 8 
pe’rCent (depending on the kind of activ- 
ity) of: the agency’s etumover foreign 

PROF. DR. 'TIBOR NAGY 

currency less 10 percent of the taxable 
base for expenses incurred in Hungary. 
When: 2m agency Performs activities other 
than those strictly connected with that 
agency, it is subject to a 3 percent tax on 
the fiurnov’er from thosg activities. 
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JOHNF.DUE*: 
A COMPARISON OF FOUR MANUFACTURERS SALES 
TAXES AND TWO RETAIL SALES TAXES — GHANA, 
KENYA, TANZANIA, ZAMBIA, BARBADOS, ICELAND 

The question Of the most appropriate form 
of sales tax has received widespread atten- 
tion in recent years, in both industrialized 
and developing countries. This paper seeks 
to throw additional light on the issue by a 
comparison of six sales taxes. Four are 
manufacturers sales taxes used in tropical 
African countries, Ghana, Kenya, Tanzania, 
and Zambia, and two are retail sales taxes, 
in Barbados and Iceland. 

Introduction of tbe Tame! 
All of these taxes were introduced between 
1960 and 1974 and therefore belong to. 

the “modern” generation of sales taxes. 
All countries except Iceland are British 
Commonwealth countries. The first tax to 
be introduced was in Iceland, influenced 
by experience in the Scandinavian coun- 
tries, imposed at a 10W (3%) rate in 1960 
as a revenue measure. The rate was gra- 
dually raised, particularly in 1973-74 when 
customs revenue was lost as a result of Ice- 
land’s Participation in EFTA. The first of 
the Commonwealth African countries to 
impose the tax was Ghana, in 1965, urgent— 
ly in need of revenue. The Act imposed a 
multi-stage turnover tax, but this was in 
fact (but not by law) modified into a 
manufacturers sales tax before it became 
Operative, In East Africa, the three mem- 
bers of the East African Community. were 
restricted in their ability to adjust income 
tax and customs-excise duties by agreement 
on common policy, but were free to impose 
sales 'taxes, and Uganda took the lead in 
1968, followed by Tanzania in' 1969. 
These two taxes, designed by an adviser 
from Israel, were unusual in :that the tax 
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was imposed separately by BTN (Brussels 
Tariff Nomenclature) category (as is true 
in Guyana also). Kenya debated the tax 
for several years, and finally in 1973, 
adopted an act greatly simplified compared 
to those of the two neighboring countries. 
The tax was sought primarily to gain addi- 
tional revenue and to increase elasticity of 
the revenue system. In the same year] Zam- 
bia introduced its sales tax of limited 
scope; it was influenced by Kenya’s expe- 
riences but sought to experiment by taxing 
only a few commodities initially rather 
than all. The scope has been Progressively 
broadened. All three countries adopted the 
manufacturers sales tax for administrative 
reasons. The last of the six was Barbados, 
which imposed the tax in 1974 to offset 
the loss in revenue from elimination of 
intercountry duties Within CARICOM. The 
retail form was adOpted in View of the very 
limited manufacturing and the desire to 

include wholesale and retail margins. 

Overall Covemge 
All of the taxes except Zambia’s are gener- 
al :in coverage; Zambia’s applies to all duti- 
able imports and to specified domestically 
produced goods. In practiCe, most domestic 
industries are now Covered. The taxes of 
Barbados and Ghana differ from the others 
in that imports are Inotrtaxed —— a source of 
obvious leakage. Kenya, after changing 
policy, now requires payment of tax on all 

* Professor of Economics, University of Illinois, 
Urbana, Box 108, Commerce West, USA. 
1. The author is greatly indebted to the officials 
of the tax departments and Ministries of Finance 
of the six countries for their assiStance. 
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imports (except of exempt commodities) 
but allows refund of tax 0n materials used 
in manufacturing. The other countries al- 
low importation of materials and parts by 
registered firms tax free under certificate. 
All of these levies are designed -to be single 
stage taxes, but the extent of exclusion of 
producers gobds‘ varies substantially. Mate- 
rials and parts becoming physical ingre- 
dients are (universally excluded from tax 
through import or purchase under certifi- 
cate (and, in Kenya, refund of tax Paid). 
Zambia limits .the exemption to materials 
in categories specifically designated for 
each taxed commodity, but in fact excludes 
most materials. Virtually all farm inputs — seed, feed, fertilizer, machinery, and 
some other items — are exempted outright 
in all six countries, partly specifically to 
aid agriculture, as_for example in Zambia 
and Kenya, partly because of Political pres- 
sures of farm gfioups. Iceland exempts vir- 
tually everything used in the fishing in- 

dustry. 
- The tax treatment of industrial machinery, 
however, varies, as it does in the rest of 
.the world. Barbados and Ghana seek -to 

exclude all of it; Tanzania exempts some; 
Zambia, while not taxing when domestical- 
ly produced, does tax it at importation. 
Iceland and Kenya apply ‘the tax; Kenya in 
recent years, like Zambia, has also com- 
menced to apply sales tax to industrial 
machinery to lessen capital :intensivity in 
production. The common tendency in de- 
veloping countries. to overvalue their cur- 
rencies may justify taxation of capital 
equipment, While there -is strong objection 
to such taxation in industrialized countries. 
The tax treatment of fuel is complex, but 
the category it at least partially taxable in 
all of the countnies extept Barbados; most 
is not taxable in Ghana and Zambia. The 
latter taxes all electricity. 

JOHN F. DUE 

The tax treatment of services 'is somewhat 
limited; only the tax :in Iceland applies to 
all Services except those excluded —— but 
the exclusion list is lengthy: real property 
construction on the site; all transport; rent- 
als; hospitals; all professional services; 
water; computer service. Zambia singles 
out hotels, restaurants, laundry and dry- 
cleaning for taxation; Barbados employs a 
separate tax on hotels and restaurants, col- 
lected in conjunction with the sales tax. 
All of the taxes provide some exemptions 
of food. All food is exempt in Barbados 
and Kenya (the original plan -to exempt 
only basic foods was abandoned for politi- 
cal reasons). Of necessity unprocessed do- 
mestically produced food in the other Afri- 
can countries is exempt since it does not 
pass through a manufacturing stage. Tan- 
zania, Ghana, and Zambia tax much, but 
not all, Processed food, depending on the 
importance of the items in .the'vdiefs of the 
poor, and Zambia taxes some imported un- 
processed food. Medicines are not taxed in 
Kenya, Tanzania, and Zambia, Partly in 
the other countries, and books, magazines, 
and newspapers are universally free of tax. 
Some other exemptions are noted in Table 
II at .the end of this article. But in general, 
the taxes are relatively broad in coverage, 
in Zambia much more so on imported than 
on domestic goods. ' 

Rate: 
The ;tWo' retail taxes have single uniform 
rates — 5% in Barbados, 20% in Iceland, 
the latter one of the highest in -the world. 
Ghana- has un unusual structure, a ‘ba'sic 

11.5% rate on non-excise -taxed goods; 
7.5% on goods also subject to excises, plus 
i-ron reinforcing rods; 10% on liquor and 
electricity; 5% on cement; and specific 
rates on tobacco products, diesel oil and 
fuel oil. 
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Kenya, which has a basic 10% rate, ap- 
plies a 20% -rate to a Wide range of luxury 
items including consumer durables, jewel~ 
ry, cosmetics, -etc., 15% to Wine, and motor 
vehicles, 30% :to tobacco products, and 
specific rates to beer, motor fuel, oil, 

grease, and electricity. Tanzania has far 
more rates and much higher rates, with a 
basic figure of 12% on many foods and 
items of Widespread household use; 24% 
on items regarded as luxuries; 25% -to 

50% on motor vehicles; 50% on most 
liquor and cigarettes, a number of high 
rates on textile products not produced in 
the country (and thus protective, particu- 

larly against imports from Kenya, not sub— 
ject to customs duties), and a large number 
of other rates, each on a few items. The 
rate structure has become very complex, as 
the tax has been used as a protective and 
sumptuary instrument. 
The Zambia rate structure is much simpler, 
wi-th a basic rate of 10%, 15% on a few 
items, 20% on footwear, clothing, and 
several items regarded as luxuries, 30%, on 
perfumery and cosmetics, and rates from 
4% to 17% '— very low figures —— on 
motor vehicles éccor'ding to engine capa- 
city: The variation applies only -to domestic 
goods; all dutiable imports are taxed at 

10%. 

Revenue Importance 
The Mic: levels, coverage, and exemptions 
influence the revenue importance; the fig- 
ures range, from 38% of tax mevenue in 
Tanzania and 32% in Iceland to 5% and 
6%r-i-n Ghana and Barbados, neither of 
which tax imports. In the other two the 
tax is a significant element in the overall 
tax structure. The percentage of tax col- 

lected on‘ domestic sales as distinguished 
from imports is lowest in Zambia — 36% 
(which taxes far more imports than do- 

mestic goods). The Tanzania and Kenya 
figures are surprisingly high —— .reflecting 
in part the drastic restriction of imports 
into Tanzania (for foreign exchange 
reasons), ‘the extensive growth of Kenya 
manufacturing. 

T7ae Nztmber- of Registered Firm: 
The two countries with retail sales taxes 

(Barbados and Iceland) have far more re- 
gistered firms than the others despite their 
much smaller population, as shown in 
Table I at the end of this article. 
There is one registered vendor for every 
42 persons in Barbados and for every 30 
peréons in Iceland, compared :to 1 per 
12,000 in Tanzania. The difference meflects 
in part the difference in commercial eco- 
nomic development in the two sets of 
countries, but partly the difference between 
the two forms of tax. But the experiences 
of Ghana, Kenya, and Zambia suggest that 
a developing country with an established 
manufacturing sector can expect to have 
roughly one (registered manufacturer for 

each 8,000 population. 
In all of the countries, registration is re- 

quired of firms in the categories subject to 
tax. Thus in Barbados and Iceland all re- 
tailers are registered (and in fact whole- 
salers and manufacturers, since they make 
some sales at retail), and in :the other four 
countries, all manufacturers except certain 
small firms. Kenya and Zambia set the ex- 
ception figure .by law, at 100,000 Kenya 
shillings and 10,000 Kwacha respectively 
(about .$US-12,000 and $15,600 at current 
Official exchange mate). Ghana and Tanza- 
nia have one set figure, but do not register 
firms so small that control is believed to 
bejmpossible. Tanzania, like Uganda, also 
takes some firms on the sales to them in- 
stead of their sales, and does not register 
them. Firms may apply for this privilege 
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and it will be gfante‘d' :if there is no re— 
venue loss. Some form of exception of 
small craft producers is, imperative for suc- 
cessful operation of a manufacturers sales 
tax. The two retail sales tax countries pro- 
vide no similar exemptions, but Barbados 
does’ unot in fact sucCeed‘ in registering the 
itinerant sellers on the beaches. 
All countries require firms to fill out a 
registration form and then issue a registrar.- 
tion number. 

Adminijtmtz'on
> 

The countries fall :into two patterns: in 
Ghana and Zambia, following Common-- 
wealth traditions, sales {tax administration 
was assigned -to Customs and Excise. In 
Ghana, the sales tax is administered by a 
separate section, under a‘ Deputy Controller, 
with its own personnel (about 30). In 
Zambia, there is less separation from gas- 
toms operation, (although one person in 
headquartefs has general jurisdiction over 
the tax, and in .the larger custom houses 
Separate personnel are assigned -to sales tax, 
but they have a customs officer :back- 
ground. 
The other four countries assign sales tax to 
the internal or inland revenue department. 
In Tanzania and Kenya the tax could not 
be assigned to Customs and Excise, which 
was (and at the moment still is) an agency 
of the East African Community. In Tanza- 
nia the sales tax predated the transfer of 
the income tax from. the EAC, and so a 
separate staff was set up, which in 1-973 
inherited the income tax as well. In Kenya, 
3. separate Sales tax staff, under an Assist- 
ant Commissioner, is essentially coordinate 
with the income tax staff. 
Iceland and Barbados deliberately assigned 
the tax to inland revenue the belief that 
operation was more closely related :to in- 
come tax than to customs, _— a View that 

JOHN F. DUE 

has strong validity. 
Thus there are separate sales tax units and 
staffs in Barbados, Ghana, and Kenya, 
with some separation of personnel in Zam- 
bia, [and integration with the income tax 
staffs in Iceland and Tanzania. 
The Countries differ in :the degrees of cen- 
tralization. Kenya. is completely centralized 
at the moment, but plans offices in Mom- 
basa. and two other cities to reduce travel 
cost. Barbados assigns inspectors by area 
but operations are centralized in View of 
the small size of the island. Iceland’s oper- 
ation is highly decentralized, with 9 district 
Offices and 24 collection off-ices handling 
income tax as well, but over two thirds of 
the tax is paid :in the Reykjavik area. Tam- 
zania‘ operations are decentralized, with 21 
regional offices- and 80‘ internal revenue 
offices in total, the records being kept in 
these offices. Records are also kept iri the 
local offices in Ghana. In Zambia ihe tax 
is administered through the. ports of entry 
(there are 10, but '4 handle most of the 
tax), but duplicate records are kept in 
headquarters in Livingstene.‘ 
All of these countries have. computers 
in general third generation ones (for ex- 
ample, IBM 560 in Iceland, 370 in Zara; 
biz.) — but only Iceland uses the computer 
for sales tax purposes} and then only parti- 
ally, to provide the listing of registered 
firms, to make assessments, and to address 
return forms in larger jurisdictions. 
The staffs vary Widely in training and 
adequacy. Of the African countries, Kenya 
has the most adequate and one of the 
better trained staffs, under a Deputy Com- 
missioner of Taxes. There are two assistant 
commissioners, a senior collector and two 
senior inspectors, 5 inspectors Grade I (8 
authorized), 12 inspectors Grade 11 (1-5 

authorized), 6 collectors Grade I and 4 
collectors Grade II. Thus there are 25 

I’ 
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authoriz'ed inspectors for 1,600 firms, or 
one to every 64 firms — a figure that com- 
pares very well with industrialized coun- 
tries. The aim is to recruit persons as in- 
spectors who have university degrees in 
economics or commerce, plus some persons 
with Professional accounting background. 
The initial trouble to find personnel has 
been overcome. 
In Tanzania, the :inspection staffs are lo- 
cated in the regional offices, with a few 
auditors in Dar es Salaam. The inspector's, 
except for a few senior ones, are not uni- 
versity graduates and have learned through 
on-the-job training. The internal revenue 
officers and the regional finance officers 
have been promoted on the basis of ex- 
Perience. While some recruiting is now 
done at the university level, most new em: 
ployees are recruited at the secondary 
school graduate level. 
The staff in Zambia consists of persons 
with customs officer training (recruited at 
the secondary school level) and in general 
have no accounting or business back- 
ground. Ghana likewise recruits from se- 
condary school graduates, increasingly, 
from commercial schools, where bookkeep- 
ing training is provided. But they have 
little training in accounting, and work ap- 
Proaching true audit is impossible. 
The two retail sales tax countries, like 

Kenya, seek to recruit Persons with know— 
ledge of accounting. Barbados, with a staff 
thus far of 5, and 2 vacancies, has recruited 
persons with training in accounting, gained 
by ar-t’icling with public accounting firms 
or from courses in the United Kingdom. 
The persons do inspect-ion, informatidn, 
and enforcement work. Iceland, Where the 
staff handles both sales and income tax 
W'Ork though with some specialization, re- 

cruits at the university graduate level, with 
the BA :in Law 01: Economics, and trains in 

accounting. Unfortunately Civil Service 
salaries are not fully competitive, and train- 
ed Persons are often lost to =the private 
sector. There are at present 18 in the in- 
vestigation department, located in Reykja- 
vik. The Director of Internal Revenue has 
a university degree in Accounting, while 
the head of the collection office is a lawyer. 

Opemtz'on of 2/99 Taxex 
All six taxes are collected on the basis of 
returns, all required on a monthly basis, by 
the dates noted in Table III at the end of 
this article. Neither Ghana nor Zambia 
supply return forms; the firms must buy 
their own, of a Prescribed nature. Only 
Iceland mails the forms out monthly (ad- 
dressed by the computer for the larger 
area-s); the others make theirs available in 
batches. The forms differ widely, from 
very simple ones in Barbados, Iceland, and 
Kenya (which does not even require fig- 
ures of exempt sales), to detailed ones, 
calling for sales by type of good, invoice 
numbers, etc, in the other three. Zambia 
requires both a return form and a sales tax 
entry form, and details of all sales — ne- 
cessitating a number of pages from the 
larger firms. Ghana requires copies of in- 
voices. In Ghana the tax is paid to a bank 
and the duplicate deposit slip is filed with 
the return, together with a copy of each. 

invoice. Iin Zambia, payment is made to 
the cash office in the custom house, the 
return filed separately. In the other coun- 
tries, payment is made by check or cash, in 
person or by mail, together with the filing 
of the return. In Iceland, payment is made 
to the local collection offices, distinct from 
the district offices. 
Kenya, like the states of the United States, 
requires only one copy of the tax return; 
Zambia requires 7 copies; the others three. 
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Delinquency 
Different systems are used to asc’efita-in de- 
linquents (nonfilem); none use computers 
for the purpose as- yet, though computers 
play some role in Iceland. 
Barbados: No system is yet developed, 
though cheCk can be made from ledger 
cards. Store to store check is being made to 
insure that firms have registered and have 
filed returns. 
Iceland: Two days after the due date, the 
returns are checked against the master list 
in the collection office provided by the 
computer. The basic delinquency lists, 

however, are made up at three month inter- 
vals in the district offices, by checking the 
mastef list against :the lists of payments. 
Late filing penalties are assessed against 
those that filed late, and assessments of tax 
against those that have not yet filed. 
Ghana: Check is made in the local office 
to find those fir-ms fOr which'=there is no 
ledger entry. 
Kenya: Check is made On the ledger sheets 
each month to ascertain those firms for 
which there is no enitry‘for the month. 
Tanzania: Check is made monthly in the 
loéal offices to find those firms for which 
there is mo return. ' 

Zambia: Check is made by the Custom 
ports :to ascertain which firms have not 
filed, usually by checking the returns 
against the master “list of firms. Head- 
quarters; which records the payments in a 
ledger book, also checks to ascertain the 
nonfilers, but leaves thé initiative for ac- 
tion to the local offices. 
In these countries the check is made within 
a few days fifter the due date.

' 

Most of these countries have not cdmpfled 
data of nonfilers as ‘2. Percentage of ac- 
counts. Iceland reports a 10% to 12% fig- 
ure. One custom house in Zambia reports 
nearly 50%. ' 

JOHN F. DUE 

The initial action :is taken by the local of- 
fices, except in Kenya, Where the system 
is completely centralized. Barbados has not 
yet developed 'a formal system. In Iceland, 
Ghana, and Kenya a form letter is sent to 
the firm requesting filing. In Tanzania, 
the internal revenue officer contacts the 
firm by phone, visit or letter, and a similar 
protedure is followed in Zambia. As is 

typical, most of the firms file and Pay -— 
but there is a hard core that does not — 
usually smaller firms hard pressed for‘cash. 
In Iceland, the colléction office threatens 
to close the business by legal action (and 
does in a few cases). Ghana ultimately ob- 
tains a distress warrant and seizes (the 

property. Tanzania, after assessing the tax, 
obtains a COurt order to force collecting; in 
Zambia legal proceedings are initiated, the 
Controller lacking power to seize property 
or close the business. Kenya has not yet 
taken action but plans to begin criminal 
prosecution once all firms are familiar with 
the tax. 
There are two difficult problems. First, 

some of the firms do not Pay because they 
have :no funds, and governments are reluc- 
tant ‘to force them ‘out of business. Second- 
ly, some of the nonpayers are government- 
oWned firms, and frequently there; is no 
way the revenue department Can seize or 
close down a government-OWned and oper- 
ated hotel, for example, and the manage- 
ment know th-is.-2 Solution to this very real 
problem can be obtained only at ‘top levels 
of governmént. 

Automatic Pemzltz'éx 
Governments long ago discovered that ef- 
fective enforcement .is aided by provision 
in the Act for automatic (Without court 
action) application of penalties for. late 

2. The broblem is particularly difficult if the 
government-owned business is out of funds. 
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filing. Tanzania, with an automatic 20% 
Penalty + 1% a month, is the most 
drastic; the Iceland rule is 2% a day for 5 

days, plus 1.5% a month; Barbados applies 
a 10% penalty with a $10 minimum + 
0.5% a month, Kenya 2% a month, Zam‘ 
bia 2.5% a month. Only Ghana has no 
automatic penalty and must use criminal 
prosecution. There are of course, criminal 
penalties for violation of the Act in all the 
countries, but these are rarely ever used. 

Information 
Barbados, Iceland, and Kenya provide re- 
latively detailed information booklets to 
the registered firms. The other three pro- 
vide general instructions and answers to 

questions, but the information is much less 
detailed. 

Impeptz'an and Audit Programl 
None of these six countries yet has a sys- 
tematic oVerall auditprogram with sub- 
stantial coverage and scientific selection of 
accounts for audit, although there are plans 
for such systems. As distinguished from 
true audit, which seeks to ascertain the 
accuracy of reported figures by utilizing 
external data, norms, and the like, Ghana 
and Zambia have frequent inspect-ion, in 
which offiCers (whohave little knowledge 
of accounting) check data in the returns 
against the fecords from which these re- 

turns were prepared. This, if the returns 
show taxable sales of 15,000, do the sales 
records and invoices Show this same fig- 
ure? Stress -is placed or; invoices, per se; 
Ghana requires that they be issued from 
numbered books Purchased firom the gov- 
ernmenf. 
In Kenya, inspectors have been busy thus 
far simply checking refunds, giving infor— 
mation, vetc. Under present Plans, once the 
audit Program is under way, each manu- 

facturer will be subjected to a complete 
audit every two years, with briefer inter- 
mediate checks. In Tanzania, all returns are 
examined in the district offices, and if 

there is any doubt, an inspector visits the 
firm. There are few persons competent to 
make a true audit. There are plants, how- 
ever, for improved training and audit pro- 
grams. 
Iceland has the most effective audit pro-~ 
gram of the group at the moment. Some 
inspection is done at ‘the‘ district office 
level, but actual audit is done by the in- 
vestigation unit in headquarters. There'is 
no broad audit coverage, but a substantial 
amount is done, some: joint of sales with 
income tax, some separately. Recently se- 
lection has been Primarily by business cate- 
gory — all car dealers, for example. In- 
voices are expected in larger firms. Detail- 
ed information is required on exempt sales, 
including information on markup and 
spoilage. 

Taxable Price 
With most of the taxes, tax applies to 
actual selling prices on domestic sales? duty 
paid value on imports. Ghana requires in- 
clusion of the excises on excisable goods, 
Only Zambia requires adding markups, 
designed to apply the tax rate to a figure 
approximating the retail Price. On, domestic 
goods, the taxable pri‘ce’ds the factory dost 
plus 25% or the =re-tail selling price 
(although the tax is collected from. the 
manufacturer), Whichever is higher. A1- 
most always the retail price alternative .is 

higher. On imports, tax applies to value 
for customs duty purposes plus customs 
duty plus 20% of the value for customs 
duty plus 25% of the sum of these three 
items. In Iceland, on imports for use by 
the importer, tax applies -to duty .paid value 
plus 10%. 
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In no instance 'does the taxable price in- 
clude the amount of the tax itself. ‘Di‘s- 

counts actually given are usually deduct- 
isble, and bad debts in some instances. 

Merit: and C1'z’zz'cz'5ms of T/aese Tazxex 
In general all. six of these taxes have be- 
come accepted 'as permanent elements in 
the tax systems of the respective countries, 
and basically all are acceptable in struc- 
ture, given the Environment. There is per- 
haps greatest enthusiasm for the taxes in 
Kenya. .and Tanzania, Where they yield 
about one third of the tax revenue. They 
are regarded as highly productive and the 
source of few difficulties. The Tanzania 
levy has higher overall rates and is used in 
part as a protective and sumptuary device; 
the Kenya. levy is simpler and regarded as 
more strictly a :revenue measure. 
The tax in Iceland, the largest revenue 
source, is also widely accepted in a country 
in Whichnevenv the labor unions prefer sales 
tax_es to income taxes. The debate in Icee 
land is almost solely over the question of 
Whether it should follow the other Nordic 
countries in shifting to the value added 
form.3 The Barbados tax, the newest one, 
and the only one quoted separately to the 
consumer, created the greatest public out- 
cry, but this has died down. The only 
issue now is Whether the tax might prefer- 
ably’ be imposed at the wholesale level 
rather than fhe retail level. 
The tax in Ghana is not highly productive 
of revenues but has not been subjected to 
great criticism. In Zambia, the tax, still in 

' 

experimental form, has become a signifi- 
cant revenue producgr, and there is some 
sentiment for converting it into a general- 
ized manufacturers sales tax. 
In .none of the countries is there criticism 
of the taon the grounds of regressive- 
ness, the traditional complaint in many 

JOHN. F. DUE 

countries. The exemption of basic food, by 
fat the largest item in the budgets of the 
lowest income groups, and the .use in 
Kenya, Tanzania, and Zambia. of higher 
rates on luxury goods, have minimized 
complaints on an equity basis. The relative 
equality of- income in Iceland and the 
widespread support of indirect taxation in 
the country lessen criticism. 

There are, however, certain defects noted 
in the countries: 

1, Lack of trained personnel for inspec- 
tion. In all of the countries, though to a 
lesser extent in Barbados and Kenya, the 
inadequacy of trained personnel for an 
effective inspection and audit program is 
recognized. This is true eVen in Iceland, 9. 

country with a Well educated population 
and high civil service standards. It is parti- 
cularly true in Tanzania and Zambia, with. 
a severe shortage of personnel trained ifi 

accounting. In both Zambia and Ghana 
the location of sales tax administration in 
Customs and Excise has resulted? in fai‘hire 
to recognize the =need for perSonne'l trained 
in accounting. Barbadbs find Kenya have 
plans for an effective audit program, but 
they are not yet implemented. 

2. The lack of récords on the part of 
smallef firms, especially family business'es, 
impairs effective Control of the_tax. There 
is greatest concern over this problem it; 

Barbados and Iceland, With retail taxes' and 
no exemption of small firms; Ih Barbados; 
there are a number of itinerant firms Sell- 
ing taxable productgg Some do not register; 
others :egister and buy tax free for their 
own use Without accounting for fak. Small 

3.. Finland has not shiffed to a complete value 
added tax. In Iceland, a government committee 
is now considering a :proposal to change to the 
value added form. 
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rural stores buy from vans without Pm- 
c'hase invoices, and the sellers do not issue 
sales invoices. Iceland likewise expresses 
concern about evasion by smaller firms, 
under the pressure of the very high (20%) 
tax rate; Revenues are substantially pro- 
tected by the fact that 4% of the firms pay 
55% of the tax, 20% pay 80% of the 
tax. The oil companies, the state liquor 
monopoly, and the cooperatives are the 
largest payers. Even with the manufacture 
ers sales tax in Ghana, there is concern 
with poor‘ =records of the smaller firms. 

Less concern is expressed in the other three 
Countries. 

3. Concern is expressed about the demand 
for more and more exemptions and de- 

ductions. In Barbados, for example, there 
is pressure to allow deduction of trade-in 
allowances and to exempt coffins. Iceland 
éxpresses concern about the vicious cycle of 
b. high rate leading to demand for more 
exemptions, which reduce yield and com- 
plicate control. The Kenya government rex- 
empted a much broader mange of food than 

V 

the Ministry sought. 4 

4. While these levies are all basically 

single stage, some cascading occurs (:the 

least' apparently in Barbados), as certain 

Purchases for business use are taxed with- 
out subsequent credit. Greatest concern is 

expressed in Iéeland, Where an estimated 
33% of the tax strikes business sector Pur- 
chases without credit -or :refund. The effects 
on exports are feared, since all BBC and 
most EFTA countries now minimize the 
cascade element. This is the primary reason 
for serious consideration of a value added 
tax in Iceland (plus‘the belief that evasion 
would be lessened through collection of 
much of the tax at import, the desire to 
harmonize with other EFTA countries, and 
the hope that income tax administration 

would be strengthened). Tanzania also ex- 
Presses concern over cascade elements in 
the tax. By contrast in Kenya, taxation of 
capital equipment is regarded by the gov- 
ernment as desirable to increase the relative 
use of labor. 

5. The relationship of :the tax on imports 
and domestic goods is of concern in several 
countries. The failure to.-tax imports at all 
in Barbados invites importing by’ final con- 
sumers and clearly-needs correction. The 
tax in Ghana likewise does not apply to 
imports, with consequent -revenue loss and 
possible distortions. The tax in Zambia 
applies :to all dutiable imports but to far 
fewer domestic goods, thus constituting an 
additional protective mechanism. Rates dif- 
fer on imports and domestic products for 
many goods. 
Kenya has changed policy on tax treatment 
of materials. Initially registered firms 
could ‘impont or buy materials tax free 
under certificate. But there was substantial 
unreported selling of the materials for tax- 
able purposes, and so imports and put- 
chases of materials were made taxable, with 
subsequent refund. But this has resulted in 
so much more work in refunding and ex- 
cessive tying up of working capital that the 
government now plans to exempt outright 
major types of materials not also used for 
consumption purposes. 

6. Some other adverse effects are noted. 
In Barbados, small shops selling only food 
and cigarettes have quit handling the latter 
to avoid the need to file tax returns. The . 

Iceland rule, common with most sales tax- 
es, that on real property contracts fabrica- 
tion work on the site ‘is not taxable dis- 

courages ‘prefabm'cation. 

7. Several countries, but especially Ice- 

land and Zambia, are concerned about the 
tendency of sales tax increases to lead to 
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wage increases, destroying the anti-infla- 
tionary effectiveness. The problem is most 
acute in Iceland, with a high rate of infla- 
tion.a"r_1d‘ general indexing. But exclusion of ‘ 

the sales tax element from the cosf_ of 
living index is regarded as politically :im- 
possible and is, made moredifficultxby, the

' 

fact that the tax element is not quoted 
separately frOm the price. 
8. 

_ 
The tax Zambia is still in a some- 

what experimental, evolving stfige, with 
(covemge limited» (on domestic Products) 
to' specified categories and with imports 
and dOmEStic goods treated differently. 
9.» The ‘Tafizania tax, like that of the Re- 
public of Guyana, has far too many differ- 
ent rates; with very fine distinctions that

I 

cannot possibly "be justified oh Iany' écieri- 
tific basis; there are, for Example rates of 
10, 12,15, 17, 18 percent (.plus othgrs). 

Concluding Obserwlz'om 

Ihese s-ix éalés taxes Suggest several gen- 
eral conclusions: 

1. A sales tax can be a very significant 
revenue source in developing countries, if 
imports are included, the base is relatively 
broad, and? higher raite's are used on luxury 
goods. But cafeful attention to the structure 
of ihe taXes is necessary if the desired re- 

' 

sulfs.a1;e .to be attained. 

. 
2. Sales taxes at the manufacturing ‘leVeI- 
function extremely well in develbping 
dountries if properly structured, without 
encountering'fhe distortions of distribution 

JOHN DUE 

channels created by such taxes in highly 
industrialized countries such as Canada. 
The manufacturing level‘ facilitates the use 

‘of several different rates and minimizes 
the number of taxpayers. A single rate is 

‘ 

almost imperative with a retail tax. 

3, 
' 

Retail saleé taxes can be operated 
succesully when retail sectors are more 
commercialized and sophisticated, but'with 
mOre Problems with small firms. 

. 4. A general problem Is the failure :to 

develop adequate audit“ programs; with 
reliance on excessively detailed reporting 
and routine inspection instead of- true 
audit. Delinquency, in the sense of failure 
to; file on time, is also high, .a .resuI't in Part 
of ingdgquate penalties for late filing; 

5. The need for simplicity —— in tax 
structure and Operation ——' is very, great 'but 
often ignored. Kenya offers the model if 
the manufacturers sales taxes; the re't‘ail 

taxes are relatively good from a simplicity 
standpoint. 

' ‘ ' 

6. There are seriousudangers’ in placing 
sales tax administration Under the jI'm's- 

diction of Customs and Excise, unless .a 

separate unit with its own personnel selec- 
'fi'on is 'ufilized, because the "background 
and training of customs personnel are not 
suitable for a tax the effective cOntrol of 
which depends on knowledge of Aaccount- 
ing. ' 

7; ExemptiOn of basic foods appears to 
be effective in lessening complaints 
against the taxes on equity grounds, 
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Year Introduced 
General or Specified 
Imports Covered 

Designation of taxed items 
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Other Rates 

Separate collection of tax at 
the retail level 

Sales tax revenue as % of 
total tax revenue 1975-1976 

% of sales tax revenue 
collected on domestic salés 
Number of registered firms 
(approx) 
Population (approx) 1975 
Estimated per capita GNP 
(US $5) 
1. Many exceptions; 'basic rate of limited 
2. Many semi-luxury goods. 

TABLE I 

Basic Feature: of, Six Sale: Taxe; 

Retail Sales Taxes Manufacturers Sales Taxes 

Barbado: 
1974 

General 
No 

General 

BTN Category 

. None 

Yes 5 

1004 

6000 

zsmooo 
$1000 

significance. 

I celand 

1960 
General 

Yes, Except by 
Registered Firms

‘ 

General 
Specified 

20 
' None 

32 

97 

7700 

zzxooo 
$5400 

' Ghana 
1965 

General 
No 

General 

Specified 

11.5 

A 

2 795,10 
some specific 

1004 

1250 

9 million 

$266 

3. By practiCe, not by law». 
4. Imports not taxable. 

Kenya 
1973 

General 

Yes, All 

General 

BTN Category 

101 
20,2 15', 30 
some specific 

25 

60 

1600 

12 million 

$155 

Tanzanifl 

1969 
General 

Yes, Except b'y 
‘ Registered Firms 

BTN Category 
BTN Category 

12 1 

24,2 17, 40, 
plus 13 others 
plus specific 

38 

84 

1000 

12 million 

$ 1 1 3 

5. By law. 

Zambia 
1973 

Specified Categories 

Yes, Except by 
Registered Firms 

BTN Category 
All except those 

specified as taxable 

101 
15,20,30 

motor vehicles 4, 8, 
12, 17 

one specific rate 

14 

36 

420 

5 million 

$384 
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' TABLE II 
Tax Treatment of Major Categorie: 

Food 
Beverages 
Medicines, - 

Books, Magazincs, Newspapers 
Stationery 
Building'materials. 

Fuel 
‘Motor vehicles 
COmmercial Transport Equipment 
Materials, parts 
Farm feed, seed 
Fertilizer 

Pesticideg 3 

Faim machinery 
Fishing equipmgnjt” _. 3 

Sand, stone 
‘ H “- 

Tractors 
Char-c0211; firewood 
Industrial machinery 
Small radios 
Exports" 

Hotels, ~r_e_stau1:a_n‘ts 
Set-vices generally? 

" 

Bkrbadb: 
X (all)
X
T
X
X 

X‘ (most) 

gmxexa‘xxax‘xxxxxxx 

I celzmd 

Basic X Unprocessed X1 

NNHaan—g-HNNMNNNHaar-INMHH 

T, exc_ept 
specified 

624714

T
T
X 

for schools, X
T 

X (indus., etc.) 

EENHHNNHHNMN’NNHHHHHNN'H 

agraxxxaaaxxxxxxm 

Kenyd‘ 

X (all)
_ 

Tdnzanid 
Unprocessed X 1

T 
X (most)

X
T 

T (mest) 
T (most) 

NNNHNNNNNNH 

X‘ (some).
T 
X . 

NT 
NT 

Zarzibitz 

Unprocessed X 1 

5, 

NT 
NT 
NT2 

NT '(most) 2 
' NT2'

T 
NT 

X (specified categories) 

NT . . 

NT 
NT 
NT 
NT2 
NT 
NT 
NT 
NT2.
T 

' X 
T. 

NT 

1. Some ‘processed iEemé also X. 
2. Some items taxéd on imgoriation,‘ not domestic production. 

r. 

T '= Taxed S = Special tax X =' Exempt NT = Not spécified as .téIxable.‘ and 
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91.17 

-9L61 

‘11 

'our 

QqaAqu/JaqwaAoN 

‘XXX. 

'10]; 

Unsung. 

_ 
. TABLE III 

Operational Featurel of Ilse Six Sale: Taxes 

Exgmption of ~firms with 
annual sales: under:

' 

jurisdiction; over administration 

Centralized administration 

Separate staff 

Integgated sale; and income 
tax audit 

Trained auditors 

Computerization 

Tax return interval 
Due’ date, following month 

Mail return fornis‘to firms 

Type of return form 

Copies of return required 

Deligquencypercgntagg, 
initial

' 

Enforcement - initial 

Barbadqs 

No exemption 

Inland Revenue 

Centralized, but 
inspectors in areas 

Yes 

No, but plans 

Y¢s 

No, but plan; 
ledge: cards 

Monthly 

15th 

Not kfiowh yet 

Not developed yet 

I celand 

No exemption 

Internal Revenue 

Decentralized 

No,'integtated 
with income tax ‘ 

Yes 

Yes 

Listing of firms 
mailing returns 
and assessments 
in larger districts 

,Monthly 

2 5th 

I 

10—12% 

Notice 

Ghana 

Nozformal figure 

Customs 8; Excise 

Decentralized 

Yes 
(with excise) 

No 

Limited training 

No, ledger page 

Monthly 

ZiSt 

‘Do notrsupply 
forms 

Detailed, and 
file invoices

5 

Substantial 

Letter 

Kenya 

K5100,000 
($US 12,000) 

Sales tai: unit 

Yes 1 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No, ledger sheet 

Monthly 

‘ 

End of mbnth 

Issue batch 

Simple '

1 

' No data yet 

Letter 

Tanzania 

as proposed by 
inspector 

Tax department 
Decentralized 

Partial integration 
with income tax 

Yes, but some 
specialization 

Limited training 

No, ledger kept 
in local offices 

Monthly 

15th 

No, made 
available 

Relatively 
d'etailed

3 

Not-available; 
apparently low 

Officer contacts 

Zambia 

-K10,000
. 

('US$ 15,600) 

customs 8c Excise 

No; Ports of 
, Entry 

Partial 

No 

‘No 
No, file in custom 
house, ledger page 
in headquarters 

Monthly 
' 

2 _lst 
‘ 

D9 nqt supply 
return forms 

V-ery detailed 
information

7 

Est. 50%” 

Call by officer 
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I. AUTENNE *: 
LA T.V,A. ET L’IMPORTATION DE MARCHANDISES 

EN BELGIQUE 
INTRODUCTION 
Les modalités d’appl'ication de la TVA en 
matiére d’importation sont certainement 
parmi ceIIes qui posent le plus de difficul- 
tés dans les différents Pays qui connaissent 
ce régime de taxe sur le chiffre d’affaires. 
Aussi, nous a—t—il pa-ru utile de consacrer 
une ‘étude au régimc applicable é l’impor-ta- 
tion en Belgique. 
La premiére question qui se pose est évi- 
demmefit 'de savoir ce qu’il y a lieu d’en- 
tendre par importation. L’article 23 du 
Code beige de la TVA, ci-aprés désigné 
CTVA; définit l’importation comme étant 
l’introduction d’uvn bien sur -le territoire 
belge 2‘1 l’exclusion des parties du territoire 
sur lesquelles la taxe ne serait Pas appli- 
quée en vertu d’u-n arrété royal. 
L’article 3 du CTVA prévoya-nt l’i-mposi- 
tion des importations de biens faites par 
t-oute personne quelconque, i1 en résulte 
que la TVA est due par le_ seul fait maté- 
rie'l -du franchisement de la frontiére d’un 
bien meuble sans qu’il faille se pré0ccuper 
du point de savoir: 
—- si la personne est assujettie on :non; 
—— Si les biens ont été on :non acquis 5. titre 

onéreux; 
~— si les biens ont ou' non une nature ou 

une affectati’on commerciale. 
011 me Peut toutefois perdre de vue que des 
franchises ou exonérations sont prévues 
notamment par les articles 24, 42 -et 43 du 
Code. 
Nous devrons donc étudier :non seulement 
les conditions a respecter lors de l’intro- 
duction des biens et la destination que 
ceux-ci peuvent recevoir, mais également la 
mode de perception de la taxe ou les con- 
ditions mises £1 l’obtention d’une franchise. 

Pour ce farivre, nous aurons é présenter 
d’une ma-niére logique mais synthét-ique les 
différentes dispositions .réglementaires 
comprises dams l’Arrété Royal -n° 7 'et de 
nombreuses circulaires dont principalement 
les circulaires 84/1970, 145/1971, 65/1972 
61: 33/1973.

‘ 

CHAPITRE II - DESTINATION DES BIENS 
II.1. Principe 

Les biens introduits d’oivent urecevoir une 
des destinations suivantes: 1a consomm-a- 
tion, 16 transit, l’entrepét ou la franchise 
temporaire. Lorsqu’wne destination est dé- 
clarée en matiére de douane, c’est-é-dire 

lorsque les biens proviennent d’un pays 
autre que; les- Pays-Bets ou le Luxembourg 
et sont dc’mc soumis A la réglementation 
douaniére, la méme destination doit obli- 
gatoirement étre donnée en matiére de 
T.V.A. lorsque cette destination peut étre 
regue en vertu de l’A.R. n° 7. 
Il .peut arriver, en effet, qu’une importa- 
tion puisse étre faite en franchise tempo- 
raire de droit de douame alors que l’A.R. 
n° 7 n’autorise pas cette destination (l’im- 
portation Par un ,assujett-i en vue de Té- 
exportation aprés main—d’oeuvre Peut étre 
fiaite ‘en franchise temporaire dc droit de 
douane mais doit faire l’objet d’une décla~ 
ration en consommation pour la T.V.A. 
car la franchise temporaire n’est pas prévue 
dans ce cas). 
L’Admin-istration peut toutefois rdéroger 91 

ca principe (Art. 2, para. 1 de l’A.R. n° 
7). 

* Assistant, 2‘). la Faculté de Droit de l’Universfité 
Catholique de Louvain. Conseiller Fiscal de la 
Fédération Ides Industries C'himiques de‘ Belgi- 
que. 
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11.2. Formalz'téx 

II.2.1. L’importateur doit, en principe dé- 
signer la destination qu’il entend donner 
par le dépét d’une déclaration. 
La déclara-tion sera écrite lorsque: — so-it les biens sont introduits par une 

firontiére autre que les front-iéres inter- 
. \nes .du Benelux; — soit les biens sont introduits par une 

frontiére interne du' Benelux pour une 
destination autre que la consommation. 

La déclaration écrite sera en général un 
document 136 pour la consommation, un 
do‘cument T on TIR pour le tra'nsit, 1m do- 
tument 133 ou ATA pour la franchise 
temporaiiize. 
La déclaration serei Verbale lorsque les 

biens sont introduits par une frontiére in- 
terne d'u'Beneq Pour 1a consommation. 

11.2.2, Lorsque les biehs sont déclarés 
pom: 1a consommation, I’importateur doit 
dépose‘r, qu’elle que soit 1a frontiére d’im- 
portation, une copie de facture.1 
Cette obligation est prévue Par l’Article 2, 
paragraphe 2 de 1’A.R. =n° 7 pour les im~ 
portations par les frontiéres internes du 
Benelux et par la réglementation douaniére 
pour les autres impoxtations. 

CHAPITREJII - IMPORTATIONS DE BIENS 
'DECLARES EN CONSOMMATION 
III.1. Importation we: .paz'ement ale [4 

TVA .

‘ 

La déclaration en consommatiqn donne 
normalement lieu au paiement de la T.V.A. 
Elle peut toutefoi's se fairs dans des cas 

déterminés en franchise définitive (i1 s’agit 
d’u-ne dispense de payer 1a taxe dans le 
cadre d’une déclaration en- consommation, 
2‘1 distinguer donc de la franchise tempo— 
'ra.ire, qui, .au méme titre que le' transit 011 

l’entrepét, est une destination différente 
de la consommation). 

HI.1.1. Tazzx de la; taxe: 

Le taux est identique é celui applicable aux 
l-ivraisons de biens da-ns le pays. Un taux 
forfaitaire est Prévu dans certains cas pour 
les petits colis .et les biens se trouvant da-ns 
les bagages Ides voyageurs (Article 58'para. 
3 CTVA; Article 10 de l’A.R. 11° 7 et 
A.M. n° 4 du 8 décembre 1970). 

1.11.1.2. Bane d’z'mpoxz'tz'on: 

-III.1.2.1. Importation contra paiement
' 

d’zm prix (Art. 34 du CTVA) 
A. Principe: 
La base d’impo‘sition est égale au prix plus 
certaines charges avec minimum de de la 
valeur sur laquelle est calculée lés droits 
d’entrée augmentée de ces droitsipour les 
biens imposés au droit d’entrée d’aprés 
leur valeur. 

B. Prix: 
11 s’agit du prix fait au destinataire (voir 
notion .ci-aprés). 

C. Changes 52 azjouter 42: prix Jz' alleynfy 
50m: pm inclues: 

Doivent étre .ajoutés rs’ils ne sont pas inclus 
dans le prix: — les frais. d’emballages ordinairés et 

usuels sauf s’ils ont Pu étre impdrtés en 
franchise en vertu de l’Art. 25 Annexe 

_ 
_19 de l’A.R. n° 7; . , — es frais de transport et d’assurance dé— 
puis le lieu d’expédition jusqu’éu lien 
de destination.‘ (11 y a lieu de noter que 
'ces frais ne sont pas imposables en fraht 
que prestations de service en raison de 
l’exonération ‘prévue pour and par 
Particle 41, § 1,2'° du CTVA); 

1. En cas d’impoxtation' par les frontiéres infer- 
nes du Benelux, une note :d’envoi doi}: étre re- 
mise é‘vdéfaut de factuxe'. 
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——. le‘s frais de commission A l’exclusion‘ 
des sommes dues aux commissaires ou 
agents en' douane Pour 1a déclaration en 
douane. (Remarqubns’ que l’inclusion 
de ces frais .dans la base d’imposition 
est 'la conséquence de leur non-impo- 
sition en‘ tant que prestations .de service 
en vertu de l’article 21 _§ 3’ du CTVA); 

~— les drojts, impéts et taxes: 9‘). l’vexception 
'. de la-TV‘A. Ex: prélévement agricole, 

droit de douane, .timbres de licence, 
-etc.; — le cofit du travail 2‘1 fagon subi par le 
bien avant son importation.

p Cimrges 52' exclure: - ‘somnies déductibles au titre d’esComp— 
Ite; 

rabais de prix vuiswau destinat‘aire au 
moment 'de I’impottation; I 

—— inté’réts'dus pour paiement .tardif; — sommes avancées par le founn-isseur 
pout autant qu’eI'le's ne 'd'Oivent pas étre 
comprises, dans la base d’i-mposition. 

III.1.2.2. Importation Jam paiement d’zm 
prix 02¢ dom‘ 14 contra-prextation 
ne camiite p45 .zmz'qzzement e72 

zme 507mm d’argem: 

A. Principe: _- 

La base d’imposit-ion est égale a la 'valeur 
normale avec 1e méme minimum qu’en cas 
de paiement d’un ‘Pfix. 

B. Notion de walezzr normale: 
II s’étgit du prix pouvant -étre obtenu dans 
le 'Pa‘ys au moment oil 19. taxe est due dans 
des conditions de plane-concurrence Aentre 
un foumisseur et un preneur indépetidant 
se trouvant au méme stade de commercialil 
sation. 

'
' 

Dans ce c-as, les *fra-is cités ci-avant ne 
doivent plus étre ajoutés; ._

" 
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HI.1.2.3-. Personne fenue azz paiement: "Le 
dextz'mtczire 

A. Principe: 
Le destinataire'du bien débiteur de la faxe 
ne peut étge que la Personn¢ gui est le der- 
nier ‘acquéreur du bien lors de l’importa: 
t-ion. Toutefois un précédent vendeur Peut 
se porter destinataire des biens pour a-utant 
qu’il soit établ-i en Belgique ou'y ait un 
étab’lissement stable on ‘un teprésentant 
‘responsable, ‘ 

Dans~ Ce cas, 1a livraison d-u destinataire é. 

l’acquéreur subséquent est réputée 's’opérer 
en' Belgique et non 2‘1 l’étranger (Art. 51', 

para; 4 du :CTVA). 
A défaut d’acquéreur, 1e destinataire est le 
propriétaire de la marchandise. 

B. Exception; at m; partimlien: ‘ 

a) 'E-nvoi a des commissionnaires ou per- 
sonnes y assimilées par l’Art. 13-para. 
.2 du CTVA. 
Ces pegrsonnes sont considérées comme 
des acheteurs. 

‘

, 

b) Envoi xde biens 2‘1 vue, 2‘1 ‘1-’essa1' en en 
rconsignation. 
La ‘personne 2‘1 qui les biens sont exp’é- 
diés peut ét-re destinataire si elle est un 
‘assujetti tenu au dépét d’une déclara- 
vtion et i la condition que I’expéditeur 
n’rait Pas d’établ-issement stable ou de 
représentant fiscal Iespons‘abl’e en'BelJ 
gique et qu’é défaut d-’achat, les biens 
soient 'réexpédiés. 

c) Envoi é um locataire: _
. 

Pas d’exceptio'n: 1e propriétaire doit se 
‘ 
porter destinataire. 

d) Envoi d’u-n bien qfii doit subir un tra- 
' vail a‘t fagon: ' 

Aux mémes conditions que 1e 1)) Ci- 

avant le travailleur é fagon beige peut 
se Porter vdestina'téire. 

’
' 
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III.1.'2.4. Personae rexpomzzble dz; paie- 
ment 

Le destinataire et le déclarant sont en prin- 
cipe solidairement responsables. 

III.1.2.5. Mode de paiement et formali- 
té: :2 accomplir: 

A. Régime normal: paiement Par timbres 
adhésifs oulpar machine :31 timbrer: 
La TVA s’acquitte par timbrage d’un do- 
cument 45A blanc pour ‘les a-ssujettis et 

jaune Pour les :non. assujettis le cas échéant 
complété par une liste 45Abis si l’espace 
réservé i la désignation des biens est in- 

suffisant. 
Un document distinct doit étre créé Par 
destinataire, avec un bordereau .récapitulatif 
en cas d’envoi groupé. 
Le docummt 45 est rédigé en deux exem- 
pl-aires dont -un est retenu par la douane. 
En cas d’acquittement par timbres adhésifs, 
les timbres sont apposés en entier 5w: 
l’exemplaire destivné au destinataire. La fac- 
fure portera ‘référence au document 45A et 
vice-versa. 
En cas d’acquittement par machine 2‘1 stim- 

brer, l’empreinte de la machine 2‘1 timbrer 
est également .apposée sur l’e’xemplaire 

pour le destinataire. L’exemplaire metenu 
par la douane ne porte donc pas d’em- 
preinte. 

B. Régime dérogm‘oz're: Report de Paie- 
ment: 

a) Nation:- 
C’est un mode de paiement en vertu duquel 
1e desti-nataire assujctti est dispensé d’ac- 

quitter 1a TVA lots ~de 1a déclaration en 
consommation. La TVA est acquittée par' 
inscription dans 121 case 13.de la prochaine 
déclaration et dédu'ilte 'dans la mesure Oil 121 
déducti-on est Permise par inscription a la 
case 21 de la méme déclaration. 
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b) Ca: d’applz'catz'on: 

1) Impormtz'om par le: frontiére: inte’rz'eu- 
reI du Benelux: 

Le report de paiement est applicable lors- 
que les conditions suivantes sont templies: 
~—~ Les biens, sont importés pour la con- 

sOmmation é destination d’un assujetti 
ienu au dépét d’une déclaration. — Les biens sont importés soit en exécu- 
ticm d’un contrat conclu avec une per- 
sonne établie 'en Belgique, 'au Luxem- 
bourg ou aux Pays~Bas, soit '21 la suite 
d’un envoi d’un établissement que le 
destinataire Posséde dans -un de ces 
defix demiers Pays. 

—— Les biens doivent étre en libre pratique 
d-u point de vue douwnie‘r‘. 

Dans ce cas, 1e report de paiement peut 5e 
fa-ire sans autre formalité. Aucun document 
ne doit étre dél-ivré a la douane. 

2) Importation; par d’autre; fronfiéres: 
Moyennant autOrisation et paiement Par 
l’assujetti d’une prevision égale £1 1/12e 
des taXes Payées au cours de l’année Précé- 
dente 'sur des importations en Provenance 
de' pays autres que les Pays-Bats et le 

Luxembourg ou en provenance de ces Pays 
mais sans droit an report de paiement é 
l’exclusion des importations temporaires de 
matériel (voir 3) ci-aprés), celui-ci Peut 
utiliser, a partir du moment f-ixé par l’auto- 
risation, Ia technique du report de paie- 
ment. 
Dans ce cas, l’assujetti est :tenu pour les im- 
portations de déposer 2‘1 121 douane un docu— 
ment 45C vert avec la mention: circulaire 
n° 3/1973 Autorisation du ...... n° ...... 

Le document 45C portera référence 5. 1a 

facture et vice-versa. 
Par ailleurs, l’assujetti joind-ra é sa déclara- 
tion un document ventilant 1e montant .in- 
scrit 2‘1 19. case 13 entre-les importations eh 
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provenance des frontiéres inte'mes d-u Be- 
nelux, celles de matériel importé temporai- 
rement et celles des autres importations 
faites avec report de pai’emcfnt. 
On se ‘référera é. la Circulaire n° 3/1973 
pour les autres modal-ités d’application. 

5) Importation tempomz're de matéw'el: 
Le matériel destiné £1 .l’exécution de travaux 
en Belgique peut 2‘1 certaines conditions étre 
importé .avec report de paiement. 
Pom Pouvoir bénéf-icer du .régime, i1 faut: 
a.) qu’iI s’agisse d’une importation ‘faite 

Pour 1a consommation Par 1m assujetti 
belge -ou étrar‘rger tenu au dépét d’u'ne 
déclaration; 

-b) que le desti‘natairé soit le propriétaivre 
du matériel; 

c) qu’il s’agisse d’une importation tempo— 
raire dont la durée n’excéde pas deux 
ans. - 

L’asSujetti doit vdéposer & la douane un do- 
cument 45C avec la mention AR n° 7 art. 
7 - Circulaife 145/1971. 
La. TVA est payée par inscription a 19. case 
15. Elle est déduite totalement a la case 21 
si 1e matériel ne séjournera pas plus d’un 
an en Belgique ct partiellement é concur- 
‘rence du montant d'e la taxe moins 2,5% 
si 1e matériel séjoumera plus d’u’n an. 
La déductiOn sera revue par: 
.— revérsement de 25% au cadre V c Zme 

tiret de la d’éclaration mensuelle ou 
dans la' r'ubrique V dc la déclaration 
trimestrielle si un bien importé pour un 
an ’séjour-ne plus d’un an dans le pays; — peversement, effectué de la méme ma- 
niére, de la TVA non déductible en 
vertu de I’Art. 100 du CT VA aprés 
imputation des 2,5% éventuellement 
déjzi payés, lorsque les conditions mises 
a l’octroi du .régime ne sont pas mespec- 
tées (Ex.: non téexportation endéans 
deux ans). 

J. AUTENNE 

Un intérét de retard dé 0,6% est en outre 
exigible. 
Autune régularisation du document 45C 
ne doit étre effectuée. 
Les autres modalités d’applica’cion rdu ré- 

gime sont fixées par les Circulaires- 145/ 
1971 et 13/1975. 

C; Re’gz'me d’exceptz'om: 
Des régimes d’exceptions sont prévus pour 
certaines importations telles les imporia- 
tions de livres et périodiques (Voir au su- 
jet de _ces derniéres importations la Circu- 
laire 138/1971). 

111.2. Importation mm [miement de la 

TVA 
III.2.1. Dz'iposz'zfz'ammmmuney: 
Certaines importations tout en étant faitES 
pour la 'consommation avec déclaration 
écrite 136 cu déclaration verbale (en pro- 
venance des Pays-Bas ou du Luxembourg) 
peuvent étre, faites sans paiement de la 
TVA. Le document qui doit en Principe 
étre remis 51 la douane logs de l’i'ntgoduc- 
tion des biens est le document 45B pour les 
assujetti; et un document 45A jaune pour 
les non-assujettis.2 

111.2.2. Cax‘d’applimtion; 

III.2.2.1. Impomztz’on défz'm'tz've tie biem 
viréy 421x articlel 20 4‘ 24 de 
Z’A.R. n° 7: 

La franchise de TVA prévue pow: ses biens 
est une des franchises PréVues par I’Article 
24 2° du CTVA. 
Elle vise notamment les échantillons‘ de 
f-aible valeur, les catalogues ct prix-coura-nt 

2. En cas d’importation en provenance des Pays- 
Bas ou du Luxembourg, uh document 45B 116 
rdoit pas é‘tre déposé lorsque les conditions du 
report de paiement sont remplies. 
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ou notices commerciales, les objets de dé- 
ménagement, les trousseaux & cadeaux de 
mariage, les produits du sol ties régions 
frontal-iéres, les biens contenus dans les 

bagages des voyageurs, autres que les effets 
personnels, dont ‘la valeur globale ne dé- 
pas'se pas 6.250 F on 1.250 F (selon qu’il 
s’agit ou :non d’un pays ‘de la CEE), petits 
envois adressés par un particulier a un 
autre particulier dont la valeur globale ne 
dépass‘e pas 2.000 F. 
Les importateuts commettent un a-bus de 
franchise leur faisant perdre le bénéfice de 
celle-ci lorsque: 
—— des renseignements inexacts ou incom- 

plets ont été foumis; 
—- d'autres biens sont substitués aux biens 

2‘1 importer; 
e-— les conditions m-i-ses a la franchise ne 

sont pas -respectées. 

III.2.2.2. IMfiortatiofl défz'nz'tive d9: biem 
domf la livmz‘wn dam 1e pay: est 
exonérée 0% guz' .romt dextz'néy (2 

l’exportazz'on: 

Peuvent étre impoftées en franchise de 
TVA: — d’une part, les importations de biens 

v-isés é l’Article ~42 rdu CTVA, de mon— 
-naie, titres ‘de créance, timbres postes, 
etc. 

—. d’autre part, les importations faites par 
les personnes qui jouissent d’une auto- 
‘risation .prévue par I’Article 43 du 
CTVA. 

111.2.23. 'Réz'mpormiion ale biem: 

A. Réz'mpori‘atz'on ale biem quz' n’ont [745 
MM de travail :2 Z’e’tmnger: 

Peuvent étre .réimportés en franchise de 
TVA et le plus souvent aux conditions 
fi‘xées par la dbuane les biens visés aux 
Articles 29, 30, 32, 33 de -l’A.R. n°, 7, 
c’est—é-dire notamment les moyens de trans: 

port, les emballages, containers, effets per- 
sormels dans les bagages de voyageurs 
établis en Belgique, arm-imam: et autres 
biens Pour l’exploit-ation de Propriétés 
f-rontaliéres. 

B. Réz'mpomztz'on de kiem quz' ant subz' 2m 
travail oz; zme main-d’oezwre :2 l’émm- 
ger: 

En régle générale, la réimportation de 
biens qui ont subi un travail ou une main- 
d’oeuvr‘e 2‘1 ~1’ét-ranger ne peut bénéficier 
d’une franchise partielle que si l’i'mporta's 

teur est un non assujetti. 
La Ci-rculaire ~n° 63/1971 prise sur base de 
I’Article 51 de l’A.»R. n° 7 prévoit mute- 
fois 1a Po-ssibilité pour certa-isns assujettis 

de pratiquer les réimportations en franchi- 
se de TVA, tels les -égah'sés, les assujettis 

pantiels, les travailleurs 2‘1 fagon, les 'assu- 

jettis qu-i ne bénéficient pas de la franchise 
prévue par l’Article 43 du CTVA mais qui 
exportent .au moins 50% de leur produc- 
tion, les assujett-is qui .réimportent un bien 
d’investissement. > 

La franchise ‘n’est accordée notamment que 
5i: 
—— 1e destinataire a regu une autorisation 

de 1’Administration;3 
~— 1’ exportation et la réimportation ont été 

faites par la méme personne‘; — 1a réimportation‘ Par des 'frontiéres 

autres que les Pays-Bas ou le Luxem— 
' bourg a lieu da-ns l’a-nnée, 'avec décla- 
~ration 136.éc~r.ite; — l’ex’portation Par des fromtiéres autres 
que les Pays—Bas ou le Luxembourg a 

lieu moyennant une déclarat-ion d’ex— 

portation 69 dans laquelle on se réserve 
le droit de‘ réirnporter‘olne mention ad 

3. La. circulaire 63/1971 accorde d’office une 
autorisation générale aux non-assujettis et aux 
personnes visées £1 l’alinéa précédent. 
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hoc .jiIstifiant 1a franchise 1‘3. la réimpor— 
station doit figurer sur 'le document‘69)‘; 

—- un‘ document 45 B pour les assujettis et 
45 A jaune pour Les non-,assujettis est 
déposé en méme temps que la déclara— 
tion d’importation lorsque I’importa— 
tion est faite .par des frontiéres autres 
que les figontiéres intérieures du Bene- 
lux; — un document 45 A jaune est également 
déposé‘ en cas d’importation par les 
frOntiéres inténnes du Benelux.

‘ 

La franchise est partielle sauf en cas‘ de ré- 
paration sous garantie. Elle est éq‘u-iValente 
gm montant de la taxe calculée sur la val’ewr 
normale au jout de l’importation des b-iens, 
parties et piéces détachées qui ont été ex- 
portés, et en taux applicable aux biens im- 
portés. Dans 1a pratiquc, 1a taxe restant due 
est calculée sur le prix du travail augmenté 
des accessoires. 

CHAPITRE‘ IV - IMPORTA’I‘IONS DE BIENS 
DECLARES P’OUR LA FRANCHISE ' 

TEMPORAIRE 
IV.1. Importation de Biem Autre: qua dz; 

Matérz'el Dextiné a l’Exécuzfz'an ale 

Trqzwzztx 
Peuvent étre :impdrtés en franchise tempo- 
rai-xe, souvent moyennant autorisation et 
généralement sous 1e convert d’un docu- 
ment douan-ier ,,acqui-t 2‘1 caution 133” _Ie;s 
biens ‘visés aux articles 25 et 26 de l’A.R. 
n° 7, 2‘1 savoir notamment les effiets person— 
nels contenus dans les bagages des’ vbya— 
geurs établis é l’étranger, Ies films destinés 
2‘1 étre examinés, les biens d'evant étre sou- 
mis 2‘1 des' épreuves, les objets mobiliers 
usagés importés pour un séj our temporaire; 
les biens destjnés é‘étre exposés' dans des 
foirres, les vétementS‘et Abijoux envoyés é 
vue 2‘1 dies personnes qui ne font pas is com- 
merce de ‘biens de l’espéce, les‘ pigeons 
voyageurs, les oeuvres d’art importées pm: 
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les artistes, les animaux _et autres bi‘ens im- 
portés dans le cadre des prOpriétés limi- 
trophes. 

IV.2. Importation d‘e Matérz'el Dem‘né a 
l’Exécw‘ion ale Tmmux 

IV.2.1. Conditiom de fond: 
L’importation temporaire de matériel des- 
tiné é l’exécution de ‘t‘ravaux pent ébre ef- 
fectu‘ée, en franchise 511: base‘ des articles 

25, 27 et 28 de l’A.R. n° 7 et aux condi- 
tions fixées Par la :Circulaire -n°‘145/1971. 
La franchise =ne dépend pas d'e la‘ qualité 
de la personne (ass‘ujetti ou non assu'jetti). 
Une franchise tota‘le est accordée s-i 1e ma; 
tériel ne séjourne Pas‘ plus d’un an dans le 
pays aux conditions Lfixées par les circula-i- 
res 145/1970 (13" 15 &s.) et 13/1975. Elle 
est également totale Pour 1e maténiel énue 
méré ci-aprés qui ne séjOurne pas plus» de- 
deux ans: ' ' 

——-: 1e matériel qui sert é l’essai, au- c‘ontrél‘e 
on 51 ‘19. fabrication-d6 biens qui seront 
totalement exportés; 

.—— 1e matériel qui a' la nature d’emballage; 
'—— les containers; 
—- 1e matériel qui a la nature 'de moyen 

de transport;
' 

— les films cihématographiques publici- 
ta-ires et Gertains échantillons. 

Une franchise partielle est accordée soit si 
'l‘e 'matériel séj-ourne plus d’un an mais 
moins de deux ans, soit, dans le cas de ma— 
tériel qui peut séjour-ner deux ans, si les 
conditions mises é; l’oc't-roi de la franchise 
totale ne sont plus 'remplies.

‘ 

Lorsqu’u-ne franchise partielle est accordée, 
une taxe de 25% est d-ue; cette taxe -n’est 
pas déductib’le. 
La. franchise n’étant que temporaire, 1e ma- 
tériel doit étre réexpotté. 

IV.2;2~. Conditio'm ale forme: 
La franchise est subordonnée é -I’obtentio_n 
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d’une autorisati‘on délivrée Par 1e fonction- 
na-ire désigné par le Directeur Général des 
Douanes et Accises. 
L’importation en franchise totale donne 
Lieu 2‘1. la levée soit d’-un acquit 2‘1 caution 
133 avec dépét d’une déclaration A71/2, 
soit d’un carnet ATA ou E.C.S. ou d’un 
certificat 133V. 
En cas de changement d’affectation du ma- 
tériel, de nouveaux documents doivent étre 
levés. 
Dés que la. franchise me devient plus que 
Partielle, un document 45B pour les assu- 
jettis et un document 45A jaune pour les 
non-assujettis doit étre établi Pour assurer 
1e paiement -de la taxe de 2,5%. 
La réexportation du matériel doit étte con- 
statée PM une déclaration d’exportation n° 
68. 

IV.2.3. Renomz'atz'on a la franc/vise: 
Les bénéficiaires de la franchise peuvent 
demander qu’une destination autre que la 
réexportation soit donnée au matériel, é 
savoir 1a consommation, l’entrepét ou le 
transit; 

A. Déclamtz'on pour la comommatz'on: 
L’autorisation donnée par I’Administration 
des Douanes et Accises avec l’accord de 
l’Administration de la TVA n’est accordée 
que lorsque des circonstances spéciales 1e 

justifient. En cas de xrefus et a défaut de ré- 
exportation, l’intéressé commet nun.abus de 
franchise (voir paragraphe IV.2.4. ci— 

aprés). 
Lorsque 1a .renonciation pour la consomma— 
tion est autorisée, la base imposable et le 
taux seront déterm-inés A la date de la de- 
mande de renonciation. 
La maniére de décla-rer les biens en con- 
sommation se f-ait comma si les biens étai- 
en‘t normalement .ivntroduits dans le pays 2‘1 

la date ~de renonciation (Déclaration 45A 

on report de paiement selon ‘le cas, voir 
supra). Du montant de la taxe ainsi calcu- 
lée ne peut étre déduite la taxe de 25% 
qu-i, éventuell‘ement, a dfi étre payée. 

B. Entrepo‘t 021- tmmz't: 
La .renonciation a la franchise pour ces 
destinations se fait aux conditions prévues 
par la douane. 

IV.2.4. A5215 dc fmm/az'ye: 
L’jntéressé commet u-n abus de franchise si: — les renseignemeflts fournis sont in— 

exacts ou incomplets; 
—— 1e matériel est utilisé '5. d’autres fins que 

l’exécution de travaux; — d’autres biens sont substitués au maté- 
riel; 

—- Les conditions mises 2‘1 19. franchisé ne 
sont pas observée‘s. Tel sera 1e casde‘ 1a 
non-réexportation. 

En cas d’abus de franchise, les biens sont 
con'sidérés comme importés pour 15. con- 
sornmation. La base d’imposition sera dé- 
term-inée 5. la date de validafion du docu- 
ment de franchise at 1'1 y a lieu d’appliquer 
les régles tracées par l’A-rticle 23 a1. 2 du 
CTVA pour 1e taux. 
Sur 1e montant de la TVA due pourra 
toutefois étre imputée la taxe de 2',5% 
éVentueHement acquittée. 
Les amendes prévues par le code seront le 
cas échéant dues en plus d’un intérét .d'e re- 
tard de O,6%. 

CHAPI’I'RE V - IMPORTATION DE BIENS 
DECLARES EN TRANSIT 

L’importation ‘2‘1 destination d-u transit se 
fait aux conditions ptévues par la douane. 
Lor’squ’il est renpncé au transit pour une 
nouvelle destination, les biens sont censés‘ 
étre importés au moment oil ils regoivent 
cette nouvelle destination. 
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CHAPITRE VI - IMPORTATION ‘D‘E B'IENS 
DECLARES EN ENTREPOT ‘ 

‘

. 

L’importation 2‘1 destination d’un efitreppt 
public, particulier ou fictif, ainsi que le sé» 
jour en entrepét a lieu aux conditions. 
f=ixées pa-r 1a vdouane.

. 

Lorsqu’il est renoncé 5L l’entrepét pour une 
nouvelle destination, les biens .s-ont censéé 
étre importés au moment 011 £15 regoivent 
cette :nouvelle destination. 

7 La cession de biens en entrepét Peut ,égale- 
ment avoir lieu en franchise de TVA. 
Toutefois lorsque des biens qui ont été 

J. AUTENNE 

cédés en entrepét son't enlevés de l’entrepé‘t 
pour la consommation, la franchise de 
TVA n’est maintenue que pour la cession 
qui a été con'sentie au destinataire et, le'cas 
échéant, pour les cessions précédentes (Art. 
.14 Para. 2, AR. n° 7). 

CH-APITRE VII - REGULARISATION DES 
ERREURS COMMISES DANS LE 
DOCUMENTS 45 I 

Une ciréu‘laire n° 65/1972 en fixe les mo- 
dalités d’application. 
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DOCUMENTS s 5* 
UNITED STATES 
Permanent establishment * 

Advice has been requested Whether an 
Australian corporation that ships goods to 
the United_States on a consignement basis 
for. sale therein is subject to the Federal 
income tax with respect to such activity 
under the provisions of the Income Tax 
Convention between :the United States and 
Australia (the Convention), T. D. 6108, 
1954-2 C. B. 614. 
P, a foreign corporation organized under 
the laws of Australia, manufactures pro.- 
ducts distributed in various countries. S, a 
domestic corporation Whose principal place 
of business is" in the United States, is a 
Wholly owned subsidiary of P. P sells its 

products at arm’s-length prices to S, a 
United States distributor for the products. 
S, on its own behalf, then sells such pro- 
ducts (at Prices it determines) to inde- 
pendent retailers and Wholesalers through- 
out the United States. In addition, P sells 
its products at arm’s-length prices to other 
unrelated and independent distributors in 
the United States. These distributors do not 
constitute permanent establishments of P 
under the Convention. 
The agreement between P and S provides, 
among other things, that products will be 
delivered to a carrier at P: plant in Aus- 
tralia, to be forwarded by such carrier for 
and on behalf of, and at the expense and 
risk of, .S‘ {0' such point or points in the 
United States as 5' may designate. All re- 
sponsibility for such products is assumed 
by S’ which may firom time to time and 
without notice to or consent of P move 
such products :to such locations as it de- 
sites. 

The products are held by S on consign- 
ment. The title to and ownership of such 

products is in -P until purchased by S in 
accordance with the provisions of the 
agreement. The purchase by S from P takes 
place immediately prior to .the sale of such 
products by S. 
The agreement further provides that S is 
responsible to P for damage, destruction, 
theft,~ or loss of goods prior to purchase by 
S. S bears the cost of insurance of the con- 
signed goods with the loss payable :to P. 
Upon request, S furnishes P with an in- 
ventory of all products held on consign- 
ment, but it is not liable to account to P 
for the proceeds of sales made by S. Also, 
S is under no obligation to purchase the 
consigned Products. P has the right. to re- 
call any consigned products prior to the 
time of their Purchase by S. 
P has no employees in the United States 
and conducts no other business in the Unit- 
ed States. S sells in its own name to its 
own customers. 
Article III(1) of the Convention Provides, 
in Part, that an Australian enterprise shall 
not be subject :to United States tax in re- 
spect of its industrial or commercial profits 
unless it is engaged in trade or :business in 
the United States through a permanent 
establishment therein. 
Article II(1)(0) of the Convention de- 
fines the term “permanent establishment”, 
in patt, as meaning a branch, agency, man- 

*- Revenue Ruling 76-322 published in Internal 
Revenue Bulletin 1976-34, 14 (August 23, 
1976). This ruling deal with the [concept of per~ 
manent establishment under the U.S.—Australian 
tax treaty. It is, however, of broad interest since 
almost all US. tax treaties contain language 
nearly identical to the U.S.—Australian tax treaty. 
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agerfient or fiXed place of business'fWhere 
an enterprise of one of .the Contracting 
‘States has a subsidiary corporation that is 
engaged in trade or business in the other 
State, Whether through a permanent estab- 
lishment or otherwise, or has an agent :in 
that other State (other than a agent who 
has and habitually exercises, a general 
authority to negotiate and conclude con- 
tracts on- behalf of that enterprise, or regu- 
larly fill‘s‘ orders on. its behalf frOm a stock 
of. goods locatefil in that other State)? that 
enterprise shall not, merely by reason there- 
of, be deemed to have a permanent -e_stéb- 
lishmen‘t in,that other State. 
Under ‘the concepts of :the Convention, the 
absence of a permanent establishment, on. 
the part of awn-enterprise having business 
dealings in the country concerned, is based 
in part upon the Premise that such business 
dealings are handled through a commission 
agent, broker or other independent agent. 
A subsidiary corporation will be treated as 
an independent agent, as distinguished 
from an agent of the parent, under similar 
circumstances. The subsidiary corporation’s 
presence in the country concerned, where 
it is engaged in- trade or business, is by it- 
self no basis to hold‘ that the parent cor- 
poration has a permanent establishment in 

DOCUMENTS 

such country, unless the subsidiary has and 
habitually exercises a general authority to 
cdntract for its parent, 01: as an agent of 
the Parent regularly fills- orders of goods 
on behalf of the parent from a stock 70f the 
parent’s goods located in- such country, 
Under the agreement in the instant case, 
neither a limited agency nor a general 
agency is established., The relationship be- 
tween P and S is that :of seller and pur- 
chaser, since the power thatS has in deter- 
mining when title to .the consigned goo‘ds 
passes‘from P is exercisable only as 2i pur- 
chaser. See Rem Rul. 163-113,, 196371 C. B. 
410; which holds under substantially simi- 
lar circumstances, that the :elationship be- 
tween 21 foreign corporation; and an unre- 
lated consignee was that of seller and put- 
chaser. Further, since S is not considered 
P’s, agent, although P ‘has a “stock of 
goods” in the United States, P' has no em- 
ployee or agent in the United States that 
could fill orders from such stock of goods 
Accordingly, P does not have a permanent 
establishment in the United States within 
the meaning of the Convention. Therefore, 
the income derived by P from transactions 
with S, its subsidiary, in accordance with 
the terms of the agreement disCussed here- 
in, .is not subject -to Federal income tax. 
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GERMAN FEDERAL 
REPUBLIC 
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Engfinzungslieferung Mérz 1976. By KORN- 
-DIETZ—DEBATIN. Munich, Verlag C. H. Beck, 
1976. 506 pp., DM 48.50. 
Supplement Match 1976 to loose-leaf publication 
on German international double taxation treatieS 
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planation thereto appended by Debatin; text of 
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Brazil signed June 27, 1975; implementing pro- 
visions to the 1971 German-Swiss tax treaty and 
a. revised list on tax literature updated as of July 
1, 1975 and other minor changes and additions 
to the main Work. 
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By R. Mittelbach. Cologne, Peter D'eubner Ver- 
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By H. Becker. Cologne, Otto Schmidt Verlag, 
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A summary of each report in English, French, 
German and Spanish is appended. The report by 
the general reporter Yaakov Neemen is fully 
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To meet the future information needs of the international businessman and 
his financial and legal advisers, the International Bureau of Fiscal Docu- 
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the normal cost of gathering the information yourself — although the continued importance of seeking local professional advice 
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Further details freely available upon request. 

Dfl, 850 including up-to-date basic volume in four binders PLUS AN AIR- 
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For residents of The Netherlands: prices are exclusive of VAT (BTW) 

INTERNATEOINAL BUREAU OF FISCAL DOCUMENTATION 
Muiderpoort -— Sarphatistraat 124 —-g Amsterdam-C ‘— Holland 
Telex: 13217 — Tel.: (0]20-23.57.23 —— Amro Bank N.V. Account No. 41 13 90 600. 
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ARTICLES as
* 

PROF. DR. VADIM LISOWSKY *: 

EINIGE VOLKERRECHTLICHE FRA‘GEN 
DER DOPPELBESTEUERUNG 

Das Valkerrecht enthéilt keine Normen, 
die die Staaten verpflichten, Aus‘l'dnder 

(physische rand jurisfische Personen). und 
ihr Vermégen von der Besteuerung zu be- 
fxeien. Die ‘geltende Praxis, soweit sie sich 
aus den zahlreichen internationalen Kon- 
ventionen ergibt, beweist, class Auslander 
in der Regel hinsichtlith der Besteuerung 
den gleichen Regelungen unterliegen, wie 
die Biirger des betreffenden Sfaates. 
Zwischen den Staaten gibt es selten Strei- 

_ tigkeiten hinsichtlich des Rechts‘ des terri- 
torialen Souvetiins, ausliindische physische 

‘ und jurist-ische Personen Oder ausléindisches 
Eigentum, das sich im Bereich ihrer Juris- 
diktion befindef, zu besteuefn. 
Komplizierter ist die Frage, in welchem 
Masse die Staaten gegenseit-ig auf die Aus- 
iibung ihres Rec‘hts auf Besteuerung der 
A-uslandet oder ihres‘ Vermb'gens verzich- 
ten sollen. In den meisten Fallen erhebt 
sich diese Frage damn, wenn der sine und 
der andere Staat das Recht haben, den be- 
treffenden Auslélnde‘r (Oder sein Vermé- 
gen) getrennt zu besteuem. In diesem 
Falle handelt ,es sich um 'eine Doppelbe- 
steuerung. 

Um eine Doppelbesteuerung (ein und des- 
selben Ausléinders Oder seinesVerméSgens) 
zu vermeiden, ist es erforderlich, die Prio- 
Aritélt des einen Staates aniuerkennen. Lo- 
gischerweise sollte in diesen Fillen die 
Prioritéit des Staates anerkannt werden, der 
mit dem Subjekt und Objekt der Besteue- 
rung juristisch stirker verbunden ist. 
Um dieses vélkerrechtliche Prinzip reali- 

sibren zu ké‘nnen ist es erforderlich, dass 
die beiflnq interessierten Staaten ein Vélker- 
rechtliches Abkommen zur Beseitigung de'r 
Doppelbesteuerung abSch‘liessen, da die 
Doppelbesteuerung die Effektivitéit norma- 
ler Wirtschaftsbez'iehungen zwischen den 
beteiligten Lind‘em beeintréichfigt. 
Bei der.Entscheidung der Frage nach Be- 
seitigung der Doppelbesteuefung dfirfen 
nicht die unmittelbaren fiskalischen Int'e- 

ressen irgend‘eines Staates im‘ Vordergrund 
stehen, sondem die Interessen der interna- 
tionalen Zusammenarbeit und deren Ent- 
Wicklung, Wie das in Art. 17 der Chatta 
der 6konomischen Rechte‘ und Pflichten 
der Staaten vergesehen ist, die von der 
XIX. Tagung der UNO-Vollversammlung 
(im Dezember 1974) angenommen wurde. 
Zahlreiche vélkerrechtliche Abkommen 
fiber die Beseitigung der Doppelbesteue- 
rung sind, ausgehend von den praktischen 
Interessen, auf dem Gebiete der Handels— 
schiffahrt abgeschlossen warden. 
In einer Reihe von Landem gibt es Ge- 
setze, auf-nund vderen‘ d-ie staatlichen Or- 
gane berechtigt sind, von ausléindischen 
Schiffseignem so'wie von den Eigentfimem 
von Lufttransportmitteln Steuem auf die 
Einnahmen und Gewinne zu erheben‘, die 
auS' d‘em kommerziellen Betrieb von See- 
schiffen und der z’ivilen Luftfahrt ent- 
‘springen. Die unterschiedliche H6he sol- 

cher Steuem wird gewfihnlich in Frozen- 

* Leiter des Lehrstuhles Recht am Finanzinstitut 
Moskau. 
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ten zur Frachtsumme erhoben (bei See- 
und Luftbeférderungen). In verschiedenen 
Lindem wird ausserdem das Vermfigen der 
ausléindischen Schiffs- und Luftfahrtgesell- 
schaften mit Steuer belegt. Der Besteue- 
mag am Arbeitsort unterliegt a-uch der Ar- 
beitsverdienst der Arbeiter und Angestell- 
ten, die bei ausléindischen Sch‘iffseignern 
und Eigentiimem von Lufttransportmitteln 
besch'alftigt sind. Auf die gleichen Tatbe- 
stande miissen die ausléindischen Schiffs- 
eigner und Eigentiimer von Lufttranspor-tl 
-_mitteln Steuern auch -im eigehen Lande 
zahlen. Das bezieht sich auch auf den Ar- 
beitslohn ihrer Arbeiter und Angestellten. 
Das ergibt eivne doppelte Besteuerung, die 
sich Inegativ auf die Entwicklung interna- 
tionaler Beférderungen mit ,diesen Trans- 
portar-ten auswirkt. 
Infolgedesse'n schliessen die Staaten Ab- 
kornmen fiber die gegenseitige Befreiung 
ausléindischer Schiffsgesellschaften und 
Luftfahrtslinien und deren Angestellten 
von der Steuerzahlung. 
Hie: einige Beispiele, die sich auf die Ver- 
tragspraxis der Sowjetunion z-u Fragen der 
Beseitigung der Doppelbesteuerung be- 
ziehen: 
Aufgrund der Gesetze der Sowjetunion 
sind die Wasser- und Lufttransportun-ter~ 
nehmen staatl-ichés Eigentum. IFQIglich sind 
die sowjeti§chen Organisationen, die die 
Se’eschiffahrt bzw. zivile Luftfahrt unmit- 
telbar betreiben, keine Eigentiimer des ge- 
nannten Verméigens. Staat dessen 
——- verwi-tklichen sie, vom Staat dazu be- 

vollméichtigt, die Wirtschaftliche Ver- 
waltung dieses Vermégens; 

~*-— haben sic die Rechte einer juristischen 
Person. 

Kraft dieser Rechtsgrundlagen sind solche 
Betriebe selbstiindige Rechtssubjekte. 

Das den entsprechende Schiffahrtsgesell— 

schaften und Luftfahrtbetrieben Zugeteilte 
Vermégen ist Eigentum 'des Sowjetstaates 
und dieser Umstand best-immt die Haupt- 
merkmale ihres Rechtsregimes. 
In Anbetracht dessen, dass ein auslfindi— 
sche: Staat steuerliche Immu-nitfit geniesst, 
beanspruchen das sowjetische staatliche 
Verméigen, die sowjetischen See- und Luft- 
transportmittel betreilbenden staatl-ichen 
Betriebe', und ebenso auch deren Angestell- 
te hinsichtlich der Einnahmen, Gewinne, 
Vermégen und Lfihne Besteuerungsfreiheit 
in 'einem andeten Staat. 

Ungeachtet der steuerlichen Immunitéit des 
ausléindischen Staates warden deren staat- 
liche See- und Luftfahrtbetriebe sowie die 
Léhne und Gehéilter der Arbéiter und An- 
gestellten in verschiedenen Lin-dam mit 
Steuem belegt. 
Ang'esichts dieser Lage der Dinge verein- 
bart die Sowjetunion bei Abschluss zwi- 
schenstaatlicher Abkommen fiber die Sec- 
handelsschiffahrt die Aufnahme .der Be- 
dingung, dass auf eitie Doppelbesteuerung 
gegenseitig verzichtet‘wird. Dadurch ist 

gewiihrleistet, dass die sowjetischen Schiff- 
fahrtsgesellschaften von der Zahlung firt- 
licher Steuem auf die Fracht in ausliindi- 
schen Hifen‘ befreit sind. 
Solche Bedingungen wu-rden in das mehr— 
seitige Abkom-men zwischen 'der Volksre— 
publik Bulgarien, der Unga-rischen Volks- 
republik, der Deutschen Demokratischen 
Republik, der Sozialistischen Republik Ru- 
mfinien, der Union der SSR und der Tschea 
choslowakischen Sozialistischen Republik 
aufgenommen. Die Bedingung fiber die 
Befrei-ung von der Doppelbesteuerung f-in- 
det sich auch in den Abkommen der Sow- 
jetunion fiber di_e Seehandelsschiffahrt mit 
England, Algerien, Belgisch-Luxemburgi- 
sche Union, Brasilien, Dinemark, Italien, 
Marokko, N orwegen und Frankreich. 
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Die Abkommen enthalten allgemei-ne Be- 
stimmungen dariiber, dass S‘chiffahrtsge- 
sellschaften und Betriebe mit einem‘ eige- 
nen Vervva'ltungs- und Kontrollorgan auf 
dem Territorium einer vertragschliessenden 
Partei a-uf Idem Territorium der- gmderen 
v‘ertragschliessenden' Partei .nicht besteuert 
werden, i-nsbesondere ‘n-icht den Gewinne 
11nd Verméigenssteuem u-nterliegen. Zu be- 
merken ist, dass diese Abkommen ei-nige 
unterschiedl-iche Formulierungen a-ufwei: 
sen, aber in alien ist die Aufhebung der 
Doppelbesteuerung festgelegt rand folglich 
tragen sic zu-r Entwicklung des See- und 
Luftverkehrs zwischen den Verttagspartei- 
en bei. 

Die Sowjetunion hat mit Frankreich ein‘ 

Sonderabkommen ,,Uber die Beseitigung 
der Doppelbesteuerung auf dem Gebiete 
des Luft- vund' Seetra-nsports‘“ abgeschlos- 
sen.. 

Auf' Grund dieses A‘bk‘ommens sind die 
sowjetiSchen Luft- und Seetransportbetrie- 
be in Frankreich von allen Steuem au‘f 

Einkiinfté Lind Gewinne, die sie du-rch den 
'Betrieb d‘er Luft— und Seeschiffe 'haben, . 

befreit; desgleichen von der Handels— und 
Industriesteuez auf Anlagen, die von die- 
sen Betrieben genutzt werden. Gleichzeitig 
sind die franzésischen Luft- un-d Seetrans- 
portbetriebe in der Sowjetunion von allen 
Steuem auf Ein‘nahmen und Gewinne be- 
freit, die sie vom Betrieb der Luft— und 
Seeschjffe haben. 

Waiter ist vereinbart, .dass sowjetische Biir- 
get, die sich fiir die Arbeit in den sowjet-i- 
schen Luft- und Seetra-nsportbetrieberr in 
Frankreich aufhalten, von aIIen fra-nzési- 

schen Steuern auf Einnahmen, die sie aus 
dieser ihrer Tatigkeit erhalten, befreit sind. 
Das gleiche gilt fiit franzésische Bagger, 
die in der Sowjetunion in franz6sischen 
Betrieben des Luft- und Seetransports be- 
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schéiftigt sind. Auch sie sifid von allen 
sowjetischen Steuem auf Eink‘iin‘fte befreit, 
die sie fiir ihre Arbeit erha'lten. 

U-nter Beriicks‘ichtigung des Umstandes, 
dass das Abk'Om'men die innerstaatliche 
Steuergesetzgebung jeder vertragschliessen- 
den Partei ‘beriihrt, ist vereinba-rt, dass’ es 
am ersten Tag vdes Monats in Kraft tr‘ittz 

dér auf den Austausch def Bénachrichti- 
gungen fol‘gt, ‘dass die erford’erliche ‘ver- 

fassungsméssige Best‘fit'igung in beiden 
‘Staaten erfolgte. Dieses Abkommen -ist am 
1. Juli- 1971 in Kraft getreten. Am 31. 
Mirz 1956 hat die ‘Sowjetun-ion ein Abe 
komrnen mit Dinemark iibpt den Luft- 
verkehr .abgeschlossen. I'm Protokoll vom 
9. Februar 1971 zu diesem zwischenstaat- 
lichen Abkommen‘ sind ahnliche Bestim— 
mungen fiber die gegenseitige Befreiung 
der Luftfahrtbetriebe uvnd ihrer Angestell— 
ten von der Besteuerung vorgesehen. 
A-uf Grand disses Abkommens werderr die 
sowjetischen Lufttmnsportbetriebe in .Déi- 
nemark von allen Steuem auf Einnahmen 
und Gewinnez die sie aus dem Vezkauf von 
Luftbeféirderungen erzielen, sowie von 
Steuem auf das in Danem‘ark sicli 'befin- 

dende Vermégen befreit. Umgekehrt wer- 
den '-die d’aln-ischen Luftfahrtbetriebe in der 
'Sowjetunion ebenfalls von allen Sfeuern 
und Einnahmen und Gewin-nen, die sie 
dutch den Verka-uf der Luftbeférderungen 
erzielen, befreit, ebenso auch von den 
Steuern auf das in der Sowjetu-nion be- 
findliche Vermfigen. 
Weiter ist vorgesehen, dass die Angestell- 
ten und Mitarbeiter der sowjetischen Luft~ 
fahrtbetriebe in D'alnema-rk, die Bfirger der 
UdSSR .sind, von allen dinischen Steuem 
auf Einnahmen befreit sind, die sie fiir 

ihre A'rbeit in dem genannten Luftfahrt- 
betrieb erhalten. Das gleiche gilt, im Rah-
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Mitarbeiter und Angestellten der Luft- 
fahrtgesellschaften, die sich in der Sowjet- 
union befinden. 
Das Abkommen sieht vor, dass das Proto- 
koll am Tage des Notenaustausches fiber 
die Erfiillung der Formalitéiten, die die 
nationale Gesetzgebung der Sowjetunion 
und die Gesetzgebung Dinemarks vorsieht, 
in Kraft tritt. Der Notenéustausch erfolgte 
fiber diplomatische Kanéile. Dieses Proto— 
koll‘ ist am 12. Mirz 1971 in Kraft gette- 

' 
ten. 

Ahnliche’ Protokolle wurden von der Sow- 
jetunion unterzeichnet mit: — Norwegen am 11. Februar 1971 in 

Verbindung mit dem Abkommen zwi- 
schen der Regierung der Union der 
SSR und der Regiefung Norwegens 
fiber den Luftverkehr vom 21. Méirz 
1956;

I 

—-— Schweden am 8. Februar 1971 in Ver- 
bindu-ng mit dem Abkommen zwischen 
der Regierung der Union der SSR und 
der Regierung Schwedens fiber den 
Luftverkehr vom 31. Mfirz 1956. 

Die Konvention zwischen der Union der 
Sozialistischen Sowjetischen Republik und 
den ‘Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika zu 
Fragen der Besteuemng (vom 20. Juni 

1973) sieht die Regelung der Beziehungen 
auf diesem Gebiet zwischen den 'vertrag- 
schliessenden Parteien vor. In der Kon- 
vention sind ausfiihrlich die Arten von 
Einnahmen festgelegt, die nur auf dem 
Territorium einer der Vertragsparteien zu ' 

besteuern -sind, wfihrend sie auf dem Terri- 
torium der anderen Partei steuerfrei sind. 

Die Konvention sieht vor, dass von Ein- 
nahmen aus OperatiOnen internationaler 
Beféirderungen auf Seeschiffen und aus 
Geschiiften mit Schiffen, die ffir internan 
.tionale Beférderungen genutzt werden, 
keine Steuem zu zahlen sind. Die Besat- 
zungsmitglieder zahlen Steuem von der 
Vergfimng, die sie fiir Lohnarbeit erhalten, 
nut an den Flaggenstaat. 
Die Dopp'elbesteuerung trfigt .nicht zur 
Entwicklung der internationalen Witt- 
schaftsbeziehungen bei, sondern behindert 
diese vsogar in einem gewissen Masse. 
Daher ist die Entscheidung der Frage nach 
Beseitigung der Doppelbesteuerung auf 
breiter vélkerrechtlicher Basis, unter Be- 
rficksichtigung der entstandenen vélker- 
rechtlichen Praxis und untet Berficksichti- 
gang der in den verschiedenen Staaten 
geltenden Steuersysteme, von unmittelba- 
rem politischen und Wirtschaftlichen In- 

teresse.
‘ 
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. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Israeli income tax system has been 
criticized as one of the main causes of the 
shortcomings of. Israeli society. Moral d’e- 
cadence, corruption, disregard for (truth, 
the drive towards materialism, the decline 
of long-established values, acquiescence in 
injustice and the widening of the gap be- 
tween the “haves” and the “have nots” —— 
to name but a- feW — have been ascribed 
to if. Rarely has a tax’ system as such, been 
credited with the ability 'to contribute so 
little good. Admittedly, the tax system be~ 
came an easy scapegoat to blame for the 
Weaknesses of Israeli society. More than 
the tax system has gone wrong; the very 
fibre of Israeli society has come under a 
strain for which Israelis were ill-prepared. 
It Would therefore be more accurate to 
describe the Israel-i tax scene during the 
Past few years as one of the symptoms of 
the malady, but not as the sickness itself. 

The cry for “tax reform” is not new and 
has been heard for almOst a decade. The 
growing awareness of the disgrace involved 
in a system Where all are criminal offend- 
ers but hardly any are prosecuted, gave it 
new momentum. Interestingly, it Was the 
Treasury which tried to conceal the need 
for reform. Its spokesmen expressly stéted 
that the system was functioning well and - 

that tax evasion was simply the» product of 
the imagination of the average Israeli. De- 
spite these consoling remarks, the public 
pezsisted in its demand fOr tax reform. 
Finally, on 15 Dec. 1974, a Public Commit- 
tee, headed 'by Professor Ben Shahar of Tel 
Aviv University (and therefore known as 
the Ben Shahar Committee), was given the 
task of bringing forth proposals for an 

overall reform. The Committee was re- 

quested to ensure the equitable redistribu- 
tion of the national income and the elimi- 
nation of distortions and their negative in- 
fluence on productivity and the morals of 
the taxpayer. The Minister of Finance also 
\requested the Committee to consider .its 

recommendations in light of the wage po- 
licy and the needs of t'hé Treasury. 
The Ben Shahar Committee worked un- 
tiringly until, on 12 ‘March, 1975, it pre- 
sented its recommendations to the Minister 
of Finance. The Gavemment, afraid of the 
fury of particular sectors of .the taxpaying 
Population, decided to adopt the recom- 
mendations in their entirety. The recom- 
mendations, coupled with this decision, re; 
ceived Widespgead public acclaim. On 9 
June 1975, the Bill proposing the Reform 
Was published. The Knesset reacted quickly 
and, with hardly any opposition, Passed 
its first reading. The Finance Committee 
struggled with the Bill for a number of 
weeks, attempting to pass it by 1 July, 
(Several changes were inserted in, the Bill 
and several deviations from the Ben ‘Shahar 
Committee’s recommendations were intro- 
duced. Finally, on 20 July, 1975, the tax 
reform was enacted. Since then, tax reform 
has been a talking point all over the coun- 
try. 

II. BROADENING THE TAX BASE 

a) In General , 

The main slogans of those in Israel who 
demanded 'the Reform and deemed it 

* 'Advocateg Law Offices Rafael and Efrati, Tel 
Aviv, Israel. ' 
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essential to the restoration of moral inte- 
grity were “Broaden the tax base" and 
“Away with the erosion of the tax base”. 
While these slogans depicted accurately the 
prevailing weaknesses of the late-Reform 
tax system, they were, for the most part, 
out of place 'in a purely legal context. For 
the Ordinance, as such, did not sanction 
the practices which the layman came to 
consider to have been prescribed by it. On 
the coptrary. Prior to the Reform, the tax 
base laid down by 'the Ordinance was quite 
wide' and comprehensive. The amendments 
intended to destroy the so-called “contract- 
ed tax base", were therefore, more of a 
psychological than a legal need. 
The Israeli tax scene prior to the Reform 
was chaotic. But, strangely enough, the 
average Israeli found it quite normal and it 
is the Reform which he finds somewhat 
incomprehensible. In effect, the steep pro- 
gressi-Vity of the rates of tax, coupled with 
their high percentage, when computed to~ 
gether with the compulsory bans, were a 
catalyst to using tax terminology designed 
-to describe expénses incurred in the pro- 
duction of income, as unquestionable tax 
free income in the hands of the “reim- 
burSed” and allowable deductions to the 
reimburser. The general collapse of the 
Israeli tax base can, in the main, be attri- 
buted to "‘car expenses”. Such “expenses” 
Were paid to employees and excluded from 
their taxable income, whether or not they 
used their cars for the production of their 
employer’s income and sometimes, whether 
or not they owned a car. The game was 
played merely for the sake of formality by 
the filing of fictitious meticulous reports, 
detailing long untravelled jqurneys. Com» 
pany cars used almost exclusively for 
pleasure were quite a common untaxed 
fringe benefit referred to as “car expen- 
SCS . 

DR. AMN ON RAFAEL 
The conversion of allowances for clothing 
(termed “workn clothes”), private tele- 
phones, entertainment, trips abroad, re- 

presentation and similar expenses, and 
contributions to funds far the maintenance 
of professional adequacy, among others, 
into tax free income, all contributed to the 
narrowing of the tax base. These alloWan- 
ces were allowed as a deduction to the 
payor and went untaxed at :the recipient’s 
level. Moreover, special arrangements such 
as those won by the airline crews, allowed 
for the inclusion of foreign currency in 
gross income at unrealistic and ridiculously 
low rates of exchange, thus substantially 
increasing the employee’s after-tax salary. 
In certain cases, employees were given 
valuable tax-fireé gifts, price reductions on 
the Purchase of goods or coupons good ,for 
purchases at certain stores, non-interest or 
low interest bearing loans, stock options 
fixing a purchase Price much lower than 
the fair market value of the stock, and 
fictitious overtime Payments and premiums 
received as incentives for increased Produc- 
tivity. It should be stressed that only a 
small fraction of these so-called‘ expenses 
were sanctioned by law, e.g., Professional 
literature; and that ‘a greater part, were 
merely extra-legal concessions. 

b) I meme 
The Reform introduced several amend- 
ments in order :to make it quite clear that 
the pre—Reform situation would no longer 
be tolerable. These changes were aimed 
basically at capturing all fringe benefits 
and other allowances within employment 
income, and at a widening of the tax base 
in general. 

c) Expense; 

The Reform brought about a new set of 
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regulations prohibiting :the deduction of 
certain- expenses. Paramount among these 
are the prohibitions upon the deduction of 
expenses incurred .in travelling and tele- 

phone expenses. 

III. TAXATION OF THE INDIVIDUAL 

A major significant change in the taxation 
of the individual is the linking of the 
threshold of taxable income ‘to the cost-of; 
living _index. Prior to the Reform, pay- 
ments resulting from increases in the cost- 
ofeliving index went tax free. These pay- 
ments are now fully taxable. However, the 
entire threshold of taxes is increased by its 
linkage to the cost-of-living index. Hence, 
the credits, exemptions and tax ceilings, 
are all linked to the inflationary spiral. 

IV. TAXATION OF COMPANIES 

The Reform has left intact the funda- 
mental. concept on: which the taxation of 
companies is based. The company pays a 
company tax of 40% and an income tax of 
35% on its undistributed prof-its; For Pu-r- 
pases of computing the income 'tax, the 
company tax and the dividends distributed 
to the shareholders are excluded from 
chargeable incomé. Thus, the effective rate 
of both taxes, levied on undistributed pro- 
fits, is 61%. This rate can be lowered by 
distributing dividends, which may, in turn, 
go tax free in .the hands of shareholders 
with carryover losses or small gross in- 
come. Prior to the Reform, the Ordinance 
provided for .a maximum tax of 50% on 
dividends‘received, by non-corporate tax- 
payers. This concept, which infers a desire 
to somewhat mitigate the effects of double 
income taXation, remains in force after the 

Reform, except that the rate has been 
lowered to 45%. Thus, dividends received 
by an individual will bear a maximum tax 
of 67%, as opposed to 71% prior to the 
Reform (without taking into consideration 
the compulsory loans, which W'ould bring 
about an effective tax rate of over 95%, 
if considered in their entirety as a tax). It 
should be noted that, from a tax point of 
view, the principle discouraging the use of 
corporations as a business vehicle now gov- 
ems. The maximum tax on an individual’s 
chargeable income is, 60%, while the rate 
on undistributed earnings is 61% "and that 
on distributed earnings ‘can. reach 67%. 
As .a result of the Reform, tax Planners 
will have to readjust their thinking Pre- 
sumably, more taxpayers than before will 
prefer to conduct their businesses as indivi- 
duals or in partnerships. Where companies 
will be used, loan rather than share capital 
financing will be recommended from a tax 
vantage point. Dividends "will probably be 
distributed more often than Prior to the 
Reform and companies’ resources are liable 
to suffer. 

V. TAXATION OF CAPITAL GAINS 

One of the most interesting changes intro- 
duced by the Reform concerns the taxation 
of capital gains. The change is not, as 
might appear to the uninitiated, of a rave- 
lutionary-nature. The basic pzemiée, in ac- 
cordance with which capital gains are not 
taxed as ordinary income, remains in full 
force and effect. The amendments intro- 
duced are, from 2; Conceptual and philo- 
sophical point of view, of a cosmetic rather 
than of a substantive quality. The.co$metic 

A 
changes emerge strongly due to the de jure — as opposed to de facto —— recognition 
now given to the inflationary element in- 
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herent in the capital gain. Under the Re- 
form, the capital gain is divided into the 
“meal capital gain” and the “inflationary 
excess”. Once a capital gain has been dis- 
sected into the real capital gain and the 
inflationary excess, the tax can be comput- 
ed. In the case of an individual, the capital 
gains tax will be levied in accordance with 
the vrates imposed on the vendor’s ordinary 
income, on that part of the gain which 
comprises the real capital gain. In deter- 
mining the rate of tax applicable to the 
individual, the capital gain is regarded as 
being at the top slice of the vendor’s 
chargeable income. The tax on the infla- 
tionary excess, is levied at a flat rate of 
10%. In no event, however, may the 
entire tax imposed on the capital gain ex- 
ceed 50% of the capital gain‘. Where the 
taxpayer is a body of persons e.g., com- 
panies, cooperatives, etc, the ‘real capital 
gain is subject to a flat tax of 61%. The 
inflationary excess is subject to the same 
10% tax applicable in the case of an in- 
dividual. The tax may not exceed, as in the 
case of an individual, 50% of the capital 
gain.

4 

The rates discussed above do not apply to 
short-term capital gains. Where a capital 
asset is sold within one year of its acquisi- 
tion, no adjustment is made for the in- 
flationary excess and the entire capital gain 
is deemed to be the real capital gain. 
Where the capital asset is sold during the 
second year following its acquisition, the 
inflationary excess is computed by deem- 
ing the date of the acquisition of the asset 
to have moved forward from :the date on 
which it was originally acquired by the 
number of full months which remain until 
the closing of the second year from the 
date of the sale. 1 

Similar Provisions have been introduced 
into the Land Appreciation Tax Law, 
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1963, although these provisions are not 
identical with those of the Income Tax 
Ordinance. It is assumed and hoped, that 
shortly the Land Appreciation Tax will be 
meshed into chapter E of the Income Tax 
Ordinance. Of importance, are the new 
provisions which deal with the sale of per- 
sonal residence which allow either for a 
total exemption or for a carryover basis. 

VI. THE “NEW ERA” IN TAXPAYER — 
TAX AUTHORITIES RELATIONS 

The Reform is designated to open a' néw, 
hopefully golden, éra in the relationship 
of taxpayer-tax authorities. Many Israeli 

practitioners are convinced that the real 
Achilles heel of the Israeli tax system, was 
the bad relationship between taxpayer and 
tax collector. Characteristic of the situation 
were the failure to maintain proper books 
and records; the assessing of income on the 
basis of published statistical tables drawn 
up for the various econ'omic sectors, in con- 
sultation or agreement with representatives 
of the relevant economic sector; bargaining 
in a style reminiscent of the mid-Eastern 
markets amidst great mistrust on both 
sides; the feeling that the burden was 
divided vinequitably, mainly as a result of 
the fact that taxes were levied on statistical 
rather than actual income; the lack of re- 
gard for the law demonstrated by both the 

‘ 
taxpayers and the tax authorities; and, last 
but not least, the prevalence among many 
taxpayers of the notion that, no matter 
what records were kept, the assessing offi- 
cer would, in the final analysis, base his 
assessment on his best judgment ‘rather 

than on the iaxpayetfs word. To overcome 
the feelings of hostility and mistrust ens 
gendered by this situation, revolutionary 
changesas oppo'sed to a mere Reform are 
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required. But the law can only provide 
Reform. Willingness to comply with the 
Reform will have to emerge from a long 
and extensive educational process. Taxes 
Change overnight —- taxpayer‘s do not. 
The Reform sets out from the very basic ‘ 

premise that the collection of ‘taxes‘ de- 
pends on the submission of true informa— 
tion to the tax authorities. Therefore, it 

Prescribes that all taxpayers file tax returns 
once a year and that all taxpayers deriving ‘ 

income from business maintain Proper 
books and records to allow for the proper 
verification of their true chargeable in- 

come. Contrary to the past procedure, the 
new concept infers that the policy of the 
tax authorities will be to honour books and 
recogds kept in accordance with the pre- 
scriptions of the regulations, and termed 
by a new definition inserted into the 
Ordinance, “acceptable bOOks”. 
In most cases, the filing of a timely return 
substantiated by the‘ appropriate docu- 
ments, will Close the matter. Where the 
assessing officer finds the books and re- 

cords acceptable, ‘but believes that tax 
should be computed differently than in the 
manner computed .by the taxPayer, e.g., 

denial of deductions, allocation of ex- 
penses, he may make his own aSSessmEnt 
based on his best judgment. This assess- 

ment is subject to an administrative review 
which the taxpayer is required to initiate 
within 30 days of therreceipt of the assess- 
ling officer’s final assessment. 'The. new 
section 150A. provides that the review shall 
not be carried out by the person who 
assessed the tax —— a departure from pre- 
Reform procedure where assessing officers 
reviewed their own decisions merely as a 
formality. As before the Reform, the tax- 

payer may appeal the ruling of the assess- 
ing officer to the District Court and there- 
from to the Supreme Court. 

VII. EVALUATION OF THE REFORM 

The Reform will be evaluated by its re- 

sults. Israel’s problem was. not the lack of 
an orderly statute. Rather, the lack of 
disciplined taxpayers and disciplining ,tax 
authorities created the preReform situa- 

tion. Indeed, as pointed out repeatedly in 
this article, the Reform is more of a psy- 
chological measure than a change of con- 
cept (3': Philosophy. 
Much work still remains after the legis- 
latin'g of the Reform. The Ordinance must 
be codified so as to afford an easier under- 
standing of its provisions. New regulations 
must take the place of old. These are tech. 
nical matters, but of paramount importan- 
ce. An ambiguoué law only Provides un- 
certainties. 
The Reform has set for itself a number of 
aims: to prevent tax evasion, -to increase 
the collection of tax through a broadening 
of the tax base and -to introduce a new 
spirit of voluntary compliance with the 
law. These are the general aims of every 
tax system, and it is in their implementa- 
tion that the system is evaluated. It remains 
to be seen whether the Reform will achieVe 
its aims. Should the Reform fail, it will 
leave deep scars on Israeli society. Such a 
failure would signal _a collapse of the rule 
of law and an unwillingness to attempt 
self-discipline. Should the Reform succeed, 
it will Prove that a new Path has been 
blazed, and in other fields where norms 
have been totally distorted, reforms may 
well follow. 
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SOME ASPECTS OF TAX ADMINISTRATION AND COLLECTION IN SINGAPORE 
The Inland Revenue Department is the 
major revenue collector for the Republic 
of Singapore.1 ACcording to the latest An- 
nual Report of the Department, it collected 
in 1974 $1,250 million :representing 68% 
of the Republic’s revenue from taxes and 
51% of its revenue from all sources. 
The Department is headed by the Commis- 
sioner of Inland Revenue,» who also holds 
other statutory appointments such as:——

h 

(1) Comptroller of Income Tax, 
(2) Comptroller of' Property Tax, 

(5) Commissioner of Estate Duties, and 

(4) Commissioner of Siamps. 

The Commissibner is responsible for the 
implementation and administration of the 
following Acts :1.— 

Act Chapter 

(1) Income Tax Act 141 

(2) Economic Expansion 
Incentives (Relief from 
Income Tax) Act 135 

(5) Property Tax Act 144 

(4) Rubber Estates Assessmént 
Act 145 

(5) Rubber Estates (Surcharge * 

on Assessment) Act 146 

(6) Auctioneers’ Licences Act 214 

(7) Stamp Act 147 

(8) Betting & Sweepstake 
Duties Act 1 31 

(9) Finance Act (Pay-roll Tax) 139 
(10) Estate Duty Act 137 

(11) Private Lotteries Act: 143 

(12) Broadcasting and Television 
Act 83 

His duties include the following:— 

(1) Administration and enforcement of 
the various revenue Acts; 

(2) Supervision of assessment and collec- 
tion of all taxes; 

(3) Consideration of taxation policy, legis- 
lation and administration. 

Although the sale of Radio and Television 
Licences is Within the jurisdiction of the 
Inland Revenue Department, the Post- 
master-General is the receiving agent. Si- 

milarly, although the collection of payroll 
tax is the responsibility of the Commis- 
sioner ‘of Inland Revenue, the General 
Manager of the Central Provident Fund is 
his receiving agent. 

The Inland Revenue Department exerciS'eS' 
supervision over the following divisions 
and each Division is responsible for the 
implementation and administration of the 
various revenue Acts mentioned below. 

‘* 
F.C.I.S., F.A.I.A. This article is part of'a 

paper presented at the Seminar on “Financial 
Development in Singapore” organised by the 
Nanyang University on 6 and 7 February 1976. 
1. The other large revenue collecting depart- 
ment is the Customs & Excise Department. 
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Division: 

Income Tax‘ Division 

Estate Duty Division 

Payroll Tax Division 

Stamp Division 

Property Tax Division 

Radio and Television 
Licensing Division 

Legal Division 

Training Division 

Research Division 

Administration and 
Miscellaneous Division 

Act 

Income Tax Act 
Economic Expansibn IncentiVes 
(Relief from Income Tax) Act 

Estate Duty Act 
Private Lotteries Act 

Finance Act (Payroll Tax) 

Stamp Act 
Betting and Sweepstake Duties Act 

' 

Property Tax Act 
Rubber Estates Assessment Act 
Rfibber Estates (Surcharge on Assessment) Act 
Auctioneers’ Licenc‘es Ac-t 

Broadcasting and Television Act 

All legal matters 

Preparation of manuals, instructions. and lecture 
notes; and the conducting of training courses, 
seminars‘and examinations. 

International Relations; Double Taxation N e— 
gotiations; studies on Tax Structures, Tax Plan- 
ning, Tax Avoidance. 

General administration and organisation of the 
office and of staff matters; preparation of reve- 
n-ue and expenditure estimates, statistics and ad- 
ministration teports; designing of methods and 
procedures. 

Chapter 

141 

135 

137 
.143 

139 

147 
131 ' 

144 
145 
146 
214 

83 

Income Tax Dz'wkz'on 
The Income Tax Division is respohsible 
for the administration of the Income Tax 

Act, Chapter 141. It is organised into the 
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SINGAPORE: TAX ADMINISTRATION AND COLLECTION 

Section Rexpomz'bz'lz'ty/Fun ctz'on 

Company Section Assessment of limited liability companies. 

Business Section Assessment of sole-proprietors, partners, partnerships, 
clubs, associations, and Hindu Joint Families. 

Salary Section Assessment of employees and pensioners. 

Trust Section Assessment of liabilities of trusts. 

Investigation of tax evasion and fraud, co-ordination of 
assessing work and technique with field survey and in- 
vestigation. 

Anti-Evasion Section 

Collection Collection of and accounting for all tax assessed. 

Court Section Prosecution of offences and suit for payment of tax. 

Maintenance of master registers and indices, collection 
and dissemination of information, processing of employ- 
ers’ returns in respect of remuneration paid .to employees. 

Records Sect-ion 

T/ae Comptroller of Income Tax 

The Comptroller manages the office which 
actually administers the tax i‘.e. the day to 
day work of assessing and collecting tax. 
The functions- of his office are to ensure 
that all persons who are liable to income 
tax furnish the informatibn necessary to 
determine the tax, to assess .the amount of 
tax Payable and to collect this amount of 
tax as assessed. 

'

I 

There are various powers conferred on the 
Comptroller in relation to the making of 
assessments on taxpayers. Many of these 
are subject to appeal to the Board of Re- 
View. 
Every taxpayer is expected to be aware of 
his responsibility and obligation to declare 
honestly and fully his income in the pre- 
scribed return form :if his income is liable 

to tax. On receipt of the retufn form the 
Department will issue assessment after 
making necessary enquiries or adjustments. 
The Department is also empowered to 
estimate a’taxpayer’s chargeable income if 
his return is not furnished or Where the 
declared income is not acceptable to the 
Comptroller. . 

Heavy fines and penalties including im- 
prisonment terms are prescribed for failure 
to furnish a return or'furnishing an incor- 
rect return. There is no time limit for the 
Comptroller to issue assessments in cases 
where tax evasion has, taken place although 
the time limit in normal cases is 12 years. 
However there is no provision in the In- 
come Tax Act for the Comptroller to issue 
any assessments for years prior to 1948 
when income tax was first introduced 
Singapore. ' 
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“Tax Avoidance” and “Tax wz'on” 

“Tax Avoidance” and “Tax Evasion” are 
terms so frequently mentioned in the tax 
administration and in nthe business com- 
munity today that they constitute pa-rt of 
our conversational discussions. 
Whatever the distinction may be, the effect 
of these two terms on the revenue is the 
same i.e. the result is similar in that the 
revenue to the Government is reduced. 
“Tax Evasion” and “Tax Avoidance” are 
neither new nor peculiar to Singapore. 
These problems exist in almost all coun- 
tries of the World today. They are univers- 
'al and as old as the taxes themselves. The 
ever increasing complexity of modern busi: 
ness management makes the problem of tax 
evasion more serious and universal. 

H ow to improve the Mx adminixtmtz'on? 
The serious problem most governments 
face today is how to make tax administra- 
tion convenient to the general public and 
at the same time how to reduce the prac- 
tice of tax evasion. It is gratifying (to know 
that generally speaking Singapore income 
tax system has been well administered. Tax 
evasion among Government employees and‘ 
other salaried people is difficult if not im- 
possible. Per-haps the greatest loop-hole in 
tax collection is among the self-employed 
small shop proprietors, road’side stall hold- 
ers or' hawkers in the market. 
To improve the tax administration it is 

necessary to find out the causes of tax 
evasion. One of the most important reasons 
for tax evasion in a country is that .the tax- 
payers are not conscious of their respons- 

LEE FOOK’ HONG 

ibilities towards sOciety and the country in 
which they are living. There is .no proper 
or formal training or education made com- 
pulsory for people about the obligation to 
pay proper taxes. Sometimes the tax legis- 
lation is so complex that even the tax 
authorities and the practitioners cannot 
keep themselves abreast of the changes and 
latest developments. Some government 
'authOrities regard one of the important 
factors leading to tax evasion .is the high 
tax rates. It is almost impossible to devise 
ways and means which may totally elimi- 
nate tax evasion. 
The problem of income tax evasion can be 
tackled at different levels. 

(1) To give wide publicity; 
(2) To improve the standard of adminis- 

tration; 

(3) To arouse public conscience against 
tax evasion. 

To achieve these, tax administration should 
be viewed as an important area of public 
administration in which training, education 
and research at all leVels is needed. Gov,- 
ernment should givecareful consideration 
to the proposal for a new “Institute fdf 
Tax Administration”. Such Institute may 
be formed on the pattern of the Singapore 
Insurance Training Centre and the Singa- 
pore Institute of Banking and Finance or 
some other similar institutions. 
A good tax administration which seeks 
compliance must protect those who Comply 
and punish those who infringe tax legis- 
lation, or else tax compliance would di—' 

minish, and tax evasion offences or male 
practices Would increase. 
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TAX INCENTIVES IN INDIA 
An essential feature of :the Indian Income- 
tax is that if encompasses various tax in- 
centives to encourage savings, investment, 
exports etc. in the desired manner. India is 
perhaps the only country where the tax 
structure is so oriented that it provides 
various incentives to achieve the objectives 
of the state. These incentives are necessary 
in an under-developed country like India 
where there is need t0‘ increase production, 
employment and income to match the 
rapidly increasing population. Per capita 
income is low in such economies and pro- 
pensity to consume is high. Provision for 
tax incentives becomes all the more neces- 
sary in view of the low level of savings 
and investment.1 Tax incentives have. a 
great advantage in that they facilitate quick 
-recovery of capital and ensure a higher rate 
of return and encourage thereby domestic 
and foreign industrialists either to establish 
“new business that otherwise Would not be 
establishéd” 2 or to expand their activities 
in already existing enterprises. They also 
encourage taxpayers to save and invest in 
the desired directions. 

To encourage savings and :that too in the 
desired directions, certain incentives have 
been provided. An individual taxpayer is 

allowed deduction in computing 'his net 
taxable income if he makes contributions 
toWards life insurance Premiums, provident 
fund, deposits in 10-year or 15-year cumu— 
lative time deposit in the Post Office, 
Public Provident Fund,3 unit linkel insur- 
ance plan of the Unit Trust of India 4 etc. 
Hindu undivided families and associations 
of persons are allowed deduction only in 
respect of life insurance. With the growing 
need fer savings, the limit of deduction 

towards such contributions has been in- 

creased. The amount of deduction in re- 
spect of such contributions is, at present, 
limited to the whole of the first Rs. 4,000 
plus 50 percent of the next Rs. 6,000 Plus 
40 percent of the balance.5 A monetary 
limit also exists in this respect. Such con- 
tributions are limited to 30 percent of the 
“gross total income” orl. 20,000 Which- 
ever is less, in the case of individuals and 
associations of persons and to 30 percent 
-of the “gross total income” or Rs. 30,000, 
Whichever is less in the case of Hindu un- 
divided families. A higher limit of 35.5 
percent or Rs. 25,000,6 whichever is less, 

* Research Scholar, Department of Economics, 
Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi-5, India. 
1. In 1974-75, total domestic savings constituted 
11.8 percent of the net national product (at 
current prices) and the aggregate investment 
was 13.8 percent of the national income. See 
Report 072 Currency and Finance (1974-75), Vol. 
1, p. 1. 
2. George E. Lent, “Tax Incentives for Invest; 
ment in Developing Countries", Finance and 
Development, September, 1967, p. 197. 
3. This scheme was instituted by the Govern— 
ment of India in 1968 to encourage savings 
among all sections of the society particularly 
self-employed persons. The scheme is for 15 
years from the date of opening of an account, 
after which full Withdrawal can be made 
although partial Withdrawals from the fund are 
permitted after 5 years. A person may subscribe 
to the fund amounts ranging from a minimum 
of Rs. 100 to a maximum of Rs. 15,000 in any 
year. 
4. This provision has been introduced by the 
Finance Act, 1972. 
5. For the assessment years 1974-75 and 1975- 
76, the rates of deduction were 100 percent of 
the first Rs. 2,000, 50 percent of the next Rs. 
3,000 and 40 percent of the balance. 
6. The Finance Act, 1976 has raised this limit 
to Rs. 50,000. 
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. 
applies in the case of authors, playwrights, 
artists, musicians and actors. 
Complete exemption from income tax is 
granted if an individual receives interest 
on deposits in a Post Office Savings Bank 
including the interest and bonus on Cumu- 
lative Time Depoéit Accounts and interest 
on 5-year Fixed Deposits with the GoVem- 
ment. Further, interest received on 
Treasury Savings Deposit certificates, Post 
Office cash certificates, Post Office Natio- 
nal Savings certificates, National Plan cer- 
tificates, 12-year National Plan Savings 
certificat‘gs, 10-year Defence Deposit certi- 
ficates, Government of India Defence cer- 
tificatés, Premium Prize Bonds, 1963, 
7-yea1: National Savings certificates and 
3-year Fixed Depbsits with the Govern- 
ment, is also exempt to the extent to which 
the amount of such certificates or deposits 
does not exceed in each case the maximum 
investment or deposit permitted therein.7 
In order that Government employeesmay 
not frequently withdraw and continue to 
retain their savings in Provident Funds, 
the Finance Act, 1975 instituted an in- 
centive boni15 scheme for the benefit of 
those Government employees who do not 
withdraw any amount from their Provident 
Fund account during the year. The bonus 
would be 3 percent for employees. drawing 
pay upto Rs. 500 and 1 percent for em- 
ployees drawing pay above Rs. 500 per 
month on the contribution made during 
the year. 

From time to time, the Government of In- 
dia has also instituted compulsory saving 
schemes. One such scheme (known as 
Compulsory Deposit Scheme) was intro- 
duced in the Budget f_0r 1963-64. The 
scheme was originally made applicable to 
all salaried persons earning more than Rs. 
1,500 per annum, agriculturists paying 
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land re’Venue, property owners‘in urban 
aréas, income-tax payers, shop-keepers etc. 
However, in View of the administrative 
difficulties and political opposition, the 
scheme (as embodied in the Compulsdry 
Deposit Act, 1963) had‘ limited applica- 
bility. Even this could not“ be applied fully. 
The deposits made under the scheme could. 
not be Withdrawn upto 5‘ years and carried 

, 
a simple interest of 4 percent Per annum. 
The scheme was estimated to, bring about 
Rs. 70 crores (1 crore = 10 millions) in a 
year. The actual receipt during 1963-64 
amounted to Rs. 15 crores only. In View of 
the administrative difficulties and strong 
public opposition the scheme was abandon; 
ed next year when it was replaced» by the 
Annuity Deposit scheme in 1964. 
The Annuity DepOsit scheme was made 
applicable to all resident .assessees (other 
than registered firms, cooperatives, local 
authorities and companies) Whose total in- 
come exceed'ed Rs. 15,000 perannum. The 
rates of deposit varied“ from 5 percent on 
incomes between Rs. 15,001 to Rs. 20,000 
to 12.5? percent on income over Rs. 70,000. 
The deposits, were to be repayable with

A 

interest in ten equal instalments; The 
amount of annuity deposit was to bade; 
ducted in computing the taxable income of 
the assessee but the refunded annuity in; 
stalments are treated as" earned income. By 
the Finance Act, 1966, the scheme was 
made voluntary for incomes upto R5; 
25,000. This scheme was very complicated 

7. The limit of deposit in Single name is Rs. 
25,000 for Past Office Savings Banks, Post 
Office National Savings certificates, 12-year Na- 
tional Plan Savings certificates, Rs. 54,000 for 
5-year, 10-year and 15-year cumulative Time 
Deposit and Rs; 35,000 for 10-year Defence 
Deposit-certificates and iZ-year National Defence 
certificates. Deposits in joint names are permis- 
sible upto double these amounts. 
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in its operation and involved lots of ad- 
ministrative work. It necessitated main- 
tenance of accounts for ten years in respect 
of deposits of each year for every assessee. 
Moreover, “Under the scheme, people with 
rising incomes stand to lose, While those 
with falling incomes benefit because the 
scheme ténds to postpone taxation of that 
part of intome which is represented by the 
annuity deposit.8 Therefore, the scheme 
was abolished by the Finance Act, 1968. 
In order to raise resources for financing 
the plan and to reduce inflationary pressur- 
es ~the Government announced in July 
1974, a compulsory deposit scheme for 
taxpayers whose taxable income exceeds 
Rs. 15,000 per annum. This scheme covers 
all Indian individuals, Hindu undivided 
families and trustees of discretionary trusts. 
They have to make compulsory deposits for 
the assessment years 1975-76, and 1976-77 
if their “current income” exceeds Rs. 
15,000. The deposit has to be made on 
the whole income. In order ‘to ensure that 
a part of the tax benefit resultn to the 
taxpayers from the lowering of tax on 
personal incomes becomes available for our 
development efforts, it is proposed to con- 
tinue the compulsory deposit scheme in the 
case of income taxpayer for another year 
1976-77. 

Under the scheme, the compulsory deposit 
has to be made on the basis of the “total 
income” which is computed after taking 
into account the various exemptions and 
deductions allowed under the Income-tax 
Act, 1961 (including the deduction allow- 
able with reference to qualifying saving 
through specified media, e.g., contributions 
-to Provident Fund, Life Insurance Premi- 
ums). Similarly, net agricultural income is 
computed after allowingfixpenses. 

The rate of compulsory deposit on the 

initial slab of Rs. 25,000 of current income 
is 4 percent; on the slab of Rs. 25,001—-— 
70,000 it is 6 percent and on the slab over 
Rs; 70,000 it is 8 percent. The Finance 
Act, 1976 has raised the rate on the slab 
of Rs. 25,001—70,000 from 6 percent to 
10 percent and on the slab over Rs. 70,000 
from 8 percent to 12 percent. Marginal 
Provision also exists under the scheme. No 
deposit is required to be made if the de_- 

posit works out to less than Rs. 100. Furth- 
er, the amount of deposit should not in any 
case exceed the amount by which the cur- 
rent income exceeds Rs. 15,000. 
The- amount of the compulsory deposit 
made under the Act is not allowed as 
deduction in computing taxable income. 
However, the deposits made under the 
Additional Emoluments (Compulsory De- 
Posit) Act 1974 are allowed to be so de- 
ducted and also set-off against the deposits 
required to be made under this Act for 
that assessment yea-r. 

In the case of taxpayers liable for advance 
tax, the last date for deposit under the 
Compulsory Deposit Act is the date on 
which the last instalmént of advance tax 
is payable. In other cases, the deposits are 
required to be made volunta 'ly before the 
end of the financial year immediately Pre- 
ceding the relevant assessment year. The 
depositpr has the choice of making deposit 
either in one Lump-sum 0-1: in two or more 
instalments but not more than one deposit 
can be made in any quarter. 
The amount is repayable in five equal in- 

- .stalments commencing from the expiry of 
two years from the end of the financial year 
in which the deposit was made together 

8. R. N. Bhargava, 11251122” Public Financex, 
1969, p. 72. 
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with the interest payable thereon. Interest 
on such deposits will be paid at the maxi,- 
=mum bank deposit rate (10 percent at 
present). The interest will be calculated 
from the first day of the month immediate- 
ly following the month in which the de- 
posit is credited to the account of the 
depositor. Interest received on such de- 
posits will be treated at par with the in- 
terest received from banking companies 
and will be included in the categories of 
incomes exempt uPto Rs. 3,000 under Sec- 
tion 80L 0f the Income Tax Act,» 1961. 
If a person fails to make a deposit or 
makes a short deposit, a penalty is leviablé 
at the rate of 25 Percent of the non/short 
deposit and the Income-tax officer has no 
discretion whether to levy the penalty or 
reduce it. So far about Rs. 50 crores have 
been impounded under the scheme} 
To encourage corporate savings, inter-cor- 
porate dividends at: taxed on a conces- 
sional basis. This concessional treatment 
was first given in 1955-54 when dividends 
received by Companies from certain speci- 
fied industries were exempt from corporag 
tion tax. From the assessment year 1968-69 
certain specified percentage of inter-corpo- 
rate dividends is allowed to be deducted in 
computing the taXable income of the com- 
pany. The amount of deduction depends 
on the type of company. In the case of 
foreign-companies the deduction is 65 per- 
cent,10 and in‘ the case of Indian compa- 
nies it is 60 percent. To encourage invest- 
ment of corporate §avings in high priority 
industries, the Finance Act, 1975 has pro? 
vided complete exemption, from the assess- 
ment year 1976-77, to interscorporate div'i- 
dends if they are received from companies 
engaged exclusively in the production of 
fertilisers, Pesticides, Paper pulp and news- 
print and cement. 
To encourage philanthropy, donations 11 to 
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approved charitable institutions are granted 
rebate at the rate of 50 percent in the case 
of companies and 55 percent for other; 
The taxation Laws (Amendment) Act, 
1975 has made the deduction uniform at 
50 percent. The minimum. amount of 
donation should be Rs. 250. While there is 
no limit for donations to the National 
Defenée Fund, The Jawaharlal Nehru 
Memorial Fund, The Prime‘ Minister’s 
Drought Relief Fund and the Prime Min- 
ister’s National Relief Fund, the aggregate 
of donations should not exceed 10 percent 
of the aggregate income or Rs. 2 lakhs (1 
lakh = 100,000) whichever is 'less. Ap- 
Proved‘ sports institutions have been 
brought in this category by the Finance 
Act, 1973. Recently the quantum of de- 
duction has been raised from 50 percent to 
100 percent if donations are made to the 
Government or approved local authority, 
institutions and other agencies for pro- 
moting family p1arming.12 
A number of incentives have been provid~ 
ed to encourage investment especially by 
lower and middle income groups, dividend 
income upto Rs. 1,000 from the Unit Trust 
of India was exempted in 1963. To, en- 
courage investment in equity shafes of 
companies, dividend income upto Rs; 500 
was exempted by the Finance (No. 2) Act, 
1967. This limit Was increased to Rs. 1,000 

9. Reported in tbe Timex of India, March 17, 
1976. 
10. The Finance Act, 1976 has amended this 
provision. In the case of foreign companies no 
deduction will be allowed from the dividend 
income and such gross dividends will be taxed 
at the flat rate of 25 percent. 
11. The Finance Act, 1976 has made clear that 
only the donations made in cash (or by cheque, 
bank deposit etc.) and not in kind will qualify 
for thisrtax concession. 
12. Reported in Me Time; of India 196, 1976. 

' 
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by the Finance Act, 1969. The Finance Act, 
1970 replaced these separate eXemptions by 
a broader and more liberal provision. 
Under the new provision deduction is al- 
lowed upto Rs. 3,000 per annum in respect 
of income derived from one or more of the 
specified categories 13 of investments. To 
encourage investment in the units of the 
Unit Trust of India, the Government of 
India issued a special ordinance on January 
7, 1975 providing for a separate exemption 
of income upto Rs. 2,000 from units. 
‘A écheme of tax-free tax credit certificate 
was announced by the Finance Minister in 
December, 1964 for individuals and Hindu 
undivided families who invested in newly 
floated equity shares of Public limited' 
companies. The certificates were issued at 
the rate of 5 percent of the first Rs. 
15,000, 5 percent of the next Rs. 10,000 
and 10 Percent of the next Rs. 10,000. 
Thus, the maximum amount of certificate 
was Rs. 1250 on a subscription of Rs. 
55,000. This was a very low rate of return 
in view of the fact that no dividend should 
be expected from an average undertaking 
for at least 4 or 5 years. Consequently, the 
scheme was not very popular and was al- 
lowed to lapse after March 31, 1970. 
New industrial undertakings established 
after March 31, 1948 are exempt for 5. 

years from income tax on their profits upto 
6 percent of the capital employed. This 
Period is 7 years in the case of under- 
takings owned by cooperative societies. 

This concession was extended to new hotels 
with effect from April 1, 1961 and to cold- 
storage plants with effect from April 1, 

1962. The Finance (No. 2) Act, 1967 
made the tax holiday concession more 
meaningful by allowing carry forward of 
the deficiency of the tax-holiday profits 
upto 8 yeafs from the commencement of 
the business. Dividends paid by a company 

out of the tax-holiday Profits are also ex- 
empt from income-tax in the hands of 
shareholders. The provision of the ex- 
emption of dividends out of the tax-holi~ 
day Profits has involved a lot of adminis- 
trative work because “any change in the 
quantum of income of the company dis- 

tributing Profits requires modification of 
assessments of all shareholders who may 
be assessed to tax in different Places in 
.different charges”.14 Accordingly, the 
Finance Act, 1975 has Withdrawn exemp- 
tion in [respect of such dividends but 
has increased the exemption in respect of 
the tax-holiday Profit from 6 percent to 
7.5 percent. There is a general feeling that 
the tax-holiday provision has helped the 
new industrial undertakings by enabling 
them to make quick recovery‘ of capital, 
although the number of companies taking 
advantage of the provision has not been 
very large in recent y_ears.15 

On the recommendation of the Taxation 
Enquiry Commission (1953-54) develop- 
ment rebate was introduced in 1955 at the 
rate of 25 percent of the cost of new ma.- 
chinery and Plant installed after March 31, 
1954.‘The deduction was allowed in the 
year in which the machinery or plant was 

15. These investments are the securities of the 
Central Government or any State Government, 
debentures issued by any cooperative society or 
any other approved institution or authority, 
deposits under Post Office (Time Deposits) and 
Post Office (Recurring Deposits), shares in In- 
dian companies, units in the Unit Trust of In- 
dia, deposits with fbanking companies or coope- 
rative banks and deposits with the approved 
financial corporations. 
14; Government of India, Memomndum Ex- 
plaining the Provision: in five Finance Bill, 

1975, p. 4. 
15. In 1971-72, 1080 assessees took advantage 
of this provision. The amount of deduction in 
such cases was Rs. 6.6 crores and the tax relief 
was" Rs. 3.6 crores. 
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installed. As the development rebate was 
allbwed over and above the normal depre- 
ciation allowance, it was in the nature of 
subsidy from the Government to the enter-. 
prise. Development rebate enables quick 
recovery of capital and reduces the effective 
rate of tax by lowering the tax base. The 
general rate of development rebate was 
reduced to 20 percent in 196-1. 
From 1965 a higher rate of development 
rebate of 35 percent was gran-ted to prior- 
ity industries 16 if the machinery or plant 
was installed upto March 31, 1970. The 
rate in such cases was 25 percent if the 
plant or machinery was installed after 
March 31, 1970, In other cases, the rate 
was 20 Percent for plant or machinery in- 
stalled upto March 31, 1970 and 15 Per- 
cent if it was installed after March 31, 
1970. Two important conditions were laid 
down for granting the development rebate. 
Firstly, 75 percent of development rebate 
granted should be credited to a separate 
reServe account which should not be utilis- 
ed for 8 years for dividend distribution 
purposes. Secondly, the asset should not be 
sold or transferred for 8 years except to 
the Government, local authority etc. Un- 
absorbed development Iebate could be 
carried forward upto 8 years. In his budget 
speech (1971-72) the Finance Minister an- 
nounced the Withdrawal of development 
rebate after May 31, 1974. However, it 

was continued for another year in cases 
where the contracts were finalised before 
December 1, 1973. In View of the oil 

shortage and steep increase in petroleum 
prices, the Finance Act, 1974 granted de- 
velopment rebate in respect of coal fired 
boilers provided they were installed before 
June 1, 1975. The Finance Act 1975‘ ex- 
tended this benefit only in the case of ships 
provided the ships are acquired upto De- 
cember 31, 1976. 

USHA JAIN 

There is a general feeling that develop— 
ment rebate has a favourable effect on in- 
vestment, though no separate data are 
available for revenue loss through develop- 
ment rebate and its effect on investment 
in new and old enterprises. Whatever little 
data are available go to show that between 
1958-59 and 1963—64 gross asset formation 
of large and medium public limited com- 
panies amounted to about Rs. 170 crores, 
50 percent of this was financed by internal 
resources. This was made possible through 
development rebate reserve.” Even the 
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of 
Finance, Shri Morarji Desai accepted the 
utility of the development rebate when he 
observed that, "‘I have come to the condu- 
sion that the familiar instrument of devel- 
opment rebate need not ‘be abandoned or 
replaced by fancier alternatives”.18 It is 

surprising that only after two years, the 
Finance Ministér, without giving any 
reasOn, observed that “the practice of offer- 
ing a development rebate in respect of new 
investment has had. . . . a full play”.19 It 
would have been better if the development 
rebate, instead of being abolished was 
gran-ted on a selective basis.-20 The utility 
of development rebate is proved by the 
fact that the initial depreciation allowance 

16. There are 33 industries in this fist. The 
important among them are: the business of gen~ 
ergtion or distribution of electricity or any other 
form of power or construction, manufacturc or 
production of iron and steel, coal, bauxite, 
manganese ore, tractors, agricultural implements, 
fertilizers and pesticides, slips etc. or the busi- 
ness of a hotel approved in this behalf by the 
Central Government. 
17. Etonamic Survey (1965;66), p. 31. 
18. Finance Minixter': Budget Speed: (1969- 
70). 
19. Finance Minixtefx Budget Speed) (1971- 
72). 
20. Cf. Anil Kumar Jain, Taxation of Imome 
in India, 1975 p. 128. 
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of 20 percent, introduced in 1973, in place 
of the development rebate has been re- 

placed by an investment allowance. For 
some time past capital costs had sharply in- 
creased. Hence, the Finance Minister right- 
ly felt that, “unless the corporate section is 
enabled to Provide adequately for renewals 
and renovation, employment and industrial 
growth will be jeopardised. Fiscal policy 
should therefore be oriented to provide the 
necessary stimulus for the grewth‘ and 
modernisation of the corporate sector”.21 
This new allowance is broadly on the lines 
of the development rebate except with the 
difference that it will be granted at the 
rate of 25 percent of the cost of acquisition 
of machinery and plant‘ installed after 
March 31, 1976 and the “investment a1- 

lowance reserve” has to be utilised for 
acquiring new ships, aircraft, machinery or 
plant within a period of 10 years, failing 
which the allowance will be withdrawn. 
No» part of if can be used for dividend 
distribution purposes. The list of iridustries 
qualifying for investment allowance has 
been extended by including eight other 
priority or export oriented industries, 
namely, carbon and graphite products; in- 
organic heavy chemicals; organic heavy 
Chemicals; synthetic rubber and fubber 
chemicals, including carbon black; indus- 
trial explosives; basic drugs; industrial 
sewing machines and finished leather and 
leather goods, including footwear made 
Wholly or substantially of leather. 

Certain incentives have also been granted 
for the development of particular indus- 
tries, or areas. For example, from the assess- 
ment year 1966-67, all domestic companies 
engaged in priority industries 22 were al- 
lowed 2i deduction of 8 percent of the pro- 
fits and gains. This deduction was reduced 
to 5 percent for the assessment year 1972- 
73 and abolished with effect from April 1, 

1973. From the assessment year 1965-66 
incomes from livestock breeding or dairy 
or poultry farming have been enjoying 
complete exemption from income tax. As 
this exemption had become a source of 
converting black money into White the 
Finance Act, 1976 has limited Such ex- 
emption upto a maximum of Rs. 10,000. 
To provide encouragement to the book 
publishing industry in India, the Taxation 
Laws (Amendment) Act, 1970 exempted 
20 percent of such profits from Income-tax 
for 5 years. The Finance Act, 1975 has ex- 
tended this concession for a further period 
of 5 years. Development allowance is 

granted, with effect from April 1, 1976 to 
a taxpayer who Plants tea bushes on his 
own land 23 in India. The allowance is 50 
Percent if tea bushes are planted for the 
first time and 30 percent if they are re- 

planted. Expenditure incurred after Marth 
31, 1970 on prospecting etc. of specified 
minerals is allowed to be amortised in ten 
equal instalments and set-off against pro- 
fits from such business..For the assessment 
year 1966-67 to 1970-71, tax credit certi- 
ficates of 20 percent of the excess tax lia- 
bility were granted to companies which 
were engaged 'in the production of articles 
listed in the ‘First Schedule to the Indus- 
tries (Development and Regulation) Act, 
1951. 

The Finance Act, 1965 granted tax credit 
certificates to a public limited company 24 
if it shifts its undertaking from urban areas 

21. Finame Minixzer'x Budget Speech (1976- 
77). 
22. See footnote 16.

I 

23. The Finance Act, 1975 ‘has clarified that 
this allowance will be admissible (retrospective- 
ly, from April 1, 1965) even where the tax- 
payer holds any lease or other right of occu— 
pancy. 
24. Extended to all companies with effect from 
April, 1971.

' 
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to other areas. Capital gains received in 
this process have been exempted. The ‘Fi- 
nance Minister announced in his Budget 
Speech for 1973-74 that industries set up 
in backward areas will have 20 percent of 
their profits exempt from tax for 10 years. 
This Concession has no income or invest- 
ment limit and will help in balancing re- 
gional development of the country. 
Incentives have also been granted to 'en- 

Courage exports, scientific research and 
agriculture. The Finance Act, 1962 granted 
a rebate‘of 10 Percent on profits derived 
from export. The Finance Act, 1965 intro- 
duced the tax credit certificates (Exports) 
scheme under which tax credit certificates 
upto 15 percent of the value of exports 
were granted if the sale proceeds were re— 
ceived in accordance with the Foreign Ex- 
change (Regulation) Act, 1947. The Fi- 
nance Act, 1968 introduced the Export? 
Markets Development Allowance of 11/3 
times the expenditure incurred for the de- 
velopment of export markets for Indian 
goods. By the Finance Act, 1973 allowance 
has been increased to 11/2 times of such ex- 
penditure. The business of hotel has been 
accorded priority industry treatment and is 
also eligible for tax-holiday benefit. Upto 
the assessment year 1974-75, exemption, 
was available in respect of dividends or 
royalties from export of technical know- 
how and deduction of 40 percent was 
available to resident taxpayers in respecit of 
income from providing technical know- 
how. Any expenditure incurred on scienti- 
fic research after April 1, 1967 is allowed 
to be deducted in full. By the Finance Act, 
1973, the quantum of deduction has been 
increased to 11/3 times of such expenditure. 
From the financial year 1968-69 11/5 times 
the expenditure incurred on the supply of 
agricultural inputs or promotion of agri- 
culture is allowed in 'the form of Agri- 

USHA JAIN 

cultural Development Allowance. Higher 
development rebate was‘granted on new 
equipment installed in certain agricultuxal 
spheres. “Priority industry” treatment was 
accorded to seed protessing industry. 
In addition to the above‘ mentioned incen- 
tives, some incentives have also been in- 
corporated to achieve certain economic and. 
social 'objectives. Expenditure incurred for 
promoting family Planning amongst em~ 
ployees is deducted in full. Rehabilitation 
allowance is granted to facilitate {econ- 
struction and revival of business d~i_scon- 

tinned by natural calamities. Fifty percent 
of profits of a new undertaking, are de- 
ducted for 10 years if it employs displaced 
persons and :epatriates from Burma, Cey- 
lon etc. The Finance Act, 1975 has allow- 
ed a deduction of Rs. 500 per child (upto 
a maximum of two children) in respect of 
expenditure incurred on the education of 
dependents, provided the ‘fgtoss total in- 

come” oflthe taxpayer does not excciedRs. 
12,000 per annum. Such deduction has also 
been allowed in the past. Indian professors, 
teachers and research workers who go for 
short duration to foreign universities or 
other educational institutions are allowed 
to deduct 50 Percent of such remuneration 
for the first 36 months of their service in 
such institutions. The idea behind such 
deduction is to relieve these persons of 
higher expenditure in foreign countries. 
These people also bring foreign exchange 
when they Acome back because they are able“ 
to save money there. 
Certain benefits were allowed to salaried 
people upto the assessment year 1974-75 in 
that separate deductions were allowed for 
the purchase of books, travelling for em- 
ployment etc. From the assessment year 
1975-76, all these deductions have been 
replaced by a standard deduction at the 
rate of 20 percent of salary income upto 
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NELSON—JONES AND SMITH: 
PRACTICAL TAX SAVING 

Third edition 1976 
By J. A. NELSON-JONES, B.A. (Oxon.), 
Solicitor and BERTRAM SMITH, F.C.A., 
F.T.I.I. 
This new edition contains a large number of 
new tax planning suggestions which take 
account of the recent radical changes in tax 
law. The book deals with the tax saving 
opportunities and pitfalls associated with 
transactions and situations which confront 
businesses, their proprietors and employees. 
To assist the tax practitioner, the pros and 

-cons of each transaction or situation are 
discussed in the same chapter. Where ap- 
pro'priate, brief mention is made of the 
relevant stamp duty, capital transfer tax, re- 
dundancy payments and exchange control 

‘ points. 
Tax saving need not be over-complicated 
and the book deals clearly with the various 
forms which practical tax saving can take. 
Caxebound £ 7.60 net 0 406 53632 5 

MELLOWS’ TAXATION FOR 
EXECUTORS AND TRUSTEES 

Fourth edition 1976 
By A. R. MELLOWS, T.D., B.D., Ph.D., 
LL.M., A.K.C., Solicitor, Professor of the 
Law of Property in the University of Lon- 
don. 
This new edition incorporates recent 
changes in the tax system, taking into ac- 
count, among other things, the Finance Act 
1976 and the Development Land Tax Act 
1976. Professor Mellows offers clear and 
concise advice in dealing with the different 
13113565 in which tax may concern an execu- 
tor or trustee, namely: settling the deceas- 
ed's personal tax liability; capital transfer 
tax liability on death; the administration of 
the estate; the crgation of a trust in life- 
time; the administration of a trust.

_ 

Both practitioners and those non-professio- 
nal men who are called upon to act in the 
capacity of executors or trustees should 
find Mellow: a. reliable and easily intelli- 
gible guide to the many problems they will 
have to face. 
Caseboumi £ 7.60 net 0 406 62393 7 
0112mm orders are .mbjett to a dexpatc/a 
ckargé. 

BUTTERWORTHS 
' 

Borough Green, Sevenoaks, 
Kent TN15 8PH, Eng. 

Personal Callers: 
Bell Yard, Temple Bar, London WC2 

Rs. 10,000 and 10 percent thereafter, sub- 
ject to a maximum deduction of Rs. 3,500. 
Any house rent allowance received by an 
employee from his employer to meet his 
actual expenses in respect of residential 
accommodation is exempt from income tax 
subject to a maximum of Rs. 400 per 
month.25 
It is thus clear that a number of incentives 
have been granted in the Indian tax struc- 
ture to achieve various objectives. There is 
a general feeling that incentives for savings 
have led to increased aggregate savings, 
though some diversion of savings might 
have taken plate for persons in high in- 
come brackets. Investment has also in- 
creased. It should, however, be pointed out 
that “‘no data have been collected to indi- 
cate as to how far these incentives have 
served the purpose”.26 In the absence of 
data, only generalizations are possible. 
A review of various incenfive provisions 
also shows that they have been changed 
very frequently depending upon the whims 
of the Finance Ministers. These frequent 
changes have created uncertainty in the 
minds of the taxpayers. Many taxpayers 
might not have taken full advantage of 
these: incentives. It is, therefore, desired 
,that incentive provisions should be con- 
tinued for a longer span, unless the cir- 

cumstances warrant their earlier with- 
drawal. It is also desired that “a Tax 
Research Institute should be set up Within 
the Income-tax Department to evaluate 
the impact of various exemptions and in« 
centives”.27 

522 

25: Prior to the amendment made xby the Fi- 
nance Act, 1975 this limit was Rs. 300 per 
month. 
26. Direct Taxes Enquiry Committee, Final Re- 
port, 1971, p. 132. 
27. Anil Kumar Jain, Taxation of Income in 
Ifldia, op. cit., p. 141. 
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UNITED STATES 
Excise tax imposed on foreign private foundation 

Adv-ice has becn requested whether, under 
the circumstances described belp'w, a Bel- 
gian private foundation is subject to the 
excise tax imposed by section 4948(2).) of 
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, M is a Private foundation resident in Bel- 
gium that receives substantially all of its 
support, other than gross investmerit in- 
come, from sources outside the United 
States. M does not have a permanent estab- 
lishment in the United States and, aside 
from investment activities, is not engaged 
in business in the United States. During its 
1975 taxable year, M derived 20x dollars 
of» gross investment income consisting of 
interest from sources Within the United 
States. 
Section 4948(a) of 'the Code Provides, in 
part, that there is imposed fOr each taxable 
year on the gross investment income (With- 
in the meaning of section 4940(c) (2)) 
derived from sources within the United 
States (within the meaning of section 861) 
by every‘ foreign organization that is a 
priVate' foundation for the taxable year a 
tax equal to 4 percent of such income. 
Section 4940(c) (2) of the Code provides, 
in part, with exceptions not relevant here, 
that the term “gross investment incOme” 
includes the gross amount of income from 
interest. 
Section 534948-101) (3) of the Founda- 
tion Excise Tax Regulations provides that 
Whenever there exists a tax treaty between 
the United States and a foreign country, 
and a foreign private foundation subject to 
section 4948(a) of the Code is a resident 
of such country or is otherwise entitled to 
'the benefits‘of such treaty (Whether or not 

such benefits are available to all residents), 
if :the treaty provides that any item or items 
(or all items with respect to an organiza- 
tion eXempt from income taxation) of 
gross investment income (within the mean- 
ing of section 4940(c) (2)) shall be ex- 
empt from" income tax, Such item or items 
shall not be taken into account by ‘s'uch 

foundation in computing the tax to be im— ‘ 

pesed under section 4948 (a) for any tax— 
able year for which the treaty is effective. 
Section 881 (a) (1) of the Code imposes a 

‘ 
tax of 30 percent of the amount received 
from sources Within the United States by a 
foreign corporation as interest to the extent 
such amount is not effectively connected 
with the conduct of a trade or business 
within the United States. 
Section 894(a) of the Code provides that 
income of any kind, to the extent required 
by any treaty obligation of the United ' 

States, shall not be included in gross in- 
come and shall be exempt from taxation 
under subtitle A, Chapter 1 of the Code. 
Article 11 of the United States—Belgium 
Income Tax Convention, 1973-1 C.B._ 619, 
(The Belgian Convention), provides, in 
part, that interest derived from sources 
within the United States by a‘ resident of 
Belgium may be taxed ‘by the United States 
at a rate not exceeding 15 Percent. 
Article 9(3) of the Treaty of Friendship, 
Establishment and Navigation with the 
Kingdom of Belgium, February 21, 1961, 
T.I.A.S. No. 5432 (effective October 3, 

* Revenue Ruling 76-330 published in Internal 
Revenue Bulletin 1976-35, 15 (August 30, 
1976). 
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1963) (Belgian F.E.N. Treaty) provides, 
in part, that companies of Belgium that 
are not engaged in trade or other gainful 
pursuit Within the territories of the United 
States, shall not be subject, Within the terri- 
tories of the United States, to the payment 
of taxes, fees, or charges imposed upon or 
applied to income, c'apital, transactions, 
activities, or any other object, or to require- 
ments with respect to the levy and collec- 
'tion thereof, more burdensome than those 
bofne by companies of any third country. 
Article 9(5) of the Belgian F.E.N. Treaty 
provides, in part, that the provisions'of 
Article 9 shall not obligate the United 
States to extend to Belgian companies tax 
advantages accorded to companies of any 
third country by virtue of agreements for 
the avoidance of double taxation. 
Income tax conventions (agreements for 
the avoidance of double taxation) with 
countries X and Y exempt interest income 
of corporations resident in X and Y from 
income taxation, 
The specific question presented in the m- 
stant case is whether either (1) the Bel- 
gian Convention, or (2) the Belgian 
F.E.N. Treaty, requires that interest income 

of a Belgian private foundation be exempt 
from tax. If so, under section 55.49484 
(9.) (3) of the regulations, these items 
would not be taken into account by the 
Private foundation in computing the tax 
imposed by section 494801) of the Code 
As described ab0ve, the Belgian Conven- 
tion reduces the tax rate on interest derived 
by a Belgian corporation from sources in 
the United States from 30 percent, as spe- 
cified in section 881 (a) (1) .of the Code, 
to 15 percent. This reduction of the appli- 
cable -rate is not an exemption of such 
items from tax. 
Similarly, the Belgian F.E.N. Treaty does 
not exempt interest income of a Belgian 
corporation from tax since the income tax 
conventions with countries X and Y, 
which, exempt such income of corporations 
resident in X and Y, are agreements for 
the avoidance of double taxation. 

' Accordingly, because neither the Belgian 
Convention nor the Belgian F.E.N. Treaty 
exempt M’s investment income from in- 
come taxat-ion, section 534948-100 (3) of 
the regulations does not operate to exempt 
such income from the tax imposed by sec- 
tion 4948(a) of the Code. 
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BOOKS

~ 

Any inquirie: concerning book: on this [in Mould include tbe reference number: lixied.
~ 

AFRICA 
AFRICA SOUTH OF THE SAHARA 1976-77 
Sixth edition of a survey and reference book of 
all the countries south of the Sahara Desert in- 
cluding a Who's Who of major personalities in 
the region. London, Europa Publications Ltd”. 
1976. 1150 pp., :6 18.—. 
More than sixty experts from Europe, Africa and 
North America have revised and contributed 
the‘h; assessment essays on all the countries south 
of the Sahara. These essays contain reports on 
each country’s physical and social geography, its 
economy, and its recent history. There is a 
statistical survey, a summary of the constitution, 
and a description of the judicial system. Directo- 
-ry material for each country includes thc govern- 
ment, diplomatic corps, political parties, banks 
and insfirance companies, trade and industry, 
and educational institutions. A selected biblio- 
graphy for 'each country is included. (B 10.750), 

ARGENTINA 
MANUAL ADMINISTRATIVO, CONTABLE, IM- 
POSITIVQ Y LEGAL PARA COOPERATIVAS 
By J. C. Vacarezza, Buenos Aires, Editorial 
Cangallo, 1976. 390 pp. 
A study on the main rules for cooperatives in 
Argentina. The study covers legal? administrative, 
tax and especially accountancy aspects. 
(B 15.592) 

ASIA 
FOREIGN INVESTMENT AND TAX ADMINIS- 
TRATION ' 

Report of ESCAP Seminar held in Manila, No- 
vember-December 1974 and country reviews 
upto 1976. Bangkok, Economic and Social Com- 

“ mission for Asia and the Pacific, 1976. New 
York, United Nations, 1976. 82 pp. 
Final report of the Seminar on Foreign Invest- 
ment and Tax Administration with respect to 
ESCAP regional member countries. Analysis of 
national tax systems of the following countries 
are included: Afghanistan, Cook Islands, India, 
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Indonesia, Korea (South), Laos, Nepal, Philip-. 
pines, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Vietnam 
(South) and Western S‘amoa.(B 50.569) 
TAXATION AND INVESTMENT CONFERENCE 
24-26 May, 1976. Volumes I + II. Hong Kong, ' 

Asian Seminars Ltd., 1976. 212 + 185 pp., US$ 
20.— each volume. 
Publication in two volumes of proceedings of 
all‘ plenary sessions and a selection bf distribut- 
ed papers in a conference presented by Asian 
Seminars Limited in association_ with the De- 
partment‘of Law, University of Hong Kong held 
24-26 May, 1976. The following essays are in— 
cluded in Volume I: Tax Havens in the Asian/ 
Pacific Region by W. Cameron; Taxation Laws 
arid Exchange Controls - Singapore and Malaysia 
by G. S. Hill; Hong Kong - Its Taxation, Com- 
panies and Securities Legislation 'by P. G. Wil- 
loughby; Anti—avoidance Legislation by I. C. F. 
Spry; Corporate Tax Planning by A. Ilcs. Vol; 
ume II includes: The Use of Double Tax Treaties 
in International Tax Planning by M. I. Emmons; 
Guidelines to Foreign Investment in Australia 
(P. M. Taylor), Indonesia (I. Mulia), Japan 
(H. Nakatsu)’, Philippines (G. W. Briggs). 
(B 50.479) 

'

“ 

AUSTRALIA 
‘ AUSTRALIAN INCOME TAX LAW AND PRAC- 
TICE 
Income tax regulations. Chatswood, Butterworths 
Pty., Ltd., 1976.

' 

Loose-leaf publication containing the complete 
text of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936, as 
amended, and the Income Tax Regulations. The 
text of this legislation will be kept up-to-date 
by the issuance of replacement pages whenever 
the Act or Regulations are amended. -(B 9950) 

ESTABLISHING A BUSINESS IN AUSTRALIA 
Sydney, Bank of New South Wales, 1974. 82 
PP. 
Twelfth edition of booklet providing informa- 
tion onrbusiness opportunities in Anstralia. An 
“Amendments to Twelfth Edition”, published in 
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November 1974 which provides corrigenda to 
the text due to the several changes since publica- 
tion. TaxatiOn is considered. (B 9906) 

AUS'TRIA 
EINKOMMENSTEUERGESETZ 
Stand 1. Jaime}: 1975. Ergfinzungsbmd zum Ein- 
kommensteuerhandbuch. By A. Schubert, W. 
Pokomy and W. Schuch. Vienna, Wirtschafts- 
verlag Anton Orac, 1974. 157 pp. 
Consolidated text of the Austrian Individual In- 
come Tax Law in the version which was effect- 
ive as of January 1, 1975 including a number of 
short annotations. (B 9864) 
KORPERSCHAFTSTEUERGESETZ 1966 NACH DEM 
STANDE VOM 1.1.1973 
By G. Drexler. Eisenstadt, Prugg Verlag, 1973. 
46 pp. 
Consolidated text of the corporate income tax 
law, effective as of January 1, 1973. (B 9830)7 
BANGLADESH 
INCOME TAX MANUAL 
Part I. Income Tax Act, 1922 (XI of 1922) 
(Corrected up to July, 1974). Dacca, Govern- 
ment Printer, 1974; 360 pp. 
Consolidated text of the Bangladesh Income Tax 
Act, 1922 as amended by the Finance Act, 1974 
with annotations. ('B 50.555) 

BELGIUM/LUXEMBOURG 
OECD ECONOMIC SURVEYS: BELGIUM-LUXEM- 
BOURG 
Paris, O.E.C,D., 1976. 70 pp., Ffrs. 10.—-. 
(B 9875) 
LE REMBOURSEMENT DE CAPITAL EN DROIT 
FISCAL BELGE ET FRANCAIS 
By E. de Baenst. Brussels, Etablissements Emile 
Bruylant, 1976. 152 pp. 
Comparative study on the tax consequences 
arising from the reduction of the authorized 
capital of a corporation during its existence 
provided for undes.~ the tax legislation in force 
in Belgium and in France. (B 9937) 

BRAZIL 
INOVACOES RELEVANTES DO PROJETO DE LEI 
DAS SOCIEDADES POR ACOES 
Sfio Paulo, Pinheiro Neto 8: Cia., 1976._ 20 pp. 
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Survey of the proposed Bill No. 2559/76 for a 
new regime of stock corporations. (B 15.581) 

COOK ISLANDS 
INCOME TAX ACT 1972. NO. 16 
Rarotonga, Government Printer, 1972. 147 pp. 
Consolidated text of the Income Tax Act, 1972 
in force as of January 1, 1975. (B 50557) 

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
BUDGETING AND PLANNING FOR DEVELOP- 
MENT IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
Report of the Meeting of the Expert Group on 
Budget Formulation in Developing Countries. 
United Nations Headquarters, 20-27 October, 
1975. New York, United Nations, 1976. 40 pp. 
(B 9960) 
LES ENTREPRISES CONJOINTES INTERNATIO- 
NALES DANS LES PAYS EN VOIE DE DEVELOP- 
PEMENT 
Le régime des participations. By J. P. Beguin. 
Geneva, Institut Universitaire de Hautes Etudes 
Internationales, 1972. 270 pp., Sfrs. 42.—-. 
Study on joint ventures of multinationals inter- 
viewed in the German Federal Republic, U.S.A., 
United Kingdom, France, India, Italy, the Neth-

‘ 

erlands and Switzerland with emphasis on deve- 
loping countries practice. (B 9888) 
PUBLIC FINANCE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

' By A. R. Prest. London, Weidenfeld and Nicol.- 
son, 1975. 208 131)., £6.50. ’ 

Third edition revising the study which examines 
the final problems of the developing countries. 
(B 9866) 

EASTERN EUROPE 
EAST-WEST TRADE 
A Source Book on the International Economic 
Relations of Socialist Countries and their Legal 
Aspects. Compiled and edited by- Dietrich André 
Loeber. Volume I. New York, Oceana Publicav 
tions, Inc., 1976. 424 pp., $ 37.50. 
First volume of an annotated collection of d0cu- 
ments on the international economic relations of 
socialist countries, e.g. foreign trade systems, 
intellectual property, financial and credit rela- 
tions etc. The entire series is projected at 6-7 
volumes. (B 9899) 
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EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
COMMUNAUTAIRE CONTROLE 
Het toezicht in de Europese Gemeenschappen op 
de naleving van de verdragsverplichtingen door 
de Lid-Staten. By H. A. H. Audretsch; Deventer, 
Kluwer, 1975. 229 pp. 
Thesis on control in the European Economic 
Community'with respect to observance of agrge- 
ments by member states. A summary in French 
is appended. (B 9940) 
INTRODUCTION TO THE LAW AND INSTITU- 
TIONS OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
2nd Edition. By D. Lasok and J. W. Bridge; 
London, Butterworths, 1976. 370 pp., £ 9.80. 
Revised second edition of introductory textbook 
primarily intended to deal in some detail with 
the genesis, nature and genegal principles of 
Community Law and with Community institu- 
tions. .(B 9879) 
TECHNICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE OBSTA- 
CLES T0 TRADE IN THE EEC ‘ 

Including a comparison with interstate trade 
barriers in the USA. . 

By P. J. Slot. Leyden, Sijthof, 1975. 296 pp. 
(B 9941) 

FIJI ISLANDS '3 

A SIMPLE GUIDE TO YOUR TAX PROBLEMS 
Suva, Commissioner of Inland Revenue, 1976‘ 
54 pp. (B 50.464) 

F R A N C E 
LES IMPOTS EN FRANCE 
Traité pfatique‘ cle la fiscalité frangaise, et plus‘ 
particuliérement vdes impéts dus par les entre- 
prises. 8e Edition entiérement revue: et mise é. 

jour au 16: septembre 1976. By C. Gambigr. 
Paris, Editions Francis Lefebvre, .1976. 489 pp., 
Ffrs. 76.—. 
Eighth revised and updated edition of introduc- 
tory textbook on taxation in France. The ma- 
terial is dealt with up to September 1, 1976. 
(B 9965) 
RAPPORT POUR 1975-1976 
XXIe Rapport. Conseil de Direction du Fonds 
de Développement Economique et Social. Paris, 
Government Printer, 1976. 214 pp. 
Report of the Conseil de DirectiOn du Fonds de 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Développement Economique et Social containing 
inter alia, information on the development and 
financing of private and public investment, 
(8 9964) 

GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC) 
ABGABENORDNUNG 1977 
By K; H. Mittelsteiner und H. Schaumburg. 
Cologne, Peter Deubner Verlag, 1976. 476 pp'., DM 49.80. ‘ 

Annotated text of the 1977 Fiscal. Code designed 
as .a handbook on the changes in the general tax 
law in West Germany as of January 1', 1977. 
Parliaméntary documents to each provision are 
annexed. (B 9869) 
GRUNDSKTZE ORDNUNGSMKSSIGER BILAN- 
ZIBRUNG FUR RUCKS'FELLUNGEN 
By G. Eifler. Schriften der Schmalenbach-Gesell- 
schaft, Band 5. Diisseldorf, IdW Verlag, 1976. 
236 pp., DM 31—. 
Monograph forming part of a series which 
studieé the basic principles of drafting the 
[balance sheet in the proper way; thé present 

- work emphasizes reserves and liability provi— 
sions. (B 9948) 
VERKUSSERUNGSGEWINNE IM EINKOMMEN- 
‘STEUERRECHT 
5. Auflage. By E. Kobs. Heme/Berlin, Verlag 
N'eue Wirtschafts—Briefe, 1974. 272 1313., DM 
54.—. ‘ 

Monograph on the income tax treatment of capi- 
gal gains under German law, inclusivg a dis- 
cussion of tax privileges in this report. (B9829) 

GUERNSEY 
INCOME TAXES OUTSIDE THE UNITED KING- 
DOM: GUERNSEY 1975 TO 1975 
Compiled by‘ direction of the Board of Inland 
Revenue. London, Her Majesty’s Stationery 
Office, 1976. Volume I, Group 2, 34 pp. 
Booklet on Guernsey from the revised Income 
Taxes Outside the United Kingdom series de- 
scribing the taxes on income and capital gains of 
individuals and companies. In addition net 
wealth tax, if levied, plus a list of double tax- 
ation treaties, if concluded, will be‘ appended. 
(B 9958) 
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HONG KONG 
INCOME TAXES OUTSIDE THE UNITED KING- 
DOM: HONG KONG 1972-75 TO 1975-76 
Compiled by direction of the Board of Inland 
Revenue, London, Her Majesty's Stationery 
Office, 1976. Volume 5, Group 12, 28 pp. 
Booklet on Hong Kong from the revised Income 
Taxes Outside the United Kingdom series de- 
scribing the taxes on income and capital gains 
of individuals and companies. In addition net 
wealth tax, if levied, and a list of double tax— 
ation treaties if concluded, will be appended. 
(B50576) 

INDIA 
TAXES AND INCENTIVES 1976-77 '. 

A guide for investors. New Delhi, Indian In- 
vestment Centre, 1976. 173 pp., Rs. 12.———. 
Tenth edition of publication which duly incor- 
porates the changes made by the Finance Act, 
1976 to provide information in respect of matters 
pertaining to income tax payable by individuals 
and corporations in India. ’Text of Irelevant 
statutes and circulars in connection thereto is 
hppended. (B 50.494) 

INTERNATIONAL 
LAW AND POLICY OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL 
PRIMARY COMMODITY AGREEMENTS 
Volumes I and II. By C. R. Johnston Jr. New 
York, Oceana Publications, Inc., 1976. 
Loose-leaf publication containing text of inter- 
governmental primary commodity agreements 
With an introduction thereto. (B 9942) 
LES SYNDICATS MULTINATIONAUX 
Les structures et les politiques syndicales au 
niveau européen et international; les stratégies 
adoptées a l’égard des sociétés multinationales. 
By R. Miotto. Rome, Istituto per l’Economia 
Europea, 1976. 174 pp. 
Study on the workers’ associations in the world 
with emphasis on the European Economic Com- 
munity. (B 9842) 
STATISTICAL PROBLEMS OF MERGED DATA 
FILES 
By J. B. Kadane. OTA Paper 6, December 12, 
1975. Washington, Office .of Tax Analysis, US. 
Treasury Department, 1976. '14 pp. 
Study 'by staff members in the Office of Tax 
Analysis, Department of the Treasury. (B 9813) 

STEUERLICHE VERRECHNUNGSPREISE IN IN- 
TERNATIONALEN KONZERNEN 
Méglichkeiten zur Prfizisierung des “dealing at 
arm’s 1ength”-Pr'inzips. By W. Kumpf. Deventer, 
Kluwer, 1976. 400 pp. 
Thesis on international intercompany pricing for 
tax purposes with emphasis (3n the possibilities 
of laying down regulations concerning dealing at 
arm’s length. (B 9815) 

ISRAEL 
IMPORT OF SERVICES TAX; FOREIGN TRAVEL 
TAX , 

By G. Alon. Haifa, Gabriel Alon Publications, 
1976. 20 pp. (B 50.495) 
VALUE ADDED TAX LAW 1976 
Published in Statute Book No. 791 of 6.1.1976, 
p. 52. Translated by Gabriel Alon. Haifa, Ga- 
briel Alon Publications, 1976. 92 1:13., $ 15.—. 
(B 50.511) 

“ITALY 
CODICE I.V.A. 
Volumes I and II. By G. Acampora. Rome, 
Casa Editrice Stamperia Nazionale, 1974. 582 + 
1522 pp. 
Publication in two volumes, containing text of 
the Value Added Tax Law, parliamentary 
papers, ministerial decrees, administrative rulings 
and circulars, case law, etc. with respect 'to the 
value added tax. (B 9856) 
L’EVASIONB NEL ‘SISTEMA IMPOSITIVO SUI. 
VALORB AGGIUNTO

. 

By G. Acamporg. Rome, Giovanni Acampora, 
1975. 3021). 
The evasion of value added tax. (B 9850) 
I.V.A. 

Milan, Banco Commerciale Italiana, 1976. 1251 
PP. 
Consolidated text of the value added tax as 
amended and converted by law of May 10, 1976 
No. 249 with annotations of implementing pro— 
visions and related by-laws in connection thereto. 
Appended are the English, German and French 
translations of the basic consolidated text of the 
value added tax. (B 9890) 
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JAPAN 
ECONOMIC. RELATIONS BETWEEN JAPAN AND 
THE ARAB COUNTRIES AND IRAN 
The Economic Research Institute for the Middle 
East. BfA-Dokument 'No. 353/76. (Stand: De- 
zember 1975). Cologne, Bundesstelle fiir Aus- 
senhahdélsinformation, 1976. 114 pp. 
Study consisting of the following chapter‘s: Trade 
between Japan and the Arab countries; Middle 
East Imports and Japan's Export to that area, 
1970-1974; Japan’s economic cooperation, de- 
velopment aid and investment in the Middle and 
Near' East; Recycling of the Retro—dollars into 
Japan. (B 50524) 
INCOME TAXES OUTSIDE THE UNITED KING: 
DOM: JAPAN 1972 TO 1974 
Compiled by direction of ‘the Board of Inland 
Revenue. London, Her Majesty's Statibnefy 
Office, 1976. Volume 5, Group 12, 55 pp. 
Booklet on Japan from the revised Incomg Taxes 
Outside 'the United Kingdom series describing 
the taxes on income and capital gains of indivi- 
duals and companies. In addition net wealth tax, 
if levied, and. a list of double taxation treaties, 
if concluded, will be appended. (B 50.578) 
STATISTICAL HANDBOOK OF» JAPAN 1976 
Tokyo, Bureau of Statistics, Office of the Prime 
Minister, 1976. 162 pp. . 

- Statistical information on Japan with a short 
descriptive text andlphotographs. (B 50.561) 

JERSEY 
INCOME‘TAXES OUTSIDE THE UNITED KING- 
DOM: JERSEY 1973 TO 1975 
Compiled by direction of the Board of Inland 
Revenue. London, Her Majesty’s Stationery 
Office, 1976. Volume 1, Group 2, 23 pp. 
Booklet on Jersey from the revised Income Tax- 
es Outside the United Kingdom series describing 
the taxes on income and capital gains of indivi- 
duals and companies. In addition net wealth tax, 
if levied, and a list of double taxation treaties, 
if concluded, will be appended. (B 995.7) 

KENYA 
INCOME TAXES OUTSIDE THE UNITED KING- 
DOM: KENYA 1972 TO 1974 
Compiled by direction of the Board of Iniand 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Revemie. London, Her Majesty's 'Stainery 
Office, 1976. Volume 3, Group 8,, '59 pp. 
Booklet, on Kenya from the revised Income Tax- 
es Outside the United.Kingd0m series describing 
the taxes on income and capital gains of indivi- 
duals and‘ companies. In. addition ne't wealth tax, 
if levied; and a list of double taxation treaties, 
if concluded, will be appended. (B 10.756) 

‘KOREA (SOUTH) 
THE KOREAN ECONOMY 
Growth, equity and structural -change.' Seoul, 
Economic Planning Board, 1976. 56 pp, 
Paper designed to review Korea’s growth and 
evolving economic structure and tor asseés the 
relationship of this gro‘wth and structural Chang; 
in improving the pattern of employment, sectoral 
development and rural-urban balance and the 
rising standard of living of its citi'zens. 

(B 50.582) 
QUESTIONS 8: ANSWERS FOR YOUR INVEST- 
MENT IN KOREA ‘

I 

Seoul! Economic Planning Board,.;1975. 75 pp. 
Information guide for doing business in the 
Republic of Korea. (B 50.551) 
TAX GUIDE FOR FOREIGN INVESTORS 
1975-11. Seoul, Economic Planning Board, 1975. 
63 pp. 

_

' 

Revised and updated guide describing national 
and local taxes levied in Korea with emphasis' 
on the taxes on foreigti inVestOrs. (B 50.562) 

LATIN AMERICA 
PAPERS AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE THIRD 
GENERAL ASSEMBLY HELD IN MEXICO FROM MAY 10—46, 1969 
Revised English version by Maria Carolina. Bella, 
gamba. Panama, Inter-Amegican Center of Tax 
Administrators, 1974. 178 pp. , 

The following main topics are covered: I - 

Planning in tax administration; II - Budget pro- 
gramming in tax administration; III - Bridging 
the gap between tax policy planning and plan- ' 

11n for tax administration: some aspects of the 
Philippines experience; ,IV - Tax :audit in japan: 
devélopment and present situation of income tax 
administgation; V - Operational planning. 
(B 15.583) 
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,PAFERS AND REPORTS OF THE FOURTH GEN- 
ERAL ASSEMBLY HELD IN MONTEVIDEO, URU- 
GUAY, MARCH 1970 . 

Revised English version by Maria Carolina Bel- 
lagamba. Panama, Inter-American Center of,Tax 
Administrators, 1974. 325 pp. 
The following main topics are covered: I - 

Present status of treaties to avoid double tax- 
ation; II — Present status of comparative legis- 
lation on sales tax; III — Value added tax: ad- 
ministrative problems involved in the transition 
from a single stage or turnover tax to value 
added tax; IV - Treatment of small taxpayers; 
V - Sales tax audit; VI - Taxpayer education; 
VII - Regulations and rulings: their contribution 
to improved tax administration in the United 
States; VIII - Taxpayer assistance. (B 15.584) 
PAPERS AND REPORTS OF THE SEVENTH GEN- 
ERAL ASSEMBLY HELD IN - GUATEMALA FROM 
MAY 13—19, 1975 
Revised English version by Maria Carolina Bel- 
lagamba. Panama, Inter-American Center of Tax 
Administrators, 1973. 389 pp. ' 

The following main topics are covered: I - Re- 
lations between the tax office 'and the taxpayer; 
II - Decentralization in' tax administration; III - 

Treatment of dividends, interest and royalties in 
treaties on double taxation. between developed 
and developing nations; IV - Human resources 
it} tax administration. (B 15.586) 

L‘IBYA 
INCOME TAXES OUTSIDE THE UNITED KING- 
DOM: LIBYA 1975 
Compiled by direction of the Board of Inland 
Revenue. London, Her Majesty's Stationery 
Office, 1976. Volume 3, Group' 7, 14 pp. 
First booklet on Libya from the revised Income 
Taxes Outside the United Kingdom series de- 
scribing the taxes on income and capital gains of 
individuals and companies. In addition net 
wealth tax; if levied, and a list of double tax- 
ation treaties, if concluded, will be appendeél. 
(B 10.757) 

LIECHTENSTEIN 
STEUERN IN LIECHTENSTEIN 
By' E. L. Hilti and R. H. Melliger. Vaduz, 
Eduard Hilti Treuhand‘ Aktiengesellschaft, 1976. 
Loose-leaf publication containing an explanation 
survey of the taxes levied in Liechtenstein. Texts 

of the tax statutes and concluded double taxation 
treaties are appended. The material will be 
updated as the need arises. (B 9860) 

MALAYSIA 
INCOME TAXES OUTSIDE THE UNITED KING- 
DOM: MALAYSIA 1972 TO 1974 
Compiled by direction of the Board of Inland 
Revenue; London, Her Majesty's Stationery 
Office, 1976. Volume 55 Group 12, 35 pp. 
Booklet on Malaysia from the revised Income 
Taxes Outside the United Kingdom series de- 
scribing the taxes on income and capital gains 
of individuals and companies., In addition net 
wealth tax, if levied, and a list of double tax- 
ation treaties, if concluded, will !be appended. 
(B 50.577) 

MAURITIUS 
INCOME TAXES OUTSIDE THE UNITED KING- 
DOM: MAURITIUS 1972—75 TO 1974-75 
Compiled by direction of the Board of‘ Inland 
Revenue. London, Her Majesty’s Stationery 
Office, 1976. Volume 14, Group 11, 31 pp. 
Booklet on Mauritius from the revised Income 
Taxes Outside the United Kingdom series de- 
scribing the taxes on income and capital gains 
of individuals and companies. In addition net 
Wealth tax, if levied, and a list of double tax- 
ation treaties, if concluded, will be appended. 
(B 10.758) 

MOROCCO 
FISCALITE DES ENTREPRISES 
Série Maroc, Edition 1976. Paris, 
EURAFRICAINES, 1976. 38 pp.

V 

Entitled “Taxation of Corporations" this booklet 
explains all the taxes a corporation may pay in 
Morocco such as registration duty, stamp duty, 
income tax, dividend tax, turnover tax. 
(B 10.752) 
LES CODES MAROCAINS DES INVESTISSEMENTS 
ET LES GARANTIES AUX INVESTISSEURS 
ETRANGERS 
Sérié Maroc, Editions 1976. Paris, Editions 
EURAFRICAINES, 1976. 22 pp. 
Explanation summarizing the investment codes 
and guarantees to foreign investors in Morocco. 
(B 10.753) 

Editions 
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NAURU 
NAURU CORPORATION LEGISLATION 
Nauru, Government Printer, 1976. 305 .pp., 

A$ 11—. 
Text of the Nauru Corporation Act 1972 as 
amended with regulations and other statutes 
connection thereto. (B 50.558) 

N E T H E R L A N D S
_ 

DIE BESTEUERUNG DER KAPITALGESELL- 
SCHAFTEN IN DEN NIEDERLANDEN 1M VER- 
GLEICH ZUR BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND 
By L. Hintzen. S'chrjftenreihe “AuslfindiScheS' 
Wirtschafts- und Steuerrecht”, Band 51. COIOgne, 
Bundesstelle fiir Aus'senhaqdelsinformation, 
19.75. 316 pp., DM 10.———. 
Thesis on income taxation of corporations in the 
Netherlands in comparison with German Federal 
Republic tax law. German translation of relevant 
Dut'ch‘ tax statute is appended. (B9845) 
KORTE ADVIEZEN EN NOT-ITIES III 
Raad yoor het Midden- «en Kleinbedrijf No. 2. 
The Hague, Raad voor het Midden- en Klein- 
bedrijf, 1976. 44 pp. 
Pamphlet prepared by the Council for Medium- 
and Small Enterprises in The Hague, No. 2, of 
a series entitled "Short Advices and Notes III”. 
Subjects considered are such as: social insurance 
for free professions, introduction of a minimum 
capital in case of establishing a public company 
and a privaté company. (B 9918)‘ 

VERMOGENSAANWASDELING (-VAD) 
Een verkenning in het randgebied van belasting- 
heffing en eigendomsbescherming. By P. den 
Boer. Geschriften van de Vereniging voor Bé- 
lastingwetenschap, No. 143. Deventer, Kluwer, 
1976. 36 pp. ‘ 

Assessment report prepared by P. den Boer on 
the Dutch excess profit sharing bill. (B 9969) 
DB VERVANGINGSRESERVE 
Eerste druk, 1976. By J. -H. Kat. D‘eventer, FED, 
197.6. 88 pp., Dfl. 15.50. Fed's Fiscale Brochu- 
res, IB: 3-43-3. . 

MonOgraph on the replacement reserve. 
(B 9955) 

O. E. C. D. 
OCCASIONAL STUDIES 
OECD Economic Outlook, July 1976. Paris, 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

O.E.C.D., 1976. 52 pp., Ffrs. 28.———. 
Contains the following assessments: Income Dis- 
tribution in OECD countri'es by Malcolm Sawyer 
and Public Sector Balances by Mark Wasserman. 
(B 9819) 
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT AND MULTI- 
NATIONAL ENTERPRISES 
Paris, O.E.C.D., 1976. 23 pp. 
Text of the Declaration by the Governments of OECD. member countries and Decisions of the 
OECD. Council on Guidelines for Multinatio‘ 
nal EnterpriSes, National Treatment, Internatio- 
nal Inves'tfrient Incentives and ,Disincentives, 
Consultation Procedures. (‘B 9843.) - 

P A K I S T AN 
PAKISTAN ECONOMIC SURVEY 1975-76 
Islamabad, Finance Division, Government 
Printer, 1976. 175 pp.

_ 

The present Pakistan Economic Survey 1975-76 
presents an analysis of the performance of the 
national economy during the first three quartcrs 
of the fiscal year 1975-76. (B 50.553) 
PAKfSTAN 'BAsIc FACTS 1974-75 
Thirteenth edition. Prepared by Economic Ad- 
viser’s Wing, Ministry of'Finance, Planning and 
Economic Affairs, Islamabad, October 71975. 

Islamabad, Government Printer, 1975. 105 pp. 
The present 13th edition covers the period upto 
June 1975. (B 50.552) 

PHILIPPINES 
FISCAL YEAR 1975 

. 3rd Annual report. Manila, Natibnal Tax Re; 
search Center, 1975. 39 pp, ‘ 

Annual report'representing the major activities 

by the National Tax Research Center during 
fiscal year 1975. (B 50517) . 

POLAND 
DIEHRECHTSSTELLUNG DES AUSLKNDERS IN 
POLEN 
By T. Pusylewitsch.. Schriftenreihe zur Rechts- 
stellung des Ausliinders in den _sozialistischen 
Staaten, Band 3. Baden—Baden, Nomos Verlags- 
gesellschaft, 1976. 282 pp., DM 72—. 
Monograph explaining the legal position of non- 
residents in Poland. (Civil lawn criminal law, 
procedgai, law, social security law, trade law, 
tax law, financial law etc.)v. (B 9877) 
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PORTUGAL 
KODEX FUR AUSLKNDISCHE INVESTITIONEN 
Industriegesetz. BfA Berichte und Dokumente 
zum ausliindischen Wirtschafts- und Steuerrecht, 
No. 83. June 1976. Cologne, Bundesstelle ffir 
Aussenhandelsinformation, 1976. 45‘ pp. 
Summary text and German translation of the 
Portugese law to regulate foreign investment in 
Portugal’s industry. 

ROMANIA 
DIE RECHTSSTELLUNG DES AUSLKNDERS IN 
RUMANIEN 
By G. Tontsch. Schriftenreihe zur Rechtsstellung 
des Auslinders in den sozialistischen Staaten, 
Band 2. Baden—Baden, Nomos Verlagsgesell- 
schaft, 1975. 242 pp., DM 60.—. 
Monograph explaining the legal position of non- 
résidents in Romania. Civil law, criminal law, 
procedural law, trade law, tax law, etc. Artrans- 
lation in German of these laws is annexed. 
(B 9876) 

SINGAIEORE 
BUREAU FOR JOINT VENTURES 
Investment Services Division, Economic Develop- 
ment Board, Singapore, 1975. 8 pp. 
Registrapiqr; form to be completed for registra- 
tioh with the Bureau for Joint Ventures which 
aims to bring together potential partners in joint 
ventures. (B 50.471) 
THE MONETARY AUTHORITY OF SINGAPORE 
Annual report 1976. Singapore, The Monetary 
Authority of" Singapore, 1976. 124 pp. 
(B 50.5779) 

SOUTH AFRICA 
OLD MUTUAL INCOME TAX GUIDE 1975/76 
Edited by Prof. A. S. Silke. Cape Town, Old 
M‘utual, 1975. 134 pp. 
Afinual revised guide to illustrate the working 
of income tax, undistributed profits tax, dona- 
tions tax and estate duty for 1975/76. 
(B 10.740) 

SOUTHEAST ASIA 
SOUTHEAST ASIA'S ECONOMY 
Development policies, in the 19705. By H. Mynt. 

A study sponsored by the Asian Development 
Bank. Harmondsworth, Middlesex, Penguin 
Books Ltd., 1972. 189 pp. 
Study drawn from the book Southeast Asia’s 
Economy in the 19705 published by Longman 
under the auspices of the Asian Development 
Bank. (B 50.571) 
SUMMARY RECORD OF THE INVESTMENT 
CONFERENCE OF SEAPCENTRE HELD FROM 
APRIL 21—22, 1975 IN TOKYO, JAPAN 
Tokyo, Southeast Asian Promotion Centre for 
Trade, Invqstment and Tourism (SEAPCEN— 
TRE), 1975. 71 pp. 
Text of final report of the investment conference. 
convened by SEAPCENTRE held in Tokyo, 
April 21—22, 1975. (B 50.528) 

SWEDEN 
LAGERVA’RDERING OCH INFLATION EN INTER- 
NATIONELL JAMFGRELSE AV EXISTERANDE 7 MOJnl-IETER TILL ELIMINERING AV INFLA- 
TIONSVINSTBR I VARULAGRET 
By D. Strfimberg. Stockholm, Dorothea Strain- 
berg, 1976. 122' pp. 
An elaborate survey of exi'sting tax provisions 
for the elimination of inflationary profits in 
respect of inventory (stOckdn-ttade). Countries 
discussed include EC. member countries and the 
Nordic countries. (B 9911) 

SWITZERLAND 
SCHWEIZER MEHRWERTSTEUER. 
Einffihrung in das System d‘er Schweizer Mehr- 
wertsteuer mit typischen Buchungsbeispielen. By 
T. Gimmy. Wiesbaden, Betgiebswirtschaftlicher 
Verlag Th. Gabler, 1975. 52 pp.,.DM 7.80. 
Explanation to the contemplated value added 
tax system ’for SwitZerland' illustrated with ex- 
amples. (B 9949)
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STEUERBELASTUNG IN' DER SCHWEIZ/ CHARGE 
FISCALB EN SUISSE 1975 
Prepared by the Eidgenéssische Steuerverwal- 
tung/l’Administration fédérale des contributions. 
Statistische Quellenwerke der Schweiz - Heft 568/ 
Statistiques -de la Suisse - 568e fascicule. Bern, 
Eidgenassisches Statistisches Amt, 197.6. 99 pp. 
Statistical survey of the taxes levied by the 
various cantons with respect to taxes on income 
and capital of individuals and corporations. 
(B 9933) 
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THAILAND- 
THE REVENUE CODE AS AMENDED UP TO 
MARCH 1975 
Decrees — Regulations - Notifications. Compiled 
and translated by V.’I‘. Associates. Bangkok, Nai 
Pinyo Leowrug-o-lan, 1975. 233 pp. 
English version of the consolidated text of the 
Thai Revenue Code as amended up to March, 
1975. Decrees, regulations, notifications in con- 
nection thereto aré appended. (B 50.574) 
WIRTSCHAFTSRECHT IN THAILAND 
~Zusammenfassung der gesetzlichen Bestimmun- 
gen fijr Investition und Handel. Frankfurt, T-hai 
Trade and Investment Center,v1976, 70 pp. 
Guide for foreign investors on current laws and 
practices concerning investments, alien business 
law, taxation, and company law as of February 
1, 1976. (B 50.484) 

UNITED KINGDOM 
SOME ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNT- 
ING . 

A constructixiq critique of the Sandjlands Report. 
By M. FG. Scott. IFS Lecture Series, NO. 7. 
London, Institute for Fiscal Studies, 1976. 48 
PP.- 
Text of a lecture given to the Institute for 
Eiscal Studies, 18th May 1976. (B 9904) 
TOLLBY'S CORPORATION TAX 1976-77 
A comprehensive detailed guide on Corporation 
Tax, completely ,revised and up-toedate to in- 
clude the 1976 Finance Act and relevant case 
law to 31 July 1976. ‘By E. L. Harvey and 
D. G. Young. Croydon, Talley Publishing Com- 
pany Ltd., 1976. 80 pp., £ 2.25. (B 9919) 
TOLLEY'S INCOME TAX 1976-77 
A comprehensive detailed guide on income tax 
and capital gains tax, completely revised and 
up-to-date to include the 1976 Finance Act and' 
relevant case law to 31 July 1976., By E. L.. 

Harvey. Croydon, Tolle‘y Publishing Company 
Ltd,,‘1976. 248 1313., £4.75, (B 9920) 

U. S. S. R. 
DOING BUSINESS WITH EASTERN EUROPE: 
U.S‘S.R, 

Geneva, Business International S.A., 1976. Sfrs. 
500.———. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Loose—leaf binder dealing in detail with the dis- 
cussions of the various, aspects of doing business 
with the USSR, such as data on the Soviet eco- 
nomy, foreign trade system, financing, selling 
licenses (including a chapter on taxes on ro'yal- 
ties and fees), cooperation agreements, etc. The 
binder forms part of a series of 10 binders miter» 
ing other East-European countries. (B 9913) 

U. S. A. 
DEPRECIATION, PROFITS AND RATES 01‘ RE- 
TURN IN MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES 
By R. M. Coen. OTA- Paper 3, April 1975. 
Washington, Office of Tax Analysis US. 
Treasury Department, 1976. 50 pp. (B 9944) 
1976 GUIDEBOOK TO LABOR RELATIONS 
16th Edition. Chicago, Commerce Clearing 
House, Inc, 1976. 392 131)., $ 8.50. 
Easy reference guide providing [detailed infbr- 
mation on problematic questions of thc complex 
gelationships between the employees and labor 
unions. (B 9915) 
TAX TREATMENT OF FOREIGN CORPORA- 
TIONS’ INCOME UNDER. THE INTERNAL REV- 
ENUE CODE - 

By R. O. Asorey. Buenos Aires, Ruben Oscar 
Asorey, 1975. 38 pp. (B 9844) 

VENEZUELA 
VENEZUELA: BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
A business study by Metra CpnsultingVand In- 
ternational Joint Ventures. Lgndon? Financial 
Times, Ltd., 1976. 177 pp. (B 15.568) 

ZAMBIA 
INCOME TAXES OUTSIDE THE UNITED KI'NG- 
DOM: ZAMBIA 1972-73 To 1974-75 
Compiled by direction of the Board of Inland 
Revenue. London, Her Majesty's Stationery 
Office, 1976. Volume 3, Group 9, 31 pp. 
Booklet On Zambia from the revised Income 
Taxes Outside the United Kingdom series de- 
sqribing the taxes on income and capital gains 
of individuals and companies. In addition net 
wealth tax, if levied; and '2. list of double tax- 
ation treaties, if concluded; will be appended. 
(B 10.755) 
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ABKOMMEN' ' 

Zwischen» de-r Republisk (ID-sterreich- und der 
vUngarischen Volksrepuv‘bl'ik ’zur Vermeidung

‘ 

der Dovp-pelbesteuverung auf dem Gebiete der 
Steuern vom Einkommen, Ertrag und vom 

Vermége-n 
‘ 

TO THE BULLETiN FORINTERNATIONAL FISCAL DOCUMENTATION 
AU BULLETIN DE DOCUMENTATION FISCALE "INTERNATIONALE SUPPLEMENT 

VOL, XXX, No. 2, February/février 1976 

INTERNATIONAL BUREAU 
OF FISCAL DOCUMENTATION 
Muiderpoort - 124 Sarphatistraat - Amsterdam 

A double atz‘on treaty was signed between Azania and Hungary 072 February 25, 
1975. It 2'1 subject to ratification before enierz'ng into force. ‘In‘ accordanfce wit/J 
A'rtz'tle ‘27 t/ae treaty x/mll enter into force Jixty days following the. date on licb 
tbs Contracting State: have excbanged the z'mtrumemfx of ratification. 

TEXT 
Die Republik Osterreich und die Ungari- 

' 

sche Volksrepublik', von dem Wunsche ge- 
leitet‘, die Doppelbesteuerung auf dem Ge- 
biete der Steuem vom Einkommen, Ertrag 
und vom Vermégen zu verm‘eiden, sind 
fibereingekommen, das folgende Abkom- 
men abzuschliessen: 

Artiléel 1 

Persb'nlz'c/Jer Anwendungxbereicb 

Dieses Abkommen gilt fiir Persqnen, ‘die 
in eiriem Vertrag'staat oder in beiden Ver- 
tragstaaten anséissig sind. 

Artikel 2 
U filer d4: Abkammen fallemie Steuem 

(1) Dieses Abkomrnen gilt fiir Steuem, 
die mach der Gesetzgebung ‘jedes det bei~ 
den Vertragstaaten unmittelbar vom Ein- 
komrnen, Er-tra'g und vom VerméigEn ffir 
die Vertrétgstaaten oder‘ ihre Gebietskérper- 
schaften erhoben wegden. 

(2) Steuern im Sinne dieses Abkommens 
sind: 

‘
‘ 

1. in der UngariSchen lksrepublik: 
a) 

‘ die allgemeine Einkommensteuer;-- 
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b) die Einkor‘nm‘ensteuer der eine ‘geistige 
. Titigkeit ausiibenden Pérsgnenv; 

c) die; Einkommeilsteuer der landwirt- 
sch’aftl‘ichén ‘Bevélkerung; 

d) die Gewinns‘t'eu'er‘ undt; betr'iebliche 
.«S‘ondersteuer; '

‘ 

e) die _Gewinn$teuer d‘er' wirtschaftlichen 
.Assoziationeg; mit ausléindis'cher Betei» 
118mg; ' 

' ' 

f) die Haussteuer; 
die Hauswertsteuerg‘ 

h) die Grunds‘teuer; 
i) der Beitrag ‘zfir Férdemngdés Wachs- 

, 

tums‘vder Gemeinden;~ 
,_ 

die Gebfihr fiir die Dividendena und 
' Gewinnauszah'lpngen‘ der-‘- Handelsgeé 

sellschaften. 

2".. in der Republik (")sterreich: 
a) die'Einkommensteuer; 

Elie‘KérpérschaffEteuer; 
, ,6). die Aufsichtsratsébgabe; 

d‘). die; Vérmiigéns‘teuer; ‘

. 

é) die Abgabe voxi Vérmégen, die der 
, 

W 
Erbschaftssteuer entzogen ‘sind; 

f) die GeWerbesteuer eins’chliesslich der 
, 

Lohgsummensteuer; ‘ ' 

A g) die 'Grunéis'teu'ér;
. 

h) die Abgabe von land'- _und forstwirt— 
schaftlichén Betrieben;

' 

i) die Beitriige von land- und‘ fdrstwirt- 
schaftlichcn Bettiebén Vzum Ausgleichs; 
fOnds fiir Familienbeihilfen;

‘ 

1) die Abgabe' vom {Bodenwért bei unbe- 
' 
bauten» Grundstficken,

I 

(3') Das-Abkemmen ist auf jede andere 
_ 
ihrem W'esen nach gleiche Oder ihnliche 

’ 

Stale: anzuwenden? die nach seiner Un‘tep 
zéiéhnung in eihem dér Vertrags‘taaten‘nc- 
ben den zurZeitbestehenden Steuem Oder 
an d'ere'n~ Stella eingeffihrt wird. 

Arfiéel 3 
Allgemeine Definifiwen 

(1) Im Sinne' diéses ‘Abkom'mens, wenn 
der Zusamrnenharig nkhts andezeé erfor— 
dart: 

I

. 

a) umfasstder Ausdruck ,,Person“ natiir— 
' 

lithe 'und juristisché Personen ; 

-'b) bedeuten die Ausdrficke ,,Unternéhrnen 
eines Vertragstaates”. und ,,Unterneh- 
men ,des anderen. Vertragstaates“, je 
.nachdem, ein Unternéhmen, das von 
einer in einem Vertragstaat‘ anséi’ssigen 
Person betriebefl ‘wird', oder ein Unter- 
nehr‘ne'n, das von einer in de‘m anderen 
Ver‘tragstaat anséissigen Person -betrie-- 

beh wird; 
‘ 

c) rbed'eutet de_r Ausdruck ,,zustéindige Be- 
h6rd¢“‘ 
1. in der Ungarischen Volksrepublik: 
den .Finanzminister, 
2. .in der Republik Ostefreich: Iden‘ 

- Bundesmifiister fiir Finanzen. 

(2;) Bei Anwendung des Abkommens 
dutch einen Vertragstaat hat, wenn der ZuJ 
sammenhang riichts anderes erfordert, je- 

der night anders definierte Ausdruck die 
vBedeutung, die ihm nach dem Rech't dieses, 
Staates iiBeJ: die 'Stguern zukommt, welche 
Gegenstand‘ des' Abkommens sind. ‘ 

Am'éemf 
Steizérlic/jer Weizmz'tz” 

(1‘) Im, Sinne dieses Abkommens bedeutet 
der Ausdruck ,,eine in einem Vertragstaat 
ansfissige Person“ eine Person, die nach 
dem Recht dieses Staates ’d‘ort uauf ‘Grund 
ihres Wohnsitzes, ih'res stindigen Aufent- 
haltes; des ‘Ortes ihrer Ges‘c‘hiiftsle‘ituhg 

Oder reines anderen éhnlich'en‘ Merkmgls 
steuerpflichtig i‘st. 

I

- 

gA2 
\ 
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(2) ist mach Absatz‘ 1' eirle natfirliche Per- 
son in beiden Vertragstaaten anséissig,~ so 
gilt folgendes: 

a) «lie Person gilt 2115 in' ‘dem Vertragstaat 
' anséissig, in dem sie fiber eine stiihdige 

Wohnétitt’é’verfiigt. Verfiigt sic in bei- 
den Vertragstaater; fiber eine stindige 

" Wohnsfzi'tte;-so gilt sie als in dem Ver— 
' 

'tragstaat ansfissig, zu d'em Sie die- enge- 
' 

ten ‘f'amiliéire'n und wirtschaftlichen Be- 
- ziehungen' ha‘t (Mit'telpunkt der Le— 
‘ 

bensinteressen). 
b). Kanri nicht bestimmt‘ werden‘, in {Nel- 

. chem Vertragstaat d-ie Person den Mit- 
telpunkt der Lebe'nsinte‘ressén hat, oder 
yerffigt sic in keinem der Vertrggstaa- 
-ter‘1 iibér ei‘neastblndige Wohns'tittet s'o 
gilt sie als in dem Vertragstaat ans'alssig, 
in dem sie ihzen gewéhnlichen Aufent- 

I 

‘ 

halt hat.
‘ 

c), Hat die Person ihren gewiihnlichen 
'- Aufenthalt 'in beiden Vertragstaaten 

oder‘ in k'einem ,der Vertragstaaten,‘ so 
gilt sie als in dem Vertragstaat ansfissig, 
dessen Staatsangehérigkeit sie besitzt. 

d) Besitzt die Person _dvie Staatsangehéirig- 
keit beider Vertragstaaten ode: keines 
Vertragstaates, so .werden die Vertrab- 
staaten geméiss Artikel 24 Vergehen. 

(3) Ist nach Absatz 1 eine andere als eine 
natfirliche Person iqbeiden Vertragstaaten 
ahsfissig, so gilt sie als in dem Vertragstaat 
anséissig, in_dem sie auf_G);und ihres Sifzes 
steuerpflichtig ist. 

Artiiéel 5 
Betrz'ebstéitte 

(1) Im Sinne dieses Abkommens bedeutet 
der Ausdruck ,,Betrie‘bst§_tte“ ein'e feste Ge- 
schéifts- Oder Produlktionseinrichtung,‘ in 
der die Titigkeit. des Unternehmens génz 

TEXT 

Oder ‘teilweise ausgeiibt wird. 

(2) Der Ausdrud<fi,Betriebstéitte“ umfasst 
insbesonderezz 

a) einen 'Ort der Leitung, 
b)~ eine Zweigniedieflassung, 
c) eine Geschéiftsstelle, 

d) eine Fabrikationsst'altte, 

e) eine Werk’stiitte,
m 

f) eine Befgwerk, einen Steinbruch Iodet‘ 
eine andere Stfitté der Ausbeutung von 
Bodenschfitzen, ' 

g) eine Bauausfiihrung oder Montage, de; 
ren Dauer Zwei Iahre fiberschreitet. 

(3) A15 Betriebstéitten gelten nicht:
_ 

a) Einrich'tungen, die ausschliesslich zur 
Lagerung, Ailsstellung odef "A'uslief'e- 
rung Vp'n Giitern oder Waren dés Un- 
ternéhmens benutzt warden;

‘ 

b) B'estéinde von Giitern oder Watch des‘ 
Unternehmens, die ausschliesslich zur 
Lagerung, Ausstelligng b‘der :Ausliefe- 
rung unterhalten werden; 

I
I 

c) Bestéinde von Gfitem Oder Warm dds 
Untemehmens, die ausschliésslich zu 
dém Zweck unterhalten‘fiqrden, durch 
ein. anderes Uhtemehmen bearbeitet 
oder verarBeitet zu wetden; 

'

I 

d) eine feste Geschfiftseinrightung,_. dig: 

ausschliesslich zu dem Zweck unterhal— 
ten Wird, fiir das Unternehrnen Giiter 
Oder Waren einzukaufen ode: InfOrma- 
tionen zu beschaffen; ‘ 

e) cine feste Geschéiftseinrichtung, die 
ausschliesslich zu demeck unterhal- 
ten wird, fiir das Unternehmen zu wer- 
‘ben, Informationgn zu erteilen, wissene 
schaftliche Forschung zu betreiben oder 
éihnliche Tatigkeiten auszufiben, die 

3 vorbereitgnder . Art sind ode: ‘eine 
- -Hi1fst§tigkeit darstellen;

' 
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(4) 1512' eine Person — mit Ausnahme 
eines unabhingigen Vertreters im Sinne des 
Absatzes 5 — in einem Vertragstaat fiir 

ein Untemehmen des anderen Vertrgg— 
staates tfitig, so gilt eine in dem erstge- 

nannten Staat gelegene Betriebstéitte als ge- 
geben, Wenn die Person cine Vollmacht 
besitzt, im Namen des Untemehmens Ver- 
tréige abzuschliessen, und die Vollmacht in 
diesem Staat gewéhnlich ausiibt, es sei 

denn, dass,sich ihre Titigkeit auf den Ein- 
kauf von Gfite'm oder Waren ffir das Un- 
temehmen beschrfinkt. 

(S) Bin Untemehmcn eines Vertragstaates 
wixd nicht schon deshalb so Ibehandelt, als 
habe es eine Betriebstiitte in dem anderen 
Vertfagstaat, weil es dort seine Titigkeit 
d‘urch einen Makler, Kommissionfir oder 
einen anderen unabhéingigen Vertreter aus- 
iiBt, sofem diese Personen im Rahmen ihrer 
ordentlichen Geschiftstiitigkeit handeln. 

(6) Allein‘ dadurch, dass eine in einem 
Vertragstaét an‘éissige juristische Person 
sink: juristische Person beherrscht Oder von 
cine;i juristiSchen Person behe‘rrscht Wird, 
die in dem andegen Vertragstaat ansiissig 

ist ode: dort (entweder dutch cine Betrieb- 
stitte oder in anderer Weise) ihre T5tig~ 
keit ausiibt, wird cine der beiden juxisti- 

'schén Personen nicht zur Betriebstiitte der 
'anderen. 

’ " 

Artiéel 6 
Einéz’iflfte am yflbeweglicbem Vermégen 

(1) Einidinfte aus unbeweglichem Vermii- 
gen diir—fen in dem‘Vertragstaat besteuert 
werden, in dem dieses Vermijgen liegt. 

(2) Der Augdnick ,,unbewegliches Ver- 
miigen” bestimmt sich nach dem Recht des 
Vertragstaates, in‘dem das Vermiigen liegt. 

Der Ausdruck umfasst in jederfi Fall das 
Zubehfir zum unbeweglichen Verméigen, 
das lebende und tote Inventa‘r land- und 
forstwirtschaftlicher Betriebe, die Rechte, 
auf die die Vorschriften des Privatrechts 
fiber Grundstiicke An'we’ndung finden, die 
Nutzungsrechte an“ unbeWeglichem Vermij- 
gen sowie die Rechte -auf verinderliche 
oder feste Vergiitungen ffir die Ausbeu- 
tung oder das Recht auf Ausbeutung von 
Mineralvorkommen, Quellen und anderen 
Bodenschitzen; Schiffe und Luftfahrzeuge 
gelten nicht als unbewegliches Verméigen. 

(3) Absatz 1 gilt fiir Einkiinfte aus der 
unmittelbaren Nutzung, der Vermietung 
ode]: Verpachtung sowie jeder anderen Art 
der Nutzung unbeweglichen Vermfigens. 

(4) Die.Abséitze 1 und 3 gelten auch ffir 
Einkiinfte aus umbeweglichem Vermégen 
eines Untemehmens und fiir Einkiinfte aus 
unbeweglichem Vermégen, das der Aus- 
iibung eines freien Berufes‘ dient. 

Artiéel 7 
U Meme/2m emgewinne 

(1) Gewinne eines Unternehmens eines 
Vertragstaates dfirfen nut in diesem Staat 
besteuert werden, es sci denn, dass das Un- 
ternehmen seine Titigkeit im anderen Ver- 
tragstaat dutch eine dort gelegene Betrieb- 
stitte ausiibt. Ubt das Unternehmen seine 
Tatigkeit in dieser Weise aus, so dfirfen 
die Gewinne des Unternehmens in dem 
anderen Staat besteuert werden, jedoch nur 
insoweit, als sie dieser Betriebstéitte Zuge- 
rechnet werden kénnen. 

(2) Ubt ein Unternehmen eines Vertrag- 
staates seine Tatigkeit in dem anderen Ver- 
tragstaat durch cine dort gelegene Betrieb- 
statte ans, so sind in jedem Vertrags‘taat

A 

A4 
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diéser Bétriebstatte die Géwinne zuzurec‘h- 
neg, die sie hitte erzielcnrkb'nnen, wcnn sie' 
cine gleiche, Oder 'éihnliche Titigkeit untEr 
gleithen oder ahn'lichen Bedingfingen \als 
selvbstindiges Unternchmen ‘ausgjeiibt hitté 
und im_ Vbrkéhr mit. dem Unternehmén, 
dessen Bettiebstéitte‘ sie ist, vijilig unabhéin- 
gig .geweseg Wire,

' 

(3) Béi der Ermittlurig der Gewinne cine: 
Betriebstéitt¢ werden die 'fiir‘ dieSe Betrieb-

' 

statte entstandenen Aufwendungen‘ cin- 
schliesSIicht der 'GéSchiftsflfihrungs- und 
allgemeinenv Ver’waltufigskosten zum Ab- 

‘ zug zugeiasscn, glciqhgfiltig,. obl‘sie in dem 
Steiat, in dem die Bettiebstéitte- liegt, odef 
,ahd‘eizswo'cntstanden si'nd. - 

(4) Auf Grand des vblossen Einkaufs von 
4 Gfite’m oder Waren- ‘fiir das Untemehmen 
wifd einer B’etriebstiitte kein Gewinn zu- 
gércchnet. 

(5,) Géhézen Zu den Gewirmen Einkiinfte, 
die in .anderen, Art-ikeln di‘e'ses' Abkommens 
behandelt werdén, so Warden. die Bestimg— 
mungen jehe’r Artikél dutch die Bestim- 
m'ungen dieses Artikels nicht beriihrt. 

(6), Die Bestimmungen dieses Artikels 
sind auch‘ auf G‘ewinnantefle ‘aus, ciner Be,- 
teiligung als stiller Gesellschafter an einern 
Untemehmen anzuwend'en. 

Artik'el 8 
S chiffzzbrt and Luftfa/art 

(i) Eine in einem Vertxag‘staat‘ ansissige' 
Person darf mitGewinnen aus dem Betriebt 
von Seeschiffen ode} Luftfahtzeugen im 
international'en Vérkehr mi: in- dies’er’n Vet,- 
trégstaat bestéuert warden. 

(2) "fine in einem Vcrtragstaat ‘anS'a'ssige
I 
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' TEXT 

Pegson’ d‘arf mit Gewinhefi 21:113d B‘c‘tri’eb 
vim Binn‘ensehi‘ff’en‘ im internationalén 
V'erke’hr‘ mix in diesem Vertragstaat 7b’e— 
ste’ueft wezden. ‘ ‘ 

('5). Die Absiitze 1 find. 2 gelten‘ auc'h, 

wenn da‘s, Untemehmen im Gé‘bi'et des‘r an; 
deyes Staatgs cine Agentur’ffit die [Biefi'ir— 
derung vor; Personen~ ode}: Wazen betreibt. 
Dies gilt 'jedoch nur ffir 'Tfifigkejiteh, Idi'e. 
unmittelbar mit def Luft'fahrit und Sghifif- 
fahr‘t, einschliessljch des Zubringerdicnstes 
Zusammenhéingen. 

(4) Die Bes‘tim‘mungen di¢$es Axtikel's 

.gelten‘ (auch‘ fiii: Bet‘eiligungen Von Untef‘é 
nehr’neh dc}: Luftfahrt gm einer'Betfieb'sge- 
mginschaft, hnabh’cingig davon, Obv dcj: Vet'- 
kéhr mit cigenen. ode: gechartertcn Fa‘hrv 
zeugen rdurchgefx‘ihrh Wifd. 

Artjégl 9 
Veréundene ‘Umemelamen a 

Wenn 
a), 'eijn Unternéhmen reines' KVe‘rtragstaates 

. ‘unmitt’elbar o‘dct mittelbar an dc; Ge» 
sChéiftsl'eitfing, der' KQnAtrVolle ,Qder. am 
Kgpital eines Unte‘mchmens .des antic: 
ten Vertragstaates .beteiligt ist, ode: 

b): dieSelben Personen unmittelbar "rode:- 
mittelbar an ‘der Geschéiftsleitung; “def 

-. :Kontr‘olle Oder am Kapital‘fie'ines Unte‘ra 
nehmens ein'es Vertmgstaates 11nd cines 
Untemehme‘ns desi anderen Vern-ag- 
staatesbfieiligt si‘nd,’

> 

‘und, in dies’en Fallen zwi’schca den‘ bei- 
den Ufiteméhmen hinsich't-lich ihrer, kauf-

, 

minnischen- oden finanziellen B‘ezliehungenu 
Bed‘ihgung’en ver'einbart Oder” agferlegt 
w‘erden‘, die von Idenen 'abWeichen, die ’uhfl 
abhéng‘ige Un‘térnehmcn vmitein‘ander‘ vet-- 
eiribarenrwfir’den, so diirfen die GeWinne; 
die eines der Untegnehmén ohne 'diese' Be- 

‘ ‘AS
.
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dihgungen erzielt‘héitte, wegen dieser Be- 
dingungen’ ‘aber mfcht erzielt hat, den Ge- 
Winnen dieses Unternéhmens zugerechnet 
-und entsprechend besteuert werden. ' 

Artikel 10 
Divideflden 

(l)' DiVidenden, die cine in einem Ver- 
tmgstaat anséissige '. juristische Person ' ah 
eine in dem ande’ren Ve’rtrag'staat ansissige 
Person zahlt, diirfen in dem anderen Staat 
besteuert werden. ' ‘ 

(2) Diese Dividenden ‘diirfen jedoch in 
dem Vertiragstaat, in dem die' die Dividen- 
d'en .zhhlénde juristisch’e Person anséiss‘ig 

i’st, hach dem Recht dieses Staates besteue'rt 
werdeng=die Stéuer darf abet 10 vom Hun- 
dert des Bruttobetrages der Dividenden 
nicht fibersteigen. 
Dieser Absatz bériihrt nicht die Besteue- 
rung de1= juristischen Person in bezug auf 
die Gewinne, aus denen die Dividenderi 
gezahlt werden.

I 

(’5) Der‘ in »‘diesem Artikel verwendete 
Ausdruck ,,Di{ridenden“ bedeutet Eink‘i'mf— 
te aus Aktien, Genusseiktien ode-r'Genuss- 
scheinen, Kuxen, Grii'nderanteilen oder an- 
deren Rec‘hten .— ausgenommen Forderun- 
gen —— mit Gewinnbete’iligung sowie aus 
sOnstigen Gesellschaftsanteilen stammende 
Ein‘kfinftegdie, nach 'dem _-Steuerrecht= des 
Staates, in dem' die ausschiittende juristi'sche 
Person ansfiissig Est, den Einkiinften aus 
Aktien gl’eichgestelltsihd. ' 

(,4) Die; Abséitzé 1 und 2 sind niCht anZu- 
wenden, wen‘n der-in (einem Vertragstaat 
ansfissige. Empféinger. der Dividenden in 
den anderenr Vertragstaat, in dem die-“die 
Dividenden zahlénde juristische Person 'an— 
séissig ist, eine Betriehstéitte‘hat und die Be- 

teiligung, fiir die die Dividenden gezahlt 
werden, tatsiich'lich zu~ dieser Betriebstéitte 
gehbrtfl In dieéem Fall ist Artikel' 7 anzil'e 
wenden. ‘ 

~‘- ‘- - ~ '1' 
-

" 

(5) -Bezieht eine- in e'inemVertragst‘dat an- 
séissige juristische Person 'Géwinne- odér 
Einkiinfte aus. dem anderen Vertragstaat, 
so darf dieser andere Staat weder die Divi- 
defiden bestéuern, die die jurist‘ische Per- 
son an nicht in diesem anderen Staat an- 
séissige "Personen'zahlt, noch Gewinne der 
jur-istischen Persdn einer Steuer ffir nicht- 
auégeschiitteté Gewinne unterwerfen, selbst ' 

wehn die gezahlten Dividenden Oder die 
nichtausgeschfittefen Gewinne ganz o‘der 

teilweise aus in dem anderen Staat erzielten 
Gewinnen Oder Einkiinften bestehen. 

Artiéel ' 1 1 

Zimén 

(1) Zinsen, die aus einem Vertragstaat 
stammén und ad eine in dem anderen Ver- 
tragstaat an'séissige Person gezahIt werden, 
diirfen mir in dem anderen Staat besteuert 
werden. ' ' ' 

(2) Der in diesem Artikel verwendete 
'Auéatuck ,,Zinsen“ bedeut‘et Einkiinfte aus 
6ffentlichen An‘leihen, a'us Obligationen, 
auch wen-n sie ‘dtirch*‘Pfandrechte an 
Grundstiicken gesichert Oder m'it einer Ge- 
winnbeteiligung ausgestattet sind, und aus 
Forderungen jedér Art sowie aIle anderen 
Einkiinfte, 'd'ie «mach-dem Steuefrecht des 
Staates, aus dem sie stammen, den Eine 
kfi’nften ~aus Darlehen gleichgestellt sind. 

(3') .Absatz 1 ist nich’c anzmavenden, wenn 
der in eiriem' Vertragstaat ansfissige Emp- 
fiinger der Zinsen'iri dem anderen Verttag-' 
staat, aus dem die Zinsen stammen,, eine 
Be'triebstéitte hatzund die Forderung, fiir 
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die die Zinsen gezahlt W'erd'en, tatséichlich 
zu dieser Betriebstiitte gehért. In diesem 
Fall ist Artikel 7 anzuwenden. 

(4) Bestehen zwischen Schuldner und 
Glfiubiger oder zwischen jedem von ihnen 
und einem Dritten besondere Beziehungen 
und fibersteigen deshalb die gézahlten Zin- 
sen, gemessen an der zugrundeliegenden 
Forderung, den Betrag, den Schuldner und 
Gléubiger ohne 'diese Beziehungen verein- 
bart bitten, so Wird dieser Artikel nur auf 
diesen Ietzten Betrag angewendet. In die- 
sem Fall kann der fibersteigende Betrag 
nach dem Recht jedes Vertragstaates u-nd 
unter Beriicksicfitigurig der anderen Be- 
stimmungen dieses Abkommens besteqéft 
werden. 

Artiéel 12 
Lizenzgebz'ilaren 

(1) Lizenzgebiihren, die aus einem Ver- 
tragstaat stammen und an eine in dem an- 
deren Vertragstaat anséssige Person gezahlt 
Werden, dfirfen nut in 'dem anderen Staat 
besteuert werden. 

(2) Der in diesem [Artikel verwendete 
Ausdruck ,,Lizenzgebfihren“ bedeutet Ver- 
gfitungen jed‘er Art, die fiir 'die Benutzung 
oder ffir das Recht auf Benutzu-ng von Ur- 
heberrechten an literarischen, ki'mstleri- 

schen oder wissenschaftlichen Werken, ein- 
schIiesslich kinematographischer Filme und 
Fernsehfilme, von Patenten, Marken, Mus- 
tern oder Modellen, Plinen,~geheimen For- 
meln oder Verfahren oder fiir die Benut- 
zung oder das Recht auf Benutzung'ge- 
wenblicher, kaufmannischer oder wissen- 
schaftlicher-Ausrfistungen ode'r ffir die 
Mittéilung gewerblicher, kaufmélnnischer 
oder wissenschaftlicher Erfahrungen ge- 
zahlt werden.

K 

‘ TEXT 

(3) Absatz 1 ist nicht aanzuwenden, wenn 
der in einem Vertragstaat anséissige Emp- 
féinger der Lizenzgebiihfen in dem anderen 
Vertragstaat, aus dem die Lizenzgebfihren 
stammen, eing Betriebstéitte hat und die 
Rechte oder Verméigenswerte, ffir die die 
Lizenzgebiihren gezahlt werden, .tatsfichli'ch 
zu dieser Betriebstiitte gehéren. In diesem - 

Fall ist Artikel 7 anqenden. r 

(4) Bestehen zwischen Schuld‘ner -und 
Glfiubiger oder zwischen jjedem von ihnen 
und einem Dritten besondere Beziehungen 
und fibersteigen deshalb die gezahlten Li- 
zenzgebiihren, gemessen. an der' zugrunde— 
liegenden ' 

Leistung, den Betrag, den 
Schuldner und Glfiubiger ohne diese Be- 
ziehungen vereinbart bitten, so wird dieser, 
Artikel nut auf diesen letzten Betrag ange- 
Wendet. In diesem Fall darf der fiberstei- 
gende Betrag nach'dem Recht jed‘es Ver- 
tragstaates und unter Beriicksicht’igung der 
anderen Bestimmungen dieses Abkommens 
besteuert werden. ‘ 

Arti/é el 13 
‘Veréizmemn g1 gewz'nne 

(1) Gewinne aus der'Ve'riiusserung unbe- 
Weglichen Vermégens im Sihne d‘es Arti- 
kels 6 Absatz 2 dfirfen‘ in dem Vertragstaat 
besteuert Werden; in dem ’dieses Vermiigen 
liegt. 

(2) Gewinne aus der Veriiusserung 'be— 
weglichen Vermiigens, 

‘ 
das Betriebsvermfi- 

gen cine: Betriebstéit-te darstellt, die ein 
Untemehmen eineS'Vertragstaates in‘ dem 
anderen Vertragstaat hat, oder das zu einer 
f'esiten Ein'richtung gehbrt, fiber die eine in 
einem Vertragstaat anséissige Pegson ffir die 
Ausiibung eir'les freien Berufes in dem arr- 
deren Vertragstaat :verffigt, einschliesslich - 

derartiger Gewinne, di‘e bei der Veréiusse~ 
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rung ei-ner solchen Betriebstitte (allein 
ode: zusammen mit dem fibrigen Unier- 
nehrnen) Oder ejner solchen festen Einrich— 
tung erzielt werden, dfirfen in dem andes 
ten Staat besteuert werden. Jedoch diirfen 
Gewinne aus der Veriiusserung des in Arti- 
kel 21 Absatz 3 genannten beweglichen 
Vermégens nur in dem Vertragstaat be- 
steuert werden, in ‘dem dieses .bewegh'che 
Vermégen nach dem angeffihrten Artikel 
besteuert werden darf. 

(3) GeW-inne aus der Veréiusserung des in 
den Abs‘citzen 1 und 2 nicht genannten 
Vermégens dfirfen nut in dem Vertragstaat 
besteuert werden, in dem der VerEiu‘sserer 
ansissig ist. 

Artiéel 14 
Freie Bemfe 

(1) Einki'mfte, die eine in einem Vertrag- 
staat anséissige Person aus einem freien Be- 
ruf Oder aus sonstiger selbstéindiger Tatig- 
keit ihnl‘icher Art bezieht, diirfen nut in 
diesem Staat besteuert werden, es séi denn, 
dass die Person fiir die Ausiibung ihrer 

' 

Téitigkeit in- dem anderen Vertragstaat re- 
gelmiissig fiber eine feste Einrichtung ver- 
ffigt. Verfiigt sie fiber cine solche feste 
Einrich-tupg, so dfirfen die Einkiinfte in 
dem andefen Staat besteuert werden, je- 

doch nur insoweit, als sie dieser fasten Ein- 
richtung zuge'rechnqt werden kénnen. 

(2) Der Ausdruck ,,freier Beruf“ umfasst 
insbesondere die selbsl'iindig ausgeiibte Wis- 
senschaftliche, literarische, kiinstlerische, 
erzieherische, unterrichtende oder sportli- 
Che Titigkeit sowie die selbstéindige Titig- 
keit der Arzte, Rechtsanwfilte, Ingenieute, 
Architekten, Zahnfirzte und Steuerberater. 

Artiéel 15 
Nicbtxelbxtiindige Arbez't 

(1) Vorbehaltlich der Artikel 16, 17 und 
18 diirfen Gehilter, Léhne und fihnliche 
Vergfitungen,‘ die cine in einem Vertrag- 
staat anséissige Person aus unselbstiindiger 
Arbeit .bezieh-t, nut in diesem Staat besteu- 
ext werden, es sci denn, dass die Arbeit in 
dem anderen Vertragstaat ausgeiibt wird. 
Wird die Arbeit dort ausgeiibt, so diirfen 
die daffir bezogenen Vergfitungen in dem 
anderen Staat besteuert werden. 

(2) Ungeachtet des Absatzes 1 diirfen 
Vergfitungen, .die eine in einem Vertrag- 
staat ansissige Person fiir eine in dem an~ 
deren Vertragstaat ausgeiibte unselbstéindi- 
ge Arbeit :bezieht, nut in dem erstgenann- 
'ten Staat besteuert warden, wenn 
a) die Vergiitungen von einem Arbeitge- 

ber Oder fiir einen Arbeitgeber gezahlt 
werden, der nicht in dem anderen Staat 
ansiissig ist, und 

b) die Vergiitungen nicht von einer Be- 
triebstéitte oder einer fasten Ein‘richtung 
getragen werden, die der Arbeitgeber 
in dem anderen Staat hat, und 

c) der Empffinger sich in dem anderen 
Staat insgesamt nicht linger 2115 183 
Tage Wéihrend des betreffenden Steuer- 
jahres ~aufh2ilt. 

(3) Ungeachtet der vorstehenden Bestim— 
mungen dieses Artikels dfi-rfen Vergiitun- 
gen fiir 'unselbst‘éndige Arbeit, die an Bord 
eines Seeschiffes, Luftfahrzeuges oder 
eines Schiffes, das der Binnenschiffahrt 
d-ient, im internationalen Verkehr ausgeiibt 
Wird, in dem Vertragstaat besteuer-t wer- 
den, in dem die Person ansissig ist, die die 
Gewinne aus dem Betrieb des Schiffes Oder 
Lu-ftfahrzeuges erzielt. 

A8 
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Artiéel 16 
Aafsz'ckt‘smtx— ‘oder 

Verwaliungxmtwergzitzmgen 

Aufsichtsrats- oder Verwaltungsratsvergii-' 
tungen und ihnliche Zahlungen, die cine 
in einem Vertragstaaz anséssjge Person in 
ihr¢r Eigenschaft als Mitglied des Auf- 
sichts- Oder Verwaltungsrates cine: juristi- 
schen Person bezieht, die in dem anderen 
Vertmgstaat ansfissig ist, diirfen in de'm 
anderen Staat besteuert werden. 

'Affikel 1 7 
Rubege/Jfilter 

Vorbehaltlich des Artikels 18 Absatz 1 
diirfen Ruhegehfilter und iihnliche Vergii- 
tungen, d-ie éiner in einem Vertragstaat an- 
sissigen Person fiir friihere unselbstindige 
Ar-beit gezahlt Weiden, nu: in diesem Staat 
besteuert werden. 

Artikel 18 
O'ffentlz'c/ae Fzmétz'onen 

(1) Vergfi-tungen, ginschliesslich der Ruhe- 
gehéilter, die von einem Vertragstaat- Oder 
cine: seiner Gebiétskérperschaften unmit- 
telbar oder aus einem VOn' diesem Staat 

, Oder der Gebietskérperschaft errichteten 
Sonderverinégen an einé'natfirliche Person 
ffir die diesem‘ Staat oder der Gebietskér— 
perschaf-t in Ausiibung 6ffen-tlicher Funk- 
tionen erbradhten Dienste gezahlt werden, 
dfirfen in diesem Staat besteuert werden 

(2) Auf Vergiitungen ode: Ruhegehfilter 
fiir Dienstleistungen, die im ZuSammen- 
hang mit einer kaufmfinnischen Oder ge- 
werblichen Titigkeit eines der Vertrag- 
staaten oder einer seiner Gebietskéirper~ 
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schaftgn érbracht werden, finden die Artif 
kel 15, 16 und 17 Anwendung. '

\ 

Artikel 19 
Studenten and Lelarlinge 

Zahlungen, die ein Student oder_L_ehr1ing, 
der in einem Vertragstaat ansissig ist Oder 
vorher dort ansissig war und den ‘sich in 
dem ander‘cn Vertragstaat ausschliesslich‘ 

zum Studium Oder zur Ausbildung auf‘hilt, 
ffir seinen,Unterha1t, sein \St'udium oder 
seine Ausbildung erhfilt, werden in dem 
anderen Staat nicht besteuert, sofem ihm 
diese Zahlungen aus Quellen ausserhalb 
des anderen Staates zufli‘essen. - 

Artiéel 20 
Nit/9t amalrz‘icélic/o erwéz’bme Einkiinfte 

Die in den vorstehqnden Artikeln n-icht 

ausdriicklich erwéihnten Einkifinffe einet‘ in: 
einem Vertragstaat ansfissigen Person dfir— 
fen nut in diesem Staat ‘besteuert werden. 

Artiéel 21 
Besteuemng ale: Vermb‘gem

I 

(1) Unbewegliches Vermfigen im ,Sinne 
des Artikels 6 Absatz 2 darf’ in dem Ver- 

' 

tragstagt (besteuert werden, in dem dies¢s 
Vermégen I-iegt. 

(2) Bewegliches Vermiigen, da’s Betriebs- 
vefmégen einer Betriebstéitvte eine's Unte’rv 

nehmens datstellt Oder das zu einer der 
Ausiibung eines freién Berufes Idienen’den‘ . 

festen Ein-richtung gehb'rt, darf in dem 
Vertragstaat besteuert werdeg, in dem sich 
die Betriebstitte Oder die feste 'Einrichtung 
bef-indet. '
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(3) Schiffe und Luftfahrzeuge im interna- 
tionalen Verkehr sowie bewegliches Ver- 
méi‘gen, das dem Betrieb dieser Schiffe und 
Luftfahrzeuge client, diirfen nut in dem 
Vertragstaat besteuert Wei-den, in dem die 
Person anséissig ist, die die Gewinne aus 
dem Betrieb des S'chiffes oder Luftfahrg 
zeuges erzielt. 

(4) Alle andexen Vermb'gensteile einer in 
- einem Vértragstaat ansiissigen Person diir- 
fen nut in diesem Staat vbesteuert werden. 

Amléel 22 
Vermez'dung der Doppelbeszfeuemng 

(1) Bezieht eine in einem Vertragstaat an- 
sissige Person Einkfinfte ode): hat sie Ver- 

‘K 

magen und dfirfen diese Einkiinfte oder 
dieses'Vermijgen nach diesem Abkommen 
in dem anderen Vertragstaat besteuert wer- 
den, so nimmt der erstgenannte Staa-t, vor- 
behaltlich dés Absatzes' 2, diese Einkfinfte 
oder dieses Vermb‘gen von der Besteuerung 
aus; dieser Staat darf abet bei der Festset- 
zung der Steuer ffir das fibrige Einkommen 
Oder das fibrige ‘Verméigen dieser Person 
den‘ Steuersatz anwenden, der anZuwenden 
wire, wenn‘; die 'betreffenden Einkfinfte 
Oder das betreffende Vermb‘gen nicht von 
der Bestefierung ausgenommen wfiren. 

:(2) Beziéht cine in einem Vertragstaat an- 
sfissige Person Einkfinfte, die 'nach Artikel 
10 in dem anderen Vertragstaat besteuert 
werélen diirfen, so rechnet der erstgenannte 
Staat auf die vomv Einkommen dieser Per- 
son zu erhebende Steuer den Betrag an, der 
der in dém anderen Vertragstaat geza‘hlten 
Steuer entspricht., D61: qnzurec'hnende Be- 
tta}; darf jedoch den Teil der vor der An- 
rechnilhg ‘ermittelten Steuer nicht fiberstei- 
gen, der auf die Einki‘mfte entféillt, die aus 

A10 

dem anderen Vertragstaat‘bezogen werden. 

- Artiéel‘ 23 
Gleicbbebmdlzmg 

(1) Die Stadtsangehérigen eines Vertrag- 
staates diirfen in dem anderen Vertragstaat 
wed‘er einer Besteuerung noch einer damit 
zusammenhéingenden Verpflichtung unter- 
worfen werden, die anders Oder belasten- 
der sind 211’s die Besteuerung und die damit 
zusammenhéingenden Verpflichtungen, de- 
nen die Staatsangeh'o‘rigen des anderen 
Staates unter gleichen Verh‘eiltnissen unter- 
worfen sind Oder unterworfen werden k611— 
nen. 

' 

(2) .Der Ausdruck. ,,Staatsangeh6r-ige“ be- 
deutet: 

a) alle natiirlichen Personen, die die 
Staatsangehérigkeit eines Vertragstaates 
besitzen; 

b) alle juristtischen Personen, Personenge- 
sellschaften und anderen Personenver— 
einigungen, die nach dem in einem 
Vertragstaat geltenden Recht errichtet 
worden sind. ' 

(3) Die Besteuerung einer Betriebstéitte, 

die ein Unternehmen eines Vertragstaates 
in dem anderen Vertragstaat hat, dad in 
dem andéren Staat nicht ungfinstiger sein 
als die Be‘steuefung von Unternehmen des 
anderen Staates, die die. gleiche Titi‘gkeit 
ausiiben. ‘ 

Diese Bestimmung ist nicht so auszulegen, 
als verpflichte sie einen Vertragstaat, Hen in 
dem anderen Vertragstaat anséiss-igen Per- 
sonen Steuerfreibetréige, -vergiinstigungen 
und -¢rm§ssigungen auf Grund des Pegso- . 

nensfandes .oder der Familienlasten zu ge- 
wblhren, die er den ifl seinegm Gebiet in- 
siissigen Personen gewéihrt. 

(4) Die Unternehmen eines Vertrags‘taa— 
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tes, 'dereri ‘Igapital ganz oder teilweise, un- 
mittelbar oder mittelbar, einer in dem an- 
‘aeren Vertragstaat ans‘a‘ss-igen Person Oder 
mehreren soIchen Personen gehiirt oder 
ihrer Kontrolle unterliegt, dii'rfen in dem 
erstgenannten V'ertfags’taét weder einer Be- 
steuerung noch einer damit 'zusammenhéin- 
genden Verp’flichtung unterworfen wer- 
den, die and’ers ode: belastender sind als 
di'e Besteuerung und 'die diamit zusammen- 
hingenden‘ Verpfl'ich‘tungen, denen andere 
ih'n‘liche Uri-temehmen dgs enstgenannten 
Staates unterworfen» si_n‘d ‘older unterworfen 
werden kfinnen.

P 

(5) In diesem Arfikél bedeutet der Aus- 
druck ,,Besteuerun‘g“ .Stgqern jeder Art 
und Bezeichnung. 

(6) Es wird -festgestellt, dass die abwei- 
chende Besteuerung der-ungatischen sozia- 
Iistischen Wirtschaftseinheiten den Bestim- 
mungen ‘dieses Ar-tikels nicht Widerspricht. 

Artik el 24 
Verxtéz'ndigflngwerfabren 

(1)" Ist ein_e in einem Vertragstaat anséissi= 
ge Person der Auffassung, dass die Mass- 
nghmen eiges_ Vertragstaaten oder beider 
Vert'ragstaaten fiir 'sié-‘zu einer B‘esteuerung 
gefiihrt haberi Oder fiihren warden, die die- 
sem Abkommen nic’ht "entspricht, So~kann 
sie unbeschadet der mach. innerstaa-tlichem 
Recht dieser Stadten vergesehenen Rech'ts- 
mittel ihren Fall deg. zustiindigen BehESrde 
des Vertragstaates unterlgreiten, in dem sie 
ansfissig ist. 

(2) Halt diese zustéindige Behéirde die 
Einwendung fiir begrfindet und ist sie 

selbst nicht in der Lage, eine befriedigende 
Léisung herbeizuffihren, so wird sie sich be- 
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miihen, den Fall hath Verstindigung mit 
der zus'téndigen Behfirde des anderen Ver- 
tragstaates so zu regain, dass cine dern Ab— 
kOmmen nicht entspxechende Besteuerung 
vermieden wird. 

(3) Die Zustéindigen Behiirden der Ver- 
tragstaaten werden sich bemiihen, Schwie- 
rigkeiter; oder Zweifel, die ‘bei der AusIe- 
gung Oder An'wendung des Abkommens 
entstehen, in gegenseitigem Einvemehmen 
zu beseitigen. Sie kénnen augh gemeinsam 
dariiber beraten, wie ‘einc Doppelbes-teue- 
rung in Fallen, die in dem Abkommen 
nicht behandelt sind, vermieden werden 
kann. 

(4) Die zustindigen Behijrden der Ver- 
tragstaaten kénnen zur Herbeifiihru'ng 
einer Einigung im Sinne der vorétehenden 
Absitze unmittelbar miteinander verkeh- 
ren. Erscheint ein rhiincllicher Meinungs- 
austausch ffir die Herbeiffihrung den Eini- 
gung zweckmissig, So kann ein -solcher 
Meinungsaustausch in einer Kommission 
durchgeffihrt warden, d-ie aus‘ Vertretem 
der Zustindigen Behérden‘ der Vertragstaa- 
ten besteht. 

Amiéel 25 
Awtdmc/a van Infarmatz’onen 

(1), Die zustéindigen Behérden der Ver- 
tragstaaten werden die zur Durchffihrung 
dieses Abkommens erforderlichen Infor- 

mationen austauschen. Die zustéindigen Be- 
h6rde‘n der Vertragstaaten sind jedoch 
nicht verpflichtet,- Auskiinfte zu e‘rteilen, 

die nicht auf Grund der bei den Finanzbe- 
h6rden vorhandenen 'Unterlagen gegeben 
werde‘n kénhen, sondem. gesonderte E1:- 

mittlungen erfordem Wiir‘den. Alle so aus— 
getauschten Inform'ationen sin-d geheimzui 
halten und diirfen nur solchen PersOnen

1 
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Oder Behérden zu‘giinglich gemacht wer- 
~ den, die mit de_r Veranla'gung oder Ein- 
hebugg der unter das Abkommen fallen- 
Elen Steuem 'befasst sind. 

(2) A'bsatz 1 ist auf-keinen Fall so auszu- 
l‘egen, als Verpflichte e1- eineri der Vertrag— 
Staaten‘: 

a) Verwaltungsmassnahmen durchzuffih- 
ten, die von den Gesetzgn Oder der 
Verwaltungspraxis dieses ode: des an» 
deren Vertrags‘taates abweichen; 

b) Angaben -2u fibermitteln, d-ie nach den 
Gese-tzen 'oder im iiblichen Verwal- 
tungsver-fahren dieses ode: des anderen 
Vertragstaates nicht beSchafft werden 
kiinnen; 

c) Informationen Zu erteilen, die ein Han- 
d’els—, Ge‘schéif-ts-, Gewerbe- oder Be- 
mfsgeheimnis oder‘, ein Gesch'éiftsver- 
fahren preisgeben wfirden Oder deren 
>Erteilur'1g dem Ordre public wider- 
spriiche. 

Artiéel 26 
Diplomatixc/Je and ,éomularz'ulae Beamte 

Dieses Abkommen beriihrt nicht die steuer— 
lichen Vorrechte, die_ den Mitgliedem di- 
plomatischer oder konsularischer Vertre- 
tungen nach den allgemeinen Regeln des 
Vélkerrechts ode): auf Grand besonderer 
Vereinbarungen zustehen. 

Artiéel 27 
I ném’fttreten 

(1) Dieses Abkommen is-t der Rechtsord’ 
nung eines jeden der 'beiden Vertrégstaaten 
gemiiss zu ratifizieren. Die Ratifikationsur» 
kunden s-ind so bald Wie Inb'glich in Buda- 
pest auSZutauschen. 

A12 

(2) Das Abkommen tritt 60 Tage math 
dem Austausch der Ratifikationsurkurid'en 
in Kraft. 

Artiéel 28 
Wirémméez'tsbegz'nn 

Die Bestimmungen dieses Abkommens fin- 
den Anwendung auf alle Steuerjahre, die 
nach dem 31. Dezember des Jahres begin- 
nen, in dem der Aus-tausch der Ratifika— 
t-ionsurkunden erfolgt ist. 

Arzfz'kel 29 
Azmerkmfttreten 

Dieses Abkommen bleibt in Kraft, solange 
es nicht von einem der Vertragstaaten ge~ 
kfindigt worden ist. 
Jederl der beiden Vettragstaaten kann das 
A-bkommen schriftlic’h auf diplomatischem 
Weg unter Einhaltung einer sechsmonati- 
gen Frist auf das Ende eines Kalenderjah- 
res ki'mdigen. In diesem Fall ist das Ab- 
kommen fiir die Steuerzeitréiume nicht 
mehr anzuwenden, die nach dem Ende des 
Kalenderjahres bEginnen, zu deSsen Ende 
die Kiindigung erfolgt ist. - 

Zu Urk'und dessen haben die Bevollmiich- 
tigten dieses Abkommen untegzeichnet und 
mit ihren Siegeln versehen. 

Geschehen zu Wien, am 25. ‘Februar 1975 
in zweifacher Urschtift, in deutscher und 
in .ungarischer Sprache, wobei 'beide Texte 
in gleicher‘Weise au-thentisch sind. 

Fiir die Republik Osterreich: 
"Androsch e. h. 

Fiir d-ie Ungarische Volksrepublik: 
Faluvégi e. h. r

‘ 
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, ~ 1976‘ 

AB‘KOMMEN .

‘ 

zwischen der Republ‘i'k Gsterrei‘ch und der 
Sozialistischern Féderativen Republik Jugo— 
slawien zur Verme-idung der Dop-pelbesteue- 
rung faufxdem Gaebiete der Stéuern vom 

‘Einkomme-n uznd vom Vermégen ' 

To THE BULLETIN FOR INTERNATIONAL FISCALDOCUMENTATION SUPPLEMENT AU BULLETIN DE DOCUMENTATION FISCALE INTERNATIONALE 

Vol. XXX, No. 4, April/avril 1976 

INTERNATIONAL BUREAU 
OF FISCAL DOCUMENTATION 
Muiderpoort - 124 Sarphatistraat sAmsterdam 

A double taxation treaty um; signed between Amtrz'a and Yugoxlaw'a on May 7, 
1975. It is subject to ratification before entering into force. In armrdame with 
Article 28 the treaty .rlmll‘ enter into force sixty days following the date on whicb 
the Contracting State‘: have exchanged the imtrumeflt: of ratification.

I 

TEXT 

Die Republik Osterreich und die Sozialis- 
tische Ffiderative Republik Jugoslawien, 
vom tsche geleitet, ein Abkommen ‘zur 
Verméidung der Doppelbesteuerung auf 
dem Gebiete der Steuem vdm Einkommen 
und vom Vermégen abzuschliessen, sind 
fibereingekommen wie folgt: 

Artiéel 1 

Dieses Abkommén gilt fiir Personen, dig: in 
einem Vertragstaat Oder in beiden Vertrag- 
staaten anséissi'g sind. 

Artiéel 2 

(1) Dieses Abkommen gilt, ohne‘ Rfick- 
sicht auf die Art der Erhebung, fiit Steuer'n' 
vom Einkommen und’ Vom Vermiigén, die‘ 
fiir Rechnung eines d'er beiden Vertrag- 
staaten Oder seiner Gebietskérperschaften 
erhoben werden; es gilt‘ auch :fiir die in 
Jugoslawien erhobenen Beitrége mit Aus- 
nahme des Beitrages fiir Sozialversichcrung, 
.(2) A15 Steuern vom Einkommen und? vom 
Vermégen gelten alle‘ Steuern, die vvom 
Gesamteinkomrnen, vom' Gesamtv‘ermfigen 
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Oder Von Tei'len des Einkommens odet des 
Vermégens erhoben werden, einfichli_¢sslich 
der Steuern vom Gewinn aus der Verausse- 
rung beweglic—hen Oder unbeweglichen Vér—. 
mégens sowie der Steuern vom Verméigens— 
zuwachs. 

‘ Zu den zurzeit bestehenden Steuem, 
fiir die das Abkommen gilt, gehéren ins- 
besondere 

a) in Osterreich: 
I 

die Einkommensteuer; 
die Kérpexschaftsteuer; 
‘die Aufsichtsratsabgabe; 
die Vermégensteuer; 
die Abgabe von Verméigen, die der Erb- 
schaftssteuer entzogen sind; ’ 

die Gewerbesteuer einschliesslich der 
Lohnsummensteuer; - ‘ 

7. 
. 
di_e Grundsteuer; 

8. die Abgabe Von land- und forstwirt- 
schaftlichen Betrieben; 

9. die Beittfige von land- und forstwirt— 
' scha‘ftlichen Betrieben zum Ausglejchs- 
‘ 

fonds ffir Familienbeihilfen; 
10. die Abgabe vom Bodenwert bei unbe- 
: bauten Grundstficken. 

b) in Jugoslawien: 
1. die Steuern und Beitréige vom Einkom- 

men der Grundorganisationen der Ver- 
einten Arbeit (Unternehmen); 

2. die Steuern und Beitréige von Einkiinf- 
ten natfirlicher Personen aus 
aa) * eineni-Arbeitsverhéiltnis, 

bb) landwirtschaftlicher Titigkeit, 
cc) selbstfindigér Erwerbstéitigkeit; 

3. die Steuer von Einkiinften aus Urheber— 
rechten, Patenten und' der Uberlassung 
technischer Verbesserungen; 

'- ' 

'_' 

4. die Steuer von Einkfinften aus Ver- 
mb'genswertefi und -r'echten'; 

5. die Steuer von Verméigen; ._ 

6. die Steuer von Gesamteinkommen n9.- 

tiirlicher Personen; 

V‘P‘WN" 

S3 

7. die Steuem von Einkiinften Gebiets- 
fremder, néimlich von Einkiinften aus 
aa) Investitionen in der jugoslawischen 

Wirtschaft, 
bb) der Verwirklichung von Investi- 

tionsvorhaben und —einrichtungen, 
cc) der Beférderung von Personen, 

Gfitem ode: Waren. 
I 

(4) Das Abkommen gilt auch fiir alle 
Steuem gleicher ode: éihnlicher Art, 'die 

kiinftig neben den zurzeit bestehenden 
Steuern oder an deren Stelle erhoben wet: 
den. Die zustéindigen Behérden der Ver- 
tragstaaten teilen einander die in ihren 
Steuergesetzen eingetretenen Anderungen 
mit. 

Ariz'éel 3 

(1) Im Sinne dieses Abkommens, wean 
der Zusammenhang nichts anderes erfor— 

- dert: 

a) ‘bedeutet der Ausdruck ,,Osterreich” die 
Republik Oste’rreich; 

b) bedeutet den Ausdruck ,,Jugoslawien‘f 
die Sozialistische Faderative Republik} 
Jugoslawien einschliesslich aller -Ge-: 

biete, die an die Hoheitsgewiisser Jugo- 
slawiens angrenzen und nach der jugo- 
slawischen Gesetzgebung und dem 
Vélkerrecht als Gebiete gelten Oder 
kiinftig gelten werden, in denen die 
Rechte Jug‘osla’wiens .hinsichtlich des 
Seebodens und seiner Unterschicht ein- 
schliesslich deren Bodenschfitze aus- 
gefibt werden kfinnen; 

c) umfasst der Ausdruck ,,Person” natiir- 

liche Personen, Gesellschaften und alle 
anderen Personenvereinigungen; 

d) .bedeutet vder Ausdruck ,,Gesellschaft“ 
juristische Pefsonen Oder Rechtstrélger, 
die ffir die Besteuerung wie juristische 
Personen behandelt warden; 

e) bedeuten die Ausdrficke ,,Untemehmen 
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eiries Vertrags‘taates“ [1nd ,gUritefneh- 
men des‘ ahderen Vertragstaatgs“, je 
nachdern, ein Unternehmen, '-d‘as; von 
einer ifi einem Vertragstaat'agséfséiggn 
Person betrieben wird, ode: ein 'UnterA 
hehmen', das von einer in dem anderen 
Vertragstaat ansiissigen Person. betrie- 
ben'wird; 

f) bedeutet der' Aus'druck ,,zust’cindige Be? 
‘ 

'hérde” 
' ' ' 

1. in Osterteich: den Bundesministéf 
' 

'fiir Finanzen, ' 

2. in Jugoslavsiien: 'dén Bundessek'reféir 
fiir Finanzen.

. 

(2) Bei Anwend‘ung des Abkomrnens 
dutch einen-Vertragstaat hat,‘Wenn der Zu— 
sarhmenhang nichts' anderes erfordert,‘ j eder 
nicht antlers definierte Ausdruck die Be+ 
deutung, die ihrn nach dem Recht dieses 
Staéttes fiber die -‘Steuem zukomrnt, Welche 
Gegenstand des Abkommens sind‘. ‘ 

Afiz‘éel 4" 

(1): Im Sinne dieses Abkommens bedeu‘tet 
der Ausdruck' ,,eine in einem Vertragstaat 
ansfissige. Person“ cine. Person, die nach 
dém Recht dieses Staates dort auf- Grund 
ihres Wohnsitzes, ihres stindigen Aufent— 
halts, des-Ortes-ihrer Geschiiftsleitung Oder 
eines arideren iihnlic‘hen Merkmals steuer- 
pf-lichtig ist.

" 

(2‘) Ist mach Absatz 1 eine natiirliche Per- 
Son' in beiden Vertra'gstaaten ansissig, so 
gilt folgendes: “ ' 

3) Die Person gilt als in’ dem Vertragstaat 
ansiissig, in dem sie fiber ei'ne stindige 

‘ Wohnstitte verfiigt. Verfiigt sie in 
"beiden Verttagstaaten iib'er eine stin- 
dige Wohnstéitte, so'gilf sie als in dem 
Vertr'agstaat anséissig, zu dem" sie die 

‘engerenv persénlichen und wirtschafté 
lichen Beziehungen hat (Mittelpunk‘t 
der Lebenéinteressen); -

' 

ITEXT 

b) Kann nicht béstimmt Werden, '- in- 

wclchem' Vertragstaat die Person _den 
I 
Mittelpunkt de: Lebensiflteressen hat, 

' Oder verffigt sié in keinem der Vertrag— 
staatenjiber eine stindige Wohnstétte, 
sq gilt sie als in dem Vertragstaat an- 
séissig, in‘dem sie ihren ’gewéh‘nlichen 

' 

Aufenthalt hat. 
c) Hat die Person ihren gewbhnlichep 

Aufenthalt in beiden Vertragstaatén 
Oder In keinem der’ Vertragstaaten, so 
gilt sie 2115‘ in dem Vertra'gstaat ansiissig, 
dessen Staatsangehérigkeit si‘e besitzt. 

d) Bgsitzt die Person die Staatsangehéirig— 
keit beide; Vertragsfaaten oder_keines 
Vertragstaates, so werden die Zustindi— 
gen Behéxden der Vertragstaaten ge- 
méi'ss Artikel- 25 vorg‘ehen. 

(3) Ist nach Absatz 1 ‘eine ahd'ere als eine 
natfirliche Person in' beiden- Vertragsta'éten 
anSEssig, so gilt sie als in dem Vertragstaat 
anséssi’g, in dem sich der Ort ihter tats‘éich‘ 
lic'hen Ge‘schéiftsleitung befindet. 

A'rtz'éel 5 

(1) Im Sinne dieses ABkommens bed‘eutet 
der Ausdruck- ,,Betriebstéitte“ eine feste Ge- 
sch‘dftseinrichtung, in der die Téitigkeit des 
Untemehmens ganz oder teilweise éusgefibt 
wird. 

' ' 

(2) Der Ausdruck ,,Betriebst§tte“ umfasét 
insbeséndere':

. 

a) einen Ort der Leitung, - 

b) eine Zweigniederlassung, ' 
“I 

c) eine Gesc’hiifts‘st'elle, 
d) eine Fabrikafionsstiifte, 
e) eine Werkstéitte, - 

f)‘ ein Bergwerk, einen ,Steinbruch oder 
eine andere Stitte der Ausbeutung vdn 
Bodenschéitzen, » 

g) eine Bauausfiihrung oder‘ Montage, 
' deren Dauer z‘wélf, Monate fiber- 

schreitet. ' 
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(3) A15 Betriebstfitten gelten nicht: 
a) Einrichtungen, dié ausschliesslich zur 

Lagerung, Ausstellung Oder Ausliefe- 
rung von Giitern Oder. Waren des Un- 

. ternehmens Ibenutzt warden; 
b) Bestinde von Giitem Oder Waren des 

Unteméhmens, die ausschliesslich zur 
Lagerung, Ausstellung oder Ausliefe- 
rung unterhalten werden; 

c) Bestéinde von Gfitem oder‘ Waren des 
Untemehmens, die ausschliesslich zu 
dem Zweck unterhalten Warden, dutch 
ein anderes Untemehmen Ibearbeitet 
ode: verarbeitet zu werden; 

d) eine feste Geschéi'ftseinrichtung, die aus- 
schliesslich zu dem Zweck unterhalten 
wird, fiir das Unternehmen Gfiter ode: 
Waren einzukaufen ode: Informationen 
zu beschaffen; 

e) eine feste Geschiiftseinrichtung, die aus- 
schliesslich zu dem Zweck unterhalten 
wird,» fiir das Unternehmen zu werben, 
Informationen zu erteilen, wissenschaft- 
liche Forschung zu betreiben‘oder fihn- 
liché Tatigkeiten auszuiiben, die vor- 
bereitender Art sind ode: eine Hilfs- 
tfitigkeit darstellen. ' 

(4) Ist cine Person '— mit Ausnahme eines 
unabhéingigen Vertreters im Sinne des Ab- 
satzes 5 — in einem Verttagstaat fiir ein 
Unternehmen des anderen Vextragstaates 
téitig, so gilt cine in dem erstgenannten 
Staat gclegene Bettiebstfitte als gegeben, 
wean die Person cine Vollmacht besitzt, im 
Namen des Untemehmens Vertréige abzu- 
sehliessen, und die Vollmacht‘ in diesem 
Staat gewéhnlich ausiibt, es sei denn, dass 
sich ihre Téit‘igkeit auf den Einkauf von 
Gfitem oder Waren fiir das Untemehmen 
beschrinkt. 
(5) Ein ‘Untemehmen eines Vertragstaates 
wird nicht schon deshalb so behandelt, als 
babe es einé Betriebsfiitte in_dem anderen 
'Vettragstaat, wei‘l es dOrt shine Titigkeit 

dutch einen Makler, Konimissionblr oder 
einen andefen unabhiingigen Vertreter aus- 
iibt, sofem diese Personen im Réhmen ihrer 
ordentlichen Geéchfiftstiitigkeit handeln. 
(6) Allein dadurch, Bass eine in einem 
Vertragstaat ansiissige Gesellschaft eine 
Gesellschaft beherrscht Oder V01; _einer 
Gesellschaft rbeherrscht Wird, die in dem 
anderen Vertragstaat ans'alssig ist oder dort 
(entweder dutch eine Betriebstitte oder in 
anderer Weise) ihre Tatigkeit ausiibt, Witd 
‘eine der beiden Gesellschaften nicht zur 
Betriebstiitte der anderen. 

Artiéel 6 

(1') Einkiinfte aus unbeweglichem Ver- 
méigen diirfen in dem Vertragstaat be- 
steuert'werden, in dem dieses Verméigen 
liegt. 

(2) Der Ausdruck ,,un-bewegliches Ver- 
mfigen“ bestimmt sich nach dem Recht des 
Vertragstaates, in dem das Vermégen liegt. 
Der Ausdruck umfasst in jedem Fall das 
Zubehér zum unbeweglichen Vermégen, 
das lebende 11nd tote Inventar land,- und 
forstwirtschaftlicher Betriebe, die ’Rechte, 
auf die die Vorschriften des Privatrechts 
fiber Grundstficke Anwendung finden, die 
Nutzungsrechte an unbeweglichem Ver- 
m'o'gen sowie die Rechte auf verinderliche 
oder feste Vergfitungen fiir die Ausbeutung 
Oder das Recht auf Ausbeutung von Mine- 
ralvorkommen, Quellen und anderen Bo— 
denschéitzen; Schiffe und Luftfahrzeuge 
gelten nicht als unbewegliéhes Vermb'gen. 
(3) Absatz 1 gilt fiir Einkiinfte aus der 
unmittelbaren Nutzung, der Vermietung, 
Oder Verpachtung sowie jeder anderen Art 
der Nutzung unbeweglichen Verméjgens. 
(4) Die Abséitze 1 und 3 gelten afich fiir 
Einkfinfte .aus unbeweglichem Vermtigen 
eines Unternehmens und fiir Einkiinfte aus 
unbeweglichem Vermé’gen, das det Aus- 
fibung eines freien Berufes‘ client. 
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Artiéel 7 
(1) Gewinne eincs Untemehmens eines 
Vertragstaates diirfen nur in diesem Staat 
besteuert werden, es sci denn, class das Un- 
ternehmen seine Tatigkeit im anderen Ver- 
tragstaat dutch cine dort gelegene Betrieb- 
stifle ausiibt. Ubt das Untemehmen seine 
Tatigkeit in dieser Weise aus, so diirfen die 
Gewinne des Untefnehmens in dem ande- 
ren Staat besteuest werden, jedoch nur in- 
soWei-t, als sie dieser Betriebstéi’tte zugerech- 
net werden ké'mnen. 
(2) Wenn ein Untemehmen eines der 
Vertragstaaten im andeten Vertragstaat 
dutch eifie dort gelegene Betriebstfitte ge- 
werblich 'fiitig ist, so sind dieser Betrieb- 
stiit-te die ‘gewerbliéhen Gewinne zuzurech- 
nen, die sic in dieSem Staat erz’ielen kiinnte, 
wenn ‘sie 'sich als selbstfindiges Unter- 
nehmen mit gleichen Oder ahnlichen' Ge- 
schéiften unter gleichen Oder éhnlichen Be- 
dingungen befasste und mit dem Untér- 
,nehmen, dessen Betriebstlitte sie ist, Ge- 
schifte wie ein unabhingiges Untemehmén 
titigte. Diese gewerblichen Gewinne wer- 
den in der Regel unter Zugrundelegung 
der’ Spe‘zialbilanz der Betriebstiitte ermittelt. 
Bci der Ermittlung des gewerblichen Ge- 
Winnes der Betriebstéitte warden alle Aus- 
gaben, einschliesslich allgerneiner Verwal- 
tungskosten, 'zum Abzug zugelassen, die 
berechtigterweise der Betriebstéit-te zuzu- 
rechnen 52nd. ‘ 

.(3) DieQSteuerbehérden des steuererheben— 
den Staatés diirfen, wénn erforderlich, in 
Ausffihrung des Absatzes 2 dieses Artikels 
die Buchhalt'ungsergebnisse fiir steuerliche 
Zwecke richtigstellen, insbesondete um 
Fehler and Unte'rlassungen 211 berichtigen 
ode: um die in den Biichem angefiihrten 
Preis’e ode: Vergiitungen auf die Werte zu- 
riickzuffihren, die zwischen unabhéingigen 
Personen iiblich wiren. 
(4) Legt die Betriebstéitte keine Buch- 
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fiihrung vor, die ihre eigenen Geschéifte 
offenlegt, oder entspricht die vorgelegte 
Buchfiihrung ni’cht den Handelsbriuchen 
des Staates, in dem d‘ie Betriebstitte ge- 
legen ist, oder kénnen die Berichtigungen, 
die nach Absatz 3 dieses Artikels vorge- 
sehen sind, nicht durchgefiihrt werden, so 
k6nnen die Steuerbehb'rden des steuer- 
erhebenden Staates dic gewerblichen Ge- 
winne dutch Anwendung solcher' Hilfs~ 
methoden auf die Geschfiftstiitigkeit det 
Betriebstatte ermitteln, die in Ausffihmng 
des Abs‘a-tzes 2 dieses' Artikels gerechtfertigt 
und angemessen erscheinen. 

‘ (5) Auf Grund des blossen Eink'aufs von 
Giitem ode: Water: 'fiir das Unter‘nehmen 
wird einer Betriebstiitte kein Gewinn zu- 
gerechnet.

_ 

(6) Die Bestimmungen dieses Artikels 
sind auch auf Einkfinfte anzuwenden, 
a) die einer in Jugoslawien ansblssigpn 

Person aus ihrer Beteiligung an einer' 

,,stillen Gesellschaft” des fisterreichi- 
schen Réchts zufliessen, 

b) die cine: in Osterreich ansiissigen Per— 
son aus ihrer Beteiligung an einem 
,,Zajednickoposlovanje“ des jugoslawi-

' 

schen Rechts zufliessen.
' 

Artiéel 8 
(1) Gewinne aus dem B'e-trieb von See- 
schiffen ode: Luftfahrzeugen irn inter- 
nationalen Verkehr diirfen nut in dem 
Vertragstaat besteuert warden, in dem sich 
der Ort der tatséichlichen Geschéiftslcitung 
des Untemehrnens befindet. 
(2) Gewinne aus' dem Betrieb von Schif- 
fen, die det Binnenschiffahrt dienen, diir— 

fen nut in dem Vertragstaat besteuert 
werden, in dem sich der Ort 'der tatsfich-, 
lichen Geschiiftsleitung des Un’temehmens 
bef-indet. 

(3) Befindet sich der Or-t der ‘tatséchlic’hen 
Geschéiftsleitung eines Unterne‘hmens‘ de’r
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Se'e- Offer Binnenschiffahrt an Bord ‘eines. 
Schiffes, so ‘gilt er als 'in-dem Vertragstaht 
gelegen, in dem def Heimathaferi de's 

Schiffes‘ liegt, 'oder, wenn kein Heimat- 
hafen vorhanden ist, in 'dem' Vertragstaat, 
in dem die Person, die das Schiff betreibt, 
ansiissig ist. - 

(4)"-.Absatz 1 gilt auch ffir cine Beteili- 
gung von Luft-. und Schiffahrtuntemehmen 
an einem Pool Oder einer Betriebsgemein- 
schaftfi ' ‘

' 

‘ Artiéel 9 
Wenn ' 

' 

_. 

a)‘ 'ein' Unternehmer eines Vertragstaates 
‘ ufimittelbér Oder mittelbar an der Ge- 

sch'dftsleitung, der Kontrolle Oder am 
Kapital eines Untemehmens des a'ndé—i 
ten Vertragstaates beteiligt ist, oder 

b)~ dieselben Personen unmittelbar odef 
mittelbar an der Geschéiftsleitung, de'r 

Kontrolle Oder am Kapital eines Unter— 
nehmens eines Vertragstaates und eines 
Untemehmens vdes andEren Veftrag- 
staates beteiligt sind, 

und in diesen Fallen zwischen den beiden 
Unternehmen hinsichtlich ihrer kaufmfin- 

’ nischen ode: finanziellen Beziehungen Be- 
dingunge‘n vereinbart Oder auferlegt wer- 
den, die von denen abWeichen, die unab- 
héingige Untemehmen miteinander verein- 
baren; Wfifden, so diirfen die Gewinne, die 
Aeine‘s der Unternehmen vohne diese Bedin- 
gungen erzi‘elt hitte, wegen dieser-Bedin- 
gung'en’ a‘ber nicht erzielt hat, deh Gewin- 
nen dieses Unternehmens zugenechnet ‘und 
Entspfechend besteuert warden. 

Artiéel 1‘0 '. 

(1) Dividtnden, die eine in’einem Ver- 
tragstaat ansissige‘ GeselIs'chaft an'eine "in 
dem andern Vertragstaat anséssige Person 
zahlt,; diirfen -in ‘d'em~ anderen- Staat be- 
steuert werden.- ‘ 

B6" , 

(2) Diese Dividenden-fliirfm jedoch in 
dem. Vegtragstaat, in dem die -die_Dividen- 
den zahlende Gesellschaft anséissig lists nach 
dem Recht dies'es‘Staates besteuert werden; 
die 'Steuer_darf abet nicht fibersteigen: .

I 

a) '10 vom Hundert des Bruttobetrages der 
Dividenden, wenn der Empffinger eine 
Gesellschaft (ausgenommen 'eine Per- 
sonengesellschaft) ist, die unmittelbar 
fiber mindestens 25 vom Hundert- des 
Kapitals der die Dividenden zahlenden 
Gesellschaft verffigt; - - 

b) 15- vom Hundert des_ Bruttobetrages dcr 
Dividenden' in allen anderenféillen. 

Dieser Absatz berfihrt nicht die Besteue: 
rung -der Gesellschaft. in; bezug auf 'die 
Gewinne, aus denen die Dividend'en ge- 
zahlt warden. -- 

. 

g' 

(5) Der in diese'm Artikel verwendete 
Ausdruck; ,,Dividenden“ - bedeutet Ein- 
kiinfte aus, Aktien, Genussaktien o‘der 

Genusscheinen, Grfinderanteilen ‘oder an- 
deren Rechten — ausgenommen Forde~ 
rungen — mit- Gewinnbeteiligung sowie' 
aus sonstigen Gesellschaf-tsanteilen stain-- 

mende Einkiinfte, die nach dem Steuertecht 
des S'taates, in dem die ausschfittende'Gei 
sellschaft ans'alssig ist, den Einkiinften aus' 

e Aktien gleichgestellt sind. 
(4-) Die Abséitze 1 und 2 sind nicht,anzu- 
wenden,- wenn der, in einem Vertra'gstaa-t' 

ansiissige Empféinger der- Dividende'n in 
_dem anderen Vertragstaat, in dem die die 
Dividenden zahlende Gesellschaft an's'éissi‘g~ 
ist, .ein'e Bet-tiebstéittehat und die Beteilii' 
ghng,,fiir die die Dividenden~ gezahlt wer= 
den,=tatséich1ich zu die§er Betriebst'altte ge- 
h6rt. In diesem Fall ist Aftikel- 7- mm- 
wenden. . 

- - - 

.. 

(S) Bezieht cine in einem Vertfagstaat an- 
s’a'ssi'ge Gesellschaft 'Gewinne oder -Ein- 
kiinfte 'afls- dem anderen Vertragstaat, so- 

darf dieser andere Staa't weder die Dividen- 
den besteuérn, die die Ges‘e‘llschaft an nicht 
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diesem and‘ezen Staat ansfissige Personen 
zahlt, noch Gewinne der Gesellschaft einet 
Steuer ffir nichtausgeschiittete‘ GeW-inn‘e 
unterwerfen, - .selbst Wenn die ,gezahlten 
Dividenden Oder die nichtausgeschfitteten 
Gewinne ganz Oder teilweise aus in death an- 
det‘en Staa-t erzielten Gewinnen Oder Ein- 
kiinften bestehén. 

Artiéel 11 

(1) Zinsen, die aus einem Vertragstaat 
stammen und an eine in dem anderen Ver- 
tragstaat anséissigePerson gezahlt warden, 
d‘firfen nut in dem anderen Staat besteuert 
werden. ‘ v ‘ 

(2) Der in diesem Artikel verwendete 
Aus‘druck ,,Zinsen” bedeutet Einkiinfte aus 
Eiffentlichen Anleihen, aus Obligationen, 
auch Wenn sie dutch Pfandrechte an 
Grundstiicken gesichert Oder mit einer Ge- 
winnbeteiligung ausgestattet sind, aus Spar- 
einlagen und laufenden Guthaben Ibei 

Kreditunternehmungen und aus Forderun- 
gen'jeder Art sowie alleandere Einkfinfte, 
die nach dem Steuerrecht des Staa-tes, aus 
dem sie stammen, den Einkiinften aus Dar- 
lehen gleichgestellt sind. 

'

‘ 

(3) Absatz 1 ist nichf anzuwenden, wenn 
der in einem Vertragstaat ansfiss‘ige Emp- 
ffinget der Zinsen in dem anderen Vertrag- 
staat, ails dem die Zinsen stammen, eine 
Betriebstéi-tte hat und die Forderung, fiirdie 
die Zinsen 'geza‘hlt W‘erden, tatsichlich zu 
dieser Betriebstbltte gehért. In diesem Fall 
ist Artikel 7 anzuwenden’.“ ' 

(4) Bestehen zwischen Schuld'ner und 
'Glfiubiger odér zwischen jedem von ihnen 
und einem Dritten besondere Beziehungen 
und fibersteigen deshalb die gezahlten Zin- 
sen, gemessen an den zugrundeliegenden 
Ford-smug, den Betrag, den 'Schuldnjm und 
Gléubiger ohne diese Beziehungenwérein- 
bart héi-tten, so wird diesel: Artikel nur auf. 
diesen letzten Betrag angewendef. In 

TEXT 

diesem Fall kar'm der fibersteigende Betrag 
nach dem Recht jedes Vertragstaates undr 
unter Beriid<sithtigung der .anderen Be-

, 

stimmungcn dieses Abkomrnens besteuert 
warden. 

Arti‘éel 12 

(1) Lizenzgebfihren, die aus einem Ver- 
tragstaa-t stammen und an eine in dem an- 
deren Vettragstaat ansiissige Person gezahlt 
werden, dfirfen nut in dem ander‘en Staat 
besteuert werden. 

'

‘ 

(2) Der in diesem Artikel verwendete 
Ausdruck ,,Lizenzgebiihfen“ bedeutet Ver- 
giitungen jeder Art, die fiir die Benutzung 
Oder ffir das Recht auf Benutzung von 
Urheberrechten an literarische‘n, ki'mstL 

lerischen Oder wissenschaftliche‘ri Werken, 
einschliessl-ich kinematog-raphischer Filme 
sowie von Filmen, Tonaufnahmen und 
Ubertragfingen ffir Rundfunk und Ferri- 

sehen, {Ion Patenten, Marken, Mustem Oder 
Modellen, Planen, geheimen Formeln ode: 
Verfahren oder fiir die Benutzung Oder das 
Recht auf Benutzung gewerblicher, kauf- 
minnischer oder Wissenschaftlicher‘ Aus- - 

riisfungen oder fiir die Mitteilung gewerb- 
licher, kaufméinnischer ode: wissenschaft; 
licher Erfahrungen gczahl-t werden. 
(3) Absatz 1 ‘ist nicht anzuwenden, wenn 
der in einem Vertrdgstaat anséissige Emp- 
féinger der Lizenzgebfihren in dem anderen 
Vertragstaat, 'aus dem die Lizenzgebfihren 
stammen, eine Betrie’bstéittet hat 'und die 
Rechte ode: Vermbgenswérte, fiir die ‘die 
Lizenzgebiihren gezahlt werden, tatsfichlich 
Zu dieser 'Betriebstéitte gehéren. In‘diesem 
Fall ist Artikel 7 a'rizuwenden.

' 

(.4) Bestehen zwischen Schuldner und 
Gliubiger oder' zwischen jedem von ihnen 
und einem Dritten besondere Beziehungen 
und fibersteigen deshalb die gezahlten 
Lizenzgebiihren, gémeésen an der zugrunde— 
liegenden 'Leistung, 'den Betrag, den 
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Schuldher und Gliubiger ohne diese Bezie- 
hungen vereinbart h'altten, so wird dieser 
Artikel nut auf diesen letz-ten Betrag ange- 
wendet. In diesem Fall kann der fiber- 
steigende Betrag nach dem Recht jedes 
Vertr'agstaates und unter Beriicksichtigung 
der anderen Bestimmungen dieses Abkom- 
mens besteuert werden. 

Artiéel 13 

(1) Gewinne aug der Veréiusserung unbe- 
weglichen Vermijgens im Sinne des Arti- 
kels 6 Absatz 2 Hfirfen in dem Vertragstaat 
besteuert werden, in dem diéses Vermfigen 
liegt; 

(2) Gewinne aus der Veriusserung beweg- 
Ilichen Verm6gens, das Betriebsvermégen 

’ 

einer Betriebst'altte darstellt, die ein Unter- 
nehmen eines Vertragstaates in dem ande- 
ren Vertragstaat hat oder das zu einer festen 

, Einrichtung' gehfirt, fiber die eine in einem 
Vertragstaat ansfissige Person fiir die Aus- 
iibung eines freien Berufes in dem anderen 
Vertragstaat verffigt, einschIiesslich der- 
artiger Gewinne, die bei der Veriusserung 
éiner solchen Betriebstiitte (allein Oder zu- 
sammen mi=t dem fibrigen Untemehmen) 
‘oder einer solchen festen Einrich-tung er- 
zielt werden, diirfen in dem anderen StaatA 
besteuert werden. Jedoch diirfen Gewinne 
aus der Veréiusserung des in Artikel 22 Ab- 
sa‘tz 3 genannten 'beweglichen Vermégens 
nut in dem Ver’tragstaat besteuert werden, 
in dem dieses bewegliche Verm6gen nach 
dem angefiihrten Art-ikel besteuert werden 
darf. 
(3). Gewinne aus der Ver‘dusserung des in 
den Absfitzen 1 und 2 nicht genannten Ver- 
mégens diirfen nut in dem Vertragstaat 
besteuert werden, in dem der Veréiusserer 
ansfissig ist.

‘ 

Artiéel 14 
(_1) Einkiinfte, die cine in einem Vettrag- 

staat ansiissige Person aus einem freien 
Beruf ode: aus sonstiger selbstéindiger 
Tat-igkeit ahnlicher Art bezieht, diirfen nut 
in diesem Staat besteuert werden, es sei 

denn, dass die-Person fiir die Ausiibung 
ihrex; Titigkeit in dem anderen Vertrag— 
staat regelméissig fiber cine feste Einrich- 
tung verffigt. Verffigt sie fiber cine solche 
feste E-inrichtung, so kénnen die Einkfinfte 
in dem anderen Staat besteuent werden, je- 
doch nur insoweit, als sie dieser festen Ein- 
richtung zugerechnet werden kénnen. 
(2) Der Ausdruck ,,freier Beruf“ umfa‘sst 
insbesondere die selbsténdig ausgeiibte 
wissenschaftliche, literarisc'he, : kiinstleri- 

sche, erzieherische‘ Oder untegi'ichtende 
Tatigkeit sowie die selbstiindige Titigkeit 
der Arzte, Rechtsanwéilte, Ingenieure, Ar- 
chitekten, Zahnéirzte und Wirtschafts- 
treuhiinder.

' 

Artiéel 15 
( 1) Vorbehaltlich der Artikel 16, 18 und 
19 diirfen Gehéilter, Lbhne und éihnliche 
Vergfitungen, die cine in einem Vertrag- 
staat ansiissige Person aus unselbstfindiger 
Arbeit bezieht, nut in _diesem Staat -be- 

steuert warden, es sei denn, dass die Arbeit 
in dem anderen Vertragstaat ausgeiibt 
wird. Wird die Arbeit dort. ausgefibt, so 
diirfen die daffir ,bezogenen Vergiitungen 
in dem anderen Staat be‘steuer-t werden. 
(2) Ungeachtet des Absatzes 1 dfirfgn 
Vergiitungen, die’ cine in einem Vertféfig- 
staat ansissige Person fiir eine in dem an- 
deren Vertragstaat ausgeiibte unselbstfin- 
dige Arbeit bezieht, nut in dem erst- 

‘ 

genannten St2'1at besteuert warden, wenn 
a) der Empféinger sich in dem anderen 

Staat insgesamt nicht linger 2115 183 
Tage Wéihrend des vbetreffenden Steuer- 
jahre‘s aufhéilt, 

b) die Vergiitungen von einem Arbeit- 
geber Oder fiir einen Arbeitgeber ge- 
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zahIt werden, der nicht in dem anderen 
Staat anséissig ist, und 

c) die Vergiitungen nicht von einer Be- 
triebstétte oder einer festen Einrichtung 
getragen warden, die der Arbeitgeber 
in dem anderen Staat hat. 

(3) Ungeachtet der vorstehenden Best-im- 
mungen dieses Artikels dfirfen Vergiitun— 
gen ffir unselbstiindige Arbeit, die an Bord 
eines Sees'chiffes odes: Luftfahrzeuges im 
internationalen Verkehr Oder an Bord eines 
Schiffes, das der Binnenschiffahrt dient,. 

ausgeiibt Wird, in dem Vertragstaat besteu— 
ert werden, in dem sich der Ort der tat- 
séichlichen' Geschéif-tsleitung des Unter- 
nehmens befindet. v 

Artiéel 16 
Aufsichtsrats— oder Verwaltungsratsvetgii— 
tungen und éihnliche Zahlungen, die eine 
in einem Vet-tragstaat ansfissige Person in 
ihrer Eigenschaft als Mitglied des Auf- 
sichts- oder Verwaltungsrates einer GeseIl- 
schaft bezieht, die in dem anderen Vertrag— 
staat anséissig ist, diiffen in dem anderen 
Staat besteuert werden. 

- Artiéel 17 
(1‘) Ungeachtet der Artikel 14 und 15 
diirfen Einkfinfte, —die berufsméissige Kfinst- 
let, wie’ Biihnen-, Film-, Rundfunk- Oder 
Fernsehkfinstler und Musiker, sowie Sport- 
ler aus ihrer in dieser Eigenschaft persé'm— 
lich ausgefibten Titigkeit beziehen, in dem 
Vertragstaat besteuert warden, in dem sie 
diese T'altigkeit ausiiben. 
(2) Fliessen Einkiinfte in beZug auf per- 
sénlich ausgeiibte Tatigkeiten der im Ab- 
satz 1 genann-ten Personen nicht diesen 
selbst, sondem anderen Personen Zu, so 
dfirfen diese Einkfinfte ungeachtet der Be- 
stimmungen der Artikel 7, 14 und 15 in 
dem Vertragstaat besteuert werden, in dem 
d-ie Titigkeit dieser Personen ausgeiibt 
Wird. 
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(3) Abweichend von Absatz 1 und 2 k6n- 
nen Einkiinfte aus Tbitigkeiteh der in Ab 
satz 1 genannten Art bei Personen, die ‘im 
Rahmen des vom En-tsendestaatK gebilligten 
Kulturaustausches auftreten, nut in dem 
Staat besteuert werden, in dem sie anséissig 
sind.

' 

Artiréel 18 - 

Vorbehal-tlich des Artikels 1'9 Absa-tz 1 ' 

diir’fen Ruhegehéilter und iihnliche Veg- 
giitungen, die einer in einem Vertragstaat 
anséissigen Person fiir frfihere unselbstéin- 
dige Arbeit gezahlt warden, nut in diesem 
Staat besteuert werden. 

Artiée’l 19 
(1) Vergfitungen, einschiesslich der Ruhe— 
gehiltet, die von einem Vertragstaat' ode: ‘ 

einer seiner Gebietskijrperschaften unmit- 
telbar Oder aus einem von diesem Staat Oder 
der Gebietskérperschaft errichteten Sender- 
vermégen an eine natiirliche Person ffir die 
diesem Staat Oder der Gebietskéirperschaft 
in Ausfibung 6ffentlicher Funk-tionen er- 

brachten Dienste gezahlt werden, diirfen in) 
d-iesem Staa-t besteuert warden.

I 

(2) Auf Vergfitungen oder Ruhegehéilter 
fiir DienstIeistungen, die irn Zusammen- 
hang mit einer kaufméinnischen oder ge- 
werblichen Tiitigkeit eines der Vertrag- 
staaten Oder einer seiner Gebietskérpef- 
schaften erbracht werden, finden die A1:- 

tikel 15, 16 und 18 Anwendung. 

Artiéel 20 
(1) Zahlungen, die ein Student oder Lehr- 
ling, der in ei‘nem Vertragstaat ansfissig ist 

‘1 

oder vorher dot-t anSissig war und der sich 
in dem anderen Vertragstaat ausschliesslich 
zum Studium oder zur Ausbildung aufhiilt, 
fiir seinen Unterhalt, sein Studium Oder 
seine Ausbildung erhbllt, werden in dem 
anderen Staat nicht besteuert, sofem ihm 
diese Zahlungen aus Quellen ausserhalb des 
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anderen Staates zufliessen. 
(2) Vegrgiitungen, die die in Absatz 1 ge- 
nannten Personen ffir 'eine unselbstéindige 
Tbitigkeit beziehen, die in dem anderen 
Staat afisschliesslich zu dern Zweck aus- 
gefibt Wird, Praktische Berufserfahtung zu 
erwerben, und deren =Dauer einen Zeitraum 
von 183 Tagen im Kalenderjahr nicht fiber- 
schreitet, diirfen in diesem Staat nicht be- 
steuert werden. 

- Artiéel 21 
Die in den vorstehenden Artikeln nicht aus- 
dgiicklich erwéihnten Einkiinfte einer in 
einem Vertragstaat aqsfissigen Person dfir— 
fen nut in diesem Staat besteuert werden. 

Artiéel 22 
(1) Unbewegliches Vermégen im Sinne 
des Artikels 6 Abs. 2 darf in dem Vertrag— 
staat bestgeuert warden, in dem disses Ver- 
mégen liegt. 
(2) Bewegliches Vermijgen, das Bettiebs- 
v'ermb'gen einer Betriebstéitte eines‘ Unvter- 
nehmens darstellt ode: das Zu einer der 
Ausiibung eines freien Berufes dienenden 
festen Einrichtung gehiirt, darf in ‘dem 
Vertragstaat besteuert werden, in dem sich 
die Betriebstfitte Oder die feste Einrichtung 
befindet. ' 

(3) Seeschiffe und Luftfahrzeuge im in- 
temationalen Verkehr und Schiffe, die der 
Bipnenschiffahrt dienen, sowie bewegliches 
Vermégen, das_ dem Betrieb dieser Schiffe 
und Luftfahrzeuge client, diirfen nur in 
dem Ventragstaat be’steuert werden, in dem 
sicht der Ort der tatséichlichen Geschéifts- 
leitung des Unternehmens befindet. 
(4) A116 anderen Vermiigensteile einer in 
einem Vertragstaat ansfissigen Person diir- 
fen nut in diesem Staat besteuert werden. 

. Artiéel 23 
(1)' Bezieht eine in einem Vertragstaat an- 
séi’ssige Person Einkfinfte Oder had: sie Ver- 
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magen und diirfen diese Einkfinfte‘ ode}: 
dieses Vermégen nach diesém Abkommen 
in dem anderen Vertrags'taat besteuert wet"— 
den, so nimmt der erstgenannte Staat, vor- 
behaltlich des Absatzes 2, diese Einkiinfte 
Oder dieses Vermégen von der Besteuerung 
aus; dieser Staat darf aber bei der Fest- 
setzung der Steuer fiir das fibrige Einkom- 
men oder das fibrige Ve'rméigen dieser Pet‘- 
son den Steuersatz anwenden, der anzu- 
wenden wire, wenn die betreffenden Ein— 
kfinfte Oder das betreffende Vermégen 
nicht von der Besteuerung ausgenommen 
waren. ' 

(2) Bez-ieht eine in Osterreich ansidssige 
Person Einkfinfte, die nach Artikel 10 in 
Jugoslawien besteuert werden dfirfen, so 
rechnet Osterreich auf die vom Einkommen 
dieser Person 2u erhebende Steuer den Be- 
trag an, der der in Jugoslawien gezahlten 
Steuer entspr-icht. Der anzurechnende Be- 
trag darf jedoch den Tefl der vor der An! 
rechnung ermittelten Steuer nicht fiber- 
steigen, der auf die Einkiinfte entféillt, die 
aus Jugoslawien bezogen werden. 

Artiéel 24 
(1) Die Staatsangehéirigen eines Vertrag— 
staates diirfen in dem anderen Vertragstaat 
we'der einer Besteuerung noch einer damit 
zusarpmenhéhgenden Verpflichtung 'unter— 
worfen werden, die belastender sind als die 
Besteuerung und die damit zusammenhéin— 
genden Verpflichtungen, denen die Staats- 
angehéirigen des anderen Staates unter 
gleichen Verhéiltnissen unterworfen sind 
Oder unterworfen werden kénnen. 
(2) Der Ausdruck ,,Staatsang_eh6rige” be- 
deutet: ' 

a) alle natfirlichen Personen, die die Staats4 
angehétigkeit‘ eines Vertragstqates be— 
sitzen; ~ E 

b) alle juristischen Personen, Pers'onen— 
gesellschaften und anderen Persorien- 
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vereinigungen, die nach dem- in ei'nem: 
Vertrags’taat geltenden Rechrt errichtet 
worden sind. . 

' 

= 
. ‘ 

DieBes'teuemng einer Betriebstéitte die 
ein Unternehmen eines .Vertmgstaates in 
dem anderen Vertragstaat hat, darf in dem 
anderen Stqat nicht fingfifistiger sein als die 
Béstetierung von Unternehmen des andeien 
Staatesz dié_die gleiche Titigkeit ausiiben_. 
Diese Bestimmung ist nicht so auszulegen, 
al§ yerpflichte Sie einen Vertragstaat, den 
in. dem anderen Vertragstaat aqsfissigen 
Pég'sonen _Steuerf;eibetr§ige, -v_e‘rgiinstigun- 

geh un_d -e'rméissigungen auf Grund des 
Pérsonenstandes Oder der_Familien1asten zu 
g'ewéihr‘en, die er den in seinem Gebiej: gn- 
séissigen Personen gewihrt. 
(45) Die Unternehmen eines Vertrqgstaates, 
déren Kapital ganz oder teilweisa, unmittel- 
bar Oder mittelbar, einer in dem anderen 
Vertragstaat ansfissjgen Person oder mehr‘e- 
rerr solehen Personen gehfirt Oder ihrer 
Kontrolle unferliegt, diirfen in dem erst- 

genannten Vertragstaat weder einer B'e- 

sfieqegung noch einer, damit zusammen- 
h'éirigenfleh‘ Verpflichtung unterworfen wer- 
den, die beléstender sind als die Besteue- 
rung und die damit zusammenhingenden 
Verpflvichtungen, denen‘ andere ihnliche 
Unternehmen des etstgenannten Staates 
unterworfen sind ode‘r unterworfen werden 
kénhen. 

_ _ 

(5-) In dieéem Ar-tikel 'bédéufei der ‘Aiis- 
dmck ,,Besteuemng“ Steuem jcdér 'Art upd 
Bezeichnung. '

‘ 

Artiéel 25 

(1) Is't eine in einem Vertragstaat anséssige 
Person. der Auffassung, dass die Mass- 
nahmen eines Vertragstaates ode: beider 
Vertragsta‘aten ffir sie Zu einer Besteuerung 
geffihrt haben Oder ffihren werden, die 
diesem Abkommen nicht entspricht, 'so 

kann sie unbeschadet der nach innerstaat- 
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TEXT 

li'chém Recht dieser Staatenvvorgesehenen 
Rechtsmittel ihrem Fall der zust'alndigen 
Behérd‘e des Vertragstaates unterbreiten, in A 

dem sie anséissig ist. ' ’ 

(2) Halt diese zustfindige Behérde die Ein- 
Wendung fiir begriindet und ist sie selbst 
nicht in der Lage, cine befriedigende 
Lfisung herbeizufiihren, so wird sie sich 
bemiihen, den Fall mach Verstéindigung‘ mit 
der zustindigen Behéirde des anderen Ver- 
tragstaates so zu regeln, .da'ss eine dem Ab- 
kommen nicht entsprechende Bestéuerung 
vermieden Wird. - > 

-
- 

(3) Die zustéindigen Behardeq der Ver- 
tragstaaten werden sich bemfihén, Schwiea 
rigkeiten oder Zweifel, die ‘bei ,der Aus- 
legung oder‘ Anwendung des Abkornmens 
entstehen, in gegenseitigem ~Einvernehmen 
zu beseit-igen. Sie kénnen auch gemeinsam 
dariiber beraten, wi‘e eine Doppelbesteue- 
~Iung in Fallen, die in dem Abkommen 
nicht behandelfc sind, vermieden warden 
kann. ‘ '

7 

(4) Die Zusféindigen Behiirden‘ d‘er Ver- 
-tragstaaten kiinnen Zur Herbeiffihrung 
einer Einigung im Sinne der vorstehenden 
Abséitze unmittelbar miteinander ver-kehren. 
Erscheint ein mfindlither Meinungsaus- 
tausch ffir die Herbeifiihrung der Einigung 
zweckméssig, so kann ein solcher Meinungs- 
austausch in cine: Kommission dutch- 
geffihrt warden, die éus Vertretern der zu- 
stéindjgen Behiird'en der Vertrggstaaten be-I 
stéht. 

' ' 

‘

" 

Artiéel 26 
(1) Die zusténdigen Beh6rden der Vertrag- 
staaten werden die zur Durchffihrung 
dieses Abkommens erforderlichen Infor- 
mationen austauschen. Alle so ausgetausch- 
ten Informationen sind geheimzuhalten 
und diirfen nut solchen Personen Oder Be- 
h6rden zugéinglich gemacht werden, die knit 
der Veranlagung Oder Einhebung der unter 
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das Abkommen fallenden Steuem .befaSst 
sind. 

(2) Absatz 1 ist auf keinen Fall 50 auszu- 
legen, als verpflichte er einen der Vertrag- 
staaten: “ 

a) Verwaltungmassnahmen durchzuffih- 
ren, die‘ von den Gesetzen oder der Ver- 
Waltungspraxis dieses oder des anderen 
Vertragstaates abweichen; 

.b) Angaben zu fibermi-tteln, die nach den 
‘ Gesetzen ode: im fiblichen Verwal- 

tungsyerfahren dieses oder des anderen 
Veftragstaafces nicht beschafft werden 
kénnen; 

c) Informationen zu erteilen, die ein Han- 
dels-, Gesch'alfts-», Gewerbe- ode]; Be- 
rufsgeheimn-is Oder ein Geschéiftsver- 
>fahren preisgeben wfirden oder deren 
Erteilung dem Ordre public wider- 
spréiche. 

Art-iéel 27 
Disses Abkommén beriihrt nicht die steuer- 
lichen Vorrechte, die den diplomat-ischen 
und konsularischen Beamten nach den all- 
gemeinen Rege‘ln des Valkerrechts oder auf 
Grund besonderer Vereinbarungen zu- 
steh‘en. 

Artiéel 28 
(1) -Dieses Abkommen soIl ratifizierrt und 
die Ratifikationsurkunden sollen so bald 
Wie méglich in Wien ausgetauscht werden. 
(2) Dieses Abkornmen tritt sechzig Tage 
mach Austausch der Ratifikationsurkunden 
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in Kraft, und seine Bestimmungen f-inden 
Anwendung fiir die Steuerjahre und Steuef- 
zeitréiume, die am oder nach dem 1. Jaime): 
des Jahres beg-innen, in dem die Ratifika- 
-tionsurkunde'n ausgetauscht warden. 

Artiéel 29 
Dieses Abkommen (bleibt in Kraft, solange 
es nicht von einer der beiden vertrag- 
schliessenden Parteien gekfindigt wofden 
ist. Jede vertragschliessende Partei kann das 
Abkommen auf diplomatischem Wege 
schriftlich unter Einhaltung einer Frist von 
mindestens sechs Monaten zum Ende eines 
Kalenderjahres kiindigen. In diesem Fall 
ist das Abkommen fiir die Steuerjahre und 
Steuerzeitriiume nicht mehr anzuwenden, 
die nach dem Ende des Kalenderjahres be- 
ginnen, zu dessen Ende die Kfindigung er- 
.folgt ist. 

Zu Urkund dessen haben die BeVoll- 
michtigten der beiden Staaten d-ieses Ab- 
kommen unterzeichnet und mit Siegeln ver- 
sehen. 

Geschehen zu Belgrad, am 7. Mai 1975 
in zwéifachér Urschrif-t in deutscher und 
serbo-kroat-ischer Sprache, wobei 'beide 
Texte authentisch sind. 

Fiir die Republik Osterreich: 
Dr. ALEXANDER OTTO 
Fiir die Sozialistische Ffiderative Republik 
jugoslawien: 
BOZIDAR BRAJQVIC 
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Sifplem‘ent, 
' 1976 

= A‘BKOMMEN‘ -~ 

‘

_ 

Zwischen der Repubiik dsterreiéh zuin‘d? Adi-er, 

U'n‘ga‘rlischen: .‘Vo'l‘ksrepu‘bjlk‘ zyur Verme'iidvung: 
der ‘7Doppelbes‘teuerung auf, dem Gebiie‘t-e 

der Na‘chlasls-z und Erbscrhaftste‘uelrn 
_‘ 

SUPPLEMENT To THE BULLETIN FOR INTERNATiONAI: ‘EiSCAi DdéUMENTATIdN 
1.

5 

AU BULLETIN DE DOCUMENTATION FISCALE INTERNATIONALE 

Vol, XXX? No. 6, June/juin 1976‘ 

INTERNATIONAL BUREAU OF FISCAL DOCUMENTATION 
Muiderpoort ; 124 Sarphati‘straat-- Amsterdam 

A treaty for the avoidance of double taxation wit/a respett to deaflj dwie: 1114; ~ 

Jigfled beta/em Austria and Hungary on Pe‘bmary 25, 1975. In- accordance ioitlo - - 

Article 14 t/ae treaty entered into farce on Februm'y 9, 1976,1T79g 1%” text off/9e
- 

Amman Explanatory Memorandum to the treaty ha: b'éen- appended; 

TEXT 
Die Republik ésterreiclh und die Ungarie 
sche lksrcpublik, Von dem Wun‘sche ge- 
leitet, die Doppelbesteuerung auf dem Ge- 
biete der Nachlass- und Erbschaftsteuem 
zu vermeiden, sind fibereingek‘o'mmeni das. 
folgend’e. ‘Abkommen aqséhliessen; 

Artifiel 1 

Unter dam Abéommen falleflde Nap/Jléiue 
Dieses' Abkommen gilt fiir‘Nachléissc von 
ErbigSsern, die im Zeitpunkt ihres Todes 

‘ einen Wohns'itz in einem Vertragstaat oder‘ 
in~ beide’rr Vertragstaaten‘ batten; 

Artiéel 2 

Uflfer day Abéommen fallemie Steyeflg 
(‘1) Dieses Abkommen gilt, ohne Riick- ’7. 

sight auf die Art‘d'er Erhebung? fa: Nach~ 
lass; und ‘Erb'schaftsteuem, die vf‘iir Reche 
nung, ein’es der beiden Vet'tyagstaaten ‘oder 
seiner Gebietskfirperschaf-ten erhoben Wer—

l 

den. 

(2) A15 Nachlass- hund Erbschaftsteuem 
gelten alle Steuern (Gebiihten), die von. 
Todes wegen vals Nachlas’steuer’m (-gebfih; 
ren), Erbanfallsteuem (ggebfihre‘n), Ab- 
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‘ 

\ gabén (Gebiihren) vom Vermdgensfiibér- 
gang Oder Steuem (G'ebiihxen) von Schenv 

‘ 

k'ungen auf den nesfall erhoben'werden. 

(3) Die ‘zur ‘Zeit bestéhend‘en Steuem, fiir‘ 

die das’ Abkommen; gilt; Sind: 
a.) in d_er ‘Ungarisc‘h‘en Vo‘lksrepublik: 

I 

V 

d'ie Egbschaftsgebfihf, 

in 'der Republik Osterreich: 
dier Erbsch‘aft‘steuer‘, soweit ihr Erwerb 

‘ 

von Tédes Wégen oderv Zweckzuwen- 
dungen von Todes wegen tinterliegen, 

I (4) ’Das Abkogimen gilt auch fiir alle 

" Nachlass- und Etbschaftsteuem, die kfinftig 
- nebexi Hen zur Zeif bestehenden Steuem 

ode: an deren Stellé‘ erho'ben Werden. 

Artiéel 3, 

Allgemez'né Definitiozzgn 

f (1,) 1m Sinne dieses Abk’ommens bedgutet 
' 

der Ausdruck A,,‘zust§ndig¢ Behétde“ 
1. in dc); Ungarisc’hen Volksfepublik’: den .. 

Finanzminister, 

2. in der Republik Osterreich: den Bundes- 
minister fi'n: Finanzen. 

‘ 
,(2) Bei Anwendung des Abkommens 
dutch cinch Vertragstaat‘ hat, wenn der Zu- 
simmgnhang'nichts anderes. erfordert, :jedet 
nipht antlers definie'rte Ausdruck die Be- 

' \deutung; die; ihm nach dem Recht dieses‘ 
Staates' .iiber die Steu’em zukoinmt, welche 

. Gegenstand des Abko‘mmens sind. 

'Am'éez 4 --

, 

r 
r ~ v .Steuerliclyer Wo/mfltz 

¥ 
\ein Erblas§er im Zeitpunkt seines 

Todes einen‘ Wohnsitz in einem Vertrag— 
' staat .hgtte, bestimmt sigh; bei Aqw‘endung 

dieses Abkommcns nach dem ‘Recht dieses 
Staates.

' 

(2) Hatte nach Absatz I rein ErblasSer in, 

beiden Vertragstaaten ‘einen Wohnsitz, so 
gilt folgendes: 

a) De: Wohnsitz des- Ezbléssers gilt ills in 
d'em Vertragstaat gelegen, in dem er 
fiber eine‘ stindige Wohnst’afitte'verffigte. 
Verffigte‘ er in beiden Vertragstaaten 
fiber eine st'eindige Wohnstéltte, so gilt 
s‘ein Wohnsitz 315 in dem Verttagstaat 
gelegen, zu dern -er die ‘engeren fami-4 
lifiren und Wirtschaftlichen Bezichungen' 
hatte (Mittelpunkt der Lebensinteres- 
sen). 

b) Kann nicht bestimm’t werden, in wel- 
chem Vertragstaat der Erblasser' den 
Mittelpunkt der Lebensinteressen hatte, 
oder verfiigte er in keinem der Vet-trag- 
staaten fiber eine stindige Wohnstiitte, 
so gilt sein Wohnsitz 2115 in dem Ver- 
‘tragstaat gelegen, ‘in .dem er ‘seinen 
gewéhnlichen Aufenthalt hatte. 

c)_ Hatte der E‘rblasser seinen gewéhn- - 

lichen Aufentha’lt in ‘beiden Vettrag— 
staaten odef in keihem der Vertrag- 
staateri,‘ so gilt seiri Wohnsi'tz als in 
dem Vertragstaat gelegen, dessen Staatsi 
angehiirigkeit e1: besass. 

d) Besass ‘der Erblasset die Staatsangehfi- 
rigkeit .beider Vertragstaaten oder keines 
Vertragstaates, so werden die Vegtmg— 
staaten gemiiss Artikel‘ 11 vorgeheh. 

1' Artiéel' 5 

U nbewéglz'gbes Vermb'gen- 
(l) UnbeweglicHes Vermijgen da’rf in dem 
Vertragstaat ’besteuert _werden; in dem 

' 

dieses Vermégen liegt. 
(2') Der’ Ausfiruck ,,un’bewegliches ~Ver- 
mbgen“ bestimmt sich nach dem Recht de's 
VCItffigStafltES;_ifl dem das Vermfigen -liegt., 
Der Ausdruck umfasst in-jedem Fall das 
Zubehér zum unbeweglichen Vermiigen, 

cz. 
‘ 
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das lebende vund tote Inventar land- und 
forstwirtschaftlic‘her Betriebe, die Rechte, 
auf die die Voréchriften des Privatrechts 
fiber Grundstiicke Anwendung finden, die 
Nutzungsrechte an unbeweglichem Ver— 
magen sowie die Rechte auf veranderliche 
Oder feste Vergiitungen fiir die Ausbeutung 
ogler das Recht auf Ausbeutung von Mine- 
ralvorkommén, Quellen uhd andereri 
Bodenschit'zen; Sch'iffe und Luftfahrzeuge

v 

gelten nicht als unbewegliches Vermégen-. 

(32) Die Abséitze 1 und 2 gelten auch fiir 
unbewegliches Varmégen -eines Unter- 
nehmens und-fiir unbeweglic’hes Vermijgen, 
das der Ausiibung eines freien Berufes Oder 
einer sqnstigen selbsténdigen Titigkeit ihn- 
licher Art dient. - 

'Artz‘kel 6 

Vermb‘gen einer Betrz'ebxtéz'tte and 
V ermb‘gen ez'ner der Auxiibung ez'ne; freien 

Berufes dienenden fatten Einrz'cbtzmg 

(1) Vermégen, das Betriebsvermégen einer 
Betriebstéitte, eines Untemehmens darstellt 
—- ausgenommen das nach dén Artikeln 5 
und 7 Zn behandelnde Vermiigen —, darf 
in dem Vertragstaat besteuert werden, in 
dem sich die Betriebstiitte befindet. 
(2) Der Ausdruck ,,Betriebst§tte“ bedeutet 
cine feste Ggsphiifts- Oder ProduktionSein- 
richtung, in'_ der diKe‘ Titigkeit des Unter— 
nehmens gariz Oder teilweise ausgefibt wird. 

(3) Der Ausdruck ,,Betriebstéitte“ umfasst 
insbesondete: - 

a) einen Ort der Le’itung, 
b) eine Zweigniederlassung, 
c) eine Geschéiftss’telle, 
d~ eine‘Fabrikationsstiitté, 

e) cine Werkstiitte, . 

f) ein Bergwe'rk, einen Steinbruch oder 
cine andere Stitte deg Ausbeutung von 
Bodenschatzen, 

TEXT 

g) cine Bauausfiihrung Oder Montage, Ide- 
' ren Dauer zwei Jahre fiberschrcitet. 

(4) A15 Betriebstéitten gelten nicht: “ 

a) Einrich'tungen, die ausschlies'slich zur 
Lagerung, Ausstellung Oder Ausliefe- 
rung von Giitem Oder Water: des 
Unternehmens benutzt wetderi; 

b) Bestinde von Giitern Oder Waren desk 
:_ Untegnehmens‘, die ausschliesslich Zur 

Lagetung, Ausstellung Oder Ausliefee 
‘rung unterhalten werden; 

c) Bestinde von Giite'm oder Warm des 
Unternehmens, die ausschliesslich zu 
dem Zweck unterhalten werden, dutch 
ein anderes Untemehmen :bearbeitet 

oder verarbeitet zu werden; 

d) eine feste Geschiftseinrichtung, die 
ausschliesslich zu dem Zweck unter- 
halten wird, fiir das Untemehmen 
Giitér oder Waren eiriz’ukaufen Oder 
Inform'ationen zil be‘schaffen; 

e) cine féste GESChéiftseinrichtung, die aus- 
schliesslich zu dem Zweck unterhalten 
wird, fiir das Untemehmen zu Werben, 
Informationen zu er'teilen, Wissenschaft- 
liche Forschung zu betreiben ode: abn— 
liche Titigkeitén auszufiben, die vor— 
bereitendet Art sind Oder cine Hilfs- 
titigkeit darstellen. 

(5) Ist cine Person ——— mit Ausnahrne eines 
unabhiingigen Vertreters im Sinne des Ab- 
satzes 6 — in einem Vertragstaat fiir ein 
Unternehmen des landEren Vertragstaates 
titig, so gilt eine in dem erstgenannten 
Staat gelegene Bettiebstéitte als gegeben, 
wenn die Person eine Vollmacht besitzt, im 
Namen des Untemehmens Vertriige abzu- 
schliéssen, und-"dié Vollmacht in diesem 
Staat gewéhnlich ausiibt, e‘s‘ sei‘ denn, class 

sich ihre Titigkeit auf den Eink'auf von 
Gfitern Oder Waren fiir dais Untemehmen 
beschréinkt. 
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(6) Ein Unternehmen eihes Vertragstaates 
wird nicht schbn deshalb so behande’lt, als 
habe es eine Betriebstéi’tte in dem anderen 
Vert‘ragstaat, weil es dort seine T'altigkeit 
durch einen Makler, VKommissiOnfir oder 
einen andexen unabhiingigen Vertreter aus- 
iibt, sofern diese Personen im Rahmen ihrer 
ordenflichen Geschéiftstitigkeit handeln. 

(7) Vermégen; das zu einer der Ausfibung 
eines freien ‘Berufes Oder cine): sonstigen 
s‘elbstindigen Tbitigkeit 'a‘hnlicher'Art die- 
nenden festen Einrichtung gehfirt — aus- 
genommen das nach Artikel 5 zu behan- 
delnden Vermégen —, darf in dem Ver- 
trags‘taéLbesteuert werden, in dem sich die 
f‘este Eimichtung befindet. 

Artiéel 7 

S claiffe and Luftfalarzeuge 
Schiffe und Luftfahrzeuge’ im internatio- 
nalen Verkehr sowie bewegliches Vermii- 
gen, das dem Bettieb dieser Schiffe und 
Luftfahrzeuge client, diirfen in dem Ver- 
tragstaat besteuert werden, in dem der Erb- 
lasser z’um Zeitpunkt des Todes seinen 
Wohnsitz hatte. 

Artiéel 8 

Nick; auldriicélic/J erwéi/mte: Vermb'gen 

Das nicht nach den ‘Artikeln 5, 6 und 7 Zn 
behandelnde Vermégen darf nut in dem 
Vertragstaat ‘be‘steuert Wendell, in dem der 
Erblasser Zum Zeitpunkt des Todes seinen 
Wohnsitz hatte. 

Artiéel 9 

S cbuld’emzbzzzg 

(1) SchuLden, die .durch das in Artikel 5 
genannte Vermfigen besonders gesichert 
sind, werden vom Wart dieses Vermégens 
abgezogen. Sch'uldén, die zwar nicht dutch 

das in Artikel 5 genannte Vermégen be- 
sonders gesichert sind, die abet im Zu- 
sammenhang mit dem Erw‘erb, .der An- 
derung, der Instandsetzung oder Instand— 
haltung solchen Vermégens entstanden 
sind, werdefl vom Wert'dieses Vermiigens 
abgezogen. ' 

(2) Vorbehaltlich des Absatzes 1 werden 
Schulden, die mit einer Betriebstéitté eines 
Unternehmens ode: mit einer Ausiibung 
eines freien Berufes Oder einer sons'tigen 
selbstéindigen Titigkeit ahnlicher Art die- 
nend'en 'festen Einrichtung zusammen- 
hangen, und Schulden, die mit einem Be- 
trieb der Seeschiffahrt, Binnenschiffahrt 
oder Luftfahrt zusammenhéingen, vom 
Wert d’es in Artikel 6 bzw. desjn Artikel 7 
genannten Vermégens abgezogen. 

(3) Die anderen Schulden werden vom 
Wert des Vermbgens abgezogen, fiir das 
Artikel 8 gilt. ‘ 

(4) Ubersteigt eine Schuld den Wert des 
Vermégens, von dem ‘sie in einem Vertrag— 
staat nach den Absfitzen 1, 2 und 3 abzu- 
ziehen ist, so wird der fibasteigende Betrag 
vom West des fibrigen Vermb‘gens, das in 
diesem Staat besteuert warden darf, ab- 
gezogen. 

(5) Verbleibt mach den A'bziigen, die auf 
Grund der vorstehenden Abs'altze vorzuneh- 
men sind, ein Schuldenrest, so wird dieser 
vom Wart des Vérmégens, das irn anderen 
Vertragstaat besteuert werden ' darf, ab- 
gezogen. 

Ariz'éel 10 

Vermeidung der Doppelbestezzemng 

Der Vertragstaat, in dem de‘r Erblasser Zum 
Zeitpunkt des Todes seinen Wohnsitz hatte, 
nimmt das Vermfigen, das nach diesem Ab- 
kommen im anderen Vertragstaat besteuert 
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werden darf, von. der Besteuerung aus; 
dieser Staat darf abet bei der Festsetzung 
der Steuer fiir das Vermtjgen, fiir das er das 
Besteuerungsredlt behalf, den Steuersatz. 
anwenden, der anzuwenden Wire, wenn das 
betreffende Vermfigen nicht von der Be- 
steuerung ausgenommen wire. 

Artiéel 11 

Ventiindigungwerftzbren 

(1) Ist eine Person der Auffassung, dass 
die Massnahmen eines Vertragstaatés ode: 
beider Vertragstaaten fiir sie zu einer Be- 
steuerung geffihrt haben Oder fiihren wer- 
den, dié diesem Abkomrnen nicht ent- 
spricht, so kann sie unbeschadet der nach 
innerstaatlichem Recht dieser Staaten vor- 
gesehenen Rechtsmittel ihren Fall der zu- 
st’alndigen Behbrde eines der beiden Staaten 
unterbreiten. 

(2) Halt diese zustéindige Behérde die Ein- 
Wendung fiir begriindet und ist sie selbst 
nicht in der Lage, eine befriedigende 
Lésung herbeiZuffihren, so Wird sie sich 
bemiihen, den Fall nach Verstiindigung mit 
der zustiindigen Behérde des anderen Ver- 
tragstaates so zu regeln, dass ein'e dem Ab— 
kommén nicht entsprechende Besteuerung 
vermieden wird. 

(3) Die Zustiindigen Behérden der Verttag- 
staaten warden sich bemiihen, Schwierig- 
keiten Oder Zwei-fel, die bei der Auslegung 
oder Anwendung des Abkommens ent- 
stehen, in gegenseitigem Einvemehmen zu 
beseitigen. Sie kénnen auch gemeinsam dar- 
iiber beraten, Wie eine Doppelbesteuerung 
in~ Fallen, die in dem Abkommen nicht be» 
handelt sind, vermieden werden kann. 

(4) Die zustindigen Behérden der Vertragr 
staaten k6nnen zur Herbeifiihrung einer 
Einigung im Sinne der vorstchenden Ab— 
séitze unmittelbar miteinander verkehren. 

TEXT 

Ersche‘int ein mfindlicher Meinungsaus— 
tausch fiir die Herbeiffihrung der Einigung 
zweckmiissig, so kann ein solcher Mei- 
nungsaustausch in einer Kommission dutch;- 
geffihrt werden, die aus Vextretém. der zu’ 
stindigen Behbrden der Vertragstaaten be- 
-steht. 

Artikel 12 

Auxtauscb van Informationen 

(1) Die zustéindigen Behiirden der Vet,- 

tragstaaten w‘erden die zur Durchfiihrun'g 
dieses Abkommens erfOtder'lichen Informa- 
tionen austauschen. Die zustéindigen Behér- 
den der Vertragstaaten sind jedoch nicht 
verpflichtet, Auski'mfte zu erteilen, die 
nicht auf. Grund der bei den Finanzbehér- 
den vorhandenen Unterlagen gegeben 
werden kénnen, sondem gesonderte Ermitt- 
‘lungen erfordem Wiirden. Alle so ausge- 
tauschten Informationen sind geheimZu- 
halten und diirfe‘n nur solehen Personen 
Oder Behérden zugéinglich gemacht Werden, 
die mit der Veranlagung ode: Einhebung‘ 
der unter das Abkomrnen~ fallenden Steinem 
befasst sind. 

(2) Absatz 1 ist auf keinen Fall 50' aus-‘ 
zulegen, als vcrpflichte er einen der Ver- 
tragstaaten : 

a) Verwaltungsmasshahmen durchzuffih— 
ren, die von den Gesetzen ode]: der 
Verwaltungsprmis diesss Oder des ah- 
deren Vertragstaates abweichen; 

b) Angaben 2u fibermitteln, die mach den 
Gesetzen Oder im fiblichen Verwa‘l- 
tungsverfahren dieses od’er des anderen 
Vertragstaates nicht beschafft werden 
k6nnen; - 

c) Informationen zu erteilen, die ein Han- 
dels-, Geschifts-, Gewerbe- o'der Berufs- 
geheimnis oder ein Geschiftsverfahren 
preisgeben wfirden oder deren .Ertei- 

lung dem Ozdre public widerspr’giche. 
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Artiéel 13 

Diplomdtixc/ae and éonmlariscbe Beamz‘e 

Diésés Abkommen beriihrt nicht die steuer~ 
lichen Vorrechte, die den Mitgliedem di- 
plomatischer Oder konsularischer Vertre— 
tungen mach den allgemeinen Regeln des 
Viilkerrechts, oder auf Grund besonderer 
Vereinbatungen zustehen. 

Artikel 14 

I némfttreten 

(1) Dieses Abkommen ist der Rechts- 
ordnung eines jeden der beiden Vertrag- 
staaten 'geméiss zu ratifizieren. Die Ratifi- 
kationsurkunden sind so [bald wie méglich 
in Budapest auszutauschen. 

(2) .Das Abkommen tritt 60‘ Tage nach 
dem Austausch der Ratifikationsurkunden 
flin Kraft, und seine Bestimmungen finden 
auf Nachléisse von Personen Anwendung, 
die an Oder nach diesem Tag sterben. 

Artiéel 15 

Aumerkmfttreten 

Dieses Abkommen bleibt in Kraft, solange 
es nicht von einem der Vertragstaaten ge- 
ki'mdigt worden ist. 

_ ‘ 
_

' 

Jede’r der' beiden Vertrags'taaten- kann das 
Abkommen schriftlich auf diplomatischem 
Weg unter Einhaltung einer sechsmonati- 
gen Exist auf das Ende eines Kalender- 
jahres ‘kfindigen. In diesem Fall findet das 
Abkommen nicht méhr auf Nachléisse von 
Personen Anwendung, die nach Ablauf des 
Kalenderjahres verstorben s'irld, Zu dessen 
Ende das Abkommen gekiindigt Worden 
iSt. 

ZU URKUND DESSEN haben die Bevoll— 
machtigten dieses Abkommen unfierzeichnet 
und mit ihren .Siegeln vei'sehen. 

GESCHEHEN Zu Wien, am'ZS. Februar 
1975 in zweifacher Urschrif-t, in deutscher 
und 'in ungairischer Sprache, wobei ‘beide 
Texte in gleicher Weise authentisch sind. 

Fiir die Republik Osterreich: 
ANDROSCH e.h. 
Fiir die Ungarische Volksrepublik: 
FALUVEGI e.h. ~ 

Elfléi'uterungen 

i. 

Allgemeiner Teil 

Bei dem vorliegenden Abkommen handelt 
es sich um einen gesetzeséindernden Staats- 
veftrag, ‘der weder verfassungs'éindemden 
noch verfassungsergéinzenden Charakter 
hat. Fiir die Erfiillung des Staatsvertrages 
ist die Erlassung eines Gesetzes nicht er- 

forderlich. 
Im Verhéiltnis zur Ungarischetr Volks- 
republik findet auf dem Gebiete der Erb- 
schaftssteuer derzeit die 'in den Doppel- 
besteuerungsvereinbarungen zwischen' defn 
Deutschen Reich und dem Kfinigreich Un- 
gam enthaltenen Bestimmungen Anwen— 
dung. Anlésslich de_r asterreichisch—ungari- 
schen Verhandlungen fiber einen Absc'hluss 
eines DoppelbestEuerungsabkommens_ fiir 

den Bereich der Einkommensteu‘em und 
Vermégensteuem wurde Einvéméhmen 
dariiber erzielt, auch die erbschaftsteuer- 
lichen Bestimmungen der mittlerweile auf 
dem Gebiet des zwischenstaatlichen Steuer- 
rechts eingetrétene’n Weiteréntwic‘klung an- 
zupassen und ein gesondertes‘Abko‘mmen 
mit einem Anwendungsbereiqh lediglich 
fiir die Erbschaftssteuer zu vereinbaren. 
Das bei diesen'VerhandIungen ausgearbei- 
tete Abkommen ist am 25. Februar 1975 in 
Wien unterzeichnet worden. 

. Das vorliegende'Abkommen folgt in sei- 
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nem Aufbau im wes'entlichen dem vom 
Fiskalkomiteev der’ Organisation ffir Witt- 
schaftliche Zusammenarbeit und Entwick- 
lung (OECD) ausgearbeiteten .Muster- 
abkommen zu: Vermeidung der Doppel- 
besteuerung der Nachléisse und Erbschaf: 
ten. Die Déppelbesteuerung wird in beiden 
Staaten nach der sogenannten ,,Befreiungs- 
methode“ beseitigt, d. h. dass die einzelnen 
Besteuerungsobjekte jeweils einem der 
beiden Vertragstaaten zur ausschliesslichen 
Besteuemng zugeteilt werden. 

II. 

Beyonderer Trail 

211 Artiéel 1 
Das Abkommen ist auf alle Nachliisse von 
Erblassern, die im Zeitpunkt ihres Todes 
einen Wohnsitz in einem der beiden oder 
in beiden Vertragstaaten batten, anzu— 
wenden; 

Zu Artiéel 2: 
In sachlicher Hinsicht gilt das Abkommen 
ffir alle in beiden Vertragstaaten derzeit in 
Gel-tung stehenden Oder kfinftig erhobenen 
Erbschaftssteuem. 

Z2; Artiéel 3: 
Dieser Artikel enthéilt die in Doppelbe— 
steuetungsabkommen iiblichen Begriffsum- 
schreibungen.

‘ 

Zu Artiéel 4‘: 
Diese Bestimmung enthbllt die Umschrei- 
bung des fiir die Aufteilung der‘ Besteue- 
rungsrechte massgebenden Begriffes des 
Wohnsitzes. Analog Wie bei den Doppel- 
besteuemngsabkommen auf dem Gebiete 
der Steuem vom Einkomenm und vom 
Vermiigen gilt in Fallen von Doppelwohn- 
sitz jener Vertragstaat aIs Wohnsitzstaat, in 
dem sich der Mittelpunkt der Lebens- 
interessen des Erblassers befunden hat. 

TEXT 

Z21 Artiéel‘j: 
Unbewegliches Nachlass‘vtsrmfigen wird 
ausschliesslich nut in jenefn Vertragstaat 
besteuert, in dem es gelegen rist. Dies gilt 
auch, wenn es -_sich um Betriebsvermégen 
handelt. 

Zu Artiéel 6: 
Das Recht auf Besteuerimg des nicht Zum 
unbeweglichen Vermégen gehérende‘n Ver- 
mégens, das Betriebsvermégen‘v cine; Be- 
triébst’altte eines Unternehmens darstellt, 
gibt der Artikel dem Vertragstaat, in dem 
die Betriebstéitte liegt. 
Der Betriebstblttenbegriff entspricht jenem 
:les Doppelbesteuerungsabkommens auf 
dem Gebiet der Einkommens- und Ver- 
magensbesteuerung. 

Zzz Artilael 7: 
Dieser Artikel gibt dem Staat, in dem def 
Erblasser zum Zeitpunkt des Tod‘es seinen _ 

Wohnsitz hatte, das Recht zur Erhebung 
def Nachlass- und Erbschaftssteuem fiir 

Schiffe und Luftfahrzeuge im internatio- 
nalen Verkehr. 

Zz; Artiéel 8: 
Nach dieser allgemeinen Steuerzuteilungs— 
regel Wird Vermégen, das nicht unte; die

7 

besonderen Zuteilungsregeln der Artikel 5, 
6 und 7 fillt, nut in jenem Vertragstaat 
besteuert, in dem der Erblasser im Zeit— 
punkt des Todes seinen Wohnsitz im Sinne 
von Artikel 4 hatte. 

Zu Artikel 9: r 

Hinsichtlich der Aufteilung der Nachlass- 
schulden is‘t bestimmt, dass der Staat, der 
nur einzelne Vermégenswerte besteuert, die 
mit ihnen zusammenhéngenden Schulden 
abzieht und dass alle fibrigen Schulden von 
dem Staat abzuziehen sind, in dem dcr 
Erblasser seiner; Wohnsitz hatte. 
Verbleibt auf diese Art in einem Staat ein 
ungedeckter Schuldenrest, so ist er vorerst 
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vom Wert des Nachlas’svermagens abzu— 
ziehen, der'im selben Staat zu’ besteuem ist; 
ein darfiber hinausgehender Schuldenrest 
Wird vom Wart des Nachlassverrnb‘gens ab- 
gezogen, das im anderen Staat zu versteuern 
ist. 

Zzt Artikel 10: 
In diesem Artikel wird die Methode fest~ 
gelégt, nach der die Doppelbesteuerung 
vermieden wird: damach ist vorgesehen, 
dass jener~ Vertragstaat, in dem der Erb- 
Iassgr gemiiss Artikel 4 im Zeitpunkt seines 
Todes seinen Wohnsitz hatte (Wohnsitz— 
staat), alle Nachlassteile, fiir die nach den 
Artikeln 5, 6 und 7 das Besteuemngsrecht 
dem anderen Vertragstaat zugeteilt ist, von 
seiner Besteuerung auszunehmen hat, dies 
aller'dings unter dem Vorbehalt, dass der 
Wohnsitzstaat die auszuscheidenden Nach- 

Jassteile fiir die Berechnung des auf die, 
fibrigen Nachlas§teile entfa'llenden Steuer- 
satzes ansetz'en darf (Befreiungsmethode 
mit Progressionsvorbéhalt). 

Zzz Artiéel 11 and 12: 
Die Vorschriften dieser Aftikel enthalten 
die international fiblichen Grundsitze fiber 
das in Streit- oder in Zweifelsfiillen dutch- 
zufiihrende Vetstblndigungsverfahren und 
fiber den Informationsaustausch. 

t Artzléel 13: 
Dieser Artikel enthilt Bestimmungen klar- 
stellender Natuv: fiber das Verhfiltnis des 
Doppelbesteuerungsabkommens zu vfilker- 
rechtlich privilegiertcn Personen. 

Z2; @éel 14 and 15: 
Diese Bestimmungen betreffen den zeit- 

lichen Anwendungsbereich. 
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Sapplemént 
1976 

Convention e-ntre 
' 

'. 

’le‘ Gouver'neim.ent7de ila‘éRépu-blique francazijse; 
et le G-ouvernement’ de- la ‘R‘épub'l'ilque popuélai-‘re 

.de Pologne tendant é év‘it‘er 'les doubles 
'i7m_pos-i’tibns en~ m‘ati‘ére d’imp‘év‘tssu'r lie 

' 

vre'venzu :et sur la (fortune 

SUPPLEMENT 
‘ 

B'UiLETINEOR iNTERNATIONAL FISCAL DocuMBNTATIéjN 
‘ 

_ 

- 
- AU BULLETIN DE DOCUMENTATION FISCALE INTERNATIONALE 

vol. XX‘X,, No.‘ 8,. August/ao'fit 1976 

INTERNATIONAL: BUREAU OF FISCAL DOCUMENTATION 
Muiderpoofi: - .124 Sarpha'tist'réa’é - Amstefdam 

5' A doable taxation treaty between Frame and Poland was Jz'gzzed gm MM 20,, 1975. 
Tim .treaty,» iflfazcco'rdczme with Article 29, 5/2n enter into force thirty day; follow- 
z'zzg the date on: whicht/ae Committing States have exchanged the z‘mtrumenm of. 
mfifimiz'on. - ‘ 

2 
r

‘ 

‘Tlaelfull text of tbe Ffem'b Explanatory N ate to the doable taxation great}! b4: been 
pzzbl‘z‘xlaed in ibe Augwt 1976 farm? 07‘ Me Bulletin fer International Firm} 
Dammentatz'm andér Documenf5.' ‘ I

' 

TEX'TE 
Le Gouvexsncment de la République fran- 
gaise -et le Gouvernement. de la République 
upopulaire de Bologne, - 

Désire'ux ~de pOursuime et de facilitelf- le 
développement de Ieurs’ relation; vécono- 
miquesz, ont décidé dc conclure une Con- 
Ventidn en vue 'd’éviter les doubles «im- 
positions,.en .matiére d’impéts 5111? lé ,rcvenu 
ct sur la foxtune et sont ‘Cogyenus dcs dis- 
positions suivantes; 

Article I" ‘ 

Personnes vixég; I 

La présente Convention s’applique aux per-
I 

sonnes qqi sont des. :ésidents d’un Etat 
Vcontract‘ant Cu dc, chacun d‘es d‘eux Etats. 

Articléz 
. 

” 
Impo‘z: vixé; 

1. La présente Convention s’applique aux 
impéts sur le revenu et sur la fortune 
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CONVENTION FISCALE FRANCO-POLONAISE 

Fergus dans chacun des Etats contractants, 
quel que soit 1c systéme de perception. 
2. Sont considérés comme impéts sur le 
revenu et sur la fortune tous le‘s impéts 
Fergus sur le revenu total, sur la fortune 
tothle ou sur deé éléments du ‘revenu‘ou de 
la fortune, y compris les impéts sur les 
gains provenant de l’aliénation de biens 
mobiliers ou immobiliers, les impéts sur 1e 
montant des salaires payés par les entre- 
prises, ainsi que les impéts sur les plus- 
values. 

3. Les impéts actuels auxquels s’applique 
la Convention sont notamment: 
:1) En ce qui concerne la République popu- 
laire de Pologne: [- . 

1° L’impét sur le revenu (podatek dochoP 
dowy); 
2° L'impét sur les salaires (podatek 0d 
wynagrodzen) ; 

3°IL’imp6t complémentaire é l’i‘mpét sur 
le revenu ou 2‘1 l'impét sur les salaires 
(podatek wyrownawczy do podatku docho- 
idowego albo do podatku 0d wynagrodzen) 
(ci-aprés dénommé «impét polonais»). 
b) En ce qui concerne la République’ fran- 
cause: 
1° L’impét sur le revenu; 
2° L’impét sur lesvsociétés; 
3-6 La contribution des patentes;- 
y compris toutes retenues (‘9. la source, tous

‘ 

prétomptes et avances décomptés sur les 
impéts visés ci-dessus (ci-aprés dénommés 
«impét frangais»). 
4‘. La Convention s’appliquera aussi aux 
impéts de nature identique ou analogue 
qui' seraient entrés en vigueur aprés la date 

‘ 

de signature de la présente Convention et 
qui s‘ajouteraient aux impéts actuels ou qui 
Ies remplaceraient. Les autorités compéten- 
tes des Etats contractants se communique- 

“ 
ront les modifications importantes appor- 
tées 2‘1 leurs Iégislations fiscales respectives. 

Article 3 
De’fz'flitiam géne’mle: 

1. Au sens de la présente Convention; 5; 

moins que le contexte n’exige une inter- 
prétation différepte: 
a) Les expressions «un Etat contractant» 
e't «l’autre Etat‘ contractant» désignent 
respectivement la République populaire de 
Pologne ou la République frangaise; 
17) Le terme «personne» comprend les‘ per- 
sonnes physiqugs, les sociétés et tous autres 
groupements de personnes‘; 
6) Le terme «société» désigne toute per- 
sonne morale ou toute entité qui est con- 
sidérée comme une personne morale aux 
fins d’imposition; ‘ 

d) Les expressions «entreprise d’un Etat 
contractant» ‘et «entreprise de l’autre Etat 
contractant» désignent respectivement une 
entreprise exploitée par un résident d’un 
Etat cohtractant et une entreprise exploitée 
par un résident de l’autre Etat contracta‘nt; ' 

e) Le terme «nationaux» désigne: 
1° Toutes les persqnnes physiques qui 
possédent la nationalité d’un Etat ,contracl 
tantg‘ 

‘ : 

2° Toutes les personnes morales, soci‘étés 

de personnes et associatiOns constituéeé 
conformément 2‘1 19. législation en vigueur 
dans un Etat contractant; 

'7‘) 
‘ On entend par «trafic‘ internatidnal» 

tout transport effectué par un navire, un 
aéronef 011 um véhicule ferroviaire ou rou-’ 
tier exploité par une entreprise' dont 1e 
siége de la direction effective est situé déns 
un Etat contractant, sauf lotsque 1e navire, 
l‘aiéronef ou le véhiculé n’est exploité 
qu’éntre des points Situé's dans l’autre Etat 
contractant; 

g L’expression «autorité compétente» 
désigne: 
1° Dans 1e cas de la République populaite 
de’Pologne, 1e Ministre des Financesou son 
teprésentant autorisé; 
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2° Dans le cas de la République frangaise, 
1e Ministxe de l’Economiev et des Finances 
on son représentant autorisé. - 

2. Pour l’application de la Convention Par 
un Etat contractant, toute expression qui 
n’est Pas autrement définie ‘a' le sens qui 
lui est attribué par' la législation dudit Etat 
régissant les impéts faisant l’objet de la 
Convention, £1 moins que le contexte. n’exige 
une interprétation différente. , 

Anticle 4 
Domicile fiscal 

' 

1. Au sens de la présente Convention, l’ex- 
pression «résident d’un~Etat contractant» 
:désigne toute personne qui, en vertu de 
la _législation dudit Etat, est assujettie 2‘1 

L’impét dans cet Etat, ‘en raison de son 
domicile, de sa résidence, de son siége de 
direction 011 ‘de tout autre critére denature 
analogue, mais n’in'clut pas les Personnes 
qui ne sont im‘posables dams ‘cet' Etat que 
pour le revenu qu’elles tirent de sources 
situées dans ledit Etat ou pour la fortune 
qu’elles possédent dans cet Etat; 
2. Lorsque, selon Ia disposition du para- 
graphe 1, une personne physique est con- 
sidérée gomme résident de chacun des Etats 
contractants, sa situation est régl’ée de la 
mahiére suivante: 
a) Cette personne ‘est considérée comme 
résident de‘ I’Etat contractant 01‘1 elle dispose 
d’un foyer. d"habitation ' Permanent. Lors— 
qu’elle dispose d’vun foyer' d’hab‘itation per- 
manent dans chacun des Etats contractants, 
elle est cons‘idérée comme résident de‘l’Etat 
contractant avec lequel ses liens personnels 
et économiques sent 165‘ plus étroits (centre 
des intéréts Vitaux); 
5) Si I’Etat contractafxt 01‘1 cette personne 
a le cgntre de ses intéré'ts vitaux ne peut 
pas étre déterminé, mi .si elle me dispose 
d’un foyer d’habitation permanent dans 

. agcun‘ des Etats Contgactants, elle est con- 

TEX’IE 

sidérée comme résident de lr’Etat contractant 
01‘1 elle séjoume de fagon habituallje; 
c) Si cette personne séjourne de fagon 
habituelle dams ‘chaqun des Etats contrac- 
tants on Si elIe ne séjourne de fagon habi- 
tuelle dans aucun dr’eux, elle ‘est considérée 
comme résident‘de l’Etat contractant dont 
elle Posséde 1a nationa-I'ité; 
4’) Si 12. situation de cette petsonne 11¢ peut 
étre réglée conformément aux dispositionc 
des alinéas a), 12) et 5) ci-dessus, les auto- 
rités ‘compétentes des Etats contractants 
tranchent la question d’un commun accord. 
3. Lorsque, selon 1a disposition du para- 
graphs 1, une personne autre qu’une per- 
sonne [physiqug est considézée cornme rési- 
dent de chacun des Etats contractants, elle 
est réputée résident de l’Etat cont-ractant 01‘1 
se trouve son siége de direction effective. 

Article 5 
‘ 

Etablz'uement {table 
1. Au sens de ‘la présente'Convention, l’ex- 
pression «étab'lissement stable» dé‘sign'e 

une installation fixe ‘d’affaires ofi l’enfre- 
prise exerce, tout ou Pattie de son actifirité. 
2. L’expres‘sion «établissemeflt stable» c0m- 
prend‘ notamment: 
4) Un siége de direction; 
5) Une succursale; 
4:) Un buréau d.’ affaires commerciales; 
d) Une usine; 

_ 
9) Un atelier; 
f) Une mine, une ‘carriére .ou ‘tout autr’e 
li'eu 'd"ei{traction de ressourc-es natureIIES; 
g ) Un‘ vchantier d’encoristruction ou de mon- 
tage dont let durée dépas‘se douze mois. 
3, On ne considére pas qu’il y a établisse- 
ment istable si: ‘ 

a} Il est fait usage d’instaflations aux s’eul’es 
fins de stockage, d’exposition ouj 

" de 
l-ivrais'on‘ de biens ou de marchandises ap- 
partenant A 'l’ventreprise;

. 

[7). Des biens ou des marchandis‘es apparte— 
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nant £1 l‘entreprise sont entreposéé aux 
seul‘es fins de stockage, d'exposition ou, de 
livraison; 

'

. 

r) Des biens ou des marcha‘ndises apparte- 
nant 5. l’entfeprise sont entreposés aux 
seules fins de tfaitement ou de transforma- 
tion par une autre entreprise; 
d) Une installation fixe ,d’affaires est 

utilisée aux seules fins d’achetef des biens 
ou des marchandises ou de réunir‘ des in- 
‘formatibns pour'l’entreprise;

- 

e) Une installation fixe d’affaires -est utili- 
sée, pour l’entreprise, aux seules fins de_ 
publicité, \de foumi’ture d’inforniatiohs, d: 
'recherches, scientifiques ou d’activités analo- 
gues qui ont un caractérle ptépardtoire ou 
auxiliaire.

‘ 

4. Une personne agissant dans un Etat 
contractagit pour le compte d-’une entreprise 
de l’autre Etat ‘contractant -—' ’autre qu’un 
agent. jouissant d’un ‘étatut indépendant, 
visé au patagraphe 5 —— est considérée 
,comme «établissfement' stable» dans 'le pre- 
mier Etat si elle dispose dans Cet Etat de 
'pouvoirs qu’elle, y.exerce habitu‘ellement lui‘ 
permettant de‘ conclure des contrats. au nom 
de l’entreprise, 2‘1 moi‘ns que l’activité de 
cette personne ne soit limitée £1 _.1.’ achat de 
biens ou de marchan'dises pour l"entrepris,e. 
5. On ne considére pas qu’une entreprise 
d’un Etat contractant a un établissément 
stable dans 1’autre Etat contractant du seul 
fait qu’elle y exerce son activité' par l’entte- 
misc d’une ‘court'iez, d’un- commiSSionnaire 
général'ou de tout autze intermédiaire jouis- 
sant d’2un statut indépendant, A condition 
que 'ces Personnes agissent dans le cadre de' 
leur activ’ité. 
d’un Etat contractant contréle ou soit con- 
d’n Eta‘t coniractant contféle du~ soit con- 
‘trélée par une société qui est un' résident 
de l’autre Etat contractant ou qui y exerce 
sOn activité (que ce soit par rl’i'ntermédia'ire 
'd’un établiésement stable on non), ne suffit 

pas, en lui-niéme,'é faire de l’une quel- 
conque de ces soci'étés ur'1 établissement 
stable de l’autre. ' 

Article 6 
Revemtx immobiliem 

1. Les revenus provenant de biens immo~ 
biliers, y compris leS revenus d’es 'géXploita- 
tions agricoles ou, forestiéres, sont im- 
posables dans I’Etat contractant oi‘l cés biens 
sont situés.

‘ 

2. L’expression «biens immobiliers» est 
définie conformément '21 la ‘législation fis- 

cale’ de I’Etat contractant ofi ‘les biens :con- 
sidérés sont situés. Li’eXpression eriglobe en 
tout cas, les ac'cessoires, 1e cheptel mort ou 
vif ‘des exploitations agricoles et‘foresfiéres, 
les droi-ts au'xquels s’appliquent les dispOsi- 
tions du droit .Ptivé coticemant la ,propriété 
fonciére, lv’u'sufruit des .biens imm‘dbiliers 
et les droits 4‘1 des redevafices xliariab‘les ou 
fixes pour l’exploitafion ou la concession 
de l’exploitation de gisements miné‘raux, 
sources et auttes _richeSSes du sol; Ies 
navires, vbateaux et aéronefs'he sont pas 
considérés cornme biens immobiliers. 
3. Les dispdsitions du paragraphe 1 s’ap- 
‘pliquen‘t aux re'venus, proVenant'de l’expldi- 
tation directs, de la'location ou de l’afifer- 
mags, ainsi que de toute ‘autr’eforme d’ex— 
ploitatiori dc: biens immobiliers, 
4. Les dispositions des Paragraphes 1 Eat 3 
s’appliquent également aux revenus proVe- 
nahf des biens immobiliers d’une‘ entreprise 
ainsi‘ qu’aux revenus des biens immob‘iliets 
servant 5. 1"exércic'e d’une Pfofession libé- 
tale. ‘ 

Article 7 
Béne’fz'ce: . d’e: entreprije: 

1. Les bénéfices d’une (entrepris; d’un‘Etat 
contxactant ne sont imposable's que dans 
’cet Eta‘t, £1- mains que‘ l’entreprise n’exerce, 
son ac'tivité dans l’autre Etat contractant-par 
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l’intermédiaire d’u‘n étab‘lissemen‘t stable 
qui y rest situé. Si‘ l’entreprise ejxegce son 
‘activité d’um: tells fagon, les bénéfices de 
l’entreprise sont' impo’Sables dans, 1"autre 
Etat ,mais' uniquement dans la mesure 01‘; 

its sent imputables audit établissement 
stable. 

' 

_ 
‘

. 

2. So‘us réserve des dispositions du paga- 
gfaphc‘ 3,, lorsqu’une effltreprise dim-1 Eta't 

contractant exerce son activité dans Bautre 
Etat 'cOntraCtant par l’integmédiaire d’un 
établisSemefit'stablé quil'y'est si-tué, i1 est im-r

\ 
Puté, dans chaque 'Et-at contractant, a get 
étgblissement .s'table: les bénéfic’é’s qu’il' 

aurait pug gé‘alisgér s’il avait constitué une 
entreprise diStincte e: .sjéparée ‘exergant des 
'activ-ités identiques ou analogues danS'des 
conditions identiques- Ou anaIOgues ct 
traitant en toute indépen‘daxicev avec -l’-entre- 
prise dont fl constitue‘ un établissement 
stable.‘ ‘

- 

5. Dans le calc‘ul- des bénéficies d’un 'étab‘lis- 
sement stable, sont admises en déduction 
les dépenses exposéES-aux fins poursuivies 
par c‘et-établissetnent gtable,“y compris le‘s 

dépenses de direction e‘t les frai's généraux 
d’administ-xation ainsi exposés spit dams 
l’Etat oft est situé -c'et établissement stable, 
soit ailleu'rs. 

. 

'

- 

4. SH! est d’u'sage; cianswun Etat Comractant, 
dc dét‘ezminer Iles bénéfi‘c‘es .imputablesé; un‘ 
ét‘ablissemeht stable sur la base d’une réé 
partition des béhéfiCCS totaux vde l’en'trew 

‘pri'se-entre .ses diverSes parties, aucune dis- 
position: du pafiagraphe- 2 n’empéche cet 
Etat cofltraétant de déterminer [es 'bé‘néfices' 
imposables Selon, 'l‘a répartition. en us'age;¥1a 
méthode de répartit-‘ion‘adoptée rdoit c'epéni 
dant'étre tellé que'le‘ résultat obte'nu s’oi't 

conformc aux principés contet'l‘us; Idans 1e 
présent article. 

_ 

. 

‘ '_ 

5. Auc‘un 'bénéfice n’est imputé é uh 
‘établis'sernent sfable du fait que' cet'établ'is- 
sement stable a‘simplement', acheté des biens‘ 

mm:
‘ 

bu des matchandises’poux l’entr'eprise. 
6. Auxi'fins. dés paragraphes. précédentsj, les 
‘bénéfices £1 imputer é liétablissement stable 
sont c'alculés‘ chaque année selon. ‘Ia mé‘me 
méthode, ii moins qu’il tn’existc des‘ motifs 
valabies et suffisants de procéder autr'e- 

meat.» ‘

. 

7. Lozs‘c‘lue l‘es' bénéfi‘ces ‘comprenne’n't des 
élémentsL de‘ vrevenu traités 'séparément. dans» 
d?autres articles-de 1a "présente Convention; 
les dispositions-vde 'ces articles 'ne sont pas 
afféctées par les dispositic‘ms dur présént 
article; 

8. Les bénéfices clriune entreprise d’ass’u— 

takes on de réassutances d’un Etat con.- 

tractant‘ ne sont imposablgs qu'e dans, cét 
Etat, 5. moins que l’entteprisc n’exexce son 
activité dans Pau'tre 'Etat Contractant p'a: 

l‘intermédiaire 'd’un établissement stable 
qui: y es't situé. 

. Articlé-8 
Trampqrt inlematz'onal 

1. Les rbénéfic’es provenant de ‘l,’ exploitation 
en tfafic international de ~navires ou 
diaéron'efs’ he sent imposgblés_ ‘que‘ dans‘ 
I’Etat contractant ofi'leflsi'ége‘dé 1121 direction- 
effective de l’erntrepfise est situé. 
2. Les 'béhéfices provenant dE‘I’EXPIOitation 
de'bhteafix,~servant a la navigation intérlie'ure 
ne sont vi'mposablcs que clans l’Etat cons 
tractant' oil 1e siége de 121 direction effective 
de l’entr'eprise rest‘ situé‘.‘ ‘ 

3; Si 16 siégerdg 1a direction effective d’une 
entrepri'se dc navigation maritime ~ou inté- 
ri‘eur‘e est é“ ibo’rd3 d’un nafir‘é ou‘ ‘d’im 
batedu, .ce siége est réputé situé 'daris' I’Etat 
contractant of; Se trouve 1e Port d’attache de 
ce Invite .ou de ce ba‘teauwo‘u, i défaut'de, 

‘ port d’attache, dads ltat cdntr’actant dont 
l’exploitant- du navize -ou' du bateau est un 
résident. 
4. Les ‘bénéf-ices ’proVehant :‘de l’explOitat'ion 
en ‘trafic international de‘ véhicuIes. ferros‘ 
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viaires-pu réufiéfé ne- sén'fimpos'abl'es que 
’d‘ans'T‘Etat Contrdctar'lt oil 16: siége de la 

dire'ction effe‘CtiVe de l’_entrepris_e es't‘situé. 

5. Les dispoéition‘s des parag'talihcs 1, 2 'et 

4-siapp1iquent aussi: '7 
, 

‘

‘ 

a) Aux bénéfices provenant de 1’exp10ita- 
tion en trafic international de .navi’fe's, 

d"aéro‘nefs F'ou‘ 'de- véhiculés ferroviaires ou 
rOutier‘s-‘Iloués,’ a‘inéi’ qu’afix ‘bégéfites pro- 
v‘eh‘ant de‘l’explbitatioh de ‘bate’aux loués 
se’n‘ranté 1a navigation intérieure; 
I7) Aux bénéfices sVCnant de la partici- 

' 

patioq 5. un groupe, a une exploitatioh an 
. commun 011' a un organisme..inte'mationa1 
d’exploitatiOn. 

V ' ‘ 

Article 9 
Entrgp’rim zmocz'e’e: ‘ 

Lbf‘Squeé“
' 

a) Une entreprise d’un Etdt Contractant 
participe directement Ou indirectement a 121 
direction, au contréi'e‘ 611' an capital d’une 
entreprise de 'l’éutre Etat Contfactant, ou 

’ 
, 

t
. 

17) ,Les mémes personneé participant 'directe- 
ment on indifrectement a la -direction,ia’u 
contrélé-ou an capital dinne'entreprise dfiinu 
Etat contrafctagtr et- .zd’une e‘htreprise de 
IfaufreTEtatCOntractant, 

_ 

r .
- 

et que‘, dams; .1" un ‘et 'l’autre. casr les ‘deux 
entrepriseS'sont,,-dans leurs. relations com- 
merciales .ounfinanoiéra, liées pat d‘esficonw 
ditions acceptées ou imposées, :qui dififéfen't 
dc celles‘ qui‘ seraient conglues entre; les - 

entxcprises, indépendantes; lcsx béhéfices qui; 
sans“ cegtcoqditions, augaicnt été ‘obtenus, par; 
rune: des entrepri’scs mais, n"on.t.pu‘1’étre 
en. faitfi cause rd; ces; conditions peuvcnt. 
ét-rejgclus dans les béniéfices de. cetté;-er_1t_re-‘ 
.pr'ise qt imposéscq conséquencg. 

Article 10 
H , 

;' “,Dz'w'dendéx r . 

1.7 Les divid'er'ldes: paly‘éS‘ pan une‘soeiété \qui 

lesit run résident d’ug Etat .contr‘adant 2‘1 un 
r‘ésident de ‘ll‘autr'e E‘tat'lcontr‘actant sont' 

imposdblesl ‘daris cet a‘utre Etat. 
2. Toutefois, ces dividé‘ndes- peuVent étre 
impasés dané I’Etat contractant dont let 

sOciété qui paie ‘le's dividendes est' un résiL 
dent, et selon 1a législation de cet Etat, 
mais si ‘la Personhe qui pefgoit les dividen- 
des en ést le béné‘fi’ciaire effectif, l’impé't 

a‘i'nsi éta'bli né‘ISeut excéder: 
4) 5' p'. 100 du méntant br‘ut des dividen- 
d‘es .‘si Ie bénéfieiaire des' dividendes‘ est 
une société (é. I’EXCIusion dds sociétés de 
personnes')»'qui. dispose di‘rectément “d’au 

moins 10 p. 100 du [Capital de 1:: soci‘été 

qui paie les divid’endes; - 

b) 15 p. 100 du montant =br‘ut 'des divi- 

dendes, d‘arns‘ tous les autres Cats. 
3. Le terme <<divid6ndes>>remployéj dans le 
présent article désigne les Irevénus prove- 
nant d’actions ou autres parts bénéfiéiaires 
é l’éXceptidn des créantes, fiinsi que les 
re'venii'sd'autres liarts sociales assujettis au ‘ 

mé'rne régime fiscal‘ que les {evenus d."ac- 

tions= par la législation fiscale -de l’Etat 
dont'lat~ ‘société diStributIECe est un résident. 
4. Les 'E'ii'spositiOns dés paragfaphes '1‘ et 2 
me s’appliqueht pas, 10rsque31e ‘bénéfiéiaire 
des dividendes, résident d’un de‘s- Etafs con- 
tractants, exerCe dans l’autrc Etat. ‘cor‘itrac- 
taut don‘t: ,la société ,payant ’lesr dividendes 
est‘un résident,’ s’oit :une activité industti‘ellé‘ 
ou' cor'nm'erciale Par l’intermédiéire él’urr 

établissement stable qui y est situé, soit uhe 
profession *libérale 'aiu moyen ‘d’rune ‘Base 
fixé quix y est vsituée‘et lorsque la‘ participa- 
ltion génétatrice des dividendes s’y ra'ttaphe 
effectiveméentl Dans ce vcés, le's‘ dispdsit‘ions‘ 

de l’articlé 7 ou de 1’artic1e-14 sont, suiv‘an't 
Ie‘s cas, applicables.

' 

'5. Un résident de Pologne 'q‘ui‘ rego'it £165. 

dividendés ._distribués pai: une sociét‘é qui 
est «3111 résident de Francie'peut obtenir' 1'e= 
rembbursement .du ‘prééomlite affézent é ces 
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dividendes, acquitté, Ie cas échéant, Par la 
société distributrice. Ce précompte sera rem- 
boursé sous déduction de l’impét pergu con- 
formément 2‘; 1a législation interne ct aux 
dispositions ,du ‘Paragraphe ' 2. 
Le montant brut du précor’npte rjemboursé 
sera considéré comme un dividende pour 
l’application de l’ensemble des dispositions 
de la présente Convention. 

Article 1’1 
I ntérét: 

1. Les intéréts provenant d’un Etat Con- 
tractant et Payés a un résident de l’autre 
Etat contractant he sent imposables que 
dans cet autre Etat. 
2; Le terme «intéréts» employé dans le 
présent article désigne les revenus des 
créances de toute nature, assorties ou non 
de gar-agties hypothécaires ou d’une clause 

' 

de Participation aux bénéficés du débiteur, 
et notamr‘nent les révenus des fonds publics 
et des‘ obligations d’emprunt, y compris les 
primes et lots attachés a £65 titres. Les 
pénalisations pour paiement tardif ne sont 
pas consid‘érées comme intéréts au sens, du 
présent article. 
3, Les dispositions du paragraphe 1 me 
s’appliquent p‘as, lorsque 1e bénéficiaire des 
intéréts, résident d’un des Etats- contrac- 
tants, exerce, dans l’autre Etat- contractant, 
d’ofi’ proviennent les intéréts,,soit une ac- 
tivité industrielle o_u- commerciale par 
l’intermédiéire d’un établissement stable qui 
y est situé, soit une_profession libérale au 
moyen d’une base fixe qui y «est située et 
que Ia- créance génératrice des‘ intéréts s’y 
rattache effectivement. Dans ce cas, les dis; 
positions de Particle 7 ou de Particle 14 
sent, suivant le gas, applicables. 
4. Les intéréts’ sont considérés cor‘nme pro- 
venant d’un Etat cont-tactant, lorsque 1e 
débiteur est cet Btat lui-méme, urie unité 
d’administratign locale autonome, une per- 

TEXTE 

sonne morale de ‘droit public ou un résident 
de cet Etat. Toutefois, Iorsque le débiteur 
des intéréts, qu’il soit on non fésident d’un 
Etat contractant, a dans un Etat contractant 
un établissement stable pour lequel' l’em— 
prunt générateur des intéréts a été contracté 
et qui supporte la charge de ces- intéréts, 
lesdits intéréts sont réputés provenir de 
I’Etat contractant 'ofi l’établissement stable 
est situé. - 

5. Si, par suite de relations spéciales 
existant entre Ie débiteur et le‘ créancier ou 
que Fun, at liautre entretiennent ave; de 
tiexces personnes, le montant des intéréts 
payés, compte tenu de la créancc pour 
laquelle ils sont versés, excéde rcelui dont 
serai'ent convenus le' débiteur et le créancier 
en l’absence de pareilles relations, les. dis; 
positions du présent article ne s'appliquent 
qu’é ce derniex; montant. En ce cas, la Pattie 
excédentaire .des paiements reste imposable 
conformément i la législation de chaque' 
Etat contractant et compte tenu 'des autjges 
dispositions dé la ,présente Convention. 

Artitle 12 
Redewmé: 

1. Les redevances provenant d’un Etat con- 
tractaht et payées é. um résident ,de l’au‘tre

I 

Etat‘contr‘actant sont imposables d‘ans cet 
autre Etat. 
2. Tbutefois, 'ces.redevances peuvent étre 
imposéés .d‘ans l’Etat ‘ contractant d’ofi 'elles 
proviennent et selon‘ la législation de cet 
Etat, mais si la personne qui pergoit “les 
redevances en est le .bénéficiaire effectif, 
l’impét ainsi établi‘ ne peut excéder 10 p. 
100 du montant des redevances. 
3. Nonobstant les dispositions du Para—

' 

graphe 2, les 'redevances provenant de 
droits d’auteurs sur des‘ oeuvres littéraires, 
artistiques ou scientifiques ne sqnt impo- 
sables que dans I’Etat Contractant dont la 
personne qui les-Pergoit est un résident. 
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4. Le ferme «redevancés» employé dans le 
présent article désigne lés rérminérations de 
toute nature payées pout l’usage ou la 
c'oncession de l’usage d’un droit 'd’auteur' 
sur une oeuvre littéraire, artistique ou‘ 

scientifiquei, y compris 'les films cinémato- 
gra'phiques et les oeuvres enregistrées pour 
121 radio ou la télévi'sion, d’un ‘brevet, 'd’une 
marque de fabrique ou ‘de commerce, d’un 
dessin ou d’un modéle, d’un Plan; d’une 
fofmule.ou d’lin procédé, et‘pour des info:- 
mations ayant trait .51 une expérie‘nce, 
a'cqu‘ise‘da‘ns le domaine industriel, com- 
mercial ou scienfiifique 011 2‘1 un ‘savoir-faire. 
5. Les dispbsitions des Paragraphes 1, 2 'et 
3‘ ne s’appliquent pas, lorsqu‘e 'Ie bénéfi- 
Ciaire rdes‘ redeVances, résident d’un des 
Etats Contractant-s, exerce deins l’autre Etat? 
contracfant d’ofi Pfévienne‘nt les redevances' 
sdit une activité industrielle ou tommércia‘le 
par l’int’ermédiaire d’un établisse‘ffiént “stable 
q‘ui y est situé, soit une profession libérale 
au mOyen d’une base fixe' qui y estvsituée 
et que le droit 011 1:5 bien' gén'érateur des 
redevfinces s’y rattache effectivement. Dans 
ce cas, les dispositiohs d‘e l’article 7 on de 
Particle 14 sent, suivant les cas, applicables. 
6. Les redevances- sont considérées comma“ 
provehant d’:_un Etat' contractant lorsque ‘le 
débiteur est (Cet Etat Iuirméme, une unité 
d’admjnistration locale autonome, une‘per- 
sonne morale de droit- public ouvim résident 
de cet Etat. Toutefois, loque 1e ‘débiteur 
des redevances', qu’il soit ou non résident' 
d’un Etat contractant, a dans un Etat cop- 
tfactant un éfébliss‘ement stable; lorsque le‘ 
contrat sur, la base ducpiel les _rédeVan'ces 
sont payées a 'été conclu aux fins pOur- 
suivies par ‘cet établissement stable et que 
cet établissement stable supporte 1a charge 
de c’es 'redevahces, lesdites redevances: sont 
réputées provenir ,de I’Etat contractant 01‘1 
l‘établissement stable est situéf 
7. Si, pin: suite de relations spécialgs existant‘ 

e'ritr'e 1e débiteur 'et‘le' tréancier ou que l’un 
et l’aut‘re entretiehnen’c ayec de tiercesxper- 
sonnes, le montént deS red‘eVances payées, 
compte tenu de la 'p‘res't‘ation pour laquelle 
elles sont versées, excéde-Celui don-t seraient 
conver‘ius le débiteur et 1%: créancier en l’ab-' 
sence de paréilles relatioris, les dispositions 
du ptésent article‘ne's’appliquent qu’é. cé 
demier montant. En ce cab, ‘la Pattie ex- 
cédentaire des paiements reste imposable 
conformément 5. Ia‘législation' de chaque 
Etat contractant et compte tenu des autres 
dispositions de la présepte COnvent-ion. 

Article 13 
Gain! e72 capital 

1. Les gains provenant de .l’aliénation rdes‘ 
biéns immobiliers, -tels qu’ils son-t définis 
au paragraphe 2 de Particle 6, 011 ('16 

l’aliénation departs mi de ‘dxoits 'analogues 
clans une société d‘on’t Tactif est composé 
prificipalem‘ent’ de biens immobiliers, sont 
imposab‘le’s dans l’Etat‘contpataht 0111' ces 
biens sons situés.‘ 

‘
. 

2. Les? gains provenant de ‘l’aliédation. de 
biens mobiliers fais'ant partie de 1"actif d’u'n. 
établissement stable qu’un‘e entréprise d’fin 
Etat contractant a dams l’auisre Etaé contrad- 
tant ou d‘e'biens mobiliers constitutifs d’une 
base fixe do’nt dispose un résident d’un Etat‘ 
contractant dans 

7 

l’autr'e. Etat cohtractant 
pour 1"cxercice .diuné profeSsion libér‘ale, y 
compris ‘de tels gains prOVena‘nt dé l’alié- 
nation globale de cet ‘établissement stable: 
(SCUI‘O‘il avec'17'ens'emble dé ‘I’ehtreprise)‘ 
on (16 'Cétte base fixe, sent imposab‘lesvldans 
cct autre Etat. Toute‘fbis, l‘es gai'ns' pro- 
venant >de‘ a‘liénfition'des rbiené‘ mobiliers 
Visés ~au'p’atagraph‘e 3 (16 Particle 22~ne sont 
imposables que dans I’Etat Contfaétant 01‘1 

les biens en quest-ion aux-memeé sont‘ .im- 
pbsables en vertul dudit article. 
3; Les gains provénfint de1.l’aliénation de 
tous biens autres que ceux-vqui soht men; 
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ti‘onnés‘ aux patagraphes- 1' et 2 ‘nc sgnt' 

impOsables que dans lg’Etat contractant dont 
1e cédant est 'un résident., 

Article 14 
- P‘rofew'o‘izs indépendantex, ' 

1. Les rev‘emis qu’u‘n‘ résident d’un Etat 
contraetant fire d’une‘ profession libérale 

. 

ofi-d’hutres vactrivités ihdép_endantesz de came 
t’é’re analogue tie sont imposables que dans‘ 
cet Etat5 ~51 moin's qué Ce :ésident ne' dish 
ficse de fagbm habitfielle, .dan‘s Fautre Eta‘t 
c’ontractagt d’une base fixe pom: liexerciée‘, 
db' ses activit‘és’. Sjii‘l dispose dime ‘telle base, 
has fevenus son't imposa‘blfes~ dans l’autre 
Etat méis uniquement dan's 1a mesure oh ils 
sent imputables a iadite ba$e fixe; 
2.. LfexPression <<aGfivités aindépéndantes» 
dési‘gne tout'e‘s les? activités —— autres qge les 
activités 'cdmmerciales, industpie’lles- ou 
agricoles’ -— ‘exercées .POur son pgo’pre 

Compte, d’une maniére indépendante, par 
une personne qui: re‘goit les profits on sup- 
porte, l‘eé pertes provenan‘t de ces activités. 

Artiqle 15 
Profem'am .dépemlmles 

I. Sous r'éserve des dispositions dés articles 
16, 18 et 19, les‘ :‘gélai’res, ztraitements aet 

autres rémunérafions simil'aires qu’un- résie 
dent d’un Etat contractant regoit‘hu‘ titre 

d’un emploi salarié :n‘e sont‘fimppsables que 
dams ‘cet Etat, 31' moms 'que 1’emploi .ne‘ soit 
c‘xexcé ‘dans l’au'tre Etat ‘cjontractantt, Si l’em- - 

ploi y es’t rexercé, les rémunéra'tions regues 
5. cc titre gsonfc imposables .dans‘ 'cet: ‘autre 
Etat.‘ 

‘ 
-

' 

2. Nonobstant lbs' dispositions du Para- 
graphe 1, ‘les rémunérations »qu"‘u‘n- résiflenf 
d’un Etat :‘contractant ,regoi't an titre-«17m 
émploi asal'arié exercé dans l’autre Etat t0n~ 
‘tractant ne 'sont' impo'Sablés'que dans: le 
premier Etat si‘i ‘ 

. I 

'
- 

4)“ Le -bénéficiaire séjoume dansflfautrel 

‘i‘EXTE 

‘E'tat p‘e’ndaht une période-ou des pérgiod‘es: 
n’iexcédan-t pas gu tdtal 1383 jo’urs. éuicours 
dc IT'année fiscale considér'éc; . , , 

5) Les rémunérations sont payées par un 
employeur on 9111 mm .d’un émpldyeur qui 
n’est pas 'résident de l’autr'e Etat, et

‘ 

c) 121' charge des ‘rémunérations: n’es-t Pas, 
supportée par‘ un ‘établ‘issement stable ou‘ 
un‘e“ base fixe que' l’employe‘ur a‘ clans 

l’autre Etat. 
' 

. 

‘ 
' 

. 

'

- 

5. Nonobstant les dispositions, ptéc’édente's 
du présent article, 165 rémunérations tau 
titre d’un emploil salatié exercéa bord d’un 
navige, ‘d’un aéronef on d’un véhicule 
‘fcirrroviaigc 011 {omisr en tgafjc intertia‘timal, 
014,551 Bord :d‘u’n abateau servant :31» 1a navi: 
gation intét-icute, sent imposablges. ~ dans} 
I’Et'at contfattant 01‘1‘ l'exs'iége de la direction 
effective ‘de Fentrgprisé est si'tué, 

Article 1.6 
Tantz'é'me:

_ 

Les tantiémes, je‘tons de‘ présence et ,afitIES- 
rétributions similaire's ‘qu’un résid'ent d'un 
Etat. contmctant gegoit yet; 59, qualité d’e; 

membxe duv conscil d'administration' on de 
surveillance, dl’une‘société qui est un .rjési: 

dent de lf’autte Etagt contréctant :Sont im- 
posables‘ dans cet autre :Etax. 

A‘itiale 17 
Artiste: et :portifs 

1.--Nonobstant lés dispositions, des. articles 
14 et 15-,' les *revenus, que' les artistest'du 

spectacle, .tels les artistes: de‘ théétge; ‘de 

cinéma,. de 'la, radib on de- la. tél‘é’vision et; 

les musiciens, ainsi que les SPOrtifs teti’rént 
de le'urs activités personnell‘es en cette 
qualité,‘ son-t "imPOS‘ables 'dans 1-‘Etat cone. 

tractant 61‘1‘ ces ,dctivités sont eXercées. 
2'. Lofsque- les re‘venus d’activités exercées 
personngllement Par.un.?arti'ste_ dd spectacle 
ou uh sportif sont attribuésv 5‘ mm ,autre 
perSonne que: 'l’vartiste -ou _le~-sportif 'luie 
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méme, ils peuvent, nonobstant les disposi- 
ti'ons. d‘es articles‘7‘, 14 et‘15, étr'e imposés 
dans l’Etat contractaht oil sont exercées les 
activités de’l’a'lgti‘ste ou du sportif’. 
3. NOnobStant les-dispositions des para- 
graphes 1‘ et 2, has revenus d’éctivités dé- 
finies‘ dans la paragraphe 1 et exercées danS' 
le cadre des échangés bulturels approuxfés 
par I’Etat dont files‘ artistes ou les sportifs 
sont des résidents, ne sont impo‘sables que 
dans‘cetEtat. ; ’, 

'

- 

, V
V 

lArt'z‘éle 18 
Pem‘z’om '. 

Sbus téSerVe des ‘di‘spositions du paragraphe 
2"-de Particle 19, les pensions ét autr’es 

rémfinéra‘tions Similaires véréées au titre 
d’un 'emploi antéfieun i run réside’nt d’un 
Etat contractant ne éont imposables que 
dan's cet Etat. 

Article 19, 
Fonptz'om' pabliquex, 

1. '4) ‘Less ‘rémunérationjs,’ autIeS' que les 
pensions, 'vers‘ées par un Etat Contractant‘ 
011 Tune de-ses colleéfivités locales ou par 
l’ufie de leurs= pers'dnnes moralés de 'droit 
public a mic Personae physique au titre de 

' services 51 caractér‘e public rendus. <21 'cet 'Etat 
ou 2‘1 cette collectivité 011 2‘1 cette personne 
morale, ne sont rimposaBIes que dans cet 
Etat; ' 

b)’ Toutefois', 'ce's rémunérations n‘e ‘sont‘ 

imposables qué dan's- l’autreEtat' contractant 
sides services [sont r'endus‘ aans cet Etat et 
si la ‘bénéficiaife 'de la réihunération .est un 
résident de‘zcet ‘Etat quinen posSéde. la

' 

nationalité.~ 
-2. a) Les pensions vet‘sées par un Etat con-‘ 
'tractant Ou l’unef de ses collectivités :locales 
011,139.: I'uri'e: de leurs peysonnes mom-les ‘de 
dr'oit public, soit'directement, soit' par pré- 
l‘évement =sur, deS‘ fonds qu’ils ont constitués, 
'é‘vune personne physiqué antitre .deservices 

D10

\ a caractére. public nendus ‘51 :Get Etat on :‘a 

',cette collectivité 0‘11 51 cette personne morale 
ne sont imposables que dans cet Etat. 
b) Toutefois, ces pensions ne sont im- 
Posables que dans l’au-tré Etat contractant 
s'i 1e bénéficiaire est un résident de cet Etat 
et s’il .en posséde la natiOnalité; 
3. Le. caractére public des‘ services rendus a 
un Etat contractant, é l’une de ses collect},- 
vitésr locales 011 a l’une de leurs vpérsonne’s 
morales de‘ droit public est ‘déterminéj con- 
formément A la loi‘ interne de cet Brat 
contractant. _ .

" 

4. Les dispositic‘ms rdes articles 15, 116 et 18 
stappliquent aux rémunétations 0,11 Pensions 
'Versées au titrga de services r'endus dans le 
cadre d’une activité industrielle ou- commer- 
cialejexercée'par Fun des Etats contractants 
ou-L’une ‘de ses collectivités locales, ou par 
l’une_de‘ leurs personne‘s morales dé dfoit 
public. 

Article 20» 
Emez'gnantx, chew/gem: et étudizmtx 

1. Un enseignant an un chercheur qui, 
rés'icient d’un Etat contractant, se rend dans 
l’autre Etat contractant Pou'r y enseigner ou 
s’y'livrer 21‘ des recherches est exonéré d’im- 
pét dans cef autre Etat‘ pendan'fune pér‘iode 
n’éxcédant pas deux ans "2‘1 ‘raison des ré- 
munérations regues .au‘ titre de ces activités. 
2. Les' dispositions du paragraphe‘ 1 me 
s’hppliquent‘pas aux revenus provenant de' 
travail}: de recherche, si ces traVaux ne sont 
pasv entrepnis ‘dans l’intérét public mais 
Principalement en vue. de‘la réalisation d’un 
avantage particulier bénéficiant 2‘1 une ou 2‘2. 

des‘ persOnnes déterminéeS; ' 

3; Les‘ sommes qu’un étudiant, an un. 
stagiaire qui est, ou qui .était Zauparavant, un'

‘ 

réside'nt‘ d’un' ‘Etat contrac'tant' 'et: ‘ qui 
séjourne dans l’autre Etat contractant 2‘1 

seule fin d’y poursuivre sés études, 011 sa 
formation, regoit pour ‘couvxi'r ses frais 
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d’entretieni d’études ou deformation; ne 
sont ‘pas‘ .impos'ables. dans cet autre, Etat, é 
cdndition‘qu’élles proviennerit de‘ sources 
'situées en dehors de cet: autre Etaf. . 

4.. Nonobstant les dispositions du; para- 
graphe‘ =3, les rémunération's‘ .q'u’un étudiant 
011 um ~'stagiaire quil rest, 'ou‘qui était aupar- 
a'vant,‘.un rEsident d’un Etét‘COntmc'tant et‘ 

qui ~sé‘j‘ourne danS‘ l’hutre Etat ‘contractan‘t 
i Seulei fin‘ d’y poursuie ses étudesm’u 5a 
formation, regoit au-“titre de services 'rendus 
dans cet 'autre 'Etjat, ne “sont spas. imposables 
déns rcet *autre ‘Etat; 5. condition que ces 
services soient ‘en rapport av‘ec‘ ses rétu'des . 

011 sa formatiOn on que Ia rému’nézation de; 
ces Services vsoit nécessaire‘ pour complétes; 
-lés ressources :dont il‘ dispose Pour son, 

entfet'ien; 

Article 21 
Revenm zzon expreu‘émem ‘menti‘oflné; 

1. Les éléfnents du‘reve'nu d’un~résident' 
d’un ‘Eta‘t contraétant, d’01‘1 qu’ils provie‘n— 

neritgdo‘nt i1 n’sest, pas traité dans les a'rticles; 
pxécéde‘n’t’s de ‘la “Prése‘n'te Conifentidn‘v .rie 
s'ont 'i‘r'npoéabl’és que d'a'ns rcet‘ Etat. 
2‘. ’Les- rd'isPositions 'du3 paragraphe 1 n6 
s’apPliqUen't pas ldrsq’ue .le ‘bénéf-iciair‘e du~ 
revenu, .résident d’un Etat .contractant, 
exérc'e‘ dans lTau'tre Etat cohtractant; .soif 

une activ‘ité industrielle ou commercial'e‘par 
lT-interrriédiaire d’un établissement stable 
qui'y-lest situé, soit une profession .libérale’ 
auxmo‘yen dv’u‘n base fixe qui y Jest-Située,‘ 
et lorsque le ,droit ou‘Fle bieu générateur .dti 
révenu s’y rat‘ta‘che veffectivementr. Dansce,‘ 
cas,‘ les .dispo'sitlions de Particle. 7 011 de, 

l’art-ic'le 14‘, suivarit les cas, sont appl‘icables.. 

Artic'le22 
Fortune 

1. La fortune constituée par" des‘ biéns. im- 
mobiliers, tels: qu'ils .sont définislau .paraw 
graphe 72‘ de Particle 6,-est impos‘able dans 
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13Etat contractantpfi ces .biens sent situés. 
2-. La fortune confititu‘ée par aes bieris- mo.- 
biliers faisant pariie de l’actif d’unLétéblis- 
sement stable d’une entreprise ou par des 
biens mobiliers.constitutifs d’une base f-ixe 
servant 5. 1’ exercicg diune profession libétale 
est' imposablcsdafisal’Etat contractdnt dfi‘éest 

situé l’établisscment stable ou 31a ‘bas'e fixe.
' 

3.. Les nnavvir'es, les aéroriefs’ et les- véhicules 
fierroviaires ou .routiers exploités _en‘ trafic 
international ‘et. les bateaux :servant 5. la- 

n'avigation: inté’rieure: ‘aihsi‘ quc les biens 
mobiliers affec'tés é leur exploitation «ne 

sont.=irr_1p.osables que dans.1:’Etat contractant 
oh la ,siége de 'la direction effective 'de» 

l’entre’prise est situé. ‘ 

.. 

4. Tous les: autr‘e‘sl éléments de la fortune 
d"un ‘résidentr dfiur‘L Etat confractant-ne sontf 
imposables que dans, cet Etat; ‘ 

Article 23. 
Dixpoxitiom‘pour élz'mz'ner 1e: doable; 

‘ imppsz'tiam 

La double 'imp’ositiOn'ést’ évitée‘ de la. ma- 
niére s‘u‘iVafltéi I 

' 

’

I 

1. Dans 'lé cas de la; Pologn’e: ‘ 

d)” Lorsqu’un rés’ident de Pblog‘ne r‘egoit' des- 
reVenus ou' po‘sséd'e de‘ ‘la‘fottiine'rqu'i, 'c‘on- 

formément aux"disfadsitions~ de "la 'pré‘éénte 
Convention, sont'imposables en France, 121 

Pologne exonére de ‘1"i'I'np6t ces “revenus ou 
cette fortune; sous r‘éserve des dispositions 
de .l’alinéa 17);..mais .p'eut; Pour calculer lei 
mantan'f dé l’impé‘it sur ie; reste~du {evenu . 

. 
ou de la fortune- de ce résident,.appliquer 
levm'éme :taux que- Si 165 revenus on wor-7 
hmec‘r; question niavaient pas 'été exdnérés; 
17) ‘Lorsqu3un,,résident de Polog‘ne :regoit 

dés- r'evenus .qui', conformément aux diss; 

pOSitionsT des articles 10, 12, 14', 16 et 17:, 
sent imposables en France, Ia "Pologne‘ 
acc’orde surrl’virfipét dont elle ‘fmppe les‘ 

revenus de ce résident ‘une dé‘duction‘d’un 
montan‘t égal é l’impét payé‘ en. France. La 
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somme Aaihsi déduite‘ ne peut 'toutefois ex- 
céder la. fraction dexl’impét, calculé avan’c 
la déductioh; :corresp'ondant aux tevenus 
regu‘s de France. ' 

2. Dans le cas de la France: 
a) les .revenus autres que ceux visés é 
l’alinéa '17) ci-dessous 'sont exonérés "des 
impéts franga‘is mentionnés 2‘1 l’alinéa b) du 
paragra'phe 3- de l’arfic'le‘ 2, bisque ces 
revenus 'son‘t‘ imposables ' en Pologhe en 

'vertu, de la présente Convention; 
[7) Les revenus v'isésr aux art-ides 10‘, 12, 14,-. 
1.6 at 17 prdvenan-t de Pologneusont im- 
posab‘les en Fran'ce. L’impét polonais pergu 
sur ces revenus Ouvre droit au pfofit‘des 
résiden’cs de France 2‘1 iun crédit d’impét.‘ 
corresp‘ori‘dant au‘ montant,vde l’impét p910- 
nais pergu mai’s qui ‘ne peut excéder le 
montant de l’vimpét frangais Pergu sur ces' 

revenus. Ce crédit est imputable sur les im- 
péts Visés é l’alin'éa 17)'dur.paragraphe 3 de 
l’artic'Ie‘Z‘, dans le's bases d‘impos'ition des- 
quels les- revenus- en cause sont compris ; 

c)’ aobstant les dispositions -de_s alinéas 
4) et 17), l’impét frangais' est‘calculé, .sur 
les ‘revenus im‘posables, en, France .en vertu 
de la présente Convention,- au vtaux Cor.- 

respondant an total des revenfis, imposables 
d’apgés la législation. frangaise, 

K 
Article ,24‘ 

Nan—discriminatianu 
1. 'Les nationaux‘d’un Etat, cohtractant, 
qu’ils‘ soierit Ou ‘nbn r'ésidgnts dé l’un des 
Etats' contractants‘, ne sont SOumi's :da‘nsv 
l"au'tre Etat contractant '2‘: aucune imposition 
Ou obligation y relative, qui est 'autre ou 
plus ‘lourde que‘ celle é‘ laquelle sont -ou 
po'urront étre 'assujettis les nationaux =de‘ 
cet autre Etat se’ t'ro’uvant ‘dans la. méme 
situation. ~ - ' 

' 

‘ 

‘

. 

‘2_. LT-imposition d’un ét‘ablissement stable 
q‘u’une entreprisez'd’unEta-t contractant a 
dans lv’autre: Etat contrac'tant .n’est pas 

établie 'da'ns 'cet autre“ Etat' d’une fagon 
moins‘ favorable que l’imposition ‘des entre-- 
prises de cet~autré Etat qin" 'exercent la 
méme‘ activité. '

> 

Cette diépositibn ne peut étre interprétée 
com'me ligeant uns” Etat contractant. £1~ 

accorder a’u‘x résidents d’e l‘autré‘ Etat con- 
tractant les déductions personnelles, abatteg 
ments at réductions diimpét en fonction de 
la situation ou des charges de‘famille qu’il 
accorde é ses propres ‘résidents. 
3.‘ Sauf en Cas d'applicatidn des‘ [dispositions 
de Particle 9, ‘du Paragfaphe 5 de Particle 
11 ‘et du‘ paragraphe 7 de l’a‘rtiele 1'2, -1es 

intéréts‘, rédevances et autres frais payés par 
une entreprise d’un Etat .contractaht 2‘1 un 
résident dc l’autre Etat contractan't sont dé- 
ductibles pour la. détermination des béné- 
fiCe's imposables d¢ cette entrepm'se, dans 
les mémes conditions que s’ils avaient été 
payés 2‘1 un' fésident du premier Etat. 
De méme; les dettes d’fine entreprise d’un 
Etat. contractant énvers les résidents dc 
l’autre Etat contractant sont déductibles, 
pour la détermination de ‘la fortune im- 

. pos‘able de cette entreprise, dans les mémes 
conditions que si elles avai’ent ét’é contrac- 
tées venv'ers‘un résident du premier Etaft. 
4. Les lentreprises d’un Etat con-tractant, 
dOn-t 1e capital est en totalité‘Ou en partie, 
directement, ou indifectement, ’détenu ouv 
contrélé par-uti ou- plusieurs 'résidents. de 
l’éutre' ‘Etat contractant, he sont soumiées 
dahs le premier Evtat' contractant 2‘1 aucune 
imposition ou' obligation-y" relative, qui est 
autre ou plus lpurde que cell: 5. laquelle 
sent on pourront ‘e‘tre assu'jetties ‘les 'autres 
entrePr-ises rde rméme nature de ce Premier 
Eta-t. 

5. Le terms «impasiéion» désigne dans le 
pxésent, article les impéts dc toute nature 
on dénomination. 
6. Les dispositions du Tprésgsnt article 'ne 

I 
peuVent étre interprétées 'commeoblige‘ant 
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uh Etzit contractant '21 accorder :aux résidents 
de lr’yautre Eta-i; Contractant les abattements 
aCcordés aux résidents d’un Eta't tie'rs, 'selon 
des conventions conclues avec cet Etat tiers. 

Article 25 
' Procédure_amiable . 

1§ Lorsqu’un résident d’un Etat contractant 
eétirne que les mesures‘, prises Par un Etat 
contractant ou par chaCun des daux Etats 
entrainent o1; entraineront pour lui ‘ung iml 
position non confo’rme i l‘a ptésente Cod- 
vention iI pen-t, indépend’amment des 
‘gegoujr‘s prévus Par 1a vilégisla-tion‘ “natiqnale 
de ces Etatsz soumettre son cas A l’autgrité 
compétente de I’Eta‘t contractant dont il est 
résident. Le Cas devra. étzg ‘soumis dafns les 
.trois ans qui suivront la ptemiére notifiga- 
.tion de la mesurg: qui entraine ‘une imposi-v 
tibn non. conformer 2‘1 la Convention“ 
2. Cette autorité compétente s’effofcera, si 

la ré'c‘lamation lui ‘parait fondée et s-i elle 
n’est .pas elle-mémé en-mesure d’appoxtef 
u’ne solution s’atisfaisante, de .régler la 
question par. 'voie d’accord. amiable ‘avec 
l‘autoritéfcompétente 'de l-‘autre_ E-tat coni- 
‘trac'tant, en 'Vu'ed’éviter une imposition non 
‘conforme ‘21 la. ConVention. L’aCcord sera 
appliqué q'uel's :que soient ‘l‘es délais ‘prév'us 
par 31651 légi'slat-ions nationales des, Eta'ts 

contractants. 
‘ 

.

- 

3. Les autorités compétentes d‘es 'Etats con- 
tractants s’efforcenti, par voie d’ac’cord 
amiable, de :résoudre les difficultéfs aux- 
quelles peut dormer lieu liapp’lication- dc 13. 
Convention. Ellespeuvent tauss‘i 'se 'conceyter 
en vue .d’év’i-ter la d'Quble imposition dans 
les Cas‘non prévus par la Convention- 
4. Les autorités 'compétentes‘ des Etats 
con-tractants péuvent' communiquer directe- 
ment “entre -elles"enxivue de Parveni’r 2‘1 tun 
accord cornme 'il_ ‘est indiqué aux para— 
graphes précédents. Si des réchange's de vues 
oraux semblent devoir faciliter cet accord, A 
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ces échanges, de‘ vues‘ peuvent awir lieu au 
'sein d’une commission gomposé de r’cprée 
sentahts d‘es autorités~Compétentes des 'Etats 
contractants. 

' 

- ‘ 

'5. Les autorités tompétentes- lgéglent d’un 
commun accord :l'es modalit'és‘ d’appliéatim 
de la présente Convention, at notamment 
les formalités que devxont accpmplir Les 
‘rés‘ide‘nts d’un Etat cont‘r‘actan't pout ob- 
.tenir‘, dans l’autze Etat COnt-raqt’ant, les :6- 
(ducfionslou lessexonérations d’impét’s‘ sur 
les 'revenus visés aux articles 10, :11 et 12 
provenant de cet 31,1t Etat. 

I 
Article '26,

‘ 

Eclmflge de remez'gnement; 
'1. Les au’téritéS'ACOmpétent‘es fies Etats con- 
‘tractants échan'geront les 

7 

renseignemenrtsA 
nécessaires p‘ou'r appliquer‘ l‘es d-iSpositions 
'de la présente' Canvent‘ion et ‘c‘elles des- lois 
inter'nes d_es-.Eta‘t‘s contractan'ts relatives aux 
~i‘mp6ts visé‘s pa: la Convention 1dans la 
mesure 01‘1 1’impdsition q‘u’e‘lles pré'vo‘iént 

est ‘conforme 5; la Convé'ntion. q‘ ren- 
seigncments- ainsi échangés séro’nt terms 
secrets et ne seront cominuniqués qu’aux 
persomles et autorifés (y :compris 1&5 tribu- 
naux ou‘ organismes" admin‘istra-tifS)""char~ 
_gées de, 1’établissemept, de la pegception 'ou 
du’ ‘recouvrernent des, im‘péts vis‘és par "la. 

Présente Cbfiventiérx (in des ‘poursuites, ré- 

clamations ‘et zecours. concerna‘nt ces impéts'. 
2. Les. dispositions du paragraphe 1. {la 
peuvent err aucun cas .:étreh interprétées 
comma imposant A l’un-‘des‘ ‘Etats, contrac- 
tants l’obligation: 

' 
' ,' 

a) ,De prendre Ydes dispdsitions administra- 
=tives déroge‘ant '21. sa propre Iégi_slation 011 
.21 set? ptatique administrative 011.51 .cellés d‘e 
l’autre Etat contractan‘t;

\ 

'bj‘De fournir des tense‘ignements qui ‘tne 
pourraient étre obtenus sur la base de sa 
propre 1égislat-ion 'ou dads :le cadre de sa 
pratique administrative normale'ou ‘de celles 
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rde l’autre Etat c’ontractant; . 

6) De transmettre des renseignements qui 
révéleraient un secret commercial,- indus- 
triel, professionnel ou un Procédé commer- 
cial ou des renseignements dont 1a commu- 
nication serait contraire 5. l’ordre public. 

Article 27 
Fonctionnaire: diplomatiquéx et mmulaz're: 
1. Les dispositions de la Présente ConVen— 
'tion ne portent pas atteinte aux priviléges 
fiscaux dont bénéficient les membres des 
missions diplomatiques et leurs domestiq’fles 
privés, les membres des postes consulaires, 
ainsi que les membres des délégations per- 
manentes en vertu soit des régles du droit 
des gens, soi-t d_e dispositions convention- 
nclles. 

'

_ 

2. La Canvention ne s’applique pas aux 
organisations internationales, é leurs or- 

ganes et fonctionnaires, ni aux Personnes 
ui' membres d'une mission di lomat-i ue, ’ . 

d’un poste consulaire pu d’une 'délégation 
permanente d’un Etat tiers, sont présentes 
dams un Etat contractant at me sont Ipas con- 
sidérées comme résidentes de l’un ou l’autre 
.Etat contractant au regard des impéts sur 
le rcvenu ét sur la fortune. 

Article 28 
Champ d’applz'mtion‘ territorial , 

Lg présente Convention“ s’applique: 
4) En ce qui concer'ne 1a Pologne, au terri- 
toir'e de la République populaite de Polo- 
gne ’et aux‘zones‘ situées hors des eaux terri- 
toriales de la Pologne sur lesquelles, en 
confon‘nité avec le droit international, la 
Pologne' peut exercer les droits relatifs ,au 
lit de la met, an sous-3501 marin et, 5. leurs 
ressources naturelles; 
b) En ce qui concerne la France, aux‘ dé— 
partements européens .et d’outre-mer de la 
République frangaise et aux zones situées 
hers des eaux territoriales adjac'entes 5. ces 
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départements sur lesquelles, en conforinité 
avec le droi-t International, la France peut 
exercer les droits relatifs au lit de la met, an 
sous-sol marin .et a l’eurs ressources natu- 
relles. 

Artitle 29 
Entrée en vigueur 

1. La présente Convention sera approuyée. 
Elle entrera en vigueur trente’ jours aprés 
l’échange des instruments d’approbatiori. 
2. Ses dispositions s’appliqueront pour la 
premiére fois: 
4)“ En ce qui concerns les impéts pergfis par 
voie de retenue 5. 19. source, aux sommes 
mises en paiement 5. compter du 1'er janvier ' 

1974; 
17) En ce qui conceme les autres'impéts sur 
le‘ revenu, aux revemis réalisés pendant l’an— 
née 1974 cu afférents 2‘1 1’ exercice comptable 
_clos au cours de cette année‘. 

Article 30 
Dénomz'ation ‘ 

1. La présente Convention defneurera‘ en 
vigueur sans limitation de durée. Toutefois, 
2‘1 partir de la cinquiéme année suiva‘nt celle 
au cours de‘ laquelle elle est ‘entrée en ~

‘ 

vigueur, chacun 
' 

des Etats contractants 
pouri'a, moyennant un préavisminirhum de 
six‘ mois notifié par la voie diplomatique, 
‘Ia dénoncer pour la fin d’une année civile. 
2. Dans ce cas, ses dispositions s’applique- 
ron‘t pour la derniére fois: ' 

4) En’ ce qui .concerne les impéts Fergus 
par voie de retenue 5121 source, aux sommes 
mises en paiement au plus tard 1e 31 d6- 
cembre de l’année civile‘ pour la fin de 
laquelle la dénonciation aura été notifiée; 
5) En ce qui concerne les autres impéts sur 
lé .revenu, aux revenus réalisés‘ pendant 
l’année civile pour la fin de laquelle la

. 

dénonc‘iation aura été notifiée ‘ou afférents 
fir l’exercice comptable clos au cours de cette 
annee. 
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En foi de quoi les son'ssignés, é ce dfiment 
autorisés pat leur's Gouverneme'ntsv respec- 
tifs, ont signé la Présente Convention. 

Fait 2‘1 VarsOvie, 1e 20' juin 1975, en double 
exemplaire, en langues frangaise et polo- 
naise, les deux textes faisant légalement foi. 

Pour 1e Gouvernement de la République 
frangaise: ' 

Jean-Pierre Fourcade, 
Ministre de l’Economie et des Finances. 

Pour 1e Gouvemement de la’ République 
populaire de ‘Pologne: 
Hénryk Kisiel, 
Ministre des Finances. 

Protocole 

Au moment de procéder, ce jour, 2‘1 la 
signature de la Conventidn tendant é éviter 
les doubles impositions en matiére d’impéts 
sur le revenu et sur la fortune, les sous- 
signés sont convenus des dispositions 
suivan'tes qui font partie intégtante ‘de la 
Convention: 

1. Addendum £1 l’articIe 3.
I 

Les transports visés é. l’article 3, paragraphe 
1, alinéa f, comprennent également les 
transports: 
4) Par conténeurs, effectués par la voie 
maritime, terrestte ou aérienne; 
6) Par barges embarquées sur des navires; 
5) Cu par tout autre équipement lié 5. l’ex— 
ploitation de navires, d’aérone’fs ou de 
véhicules ferroviaires ou routier’s, 
que ces matériels soient la propriété d'e 

l’entreprise de transport exploitante ou Pris 
en location par cet’te entréprise. 

2. Addendam 5 Particle 5. 
Pour l’application de l’article 5, paragraphe 
2, alinéa g, il est entendu que pendant la. 

période" d’application de l’accord sur '16 
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développem‘ent de ‘la coopération‘ ‘écono- 
mique, nindustrielle, scientifique .et tech- 
.nique ehtre lé Gouvemement de la Répu- 
blique frangaise et‘ le Gouvemement de la 
République populaire de'Pologne du 5‘ oc- 
tobte 1‘972,>ufi chantier‘ deconstruction ou 
de montage ne sem considéré comm‘e un 
établissement stable que si s& durée dépasse 
dix-‘huit mois. ' 

3. Addenqium 5. Particle 7.. 
I

u 

Po'u‘r l’application d'e Particle 7, piragraphe 
-2, il est entendu que lbrsqu’une entrepr-iSe 
d"un Etat Contractant vefld ‘des marchandise‘s 
you exefée Line .act'ivité d‘ans L’autre Etat 
-contracfant par l’in'termédi'éire d’un étaBlis-- 
sement stable] qui y est situ‘é, 1e résultat He 
cet établissement stable n’est pas déterminé 
é partir du man-taut total du chiffre d’af- 
faires ou de la rémunération vde l’entreprise, 
mais est calculé é partir de la rémunération 
attribuable é I’intervention propre de 
I’établissement stable dans la Vente ou 
l’activité.visées ci-dessus.

' 

4. Addendum 5. l’arficlé 12. 
Il ‘eSt entendu que les dispositions de l’at- 
tide 7 ou de Particle 14 sont, suivant les 
cas, seules applicables aux rémunérations de 
toute nature payées pour l’usage ou la con- 
cession de ll’usage d’un équipement in- 
dustriel, commercial ou scientifique, Pour 
d‘es services consistant en études ou en 
recherqhes d’ordre 'scientifique ou tech- 
nique, ou pour des services de conseil, de 
contréle' ou de supervision.

l 

5. Addendum 5. Particle 24. 
Il est entendu, en ce qui conéeme 1a 
Pologne: 

‘
¥ 

4) Que, pour l’application de l'ar-ticle 24, 
les impéts visés an paragraphe 5 ne com- 
prennent pas la taxe de déclaratiofl (oplaty 
meldunkoWe) et~1a taxe pour la permission 
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"(1"ouverturé d’un étab‘lissement '(opla'ty za 
zezwolenie ,na otwarcie przédsigbibrstwa); 
b) "Que les dispositions d'e liarticIe‘ 24 me 
sont pasuaffectées par] le régime difféxent 
d’imposition .Sur' le' rev'enu, le.bénéfice ou 
.la fortune prévu' en ‘République populaire 
de Pologne pour les établiSsements socia- 

lisés. 
' 

~

‘ 

6. Addendum-é l’article 27. 
Aux fins de la. Convention, has membres 
d’une.;mission diplomatique .011 con‘sulaire 

' d3un Etat‘contra'ctant accréd'itée'dansv l’aiutre 
:Etavt contractant‘ (311 dans un Etat tiers quj 
sont zessortissants de I’Etat accréditant sgnt 
.réput‘és :étr‘e résidents fde l’Etat accréditant 
-s’ils Y sont soumis aux mémes obligations 

1316‘ 

en.,ma'tiére d'impéts sur le r‘evenu et sur‘ la 
fortune, q’ue les résid‘ents dudit Etat; 

En foi d'e quoi, Ies soussignéé, é_ ce dfiment 
autorisés, ont signé le présent Proto‘cole.‘ 

Fair 51 Varsovie, 1e 20 juig 1975, enjdouble 
exemplaixe, ‘en langues‘ frangaise et polo- 

naise, les 'deux textes faisant également foi'. 

Pour 1e Gouvernement de la République 
frangaisez' 

Jean-Pierre 'FOurcaEie, 
.Minis‘tre de l’Economie et des Finances. 

Pour 1e Gouvernement tie-la; République 
populaire de Pologne: '

I 

Henryk Kisiel, 
_ 
Ministre des Finances. 
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Sépple‘mené
V 

1976 

Convention between 
the Government ofthe Republic of Singapore 

and the Royal Government of Thailand 
for the avoidance of double taxation and the 
prevention of fiscal evasion with respect to’ 

the Taxes on ‘lncome
4 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE BULLETIN FOR INTERNATIONAL FISCAL DOCUMENTATION 
_ 
AU BULLETIN DOCUMENTATIQNV FISCALE INTERNATIONALE 

Vol. XXX, No. 10, October/octobre 1976 

INTERNATIONAL BUREAU 
OF FISCAL DOCUMENTATION 
Muiderpoort - 124 Sarphatistraat - Amsterdam 

, [anuary 1, 1976. 

A double taxation treaty 1124: signed between Singapore and Thailand on Septeméer 
15, 1975. It emery into force 247072 the ext/94mg; of t/ée z‘mtrumentx of ratification 
072 April 27, 1976 and J/mll have effect in accordance wit/a Am'cle 28 of t/ae treaty 
for income of the calendar year: or azuozmzfz‘ng period: beginning on or after 

TEXT 
The Government 'of the Republic of Singa- 
Pore and the Royal Government of Thai- 
land, 
Desiring to conclude a Convention for the 
avoidance of double taxation and :the pre- 
vention of fiscal evasion with respect to 
:taxes on income, 
Have agreed as follows: 

Article 1 
Peuonal‘ nope 

This Convention shall apply :to persons 
who are residents of one or both of the 
Contracting States. 

Article 2 
Taxex covered 

1. This Convention shall apply (to taxes 
on income imposed on behalf of each Con- 
tracting State or of‘ its Political subdivi- 
sions 'or local authorities, irrespective of 
the manner in which they are levied. 
2. There shall be regarded as taxes on in- 
come all taxes imposed an :total' i-ncgme or 
on elements of income including taxes on 
gains from the alienation of moVab'le or 
immovable property, taxes on the total 
amount of wages or salaries paid by enter- 
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TAX CONVENTION BETWEEN SINGAPORE AND THAILAND 
prises. 

3. The existing taxes to which the Con- 
vention shall apply are in particular: 
(a) In the case of Thailand: 

(i) The income tax; 
(ii) The petroleum income tax; 

(hereinafter referred to as “Thai 
tax”) 

(b) In‘the case of Singapore: 
The income tax (hereinafter referred 
to as “Singapore tax”). 

4. The Convention shall also apply to any 
identical‘ or substantially similar faxes 
which are subsequently imposed in addi- 
tion to, or in place of, fhe existing taxes. 
At the end of each year, the competent 
authorities of the Contracting States shall 
notify to each other any significant changes 
which have been made in their respective 
taxation laws. 

Article 3 
General definition: 

1. In this Convention, unless the context 
otherwise requires: 
’(a) the term “Thailand” means the King- 

dom of Thailand and any area aaja- 
cent to the territorial waters of the 
Kingdom of Thailand which by Thai 
legislation, and in accordance with in- 
ternational law, has been or may here- 
after be designated as an area within 
which the rights of the Kingdom of 
Thailand with respect to sea-bed and 
sub-soil and their natural resources 
may be exercised; 

(b) the term “Singapore” means the Re- 
public of Singapore; 

(c) the terms “a Contracting State” and 
“the other Contracting State” mean 
Thailand or Singapore, as the context 
requires;

7 

(d) the term “tax” means Thai tax or 
Singapore tax, as the context requires; 

(e) the term “person” comprises an in- 
dividual, a. company and any other 
body of persons which is treated as an 
entity for tax PurpOses; 

(f) the term “company” means any entity 
which is treated as a body corporate 
for tax Purposes under the relevant 
laws of either Contracting State in- 

cluding any group or body of Persons 
which is taxed substantially in the 
same manner as a body corporate; 

(g) the terms “enterprise of a Contracting 
State” and “enterprise of the other 
Contracting State” mean respectively 
an enterprise carried on by a resident 
of a Contracting State and an enter- 
prise carried on by a resident of the 
other Contracting State; 

(h) the 'term “competent authority” means 
(i) in the case of Thailand, the 

Minister of Finance or his autho- 
rised representative; 

(ii) in the case of Singapore, the 
Minister for Finance or his 
authorised representative. 

2. As regards the application of :the pro- 
visions of the Convention by a Contracting. 
State any term not otherwise defincfl~ shall,- 
unless the 'c’on-text otherwise requires, have‘ 
the meaning which it has under the laws 
of that Contracting State relating :to the 
taxes which are 'the subject of the Con- 
ventiqn. 

Article 4 
Fiscal domicile 

1. For the purposes of this Convention, 
the term “resident of a Contracting State” 
means any person who, under the law of 
that State, is liable to taxation therein by 
reason of his domicile, residence, place of 
management or any other criterion of a 
similar nature. 

2. Where "by reason of the provisions of 
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paragraph 1 an individual is a resident of 
both Contracting States, then his case shall 
be determined in accordance with .the-foI- 
lowing rules: '- 

(a) He shall be deemed to be a resident of 
the Contracting State in which he has 
a permanent home available to him. 
If he has 9. Permanent home available 
to him in both Contracting States, he 
shall be, deemed to be a resident of 
the Contracting State with which his 
personal and economic =re1at-ions are 
closest (centre of vital interests); 

(b) If the Contracting State in which he 
has his centre of vital interests cannot 
be determined, or if he has not a per- 
manent home available to him in- 

either Contracting State, he shall be 
deemed :to be a resident of the Con- 
tracting State in which he has an 
habitual abode; 

(c) If he has an habitual abode in both 
Contracting States or in neither of 
them, he shall be deemed -to. be a 
resident of the Cont-racking State of 
which he is a. national; 

(d) If he is a national of both Contracting 
States or of either of them, the ébm— 
petent authorities of the Contracting 
States 'shall settle “the question by 
mutual agreement. 

3. Where by reason of the provisions of 
paragraph 1 a person other than an indivi- 
dual is? a resident of both Contracting 
States, then the competent authorities of 
the Contracting States shall resolve the 
problem by mutual agreement. 

Article 5 
Permanent extablz'sbmemf 

1. For the purposes, of this Convention, 
the term “Permanent establishment” means 
a fixed place of business, in which the 
business, of the enterprise is Wholly or 

TEXT 

partly carried on. 

2. The term “permanent establishment” 
shall include especially: 

(a) a place of management; 
(b) a branch; 
(c) in office; 
(d) a factory; 
(e) a workshop; 
(f) a warehouse;

. 

(g) a farm or Plantation; 
(h) a mine, quarry or other place of ex- 

traction of natural resources; 
(i) a building site, construction, installa- 

tion or assembly project which exists 
for more than six months. 

3. The term “Permanent establishmentf’ 
shall not be deemed- to include: 
(a) the use of facilities solely for the pur- 

pose, of storage, display or delivery of 
goods or merchandise belonging to 
the enterprise; 

(b) the maintenance of a stock of goods 
or merchandise belonging -to the 
enterprise solely for the purpose of 
storage, display or delivery; 

(c) .the maintenance of a stock of goods 
or merchandise belonging to the 
enterprise solely for the purpose of 
processing “by another enterprise; 

(d) the maintenance of a fixed place of 
business solely for the purpose of pur- 
chasing goods or merchandise, or for 
collecting information, for the enter- 
prise; 

(e) .the maintenance of a fixed place of 
business solely for the purpose of ad- 
vertising, for the supply of informa- 
tion, fin: scientific research or for 
similar activities which have a pre- 
paratory or auxiliary character, for the 
enterprise.

_ 

4. A person acting in a Contracting State 
on behalf of an enterprise of the other 
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Contracting State —— other than a broker, 
general commission agent or any other 
agent of an independent status to Whom 
paragraph 5 applies — shall be deemed to 
be a permanent establishment in the first- 
mentioned State, but only if m 

(a) he has and habitually exercises in the 
first—mentioned State an authority to 
negotiate and conclude contracts for 
or on behalf of the enterprise, unless 
his activities are limited -to the pur- 
chase of goods or merchandise for the 
enterprise; or 

(b) he habitually maintains in the first- 

mentioned State a stock of goods 0r 
merchandise belonging to the enter- 
prise from which he regularly delivers 
goods or merchandise for or on behalf 
of the enterprise; or 

(c) he habitually secures Orders in the 
first-mentioned Sta‘te Wholly or almost 
wholly for the enterprise itself or for 
the enterprise and other enterprises 
which are controlled by it or have a 
controlling interest in it. 

5. An enterprise of a Contracting State 
shall not be deemed to have a permanent 
establishment in the other Contracting 
State merely because it transacts business 
through a broker, general commission 
agent or any other agent of an independent 
status in the other Contracting State, where 
such persons are acting in the ordinary 
course of their business. For this purpose, 
an agent shall not be considered to be an 
agent of an independent status if it acts as 
an agent exclusively or almost exclusively 
for the enferprise and‘ carries on any of the 
activities described in Paragraph 4 of- this 
Article. 

6. The fact that a company which is a 
resident of a Contracting State controls or 
is controlled by a company which is a resi- 

dent of the other Contracting State, or 
which carries on business in that other 
State (whether through a permanent estab- 
lishment or otherwise), shall not of itself 
constitute either company a permanent 
establishment of the other. 

Article '6 

Income from immovable property 
1. Income from immovable property may 
'be taxed in the Contracting State in which 
such property is situated. 
2. The term “immmable property” shall 
be defined in accordance with the law of 
the Contracting State in which the property 
in question is situated. The term shall, in 
any case include property accessory to im- 
movable property, Iivestock and equipment 
used in agriculture and forestry, rights to 
which the pxovisions 'of general law re- 

specting land‘ed property apply, usufruct of 
immovable property and rights to variable 
or fixed payments as Con§ideration for the 
Working of, or the right, to work, mineral 
deposits, sources and other natural resour- 
ces; ships, boats and [aircraft shall not be 
regarded as immovable property. 
3. The provisions of paragraph 1 shall 

apply to income derived from the direct 
use, letting or use in any other form of 
immovable property. 
4. The Provisions of paragraphs 1 and 3 
shall also apply to the income from im- 
movable property of an enterprise and to 
income‘from immovable property used for 

‘ the performance of professional serviges. 

Article 7 
Bulifieu' profit: 

-1. The Profits of an enterprise 6f 21 Con- 
tracting State shall be taxable only in :that 
State unless the enterprise carries on busi~ 
ness in the other Contracting State through 
a permanent establishment situated therein. 
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If the enterprise carries on busineSs as 
aforesaid, the profits of the enterprise may 
be taxed in the other State but only so 
much of them as is attributable to that 
permanent establishment. 
2. Where an enterprise of a Contracting 
State Carries on business in the other Con- 
tract-Iing State through a permanent estab- 
lishment situated therein, there shall in 
each Contractirig State be attributed to that 
permanent establishment the profits which 
it might be expected -to make if it were a 
distinct and separate enterprise engaged in 
the same or similar activities under the 
same or similar conditions and dealing 
Wholly independently with the enterprise 
of which it is 21 Permanent establishment. 
3. In the determination of the profits of 
a permanent establishment, there shall be 
allowed as deductions expenses which are 
incurred for the purposes of :the permanent 
establishment including executive and gen- 
eral administrative expenses so incurred, 
Whether in the State in which the perma- 
nent establishment is situated or elsewhere. 

, 4. Insofar as it has been customary in a 
Contracting State .to determine .the profits 
[to be attributed to a permanent establish- 
ment on the basis of a certain reasonable 
percentage of the gross receipts of the 
enterprise or on the basis of an apportion; 
ment of 'the total profits of the enterprise 
to its Various parts, nothing in paragraph 
2 shall preclude such Contracting State 
from determining the profits to be taxed 
.by any of such methods; the method adopt- 
ed shall, however, be such that the result 
shall be .in accordance with the principles 
laid down in this Article. 
5. No profits shall be attributed to a per~ 
manent' establishment by reason of the 
mere purchase by that permanent establish- 
ment of goods or merthandise for the 

TEXT 

enterprise. 

6. Where pro-fits include items of income 
which a-re dealt with separately in other 
Articles of this Convention, then the pro- 
visions of those Articles shall not be af- 
fected by the provisions of this Article. 

Article 8 
s'ppz'n g and air 2574123120” 

1. Income from the operation of aircraft 
in international traffic shall be taxable only 
in .the Contracting State in which the place 
of effective management of the enterprise 
is situated. 
'2. Income from the operation of ships in 
inter-national traffic by an enterprise hav- 
ing a place of effective management in a 
Contracting State may be taxed in the 
other Contracting State, but the tax im- 
posed in that other State shall be reduced 
by an amount equal to 50 per cent thereof. 
3. The provisions of Paragraphs 1 and 2 
shall likewise apply in respect of partici- 
Pations in pools of any kind‘ by enterprises 
engaged in shipping or air transport. 

Article 9 
Amocz’ated enterprim 

Where — 
I

> 

(a) an enterprise of a Contracting State 
participates directly or indirectly in 
the management, control or capital of 
an enterprise of the other Contracting 

. State, or 
(b) the same persons participate directly 

or indirectly in the management, con- 
trol or capital of an enterprise of a 
Contracting State and an enterprise of 
the other Contracting State, 

and in either casé conditions are made or 
imposed between the two enterprises in 
their commercial or financial relations 
which differ from those which would .be 
made between independent enterprises, 
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then any profits which would, but for 
those vc0nditions, have accrued -to one of 
the enterprises, but, by reason of those 
conditions, have not so accrued, may be 
included in the profits of that enterprise 
and taxed accordingly. 

'Arzfz'cle 10 
Dividends 

1. Dividends paid by a company which is 
a resident of a Contracting'State to a resi- 
dent of the other Contracting State may be 
taxed in that other Contracting State. 

2. However, such dividends may be tax- 
ed in the Contracting State of which =the 
company paying the dividends is a resi- 

dent, and according .to the laws of that 
Contracting State, but the tax so charged

‘ 

shall not exceed 20 per cent of the gross 
amount of the dividends if the recipient 
is a company which owns at least 25 per 
cent of the voting shares ‘of the company 
paying such dividends. 
This paragraph shall .not affect the taxation 
of the company .in respect of the profits 
out of which the dividends are paid. 
3. The term “dividends” as used in this 
Article means income from shares or other 
rights, not being debt-claims, participating 
in profits, as well as income from other 
corporate rights assimilated to income from 
shares according to the taxation laws of 
the Contracting State of which the com- 
pany making the distribution is a resident. 
4. Notwithstanding the provisions of 
paragraph 2 of this Article, as long as 
Singapore does not impose a tax on divi- 
dends in addition to the tax chargeable on 
the profits or income of a company, divik 
dends 'paid by a company which is a resi- 
dent of Singapore to a :resident of Thailand 
shall be exempt from any tax in Singapore 
which may be chargeable on dividends in 

addition to the tax chargeable on the pro- 
fits or income of the company. 
5. The provisions of Paragraphs 1 and 2 
of this Article shall not apply if the reci- 
Pient of the dividends, being" a resident of 
a Contracting State, has in the other Con- 
tracting State, of which the company pay- 
ing the dividends is a resident, a perma- 
nent establishment with which the holding 
by virtue of which the dividends are paid 
is effectively connected. In such a case, the 
provisions of Article 7 shall apply. 
6. Where a company which is a aresident 
of a Contracting State derives profits or in- 
come from the other Contracting State, that 
other Contracting State may not impose 
any tax on the dividends paid by the com- 
pany to persons Who are not «residents of 
that other Contracting State, or subject the 
company’s undistributed profits :to a tax 
on undistributed profits, even if the divi- 
dends paid or the undistributed profits 
consist Wholly or partly of profits or in— 
come arising in that other Contracting 
State. 

Artiale 11 
Interext 

1. Interest arising in a Contracting State 
and paid to a resident of the other Con- 
tracting State may be taxed in :that other 
State.

K 

2. However, such interest may be taxed, in 
:the Contracting State :in which it arises, 
and according to .the laws of the Contract- 
ing State, but [the tax so charged shall not 
exceed: 
(a) 10 per cent of [the gross amount of the 

interest if it Is received by any finan- 
cial institutiofi (including an insuran- 
ce company); 

(b) in all other cases, 25 per cent of the 
gross amount of the interest. 

5. Notwithstanding the provisions of 
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paragraph 2 of this Article, interest arising 
in a Contracting State and paid 'to the 
Government of the other Contracting State 
shall be exempt from tax of the first- 

mentioned Contracting State. 
4. For the purposes of paragraph 5 of this 
Article, the term “Government” .— 
‘(a) in the case of Thailand means the 

Royal Government of Thailand and 
shall include —— ' 

(.i) The Bank of Thailandj and 
(H) such institutions, the capital of 

which“is Wholly oWned by the 
Reyal' Government of Thailand 
or the local authorities, as may 
be agreed from time to time be- 
tween :the Governments of the 
two Contracting States; 

(b) ip the case of Singapore means 'the' 

Government (if Singapore and shall 
include e 
(-i) 'the Monetary AuthOrity .of Singi- 

A 
pore; 

.(ii') the Board of Commissioners of 
' 

Currency; and 
(iii) such institutions, the capital of 

which is wholly owned by the 
Government of Singapore, as 

may be agreed from time to time 
between the Governments of the 
two Contracting States. 

5. The- term “interest” as used in this 
Article. means i-ncéme from Government 
securities, bonds or debentures, Whether or 
not secured by mortgage and whether or 
not carrying a right to participate in 'pro- 
fits, and debt-claims of every kind, and any 
excess of the amount repaid in respect of 
such debt-claims over the amount lent, as 
well as all other income assimilété'd to in- 
come from money lent according .to the 
taxation laws of the Contracting State in 
which the income arises. 

TEXT 

6. The lprOvisions of paragraphs 1 and _2 

of this Article shall not apply if the red- 
pient of; the interest, being a resident of a 
Contracting State, has :in the other Con- 
tracting State in which the‘ interest arises a 
permanent establishment with which the 
debt—claim from which the interest arises is 
effectively connected. In such a case, the 
provisions of Article 7 shall apply. 
7. Interest shall be deEmed to arise in ‘a 
Contracting State when the payer is that 
Contracting State itself, a political ‘sub- 

division, 3. 'Iocal authority or a resident of 
that Contracting State. Where, however, 
the person Paying the interest, whether he 
is a resident of a Contracting State or not, 
has in a Contracting State a permanent 
establishment in cannection with which .the 
indebtedness on which the interest is paid 
was incurred and such interest is borne by 
such permanent establishment then such 
interest shall be deemed to arise in the 
Contracting State in which the permanent 
establishment is, situated. 
,8. Where, owingwto a special relationship 
between the payer and the recipient or be 
tween both of them and some other per— 
son, -the amount of the interest paid, hav- 
ing regard to .the‘ debt-claim for which it is 
paid, exceeds; the_ amount which would 
have been agreed upon by the payer and 
-the recipient in the absence of such rela- 
tiOnship, the provisions of this Article 
shall apply [only to the last-mentioned 
amount. In that case, the excess Part of the 
payments shall remain taxable according to 
the laws of each Contracting State, due re- 
gard being bad to the other provisibns of 
this avention. 

Artirle 1~2 
Royaltie: 

1; Royalties arising in a Contracting State 
may be taxed in that State, but the tax 
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which it imposes may not exceed 15 per 
cent of the gross amount of the royalties. 
2. The term “royalties” as used in this 
Article means payments of any kind re- 
ceived as consideration for the use of, or 
the right to use, any copyright of literary, 
artistic or scientific 'work including cine- 
matograph films, any patent, trade mark, 
design or model, plan, secret formula or 
process, or for-the use of, or the right to 
use information concerning industrial, com- 
mercial or scientific experience. 
3. Income derived from the alienation of 
rights or Property mentioned in paragraph 
2- may be taxed in the Contracting State in 
which the income arises, but the tax which 
it imposes may not exceed 15- per cent of 
the gross amount of the income. 
4. Royalties and the income mentioned in 
paragraph 5 shall be deemed to arise in a 
Contracting State if the payer is that State 
itself, a political subdivision Or local 
authority or a resident of that State. Where, 
however, the person paying the royalties, 
whether he is a resid¢nt of a Contracting 
State or not, has in a Contracting State a 
permanent establishment by which the 
royalties are paid, then such royalties shall 
be deemed to arise in the Contracting State 
in which the permanent establishment is 

situated. 
I

~ 

_5. The provisioné of paragraphs 1 and' 3 
shall _not apply if the recipient of the royal- 
ties, being a resident of a Contracting 
State, has in the other Contracting State in 
which the royal-ties! arise a permanent 
establishment with which the right or pro- 
perty giving rise to the royalties is effec- 
tively connected. In such a case, Article 7 
shall apply. 

6. Where, owing to a special relationship 
between the payer and .the recipient or be; 
tween both of them and some other person, 

the 'amount of the royalties paid, having 
regard to the use, right or information for 
which they are paid, exceeds the amount 
which would have been agreed upon by the 
payer and the recipient in» the absence of 
such relationship, the provisions of this 
Article shall apply only -to .the last-mention- 
ed amount. I-n that case, the excess part of 
the payments shall remain taxable accord- 
ing to .the law of each Contracting State, 
due regard being had to the other provi- 
sions of this Convention. 

Article 13 
Capiz‘al gain: 

1. Gains from the alienation of immov- 
able property, as defined in paragraph 2 of 
Article 6, may be taxed in the Contracting 
State in which such property is situated. 
2. Gains from the alienation of movable 
property forming par-t of the business pro- 
perty employed in a permanent establish- 
ment which an enterprise of a Contracting 
State has in the other Contracting State, in- 
cluding such gains "from the alienation of 
such a perméne‘ntestablishment (alone or' 
together with the Whole enterprise), may 
be taxed in the other State. However, gains 
from the alienation of ships and aircraft 
operated in international traffic and assets 
other than immovable property pertaining 
to the operation of such ships and aircraft 
shall be taxable only in the Contracting 
State in which the place of efféctive man- 
5agement of the enterprise is situated. 
3. Gains from‘ the alienation of any pro- 
perty or assets, other than those mentioned 
in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article and 
paragraph 2 of Article 12, shall be taxable 
only in the State of which the. alienate: is 
a resident. 

I 

A

' 

Artigle 14 
Permmzl .rerw'ce: 

1. Subject to the provisions of Articles’lS, 
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1'71, 18, I9 and 20, salaries, wages and 
other similar“ remuneration or income dé— 
fived by a resident of a; Contracting State 
in :espéct of personal (including profes- 
sional) services shall be taxabl’é only in 
that State unless the servicest,.ar¢ rendered 

the other Conttacting..8tate. If the serv- 
ices are so rendered, Sugh remuneration 01: 
inc-omeuafis is~vdegiv¢d thggefrOm may ’be tax- 
ed that other State. 
2‘. NQtWithsfandlin‘g ithe pgovisions, of pa- 
ragraph 1,, remuneratiqn or.income derived 
‘byn‘at resident of a Contracting State «in re~

‘ 

sped: of services rendered in .the other 
Contracting State 'shall'be taxable only in 
the firsvt-rnént‘ione'd State: if:

' 

(a) the recipient is present: in the other 
State fog a- period or periods not ex- 
c’eeding if; thcagggegafc 183 days, in 
the ‘f‘isEal year 'conéerhed; and 

(‘13) the services are rendered for. or on 
behalf of :a. person who "is, a resideg't 
of the firsbfngntioned State, and 

(c?) the remuneration or income is; not 
borne by a Permanent. establishment 
which 'the person paying the remuner- 
ation-[Or'incomé has. in the. other Con,- 

v "tractiflg State. 

3'. Notwithstanding ‘the preceding Pro- 
visions of :fhis Article, femuner'étion iii re- 
sPéqt of an employment eXerCised' aboard a 
ship or aircraft in- international traffic Shall 
be taxable only in the Contacting State in 
which the'plac'e‘vof efifecfive management ' 

of the enterprise is, situated. 

Artirle 15 
Diren‘orx’ fee: 

1. Directors’ fees and; similar payments 
de'rived‘by a resident o‘f.a‘Contractiirig.~State 
in his capacity as a member of the board of 
director‘suof 'a company which is a resident. 
of' .the‘o'theg' Contracting State maybe tax- 
ed‘ in that othe: Contracting :State. 

TEXT 

2, The rémuneratidn. which a person to; 

Whom; paragraph 1' Of this Article applies 
derives; from {the company in: respect of 
'the discharge of dayieto-day functions of a 
managerial 6: technical nature may bewtaxi 
ed} in: ac’cOrdancei with the [provisions of 
Article 14. 

Article 16
I 

Artixtex 4mg? atlzle‘te: 

1. Not-withstanding" the Provisions of 
Article, 14’, income derived by public enter- 
tainers, such as theatre, mot-ion picture, 
radio or? te‘léVisiOn' artistes, and musicians, 
and .by ,-a.'thl‘e.tes‘2 from their; personal activa ' 

i't-i‘es as, Such maybe [taxed in the Contracts 
Ji‘ng stat‘e which these activities arerrper- 

fiormed. * 

21. The: provisions, of Paragraph 1 oft-his 
Agtiéle: shall n0t apply to remunc'rationv or 
profits, :salariés, wages-and similar incOmé 
derived from activities- performed in a 
"Contgacbing State by Public c’ntertain‘e‘rs: if‘ 
lthe visit to that 'CénfraCting State is ‘Sub- 

stantia'liy suppdrted‘ by Public funds of the 
‘other‘Contrhctirig “State; including any PC: 
litical' .~su‘bdiv’is,ion5 10cal authority 91; ,s'tatur 
'tory bogdy thereof. 

3. NotWifhstanding.. :th‘e. prOvis'ions of, 

’Article 7,, where th¢. activities mentioned in 
Paragraph 1‘ Of‘Ih‘i's Artigl’e are previded in 
a Compacting State 'by an enterprise of the. 
other C(jmtract-ing Suite the-profits derived 
from Prcvidingxthese activities by such an 
enterprise vmay'sbe‘ taxed in the firstymen- 

’ 
rt-ioried' Contracting State unless the :enter- 
prise is substantially suppojzted 'frbm the 
public funds of :the other‘ Contzac’t‘ing'Stat‘e; 
including any political subdivision, ‘Ioca'l 

aufihority' or statutory body thereof, in can- 
nection with the- provision. of such activ- 
ities;

I 
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Article 1 7 
Pemz'om 

1. Subject -to the Provisions of Article 18, 
pensions or other remuneration for past 
employment arising in a Contracting State 
and paid to a resident of the other Con- 
tracting State may be taxed :in the first- 

mentioned State. 
2. Pensions or other remuneration for 
past employment shéll be deemed .to arise 
in a Contracting State if the payer is that 
State_ itself, a political subdivision or local 
authority or a resident of that State. Where, 
however, the person paying such income, 
Whether he :is a resident of a Contracting 
State or not has in a Contracting State a 
permanent establishment, and such income 
is borne by the permanent establishment, 
then the income shall be deemed to arise 
in the Contracting State in which the per- 
manent; establishment .is situated. 

Article 18 
Governmental functiom 

1. Remuneration, including pensions, paid 
by, or out of funds created by, a Contract- 
ing State or a political subdivision or local 
authority or statutory body thereof to any 
individual in respect of services rendered 
:to that State or political subdivision or 
local authority or statutory body thereof, in 
-the rdiécharge of functions of a govern- 
mental nature shall be taxable only in that 
State. 

2. The provisions of Articles 14 and 15 
shall apply to memuneration, including pen- 
sions, in respect of services rendered in 
connection with any trade or business car- 
ried on by a Contracting State or a political 
subdivision or local authority or statutory 
body thereof , 

Article 19 
Students and traineeJ 

1. An individual who is a resident of 2. 

E10 

Contracting State immediately before 
making a visi-t to the other Contracting 
State and is temporarily pres'ent in that 
other' Contracting State solely —— 
(a) as a student at a recégnised university, 

college or school, 
(b) as a recipient of grant, allowance or 

' award for the Primary Purpose of 
study or research from a government, 
religious, charitable, scientific,'literary 
or educational organisation, or 

(c) as a business or technical apprentice, 
shall be exempt from tax of that other 
Contracting State in respect of— 
(i) remittances from abroad for the 

purposes of his maintenance, 
education, study, research or 
training, 

(ii) .the‘ grant, allowance or award, 
and 

(ii-i) remuneration for Personal serv- 
ices in that other Contracting 
State and such services are in 
connection with his study, re- 

search or training or are neces- 
sary for the purpose of his mainl 
tenance, not exceeding 12,000 
Singapore dollars or 96,000 
Tha-i Bahts during any calendar 
year or such other amounts as 
the competent authorities of v the 
Contracting States may from 
time .to time a'gree upon. 

2. The provisions of this Article shall not 
apply .to cases in which the study, research 
or training occupies a secondary character 
:to the personal serviées tendered that Pro- 
duce any remuneration. 

Article 20 
Profemorx, 

_ 
teacher: and researcher; 

An individual .who is a resident of 21 Con- 
tracting State immediately before making 
a visit to .the other Centracti‘ng State, and 
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who, at the invitation of my university, 
college, school or other similar educational 
institution, which is (recognised by the corn- 
petent authority in that other Contracting 
State, visits that other Contracting State for 
a period no exceeding two years solely for 
‘the purpose of teaching or reSearch or both 
at such educational institution shall be ex- 
empt from tax in that other Contracting 
State on his remuneration for such teaching 
or research. 

Article 21 
Income not exprewly memz'oned 

Items of income of a resident [of a Con- 
tracting State which are not expressly men- 
tiOned in the foregoing Articles of the 
Convention may be taxed in. the State 
Where the income arises. 

Afiiole 22 
Limitation of relief 

Where this Convention Provides (with or 
Without other conditions) that income 
from sources in a Contracting State shall 
be exempt from tax, or taxed at a reduced 
rate in .that Contracting State and under 
the laws in force in the other Contracting 
State .the said income is subject to tax by 
reference to the amount thereof which is 
remitted to or received in that other Con- 
tracting State and not by reference to the 
full amount thereof, then the exemption or 
reduction of tax to be allowed under this 
Convention in the first-mentioned Con- 
trading State shall apply to So much of the 
income as is remitted to 01' received in that 
other Contracting State. 

Article 23 
Elimination of double taxation 

1. The laws :in force in either of the Con.- 
tracting States shall continue to govern the 
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taxation of income in the respective Con- 
tracting States exCept where express pro- 
vision to the contrary is made in this Con- 
vention. Where income is subject to tax 'in 
both Contracting States, relief from double 
taXation shall bé given in accordance with 
the following paragraphs of this Article. 
2. In the case of Thailand, Singapore tax 
payable in respect of income derived from 
Singapore shall be- allowed as a credit' 

against Thai tax Payable in respect of that 
income. The credit shall not,- however, ex- 
ceed that part of the Thai tax, as computed 
before the credit is given which :is appro- 
priate -to :such item of income. Howevez, 
Where such income is a dividend Paid by a 
company which is a resident of Singapore 
to a company which is a resident of Thai- 
land and which own-S not less than 25 per 
cent of the voting shares of the company 
paying the dividend, Thailand shall ex- 
empt such income from tax but may in cal- 
culating tax on the eremai-ning income of 
that person, apply the mate of tax which 
would have been applicable if .the exempt- 
ed income had not bEen so exempted. 
3. In the case of Singapore, subject to the 
laws of Singapore regarding the allowance 
as a. credit against Singapore tax of tax 
payable :in any couhtry other than Singa- 
pore, Thai .tax payable in respéct of income 
derived from Thailand shall be allowed as 
a credit against Singapore tax Payable in 
respect of -that income. Where such- income 
is a dividend paid by a company which is 
a resident of Thailand to a company which 
is a resident of Singapore and which owns 
not less than 25 pet cent of .the- voting 
shares of the company Paying the dividend, 
the credit shall take into account Tha-i tax 
Payable by that company in respect of its 
income out of which the dividend is Paid. 
The credit shall not, however, exceed that 
part of .the SingapOre tax, as camputed be- 
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fore the credit is given, which is appro- 
priate to such item of income. 
4_. For the purposes of paragraph 3 of this 
Article, the term “Thai vtax payable” shall 
be deemed to include ‘the amount of Thai 
tax which would have been paid if the 
Thai tax had not been exempted or re- 
duced in accordance with the special in- 
centivelavvs designed to promote Economic 
development in Thailand, effective on the 
date of signature of this Convention, or 
which may be introduced hereafter in mo- 
dification of, or in addition to the existing 
laws. 

Article 24 
Non-dixcrz'mz'mzion 

l. The nationals of a Contracting State 
shall not be subjected in the other Con- 
tracting State to any taxation or any re- 

quirement connected therewith which is 

other or more burdensome than the tax- 
ation and connected requirements to which 
nationals of that other State in -the same 
circumstances are or may be subjected. 
2. The term “nationals” means: 
(a) all individuals possessing the national; 

ity or citizenship of a Contracting. 
State, 

(b) all legal persons, partnerships and 
associations deriving their status as 
such from the law in force in 9. Con- 
tracting State. 

5. The taxation on a permanent establish- 
ment which an enterprise of a Contracting 
State has in the other Contracting State 
shall not be less favourably levied in that 
other State than the taxation levied on 
enterprises of that other State on the .same 
activities. 

4. Enterprises of a Contracting State, the 
capital of which is wholly or partly owned 
or controlled, directly 0:; indirectly, by one 
or more residents of the other Contracting 

State, shall not be subjected in the first- 
menfioned State to any taxation or any re- 
quirement connected therewith which is 

other or more burdensome than the tax- 
ation and connected requirements to which 
other similar enterprises of that first—men- 
tioned State are or may be subjected. 
5. The provisions of this Article shall not 
be construed as obliging a Contracting 
State to grant to residents or nationals of 
the other Contracting State any personal 
allowances, reliefs and reductions. for tax- 
ation purposes on account of civil status or 
family responsibilities which it grants to its 
own residents or nationals. 
6. In this Article the term “taxatiOn” 
means taxes which are the subject of this 
Convention. 

Article 25 
Mutzml ag¢eement procedzzre 

1. Where a resident of a Contracting 
State considers that the actions of one or 
both of the Contracting States result or 
will result for him in taxation not in ac- 
cordance with this Convention, he may, 
notwithstanding the remedies provided by 
the national laws of those States, present 
his case to the competent authority of the 
Contracting State of which he is a resident. 
2. The competent authority shall endeav- 
our, if the ébj‘ection appears to it to be 
justified and if it -is not itself able to arrive 
at an appropriate solution, -to resolve the 
case by mutual agreement with the compe- 
tent authority of the other Contracting 
State, with a View to the avoidance of tax- 
ation not in accordance with the Convent- 
ion. 
3. The competent authorities of the Con- 
tracting States shall endeavour to resolve 
by mutual agreement any- difficulties or 
doubts arising as to the interpretation or 
application of the Convention. They may. 
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also consult together for the elimination of 
double taxatioh in cases not provided for 
in the Convention. 
'4. The competent authorities of the Con- 
tracting States may communicate with each 
other directly for the purpo-Se of reaching 
an agreement in the sense of the preceding 
paragraphs. When it seems adviSable in 
order to reach agreemént to have an oral 
exchange of opinions, such exchange may, 
take place through a commission consisting 
of representatives of the competent author; 
ities of the Contracting States. 

Article 26 
Exclmnge of infaxmaziofl 

1. The competent authorities of the Con- 
tracting States shall exchange such infor- 
mation as is necessary for the carrying out- 
Of this Convention and of the domestic 
laws, of the Contracting States concerning 
taxes covered by this Convention insofar as 
the t’aXation thereunder is, in accordance 
with this Convention. Any information so 
exchanged shall be treated .as secret and 
shall not be disclosed to any Persons or 
authorities other than these concerned with 
the assessment or Collection of the taxes 
which are the Subject of the Convention. 
2. In no case shall the provisions of para- 
graph 1 be construed so as to impose on 
one of the Contracting States, the, obliga~ 
tion: 

(a) to carry out administrative measures at 
variance with the laws or the adminisw 
trative practice of that or of the other 
Contracting State‘; 

(b) to supply particulars which are not ob- 
tainable under the laws or in the non 
mal Course of the administration of 
that or of the other Contracting State; 

(c) to supply information which would 
disclose any trade, business, industrial,

1 

TEXT 

commercial or professional secret or 
trade Process, or information, the dis- 
closure of which. would be cantrary to 
Public policy (ordre public). 

Article 27 
Diplomatic and consulzzr official; 

Nothing in, this Convention shall affect th_e' 
fiscal' privileges of diplomatic or consular 
officials under the general rules of inter- 
national laW or under the provisions of 
-_special agreements. 

Article 28 
Entry into forte 

1. This Convention shall be ratified and 
.the instruments ‘of ratification shall be ex= 
changed? at Singapore as soon as possible. 
2. This Convention shall- enter into fogce 
upon the, exchange of the instruments of 
ratification and shall have effect for the 
income of the calendar years or accounting 
periods beginning on or after .the first day 
of January of the Calendar year in which 
the instruments of ratification are exchang- 
ed. 

Article 29 
Termination 

This 'Conventic'm shall remain in forc'e in- 
definitely but either of the Contracting 
States may terminate '-the Convention, 
through diplomatic channels, by giving to 
.the other Contracting State, notice of termi; 
nati‘on. not later fhan- the 30th June of any 
calendar year from the fifth year from the 
year in which ‘the Convention entered into 
force. :In such Event, the Convention shall 
cease to have effect for the income, of the 
calendar years or accounting Periods be- 
ginning on or after the first day of January 
Of the calendar year following that in 
which the notice is given. 
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Supplement F v 

1976 

Convention between 
the United States of America and the Republic 
of Korea for the Avoidance of Double Taxation 

and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with 
Respect to Taxes on Income and the Encourage- 

ment of International Trade and Investment 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE BULLETIN FOR INTERNATIONAL FISCAL DOCUMENTATION 
AU BULLETIN DE DOCUMENTATION FISCALE INTERNATIONALE H 

Vol. XXX, No. 12, December/décembre 1976 

INTERNATIONAL BUREAU 
OF FISCAL DOCUMENTATION 
Muiderpoort - 124 Sarphatistraat - Amsterdam 

A treaty for the waitiame of double taxation wit/g rexpect to 154e 572 income and 
Me emoamgement of international trade and invejtmeflt war sighed between the 

, Republic of Koréa and the United State: of America on fzme 4, 1976. In accorddme 
with Article 31 of tbe treaty it #9411 enter into force on the thirtieth day following 
the exchange of imtmments of ratification; 

TEXT 
The GOvernmgnt of the United States of 
America and the Government of the Re- 
public of Korea, desiring to conclude a 
convention for the avoidance of double 
taxation of income and the prevention 'of 
fiscal evasion and the encouragement of 
international trade and investment have 
appointed‘ for that purpose as their respec- 
tive Plenipotentiaries: 
The Government of the United States of 
America: His Excellency Richard L. 
Sneider, Ambassador Extraordinary and 
Plenipotentiary of the United States of 

America to the Republic of Korea; 
The Government of the Republic of Korea: 
His Excellency Park Tong-jin, Minister of- 
Foreign Affairs of the Republic of‘ Korea; 
Who, having communicated to each other 
their full powers, found in good and due 
form, have agreed upon the following 
articles. - 

Article 1 
Taxes covered 

(1) The taxes which are the subject of_ this 
Convention are: 
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(a) In the case of the United States, the being appiied is connected with such ex- 
Federal income taxes imposed by the Inter- 
nal Revenue Code (.the United States tax), 
and 

(b) In the case of Korea, the income tax 
and the corporation tax (the Korean tax). 

(2) This Convention shall also apply -to 

taxes substantially similar to those covered 
by paragraph (1) which are imposed in 
addition to, or in place of, existing taxes 
after the date of signature of this Conven- 
tion. 

{(3) For the purpose of Article 7 (Non- 
discrimination), this Convention shall also 
apply -to taxes of every kind imposed at the 
National, state, or local level. For the pm- 
pose of Article 28 (Exchange of Infor- 
mation), this Convent-ion .shall also apply 
to taxes of every k-ind imposed at the 
National level. 

Article 2 
General definitions 

(1) Ingthis Convention, unless the con- 
text otherwise requires: 

(a) The term ‘United States’ means the 
United States of America; and 
(ii) When used in a geographical sense, 
the term ‘United States’ means the states 
thereof and the District of Columbia. Such 
_term also includes: 

(A) The territorial sea thereof, and 
(B) The seabed and subsoil of the sub- 
mafine areas adjacent to the coast thereof, 
but beyond the territorial sea, over which 
the United States exercises sovereign rights, 
in accordance with international law, for 
the purpose of exploration and exploitation 
of the natural resources of such areas, but 
only to the extent that the person, property, 
or activity -to which this Convention is 

ploration or exploitation. 

(b) ('i) The term ‘Korea’ means the Repub- 
lic of Korea; and 
(ii) When used in a geographical sense, 
the 'term ‘Korea’ means all the territory in 
which the laws relating to Korean tax are 
in force. The term also includes: 

(A) The territorial sea. thereof, and 

(B) The seabed and subsoil ‘of the sub- 
marine areas adjacent to the coast thereof, 
but beyond the territorial sea, over which 
Korea exercises sovereign right, in accord- 
ance with international law, for the pm:~ 
pose of exploration and exploitation of the 
natural resources of such areas, but only to 
the extent that the person, property, or 
activity to which this Convention is being 
applied is connected with such exploration 
or exploitation. 

(c) The term ‘Contracti-ng State’ means the 
United States or Korea, as .the context 
requires. 

(d) The term ‘person’ includes an indi- 
vidual, a partnership, a corporation, an 
estate, a trust, or any body of persons. 
(e) (i) The term ‘United States corporation’ 
or ‘corporation of the United States’ means 
a corporation which is created or organized 
under the laws of the United States or any 
state thereof or the District of Columbia, 
or any unincorporated entity treated as a 
United States corporation for United States 
tax purposes; and 
(ii) '_I‘he term ‘Korean corporation’ or ‘cor- 
poration of Korea’ means a corporatiofi 
(other than a United States corporation) 
which has its head or main office in Korea, 
91: any entity treated as a Korean corpora- - 

tion for Korean tax purposes. 

(f) The term ‘competent authority’ means: 
(i) In the case of the United States, the 
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Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate, 
arid 

(ii) In the case of Korea, the Minister of 
Finance or his delegate. 

(g) The term ‘State’ means any National 
State, Whether or not one of the Contract- 
ing States.

I 

(h) The, term “citizen’ means: 
(i) In the case of the United States, a 
citizen of the United States, and 
(ii) In the case of Korea, a national of 
Korea. 

(2) Any other 'term used in this Cenven- 
tion and not defined in this Convention 
shall, unless the context otherwise requires, 
have the meaning. which it has under the 
laws of the Contracting State whose tax is 
being deter-mined; Notwithstanding the 
preceding Sentence, if the meaning of such 
a term uhder nthe la'ws of one Contracting 
State is different from the meaning of the 
term under the laws of .the other Contract~ 
ing State, Or if the meaning of such a term 
is not meadjly determinable under :the laWs 
of one of Ithe Contracting States, {the com- 
Petent authOrities of .the Contracting States 
may, in order to prevent double taxation 
or to further any other purpose of this 

Convention, establish a common meaning 
of .the .term for the purposes of this Con- 
vention; 

Article 3 
Final domicile 

(1) In this Convention: 

(3.) The term ‘resident of the United 
States’ means: 
(:i) A United States corporation, and 
(ii) Any’other person (except a corpora- 
tion or an entity treated under United 
States law as a corporation) resident in the 
United States for Purposes of its tax, but 

TEXT 

in the case of a person acting as a partner 
or fiduciary only to the extent that the in- 
come derived ~by such person is subject to 
United States tax as the income of a Iesi- 
dent. 

(b) The tefm ‘rgsident of Korea’ means: 
(i) A Korean corpOratiOn, and 
(ii) Any other person (except 2i corPor'a- 

tion or any entity treated under Korean law 
as a corporation) resident in Korea f0: 
purposes of its .tax, but in the case of a 
person acting as a partner or fiduciary Only 
to the extent that the income derived by 
such person is subject to Korean tax as the_ 
income of a, resident. 

(c) In determining the ’ residence of a 
partnership which makes a payment, a 
partnership shall be considered a :resident 
of the State under the laws of which it was 
created or organized. 

(2) Where by reason of the provisions of 
paragraph (1) an individual is a resident 
of both C(mt’racting States: 

(a) He shall be deemed to be a aresident 
of that Contracting State in which he main- 
tains his permanent home; ' 

(b) If he has a Permanent home in both 
Contracting States or in neither of the 
Contracting States, he shall be deemed to. 
be a resident of that Contracting State with 
which his Personal and economic relations 
are closest (center of vital interests); 

(c) If his center of vital interests is in 
neither of the Contracting States or cannot 
be determined, he shall be deemed to be a 
resident of that Contracting State in which 
he has a habitual :abode; ‘ 

(d) If he has a habitual abode :in both 
Contracting States or in neither of the Con- 
tracting States, he shall be deemed to :be a 
resident of the Contracting State of which 
he is a citizenyand

7 
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(e) If he is a citizen of both Contracting 
States or of neither Contracting State the 
competent authorities of the Contracting 
States shall settle :the question by mutual 
agreement. - 

For the purpose of this paragraph, a per- 
manent home is the place where an indi- 
vidual dwells with his family. 

(3) An individual who is deemed to be a 
resident of one of the Contracting States 
and not a resident of the other Contracting 
State by reason of the provisions of para- 
graph (2) shall be deemed to be a resident 
only of the first-mentioned Contracting 
State for all-purposes of this Convention, 
including Article 4 (General Rules of 
Taxation). 

Article 4 
General mle: of taxation 

(1) A resident of one of .the Contracting 
States may be taxed by the other Contract- 
ing State on any income from sources with- 
in that other Contracting State and only on 
such income, subject to any limitations set 
forth in this Convention. For this purpose, 
the rules set forth in Article 6 (Source of 
Income) shall be applied to determine the 
source of income. 

(2) The provisions of this Convention 
shall not be construed to restrict in any 
manner any exclusiOn, exemption, deduc- 
tion, credit, or other allowance now or 
hereafter accorded—— 

(a) By _the laws of one of the Contracting 
States in the determination of the tax im- 
posed ‘by that Contracting State, or 
(b) By any other agreement between the 
Contracting States. 

(3) The provisions of this Convention 
shall not affect Korean law so as to deny 
benefits accgrded mesidents of the United 

States under the provisions of the Korean 
Foreign Capital Inducernent Law Number 
2598 of March 12, 1973 as amended or any 
similar law to encourage investment in 
Korea” 

(4) Notwithstanding any provisions of 
this Convention except paragraph (5) of 
this Article, 21 Contracting State may tax a 
citizen or resident of that Contracting State 
as if this Convention had not come into 
effect. 

(5) The provisions of paragraph (4) shall 
not affect: 

(a) The benefits cOnferred by a Contract- 
ing State under Articl'es- 5 (Relief from 
Double Taxation), 7- (Nondiscrimination), 
24 (Social Security Payments), ‘and 27 
(Mutual Agreement Procedure); and 

(lb) The benefits conferred by a Contraqt- 
ing State under Articles 20 (Teachers), 
21 (Students and Trainees), and 22 (Gov- 
ernment Functions), upon individuals who 
are neither citizens of, nor have immigrant 
status in, that Contracting State. 

(6) The competent authorities of the two 
Contracting States may prescribe regula- 
tions necessary to carry out [the provisions 
of this Convention.

‘ 

(7) There shall be allowed, for purposes 
of United States tax, in the case of a .resi- 
dent of Korea who is not a resident of the 
United States (other than an officer or em- 
ployee of the Government of Korea or 
local authority thereof), as long as the 
United States Internal Revenue Code pro- 
vides only one personal exemption, ._a de- 
duction for personal exemptions, subject to 
the conditions prescribed in sections 151 
through 154 of the Internal Revenue Code 
as in effect on the date of the signature of 
this Convention, for the spouse of :the tax- 
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payer and for each child of the taxpayer 
present in the United States and residing 
with him in the United States at any time 
during the taxable year, but such additional 
deduction shall not exceed that proportion 
thereof which the taxpayer’s gross income 
from sources within ‘the United States 
Which 'is treated as effectively connected 
with the conduct of a trade or business 
within the United States within the mean- 
ing of section 864(c) of the Internal. 
Revenue Code for the taxpayer’s .taxable' 
year bears .to his anti-re income from all 
sources for such taxable year. 

“(8) The United States may impose. its 
personal holding company tax and its ac- 
cumulated earnings tax notwithstanding 
any provision of this Convention. However, 
a Korean corporatiOn shall be exempt from 
the United States personal holding com- 
pany tax in any .taxable year if all of its 
stock is owned, directly or indirectly, by 
one or more individuals who are sresidents 
of Kopea; (and not citizens of the United 
States) for that entire year. A Korean cor- 
poration shall be exempt from the United 
States accumulated earnings tax in any 
taxable year unless Such corporation is 

engaged in trade or business in the United 
States through a permanent establishment 
at any time during such year. 

Article 5 
Relief from doable taxation 

Double taxation of income shéfl be avoided 
in the following manner:. 

(1) In accordance with the provisions and 
subject to the limitation-s of the 121W of the 
United States (as it may be amended from 
time to time Without changing the prin- 
ciples hegeof), the United States shall allow 
to a. citizen or. resident of the United States 
as a credit against the United States tax 

TEXT 

the appropriate amount of Korean tax and, 
in the case of a United States corporation. 
owning at least 10 percent of the voting 
power of a Korean corporation from which 
it :receives dividends in any taxable yea-r, 
shall allow credit for the apprOpn'ate 
amount of taxgs Paid :to Korea by the 
Korean corporation péying such dividends 
with respect_t0 nthe Profits out of which 
such dividends are paid. Such appropriate 
amount shall be based upon the amount of 
tax paid to Korea but the credit shall not 
exceed the limitations (for the purpose of 
limiting the credit to the United States tax 
on income from sources within Korea or 
on income from sources Outside the United 
States) provided by United States law for 
the taxable year. For the purpose of ap- 
plying the United States credit in relatidn 
to taxes paid to Korea, the rules set forth 
in Article 6 (Sources of Income) shall ‘be 

applied to determine the source of income. 

(2) In accordance with the provisions and 
subject to the limitations of the law‘of 
Korea (as it may be amended from time 
to time without changing the principles 
hereof), Korea shall allow to a citizen or 
resident of Korea as a credit against Korean 
tax the appropriate amount of income taxes 
paid to the United States and, in the .case 
of a Korean corporation Wining at least 
10 percent of the voting power of a United 
States corpo;ation from which it receives 
clividends in any tax-able year, shall allow 
cred-it for the appropriate amount of taxes 
pa-id to' the' United States by the United 
States corporafion paying such dividends 
with respect -to the profits out of which 
such dividends are paid. 'Such appropriat'ge 
amount shall be based upon :the amount of 
tax paid to the United States but shall not 
exceed that portion of Korean tax which 
such citizen’s or resident’s net income from 
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sources Within the United States bears to 
his entire net income for the same taxable 
year. For the purpose of applying the 
Korean credit in arelation to taxes paid to 
the United States, the (rules set forth in 
Article 6 (Source of Income) shall be ap- 
plied to determine the source of income.

4 

Artide 6 
S mine of income 

For the purposes of this Convention: 

(1) Dividends shall be treated as. income 
from sources Within. a Contracting State 
only if paid by a corporation of that Con- 
tracting State. 

(2) Interest shall be treated as income 
from sources within one of the Contracting 
States only if paid by that Contracting 
State, a political subdivision or a local 
authority thereof, or by a resident of that 
Contracting State. Notwithstanding the 
preceding sentence—— 

(a) If the Person paying the interest 
(whethe; or not he is a resident of one of 
the Contracting States) has a permanent 
establishment in one of the Contracting 
States in connection with which the in- 
debtedness on Which the interest'is Paid 
Was incurred and such interest is borne by 
such permanent establishment, or 
(b) If the person paying the interest is a 
resident of one of the Contracting States 
and has a permanent establishment in a 
State other than a Contracting State in con- 
nection with which the indebtedness on 
which the interest is paid was incurred and 
such interest is paid to a resident of the 
other Contracting State, and such interest 
is borne by such permanent establishment, 
such interest shall be deemed to be from 
sources within the State in which the per- 
manent establishment is situated. 

(3) Royalties described in paragraph (4) 
of Article 14 (Royalties) for the use of, or 
the right to use, property (other than as 
provided in paragraph (5) with respect to 
ships or aircraft) described in such para- 
graph shall ‘be treated as income from 
sources" within one of the Contracting States 
qnly if paid for the use of, or the might to 
use, such property within that Contracting 
State. 

(4) Income from real property and royal- 
ties from the operation of mines, quarries, 
or other natural resources (including gains 
derived from the sale of such property or 
the right giving rise to such royalties) shall 
be treated as income from sources within 
one of the Contracting States only if such 
property is located in that Contracting 
State. 

(5) Income from the rental of tangible 
property (movable property) shall be treat- 
ed as income from sources within one of 
the Contracting States only if such property 
is located in that Contracting State. Income 
from the rental of ships or aircraft derived 
by a person not engaged in the operation 
of ships or aircraft in international traffic 
shall be treated as income from sources 
Within a. Contracting State only if the lessee 
is a resident of that Contracting State. 

(6) Income received by, an individual for
V 

his performance of labor or personal ser- 

vices, whether as an employee or in an 
independent capacity, or for furnishing the 
personal services of another person and in- 
come received by a corporation for furnish- 
ing the personal services of. its employees 
or others, shall be treated as income from 
sources within one of the Contracting States 
only to «the extent that such services are 
performed in that Contracting State. In- 
come fsrorn personal services performed 
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aboard ships or aircraft operated by a resi- 
dent of one of the Contracting States in 
international traffic shall be treated as in— 
come from sources Within that Contracting 
State if rendered by a. member of the regu- 
lar complement of the ship or aircraft. For 
purposes of this paragraph, income from 
labor or perSOnal services includes pensions 
(as defined in paragraph (3) of Article 23 
(Private Pensions and Annuities)) paid‘ in 
respect of such services. Notwithstanding 
the preceding Provisions of this paragraph, 
remuneration described in Article 22‘ (Gov- 
ernmental Functions) and payments de- 

scribed in Article 24 (Social Security Pay- 
ments) shall be treatéd as income from 
sources within one of the Contracting 
States only if paid by or from the public 
funds of that Contracting State or local 
authority thereof. 

(7) Income from -the Purchase and sale of 
intangible or tangible Personal (including 
movable) property (other than gains de- 
fined as royalties by paragraph (4) (b) of 
Article 14 (Royalties)) shall be treated as 
income from sources within one of the 
Contracting States only if such property is 
sold in that Contracting State. 

(8) Notwithstanding paragraphs (1) 
through (7), industrial or commercial 
profits which are attributable to a per- 
manent establishment which the 'recipient, 
a resident of one of the Contracting States, 
has in the other Contracting State, in- 

cluding income derived from real prOperty 
and natural resources and dividends,-inter- 
est, royalties (as defined in paragraph '(4) 
.of Article 14 (Royalties) )‘, and capital 

gains, but only if the rights or Property 
giving rise ‘to such income, dividends, 
interest, royalties, 01: capital gains are effec- 
tively connected‘ with such permanent 
establishment, shall be treated as income 

TEXT 

from sources Within that other Contracting 
State. 

(9) The source of any item of income to 
which Paragraphs (1) through (8) of .this 
article are not applicable shall be deter- 

mined by each of the Contracting States in 
accordance with its own law. Notwith- 
standing the preceding atenCe, if the 
source of any item of income under the 
laws of one Contracting State is different 
from the source of such item of income 
under the laws of the other Contracting 
State or if the Source‘of s‘uch inCome is not 
readily determinable under the laws of one- 
of the Contracting States, the competent 
authorities of the Contracting States may, 
in order to prevent double taxation or 
further any other purpose of. this Conven- 
tion, establish a common source of the item 
of income for purposes of this Convention. 

Article 7 
Nondiscrimination 

(1) A citizen of one of the Contracting 
States who is a resident of the other Con~ 
trading State shall not be subjected in that 
other Contracting State to more burden- 
some taxes than a citizen of that other 
Contracting State Who is a resident thereof. 

(2) A permanent establishment which a 
resident of one of the Contracting States 
has in the other Contracting State ‘shall‘ not 
be .subject in" that other Contracting State 
to more burdensome taxes than a resident 
of that other Contracting State carrying on 
the same activities. This paragraph shall 
not be construed as obligihg one of 'the 
Contracting States to grant to individual 
residents of the other Contracting State 

any personal allowances, reliefs, "or deduc- 
tions for taxation purposes on account of 
civil status or family responsibilities which 
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the first—mentioned Contracting State grants 
to its own individual residents. 
(3) A corporation of one of the Con- 
tracting States, the capital of which is 

wholly or partly owned or controlled, 
directly or indirectly, by one or more resi- 
dents of the other Contracting State, shall 
not be subjected in the first-mentioned 
Contracting State to any taxation or any 
requirement connected therewith which is 
other or more burdensome than the taxa- 
tion and connected requirements to which 
a corporation of the first-mentioned Con- 
tracting State carrying on the same activi- 
ties, the capital of which .is wholly owned 
or controlléd by one or more rgsidents of 
the first-mentioned Contracting State, is or 
may be subjected. 

Article 8 
' 

Bzm'neu profit: 
(1) Industrial or commercial Profits of a 
resident of one of the Contracting States 
shall be exempt from tax by the other Con- 
tracting State unless such resident is en— 
gaged in industrial or commercial activity 
in that other Contracting State through a 
permanent establishment situated therein. 
If such resident is so engaged, tax may be 
imposed by that other Contracting State on 
the industrial or commercial profits of such 
xesident but only on so much of such profits 
as are attributable {to the permanent estab- 
lishment. 

(2) Where a resident of one of the Con- 
tracting States is engaged in industrial or 
commércial activity in the other Contracting 
State through a permanent establishment 
situated therein, there shall in each Con- 
tracting State be attributed to :the per- 
manent establishment the industrial or com- 
mercial profits which would be attributable 
to such permanent establishment i-f .éuch 

permanent establishment were an indepen- 
dent entity engaged in the same or similar 
activities under the same or similar con- 
ditions and dealing Wholly independently 
with the resident of Which' it is a permanent 
establishment. " 

(3) In the determinafion of the industrial 
or commercial profits of a permanent estab- 
lishment, there shall 'be allowed as deduc- 
tions expenses which are reasonably con— 
nected with such profits, including execu- 
tive and general administrative expenses, 
whether incurred in the Contracting State 
in which the permanent establishment is 

situated or elsewhere. 

(4) No prof-its shall be attributed to 21 

Permanent establishment of a resident of 
one of the Contracting States in the other 
Contracting State merely by reason of the 
purchase of goods or merchandise by that 
permanent establishment, or by the resident 
of which it is a permanent establishment, 
for the account of that resident. 

(5) The term ‘industrial or commercial 
activity’ means the active conduct of a 
trade or business. It includes the conduct 
of manufacturing, mercantile, insurance, 
banking, financing, agricultural, fishing, 
or mining activities, the operation of ships 
or aircraft, the furnishing of services, and 
the :rental of tangible personal Property 
(including ships or aircraft). Such term 
does not include the performance of per- 
sonal services by an individual either as an 
employee or in an .independenf capacity. 

(6) (a) The term ‘industrial or commer- 
cial prof-its’ means income derived from 
industrial or commercial activity, and in- 
come derived from real property and 
natural resources and dividends, interest, 
royalties (as defined in paragraph (4) of 
Article 14 (RoyaLties))., and capital gains 
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but only if rthe property or rights giving 
rise to such income, dividends, interest, 

royalties, or capital‘ gains are effectively 
connected with a Permanent establishment: 
which the recipient, being a resident of one 
of :the Contracting States, has in the other 
Contracting State, whether or not such in- 
come is derived from industrial or commer- 
cial activity. 

(b) To deter-mine whether property or 
rights aré effectively connected with a per- 
manent establishment, the factors taken into 
account shall include whether the rights or 
property are used in or heldfor use in 
carrying on industrial or commezcial acti- 
vity through such Permanent establishment 
and whether .the activities carried on 
through such permanent establishment were 
a material factor in the Iealization of the 
income from such Property or fights. For 
this purpose, due Iegard shall be given-to 
whether or" not such property or rights or 
such income were. accounted for through 
such permanent establishment. 

(7) Where industrial or commercial 
profits include items of income which ate 
dealt with separately in other articles of 
this Convention, the provisions of those 
articles shall, except as otherwise provided 
therein, supersede the Provisions of this 

Article. 

AM}!!! 9 
Permanent establiylament 

(1) F01: purposes of this Convention, the 
term ‘permiment establishment’ means. a 
fixed place of business through which a 
resident of one of the Contracting States 
engages in industrial or commercial activity. 

(2) The term ‘fixed place of bus-inéss’ in- 
cludes but is not limited to: 

(a) A branch; 

TEXT 

(b) An office; ' 

(c) A factory; 
(d) Aworkshop; 
(e) Awarehouse; 
(f) A store or other sales outlet; 
(g) A mine, quarry, or other place of ex, 
tractiOn of natural resources; and 
.(h) A building site or construction or in- 
stallation project which exists for finite than 
6 months. 

(3) Notwithstanding paragraphs (1) and 
(2), a permanent establishment shall not 
include a fixed place of business used only 
for one or more of the following: 
(a) The use. of facilities for the purpose of 
storage, display, or delivery of goods or 
merchandise belonging to the =residen-t; 

(b) The maintenance of a stock of goods, 
'or mércha-ndise belonging to the resident 
for [the purpose of Storage, display, or 
delivery; 

(c) The maintenance of a stock of goods. 
or merchandise belonging to the resident 
for the purpose of pfbcessing by another 
person; . 

(d) The maintenance of a fixed place of 
business for the purpose of purchasing 
goods or merchandise, or for collecting in- 
formatioh, for the resident;

‘ 

(e) The maintenance of a fixed place of 
business for the purpose of, advertising, for 
the Supply of information, for scientific 

research, or for similar activities which 
have a preparatory or auxiliary character, 
for the resident; or 

(f) The maintenance of a building site or 
construction or installation Project which 
does not exist for more than 6 months. 

(4) Even if a resident of one of the Con- 
tracting States does not have a permanent 
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establishment in the other Contracting State 
under paragraphs (1) through (3) of this 
Article, nevertheless he shall be deemed to 
have a permanent establishment in that 
other Contracting State if he engages in 
trade or business in that other Contracting 
State through an agent who— 
(a) Has an authority to conclude contracts 
in the name of that, resident and regularly 
exercises that authority in that other Con- 
tracting State, unless the exercise of the 
authority is limited to the purchase of goods 
or merchandise for the account of the 
resident; or

I 

(b) Maintains in that other Contracting 
State a stock of goods or merchandise be- 
longing to that resident from which he 
regularly fills orders or makes deliveries. 

(5) Notwithstanding subparagraphs (a), 
(c) and (d) of paragraph (3), if a resi- 
dent of one of the Contracting States has a 
fixed place of business in the other Con- 
tracting State and goods or merchandise 

' 

are either: 

(a) Subjected -to processing in that other 
Contracting State by another person 
(whether or not purchased in that other 
Contracting State) 

_; 
or 

(b) Purchased in that other Contracting 
State (and such goods or merchandise are 
not subjected to processing outside that 
other Contracting State) 
such resident shall be considered td have a 

- permanent establishment in that other Con- 
tracting State, if all or part of such goods 
or merchandise is ‘sold by or on behalf of 
such resident for use, consumption, or dis- 
position in that other Contracting State. 

(6) Notwithstanding the provisions of 
paragraphs (4) and (5), a resident of one 
of the Contracting States shall not be deem- 
ed‘ -to have a permanent establishment in 

the other Contracting State merely because 
such resident engages in industrial or com: 
mercial activity in that other Contracting 
State through a broker, general commission 
agent or any other agent of an independent 
status, Where such broker or agent is acting 
in the ordinary course of his business. 

(7) The fact that a resident of one of the 
Contracting States is a related person (as 
defined under Article 11 (Related Per- 
sons)) with respect to a resident of the 
other Contracting State or with respect to 
a person who engages in industrial or com- 
mercial activity in that other Contracting 
State (whether through a permanent estab- 
lishment or otherwise) shall not be [taken 
into accbunt in determining Whether that 
resident of the first-mentioned Contracting 
State ‘has a permanent establishment in that 
other Contracting State. 

(.8) The principles set fOrth in paragraphs 
(1) through (7) shall be applied in deter- 
mining for the purpose of this Convention 
whether there is a permanent establishment 
in a State other than one of the Contracting 
States or Whether a person other than a 
resident of one of the Contracting States 
has a permanent establishment in one of 
the Contracting States. 

Article 10 
Shipping and air tramport

‘ 

Notwithstanding Article 8 (Business 
(Profits), income which a resident of one 
of the Contracting States derives from the 
operation in international traffic of ships 
or aircraft shall be exempt from tax by the 
other Contracting State. For purposes of 
this Article, income derived from the opera- 
tion in international traffic of ships or air- 
craft includes income incidental to such ' 

operation, such as income derived from the 
use or lease of containers, trailers for ‘the 
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inIand transportation of container-s and 
other related equipment, but does not in- 
clude other income from the inland trans- 
portation of containers. 

Article'll 
Related 179715725 

(1) Where a person subject to the taxing 
jurisdiction of one _of .the Contracting 
States and any other person are related and 
where such related persons make arrange. 
ments or impose conditions between them; ‘ 

selves which are different from those which 
would be made between independent per- 
son's, any income, deductions, credits, or 
allowances which would, but for those 
arrangements or conditions, have been 
takénfl into account in computing the in; 
«me (or loss) of, or the tax payable by, 
Ode of such persons, may be taken into 
account in computing the amount of .the 
income subject to tax and the taxes payable 
by such person. 

(.2) For the purposes of :this, Convention, 
a person :15 related to another person if 

either person owns, 01; controls directly or 
indirectly .the other, or if any third Person 
or persons owns or controls directly or in- 
directly both. For this purpose, the term 
‘control’ includes any kind of control, 
whether or not legally enforceable, and 
however exercised or exercisable. 

Article 12 
Dividend: 

(1) Dividends derived from sources Within 
one of the Contracting States by a resident 
of the other Contracting State may bewtaxed 
by both Contracting States. 

(2) The rate of tax imposed by one of the 
ContraCting States on dividends derived 
from sources within that Contracting State 
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by a resident of the other Contracting State 
shall not exceed—— 

(a) 15 percent of the gross amount of the 
dividend; or 

(b) When the mecipient‘ is a corporation, 
10' percent of the gross amount of .the 

dividend if— 
(i) During the part of the paying corpo- 
ration’s taxable year which precedes the 
date of Payment of the dividend and 
during the Whole of its. prior taxable year 
(:if any), at least 10 percentof .the out- 
standing shares of the voting stock of the 
paying corporation was owned by the re- 
cipient corporation, and 
(ii) Not more than-25' percent of the gross 
income of the paying corporation f-of‘such‘ 
prior taxable year (if any) Consists of inter- 
est or dividends (other than interest de- 
rived from the conduct of a banking, in- 
surance, or financing business and divi- 

dends or interest received fmm subsidiary 
corporations, 50 percent or more of the 
outstanding shares of the voting stock of 
which :is owned by the paying corporation 
at the time such dividends or interest is 

received), 

(3) Paraggaph ('2) shall not apply if -the 
recipient of the dividends, being a resident 
of one of the Contracting States, has a per- 
manent establishment in the other Con- 
tracting State and the shares with respect 
to which the dividends are paid are effec- 
tively connected with such permanent 
establishment. In such a. case, paragraph 
(6) (a) of Article 8 (Business Profits) 
shall apply.

‘ 

Articlé 1 3 
Intereyt 

(1) Interest derived from sources within 
one of the Contracting States .by a resident 
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of the other Contracting State may be taxed 
by both Contracting States. 

(2) The rate of tax imposed by one of the 
Contracting States on interest derived from 
sources within that Contracting State by a 
resident of the other Contracting State shall - 

not exceed 12 percent of .the gross amount 
thereof. - 

(3) Notwithstanding paragraphs (1) and 
(2), interest derived from sources Within 
one of the Contracting States shall :be 
exempt from tax by that Contracting State 
if it is beneficially derived by the Govern- 
ment of fhe other Contracting State, by any 
local authority thereof, the central bank of 
that other Contracting State, or any instru- 
mentality wholly owned by that Govern- 

' ment or that central bank or both, not sub- 
ject to tax by that other Contracting State 
on its income. 

(4) Paragraph (2) shall not apply if the 
recipient of the interest, being a resident 
of one of the Contracting States, has a 
permanent establishment in :the other Con- 
tracting State and the indebtedness giving 
rise to the interest is effectively connected 
with such permanent establishment. In such 
case, paragraph (6) (a) of Article 8 (Busi- 
nessv Profits)~ shall apply. 

(5) Where any amount designated as in-- 

terest pa-i'd ’60 any :elafed persoh exceeds an 
amour‘lt which would have been paid to an 
unrelated peréon, the provisions of this 
article shall apply only to §o much of the 
interest as would have been paid to an 
unrelated Person. In such a case .the excess 
payment may :be taxed by each Contragting 
State according to its own law, including 
the provisions of this Convention where 
applicable. 

(6) The term ‘interest’ as used in this 

F1'2 

Convent-ion means income from bonds, 
debentures, Government securities, notes, 
or other evidences of indebtedness, wheth- 
er or not secured and whether or not carry- 
ing a night to participate in profits, and 
debt-claims of every kind as well, as- all 
other income which, under the taxation law 
of the Contracting State in which the in- 
come has its source, is assimilated to in- 
come firom money lent. 

Afticle 14 
Royaltie: 

(1) The tax imposed by one of 'the Con- 
tracting States 'on :royalties derived from 
sources within that Contracting State by a 
resident of .the other Contracting State shall 
not exceed 15 percent of the gross amount 
thereof, except as provided in paragraphs 
(2) and (3). 

(2) Royalties derived from copyrights, or 
rights to produce or reproduce any literary, 
dramatic, musical, or artistic work, by a 
resident of one Contracting State, as well 
as moyalties received as consideration for 
the use of, or the right .to use, motion 
picture films including films and tapes used 
for radio or television broadcasting, may 
not be taxed by the other Contracting State 
at a rate of tax which exceeds 10 percent 
of the gross amount 'of such royalties. 

(3) Paragraphs (1) and (2) shall hot ap- 
ply if the recipient of the royalty, being a 
resident of one of the Contracting States, 
has in the other Contracting State a per- 
manent establishment and the right or 
property giving rise :to the .~royalties is 

effectively connected with such permanent 
establishment. In such a case, paragraph 
(6) (a) of Article 8 ('Buéine'ss Profits) 
shall apply. 

(4) The term ‘royalties’ as used in this 
article means- 
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(a) Payment of any kind made as con- 
sideration for the use of, or the right to 
use, copyrights of literary, artistic, or scien- 
tific works, copyrights of motion picture 
films or films or tapes used for radio or 
television broadcastixig, patents, designs, 
models, Plans, secret processes or formulae, 
trademarks, or other like Property or rights, 
or knowledge, experience? or skill' (know; 
how), or ships or aircraft (but only if the 
lessor is a person not engaged in the opera- 
.tion in «international traffic of ships or 
aircraft), and 

(b) Gains derived from the sale, exchange, 
or other disposition of any Such property 
or rights (other than ships or aircraft) to 
the extent that the amounts realized On such 
sale, exchange, or other disposition far con- 
sideration are contingent on the produc- . 

tiv-ity, use, or disposition of such Property 
or rights. 
The ‘term vdoés not include any royalties, 
rentals or other amounts paid in respect of 
the operation of mines, quarries, or other 
natural resources. 

(5) Where an amount is paid -to a related 
person which would :be treated as royalty 
but for the fact that it exceeds an amount 
which would have been Paid to an un- 
related person, the provisions of this Article 
shall apply only to so much of the royalty 
as would have ibeen paid to an unrelated 
person. In such a case, the excess Payment 
may be :taxed by each Contracting State 
according to its dwn law, including the 
provisions of this Convention where ap- 
plicable: 

Artitle 15 
Iflcome from real property 

(1) Income from real propenty, including 
royalties and other payments in Irespect of 
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the exploitation of natural resources and 
gains derived from the sale, exchange, or 
other disposition of such property‘or of .the 
right giving rise to such =roya1ties or other 
payments, may be taxed by the Contracting 
State in which such real p‘ropegty or natural 
resources are situated. For purposes of this 
Convention, interest on indebtedness se- 

cured by real property 01: secured by a right 
giving =rise to :royalties or' other payments 
in respect of the exploitation of natural 
resources shall not be regarded as income 
from real property. 

(2) Paragraph (1) shall_ apply to intome 
derived froth the :us'ufruct, direct use, 
letting, or use :in any other form of real 
property. 

Article 16 
Capital gain: 

(1) A resident of one of the Contracting 
States shall be eXernPt from tax by the other 
Contracting State on gains from the sale, 
exchange, or other disposition of capital 
assets unless— - 

(a) The gain is derived by a resident of 
one of the Contracting States from the sale, 
exchange, or other disposition of property 
described in Article 15 (Income from Real 
Property) situated within the other Con- 
tracting State, . 

(b) The arecipient of the gain, being a 
resident of oneof the Contracting States, 
has a permanent estéblishment in the other 
Contracting State and the propesty giving- 
-rise to the gain is effectively connected with 
such permanent establishment, or 

(c) 'The recipient of the gain, being an 
individual who is a resident of one of the 
Contracting States— 
(-i), Maintains a fixed base in the other 
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Contracting State for a period or periods 
aggregating 183 days or more during the 
taxable year and the Property giving rise to 
such gains is effectively connected with 
such fixed base, or

' 

(ii) Is present in the other Contracting 
State for a period or Periods aggregating 
183 days 'or more during the taxable year. 

(2) In the case of gains described in para- 
gzaph (1) (a), the provisions of Article 15 
(Income from Real Property) shall apply. 
In the case of 

I 
gains described in paragraph 

(1)(b), the provisions of Article 8 (Busi— 
ness Profits) shall apply. 

Article 1 7 
Invextment or holding companiex 

A corporation of one of the Contracting 
States deriving dividends, interest, royalties, 
or capital gains from sources within the 
other Contracting State shall not be entitled 
to .the benefits of Article 12 (Dividends), 
13 (Intefest), 14 (Royalties), or 16 
(Capital Gains) .i-f—— 

(a) By reason of special measures the tax 
imposed on such corporation by the first- 
mentioned Contracting State with respect to 
such dividends, interest, royalties, or capital 
gains .is substantially less than the tax 
generally imposed by such Contracting 
State on corporate profits, and 

(b) 25 
' 

percent or more of the capital of 
such corporation is held of record or is 
otherwise determined, after consultation 
between the competent authorities of the 
Contracting States, to be owned-directly or 
indirectly, by one or more persons who are 
not individual residents of xthe first- 

mentioned Contracting State (or, in the 
case of a Korean corporation, who a-re 

citizens of the United States).
' 

F14 

Article 18 
Independent perxonal .rerw'ce: 

(1) Income derived by an individual who 
is a resident of one of 'the Contracting 
States from the performance of personal 
services 'in an independent capacity, may be 
taxed by that Contracting State. Except as 
provided in paragraph (2), such_ income 
shall be exempt from tax by the other 
Contracting State. 

(2) Income derived by an individual who 
is a resident of one of the Contracting 
States from 'the performance; of personal 
services in an independent capacity in the 
other Contracting State may be taxed by 
that other Contracting State, if: 

(a) The [individual is present in that other 
Contracting State for a period or periods 
aggregating 185 days or more in the :taxable 
year; 

(b) Such income exceeds 3,000 United 
States dollars or its equivalent in Korean 
won in a taxable year; or 
(c) The individual maintains a fixed base 
in that other Contracting State for a. period 
or periods aggregating 183 days or more in 
the taxable year, but only so much of his 
income l-as is attributable to such fixed base. 

Article 19 
Dependent pemoml Jewz'ce: 

(1) Wages, salaries, and similar remuner- 
ation derived by an individual who is a 
resident of one of the Contracting States 
from labor 0: personal services performed 
as an employee, including remuneration 
from services performed by an officer of a 
corporation, may -be taxed by that Con- 
tracting State. Except as provided by para- 
graph (2) such remuneration derived from 
sources_within the other Contracting State 
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may also be taxed by 'that other Contracting 
State. 

’ 

I

' 

(2) Remuneration described in paragraph 
(1) derived by 'an individual who is a 
resident of one of the Contracting Stat‘es 

shall be exempt from tax by the other Con- 
tracting State if— 
(a) He is Present in that other Contracting 
State for a period or periods aggregating 
less :than 183 days in the taxable year; 

(b) He is an employee of a resident of the 
first-mentioned Contracting State or of a 
permanent establishment maintained in the 
first-mentioned Contracting State; 

(c) The remuneration is not borne as such 
by a permanent'establishment which the 
employer has in that other Contracting 
State; and

. 

(d) Such income does not exceed 3,000 
United States dollars or its equivalent in 
Korean won. 

(3) Notwithstanding paragraph (2), re- 

muneration derived by an individual from 
the performance of labor or personal ser- 
vices as.an employee aboard ships or air- 
craft operated by a resident of one of the 
Contracting States in internitional traffic 

shall be exempt from tax by the other Con- 
tracting State if such individual is a mem- 
ber of the regular complement of the ship 
or aircraft.

' 

Article 20 
Teacher: 

(1) Where a resident of one of the: Con- 
tracting States is invited by the Government 
of the other Contratting State, a political 
subdivision, or a local authority thereof, or 
by a university or other recognized educa-~ 
tional institution in that other Contracting 
State to come to that other Contracting 
State for a period not expected to exceed 
2 years for the purpose of teaching or en- 
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gaging in research, or both, at a university 
or other recognized educational institution 
and such resident comes to that other Con- 
tracting State primarily for such Purpose, 
his income from perSonal services for teach- 
ing 0r research at such university or educa- 
tional institution shall be exempt from tax 
by that other Contracting State for a period 
not exceeding 2 years from the date of his 
arrival in that other Contracting ‘State.

’ 

(2) 'This, Article shall not apply :to incbme 
from mesearch if such researth is under— 
taken not in the public interest but Prima- 
rily for the private benefit of a‘speC-ific 

person or persons. 

Article 21 
Student: and trainees 

(1) (a) An individual who is a resident of 
one of the Contracting States at :the time 
he becomes temporarily Present in the'other 
Contracting State and who is temporarily 
Present in that other Contracting State for 
the primary purpose of—

I 

(i) Studying at a university or other te- 
cognized educational institution in that 
other Contmcting State, 01: 
(ii) Securing training required to qualify 
him to practice a profession or Professional 
specialty, or _

' 

(iii) Studying or doing =research as a re- 
cipient of a grant, allowance, or av'vard 

from a governmental, religious, charitable, 
scientifié, literary, or educational organ- 
iZation, 
shall be exempt from tax by that other 
Contracting State with respect to amounts 
described in subparagraph (b) for a- period 
not exceeding 5 taxable years from the date 
of his arrival in that other Contracting 
State.

‘ 

(b) The amounts referred to in subpara- 
graph (3.) are-— 
(i) Remittances from abroad £01" the Pur- 
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pose of his maintenance, education, study 
research, or training; 
(ii) The grant, allowance, or award; and 
(iii) Income from personal services per- 
formed in that other Contracting State in 
an amount not in excess of 2,000 United 
States dollars or its equivalent in Korean 
won for any taxable year. 

(2) An individual who is a resident of one 
of the Contracting States at :the time he 
becornes temporarily present in the other 
Contracting State and who is temporarily 
present in that other Contracting State as 
an employee of, or ‘under contract with, a 
resident of the first-mentibned Contracting 
State, for :the primary purpose of— 
(a) Acquiring technical, professional, or' 

business experience from a person other 
than that resident of the first-mentioned 
Contracting State or other than a person 
related to such resident, or 

(b) Studying at a university or other :re- 

cognized educational institution in that 
othef Contracting State, 

shall be exempt from tax by that other 
Contracting State for a. period not exceed- 
ing 1 yea; with respect to his income from 
personal services in an aggregate amount 
not in excess of 5,000 United States dollars 
or its equivalent in Korean won.- 

An 'fndividuél who is resident of one 
of :the Contracting States at the .time he. 
becomes temporarily Present in (the other 
Contracting State and who is temporarily 
present in that other‘Contracting State for 
a period not exceeding 1 year, as a partici- 
pant in a program sponsored by the Gov- 
ernmént of that other Contracting State, 
for (the primary Purpose of training, :re- 

search, or study, shall be exempt form tax 
by that other Contractihg State, with respect 
to his income f-rom personal services in 
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respect of such training, research, or study 
performed in that other Contracting State 
in an aggregate amount not in excess of 
10,000 United States dollars or its equiva- 
lent in Korean won. ‘ 

(4) The benefits Provided under Article 
20 (Teachers) and paragraph (1) of this 
Article shall, when taken together, extend 
only for such period of :time, not to exceed 
5 taxable yea-rs from :the date of arrival of 
the individual claiming such benefits, as 
may reasonably or customarily .be required 
to effectuate the purpose of the visit. 

Article 22 
Governmental functions 

Wages, salaries, and similar remuneration 
including pensions, annuities, or similar 
benefits, paid from public funds of one of 
the Contracting States :to a citizen of that 
Contracting State for labor or personal ser- 
vices performed as an employee of that 
Contracting State or an instrumentality 
thereof in the discharge of governmental 
functions shall be exempt from :tax by the 
other Contracting State". - 

Article 23 
Private pemz’om and annuitie‘: 

(1) Exéept as provided in Article 22 
(Governmental Functions), pensions and 
other similar remuneration paid to an indi— 
vidual who is a =resident of on_e of the 
Contracting States in cofisideration of Past 
employment shall be taxable only in that 
Contracting State. 

(2) Alimony and annuities paid -tb an in- 
dividual who is a resident of one. of the 
Cbntracti-ng States shall be taxable only in 
that Contracting State. ‘ 

(3) The term ‘pensions and other similar 
remuneration’, as used in this Article, 
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means periodic payments made (a) by 
reason of retirement or death in consider- 
ation for services rendered, or (b); by way 
of compensation for injuries received in 
connection with Past employment. 

(4) The term- ‘annuities’, as used in this 
Article, means a stated sum paid periodi- 
cally at stated times during life, or during

_ 

a Specified number of years, under an obli- 
‘gatiQn to make the payments in return for 
adequate and full consideration (other 
than services rendered). 

(5) The term ‘alimony’, (as used in this 

Article, means Periodic payments made 
pursuant to a decree of divorce, separate 
maintenance agreement, or support or. sepa- 
ration agreement Which is taxable to the 
recipient under the internal laws of the 
Contracting State of which he :is a resident. 

Article 24 
._ 

S ocjzzl Jecz'm'ty payment: 
Social -security payments and other public 
pensions paid :by orie of the Contracting 
States to an individual who .is a resident of 
the other Contracting State (or in :the case 
of such payments by Korea, to an indi- 
vidual who is a citizen of the United 
States) shall be taxable only in the first- 
mentiOned Contracting State. This Article 
shall not apply to payments described in

' 

Article 22 (Governmental Functions). ‘ 

Article 25 
Exemption from maid! security taxes 

(1) The taxes imposed by Chapter 21 of 
the Internal Revenue Code shall not apply 
with respect to wages paid for services per- 
formed in Guam by a :resident of Korea 
While in Guam on a temporary basis as a 
nonimm-igranvt alien admitted -to Guam 
pursuant to section 101 (a) (15) (11) (ii) of 
the United States Immigration and Nation- 
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‘ality Act (8 U.'S.'C. 11701(a)(15)(H) 
(i0). 

(‘2) The exemption provided in paragraph 
(1) shall continue only so 10mg 418 the 
similar exemption provided by section 3121 
(b) (18) of the Internal Revenue Code. 

Article 26 
Diplomatic‘zmd £071:q officer: 

Nothing in this Convention shall affect the 
fiscal privileges of diplomatic and consular 
officials under the general rules of inter- 
nationalA law or under the Provisions of 
special agr¢ements. 

Article 27 
Mutual agreement procedure 

(1) Where a resident of one of the Con- 
tracting States considers that the action of 
one or .both of the Contracting States results 
or will result for him ‘in taxation not in 
accordance with this Convention, he may, 
notwithstanding the remedies provided by 
the national laws of :the Contracting States, 
present his case -to the competent authority 
of the Contracting Sta-te of which he is a 
resident.’ Should the resident’s claim be 
considered to have met-it by the competent 
authority of the: Contracting State to which 
the clgim is made, it shall endeavor to come 
to an agrgement with the competent author- 
ity of the other Contracting State with a 
view to avoiding taxation contrary to the 
provisions of this Convention. , 

(2) The competent authorities of the Con- 
tracting States shall endeavor to resolve by 
mutual agreement any difficulties or doubts 
arising as to the application of this Conven- 
tion. In particular, the competent author- 
ities of the Contracting States may agree-a 
(a) To :the same attribution of .industrial 
or cominercial profits to a {esident of one 
of the Contracting States and its permanent 
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establishment situated in the other Con- 
tracting State; 

(b) To :the same allocation of income, 
deductions, credits, or allowances between 
a person subject to the taxing jurisdiction 
of one of the Contracting States and any 
related person; 

(c) To the same determination of thf’ 

source of particular items of income; 

(d) To the uniform accounting for income 
and deductions; or 
(e) To the same meaning of any term used 
in this Convention. 

(3) The competent authorities of the Con- 
tracting States may communicate with each 
other directly for the purpose of reaching 
an agreement in the sense of this Article. 
When it seems advisable for the purpose of 
reaching agreement, the competent author- 
ities may meet together for an oral ex- 
change of opinions. 

(4) In the event that the competent author- 
ities reach such an agreement, taxes shall 
be imposed on such income, and refund or 
credit of taxes shall be allowed, by the 
Contracting States in accordance with such 
agreement. 

Article 28 
Excbgmge of information 

(1) The competent authorities shall ex- 
change such information as is necessary for 
carrying out the provisions of this Conven- 
tion or for the prevention of fraud or for 
the administration of statutory provisions 
concerning taxes to which this Convention 
applies provided the information is of a 
class that can be obtained under the laws 
and administrative practices of each Con— 
tracting State with respect to its own taxes. 

(2) Any information so exchanged shall 

be treated as secret, except that such infor~ 
mation may be— 
(a) Disclosed to any person concerned 
with, or 

(b) Made part of a public record with 
respect to, the assessment, collection, or 
enforcement of, or litigation with respect 
to, the taxes -to which this Convention 
applies. 

(5) No information shall be exchanged 
which would be contrary to public policy. 

(4) If specifically requested by the com- 
petent authority of one of the Contracting 
States, the competent authority of the other 
Contracting State shall' provide information 
under this Article in the form of depo_si- 
tions of witnesses and copies of unedited 
original documents (including books, 
papers, statements, records, accounts, 01: 

writihgs), to the same extent such deposi-' 
tions and documents can be obtained under 
the laws and administrative practices of 
each Contracting State with respect to its 

own taxes. 

(5) The exchange of information shall be 
either on a routine basis or on- request with 
reference to particular cases. The competent 
authorities of the Contracting States may 
agree on the list of irnformatiOn which shall 
be furnished on a routine basis. 

(6) The competent authorities of the Con- 
tracting States shall notify each other of any 
amendments of the tax laws referred to in 
paragraph (1) of Article 1 (Taxes Covered) 
and of the adoption of any taxes referred 
to in paragraph (2) of Article 1 (Taxes 
Covered) by transmitting the texts of any 
amendments or new statutes at least once 
a year. 

(7) The competent authorities of the Con- 
tracting States shall notify each other of the 
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publication by their respective Contracting 
States of any material ‘Concerning the ap- 
plication‘of this Convention, whether in the 
form of aregulations, rulings, or judicial 
decisions by transmitting the texts of any 
such materials at least once a year; 

Article 29 
Extension to territoriey 

(1) Either one of the Contracting States 
may, at any time while this Convention 
continues in force, by a Written notification 
given to the other Contracting State through 
diplomatic channels, declare its 'desire that 
:the operation of this Convention, either in 
Wholé or in part or with such modifications 
as may be found necessary for special ap- 
plicati’On in a particular case, shall extend 
to all or any of the areas (to which 'this 
Convention is nqt otherwise applicable) for 
whose international relations it is respon- 
sible and which impose taxes, substantially 
similar in character to those which are the 
subject of this Convention. When the other 
Contracting State has, by a" written com- 
munication through diplomatic channels, 
signified to the first-mentioné'd Contracting 
State that ‘such notification is accepted in 
respect of such azea or areas, and the noti- 
fication and communication have been rati- 
fied and instruments of ratification ex- 
changed, .this Convention, in whole or in 
part, or with such modifications as may be 
found necessary for special application in a 
particular case, as specified in the notifica- 
tion, shall apply to the area or areas named 
in the notification and shall enter into force 
and effect on and after the date or dates 
specified therein. None of the provisions 
of this Convention shall apply -to any such 
area in the absence of such acceptance and 
exchang'e’fif instruments of ratification in 
respect of that area. 
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(2) At any time after the date of entry 
into force of an extension under paragraph 
(1), either of the Contracting States may, 
by 6 months" prior notice of termination 
givén to the other Contracting State through 
diplomatic channels, terminate the appli- 
cation of this Convention to any area -to 

which it has been extended under para- 
graph (1), and in such event this Conven- 
tion shall cease to apply and have force and 
effect, beginning on: or after the first day 
of January next following the expiration of 
the 6-month Period, to the area or areas 
named therein; but Without affecting its 

continued application to the United States, 
Korea, or to any other area to which it has 
been extended under paragraph (1). 

(3) In the application of this Convention 
in relation to any area to which if is ex- 
tended by notification by the United States 
or Korea, reference to ‘the ‘United States’ 
or ‘Koreai, as the case may be, shall be 
construed as referring to that area. 

(4) The termination in respect of the 
United States or Korea of this Convention 
under Article 32 (Termination) shall, un- 
less otherwise expressly agreed by both 
Contracting States, terminate the appli- 
cation of this Convention to any area to 
which the Convention has been extended 
under this Article by the United States 01: 

Korea. 

Article 30 
Axmmme in collection 

(1) Each of the Contracting States shall 
endeavor to collect on behalf of the other 
Contracting State such taxes imposed by 
that other Contracting Stake as will ensure 
that any' exemption or reduced rate of tax 
granted under this Convention by that other 
Contracting State shall not be enjoyed by 
Persons not entitled to such benefits. 
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(2) In no case shall this Article be con- 
strued so as to impose upon one of the 
Contracting States the obligation to carry 
out measures at variance with {the laws, ad- 
ministrative practices, or public policy of 
either Contracting State with respect to the 
collection of its own taxes. 

Article 31 
Entry into force 

This Convent-ion shall be ratified and in.- 

strument‘s of ratification shall be exchanged 
at Washington as soon as possible. It shall 
enter into force on the thirtieth day follow- 
ing the exchange of instruments of ratifi- 
cation and shall then have effect for the 
first time: 

(a) As respects the rate of withholding 
taxes and Article 25 (Exempt-ion from 
Social Security Taxes), to amounts paid on 
or after the first day of the second month 
following the date on which his Conven- 
tion enters into force; 

(b) As respects other taxés, to taxable years 
beginning on or after January 1 of the year 
following the date on which this Conven- 
tion enters into force. 

Article 32 
Termination 

This Convention shall remain in force until 
terminated by one of the Contracting States. 
Either Contracting State may terminate? the 
Convention'at any time after 5 years from 
the date on which this Convention enters 
into force provided that at least 6 months’ 
prior not-ice of termination has been given 
through diplomatic channels. In such event, 
the Convention shall cease to have force 
and effect as respects income of taxable 
years beginning (or, in the case of with- 
holding taxes and social security taxes, pay— 
ments made) on or after January 1 next 
following the expiration of the 6-month 
Period. 

Done at Seoul in duplicate in the English 
and Korean languages this 4th day of June 
1976. 

For the United States of America: 
Richard L. Sneider 

For the Republic of Korea: 
Park Tong-jin 
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EXCHANGE OF NOTES 
Seoul, June 4, 1976 

His Excellency 
Park Tong-jin, 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
Seoul. 

Excellency: 

I have the honor to refer .to the Income 
Tax Convention signed between the Gov- 
ernments of Korea and the United States. 
During the course of the negotiations lead- 
ing up to the signed Conventiori, the 
Korean representatives (A) stressed the 
need for increased provisions in the Con- 
vention that would constitute special in- 

centives to promote the flow of United 
States capital and technology to Korea and 
(B) stated that the Convention applies to 
the Korean Defense Tax imposed in con- 
nection with the taxes referred to in Article 
1(1) of the Convention. 
The United States delegation was unablewto 
agree to Provisions f0: special investment 
incentives, but I Wént to assure you that my 
Government recognizes the importance 
which your Government places on increas- 
ed investment in Kama. Accordingly, when 
circumstances permit, my Government will 
be prepared to resume discussions with a 
View to incorporating Provisions into this 
Convention that will minimize the inter- 
ference of the United States tax system with 
incentives offered by the Government of 
the Republic of Korea. and that will be 
consistent with «the income tax policies of 

' the United States Government regarding 
other developing countries. 

I should appreciate your confirmation that 
the Government of the Republic of Korea 
interprets the words ‘Korean Tax’ in Article 
1(1) as including the Korean Defense Tax 
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assessed on the taxes referred to therein. 
Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances 
of my highest consideration. 
Richard L. Sneider 

. 

- June 4, 1976 
His Excellency 
Richard L. Sneider 

Ambassador Extraordinary and 
Plenipotentiary of 
the United States of America to 
the Republic of Korea 
Excellency : 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt 
of your Excellency’s Note dated June 4, 
1976 with regard to increased investment 
of the United States in Korea and with 
regard to the application of the Tax Con- 
vention to the Korean Defense Tax im- 
posed in connection with the taxes referred 
to in Article 1(1) of the Convention. 
I have further the honor to note that the 
United‘ States will be prepared, when 
circumstances Permit, to reSume discussions 
with a View to incorporating provisions 
into the Convention that will minimize the 
interference of the U.S. tax system with 
incentives offered by the Government of 
Korea and that will be consistent with the 
income tax policies of the United States 
GOVernment regarding other developing 
countries. 
I also have the honor to confirm that the 
definition of Korean tax in Article 1(1) of 
the Tax Convention includes the Korean . 

Defense Tax assessed on the taxes xeferred 
to therein. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances 
of my highest consideration. 
Park Tong-fin 
Minister of Foreign Affairs 
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